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AUTHOR'S PREFACE. 

'THB Author of this book gladly welcomes the 
appearanc.e ot an English translation of so satis
factory a character. At the same time it may be well 
to Ifmind the English reader that this is a history 
of an English institution written by a .foreigner and 
iinended for the use of foreigners. Difficulties must 
anse in any attempt to judge the institutions of 
other countrIes and to form an opinion with regard 
to advisable reforms. The task is especially hard 

"in the case of a country like England, where more 
attention is paid to facts than to theories. Hence 
with respect to various questions, especially some 
ariSing towards the end of the work, when I have 
been unable to support my own views by the opinions
at an Engiish authority, I have chosen rather to 
conhne myself to a statement of the facts than to 
set forth theories which might be disproved by 
lubsequent. events. 

Moreover; in writing for French readers, I have 
described various matters and in particular historical 
even Is.. the discussion of which may ~rhaps be 
superfluous for English readers. I must then ask 
the latter to remember that the political and 
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economic history of Great Britain is less well 
known to continental readers than to themselves. 

I am conscious of many other short-comings in 
this book, which is a product of youth; were it -
not for the pressure of University duties \nd other 
work I should have completed and revise" it. In 
its present form it is the result of the conscrentious 
study of several years; and as such I -hope it will,_ 
obtain the indulgence of my new readers. 

It only remains for me to express my thanks to 
Mrs. H. O. Meredith, who has spared flO pains in 
the work of translation, and to Professor Foxwell, 
whose instructive preface is sufficient in itself to 
give the book a special value. 

A. ANDREADES, 
p,.[ ... "" III tIN 11,,_.;17'/ A.11wu. 



AUTHOR'S PREFACE, 
TO THE SECOND EDITION 

/ 

THIS i!O'~s a preface than a kind of apology. I was from 
the first fully aware of the many shortcomings of a work, 

·which, though it took nearly four years of constant work, 
was written when the author was still very young. As a 
matter of fact it was his first large publication. 

In consequence I looked forward to a second edition with 
the hope of re-moulding many chapters, especially those 
concerning the eighteenth century, of adding some tables 
shov;ing lhe progress of the Bank in the different branches 
of its activity, and last, but not least of devoting a large 
chapter to the History of the Bank of England during The 
Great \\' ar. 

But the Greek and the Continental libraries generally are 
insufficiently equipped for a work of such a description, and 
moreover, while my time in Greece'was taken up by several 
works on Greek finances and their history, such short stays 
as I was able to make in England in recent years were 
absorbed by a work on the population of the British Empire 
during imd after The Great \Var.' 

My only chance of carrying out my plans would bave been 
a postponeme-nt of this second edition till 1<)26, wbich ,.'ould 
have allowed me to spend two summers at least in England, 
Vii., the minimum of time which a thorough revision would 
have required. But I hne to pay the ransom of a somehow 
unexpt>Cted success, and the demand of tbe public obliges 
the publishers to bring a new edition without delay tbrough 
the press. 

This being so, it was thougbt better to leave t~e ltook as it 
stands, and, wbile apologising to my new readers, to hope 

, It ..... published ill 'ga3 ... SuppIoawot to It._. !he ........ tiona! 
y ....... of St.ti$des. 
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THIS i~';ss a preface than a kind of apology, I was from 
the first fully aware of the many shortcomings of a work, 

·which, though it took nearly four years of constant work, 
was written when the author was still very young. As a 
matter of fact it was his first large publication. 

In consequence I looked forward to a second edition with 
the hope of re-moulding many chapters, especially those 
concerning the eighteenth century, of adding some tables 
showing the progress of the Bank in the different branches 
of its activity, and last, but not least of devoting a large 
chapter to the History of the Bank of England during The 
Great \\' ar. 

But the Greek and the Continental libraries generally are 
insufficiently equipped for a work of such a description, and 
moreover, while my time in Greece·was taken up by several 
works on Greek finances and their history, such short stays 
as I was able to make in England in recent years were 
absorbed by a work on the population of the British Empire 
during and after The Great \Var.' 

My only chance of carrying out my plans would have been 
a postponement of this second edition till 1926, whicb would 
have allowed me to spend two summers at least in England. 
viz., the minimum of time which a thorougb revision would 
have required. But I have to pay the ransom of a somehow 
unexpected success, and the demand of the public obliges 
the publishers to bring a new edition without delay through 
the press. 

This being so, it was thought better to leave the hook as it 
stands, and, wbile apologising to my new readers, to hope 

lit"'· ... published 1ft 1913 as • Supplenwot to 11, ...... the latematioftal 
M.agvlne: of Statistics. 
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that their numbers will be great enough to allow for a third
this time enlarged and revised-edition-at a not too distant 
date. 

I cannot bring these few remarks to a close without 
expressing once more my gratitude to Mrs. Meredith and to 
Prof. Foxwell. I am aware that the popUlarity of this book 
-which in many respects is a fJlc~ de ;eunei'se-is due 
to a very large extent to the admirable translatio~ of the 
former and the not less admirable preface of the latth. 

A. ANDR~ADESt C.B.E., .-



PREFACE . 
. ' 

ENGLlSI'I;'EN may be pardoned if they regard the Bank 
of England as the greatest financial institution in the 
'world. It is far inferior, no doubt, to many Conti
nental banks, in the extent of its metallic reserves and 
of its note circulation; and there are even other 
English banks which hold a larger amount of private 
deposits. It can hardly be considered so essential1y a 
"ational bank as the Banks of France and Germany, 
each of which does a larger business in the provinces 
than in the capital: it is not so democratic in the 
range of its operations as the Banque de Franoe, 
perhaps not so directly associated with general enter
prise as the Reichsbank. No existing bank can 
boast a history at the same time so long, so continuous 
and So distinguished; nor has any played so large 
and so worthy a part, not merely in the fortunes of a 
great nation, but also in the general financial activities 
of the world. 

The history of this famous Bank, here presented in 
an English version by Mrs. Meredith, must be held 
to be in many respects a lo.,.sfe /0'". It was written 
by a Greek, - in French: and notwithstanding the 
double difficulty with which the author had to contend 
in describing an institution, so characteristically 
English. in a language not his own, it is the most 
comprehensive and most readable account of the Bank 
yet published. Dr. Andriades, indeed, fol1owing 
Mr. Stephens, goes so far as to say that nothing 
deserving to be called a history of the Bank had 
previously been written, though the attempt had more 
than once been made. If this be so, the fact is 
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sufficiently remarkable, and suggests reflections, some 
not too pleasant, to those who are concerned for the 
credit of English Economics. In what sense must 
we accept the statement? 

We must certainly agree, with M. Lyon-Caen, 
that no complete history of the Bank exi!\l:ed before 
the appearance of this book. Many valuable contri
butions to such a history had been published from 
time to time; but all of them left something to be 
desired. Some were fragmentary, some were hardly, 
scientific; in the best of them history is often only 
incidental to the author's main purpose; nearly all, 
a characteristically English fault, were unsystematic; 
none of them covered the whole period, even approxi
mately. We had no complete, formal and scientific 
account, such as would compare for instance with 
Alphonse Courtois' history of the BanlJue de France. 

Let us glance at some of the more important ex
isting works. The account given by Macleod, in his 
Tkeory anti Practice of Banking', may be said to have 
held the field before the appearance of Dr. Andreades' 
history. It is in many respects very good within 
its limits; the present writer, like the late Henry 
Sidgwick, found it more suggestive and instructive 
than any other. But the historical work was merely 
incidental with Macleod, not his principal aim; as 
may be gathered from the fact that the word history 
does not even occur on the titlo Bf hil book; and his 
vigorous sketch deals wlth banking rather than with 
the Bank: a distinction, I will admit, which counts 
for less in earlier times than it would to-day. 

Tooke and Newmarch (the former especially) have 
also contributed invaluable material in their well-, 
known History of Prices, notably for the period of 
the Napoleonic war, but in hardly less degree forj 
the whole period 1793-1857 covered by them. But: 
Tooke's work might be regarded as a documented 
argument rather than a reasoned history: an objection, 
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which would apply to Macleod as well, though 
perhaps not quite to the same degree. The object of 
both writers was rather to establish a controversial 
thesis than to give a scientific explanation of the 
course of events. None the less, each work contains 
abundant and trustworthy historical material: the 
unconcealed bias of the writers does not seem to have 
interfered with their accurate record of the facts. 
Avowed bias, indeed, rarely misleads; what is really 
dangerous is the pretence of impartiality. Tooke, 

• perhaps, sometimes puts upon the facts a construction 
they cannot fairly bear; on the other hand, he is 
most careful to give references, the lack of which is a 
principal defect in Macleod. It is certain that every
one who essays to deal with the history of English 
banking must be deeply indebted to both these writers. 

There are some excellent authorities,'too, upon the 
earlier years of the history of the Bank. First among 
them in merit, though not in time, I would mention 
Harold Rogers, whose First N,;,e Yean 0/ tile Bailie 
0/ Eng/mId has always seemed to me the most brilliant 
of his many contributions to Economic history. It 
is, of course, only a fragment; but it is a model for 
the Economic historian. Among others who have 
thrown light on the earlier history must also be 
mentioned Mr. Hilton Price, Mr. Maberly Phillips, 
and the late Mr. J. B. Martin; whose numerous 
works and papers are full of valuable information as 
to early baRking nistory.- banking practice, and 
banking documents. Many others might be named, 
did space permit, wHo have made similar valuable 
studies of local banking, and individual banks. What 
seems to be an admirable sketch, covering a longer. 
period in a more connected way, must be noted here; 
I mean Mr. W. R. Bisschop's De Oplto...st tie, 
l.o"dellSclre Geld",a,l:t .. 16./.0-1826 .. S'Gravenhage, 
1<;96. Unfortunately many of us are debarred by 
IDoguistic limitations from 3rofiting as we othen-ise 
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might from the acute and critical exposition of this 
scholarly writer. 

Returning to the larger works, Lawson's Histo,.y 
of Banking is another book of considerable merit. 
It wants system, but has a great deal of interesting 
information about tke early history of banking, is 
throughout well-informed on points of" banking 
practice, and deserves special mention for the frequent 
references to the relations between the Bank 'and the 
Government, on which little has been written in 
English, though Dr. Philifi'ovich, in his Die Bank von" 
England imDienste de,. Finanwerwaltungdes Staates, 
has treated it exhaustively over the whole period up 
to 1884. Lawson's book too has an Appendix full 
of interesting matter, including a reprint of the 
Charter and By-Laws of the Bank. It has been 
objected to Lawson, and it is still more true of the 
better-known History of tke Bank of England by 
Francis, that his history is too anecdotal and popular 
in form. Neither writer, however, appealed to an 
academic audience, nor would have found one at that 
time if he had. It may at any rate be said of both 
works that they contain matter of value, the result of 
pretty wide reading. Gilbart again is a writer of 
whom we must speak of with respect. His contri
butions to the history of banking rang-e wide over 
bo"th time and place. He has written of banking not 
merely in the United King-dom, but in America as 
well ; and has not confuted his studies- to the period 
he knew best, the first half of the 19th century. No 
one could accuse him of being unduly readable; his 
writing is always methodical and often didactic to the 
verge of pomposity. As might be expecw.d from the 
founder ;lnd manager of the first great London Joint 
Stock Bank, his works are full of details of administra_ 
tion, of which modern students may be a little 
impatient: but they are solid, well furnished with 
statistics, and of real value to the historian. They 
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are not however so directly concerned with the Bank 
of England as with Joint Stock Banking. Passing 
over slighter sketches and papers, of which there are 
very many, as well as books like those of Maclaren, 
really a history of opinions, and of Doubleday, a 
notable criticism of the funding system, we come in 
conclusion to a writer of foremost importance, happily 
still a"tive, Mr. Inglis Palgrave. He is our. main 
sourc.! of information for the history of English 
banking in the last half-century. His mastery of 
English banking statistics is unrivalled; he has given 
us, partly in published works, partly in the Bankers' 
Magazine and elsewhere, a long series of studies of 
the discount rate and the changes in English banking 
structure and banking methods; and in his last work, 
Balik Rate a1lfi tile Afollt)l Market, we have a 
collection of comparative statistics from 1844 to 1900 
which seems to exhaust the available material on the 
subject. 

If, then, we have no adequate history of the Bank, 
it is evident that very important contributions to such 
a history exist. Moreover, as Dr. Andreades truly 
says, the records they contain are full of incident and 
attraction, almost of romance. Why have we had to 
wait so long for a worthy formal, and fairly complete 
handling of such an interesting and fundamental 
chapter in our Economic history jI Dr. Andreades 
makes a modest reference to the difficulty and magni
tude of the task; but he 'does not seem convinced 
that this is quite an adequate explanation. Probably 
various reasons will occur to the reader. I will 
venture to suggest two considerations which may 
have ~iven pause to others, as they certainly did to 
myself; and I write as one who for more than a 
quarter of a century has felt that special fascination 
in banking history to which our author refers. 

The first is the remarkable absence of official 
records in connection with the Bank, especially for 
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the first century of its activity. It has often heen 
observed that the English are peculiarly fortunate in 
this matter of records; a result partly of their habits 
of publicity, and of the representative character of 
their political life. Speaking of our legal records, 
Maitland says they form "a series which for continuity 
and catholicity, minute detail and authoritative value 
has-I believe that we may safely say it-f19 equal, 
no rival, in the world." This is equally true'in the 
case of many of our economic and political institutions. 
The Bank of England stands out as a striking ex- • 
ception to the rule. It never seems to have published 
any reports, or even to have preserved its own minutes 
and accounts. We have mainly to rely for any official 
knowledge of its operation. on the occasional returns 
extracted by Parliamentary Committees. and on the 
weekly returns under the Act of J 844. which competent 
judges have declared to he the mest valuable resuit 
secured by that Act. But the Committees throw no 
light on the period before the French war; and the 
returns under the Act of 1844 are very inadequate. 
Neither source gives the mass of valuable information 
contained in the Annua! Reports of the Banks of 
France and Germany, and indeed of most of the 
foreign banks. Hence there ar~ many questions of 
Bal\k policy which can only be 6tudied oIpon such 
basis as is afforded by hearsay, and the articles or 
occasional utterances of individuais. 

This absence of official record, greatly increases 
the labour involved in writing a history of the Bank, 
and makes the result of it, after all ;s done, less 
complete and authentic tha:J ;:ould be wished. But 
we should probably have had our history. authentic 
or not, ifthis had been all that stood in the way. It 
was not the absence of official records that left so 
many other chapters of English economic history to 
be first dealt with by foreigners. The main cau~e is 
to be found in the anti-historical bias of the dominant 
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school of English official economists. most of them 
avowed disciples of that most un historical writer. 
David Ricardo. Their doctrinaire habits of thought. 
and their belief that they were in possession of a set 
of .. principles" of universal application. led them to 
frown on. historical research as at best mere waste 
of time. No physician. worthy of the name. will 
prescrib~without some knowledge. direct or inferred. 
of the 'history of the case under treatment. To the 

,typical En~lish economist. however. who claimed that 
his II laws' were. would or should be (he was not 
guile clear about the tense) of world-wide pertinence. 
historical differences had no interest, and he relegated 
history to the antiquary. This, as we now see, is 
really the attitude of the quack. What is curious is, 
that in England. and to some extent in France also, 
the quack methods received the sanction of the 
professed practitioner. and it was left to the layman 
to fol\ow the sounder practice. Hence for the half
century and more during which this II orthodox" 
school has been supreme. such economic history as 
was written in England was written outside academic 
circles. or at least by men whose work was under the 
ban of the dominant school. I well remember how 
completely this school ostracised Macleod. His 
admirable historical work. to which so many writers 
are indebted. was appreciated in every country but 
his own. Here. because of certain eccentricities in 
his theoretical position, his whole works were pre
scribed. Richard Jones in earlier days met a similar 
fate, though Whewell preserved him from entire 
neglect; and Cliffe Leslie in later times did not fare 
much hetter. There are many living economists who 
are not likely to forget the discouragement they 
suffered by this official blight on historical studies. 

Fortunately this has all passed away. never. we 
may confidently assert. to return i passed away so 
completely that the younger men perhaps hardly 
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realise how much it crippled and narrowed the work 
of the generatiob before them. Thanks mainly to 
the example of leaders like Archdeacon Cunningham 
and Professor Ashley, and later to the encouragement 
given to realistic studies at the London School of 
Economics, we now have a public which .welcomes 
the results of historical research, and there is a large 
and growing number of scholars actively °en,gaged 
upon it. The worst reproach on English .economic 
achievement is now in a fair way to be removed. 

With these attempts to explain what I cannot 
pretend to excuse, let me leave the question of our 
English shortcomings in this matter, and turn to the 
more agreeable worll. of considering the brilliant 
essay in. which Dr. Andreades has gone so far to 
supply what we lacked. 

No two persons, reviewing so large a mass of 
situations and incidents, would be likely to agree in 
every estimate of evidence, or in all their judgments 
upon the actors in the drama. If I may venture 
to express an opinion, I should say that Dr. Andn!ades 
seems, on the whole, to have shown a singularly sure 
instinct in his appreciations. There are of course a 
few points of fact, and some minor contentions, which 
might deserve examination, if this were the proper 
place for it; but in general, and notably on many 
much disputed issues, his conclusions seem to me, at 
any rate, to be sound and scholarly. Where J should 
differ most. is in regard to the period covered by the 
French war, and more particularly as to the conduct 
of the Bank during the Restriction. 

This period is classical in the history of banking, 
and has attracted the attention of every writer on the 
subjecL Never was the fate of England and her 
Empire more intimately bound up with the fortunes 
of her national credit; and there is no chapter in the 
long story of the Bank of England in regard to which 
her conduct has been so severely censured. On both 
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grounds it must always be of special interest to an 
historian of our National Bank j and we might expect 
that the traditional verdicts would receive a very 
careful and critical scrutiny at his hands. J.t is just 
here that our author, who is not afraid to make 
excursio'ls into party politics, and to shower censures 
on Pitt which will not commend themselves to every
one, seem~. to become less venturesome in dealing 
with t'he banking history, and follows too faithfully, 
as some may think, the generally accepted views. It 
may be worth while, then, to state briefly some 
considerations which he has perhaps under-rated. 

Too much can easily be made of the iniquity of the 
Restriction itself, especially as a ground for reflections 
on the Bank. The difficulties of the Bank throughout 
were mainly due to its strong patriotism and loyalty 
to the Government. Even the Government, in the 
persistent demands upon the Bank which made the 
Restriction necessary. was only following the well
established policy of the time. In the eighteenth 
century nations exploited their banks in the same 
ruthless, impenitent way as they exploited their 
colonies and their trade. The contemporary Caisstf 
d'Eseompttf in France, otherwise a very promising 
and well-managed institution, was completely wrecked 
by the insatiable demands of the State: and in later 
years the BallfJtItI dtf Fmlletf was more than' once 
brought by the same policy to a temporary suspension 
of payments. Nor is it so certain, quite apart from 
18th century notions, that we could even now get 
through a first-rate war· without an inconvertible 
currency. Gilbart, giving evidence before the Com
mittee on Banks of Issue in 1f4I, says very frankly 
and emphatically that in the event of another war 
such as the war with France, "I would, immediately 
on the commencement of the war, issue an order in 
Council for the Bank to stop payment." He says 
he formed the opinion that the suspension of cash 
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payments tn 1797 "was not a matter of choice, but 
of necessity-it has since been confirmed by the 
writings of McCulloch." Quite recently again, at 
the discussion of Sir Robert Giffen's important paper 
at the Royal United Service Institution in March, 
1908, several speakers expressed their cpnviction 
that a suspension of payments would be inevitable 
on the outbreak of a first-rate war; an<;! Sir Felix 
Schuster said that we should certainly prohiffit the 
shipment of gold to the enemy, which would involve 
a partial suspension. To find precedents for such a 
policy we need not go back to 1797. We have an 
excellent example to hand in the case of France in 
1870. Suspension, then, must be considered as a 
still possible expedient, rather than as the scandal of 
a less enlightened age. 

It is admitted by the severest critics of the Bank that 
there is no substantial ground for complaint as to its 
conduct during the Restriction until 1808-9. There 
does not seem indeed to have been any real deprecia
tion of its paper until that date. The price of £4 
per ounce which figures monotonously for the years 
1803-9, was really an arbitrary price. fixed by the 
Bank itself as one at which it would purchase foreign 
gold.1> The Bank, in fact, was adopting at its own 
expense the policy so common on the Continent 
to-day of strengthening the reserve by buying gold 
at a premium. No doubt it is less easy to defend the 
action of the Bank just after 1808. It might have 
done more than it actually did to check the speculative 
movement at that time. But events in South America 
were opening up splendid opportunities, which the 
English .did well to seize, even at some risks. We 
must consider too, how limited were the means of 
control then at the disposition of the Bank. Regula-

Gej. the _luti ... aI !be CGmmiwe aI T.........,.. :oS Mar • • 804, In Appendix 
to Report 01 18'9-
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tion by the rate of discount, the method now approved, 
was quite out of the question. The Usury law pre
vented a higher rate than 50/0, and the Bank had long 
made 50/0 its minimum. It had to work therefore with 
a fixed rate of discount. Its policy in regard to the 
granting ~f accommodation seems very cautious, even 
in comparison with modern practice. Tooke tells us 
(I., p. 1.59)':" The rule by which the Bank directors 
profesled te! be, and were in the main guided," was 

• "the demand for discount of good mercantile bills, 
not exceeding 61 days date, at the rate of 5% pet" 
annum "j and he adds that this rule "did, with the 
necessary policy of Government in periodically re
ducing the floating debt within certain limits by 
funding, operate as a principle of limitation upon Ihe 
total issues of the Bank." If the Bank wished to 
contract its circulation, what courses were open to it? 
To refuse accommodation altogether is always held 
to be dangerous. To make personal preferences is 
invidious, especially for a National Bank. It is just 
possible the Bank might have resorted to the expedient 
used in 1795-6, I mean the granting of pro rata 
discounts j but even so, it must have put severe 
pressure on the market, and risked the creation of 
panic. Further, its power over the market was 
seriously diminished by the rapid growth and reck.!ess 
advances of the country banks. It was to these banks. 
and not to the Bank of England, that most of the 
troubles of the Restriction were due. The Bank was 
practically responsible for the solvency of this crowd ot 
small, ill-managed institutions, but dared not call them 
to account. on peril of provoking a general collapse 
of credit. Thus the country banks over-traded with
out check, and on a moderate estimate had afloat a 
circulation of £3°,000,000, a figure never touched 
by the circulation of the Bank itself. 

Still there were those who held that, cost what it 
might, the Bank could and should have brou~ht its 
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paper and the exchanges to par. Tooke seems on 
the whole to have been of this opinion: but he clearly 
perceives and fairly states the extreme danger of such 
a course. After noting the difficulties imposed by the 
Usury law, he says, "Under these circumstances, and 
at such a time of unprecedented political difficulties, 
I am perfectly convinced that if the attem'pt alluded 
to had been made, there would have bee? a JIloment 
of total stoppage of business, something ver, like a 
general suspension of all payments except for retail 
purposes, and of all business excepting retail trade" • 
(IV., p. 118). The alternative open to the Bank is 
admirably stated by him in another passage (I., p. 164), 
toc long to quote here. The Bank had to choose 
between "violent changes in the state of the money 
market" and "extraordinary fluctuations in the 
exchanges" If the issues had been rigorously con
tracted so as to keep the exchanges at par, the most 
disastrous pressure would have been caused in the 
money market. In thIS earlier passage Tooke seems 
to think a financial crisis the lesser evil 01 the IWO. 

But there is much to be said for the opposite view. 
We should remember that it was a main point with 

Napoleon to wreck our national credit. He regarded 
the remarkable credit development in England as a 
pril!1e source of its military power, so long as it could 
be maintained; but he was equally satisfied that the 
development had proceeded to a dangerous extent, 
and tbat it would be quite possible to bring about its 
collapse.- To that object he directed many of his 
measures. He permitted the free import of corn to 
England, in the hope that it would cause a drain of 
gold. The Berlin and Milan decrees not only aimed 
at injuring our trade, but at destroying the basis of 
our credit, by causing drains of bullion; and they 
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undoubtedly helped to bring about the high I?remium 
on o:xchange in 1810. If the Bank, in the attempt 
to correct this premium, had caused an internal 
stringency, and thereby provoked a general crisis, it 
would have exactly realised Napoleon's aims. Our 
credit, thqn (as now), was our strongest resource in 
war; then (as now), it was a vulnerable point, and its 
destruc~oll .. was the first and main objective of the 
enemy: . 

Considerations of this kind, .10 doubt, rather than 
abstract arguments, led Parliament and the Bank in 
1811 to reject the main recommendation of the Bullion 
Committee. For my part, I believe they were right; 
and that if at a time of such unprecedented dis
turbance to trade, the Bank had followed the counsels 
of the doctrl,.aires, the whole system of war finance 
would have collapsed. But the rejection of the 
Report, together with the passing of Lord Stanhope's 
Act in the same year, which put a check on the not 
too patriotic Lord King, and saved us from the 
danger of II two prices," enabled the Bank to pull 
through. As it was, and without the forced con
traction of issues which resumption must have caused, 
prices fell, according to Jevons' investigations, from 
164 in 1810 to 117 in 18190 or nearly 29 per cent. in 
nine years. It may be doubted whether, at suC;h a 
critical time, the country could have supported a 
more rapid fall. 

The situation, one would think, was so difficult and 
uncertain, that even if Parliament and the Bank had 
made an error of judgment, the error might have 
been pardoned, or at least gently handled; all the 
more too, inasmuch as many weighty authorities, 
merchants, bankers, and writers, inclined against the 
recommendation of the Committee. But the Bank 
had a consistent and uncompromising enemy in 
Ricardo. He came to the front in the currency 
controversies, and was soon to be the acknowled~ 
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head of the "new school" of economists; and his 
hostility' is reflected in the unconsidered severity of tra
ditional censure. Ricardo's animus was unconcealed; 
its origin I do not know, and it would be unprofitable 
to speculate upon it. In a letter to Malthus in 181S, 
he writes, .. I always enjoy an attack upon the Bank, 
and if I had sufficient courage, I would be a party to 
it." He seems to have found his courageJ:lt.er. In 
1822 he denounced the Bank in Parliament as "a 
company of merchants who • . • did not acknowledge 
the true principles of the currency, and who, in fact, in 
his opinion, did not know anything about it. ., It was 
precisely because they were a company of merchants 
that they saved the trade of the country from the crude 
prescription of the doctrinaires. However it is only 
fair to Ricardo to note that though he never tired of 
abusing the Bank, he was far from entirely approving 
the Report of 1810, which he is so often assumed to 
have Inspired. For in a letter to that able writer 
Wheatley, dated 18th September, 1821, we find him 
writing .. You rather misconceive my opinions on this 
question. I never should advise a government to restore 
a .:urrency which was depreciated 30 per cent. to par 

. . It was without any legislation that the currency 
from 1813 to 1819 became ..• within 5 per cent. 
of the value of gold,-it was in this state of things, 
ana not with a currency depreciated 30 per cent., that 
I advised a recurrence to the old standard." The 
policy he here disclaims was precisely the policy 
recommended by the Bullion Committee. It is perhaps 
doubtful whethet Ricardo's view was so qualified 
in 1810-11; and we may well be thankful that men 
of more cautious temper were at the helm then. 
Huskisson, who knew both the times and the man 
exceptionally well, pronounced a judgment on 
Ricardo in 1826 which we may extend to the whole 
party ofthe doGtrinaires. .. I believe," he said, .. that 
if that gentleman, ingenious as he was, had been the 
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sole dIrector of the Bank of England, the country 
would before this have ,seen the stoppage 'of that 
establishment." (Speeches, II. p. 462). 

Other critics have taken a kinder view of the action 
of the Bank. Baring in 1819, and Adam 'Smith fifty 
years before, both agree, that, as Smith puts it, the 
duty of the Bank to the public" may sometimes have 
obliged J~ without any fault of its directors, to over
stock the circulation with paper money." There was 
no severer critic of the Restriction finance than 

• Doubleday, the opponent of funding in all its forms. 
But Doubleday,. far from thinking that the Bank 
should have acted on the recommendation of the 
Bullion Committee, says that it •• seemed to smack of 
a degree of fatuity that looked like political insanity" 
(p. 184). Senior, too, even when criticising the Bank 
for the extension of its issues, concludes with words 
'of praise. .. Such conduct," he says, .. injurious as 
it was, is a model of sobriety and moderation"vhen 
compared with that of any other individual or commu
nity invested with similar powers": and again. "The 
Bank directors exercised their power with extra
ordinary moderation." And Fullarton. in 18440 
speaks of .. the deep debt which the nation owes the 
Bank for its services throughout that long and trying 
crisis" (p. 68). and adds, "I believe they cannot be 
too highly appreciated i and I believe, further, that 
the same services could not have been so beneficially 
performed by any mere Bank of the State, or by 
any body whatever less intimately bound up in all its 
interests and relations with the commercial affairs 
and prosperity of the country." 

This impression certainly grows upon me, the 
more I read the history of the period. I doubt 
whether the crowd of critics who have repeated 
Ricardo's censures of the Bank have sufficiently 
distinguished beh\'een the speculative views and the 
practical measures of the Directors. I think it will 
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-appear, the more the circumstances are examined, 
that their actual policy during the Restriction was 
generally guided by a sound instinct. It would be 
impossible to defend some of their arguments; but 
they were not there to argue. As so often happens 
with men of affairs, their policy was much ~etter than 
the reasons they gave for it. The fact remains that 
where there was about an even chance of faiJure, the 
Bank succeeded: we may well be gratefult'o it for 
steering the country safely through the most critical .. 
period in the whole history of its banking and credit 
system. No doubt the Bank had- the defects of its 
qualities; it may have laid rather too much stress 
upon the urgency of accommodating the trade and 
commerce of the country: but if so, its vices leaned 
to virtue's side. Its principal difficulties were due to 
its unwavering loyalty to the State; and to its 
endeavour, so far as lay in its power, to avert undue 
presiUre on the ·commercial community. These are 
the ends for which a National Bank exists. 

If we are to criticise the Bank, its conduct seems 
more open to objection in the twenty years ajte,than 
in the twenty years before the Resumption of Cash 
Payments. As our author's account clearly shows, 
its management of the crises of 1825-6, and 1837-9 
was far from prudent; and this after full allowance is 
made for the difficulties caused by the Usury Law and 
the conversion of the debt in the first period. One 
cannot help feeling too that much grave currency 
trouble might have been spared to our own times if 
the Bank had given a more favourable consideration 
to the currency proposals of Alexander Baring and 
Ricardo. But here again the Directors might plead 
that they were hardly free agents; the political 
situation was dominated by Cobbett, whose hostility 
to these schemes is well-known. For the worst 
blemish on the long and honourable record of the 
Bank we must go back to earlier times, to that fevered 
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year '720. It was the wild competition of the Bank 
with the South Sea Company which, more than any
thing else, as was ably argued by a contemporary 
writer, was the prime cause ofthe speculative mania of 
that year. The Bank was never nearer ruin than at that 
time, and only escaped, as Dr. Andr~ades neatly puts 
it, by the rejection of its own proposals. His caustic 
judgmeJ;l~ upon this episode seems fully warranted • 

. Dr. ~ndr~ades apologizes for not having discussed 
more exhaustively the question of liberty of note 

• issue, and the particular system of issue imposed by 
the Act of 1844, another legacy of the doctri"aires. 
English readers will hardly complain of this: the Act 
has been discussed ad "auseam. The vital question 
for us to-day is not so much liberty of issue, as the 
discovery of some means of regaining the elasticity of 
issue of which the Act of 1844 deprived us. The 
whole question of note issue, in so far as it is 
separable from the question of reserve, is of muah less 
importance for England than for most other countries. 

But there are some omissions in this history which 
strike one. It is hardly as strong as might be 
wished on the documentary and statistical side. One 
would have welcomed an Appendix containing some 
fundamental statistics: for instance, statistics of 
Capital. Dividends, Reserves, Discount Rates, and 
Note Circulation. A history of the Charter renewals 
would have been convenient: the original Charter and 
By-laws, the monopoly and other important Acts, and 
certain Orders and other documents might well have 
been printed. These are the things most useful, and 
generally most inaccessible, both to) the student and 
the man of affairs. Again, some account of the 
various forms of Notes, Cheques, Bills, Tokens, etc., 
issued or handled by the Bank, such as might have 
been gathered from the writings of l\Iaberley Phillips, 
Hilton Price, Bisschop and Philippovich, would 
certainly have been instructive. It may be said 
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generally that the development of English banking 
is very closely connected with the currency develop
ment, and neither can be thoroughly understood 
without some reference to the other. Some of the 
incidents connected with the Recoinages of 1~6 and 
1774 have left their mark not only on ths: currency 
history of the world, but upon its banking history 
also, and certainly on the history of the Bank of 
England. It would be difficult, for instance, to 
exaggerate the importance of the rejection, in. 
deference to Locke's plausible platitudes, of the very 
well considered Report of the Parliamentary Com· 
mittee of 1~5. Much the same may be said in regard 
to outside systems of banking. The development of 
banking in Scotland and Ireland is intimately con
nected at many epochs with the history of the Bank. 
More information also might have been given as to 
the relation of the Bank to various groups of other 
EnglisA banks. -The growth of the country banks 
and the extent to which they were able to force the 
hand of the central institution, might have formed a 
special study, which would have thrown much light 
on the period 1793-184+ Another might have been 
devoted to the Bank's relations with the group of 
City bankers, and with the Clearing. More detail 
might been given, too, in regard to Joplin'. move
ment, the relaxation of the Bank monopolies, the 
growth of the great Joint Stock Banks, and the 
effects produced by these changes upon the position 
of the Bank, and its control over the money market. 

After all is said, bowe,·er, the fact remains that we 
have in this work of Dr. Andreades the best general 
survey of the subject which exists. It is the only one 
that covers the whole period of the Bank's history, 
and takes note of all the most important passages in 
it. Its author shows a remarkable familiarity with 
En<7lisb methods and habits of thought, and his 
criticism is usually most just and temperate, and full 
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of,suggestion and stimulus. The earlier part of the 
history has never before been thrown into a form so 
convenient for English students; and they will find in 
the later part some new matter of interest, especially 
the sketch of the relations between the Bank and the 
Treasury, apd a Memorandum by Sir Robert Peel 
which has not appeared in any previous work on thli! 
subject. The whole treatment is always alert and 
animated, the topics are vividly presented and well 
iL!ranged, and above all, the book is eminently 
readable and attractive. 

These merits seem to have been generally recognized. 
Dr. Andreades' history has been everywhere well re
ceived, and by none more cordially, I think, than by 
those who best appreciate the great difficulty of the task. 
As I have ventured to touch on one or two matters in 
regard to which our points of view are not exactly the 
same, it is all the more pleasant to me to be able to 
congratulate the author upon his remarkable success, 
and upon the recognition it has received, not only in 
other countries, but in his own, where he now holds 
an important Chair in the University of Athens. 

The work of the translator also calls for grateful 
.recognition. The lucidity and vivacity of the original 
have been admirably preserved in Mrs. Meredith's 
effective and idiomatic version. While the translation 
is accurate, and keeps closely to the text, it has the 
unusual merit that it bears no trace, except perhaps 
in its clearness and point, of the original language 
from which it has been rendered. Perhaps it should 
be mentioned here that the translator did not attempt 
a general revision of the work, or the completion of 
the Bibliography; though many obvious slips and 
mis-spellings, and occasional inaccuracies of quotation 
and fact have been carefully corrected by reference to 
the original authorities. 

It only remains to note that the appearance of the 
book is most timely. The question of the constitution 
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and policy of National Banks is in some respects the 
~upreme economic question of the day. The financier 
IS ID the ascendant; his is the dominating influence 
on modem economic activities. We are living in an 
age when financial fortunes and financial operations 
are upon a scale never dreamt of before; and when 
price manipulations and gold movements are con
stantly causing wreckage and dislocation qf industry 
in greater or less degree. If disturbing forCb of this 
magnitude are to be kept within due control, it can 
only be by institutions wielding national resources, 
and under the direction of men representing general 
public interests-men in touch with the national 
commercial and industrial conditioDs, and with the 
general aims of the State. 

National Banks, then, are more Decessary than they 
ever were; though their role has changed. If we 
look at their early history, either here or abroad, we 
shall find that the main object of the State in 
establishing relations with a Bank was to become its 
immediate beneficiary: indeed by the loans it exacted 
it very frequently crippled the Bank for its proper 
function of controlling the monetary position and 
securing due accommodation to industry and com
nerce. In modem times the public or national 
character of a Bank is mainly important in so far as it 
may be a guarantee that the Bank will safeguard public 
interests: that is to say, will realise that its chief duty 
is to the business world rather than to its share
holders, and its chief purpose to maintain financial 
security and stability rather than to make profit. It 
is from this point of view that National Banks will 
now be judged, and that we interest ourselves in their 
history. So regarded, the world's great National 
Banks have no cause to be ashamed of their record, 
the Bank of Engl;.Dd least of ail 

H. S. FOXWELL. 
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HISTORY OF 
THE BANK OF ENGl.AND. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Impo ... _ and Difllculli<o of the Subj.... R_ wh, no HIIIoI7 of the 
Bonk 01 E.,lond hu __ writh!D. EnmiooU .. of Sou..-: (-» 
No.rall .. IOWUO and .... oraI _lao 00 Bonki.,. (b) Ollicillll"!blica1j-. 
(e) Pomphleto and trocto. O-"'U- 10 nplJ tv two aibcUma lilt.., 
tv be _of the_t-' 

THI Bank of England is the oIdesi of the European national 
banks.' Established in 1694. it bas seen the grat banks 
which p~ed it disappear one by one and bas witnessed 
the collapse of many later foundations. At tbe present day 
it still remains the most famous, and from many points of 
view, tbe most original bank in the world. 

A ftI"1 s1igbt study of English bisiory sliows \be 
importance of this great institution to the Goftl"nment 
and to tbe Englisb nation. Tbe loans made by the Bank 
to William III. and Queen Anne enabled England to regain 
tbat position among European nations wbich she bad to 
aU appearances bopelessly lost. The English Government 
sougbt belp from the Bank on the e" of aU the eigbteentJI 
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tentury wars, and on the day of reckoning whicli followed 
lhe insanities of the Land Bank and of the South Sea 
Bubble.' Finally, not only the establishment of public 
credit by the formation of the permanent debt, but the 
organisation of the floating debt, and even the conversion 
of the national debt, are in the main the work of the Bank. 
Such services as these have not been forgotten by the 
English Government. The London commercifll world, 
which was until 1694 a prey to usurers and without even a 
safe place of deposit for its money, has shown its gratitude 
to the Old Lady of Threadneedle Street' by the eagernes, 
with which it has defended her in all times of danger. 

Much has changed since these far-distant days. Tlie 
machinery of credit has extended, and big loans have 
become customary. Now, when a Government wishes to 
borrow it makes direct appeal to the public, and individuals 
are familiar with more than one important bank which will 
discount their bills, or keep their deposits in complete 
security. But even to-day the importance of the Bank to 
the Government and to the public is hardly less striking than 
it was formerly. The Bank of England is, in fact, both the 
banker of the Treasury and the guardian of the gold reserve 
upon which the whole fabric of British commercial credit 
rests; it is this combination which makes it at once 80 

powerful and so unique. 
Certain questions naturally arise in respect to sucli a long

established and remarkable institution: Why, and in what 
manner was it founded 'I What position has it held during 
its long existence 'I What changes has it undergone 'I How 
has it acquired its present form 'I What, in short. has been 
its history 'I And this history proves to be so varied, 80 

exciting, so full of life and instruction that the temptation 
to relate it is irresistible, even though the result be 
indifferently good or even very imperfect. This being 50, 

it will be asked why the history of the Bank of England 
has never been written 'I 

• S. Ioo:Iow ..,.. m;, ........ 
• A oidmame ~ to !be _ DO _ 01 ib lite. 
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Is if, as Mr. Stephens' tliinks, on account of the great 

difficulty of such a task? Or is it that the practical con
clusions which may be deduced wi1l in all probability be 
disproportionate to the labour expended? It is perhaps 
somewhat late to suggest an answer to this question. 
It is besides, only fair to remark that although the _Bank's 
history has never been written, it has at any rate been 
attempte" more than once. 

The ttrst work of the kind was written in 1797, and is 
called Th. History 0/ the Bank 0/ England, /~om th. Estab
lishmene 0/ thae Institlltion eo eh. p~'SBf\t day. The book 
consists of 110 small pages, and fulfils sufficiently well its 
author's intention, which was to give some account of the 
Bank, together with a concise history of the crises through 
which it had passed. The pamphlet is obviously inspired 
by the events of 1797, with which it is chiefly concerned; it 
is followed by a copy of the charter and of the principal 
regulations of the Bank. 

The next account which I have been able to discover is an 
anonymous. pamphlet containing 62 pages. and called Th. 
Lif. and Adtl.nlll~.s 0/ the Old Lady of ThfBadn •• dl. 
SI, .. ,. containing an accovn' 0/ hOff "vmero1lS intnCV's 

• See A C •• tri&.,; .. 10 1M 8i&/i.".~h7 0' 1M 80U ., • ..p..L Tho 
hislOrJ of the Bank. .. from the lCienti6c standpoint • • • has yet to be 
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and. the historical imagination to &1" it form and COMisterlcJ. bas e'IW con
tanplaced the lok. he may h.~ been deterred b,. its magnitude, by the 
~~don that it must embrace a great deal of the commercial and most of 
the financial hist'OrJ of the country during more than two centuries. For 
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flJitli variouS ~minilnt statesmen 0/ tke past and pres",t 
limes. This purports to be an autobiography, but apart 
from its curious form the contents are wretchedly poor. 
The author, who is an ardent supporter of the Bank, thinks 
himself witty when he calls Louis XIV. Louis the Gascon,' 
or describes the Bank as being received by William III. in 
his palace at Kensington. When he refer, to the newly 
opened branches, he compares the Bank to Sara,ll giving 
birth to a child in her old age, and he is guilty of a tJ!ousand 
other like absurdities. The book is one of the coarsest and 
dullest I have ever met with. It was published in 1832. 

In 1848 Francis' History 0/ the Bank 0/ England 
appeared. Mr. Stephens' has accurately summed up its 
good qualities and its defects by describing it as "popular." 
It is certainly not a scientific work, and the writer lived at 
a time when those who wrote for the mass of the public 
were too much influenced by the author of the Trois Mus
quetaires. Mr. Francis has, however, the credit of being 
a pioneer in a difficult task. His position at the Bank 
enabled him to give various interesting details, and I must 
confess to having read his book carefully and with advant
age. 

The one really scientific work whicR has been published 
on the history of the Bank of England unfortunately deals 
with but a very small portion of that history. I refer to 
The First Nine Years 0/ the Bank 0/ Engulnd," by Thorold 
Rogers. It is no small praise to say that this book is a 
worthy companion to the same author's great work, A His
tory 0/ Agmulture and Pme.. It is a matter for some 
regret that in this book, which was written but shortly 
before his death, lIr. Rogers has not dealt with the period 
leading up to the Act of 1694, and that he begins with the 
actual creation of the Bank of England. This, as he 
explains in the preface, is due to the fact that the work 
was taken up accidentally. During researches connected 
with his History 0/ Agri&,uture and pme., he came acr055 
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a weekly register of the prices of Banlr stOCK from 
August 17th, 1694, to September 17th, 17031 this 
register was found in a statistical paper published by 
a City apothecary called Houghton. In addition to 
some short articles on passing events, the paper 
contained a list of the prices of com and other com
modities on the markets of different English iowns, as we11 
as a great variety of notices and advertisements. Mr. 
Rogers'applied to the Bank for an explanation of some 
obscure points, and found to his surprise that ~hey possessed 
no record of the prices of the shares before 1705. He con
sequently determined to publish this register with com
ments; this was the origin of the book in question, and 
explains why it is limited to the brief period of nine years. 
If it was true, as Mr. Rogers' alleges, that the political 
and financial history of the Bank of England had never been 
written, he might congratulate himself that the gap was 
filled up to 1703, the last date referred to in his work. 

These are, to the best of my knowledge, the only works 
especially devoted to the subject. 

It is a curious fact that for a complete history of die Bank 
of England we must look, not to a book primarily concerned 
with the Bank itself, but to one dealing with banking in 
general, that is, to Macleod's treatise on the Tlwof')l .'"' 
Practice of Ballltillg.· In this book the Scotch economist 
gives the most complete existing account of the subject, 
especially with regard to the question of currency. More
over, he supplies excellent analyses of the reports of Locke, 
Lowndes and Newton on the coinage question. and of the 
Bullion Report and the debates relating to it. Unfortun
ately. Mr. Macleod wrote history less with the object of 
discovering the truth than to supply proof of certain theories 
for which he was responsible. and of which he was for that 
very reason uncritical. This does not destroy the value of 
his work. but maI..-es some caution necessary on the part of 
tbe reader. 

Another general treatise deserving careful attention is 
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Lawson's History of Banking,' This book appears super
ficial in form, but a more detailed study will show that, not
withstanding his stories of eccentric wills and celebrated 
frauds, of Quakers and adventurers, the author possesses a 
thorough knowledge of business and of the art of discussing 
a problem, Lawson is I believe the only English author 
who refers in his account of the Bank of England, to the 
close relations between this institution and the Treasury,· 
There are IIlso interesting historical chapters in bUbart's' 
and Mr, Collins" books on Banking, but there is no refer
ence to the history of the Bank in the best known of the 
general works, Bagehot's Lombard Street, 

In addition to the histories mentioned above, lind among 
what may be called narrative sources,' there are a large 
number of official publications devoted to the Bank of 
England, such as exist for all other English institutions, 
and which have great! y facilitated our study, These publi
cations form a very complete series from the early nineteenth 
century, dating from the appearance in 1810 of the Bullion 
Report and the account of the preceding Inquiry, Since 
1810 there have been numerous Committees and Reports on 
Banking. They have followed almost all the great crises 
which have shaken public credit to its foundations at 
intervals during the nineteenth century,' These reports are 
so valuable that the Bank of France has thought it worth 
while to have them translated.' -

The Parliamentary debates" are no less important than the 
official pUblications. Some of the debates on banking in the 
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English Parliament are unrivalled in their Completeness. 
Among these may be instanced the debates on the Bullion 
Report, on the resumption of cash payments (1819), on the 
crisis of 1826, on the Act of 1844, on the crises of 1847 and 
1857; in the course of these discussions, orators like 
Thornton, Canning, Lord King, Ricardo, Peel, and Glad
stone, delivered some of their finest speeches, and the 
problems raised were examined from an historical as well as 
from a theoretical and a practical point of view. • 

Before 1803 the Parliamentary debates were only pub
lished in a fragmentary manner. The summaries in 
Cobbett's' Parliamentary History cannot however be 
neglected; without them it would be impossible to study. the 
South Sea crisis, or even the Act of Restriction. 

Another source of quite a different character, li'uf alford
ing valuable information, is the innumerable mass of pam
phlets, inspired in the first instance by the idea of a national 
bank, and later by the Bank of England itself. These 
publications began to appear about 1660.' Since then they 
have never entirely ceased, and have always been especially 
plentiful at Umes of crisis, when every quack has a 
sovereign remedy foc the evils from which the country is 
suffering. 

The study of these pamphlets is particularly indispens
able for the period from the middle of the seventeenth to the 
beginning of the nineteenth century. During this long 
interval owing to the lack of newspapers and of economic 
treatises, scientific activity of every kind made itself known 
by means of pamphlets. Indeed, the economists of the 
period wrote in this form, in which appeared the studies of 
Petty, Child, and Locke, as well as those of Paterson, 
Godfrey, Chamberlain and e\'eryone else who discusSed 
banking questions, from Cradocke to Sir Francis Baring.' 

After the beginning of the nineteenth century it becomes 

, Pam._" Hid.., of E~ too- .066 ... So3· Edikd bJ Cobbett. 
s6.-o1 • ..-

, Then were .ame f'VM bPlore this date.. 
• Na.y of the pamphl ...... ,..,.... ... the Ba ... of Englud .... a_ ... 

eh,ldish from an economic point of ykow. but none the I4I!SI tbeJ MW • ~'rid 
b~ Ia_. Tbq ant of_ ..nita ia "iaIaCuo form. 
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an impossible and also a less useful task 10 look through all 
the pamphlets relating to the Bank, Impossible because of 
the excessive number of these productions, less useful be
cause more complete works I are now obtainable in addition 
to these publications. Nevertheless, this form of expression 
is so firmly established among English customs that neither 
newspapers nor books have ousted pamphlets and tracts, 
The reform controversy due to the financial crisis of .1('90 was 
carried' on almost entirely in pamphlets. 

This account of authorities would be incompleTe without 
a further reference to Stephens' work, A Cont~jbution to ,1111 
Bjbliog~aPlly 0/ tlltl Bank 0/ England.· This is, as stated 
in the title, merely a contribution to the bibliography, not 
a complete list of books. The author has indeed omitted 
several interesting works, but he has at any tate taken the 
trouble to read those mentioned, and often to give in addi. 
tion a short and able analysis of them. Mr. Stephens has 
increased the value of his work by adding to the biblio
graphy a chronological list of works on the English 
national debt, and biographical notices of the founders of 
the Bank of Englal\d. 

Before concluding this introduction, I sllould like to reply 
in anticipation to two criticisms whicb will probably be 
made witb regard to this book, viz. : 

(a) That too much space has been devoted to general 
history; that while claiming to write a history of the Bank, 
something like a history of England itself has been 
attempted. 

(b) That tlfe dispuie as to the respective merita of free 
issues and regulated issues has been treated tatbet 
negligently and with a certain lack of interest. 

The fust criticism is perhaps justified as far as ceriain 
minor questions are concerned,' but on the whole we believe 
it to be undeserved. The history of a national bank must be 

, A..-g these may be iDduded l.GnI 0...-', otudja, _ haft 
been _ ilIt.o • YGI ....... 

• Laodoa. IB97 . 
• Oar ........ far Ibis is the bope that the .-may be .. __ 

to ...... .-.these ~as theaom- bas beenoowri1e.-. ........ 
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regarded as part of the general history of the country, and 
besides this, the creation of the Bank of England was so 
closely connected with political events, and was, indeed, so 
direct a result of some of these events that it cannot be 
described without taking them into account. Moreover, the 
Bank of England was distinguished at the outset from other 
Continental banks' by certain characteristic features intro
duced iqt9 banking operations by the goldsmiths; hence the 
importance of studying the business methods of these gold
smiths and their causes, which causes however, are purely 
bistorical. And further, the Bank' when establisbed did not 
remain in its original position but secured further privileges, 
and the explanation of this must be sought in political 
causes. 

The Bank of England was thus created for political 
reasons. It was preceded by the goldsmiths and their bank
ing methods, which again were due to political events and 
bad received from tbem their peculiar form; it has been 
supported and attacked for political purposes. How then is 
it possible to avoid treating of general history in writing 
the special history of the Bank? In particular, no under
standing of the position and transactions of the Bank 
during tbe first thirty years of its existence can be obtained 
without a knowledge of the events which preceded and 
accompanied its creation, and of tbe quarrels and pre
judices, the jacobite opposition, me political corruption, 
the hatred of the landed gentry for tbe commercial world, 
in the midst of which England was then struggling. 

When once this period was passed frequent references to 
general history became less necessary and we have avoided 
making them. The Seven Years' War, the American 
Re'fO!ution, the Crimean \Var, have been barely mentioned. 
Bui on the other hand, we have had to emphasise the 
economic revolution whieb transformed England from an 
agricultural into a commercial and industrial country, and 
also the wars with the French Republic and with Napoleon. 
'At this point, Indeed, general history becomes once again 

.s.e_ ........ _ 
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closely Connected with that of the Bank. Victimised by 
William Pitt's imprudence the Bank had to suspend cash 
payments in 1797, and was unable to resume them until four 
years after Waterloo. The transformation of England into 
an industrial country, on the other band, not only enabled 
Great Britain to resist Napoleon, but also produced an up
heaval of the system of credit which had hitherto existed, 
and thus led to crises which brought the Bank of.,England 
to the verge of destruction. • 

But the necessity for purely historical discussion has 
proved a fruitful source of difficulty. In the first place, 
it has not been easy to decide which historical events must 
be included and which might be neglected. When this was 
settled fresn difficulties arose with regard to the satisfactory 
combination of this historical information with economic 
discussions; in some cases it has seemed better to treat the 
history separately, and this has led to an apparent lack of 
unity in the book. 

As regards the second probable criticism, thal of negled
ing in our discussion of the Act of 18# the important 
controversy concerning freedom 'Versus regulation of issues, 
we must acknowledge that we have here deliberately in
curred the risk of blame. We judged that a discussion of 
this question would over~burden without compensating 
advantage, I a book already long enough. If however we 
had to give an opinion on this unsolved problem, ihis 
opinion while favouring in theory the-idea of a certain 
limitation of issues, would resemble the definition once 
given by £mile Augier in an unspoken answer to a speech 
of M. £mile Olivier. There is a legend, says the drarnatist," 
that a Minerva was discovered fragment by fragment in 
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suceessive excavations over a considerable extent of country. 
Each of the fortunate discoverers caused the portion he had 
found to be completed by a local sculptor, so that there 
were ten indifferent statues, each containing part of the 
masterpiece which was thus condemned to perpetual dis
memberment. 

Is not the history of truth somewhat of this nature? 
The clllje in question may be an instance. Both systems 

have their advantages and thei( disadvantages. Regula
tion of issues may accentuate some crises by prevelrt
ing the Bank from giving effective help to trade and 
industry. Free issues may bring about other crises by en
couraging the Bank in an ill-judged excess. No doubt bank 
directors who are working under the latter principle may 
and ought to be guided by the course of the exchange and 
the prices of the precious metals. But experience shows 
that this precaution has not been always observed. On the 
other hand the case of the Bank of France may be noted; 
this institution, enjoying what is practically complete free
dom of issue, has secured all the advantages of the system 
without falling into the excesses to which it might have led. 

\Ve may in fact conclude that the uses made of the 
system for regulating issues is of more importance than the 
actual system adopted. In this as in other cases it may be 
said that it is a bad workman who finds fault with his tools. 
Hence we have attached less importance to the theoretical 
value of Robert Peel's Act than to its practical working. 



PART I. 

ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF BANKING IN 
. ENGLAND. 

Political situation In England about .6..... Financial di/licultl .. of Chari .. I. 
Seizure of Bullion deposited by the merchants i. the T......... Seriouo 
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.. BANKING, in the modern sense of the word, bad no exist
ence in England before the year 1640," writes Macleod.' 
This state of things might have gone on for a long time, 
for the merchants had acquired the habit of depositing their 
bullion and coin at the Tower, and tbere was therefore the 
less need felt for mere banks of deposit. But an incident, 
tbe precursor of the approaching internal struggles, hastened 
the appearance of bankers and of banking. 

To explain this incident more clearly, the political situa
tion must be brielly recalled. Charles I., wbo was then King 
of England, bad ascended the throne not only believing in 
the political theories of his father, but firmly determined to 
put them into practice. To enforce these ideas, wbich were 
based on the theory of divine right and bence of absolute 
monarchy, a standing army was essential. And for tbe 
maintenance of this army money was required. The King 

• Ibcleod, ... cit. unl .... ), Vol. L, Po 3Iif. 
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was tesolved to have this money, the Commons were re. 
solved not to vote it. Things were at a deadlock as Charles 
was not long in realising. After dissolving two Parlia
ments and calling a third, he determined to dismiss this also 
and to summon no more. Thanks to the remarkable talents 
of Wentwortlt, better known by his title of Strafford, 
England was able to live for eleven years under a system 
of absol~te monarchy. The great question throughout 
these eleven years was how to get money. The solution 
of the problem was not easy. As Dr. Cunningham points 
out,' Charles was more seriously in need than his father, 
and his requirements demanded both skill and invention. 
During the early years of his reign, although the Commons 
kept a tight hold on the purse.strings and only granted 
concessions in the form of tenths and fifteenths, a method 
of taxation which disappeared after this period, yet they 
did at any rate vote him numerous subsidies according to 
the custom which had originated under the Tudors. This 
source of revenue naturally declined under the absolute 
monarchy. But the expenses so far from decreasing pro
portionately. were increased by the necessity of keeping up 
the army which was urgently needed to strengthen the 
system of absolute monarchy so painfully built up. 

It was thus important to invent a speedy remedy. One 
of the various methods of obtaining money 1I;as to grant 
monopolies under the pretence of developing the national 
industry, on which monopolies taxes ,,'ere levied to com
pensate the Crow-n for the decrease in Customs duties.' But 
the device which was the most successful and which had the 
most disastrous consequences, was the illegal levying of a 
tax intended for use in emergencies, which is known in the 
history of English taxation as SIU, MOM,. 

This tax ,,'as levied as follo1Oo'$: the English maritime 
counties were bound, in case of a naval war, 10 provide a 
certain number of ships for the defence of the coasts • 

• r .. G_., • .."..,.,-..., ... C_ (N .... T-"':-_17 
• nil woo _ 1ft pa •• icuIar I ..... _ of .... 
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Money payments had sometimes been substituted for ih"ese 
ships. The Lord-Keeper Finch was of the opinion that this 
tax might be levied in time of peace, and a decree was 
accordingly issued under the pretext that pirates were 
capturing English ships in the Channel, and that it was 
necessary to provide for" the defence of the kingdom," and 
.. the safeguard of the sea." This tax brought in £100,000 

in the first year. Made covetous by this, the Go,:ernment 
raised £200,000 by the tax in the following year, ext~nding 
it to all towns, indiscriminately, whether maritime or not." 
In this way a tax which ought only to have existed in 
emergencies, and then to have fallen upon a limited number 
of citizens, was levied in ordinary times, and throughout the 
whole kingdom. 

This was too mucli. the two-fold illegality caused 'the 
failure of the plan; a vigorous protest was made. John 
Hampden, whose name afterwards became famous, took it 
upon himself to dispute the legality of the tax. He was 
condemned by the Court of the Exchequer, though by a 
very small majority. This decision only increased the 
general irritation, for everyone could see, as Strafford did. 
that if taxes intended for the fleet might legally be levied 
without authority, there was no reason why it should not 
be equally legal to collect in a similar manner taxes 
intended for the army. 

This was the moment chosen by Charles to involve 
himself in fresh difficulties by provoking a religious crisis 
in Scotland. This affair, the details of which we need not 
discuss,' ended in civil war, and the maintenance of an army 
very soon exhausted the iJI-suppJied coffers of the royal 
exchequer." The Scotch army had no such anxieties, for 
it was supported by subsidies from the national government, 

• for the assessment of this UK, see DaYenaot, If.,. II" IIUM ", 
S.~~I,..g IlJe w... W .. ks. Vol. I •• p. 37. 

II Dowen, Hisltny of Tua.tiOfi "' £,.,'-4, Vol. J., pp. 234, 26J. 
• FOI' the Scotch a;';., _ CIauodoa. HislM7 of IlJe Reb.n;- ..." CmJ 

Jr." itt E.g""", Book II., Vol. I., pp. J37-2.8, in Maaa,'. edition in 6 
YOIwrI5; and Joba HiD _. HislM7 of SUI''''. Vol. VI •• CUPO.. 68-7' 
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and above all, by the confiscations of its opponents' pro
perty. Charles had no resources of this kind j he had still 
to rely upon ingenious-devices. He was delighted to find 
an excuse for summoning Parliament in an intercepted letter 
which contained, as he alleged, the proofs of an understand
ing between the King of France and the Scotch.' The said 
letter had actually been written. And in this conduct the 
King's ~Ilemies had only follow~d the traditional policy of 
Scotland, which was to apply to France for help in case of 
any quarrel with England.' Charles reckoned on the 
indignation aroused by this letter to'produce a docile and 
generouS Parliament. 

Parliament met in the early spring of 1640. The new 
assembly according to the testimony of a famous author, 
was more moderate and showed more respect for the rights 
of the Crown than any of its predecessors since .the death 
of Elizabeth. But apparently it fruled to satisfy the King 
who hastily dissolved it alter a session lasting three months 
without giving it time to pass a single Act. 

The need for money continued to be no less urgent. 
Taxation was inadeqliate to supply means to maintain an 
army and to repel an impending invasion and a loan was 
suggested. To raise this the Government applied to the 
King of Spain, the Pope, and the City of London. The 
King of Spain refused the request for £400,000. The Pope 
was not prepared to give effective assistance unless Charles 
... ·ould become a Catholic. The City, being definitely 
opposed to the King, was determined to do nothing to help 
him.' 

The King was more successful in dealing with 
individuals. Certain persons in official positions agreed 
to make him loans, which in all amounted to £60,000; the 

l Tbia 'totter, which was addrftSf!d. but -not dtspatcW. to the Kine of 
'rann by the Scotcb. is &iYft in "uure. H .......... Ie R~_ "' .. ..,le
...... Vol. II .• p. 40$ • 

• TIM conwne ..... equal., tnle_ See. refeftnce 10 aa old. pGVeI'b .. 
Sh. __ .... Iii,.. H .. ., V •• Act I •• sc. 0: 

.. If that 1't'MI .. iU France win, 
Thea with Scodand 6nt begin." 
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Catholics and the administration of the Crown lands ad
vanced large sums. But amounts which were large for 
individuals were nothing to a government in extremities. 
The relief was thus of but short duration, and new e,," 
pedients for raising money had to be devised. 1 

The first one suggested was not exactly new, it liad for
merly been a usual practice, and consisted merely in the 
debasement of the coinage. The proposal W&9. fo coin 
:£300,000 of shillings, each containing three pennyworth of 
silver, with the motto, E:JCSu1'gal Deus, dissipentu, jnimici.· 

This proposal caused great indignation. According to 
Macleod it was most warmly opposed by Sir Thomas Rowe 
in .. a noble argument, which might have been studied with 
advantage two centuries later ... • But in spite of this noble 
protest, the Mint was ordered fo coin the new money, and 
the Attorney-General drew up a proclamation announcing 
the intention. The King although he had declared that 
the debasement was inevitable, now sent CotHngton and 
Vane to the City to promise that if the merchants would 
grant the loan of £200,000 which had been demanded so 
long before there should be no more talk of debasing the 
coinage. The Common Council at a specially summoned 
meeting, replied that it had no power to dispose of the 
citizens' money. Renewed orders were sent to the Mint. 
\Vhen this "-as known general prices rose 10 per cent., and 
Charles gave way, having, as Mr. Cardine" points out, 
drawn upon himself all the unpopularity of the measure, 
.lithout gaining any of the immediate advantages which 
might have accompanied it. 

His resources exhausted, and apprehensive of complete 
ruin, the King seized £130,000 in bullion which had been 

1 See GanIioa-. HUUwy oJ •• g'-4. Vol. IX.. p. 169-
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Cleposited in tlie Tower by the city merchants. This 
bullion had come from Spain, and was to have been 
Clespatched to Dunkirk, then a Spanish port. 

The horror of the merchants may easily tie imagined. 
This seizure-apart from the immediate loss-meant the ruin 
of the bullion trade which then flourished in London. 
They met af once and drew up a vigorous prolest which they. 
sent to Stta1ford. He answered that the step had only been 
taken in consequence of their refusal to lend money fa tlie 
King. ~t length, after a whole day spent in argument, 
Charles agreed to give back the money he had Seized, in 
return for a loan of £40,000, the Customs receipts being the 
security for the payment of interest and capital. 

Before pronouncing judgment on the King's strange 
proceedings, his position must be remembered. It has been 
well summarised thus: II The enemy were proud and in
solent, the army corrupt and disheartened, the country 
mutinous and inclined to the rebels, and the court ••• 
were all three.'" The actions of the King could only be 
explained by die situation in which he found himself. Like 
a drowning man clutching at straws Charles committed 
folly afier folly, each one more fruitless than the last. This 
Interpretation of his behaviour is confirmed by the fact tbat 
in the case of the seizure of die bullion, as in the earlier 
scheme to debase the coinage, Charles dared not carry 
out his plans, and dishonour was all that he obtained. The 
seilure was nevertheless an exceptionally serious maiter. 
and had not even the excuse of a precedent. As Francis 
remarks:" II If the short-sighted policy of the earlier kings 
of England had extorted money from the Jew and the 
Lombard, at least they borrowed from their English sub
jects; it remained for the polished Charles fo sully his fair 
fame by robbing them." It is only fair, however, to re
mark that as regards .. subjects," the II polished Charles," 
as Mr. Francis calls him in his figurative language, had 
none that lI-ere less faithful or less devoted than these very 

· M-. po J6s. 
• ~ ciI.. po ••• 
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city merchants who, reasonably imougli, received him 
badly, refused io lend him money, showed no eagerness to 
pay taxes,' and in the approaching struggle were to be the 
strongest supporters of his enemies. 

It would however be beside the point to discuss the policy 
of the seizure. The matter only concerns us through its 
consequences in which respect it is of supreme interest. 
It had ~o results which are in appearance contrlldictory : 

(I) It led to the rise of banking. 
(2) It delayed the foundation of a national bank. 
,We wiII begin by a few remarks on the second point, to 

save returning to it later on. This seizure so affecied the 
country that it was long before the people could consider 
the possibility of an official bank, on account of the difficulty 
of protecting the precious metals in it from the depredations 
of royalty. The behaviour of Charles II. cfjd not tend to 
allay these fears. 

More needs to be said abOut ilie firsi resulf, die rise of 
banking. In this respect the King's action had sucb im
portant consequences that we bave not scrupled to study tbe 
question from the beginning, ab 0110. This explains indeed 
the starting point of the present work, a starting point which 
might otherwise seem to have but a slender connection with 
the subject. 

We pass then to the history of the development of 
banking. 

RISE AND DEVELOI'XENT OP BANKING. 

AFTER sucli an experience the merchants could no longer 
think of entrusting their money to the Tower. They "-ere 
reduced to keeping it themselves under the charge of their 
own clerks and employees. But the Civil 'Var broke out. a 
warlike spirit seized upon everyone, and amongst others 

• TIUs, at -. was _ !he King oIJeged, _ be ...... _ .he Lon! 
».,... aod Ibe Sberills ,.. Ibeir aeg\cd ro pay Ibe lUes 01 •• Coat aod 
a>acWct. "-See GanIiDer, ,.,.. cit. 
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upon the cashiers, who went off to join one or other of die 
opposed armies, taking their masters' money with them. 
It ""as a run of ill-luck, especially as even the more peaceful 
clerks were not more scrupulous, and secretly lent out to the 
goldsmiths at the rate of 4d. a day the sums entrusted to 
them. The goldsmiths inspired universal confidence. And 
consequently if soon occurred to the merchants that since 
their cashiers had treated them no better than their king, it 
would b'e both safer and more profitable to deposit their 
money directly with these goldsmiths. The country gentle
men very soon followed the example of the merchants.
and, seeing their homes exposed to all the dangers of civil 
war, were only too glad to entrust their rents to the gold
smiths even without receiving interest. Thus rapidly and 
with but little trouble the goldsmiths found themselves in 
possession of considerable sums. A new field of business 
opened to them, and they anticipated the functions of a 
modern bank. 

POSITION AND TRANSACTIONS O' THII GOLDSMITHS.' 

The business carried on by the goldsmiths was varied in 
character, but all of it was exceedingly profitable, if not 
scrupulously honest. 

(/I)-In the first place along with their former &ade as 
goldsmiths \\'hich many of them did not at once abandon,' 
they adopted very readily, thanks to their knowledge of 
coins, the extremely lucrative business of exchange.' Charles 
I. who let slip no opportunity of making money. had indeed 

I See .... Ibl. point a __ luabIe thouch wrJ ~ pamphlet (it COD

tal ...... 1' 8 ...... ): T .. 11,.'"7 ., 1M Now-F_-.4 G.I4noUIIos .. 
_h •• __ .04 (1676), 11Ii. bookie .. which is 0<1 __ to the GoIclsmitbo, 
liwa • ftI'J Inteftstinc a«ouat of their transactions. 

See ..... N.<pImoon. A_II ., C_. Vol. II .• po 4>7. _ ...... 
_riou. othor worD which _ 011011 ...... tioD ill the ........ 01 _ 1tudJ • 

• Maitland Itatell that .WIII Ie bie time many Important banken bpi • 
l!Ohhmilh'a ohop In tombinolioa wilb their __ Noi_'a H;, ..... ., 
I.oo.I ..... pubUsIIcd In 1739-

• ~Icuo In his T_'6I • Ie --. tooInlal .. that the "'bo 01 tho 
coI.,CO which was dopIorabis ill bls ti-. --t only to hriIlI ..... '" Iba 
GoIdsnlitbo. See Dtocbam ... C ...... _ --..... 1897-9iL 
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debarred diem from this occupation by declaring it to be a 
Crown monopoly. and reviving the office of royal ex
changer.' But this office disappeared with the King, and 
during the revolution the goldsmiths resumed the business 
of exchange, which ,,·as the more profitable since the coins 
struck in these disturbed times ,,'ere very unequal in ",.eight. 
They sometimes varied by as much as 3d. an ounce and 
many of them were heavier than the foreign coil\S of equi
, .. lent YIIlues. The goldsmiths did ",.hat is al",.aYs done 
under such conditions; they put aside aU the good coins, 
"'ith a view to exportation. "'hen it is remembered that 
Parliament about this time ordered the coinage of half
cro"'ns to the value of seYen millions, it will easily be seen 
"'hat profits were to be gained from this business alone. 
Nor ",.as this the only ad\"al1tage which the goldsmiths de
rh-ed from thejr knowledge of prK"ious metals; they..-ere 
expressly attused on aU sides of debasing the coinage. It 
M't'ms .iuly that these accusations were DOC without truth. 
One of tbe f9Unders of the Bank of England remarks:·" If 
the bulk of the money of the aaIioa wlUch bas beea lodged 
",ilh the £,lIdsmitbs had bet'1l deposited in the Bank four c.r 
6 '" ~"ftrs past. it bad preTt'ftted its being so scandaJousI y 
dirpN. "'hicb one day 01' tbe other must cost the aation 
one aDd a half millioas 01' two mjllioas 10 repair it... ADd 
the (,'UDders of tbe Bank of England _ DOC ur.suppoc IIfd 
i" their attU.<atioGs. Ooe of their oppoaeats says:·" As 
"-,, tbe ~~iths. _ one 6p«IS ear rel.xmatioD f..
,bftII. C\f that a_rlhing will make t:- boDesI but • 
cal\.-hr<~" 

.n.a ...... _ .... ____ ... __ • __ _ 
"""' .. ----_ .. __ .... _ .. -.-_.-
........ "-_'''''''''"'_ no. '" A __ _ 
........ ~ .................. \ln ......... _ .... _.~_ ... 
-" ....... ~n...-~ ,~, .......... ...-... _ ............ 

:."w ..... "t::.:" _::' :=::::.:..-.~ .. ~-;:-.-
• \~. J ..... __ " ......... '" ....-
•• ~ _ lilt ~ ....... "'... • .. -- ......,. __ 

........... _.M,....". ____ ........................ ~ ........... 
_ ti-
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But whatever were the profits made by the goldsmiths out 
of their transactions as exchangers, they carried on another 
business which brought in yet larger gains, and througb 
which they introduced banking into England. 

(b)-We bave seen bow, thanks to tbe uncertainties of 
war and tbe dishonesty of some of the cashiers, a consider
able capital had been collected in the bands of tbe gold
smiths •. :rbis capital, which they received at a very low 
rate, or even for nothing, they used for the discount of bills 
and for loans at high rates. The profitable nature of these 
transactions induced the goldsmiths to encourage the deposit 
of spare money with them by offering good interest and by 
allowing the depositors to witbdraw their money without 
notice. Tbis policy succeeded beyond all expectations, and 
in the course of a few years the citizens bad generally 
adopted the habit of depositing their savings with the gold
smiths." 

Receipts were given for tliese depoSits, whicb, under the 
title of goldsmiths' notes, soon circulated better than the 
actual coins wbose scarcity they often supplied. Nor was 
this usage a temporary one, for even in 1696, during the 
crisis due to tbe restoration of the coinage,' Davenant" tells 
us that in the absence of coins, .. AD great dealings were 
transacted by tallies, bank bills, and goldsmitbs' notes." 

Goldsmiths notes must tbus be regarded as the earliest 
form of bank-notes issued in England. 

It is not surprising, in view of these profitable trans
actions, that the goldsmiths grew ricli wilb prodigious 
speed. Five or siz of them, Clarendon remarks, gained 

I SIr DoocIIor N_. _ his __ to I.-dooo ia .680, &1_ -.I ~ • • __ ... __ to find ~ *t>ooiling ___ doe ~ 

mUlho. H. couI<I_ roconciIo _ ... _ .... _ - ~ 
_ 0It0 the one ocasioa .bat he ... 1M IDisfcwtune ID emna:.c £ so ... 
_or, he __ to ..- • henknopC. See doe life .. o...u., N_. by 
hi< ......... ROC<'". ia TN LiNo ., ... Ii ...... (eG. by A. ~ '190), Vol. 
II ..... 'M-

• See _ •• Part II •• Chop. V • 

• D ........ _ IN tdlic __ T_ ., E"l'-"- \'01. n~ ... &61. 
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such a reputation on the London market' that people would 
have trusted them with all the money in the kingdom. 
" And they then fiTst came to be called BankeTI."· 

This immense prosperity naturally aroused some envy. 
And the conduct of the new bankers furnished excuse for 
numerous attacks. They were not onl, accused of debas
ing the coinage,' but also of a succession of other misdeeds, 
and this especially after they began to lend mon~y to the 
Government. These accusations are expressed 'in the 
MysteTy of the nB'llJ-fashioned Goldsmiths, and, indeed, in 
most of the other economic pamphlets of the period. 

In the first place, it was alleged that they lent money at 
exorbitant rates, and that they asked 33 per cent. or even 
more, whilst the legal rate was 6 per cent.· Complaint was 
made also of the inadequate security which they offered to 
_depositors. According to Godfrey, two or three millions' 

- 'The celebratm Sir Frand. Child .u the greatest of these goldlll1ltho. 
Mr~ Com... supplies .ome detai.. about: the earl, London bankers in a 

::~ c:! :r: ~n~~.:'~~ Iv.. =-~~~~:'Tle E!,r,'i:!:;t". ofB!:;,:;~f 
Amongst other thing. he gives a list of people who had depoRQ with Sir 
Francil Child.. We find among the number Cromwell, NeD Gwyne, Churchill 
(afterwards Duke of Marlborougb). William III.. and 10 on ( ... pp. 49 .... 
50). The 'rm atiII exists. Mr. Colli .. has indeed obtained most of hi> 
infonnation from a .wdy by one of ill members, Mr. F. G. Hilton Price, who 
suppli .. interesting details about his ..... aod other finno of goldsmi""'. See 
A HlllUlboo. of Loo.dmo B ........ ..w. ._ ....- of /lui, tr ....... or •• 
1M eorJ, Goldsmitlu. 

Sonte amusing anecdot.. ..m _ be found In 11ft article by DUraeli. 
Uftlrns ", the SnentunJII Cerd"rJ (tee Curiositielc of Literature, pp. u8-
'33). The Rorie8 are well told, and without pretence to Icienti6e kno1rled&e, 
like aD the DUmenJUS and Ql'ied Rudies which the YOIume conrail'll. 

More detIiIed informalioo about the ~"'" and their l.Dndon ........ =tsT:" &=..:;~:.':'" t.!!b= ;,.::t:' ~ . .!;."B.:'~I::: 
of a banking ....... in Lombard S..- (00. No. 68): It _ formed par. of 
Sir Tbomas Gresham'. c:oat-ol-arms. 

Finally. for lb. sake of .,.....".... ....... e wiD ..,..,1100 • ohort pomphl« 
by Mr. A. F. Baker. B_ "'"' B ....... ' • • bids giv" • brief IIIIIIIIW}' of 
tile bistGry of tile principal Loadoa banko. 

• Compare Madeod. ~. cU •• p. 3r.,· 
• See ahoYe, p. 32. 

• B .... of C,e4iJ: or a.. ... /wl .... "'"' "cam, of the B."" of Cre"" 
~ ... dUJJogse lIetwufJ .. ~" getitleMlla tIff4 • ~ ffIn~,"",' .. 
P. ,8. AD anal";' 01 thio pamphlet io gi .... bdow (p. SO. eI "'1.)-

• It is _ d ..... __ GodI,." iac:I ..... i. thio IUID tile _ befoo&inc 
to tile goldsmiths _ .... oeized ..,. Char\eI II. 
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liad !leeii lost through the bankruptcies of goldsmitlis and 
the disappearance of their clerks. Finally, the goldsmiths 
paid more attention to their profits than to the safety of their 
investments, and made loans to persons of no commercial 
solidity. This accusation at any rate is made by Dr. Lewis. 
Speaking of the Bank of Venice, he remarks:' II It had its 
first rise from the dishonesty of the Bankers. The Bankers 
at Veni~did just as our Bankers have done here, they got 
mens' money into their hands at interest, and used it (as was 
necessary) to their hest advantage, that they might make a 
better profit of their money than the interest they paied, they 
lent it out to insolvent persons, or laid out in desperate cases, 
as our Bankers did." This behaviour obliged the Venetian 
Government to interfere in the matter. 

These accusations apparently contained ~ements of 
truth,· and all this serves to explain why, although the 
goldsmiths introduced banking into England, they did not 
succeed in adequately fulfilling the functions of a genuine 
bank and had later on to give place to the Bank of Eng
land ~ this institution supported as it was by the State, was 
able to avoid the mistake:; of its predecessors. 

,We have now described the introduction of banking into 
England; it j'emains to observe its development under the 
succeS!oive governments of Cromwell and of Charles II. 
This development 'Aas favoured by a number of economic 
and political events which we shall proceed to describe, and 
the importance of the goldsmiths was increased by' the fact 
that they began to make loans to the Government. 

We shall study in succession the period of the Republic 
and that of the Restora~on. but in order to give more unity 

• .. La.,. "...., .1- ..... (16;08), p..o. Tbo aut'- 01 the pampbIet 

!t':: q~:'::-t.:!.':!.t ;t,=':..!..'7;~ - ~ Ia 16M .... ;. 
• The IIOIdsmltbo pobHsbod III ......... '" _ altacb, _ the .....-

t1t1oollr .... IIoe ..... • /1 ..... 011 .... ' ... <I. E...,m,_IIoe"-_/ _ I.,. ,...,.,. ...... ,w ... Tv ",nny ., IIoe _ ,.dri_ G..w. 
_." This oocond pomph/ot __ 17....... UD-.tely. it is _ 
_ I, ID good II the int.- Tben is _Inc 01 "'_ ill It. Tho._ 
dea_ the lCaISIl.iofta "'-P' agairm the ~ .......... ...
(po .. ). II their CI'i&nM i I. Ibeir iMecurit7. 
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to t1ie account and to avoid repetition, we shall defer the 
question of State loans until we come to the reign of Charles 
II. Moreover, it was· only in this reign that luch loan. 
became frequent. 

SECTION L 

BANKS UNDER THE REPUBLIC AND THE PROTECTORATE. 

THE condition of English trade and commerce improved 
greatly under the Republic and under the quasi-monarchical 
rule of the Protector. This was due in the first place to the 
natural progress of civilisation, bui in the second place 
and more especially, to the restoration of order at home and 
to a varying but successful foreign policy, to the Navigation 
Act and the wars which attacked the Dutch monopoly of the 
carrying trade, and finally, to the liberal policy which 
opened England's gates to a race pre-eminently commercial, 
whicb had been ignominiously despoiled and ultimately 
banished several centuries earlier. 

This commercial prosperity naturally favoured du~ 
development of banking, and in J6SJ we may note the 
appearance of the first work which recommended the estab
lishment of a bank. It was called Some cOll.idnatiom of 
the t'IDO grand nap/e c:ommoditie. of England,' and i. only 
nine pages long. It is written by Sir Balthazar Gerbi~r, 
the author of several economic tracts. The two staple 
commOdities are fish and cloth;" the trade in these is in 
the hands of the Dutch, the problem is how to attract 
it to England. The question of the fishing trade is 

• The """'JlIete title is: 5_ COfUidn.,i<>u '" "'" "'0 t-- ""~'" -
.. odiliu '" Engi4n4, .-I ... urI4ifJ u/dbl .. h ..... , • .",her';" 1M PfIb," gotHl 
;. ...., """. ~ Ham1J17 ,. ..... 1e4 '" "'" P.,lu.meol &7 Si, B.UhGuw 
G .. hn, g.. Loodoa. priaUd by L Mab and A. Colee •• 65'. Th;" pampbld 
baa _ hem refernd to. but baa not hitherto hem _ ... by ... 
aaalysis, tbougb it baa at _ the merit 01 .,.,...11)' ia default 01 _ ,_ 
qualilleo. 

• p. 3-
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foreign to our subject.' With respect to the trade in and 
manufacture of cloth, Gerbier cites the example of France, 
which established this industry at Sedan, and was !ifter
wards able to supply half Europe. Moreover in order t~ 
furnish credit facilities to English business, a .. bank of 
paymenl" ought to be set up in London. Gerbier points. 
out the advantages other countries had gained from such. 
institutions, and in particular he believes, for he is frankly 
mercantilist, that the capital of various foreign traders might 
be attracted in this way, and that a great benefit would result 
therefrom to the State.' 

Some years later (in 1658), another still more characteristic
proposal was published by Samuel Lamb, entitled, Season
obi. obsnvatiofls humbly offe-r'tl to his highness 'las Lord 
ProtlCto,. In this case the author's principal object is to
advocate the establishment of a bank. He enumerates the 
advnntages derived by the Dutch from theirs. Of these
eight are important, and he considers that similar benefits .. 
the chief being the increase of national capital and the
reduction of the rate of interest, will be felt in England. 
as soon as the bank is founded. Shortly afterwards Lal"(lb
issued a proposal in the form of a petition to Parliament~ 

• For tho q .... tion 01 tho fishing trade and tho Importance theD aHadted.' 
to it, not only from • C'OmrMfC'ial standpoint but also as regards the main
kn_nc:e of • fteet, see, amona: modern autbon. Cunningham. TN Grow'" of 
6-.tl;'~ '.4 ... ." ad C ___ (lia,', aM MN.IIe II,. •• p. 413); Motloy. 
".,<~ R.t"';c (Vol. I.. p. 43); and amone con ..... pGra'l/ wri_ H. 
Robinoon. Ii.,'....!·. 5., • ., i. :r ... , .......... (.fil.). p. .6; lobo Smith •. 
lio,,_4', ''''t-- R.m..4 (.673). p. _ 

1" ....... a .rI .. 01 10_ dating , ...... Henry VIII." time, to protect 
Ihe fish""". and _Ially tho ..... ing fisheries. Tho introduction 01 ....... ties. 
..... al"" ad_ted. See C. R."w. :r~ _ 1r.,Iis~ '_t ('67.). p. oil. 
It to ditllcult to .... 11 .. tho importa_ ot_ to thlo Indo. Dr. Cwuliac-. 
hom ........... tha. it _. believad to be tho basis 01 Dutch ............. .,. 
It is wilh ~ that .. limit our discua:ion to this DOte. We ma, MId 
ho~. th.t tho N.\"ip.flon Act was eridmlly directed agaiDst the naval" 
auprema.y 01 Holland. (Tho Mt _ ........ ia .65',) And simila"r. tho 
war of 165" .. I due nlMr to comn\ft't"i.l rival.., than to the nlationsbip. 
.......... the 5t ...... and Ihe Prince of Onn~. See Morley. C-. P. 
3-'6, and SooIo •• :r .. G_IIt ., Brilis/t ,. ... " (Vol. II •• Chap. I.). n.... 
lanor .. "Olit to IuD 01 original opiniono and 01 in .......... tbau&h ntber _ 
tv.di. tlM.ail. 

• p., Compo'" tho Ba .... 01 L,...... 
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A committee was appointed to consider it, but there is DO 

record of the result. 
It is unnecessary to contrast the two pamphlets and to 

estimate the superiority of the second. There had been an 
interval of seven years between the two publications, and 
during this time an event had occurred which, to judge by 
other countries, must have exercised considerable influence 
on the development of banks in England. I refer to the 
return of the Jews. 

The 'return of the I-' to England. It. influence on 
banking_The effect of the influx of Spanish Jews on the 
development of Dutch commerce is well known. The in
fluence of the Jews at Venice was no less marked.' It was 
two Jews who first (in 1400) obtained the authority of the 
Senate to found a bank in the strict sense of the word. Their 
success was so great that many Venetian nobles established 
rival institutions. Abuses followed which, combined with 
monetary difficulties, determined the Government to estab
lish the Bank of Venice." 

The same influence must have made itself felt in England • 
. But at what date? In other words, when and for what 
reason were the Jews authorised to return to England? We 
will proceed to consider this question; it is not altogether 
easy to answer it.· 

It is certain that as soon as Charles I. was dead, the Jews 
attempted to return to England. Public opinion was not 

v~~ad~!::::::; .. ~!o::'~:~~ :~:J~ ~m!u-:..z 
val .... stops at the ....... C. It ... published in .86;J. 

• See ab0ge. p.. 25. and below, p.. ,S-
• Cromwell', best known _ .,. little on Ibio point. Morley"'" 

Carlyle de9Oh!: litde more than • page to it, and CDPfine t:he:mRIYa to aD 
appreciatioo of the........ See Olion C."..,..,dl. pp. 433-4]4, ..... LeI .... -.. 
S~uch ... P. 175. VoL IV. Good .. in IH;',,,., of 1M C"""""",""lr. VoL 
IV •• Chap. XVII.). who -.. • chapter 10 the oubjed, .... _ ~ uo 
much more. In~esting infonnatioo wiD be found in Gardiner. Hutory ttf 
flu CtmlffU1IJ'21ultIJ fUUJ Protectlwalt~ Vol 11., p. 3D = in Ldi, SIorUJ n 
mnraorie '~IJ .. Vi,. tli OJ. Cr~eU. Vol. IL: and apecia.lI, ill • pub
lished Jedure br Mr. Wolf. Rue'_' of 1M J-. ;. E"g'-4. ~ 
may also be consulted .ilb advantage, Hi,,,,,,. de ,. Rtpb~ ~. , .. ,ie
terre. VoL II., pp. 154-157. 
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unfavourable to- them, pardy on account of the biblical spirit 
which then prevailed, and partly because of the services 
rendered by them in Holland, a country which the English 
of this period constantly set before them as a model. 
Thus Gardiner mentions' the publication of a pamphlet 
about this time, in which in order to prove the importance 
of Dunkirk, it is stated that the Jews were prepared to give 
£60,000 to £80,000 in return for the toleration of a syna
gogue there, and that such permission would attract all the 
Portuguese merchants from Amsterdam, from which a still 
greater benefit would result.' The Amsterdam merchants 
had not expected such demonstrations of sympathy. They 
took the initiative, and two of them presented a petition in 
1649 to Fairfax and the Council, for the revocation of the 
banishment of the Jews.' 

Another petition is referred to by some historians. 
Certain Jews had asked for the repeal of the laws passed 
against them, and on' condition that the Bodleian Library 
was made over to lhem, together with permission to con
vert St. Paul's Cathedral into a synagogue, they undertook 
to pay "six millions of Iivres" according to some, £500,000 
according to others. It is stafed that negotiations were 
broken off because the parties could not agree as to the price. 
the English Government asking eight millions or £800,000. 
It is unfortunate as far as concerns the authenticity of this 
tal", that the references given by the historians· are inade-

• G.rdl .......... al.: _ ..... Hialorinl R_. Jul1 •• 8g6, P. 415-
• For •• lmU.r opinion, _ • Iettw from 101 .... WboIIoy ID Tburloi. 

Tori .. •• ,..~ •• VoL IV., P. 308. 
erw1' :W;:;~·R:~· 11., p. '7', DOte.. This petitioa 10 ct- It the 

• Tho hISlori, .. In quosti... • .. Francis .nd Goodwin. Francio (p. '1) 
ft~ra to Thul'~ AC'C'Ofding 10 his habit he mentions aeither 'f'Olume DOl' 
pac&, in which l~ he .. _lie. for whene'Nr be departa from thi.I custom 
his refeftfttel aN f.'-. Goodwin (Vol IV. po ... 6. note). who does not biJn.. 
.. If believe the petltioa. to be authentic. refen 10 Salmone." Hi.sloirw 4u 
Too •• ' ..... ,. G ....... B .. ,.,... (p..)O'I). But 101 ... ",. de Sal ......... OD P. J09 
10 _king of .ho '"' '641 .nd the King .. stay .t V.... Besides, this _ 

:..:.\-::..~:!I'!::.. "'..:.~!! :~~~. Io::,::,a .:.,:, =.0::. 
thing In Tho ...... a ___ ill .hleb are ...... 111 Iacili ...... .., the 
_Uontl .... 
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quale or erroneous, lienee we only refer to it as a curiosity. 
These negotiations came to nothing. Mr. Wolf proves 

however, that notwithstanding this rebuff a number of 
Jews established themselves secretly in London in the time 
<If the Commonwealth.' 

The situation improved still more during the ProIectorate. 
Cromwell's ideas were in advance of his times, and as Mr. 
F. Harrison remarks,' .. Noble were the efforts 01 the Pro
tector to impress his own spirit of loleration on tlie in
tolerance of his age; • •• He effectively protecied the 
Quakers; he admitted the Jews, after an expUlsion of three 
-centuries; and he satisfied Mazarin thai he had given to 
Catholics all the protection that he dared." Cromwell was 
particularly well-disposed fowards the Jews, with whom he 
had, according to M. Guizot,· fairly frequent dealings. 
They seem to have done him numerous services. The Jews 
for their part were not unaware of the Protector's feeling 
towards them, and did their best to profit by it. 

Rabbi Manasseh Ben Israel took the initiative in ine 
matter. This Rabbi was a remarkable cbaracter. He was 
born in Portugal about 1604, but while still a child he 
~migrated with his family to Holland. There he became a 
brilliant student, wrote books, and even established the first 
Jewish printing press at Amsterdam. But bis cbief efforts 
were devoted to improving tbe lot of his co-religionists, and 
to securing their admission into the different European 

-countries. In particular be tried by various means, such 
as petitions to tbe Protector, and even the dedication of his 
book, Spes Israelis. to tbe British Parliament,· to obtain 
permission for the Jews to return to England. 

• See TM Cry~I"'I"'" __ ON C~ A lecture ....".,bl;_ 
from Tu 1-"" CIJ • ....w.. aIM! (rem tile fiT. pac .. of !be .. R ... "w....,.' .. 
by !be ....... autho<. 

• Fredoerick Harri ..... 0/;_ C._U. p. 2.6. See abo C_. Hin. 4. 
Moit eI tJu ',",iltdiDru I A.,lden-I. Vol V_. pp. ."",195-

• 0,. <it. p.'5+ See ..... pp. '54-155 for !be rauoe of .- cIoaJjn~ 
.. Probably !be J .... had ...... than once _ ....rul 10 him, alb« .. .,... 
« ill axmectioa with bit; aeed few 1DOIIeY • ., 

• 'Ibe Eng\isII IraJIIIalioa of this .. cwk .... pul>IioIIaI iA •• 
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'A commission, presided over by Cromwell, was appointed 
to consider the question. It was composed of lawyers, 
priests and merchants.' The debates were long-winded 
and threaiened to be interminable. Cromwell consequently 
dissolved the assembly, temarking that the matter, com
plicated enough to start with, now appeared more intricate 
than ever, and that, .. although he wished no more reason
ing, he yilt begged an interest in their prayers ... • 

The conference was thus without result and Mahasseh's 
hopes were apparently vain. As a matter of fact however, 
the Jews were tacitly allowed to live in England. Manasseh 
received a pension of £U)o to console him for his dis
appointment. And three years later, on February 15th 
1658, at a reception at Whitehall, Cromwell seems to have 
given an assurance of his protection to Carvajal and his co
religionists. a 

Whatever may be the truth about this laiter point, it is 
probable that Cromwell took no legislative action with regard 
to the Jews, but it is certain that he tolerated their return, 
and that at the end of the Protectorate a number of them 
were living in England. They must have taken an active 
part in trade, for shortly a£terwards a petition was signed 

• Colli .. , B,<I ..... ';,01 Hill.", Vol. VIII., p. 380-38.. Read ... must not 
be lurprised to find that thit celebtllted di.cussion i, credited to the reign of 
Ch.r~ II. Collier was aft uncompromising royaUst. who never recogn.iaed 
Ih. Revolution, and .. I ..... 10 take lhe oalla 10 WUliam III. 

• Francl., p. ,6-
• Porhapl Cn>mwoll ...... Id h ... don. ""'"' ilil had not ...... for N •• _ 

Rh", bebIIyiour, whic_ Mr. Wolf considfn to ha .. bfen IftOSt un ...... 
AC'C'OI"di"lf 10 the lte;terMnt of Sagndo. the VeMti •• ambassador. he iftIn8 

ac:tuallJ' to hne acloftd Cromwell. asking him if he weft not • ~uman 
bting_ Moreover one 01' more of hill companions.. having obtained Inve to 
Yioil Cambrid", wenl 10 Hun.ingdon. Cromwell" Wrlhp..... T1Ie rumour 
aproad th .. the, had p. t ...... to ......, .he __ .. 'ncesITy, 10 4;~ 
• Jewish origin for bim. and 10 pro" th •• he was the Nessi.h_ (For .his 
lou .... ' to Huntingdon, .... ich .......... disputed, _ Leri, • ciJ.. Vol. II., 
P. 443.) Thew rumou .. __ ....... _ 01 b~ C ...... well .. eaemieo, and be, 

::.:""10 'i..::::. ri<licuh and -. .............. Rabbi .. -....- to 
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by numerous merchants complaining that the Jews were not 
subject to the alien law, and that in consequence the 
Treasury suffered a yearly loss of £10,000.' 

SECTION II. 

BANKING APTER THE RESTORATION. 

THE distinctive feature of this period is the tran'sadions of 
the bankers with the Government, transactions which tnok 
the form of loans and advances in anticipation of the sup
plies. Loans of this sort had already been made under the 
Protectorate. Cromwell had to maintain a large army to 
carryon continual wars, one of which, that with Spain, 
was very unpopular, and he dared not ask Parliament 10 
vote new taxes, owing to his somewhat strained relations 
with that assembly, which was jealous of his power, hence 
he was hard pressed for money,' and was olten forced 10 
rely on the help of the goldsmiths. 

Charles II., when he returned 10 the throne of his fathers, 
was forced 10 have recourse to his predecessor's expedients, 
in this respect at least, with still greater frequency. It is 
true that he had not such a large army as the ProteclOr's 10 
keep up; indeed, he had no regular standing army, strictly 
speaking! Neither had he a specially warlike disposition, 
since he entered upon only two European wars during the 

I Stowe,. A SunrrJ t1f ,he eitie. of lAftdorr, fJft4 Wu, ..... In. Vol. If., p. 
24J. Othen demanded that strict regulation. Ihould be- made for the J~, 
see T. Violet. Pdi,"", .g.iran 1M /e'II1' (J6tu). and EngltuuJ'. Will"" ('667). 
p..fO.. These unfavourable feeling, luted '01' • Jong time; the que.lion of 
the nahiralisation of tbe Jetn gave rise 10 long ParJiamentllI'J debate.. )11 
1753 naturalisalion ~ conC'eded, and then. in ~ face of ~la' oppoo;ait~, 
wilhdrawn. See Josiah Tucker. A kIln '0. f~ umunwt6 N.'",GlUalJotI 
"753). EYeD in this eeotvry Macaulay had 10 .. rite an aIay procati"l 
against the civil disabilities 01 the Jew .. 

Jt is interesting to note that as soon as the Jews were plac:ecl on aD equal 
fool;ng orilh other citi=lo 1_ 1«I;ngs beg ... rapMlly 10 d; ___ • AI:Ire 
present da, J have found no trace 01 anlHemilism. ia England.. 

• Good_;n, Vol. IV., p. ssz.. 
• Charles· standing ann,. was for a long tme limited to hi. ~I 

guards. This. ann, was ifM:!"eued lata' OIl. btl! ev~ at the ~ of hIS reign. 
afler tM ~.ioa of Tang.er. the do...,., of hiJ w.fe. Catherine of Braganza. 
the King bad DO more thaD 7,000 fooc and J."JOO hone and dragoon. at h. 
disposal. 
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twenfy-foui' years of his- reign, wai's wliicli' iniJeed brought 
neither honour nor profit to England. The Parliaments, 
too, were liberal enough, and voted subsidies with unusual 
zeal, especially during the years immediately following the 
Restoration. Charles' vices and courtiers were however 
quite able to swallow up more money in one year than all 
Cromwell's armies and wars had cost in ten. And his urgenll 
desires cOlJld ill adapt themselves to tardiness and delays, 
two qualities which usually accompany the collection of 
taxes. He wanted money and that at once. and the gold
smiths undertook to supply him. 

It is however only fair to acknowledge 'that Charles was 
obliged to apply to the goldsmiths at the very outset of his 
reign. Cromwell's army had then to 6e disbanded, since it 
was at once an object of hatred to the people, a danger to 
the Crown and a heavy burden to the Treasury. But con
siderable sums were owing to the troops. Between two and 
three hundred thousand pounds had to be found in a few 
days. The House of Commons had readily voted this sum, 
but it could not be raised all at once by taxation. To put 
off the disbanding of the troops would have increased the 
nation's obligation each month in incredible proportions • 
.. None could supply those occasions," writes Clarendon,' 
.. but the bankers, which brought the King's ministers 
first acquainted with them; and they were so well satisfied 
with their proceedings that they did always declare' that 
they were so necessary to the King's affairs that they knew 
not how to have conducted them without that assistance.' ., 

This satisfaction was indeed so great that soon the Crown 
could not do without the bankers, and entered into the 
closest relations with them. 

According to Clarendon's" aCCount, these transactions 
were managed as follows: As soon as the subsidies were 
voted, after discussion with his ministers as to the sums 

• CIa ......... u,.. Vol. II •• P. •• 1. 
• All that 10110 .. 10 .. btl '""" die r..y.. _ ...... D1oro1, ............ lite 

orit:inal to 101M .stent. No one could haw • better knowledge thaft the =. wbo __ Lcri CIaanctiIor. of .... IIwIcioI ___ .., 

D 
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needed at once, Hie King summoned th'e bankers to his 
presence, for no contract was arranged without him. Each 
banker was asked how much he could advance, and what 
security he would require. Each answered according to 
his own resources, for there was no combination between 
them. The bankers asked 8 per cent. for their money, which 
was not unreasonable, and the King was ready to pay it; 
but after mature consideration they decided to lea~e the rate 
of interest to be determined by the King's bounty, at the 
same time remarking that they were themselves paying 6 
per cent. to their. own creditors, which was, in fact, known 
to be true.' 

They then received a transfer of thl! credits fot the pay
ment of the first taxes voted by Parliament, and tallies on 
those parts of the budget which were the least heavily 
burdened. But even this was not sufficient security, for the 
King and the Minister of Finance might devote the sums 
thus collected to other objects. Hence they had really no 
other security than their firm belief in the justice of the King 
and in the honour and integrity of his Treasurer; this was 
the real basis of the credit which supplied the needs of the 
Crown. The King, too, always treated them graciously as 
his very good servants, and the Ministers regarded them as 
:very worthy people. 

In this way for many years, even up to the unfortunate 
outbreak of the Dutch war, the public finances were, 
Clarendon states, managed with little difficulty, though per. 
flaps at some slight additional cost. and no one said a word 
against the bankers, whose credit and reputation increased 
daily, and who had everyone's owney at their disposal. 

Probably at the time of which Clarendon speaks, that is 
before 1665, the goldsmiths did not ask more than 8 per 
cent., but this could not long continue, and their demands 
increased proportionately with the needs of the King, all the 
more since they were advancing money on more and more 
distant revenues. and had already anticipated all the pay
ments to the Crown which would fall due in the near future • 

.I p. 219-
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Soon, according to contemporary evidence,' they were ask
ing 20 and 30 per cent. Pepys' tells us that as early as 
t66J the Treasury was paying 15 and sometimes 20 per 
cent., which is, he says, .. a most horrid shame," and ought 
not to be allowed, nor, he adds, should the goldsmith May-, 
nell be suffered to make an income of £. 10,000 a year in this 
way. 

Possibly. the coniemporary writers exaggerated il Jiille, 
but there is no doubt thaf the goldsmiths got 13 per cent. 
from the King for their money.' :And when it is remem
bered that they were paying barely half this interest to their 
depositors, the indignation of the public may be understood, 
an indignation which was further increased by the shame of 
seeing the King in the hands of usurers,' and by the harsh
ness, common to all farmers of taxes, with which the gold
smiths collected those taxes which were made over to them. 
But even if the farmers derived as much profit from the 
King's vices as their enemies alleged, they were shortly to 
pay cruelly for their gains, thanks to Ihis same royal im
morality. 

At this point the history of banking becomes once more 
closely connected with the general history of England. We 
must now consider in turn Charles' two European wars. 

{a)-TIa, }Var witll Holland. Til, Dvtcll fI,d enlIPs th, 
Tham,s. First" ,vn .. oa tile banlu. Charles had entered 
upon a war witb Holland. After several vicissitudes, and 
at the very moment wben people were expecting tbe con-
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elusion" of peace, De Ruyter sailed up the Thames, took 
Sheerness, burnt such ships as were at Chatham and seemed 
actually to threaten London. A description of this event 
will be found in Clarendon.' Consternation spread through 
London, the inhabitants of which thought themselves on the 
verge of destruction. Parliament, which had voted' large 
sums for the fleet and for the fortifications of the river, was 
terrified beyond description' at hearing the ent;mies' guns 
for the first time. It was believed that the Dutch had taken 
Greenwich, and had it not been for the presence of mind of 
the King and the Duke of York, the Tower would have been 
abandoned. 

Everyone woo had any money had deposited if witli the 
goldsmiths. This money was known to have been lent to a 
Government which at the moment seemed to offer no 
security; each man then hastened to his banker in the hopes 
of being in time to save some remnants of his fortune, and 
London witnessed for the first time a phenomenon, with 
which, alas I it was destined to become familiar_ .. run .. 
on the banks" 

These fears were Calmed by a royal proclamition· declar
ing that payments from the Exchequer would be made as 
usual, .. And that we will not upon any occasion whatsoever 
permit or suffer any alteration, anticipation, or interruption 
to be made to our said subjects." 

It will now be seen how Charles kept his promise, and 
what he called .. our royal word and declaration." 

(b)-Second Waf' fflith Holland. Treaty 01 DO'De1'. Sus
tension 01 ExcheqfU1' tayments. A'treaty of peace followed 
De Ruyter's expedition. During the years succeeding this 
treaty Charles seemed determined to enter upon friendly 
relations with the Low Countries. Through the good offices 

• 1'1'. 4'.-4'9-
• See cootra, Life of Kilt, J- II .• Vol I •• p. 425-
a For an _t 0I1his panic ..... i .. -...n1ing iDddeDto, _ Em,... 

nUs.,. VaL II .• pp. ~5-
• Tbe laDle P-""""" ia _ 1ft,.... later. 
, This to published at the .... 01 • ~ inureoting pounphIet by 110. 

T ....... : TIle C- of lIN s-u. ... ... u_'. -. frUJ7 ....u -
""''''-('675). 
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of Sir William Temple,l the ambassador to Holland, a 
Protestant Triple Alliance was made between the States 
General, England, and Sweden. Charles hoped by this to 
give temporary satisfaction to English public opinion, and, 
above all, to make a definite breach between Holland and 
Louis XIV. who had hitherto been allies, at any rate in 
name. Shortly after he made with Louis XIV. a second 
treaty, kn~wn to history as the Treaty of Dover,· at which 
town the King had personally carried on the negotiations. 
This treaty, in which Madame took such an important share, 
Charles was careful not to publish, not even communicating 
it to all his ministers. He bound himself to join Louis XIV. 
in a war against Holland, to be converted to Catholicism 
and to several other undertakings. In return he was to 
have two million francs In two Instalments, and three 
millions a year during the war. 

Charles 1I.'s principal object in signing the Treaty of 
Dover was neither foreign policy nor the conversion of 
the English to Catholicism, but to obtain power to satisfy 
the caprices of himself and his companions; in other words, 
to get money. 

He was undoubtedly attracted by Catholicism, the faith 
in which he died, and his conversion to which seemed 
very rapid.' Doubtless, too, all his sympathies were for 
France. brought up as he had been by a French mother, 
and subject to the French Inftuence of his sister and of his 

. For thll trMt" .. Macaul., .. essa,. cc Sir William Temple. U pp. ..... 
468. in the one-volume edition. and. of course, Mignet", Hi,s,oi •• hI 
IilgHi.,;OA$ ... Ia""" • Ie .swuuiOll 4' E~. Vol. II., po 549. etc. Aa 

Kj-;:;n!r~r::' ~~nLf=rla"'!: ~!:!..th!i. ~ iir~':t~l~~ : 
a"oSS' 

• For the Tnlaty of 00_, _ Mipet, Val. III .• _ the tat 1_ In 
lb. same volume. po. '8}. For contemporary English writer'S. see A .. uc ..... 
• , "'. ~ .... ,. ,..,... In S_ TN," ('70S), 31'+4' _ ..... the s.c... 
Hid"",., ,,'It.,....,'. Letter aia.. Thill Jut work. which .... published ill 
1tk)7. is evidC'ntly dil"ectecl .... inst France.. II pos:ses:ilIS __ iDtertst .. _ 
'i$tori~.1 curaosilJ • 

• Of this con_. which must h ... _ place __ bolure .... Tnlaty 
of Do .... , an account fuU of fOIllAntlc and curious dt-tails. whieb seem how
.ver to he authP.nlic. is Ii""' by ao IleUan Jrsuit: St.,.. kIM C.-wm ... 

::.~= ~-::;':.,;.~c.;::..::;. B'::"t~:D.G: = :...~= 
C_R_.IIto]. 
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cousin, Louis XIV., then ai the height of his magnificence, 
and later of the Duchess of Portsmouth. But the subtle, 
intelligent and sceptical Charles II. was not the sort of man 
to risk his crown for the Pope and the King of France. 
He knew well how to exploit the fears with which Louis 
XIV. inspired Parliament, and the anxieties which Parlia.
menl: aroused in Louis XIV., with the sole object of securing 
a few subsidies. • 

We shall shortly be able io watch him at his work. 
The Treaty of Dover was no sooner signed than the Lord
Keeper Bridgeman1 urged Parliament to vote fresh supplies 
in order that the English navy might equal the constantly 
increasing navies of France and Holland. Parliament voted 
£1,300,000 to payoff debts and £800,000 to equip the fleet, 
adding a long report in which it prayed the King to take 
measures against the dangers of Popery. Charles promised 
all they asked, issued a religious proclamation of the char
acter desired, prorogued Parliament, spent the £800,000 on 
anything but the equipment of the fleet, and at the end of 
the year signed a new treaty with Louis XIV. in which he 
secured even better conditions than those of sis months 
earlier.· 

Charles persisted in a policy which he had found 10 

successful.' 
After a temporary delay" however Louis XIV. deter-

J. Tbi8 minister. who acted u spokesman of the GOYff'mnent Ott the oc:ca... 
1Iioa. wu DOt aware of the Treaty of Dover .. 

• Madame bad di<d in the interval. bat tb .. bad _ .. lINd !hot _i., 
aI the reIa,_ bel ..... the two King. 011 .... ich ...... __ bad _. 

• ., And .o. in mum for the prorogation of Parliament tor fifteen mon~ 
ftich took place in Hoyember. 1675. Louis ,.,. ~IOO.ooo- Again, in sbn • 
• heo Parliamellt pnsenb an addraa ' repraentin. the: danger from Frenc:b 

~;-=:~~ :!i:':e 'r.:!""J'= = ~··t~a:=..: 
10 ~ again. bat tb .. time Loais .... to pay £.80_ On the """" 
band. at the begiruling of '678. _ Char ... d........s. 1;600_ from Lou .. 
..... a tJimilar ....... """ __ with a ......... CharIeo begioo to decide _ 
war. and obtai .. a grant 01 £600,000 from PatlialDent I for enablin. hill 
Majesty to enlel' wIG IIduaI w .... againIt the P,eodI Klag..' "-SreeJ,oo; .. .,. 
cil... VoL n.. p .• ,+ 

• Thio delay ... clue to the _ !hot aIthougb LoIm>io bad ~ 
bis "'orm of the army. the ...... army bad _ yet .............. See Camille 
~ HUIM .. 4e ~. Vol. L, p. "94- The alain aI Lorraino .... 
.. adQIirabIe opponunity ...... triaJ of the ...... OJ ...... 
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mined io begin the war with Holland. The Cabal I Ministry 
was in power. Charles was as usual without money, he 
dared not summon Parliament, and the French King's sub. 
sidies were no longer adequate. He determined on an action 
at once arbitrary, unjust and foolish, which was inspired by 
Clifford, though it has often been attributed to Shaftesbury, 
who in fact. according to his biographer, Mr. Christie, both 
condemne£i and opposed it.' 

Clifford's remedy was as follows: An order was issued on 
January and, 1672, just two months before the commence
ment of the war, suspending all payments out of the 
Exchequer on whatever warrant, order or security, for a 
period of twelve months. 

When this order was issued the Government owed 
£1,300,000 to the goldsmiths. of which £416.724 belonged 

II CI Cabal. II from the Initial. of the Damu of Charles' 8Ye mlnlatera
CIUlord, ArUl1Ctoft. Bucklnllb.m. Albie,. an<! Lauderdale. 

• Lord Albie, •• fm •• rd. tho Earl of Sh.fteablll'J ...... sen •• written 
proCU. to the Klnl ,,"in •• the .. .,ension of paym .... from the Ezcbequer. 
See also. letter rrom blm to Locke, and the eorroborating evidence of Sir 
W. Temple In Chria.le. Vol. II., pp. s&.70- Thil Ic:c:oun' ia .. ppo ..... by 
Evelyn. Vol. II., p. 700 Bumet, however (Hislory 01 Jail ......... Vol. I., 
PI'- 531-533), formally 'ttU_ Shef ... bury of Inmp.inl the King: .. Shlf_ 
bury __ the chief ...... In thll .dvl...... He a11_ tII.t he had thia from 
Shor ... bury hlmlOn. who hlcl mor<o_ withdrown hia money from the 
banken helon the ... iau.... J. UngIrd (Hill"" ., E"tLoU. Vol. IX .• p. _. 
no ... &) I. Indlned to ..... with Bumet. I cIo _ hel ..... thet Burnet _ 
ri8ht. But n_el_ I feel _ cIoub ... to Chriorio .. aeeertiou, ... 
caUIft. to la, nothing of the moralilJ of ShaftMbur)-l>e woulcl he ... _ 
for • model for O.wa, .. Son ..... In , ... M P_ia biatnPb,. 
publiohecl with the _t ............... of his lamU,.-tbe 7th Earl 01 Sh.I........,. to ... hom the book Is cledicotecl. hevlng ouppIiecI .......... 
docum ...... ~ia biognph,. I ." hOI oomewba. the ..... 01 00 • .......,. 
Yr. Chrillle" ""'"' hu ho_ nothing io __ with thoR biogTaphieo 
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book 10 one of the ..... there io .... the Ri&n of CbarIoo II. 10 ibis __ 
It ia _table to he .. to ...... dult .... _ 110 ...... history 01 CbarIeo 
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to Sir Robert Vyner.t This proceeding, which was noihing 
less than a declaration of national bankruptcy, was accom
plished so suddenly, and was so entirely unexpected by the 
public, that indescribable confusion at once spread through 
the town and caused a number of financial disasters. This 
confusion can be easily explained, since, although the 
number of bankers directly injured was comparatively small, 
yet, as everyone who had any money had habitually en
trusted it to these bankers, the total number of people 
brought to ruin was not less than ten thousand. 

The bankers indeed stopped their payments immediately, 
and those merchants who had deposited capital with the 
goldsmiths declared themselves bankrupt." Colbert who, 
in the interests of the war, approved of the measure, refers 
to the great opposition it aroused, and remarks that bills 

/of exchange to the value of £30,000 had to be sent back to 
Italy dishonoured. I 

Four days later (on January 6th), an bplanatory an
nouncement was made, promising the bankers 6 per cent. 
interest and declaring that the suspension of payments 
should not last more than six months. The next day the 
King summoned the goldsmiths to the Treasury. He 
pacified them and persuaded them to repay the money 
deposited with them by the merchants. This was done, and 
the evil was so far diminished, but the bankers were no 
nearer payment. The King probably had some idea that 
Parliament would provide the means of repaying them when 
the twelve months were over. But nothing of the sort hap
pened, the House of Commons vejected the repeated 
demands made on it to adopt such a course. All that was 

• CoUinlI. ot. <it., pp. 43-"". g;veo a list of l>anken IUld of the ...- of 
which they ..... respectively defrauded:-

Sir Robert V,..... _. £416.72+ J. Snow ••. ._ ... £59."". 
E. BIacl< .. & •.. ... £'95.994- J. Colville ... ••. £&5.832. 
G. WhitdiaIJ ._ ... £2-t8,866. Thomas Rowe _ .... £'7.6'5-
J. Horne\Jr - _. ... £ ... 54& T. PortDWI •.. ••. £76.760-
G. SoeR ... ... ••• £10.89+ 0;..... ......... £93.505-
• Vivid details of thd crisiJ; will be fou.ncI in TW"IJOr'. pamphlet rderred tu_ .' 
J s..; Christie, I«. cit .. Uttas 01 JaaWr.y ¥h IUld 8dt ('672) ia !be 
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dOlle was to pay the 6 per cent. inreres1, ana in 1677 Hie 
King granted a yearly rent on his hereditary excise for this 
purpose. All payment of interest ceased, however, in 1683, 
and was not resumed after the Revolution, in spite of a 
lawsuit of a unique chllracter which was carried on by the 
goldsmiths.' At length (in (701) an Act was passed charg
ing the hereditary excise with a yearly interest of 3 per cent., 
payable from 170S, not on the actual amount of the debt, 
but on the original capital. Moreover, these 3 per cent. 
annuities were counted as redemption, and were to cease 
when half the original capital, that is, £664,263, had been 
repaid. The Act of 1701 was simply a fraud, for six times 
this amount was owing to the bankers. It was calculated 
that they had lost three millions in the affair, without count
ing their legal expenses. But what was "most remarkable 
was that this debt, known as the .. Bankers' DebI," was 
never paid, and still forms part of the English national 
debt, having been consolidated with Ihe South Sea annuity • 

• Subsi .. tlally tho 10 ... 0 ........ 11 .... Ill .... of thIJ 10....,lt by M.tlooci. 
3", Edition. Vol. I., pp. 373'375, and I!room, C .... lilKliow Lawa (The 
S ... Jr.,,' Cat.). pp. •• Saa34. The latter ditcu_ the dutia of • eovereign 
to hi. IUbjecta: combined with the right to penon ... liberty. there wsts the 
right to private property. It illn connection witb the latter that Broom livel 
• very detailed o"""unl 01 tho .,b>le dispute. 

rec!:~~~':."~ ~'!blq:~~ :r th":1 the!= !'!t .... :; ':;,:,h~!.ba":'''.!:! 
ratified by the Hou .. 01 Lords, bul ~ .. _ ...... _t<cI II> the H_ 
oi Common •• and bad nol pl_ Into 10 •• 

Thu.. when .he coIcIomith. brought on .ctlon before tho Court 01 tho 
bchequer In .689. ancI finally won their <&10 .Iter • cItIsy 01 two ,...., 
the Govemment raisec:l two questions, via. :-

I.-Whelher tho lotten po .......... flOOd and valid to bind \he ero ..... 
•. -"'bether tho Court 01 ExdIoquw .... _ ..... II> _ the .... 

... whether tho petitioners oughl DOt to ba ... applied cIlrectly II> tho Kine. 
Tho disc:usolon turned ehi.fly on tho _ poin •• since the first .... DOt 

:':':Ior'I;rolt<clti.. =: ~ ~:=Ic.:..!: :ri~~ op;:o..:: 
com_I In tho ..... 

The q ... llon whe .... Lord Somera <OUIcI gi .. a cIeclsiaa ........ t) .., tho 
opinion of the majority of the Judges cave rise to an appeal to the Houa 01 
Lords. the Supreme Cowl, .. ·hich, on JanUU'J' .~rd.1 1,..1, ftftI'Wd Lord 
Somen' judgmon.. But-4ncl this is the moot surpnsing part 01 this _. 
able ... it-... N.tIoocI opdy points out, although this Court _lord the 
indisputable rights of the pttitiooers. it made no athmpt to ftClr'ISI their 
ttri.,~...... And tills :no the __ OIl 01 • lawouil 01 _ ,..n' 
cWfauoa. 
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This melancholy history brings us to the Conclusion of 
our first part. 

It is not possible to treat Charles II. as we treated his 
father in a similar case, i.II., to find excuses for him. On 
the other hand, it is evident how well this suspension of 
Exchequer payments accorded with the general character 
and with the political ideas of this prince, a charming per
son, but born with tastes in excess of his resources, and with 
no idea of sacrificing these tastes to the inter~sts of his 
country. An economist of well-deserved reputation, M. 
Wilfreda Pareto,' has however defended him as followsl 
.. Charles has been much blamed for a deed which differs 
but slightly from the actions which have been done and 
continue to be done by governments who appropriate the 
treasures of banks." It might equally well be said that 
William I1I.'s Government treated the defrauded bankers 
very little better than Charles' had done. But these after 
all, are meagre excuses. 

, c ..... 1I',,,,,,,,,,,io Polili'l'"'. ,.0/<"1610 FruwlU II< L41u",," (Vol. I., 
P·36:1). 
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FOUNDATION OF THE BANK OF ENGLAND. 

CHAPTER I. 

NECESSITY FOR A NATIONAL BANK. 

Sket~ta~~:etoeo:~~:~~~r:;~!ta~t ~j.r~~:::. l~~~~ I~:~:-: 
In what way thi' could be made lea variable than a metar.:! currency. 
"«Gun. 01 the p~ oehem... The B .... 01 en.'. Failure 01 the 
ach~mel. Reasonl for thi. f.ilure. 

Bad .tate of the publie 8naRcet. Heavy espense of the War .gainst Loul. 
XIV. In.d~u.te returns from ta •• tion. Montague'. 6nancial upedi .. 
enh. The Tondna and til, Lotter)' Loan. Montague and Paterson'. 
lCheme. 

IN spite of defeaIs abroail and disorder at liome, industry 
and commerce prospered under the Restoration Gov~rn
ment. The comparative peace enjoyed by England and the 
wars into which Louis XIV,'s insatiable ambition plunged 
Ute rest of Europe, largely contributed towards this com
mercial expansion. The natural progress of civilisation also 
counted for something, and vigorous legislation for a 
great deal. Numerous protectionist measures were in fact 
passed by Parliament.' Some of these laws, such as the 
extension and improvemenf of the Navigation Act, were of 
great service to the country. Others were marked by the 
absurdity to which extreme protection often leads: for 
instance, the law quoted by M. Glasson, which ordered that 
corpses should be buried in flannel shrouds so as to encour
age the growing woollen industry. 

This commercial prosperity required fa ~ supplemented 
by \he foundation of a bank, an institution which would 
strengthen England's position in a remarkable degree by 
"regulating and securing the paper currency, by reducing 

, G-. .. rit.. Vol. v .• lIP- 101--' 
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the rate of interesl and by looking after a thousand other 
secondary interests. The goldsmiths had perhaps delayed 
the creation of such an institution, but had not succeeded 
in making it superfluous. Even before they had been de
spoiled by the King, their greed had made them hopelessly 
unpopular.' 

Throughout Charles I1.'s reign there was accordingly a 
spontaneous outburst of pamphlets advocating ,the estab
lishment of every variety of bank, whose proposals were 
very favourably received by the public. The promoters also 
could readily point to the services done by the banks to 
Venice and to Genoa, and, above all, to Amsterdam; and 
this latter case had no small weight in a country and at a 
time when the imitation of the Dutch and their institutions 
was exalted into a regular system.' 

These projects came to nothing for accidenial reasons 
which we shall notice presently, but from this time onwards 
the commercial world actively desired the creation of an 
institution of which it felt in serious need. Very soon it 
was not alone in this wish. 

The Revolution of 1688 bad occurred, involving a war 
with France. William I1I.'s Government having engaged in 
an expensive and, for a long time, an unsuccessful struggle, 
and unable to count on a satisfactory payment of the taxes, 
and having tried all kinds of financial expedients, at length 
realised that the creation of a bank would be of immense 
service to them, for nothing but a national bank could raise 
an important loan and subsequently maintain the King'. 
financial position. 

Hencefonh the interests of the Government were in ac
cordance with those of the country. A suitable proposal, 
easily carried out, was brought forward by Paterson. Tu 
Bank '/Vas founded. 

Our first chapter, dealing with the causes which led to 
this foundation, thus falls naturally into two divisions: 

• See .boYe, pp. 25 and 35-
• For the gen.raI elf..,.. 01 Ibis imitatioll oa English induoIry and ....... 

merce. RIe Cunningham. 01. dt.. (Modem TIIIJeI), p. ,OJ .. 
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J. The commercial necessity for the foundation of a bank. 
a. The political necessity. 
The first part, besides describing the requirements of 

commerce, will deal with the various systems proposed for 
satisfying them; that is, the different projects suggested for' 
banks and the reasons for their non-success. 

The second part will deal with the financial and political 
reasons IIIhich induced the Government to found a bank, 
and these reasons will explain the opposition with which the 
institution met from ~he beginning. 

SECTION L 

THE COMMERCIAL NECESSITY FOR THE FOUNDATION OF A 
BANK. 

A.-Account 0/ the uquiretMtlts 0/ commerce. We have 
already pointed out the chief reasons which influenced the 
commercial world in favour of the establishment of a bank; 
they correspond to the three main classes of business which 
a bank undertakes: the receiving of deposits, the lending 
of money, and, in the case in point, the issue of bank-notes. 
The deposits made with the goldsmiths have been discussed, 
and it has been shown that the system did not always offer 
desirable guarantees of security. The chief remaining ser
vices which the public expected from a bank were :-(1) that 
it ~;ould reduce the rate of interest; (a) that it would 
guarantee a paper currency. 

(1).-TIIe N'- 0/ irtler.sI. Interest was first forbidden 
in England by two synods in 787. But the codification 
of the canon law was only begun in England in Henry 
III.'s reign, under the influence of researches into the law 
~Ihich were initiated by Theobald, bishop of Canterbury. 
Even at this period, however, we find documents agaiast 
usury and bishop's edicts against it, but no royal edict.' It 
"'1I.S not until 1,364 that Edward III. empowered the city of 
London to issue an ONlill4lio collffil U$1Irar1oS. An Act 
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having the same object was passed in 1390. The usurers 
evaded these laws by numberless devices and consequently 
a very stringent Act was passed in 1487. But this proved 
equally vain and was repealed by a law passed in 1495, 

'which, while condemning usury, allowed the" poena con
'Dentionalis, 01' usura punitorio." This in fact sanctioned 
the very practice it pretended to forbid. At length an Act 
of Henry VIII. (1545) legalised the demand for interest and 
fixed the rate at 10 per cent. In 1552 there was a "fresh pro
hibition, which again failed, and the legality of interest was 
recognised anew by Elizabeth,' with the former limit of 10 
per cent. The limit was reduced to 8 per cent. in 1624. 

This reduction' was followed by a second in 1651, which 
made the limit 6 per cent. And Sir Josiah Child,' believing 
that the low rate of interest had largely contributed to the 
prosperity of Holland,' and considering the 6 per cent. limit 
too high, proposed an additional reduction to 4 per cent., 
which he calculated would double the national wealth in 
twenty years." 

Very soon the controversy as to the legality of interest 
changed into one as to the legal rate. William Petty, in his 

• It has been alleged that this was due to P,.otettant influence; and • 
letter from Calvin to OekolampadiUli on the Aristoteliaa theorift d quoted 
in support of tbi&. 8e&ide8 mia, it is pointed out that Holland, where 
interest was early permitted, was a Protestant country. "'hila about the 
_me time Dumoulin'. TrGCWu, eordrtU''''"'''' eI ...... "'rlum was c:entUred 
in F ranee. I believe, howeva"' f that iI is difficult to form a definite opiniOfi 
on this matter; the canonistJ were leY .evere than people tty to make out, 
and objected chiefly to loans to consumer •. 

a The reduc:tion of Jm." like that of I~, w" cbiefty due to Sir 'Ibornu 
Culpepper. who thus helped to put ioto practice the theor.iel which he had 
aet forth as early as 1621 in bit Traa .gam" lite hig" rGte of .. .",. H .. 
son also wrote Yar10ue worieJ on the Nme ..,bjed. 

u~ "':;t~ s::.tioa~ ~:.:;;..~~;-::.;.t":'~.~~ 
........,.. pp. 7-'6. 

• The legal .-.duct jon of tho rate of interest _as, .. Prof_ Edg-ortl\ 
justly remarks, Child's panaaa. hd _fill", ""'I'W"'. Child al1eg~ fcs 
instan<e. that tho sole r........ wby Holland _.. able ID "":1""'" EngIiod 

~ C::L SP~::' ::e Nt~a::aE~a Jr::, ~.:a:. '1..:': ;:J 
Child'. views on this matter. See Pr.,ier MhrI(JIire nu Ie. BIJfUIIfaI ia 
GuillaumiD '. edition, £~ine. eI /iruu&cier. 4tt Z'fIiiie •• aele, p. Sso. 

• P. ,0. Child da:1a ... d that a high rate 01 interest..-.raged .......,. _ 
bindemI tho dewJGpmcat 01 _"'-
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Q.uantulumcunque .. condemns all laws regulating interest. 
Locke's arguments, as expressed in his Considerations 
on 'h, Lowering of [ntered and Raising th, Valu, of 
Mon"y, tend to the same conclusions. 

As regards the period in question, it appears that the 
merchants had little ground for complaint, since the legal 
rate was no higher than 6 per cent. which was in no way 
immoderats considering the financial condition of the 
country.' Unfortunately this limit was theoretical and 
nothing but theoretical.. The goldsmiths were not the kind 
of people to be satisfied with so little.' We have seen the 
interest which they asked from the King; and they were 
even more exacting in dealing with ordinary merchants, 
especially with the poor ones, from whom they demanded 
exorbitant rates.' Hence there was urgent need to remedy 
a situation which was most irksome to the commercial world, 
and a national bank was the only institution which would 
be sufficiently influential to improve matters, and to secure 
for trade that credit which is .. one of the essential condi
tions of its expansion ... • Such a bank would also do good 
service in another matter, that of the paper currency. 

(3).-T"" ,a,,., n&Fr,",cy, The future bank must also 
issue notes. Contemporary thinkers had clearly analysed 
the advantages which might follow from the use of the 
metallic coin thus made available. Sir William Petty, for 
instance, in his pamphlet, Qunlulumcunq.,.,. to which we 

'0-.]. For .... ty .. _ .... 1. __ • _I -" b, 
N. Maurie.-. puquier. SU "'ilma. Pcu,. pp. ."191 .. 

I This Is point«l out by the author 01 the pomphlet. T.. , ....... , 01 
.. ...., ............ who attempb to ~fute Child. and. remarb ftI'J justly 
th.t the Iottv thnouchout his orau-nt ;. mistalr. .... ca_ lar elect. 

I This ............. the .. te wbich .... , __ wee po,.... 10 
thttir own dC!'poslton. Me aboft. P. 3 .... 

• n.18 is aa undoubted fart. and II ~ by • number 01 authcxiries ID 
"hom ............ hoo ........ , been _. The .uthor 01 IlaOIII 01 C,.. •• P. 
a8, stalft that although the rate of interell had beta red~ to 6 per C'ftIt •• 

pr-iv.te ""'lui..,. showed that pear mea could DOt obtain loans for .. tha" 
JJ pet' ('ftlt •• and wen luc:ky DOl to be askad. 60. 70- 01' eftII 80 ... c:eaL. 
II hod ...... known 10........... (See abo a-. PI'- 'S UtI ]S). 
, • L~ and R .... ult. JI_ • D .... c_. po $'0. W. 
~rNla::.lIlct that 1M loans WHe ftOI to tab the fonD of ....... rs. but wen • 
be .d ........ on the ooevrilJ 01 cooda beIcI in ckpooit. . 

• Quostion 16, p. .6$ 01 NcCuIIoda .. I'«Irial in Sftod T_ .. _ ,,_ 
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have already referred, answers the question: "If there is 
any way to know how much money is sufficient for any 
nation," by saying, "I think it may be pretty well guessed 
at." A nation, like" a particular merchant, may have too 
much money, I mean coined money." If there is too little 
money, the best remedy is the erection of a bank .. which 
well computl!l:l doth almost double the effect of our coined 
money. "1 Again, if there is too much coin, .. we may ••• 
tum it into ••• vessels or utensils of gold and silver, or 
send it out as a commodity where tile same is wanting or 
desired, or let it out at interest, where interest is high." 

These opinions had been originally stated by Francis 
Cradocke,' a merchant who in 1660 wrote to Charles II. 
concerning the advantages which would follow from the 

- establishment of a bank. He believed that the profits would 
be so great that it would be possible to abolish all taxation, 
and hence he called his pamphlet: " An expedient for taking 
away all impositions, and for raising a revenue without 
taxes by creating banks for the encouragement of trade." 
This pamphlet is seven pages long, but the theories in it 
are not demonstrated scientifically, and the author exag
gerates the effects of his device. 

Petty's pamphlet dates from 1682. Hence it is a mistake 
to credit Adam Smith with having discovered how the issue 
of paper money might increase the riches of a given country. 
In this case as elsewhere, the father of political economy 
discovered nothing, he merely worked out the idea, and 
above all, was able to render it tangible by a most happy 
simile, that of the .. waggon-way through the air." 

The second advantage which the public hoped to gain 
from paper money is more unexpected. \Vhenever a c0m

parison bas been made between a paper currency and a 
metallic coinage, economists have always been careful to 
note among the drawbacks of the former that it is much 
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more variable in value than the latter. But at the time of 
which we write the metallic currency was in such confusion 
and the .English coins were so debased, clipped and falsi
fied, that. people could not recognise them, and they 
preferred to take a bank-note which they might reasonably 
hope to pass the n'ext day at the same price as that for which 
it had been received. ~ 

In addition to these tWo principal advantages the 
public· anticipated certain secondary "benefits from the 
bank, on'which it iSljllperftuous to dwell, but which helped 
in the production of a number of projects on the subject. 
This brings us to our second point, the description of these 
suggested projects. 

B.-Description 01 the pTojects suggested. This descrip
tion seems to us necessary. It is true that none of the 
projects in question was fully carried out, but they prepared 
public opinion, which was thus ripe to receive Paterson's 
scheme. On this account alone, apart from the interest 
possessed by some of them for their own sake, they deserve 
not to be neglected. , 

For reasons already stated, tlle schemes proposed were 
exceedingly numerous. Their publication was encouraged 
by the policy of the city of London. This city had had for a 
long time the charge of children of deceased freemen. The 
property of these children was administered by the Court 
of Orphans. In this way a large sum of money had been 
accumulated which was known as the Orphans' Fund, and 
this, being rashly lent to the King, had been much 
diminished. The corporation tried to fulfil their obligations 
by means of the profits which might result from the creation 
of a bank, and the Lord Mayor appointed a committee to 
examine .. all such propositions as should be made by any 
persons for the improvement of the Chamber of London." 
Amongst the suggestions made was one which the com
mittee accepted, and which it only remained to carry out. 
To assist in this was the object of a ~ compact little work 
called COTP01'GtiOta CTlldit or a Bad 01 CTlldit ...u C1I"etal 
by COlft_ COIlS'" ,,, LOlldo" IIIMII tIS'ltal IIIId so.llI ,lima 
Mo,,//)'. This pamphlet, which appeared in 1682, was four 
pages long (numbered six), and concluded with an appeal 

• 
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to would-be supporters of the scheme to sign their names 
as such in various specified taverns. This appeal was 
apparently unheard.' 

Apart from these municipal schemes there was the project 
for a land bank, which was put forward by Dr. Chamber
lain, a project which nearly ruined the Bank of England, 
and of which we shall have to speak more at length.' The 
propositions contained in a pamphlet by M. Lewis, P,o
posals for a large "'odel of a Bank, published in' (6]8, must 
also be referred to, and we may then pause to Consider a 
bank of credit which was actually established and carried on 
business for a certain time. 

The functions and the utility of this bank of credit are 
stated in the form of a dialogue between a country gentle
man and a London merchant in a lucid and most amusing 
pamphlet caJled, Bank of Credit, or the usefulness and 
security of the Bank of Credit eX4mined in /I dialogue be
t'IDeen a Country Gentleman and a London Merchant. The' 
scheme however referred only to a bank of credit, there was 
no question of a deposit bank. 

The somewhat curious reason for this omission is given 
in the merchant's answer to the country gentleman, who was 
inclined to think highly of the advantages of such a c0m

bination.' The directors, he says, "are unwilling to meddle 
with Money, ••• because ••• the scarcity thereof (on any 
occasion) would perhaps. by ignorant or malicious men, be 
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imputed to ihem j and as tliat can never be their Crime, they 
would also avoid the Imputation.'" 

What then was the business which the directors proposed 
to undertake? 

Their first object' was thus described: .. that Tradesmen, 
when they have a considerable quantity of goods or wares 
made, •.• they know not what to do therewith ••• whereas 
by the helll of this Bank they may deposit their Goods, and 
by raising a credit on their own dead stock imploy their 
Servants, and increase their Trades, untill they get a good 
Market, without spending their time ••• to look out Chap
men, who usually take advantage of such men's necessities 
••• they being many times forced to sell their Goods and 
Wares to loss." 

Traders might offer as security not only merchandise but 
any other kind of unproductive goods, such as silks, ribbons, 
jewellery, toys, linen,' which they could thus make use of 
in case of emergency. The bank also made loans on real 
property and even on long leases, .. without hazard or 
trouble of their Friends." 

The interest on the loans was 6 per cent. 
Should the goods deposited be lost, the bank forfeited the 

sums advanced on tht"m. These sums might not exceed two
thirds or three-thirds of their value. But as regards the 
surplus value, the risk might be avoided by insurance 
through a monthly payment of two shillings per £100," 

The directors also intended to encourage any .. ingenious 
invention tending to the Increase of and Promoting of any 
Linnen, \Voolen, Silk, Lace. Paper. Salt; or any other 
useful Manufacture ....... 

Notes were to be issued: but the merchant was quite 
undisturbed by the dangers of forgery,' "I am Weu as-

, P. '7. The dl_,' r..n ..--. not rn.round«l. fGr lit;. -r __ 
..... fw_rdo brougItt against the Bank or England. 

• See pp. s. 6, 7. In "'-t, tid. bank ....... ba .....,a.J1y -'uI ill 
cutS of ovw-.pr04lKtiOl'lI but it was ctang.roul on thait ftI"J act'OWlt. for b, 
hmporarily .. ving the lIM'I"Chants f1"Olft the ........ of • glut. it would. eo-

cou~'rlHtthB:'n:' ~!~ =~ = ~il~~ or ,,_ ........... __ OIl jewellorJ .. .-ur .... _ 
~ t.,!sp...,..........· !i 'et. bank 01 Cftdit ... __ not _ In thoir 

~lief tIoat the ooIution 01 dtio ............ __ • simple matter. 10 /t"fIeM'. G,.., .• _ ..... l>Ii_ lit '694. tIoo au ___ tally _ the 
__ will ba ......... QD ___ ...... -' iIIIi .. -. The .... 
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sured," he asserts, .. that the bills are so contrived that it is 
morally impossible that they should be counterfeited." He 
enumerates the precautions' taken, and the list is so long 
that his questioner remarks, .. I cannot but admire and 
applaud the care and caution of !lie bank in this particular." 

-The London merchant was no more disturbed by the 
dangers which might arise from the note issue. The bearers 
would he considered, have sufficient guaran~e in the 
honour of the directors, who would besides be liable up to 
the full value of their property.' This satislied the country 
gentleman, who-like a wise man-was content with very 
little. 

The arguments used by the London merchant were not 
stated here for the Iirst time.' They might have heen read 
seventeen years earlier in a pamphlet called: A description 
of the office of credit.' The Iirst part of this, consisting of 
II pages, is devoted to an explanation of the working of the 
system, and the second, consisting of 15 pages, answers the 
ohjections which may be raised. The pamphlet, Several 
objections sometimes made against the office of credit fully 
ans'IfJered,' is merely a later, slightly revised edition of 
this second part. Finally, An account of the constitution 
and security of the general Bank of Credil' contains nothing 
which has Dot already been noticed.' 

thing io that these optinUstic _ ...... _, luotified bJ.' facto for • long 

;:;; .-:= ::,:.: ~or the~=~jnln~DOCn:~~~~ 
a S,tra':''';~~ called ~ Vaughan. 

• It muR be .......... bend that, _ing to the ......... Iimi .. cl the c0m
mercial world at that time, the personality 01 the directon would play • 
mach more important part than at pr ....... and that the Bank of En&faa4 
iuelf otIered little more ....... ity to the bearen cl i .. -. 

• See Murray'. pamphlet mercedl to abaft, P. SO. 
• The fuD title io: A tlu<ri"w. of lite offiu of "edi, ~ lite _ of wIoie. 

IIOfN' c:aII ~"i"'1 ........ lou~ hi ner, ".... __ 1 urf4Ud, ,euiYe 6'"' 
, .... """ .. uJUa.-Prinled ~ lite ortln of lite Soc;"I • • 66S-

• Undated. Mr. SI<pbeno in hio C ... ,_ to lite tnbli<>trot'" of lite 
Ba." of E.gl4uul .. refers it to the ~ .682. Two circu1an announcing tIM 
..... blishmeat of the Btmk of Credit lor lite Ci,y of lAot4OfO will be found ;. 
the Britiob 101 ........ bound up wi"" the pamphlet in q..-ioa. 

• 168J. 14 pages. 
• The ...... mal be said of the -c-t» ia £rot-, '_en. Set .-. .. ~ 
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This bank of credit was at length established after 
numerous vicissitudes i its offices were in Devonshire House, 
Bishopsgate Street. Its transactions suggest those of some. 
of the Italian Monti. Advances were made of three-quarters 
of the value of the goods deposited and notes for this sum 
were given to the depositor. To ensure the circulation of 
these notes a company bad been formed of persons en
gaged in. .. arious branches of commerce, who undertook to 
accept the notes in payment. Anyone possessing notes 
might purchase goods from this company as easily as if he 
offered coin. The bank does not seem to have been a suc
cess. Its organisation was too complicated and the risk of 
depreciation In the value of the goods was too great. 

Failure o/Ih. PfOjllclS.-RIIOSOras /Of this failufll. To be 
brief, none of these schemes, to which must be added a pro
ject for mortgage on land, the Land Bank, could be realised 
successfully. 

The cause of these failures must be sought not only in the 
Intrinsic weakness of the schemes. in the very genuine 
dread of royal confiscation,' and in the distaste felt by some 
nations for novelty, but above all in a speculative mania 
which had suddenly spread and was diverting public att"n
tion from serious schemes which would take time to mature, 
to the advantage of charlatans who offered rapid profits to be 
made in lotteries, by the exploitation of unknown mines and 
pearl fisheries, or from treasures bidden at the bottom of 
the sea. 

Anderson draws a vivid picture of what 1\·as truly a raging 
fever, which we shall find reappearing in England with the 
South Sea scheme, and in France with the Compapu, d~s 
'lld"s. The promoters of these enterprises made much stir 
in the town, says Anderson, in oroer to induce the public 
to support them, and employed a variety of devices and 
stratagems. They stated that a ~n of gold, sil \"eI' or 

• See 1ft Pop",' Die." fAue. 17th. ,666) • d __ ""* ...,. 
durine on P<U..ron _ Pop ....... wilh ....... _ Tbe ........ 
"""liKati<>a _ DOt .,..wier '" EGeland. CGmpon La ... _ .. _ 
point, .~ ciI., po 574-
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bronze, had been found in a piece of land which they knew, 
that they had made a con.tract with the owner of this land, 
and that he, in return for a small life- annuity or for a Ihare 
in the profits, had leased the mine to them for 21 years, it 
remaining for them to exploit it and to extract its wealth. 
Then they formed a company, generally with 400 shares, 
and declared· their intenton of dividing the resulting profits 
between all the shareholders. The shares were at first sold 
at very little, perhaps for ten or twenty shillings. Then, 
suddenly, the price was raised to £3, £5, £10, and even 
£15. At this stage the promoters hastily sold out and the 
company shortly collapsed.' 

Under these circumstances it is not surprising that a 
serious scheme for a bank should come to nothing. The 
speculators who were in the majority in these days, did not 
care to invest capital in lengthy undertakings which could 
not yield more than from 10 to 15 per cent., when they 
might triple their fortune from one day to another. Prudent 
people for their part, only noticed the failures, which were 
of daily occurrence,' and to be on the safe side, refused to 
involve themselves in any project whatever. 

It must not be concluded from this however thai the 
fundamental reasons for creating a bank no longer existed. 

Vn the contrary the economic necessities which have been 
described were now strengthened .by political necessities 
which we must next consider. 

SECTION IL 

THE POLITICAL NECESSITY FOR A BANK. 

WE have attempted to describe in a few words the 
embarrassment of the Government; it was excessive. 
WiIliam when he came to the English throne, found that 

I For a similar account see De Foe. E.sa; till Pro;ect'l pp. JJ·'3 ('697), 
published in .6cJ8; one of the very DUmel"OId economic ..non" by Ihe author 
of RobiAlort Cruoe. 

11 An echo of the faJ1uces due in thete cia,. fD r;peadation will be found 
in the ;uWeti0$ 01 the """"tty geo_ .. 01_ q\lOl.od. B ... Df C.e4<I • ... .... 
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the financial situation was as follows :-The total revenue 
of the Kingdom, after he had abolished the hearth tax' in 
the hope of gaining popularity, was between £1,600,000 and 
£1,700,000, of which £1,101,839 had to be devoted to the 
needs of an insignificant army and a fleet in very bad con
dition. 

These supplies were small enough in time of peace; in 
time of war they were absurdly inadequate. But William 
was soon' successful in his policy of joining England to 
the European coalition. And a civil war in Ireland and 
Scotland was shortly added to the war with France. 

Attempts were made to supply these needs by a series of 
taxes.' The poll-tax, both burdensome and unpopular, 
was introduced from Holland. From thence also came the 
stamp tax;' the customs and excise were considerably 
increased; even hearth-money was revived in the form of 
a window tax,' and a large number of direct taxes were 
levied.' 

The administration was however so corrupt that the 
revenue did not increase in proportion to the taxes voted.' 

l The tax known .. h9f'th.mone, or ch.imney-money ... imposed in 

~66aItO~ i~I~I~::'I~~~i:!.COt~~~ e~ ::~1: oa~~ 
its inquilitional character I ancl ... at first collected witb much diftic:ullJ 
to.venant. Vol. I .• p. a08). This tu. was pro6table. being ' ....... at 

~~!:'~.':t'=i:'boI~~c!: (!eA~rofR=Ho~~.~-:1::,:,:,:,:l 
J"" ....... Vol. II.). 

It i. interesting to note that • limilar taz. the Kapnikon. es~ at 
R~'hntiuml ancl ... ablO abolished for political reasoas by the Emperor 

1'~:u~~ tueI IN the wction Ut DoWl'lI's TanIicMt ... ran ... 
E.{li:4.~~rrinc 10 Willi .... 111." ... ian, Vol. II., pp. 3?-63. 

• In 1696-
• There ..... bMitIPs the land "K and the window tu.. tanI on pedlars 

(.tIo!7I, on b.<k __ dlM (.'94), an births, ~ _ .... ri ... (.6c>S). 
and &n.nll!, on bachflors (lOgs). Reftftt proposals ha .... invested the lattel' 
lair. .ith .:.me importance: it was not • SUC'ONSioa las, but nally • direct: 
laS., u~ ,ayin« aC'COl'ding to his nnk. Dubs paid ~u lis.. a ,.r. pet'-

=:i:.th;:~=:;itb:'::;;,L!:.~~ 0Ill.; ~tI~ k.; 
DoWTU. Vol. ll .• p.. S..... This taJ: ..... abolished in 1;06-

im~ot:r~~7.':~ ~j!=, iIh:'~~~ u~;::..: th: 
}I::='~ .b:~!~n:-~~:.. ':~2S~:":"::' -::! two":':::: 

• 'Ibe fttUmI wen SIDIIIWtimes fteII II:sI tbu thole ill 168& 
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The poll tax only produced half of what it ought to have 
done and the other taxes succeeded little better. 

Even had the finances been honestly administered the 
i'evenue would not have covered the war expenses, not only 
because these were enormous, but because the army com
misSariat and the army contractors were such that the taxes 
collected never reached their destination. The King was 
left without his carriage, and the soldiers went shoeless.' 

The administrative machinery, both civil and· military, 
was rotten throughout. When not in use and looked at 
from a distance it might perhaps still have imposed on the 
ignorant" But when after the fall of the Stuarts, people 
wished to set it going, the structure crumbled to dust. 
William did much to improve matters, but his throne was 
insecure and he recognised his unpopularity, and hence 
dared not introduce changes except with the utmost caution. 

His ministers too could not resort to the plan so much 
used by their predecessors of mortgaging the taxes voted by 
Parliament, for the policy had been adopted of granting 
subsidies for short periods only, and soon Parliament voted 
taxes only for the service of the current year. This limita
tion was due to want of confidence in William IlL, and was 
regarded as the best guarantee that the nation could have 
that Parliament would be summoned regularly. 

Taxation then was insufficient to meet the expenses of the 
war. Nowadays this is the usual state of things, and we 
find Governments raising a loan on the outbreak of war. 
Then matters were different, the public were unaccustomed 
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to State loans. It may have been that William could not 
readily have procured money, for he had no credit; not to 
mention the bankers' recollections of Charles II.,. the public 
had no confidence in the stability of this Government, the 
Jacobites were numerous, and Louis XIV. continued to be 
yictorious.· William was forced to beg a loan of £100,000 
from the city of London. Paterson! says that to get the 
money the ministers and aldermen had to go from shop to 
shop and trom office to office. In the eDd they could only 
raise the whole amount by allowing commissions and giving 
premiums, which reduced the total by nearly 30 per cent. 

The war expenses had however to be met, and Montague 
took upon himself to attract the public by ingenious de-
yices.' . 

The first of these devices, which strict-minded people 
might be inclined to call shifty, was a loan raised in 1692 
in the form of a tontine. I .. The subscribers were to receive 
10 per cent. until 1700, and after that £7,000 per annum was 
to be divided among the survivors till their number was 
reduced to seven, when, on the death of each, his annuity 
was to lapse to the Crown." The ingenuity of the scheme 
was greater than the credit of the Government and only 

• Th. I.wsult 01 the goldamitha wu Ih<n in full Iwing. It wu suggested 
that the, should be ofte-red. 6 per cent. for their monc,. on conclition that 
the,. would advance. at the same rate. a sum equal to the debt ..... bich was 
titimat'eci at ,£;1,,]40.000. But these proposal_ met with little succ::esa. 

• At the time of which I write Ireland ... not yet completelY 1'H:Oft
queHd and ~bemon .a. raging in Scotland. Tourville had conb'ol of the 
ChanMI. and Luumbourg was fightinJ Wmiam in Flanders. And. this, apart 

!~N'a::rl~,:1 ~I="~i;;:!d '!:cbea= c:! ~ ar:.~:s 
...... in Fran~ 

• Set If ........ , Cld .. ,...., S,... .. 
• One 01 th_ h.d important ..... 1... though In Itself • om.n ma ...... 

A to wu put on the sh .... of tho East India _ o' the Hudoon'. Bar 
Companies. U Thil m:s," _,.. Mr. Dowell (p. 51). U had the itftl!Ct 01 • 
eautton to th. public Cftditor. No one is IbOft euilJ a.larmed than the maD 
about to "ad his moMy." Ewm .fter the ..... of the tu. .. it ... fouad 
expedient. if not MC"CSSary. to introduce into the l..oaa Acts • proviso tbat 
GovvnnlMt annuhiN should be clu.r of aU tu.es and du~ whatsJOe'ftr. n 

As "'Cards the ...... _.nded .""" .... C;l)'. lbe Council ............. boIp 
the Kinl ~uept oa neeipt of a eornmissioQ. Sft 011 this point R ......... _ 
lIN ~_ .... "g. of lIN C ... ...mi-. , ......... 1/ .... _ ... Ad 
....... /aU ........ ,.. .... WWaitaC • Le.4 B_1t t 11.06). 

• N.d ...... ~ <it. 13M! Edilionj, po lf6. Tho in_ .... !be .... _ to 
be tMt '-' • aew tu. 00: beer. 
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£108,000 was collected. Beiter results were obtained after 
the addition of a clause by which subscribers could get 14 
per cent. during the life of any person they liked to indicate.' 

This loan, which in the end brought in £881,493, and 
the money from the land tax,' which was raised in 1692 to 
4s. in the £ and produced £1,922,000,' joined to a relative 
improvement in the political situation, enabled things to 
go on until 1694. But at this date political affairs were as 
bad as they had been two years earlier. Tlfe estimates for 
the year were enormous, over five millions; more than half 
this was needed for the army alone.' In order to meet them 
all possible taxes were imposed and a lottery loan was 

. agreed to; the latter was a new invention of the indefatig
aple Montague. 

This lottery had nothing in common with modem 
lotteries except the name. The sum to be raised was divided 
into 10,000 £10 shares. The yearly interest payable on 
each of these shares was 205., that is, 10 per cent. £Or 16 
years. But as this was not enough to attract the publk, 
prizes were added. £40,000 was to be divided each year 
among the fortunate winners! This sum. and also the 10 

per cent. interest, was to be raised by means of a new tax 
on salt. 

A million was secured by this means, and another was 
needed to make up the required sum of £5.030.000; there 
was only one way of obtaining it. which was to adopt 

I Man, people received incomes throughout the 18th century in return 
for a few pounds lent to William Ill. in their youth. For in.1ance. £.00 
was entered ia the name of Charles Duncombe. theo three yean old, _bo 
afterwards translated Horace. Tb. author received 77 annual pa,.~u unck,. 
the Act of J69;a.-Macaula,. Chap. ais.... Vol II., p. 391. 

• A tas imposed on the rental vaJue of 1ancl. 
• In '60)3 the \and tax did not, as Macaulay (Chap. lix.) .ta .... br;", 

!::a::so ~)= :;t~l=::"~th~ 6a~U4~ .. ;::1 ~:;! :.: 
MuffS. W01'ks. Vol. I., p. 33) attributes the decrease to lb. mt:thod of ............, .. 

• The King wUbaf to incn:ase the army to ~ 111M; he Watl in the 
end allowed ~3.000. Things had advanced a long wa, llinc.e Charlet' 8,100 
mea, and since bis budgeD of £J.SOO,cxn -

• TIle largest prize. a £100 annuity. was woo by four Hagtm'lOttl who 
bad gr. ... up u.e;r country ro k<ep their m;g""_ The EnglUb pubI;c thougbl 
thaI the hand of God was rccognillable in lh.is nsuJt. 
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Paterson's plan.' Montague, who had known of this scheme 
for several years,. now turned his attention to it, and the 
Bank of England was founded .. 

It is now time to learn something of Paterson and his 
scfieme. We shall first give a biographical sketch of this 
remarkable man an~ then proceed to examine his scheme, 
or rather schemes, and point out their main features • . 

I See the report. of F. Bonnet to Frederick 111., Elector of Brandenburg, 
.-hleh were found among the Secret Archives at Berlin by Leopold Van 
Ranke, and were published by him at the end of bis Histo" 01 ERg'tlftd 
prinnt'all, in " .. 5",,",.,,,,,, C"., .. ". Vol. II., ':1:.' 144-278. These letters 

~r:ic~ '~n~~nt;u.~ g':Y:n=n~e::~~::i~~~,y in~=~aI s~ffi:;!i.I~; 
the letter of JanuarJ .. -a., in which the future Bank i. discussed. and pp. 
138, 139, 140. , 

The ('tter of Apr" 10-30, 1694, (p. 146), i, the most interesting 0' .n~· 
Bonnet explain. the org_nlution of the Sank and the reasons for it, founda· 

;!:dbl~: ::cl~~.~'n!~t~:!t !~,i c:";!~: i h::t~: ~~c:~ \':: 
contribution i. reserded AI an eatra one. because the House has only agreed to 
ral .. a lum of £5,°3°,000 thil year. which ia to be produced as followa II r 

I ... nd Taz, estimated at ................................. £t.5OO.000 
Poll Tall. .. ................................. £0.700.000 

~~!=Jrr::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::== 
AnDulliee_ .u .............................. i,;0.3DO.OOO 



CHAPTER II. 

PATERSON, HIS LIFE AND·~WORK.-THE 
FOUNDATION OF THE BANK OF 

ENGLAND. 

Birth and youthful adventurell. Return to England .fter 1688. Active share 
in public affair.. EspJanation of hi' leaving the Bank of Enctand mOttl, 
after he had founded it. The Darien Es.ped.ition. Lut Jeah of bie life. 
His claiflll on public gratitude. 

Polterson's fim scheme, 16g1. Hi. Pamphlet in 1694, "A B~kf AeuufJ' 6# 
-.' the InUfukd Bank 0/ EnglGM." Principles on wbich the neW Ban' 

• ohould be based. 
PofiticaJ opponents; ]acobites and Tories; Commercial rivals; the GoJ4Jmith •. 

rr~!~~:f u!!d l,;":: I:~rr.; or!;".:'::'" ~t!~:tiP:rli!'!!~~ 
Bill onl, passed becaute the Government waated monq and couJcl not 
obtain it otherwise. 

SECTION L 

THE LIFE OF \VILLLUI PATERSON. 

WILLLUI PATERSON was born at Trailftat,' in the county 
of Dumfries, probably in 1658.' He came to England when 
very young and afterwards spent a long time in travelling, 
as is shown by one of his letters to George I." In particular 
he visited the West Indies, and was able to point out the 
importance which would be acquired by a colony on the 
isthmus of Panama, or of Darien, as it was then called. 
But the tale' according to which he joined some American 
buccaneers, after having started from England as a mis
sionary, while it is possible, yet rests on no sufficient 
foundation. 

• See Pagan. Tire Birlhtl4u M4 P ..... "'g. '" W. P41n_. 
• This date may be decluaci from bis .ill. made in July, 1718, ill wbidl 

be Ba,.s that be is 60 Jears old. The farm where be ... born .... OftJy 
puOed do ... in '86+ 

• P .......... JI .... orilII 10 G,tlTg, 1. (March 8dJ. '7'4~ 
• Francis. pp. 45-,.6. The profe.ion of buccaneer ... not thea accounted 

dlsbonou",bIe and it .... alJeg..t that _.... Arcbbiohop of Vork 
from '7%4-'743- !wi followed it in h .. youth. See TUoid "-"' Tire 
, ..... ri4l ....., CtnII"-cWl H .. ...., of ENg"'". p. U. 
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About 1685 Paterson went to Amsterdam-then the head
quarters of the Eaglish Whigs; he apparently took part in 
the revolutionary movement of .688, and must have been 
deeply involved in the Liberal agitation which preceded the 
campaign In England. At any rate like many politicians, 
he diligently frequen~ed the coffee-houses. 

After the revolution he settled in London where he be
came rich and influential. In 169r-he, in association with 
Michael ~odfrey and other London merchants, proposed 
the foundation of the Bank of England, at the same time 
pointing out the need for a restoration of the coinage. 
Paterson was tlie chief promoter of this scheme, but in spite 
of his repeated efforts, nothing came of it for three years. 
During this time Paterson, who was by no means the me~ 
adventurer people nave tried to make out, took part ill' 
various important undertakings, helped to supply North 
London with drinking water, and in l69a was the cllief 
witness before the Parliamentary Committee appointed to 
receive proposals for raising supplies. .. 

It was during these negotiations that he had the good 
fortune to become acquainted with Montague, then one of 
the Commissioners of ~he Treasury, who recognised the 
advantages to the State which might follow the realisation 
of Paterson's scheme, and whose influence proved invalu
able two years later, when the proposal came to be voted 
upon. 

\Vhen the Bank was founded Paterson became a director, 
with a salary of £a,ooo, but the Bank did not completely 
fulfil his expectations, and a year later he resigned, after a 
disagreement with his colleagues. 

As • matter of fact the exact cause of Paterson's retire
ment is not known. In his Enquiry" he expresses himself 
purposely in vague terms. Sir \V. Scott and Chambers 
both indine to the belief that his colleagues having made 
use of his experience. wished now to make use of his post. 
Mr. Stephens' considers this view quite mistaken; he be
lieves it to be impossible that a body of people having such 

, ... a-..... "., 1M If.....,·. au ia F.w, Sbftl (171,). P. 61. 
• S. I''''f'IiPJ_ IH. tit • 
• See the _I .. of Pa_ by Mr. S...,...... .t the .... of bio c...lri. 

Ii ... ,. 1M Bi.Ii~7 ., 1M s-Jo ., a-~,.,... p. .60. 
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high reputations should act so meanly and should be blind 
enough to get rid of so experienced a clflleague. 

The explanation of these disagreements seems to me easy 
enough to find when we remember the differences of char
acter and financial training which distinguished Paterson 
from his colleagues.' Paterson was a,genius, bold even to 
rashness, quick to undertake difficult enterprises and to ac
cept the risks of untrieK experiments, experimen~ which, as 
we shall see, were not always successful. His colleagues were 
of quite a different type; they were merchants, the heads of 
important firms, not having like him made a rapid fortune, 
but on the contrary, having amassed their wealth by pro-

'. 19nged effort, and on this very account not caring to risk 
.i,n:a.&y what had cost them so much labour to acquire. 
Tile long practice which they !;tad had in business inclined 
them to excessive prudence. Paterson in spite of his many 
good qualities, had the adventurer's temperament, which 
must haveJrightened not a little the good citizens who were 
his colleagues. As long as Godfrey lived he was able 
to keep the peace between these two inharmonious factors. 
After his death the differences of 9pinion came to the sur
face, and Paterson realised that there was nothing for it 
but to retire, which he did in a perfectly dignified manner.· 
However he was soon to be involved in fresh adventures. 
He took up once more a scheme with which he had pre
viously dallied, and to promote which he had applied to the 
Elector of Brandenburg, and had even gone to Prussia, but 
without success. I refer to the famous project of the Darien 
or Panama expedition. 

This is not the place to give an account of this disastrous 

• See also die pamphlet: O._1ou .. ~ 1M CMUIiI ...... '" lhe c_ 
,tafll1 of Ibe BMde 01 Engl4n4. ..,;,,,. • fUJfT_';' of Uteir l4U poeu4i,.g6. 

The author complains amongst other dtingt at • director, who upectcd an 
U unreasonable rewatd,'· and was iDc:lined to UfJI'eH bit opinioal: 011 the 
matter in the coffee-boaset. It is possible that Patenon is the penoD 
rdanot !D. and this __ gi.., a ........ pianatioa of his reoignatioG. 

• Apparently bowew:r he continued to feel • c:a1ain raentment at the 
incident. for some years aft.e:rwarch. ia • petition to GodoIphin. the Lord. 
Treasurer. dated tbe 4th of April. 1709. be refe .... to the Ief"rica be rendered 
and states that he received DO reward I,.. ... e80ru .... f« abe e:spr:a.e '" 
w. b.icb be .as PIlL 
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adventure,' into which the whole Scotch nation threw itself 
blindly and witll unexpected fervour. The result was 
deplorable, but Paterson's share til the matter was absolutely 
honourable.' Indeed on his return to London' he was 
most graciously received by William Ill., who accorded him 
numerous interviews and requested him to formulate his 
schemes in writing. These schemes related to various 
financial questions and occasionally to political matters: 
such as the real union between England and Scotland.' 
Many of these proposals subsequently formed.the basis of 
important financial reforms, such as Walpole's Sinking 
Fund, and the consolidation of the national debt in 1717." 

William Paterson died in London in 1719. According-to. 
some writers he passed the concluding years of his me /:n.' 
want.' He certainly-lost £10,000 in the Darien expedition, 
and he complained of poverty unceasingly until the end of 
his life. r It seems however, that in 1715 he was recom
pensed for his losses in the Scotch expedition, jor not only 
did Parliament, at the request of the King, vote him a sum 
of £18,241 at this time, but it is probable that he actually 
received the money si~ in his will be left considerable 
bequests to different people. • 

, Detail. a. to the Darien Espedition. .ilI be found In Macaul". ChiP. 
.~Iv •• and in John Hill Burton. Hu'oP1 01 SeoUnd. Vol. VIII .• chap. Ixxxiv. 
The Scotch. numbered .,100 and the upeclition .-ent in 8ft large sbiJa 

Wh~:·.:":i!pI".~1 ~t h:.!ul:~eiD ":i'e::~itionH~ur::lfo!:ou~~.~: 
ne\'fl' blamed. him for their common 'ailure. disastrous though it was for 
Srolland. Dumfries elected him a Member of the first United Parliament. 
Tho lut Scotch P.rli........ h.d .ltMd, ft<Ommenclecl him 10 0 ...... A_ 
on ~a:ou~t 01 h;' ....... 1OI'Vices.-De F .... His • ..., ., 1M U.a-, po $'IS. 

April •• ,.. •• 
, iMqtOirJ. po ... 

... ~:hi~~:" ..... ":'~c:e!:..ir.. ::::tq==-oi ==r:=. a-t:::. t 
~ ~.Il<~~i~.~=: :.t".:!": .:al~ ,,-=c.~~).IM ri.~""::: 
atane lao ...... that this dotumeat is U .... nting aU but title pag!P ... and it 
.dda for our more definlte infonnatioft. and ou.t of respea &0 .... aaemory 01 
N. d. Ia Pali", th.t oM work io _ .. ~ 

• o.JrympIe, 11_ ... _ G_ B _ _ ,...-. Vol. II .• Pan III .. 
PI'- 89-113· 

• n.. last potitlon wbkh ho ",.cIa 10 tho ~. Is in a ............ 
a month _ b;. "th. in _be<, '7'" 10 LonI Soa.nhape. 

• H. Iolt .€6-- 10 di_ ..... li.., ,6"- 10 Palll Duanda ..... t.gaI 
Utc\ltGr. ~te. The wUI wu .... ia 171L 
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Such was in outline the life of the founder of the Bani 
of England.' There have been none more eventful and, i 
must be acknowledged, none more fruitful or more honour. 
able. On all the occasions when he was the promoter of ar 
enterprise, Paterson showed much talent and energy, anc 
whatever mistakes he may have made, he never spared eithel 
himself or his fortune. His courage and the nobility of hil 
character were proved' during the Panama exprdition, a~ 
undertaking which was happy in its conception and whid 
deserved to succeed. He gave evidence of diplomatic skill in 
the negotiations with Scotland with which the Queen en· 
trusted him about 1706, and of statesmanship in the variou! 
measures which he brought forward between 1701 and hi! 
death, and which others had the honour of carrying out. 
la addition he not only possessed great facility, which wat! 
a sufficiently common gift at that time,' but also exceptional 
gifts as a political writer.' Nevertheless, his name will be 
chiefly remembered in history on account of his share in 
founding the Bank of England. 

He had the honour of proposing the first really workable 
and matured scheme; and possesse!ltalent and perseverance 
to carry it out in the face of innumerable obstacles, as much 
political as financial. He was it is true but ill-rewarded 
for his labours. He never held any of the official posts to 
which he mighl have aspired; and though I do not think it 
accurate to say that he died in poverty, he at any rate passed 
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a large portion of his concluding years in ihis condition. 
Posterity will do trim more justice than his contemporaries, 
and his name will always be connected with the famous 
institution which owes its origin to him. 

SECTION II. 

'V1LLlA~ PATERSON AND THE BANK OF ENGLAND. 

The scheme which was accepted by Montague and was 
destined to be realised in the form of the Bank of England 
was not Paterson's only project; there were two others. 

As early as 1691, he proposed, in company with various 
city notables, to lend a million to the Government, in return 
for a yearly payment of £65,000, of which £5,000 were for 
the expenses of management, on condition that the notes 
of the bank to be founded should be legal tender. The 
committee to whom these proposals were submitted refused 
to make the notes legal tender, but were ready to authorize 
th .. ir issue. Paterson was willing to accept this, but his 
colleagues would not support him.' 

The second scheme, wjlich offered to provide two millions 
for the Government, also came to nothing. And it was to 
compensate for this failure that Montague devised the lottery 
loan; but as y,.e have seen, the sums yi .. lded by this were 
inadM\uate, and application was made to Paterson, who in 
the interval, had drawn up his final scheme. 

The plan now was to raise £1,200,000 to be lent to the 
Government in return for a yearly interest of £100,000. 
The subscribers to the loan were to form a corporation wilh 
the right to issue notes up to the value of its total capital. 
The corporation .,,.as to be called, .. The Governor and 
Company of the Bank of England.' .. 

Paterson v.-rote a pamphlet demonstrating the economic 
principles on ""hich the future Bank of England was to 
rest. 

, s... Nocl«>d. 5th "'it;"". \'01. I., po 47- _, r ...... · • ........ 
Vol. I.. pp. u\iii .• niL (.nd t'dilion). 

• s... Ii<>n .... ktt ...... (..-n-d to abo~. po ~6. .. n.. hip proIit 01 • 
.... ..... t. paid to .- who _ the ...... 01 ,6'.-.000. oolJ afh<1s • _ 
"umber of pPrSOnI and the m.ajority 01 the Lowu- House. who are ie • 
..... tion to 1fII_ .... , t ...... 'Y, or dUrty _....-. F ... tbo _ 

F 
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He notes the old mistake" thai the stamp or denomina.
tion gives or adds to the value of money." The fallacy 
contained in this was pointed out by those wlio had sug
gested the foundation of the Bank some years earlier. 115 
promoters had seen that the institution ought to be based 
on the following piinciples:' 

.. I. That all money or credif noi having an intrinsic 
value, to answer the contents or denomination ,thereof, is 
false and counterfeit, and the loss must fall ani! where or 
other • 

.. 2. Thai the species of gold and silver being acCepted, 
, . and chosen by the commercial world for the standard, or 

measure, of other effects, everything else is only accounted 
valuable as compared with these • 

.. 3. Wherefore all credit nof founiled OD Hie universal 
species of gold and silver is impracticable, and can never 
subsist neither safely nor long, at least tiU some otbet: 
species of I:redit be found out and I:MSe" by the tradi", 
"pari of _"kind over and above or j" lieu thereof." 

After describing the strong position of the Bank and itS 
prospects of success, and stating that no dividend would 
be paid without several months' notice. in order to give the 
shareholders the choice of sel\ing or retaining their shares. 
Paterson remarks that .. The politicians • • • distinguish 
between the interest of land and trade, as they have lately 
done between that of a king and his people,'" but .. if the 
proprietors of the Bank can circulate their own furJdatio" of 
twelve hundred thousand pounds without baving more than 
two or three hundred thousand pounds lying dead at one 
time with another, this Bank will be in eB'ect as nine hundred 
_ is dividod inlD ....... of £'''- each, of _ aat ... __ 
..,.. IIIOIe _ three mlY be takaL • .• The oubocribeno .... 10 '- • 
_Y ....... ca1kd • corporatioa. • • • whQ wiD pay _ at the rate of 
41 ..... ceut.. aDd from .. bK:lo they caa withdraw their _ at any time 
aDd in any quantity _ they _. beace the pn>pridan wiIJ "'"" 8 ,.... 

.......... the _ they haft lent, aDd 3t ,.... ceut. .. what io lent ID _. 
• • • Bat Porliamalt .....- the awporatioD .......... bIe for aU the ....... =: ;:0;: ....... £'--' aDd .....- the pn>pridan joiady aDd · .. triet-- of doe --- of Il.t'-4 ('694), p. ~ - • .,. AL. VoL III .• P. ... 

• PI'- 90 10. -. pp. II:! aDd St-
• P. Do aD aU ...... ID the Land Baak. __ • P. as. 
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tllousand pounds or a million ot fresll money brouglit into 
the nation." The Bank, far from being a source of aangec 
'to borrowers, iraders or landowners,' will benefit them by 
reducing the rate of interest, as has been done by tlie Banks 
In Amsterdam and Genoa. 

Paterson concludes that the enemies of ilie Bank are only 
II Jacobites who apprehend it may contribute to lessen their 
monarch Qf France, with some Jew usurers and brokers of 
money; and the third sort are commonly such as have not 
wherewith to trade, unless it be like Haman of old, for 
whole nations or peoples at once. "" 

This conclusion leads us to refer to the objections whicli . 
greeted the announcement that the Government' had ac
cepted Paterson's scheme, and the inclusion of the plan of 
the new Bank in the Tonnage Bill. These objections came 
from all sides, and though the Bank opponents may if 
necessary, be classified in Paterson's three categories, such 
a division requires to be explained and defined. This will 
be the aim of the third part of our second chapter. .We 
shall also explain why their opposition was ineffectual. 

SECTION ilL 

THE OPPONENTS OP THB BANK. 

Tli& opponents were both political and commercial. 
In the first place, the Tory party and the Jacobites were 

afraid that the Government would be strengthened by a 

· h_ II ttyln. \0 pacify the mordlan ... nd .bo ... all lb. landed 
JII'OIIrielon. who bac! _ led to beli .... that tha bank wouIc! ....... b au tho 

G:l;~,:n th~.:;:;tt::m::' o;:.kJ .~t. ::e .i::-':.t·~ ~ = 
Iucl\ t..... H. writel (po 7 01 the pamphlet .Ireacly referrod to, Fruclo. o~ 
cit.. Vol. II., po 8.7): U The Bank will reduce the intenst of money ia 

~:1!..~Qto.J.~ CtiI':-i~ ~n= o~ ~ :~~ :: ~b.;' 
••• the ....... i .. tha In_ 01 ....,.,.,. .iII Infallibly raise the .atue 01 
Innd • • • for the falling the interest of moMy • • • will unavoidably advanc:e 
tha price 01 land to .bo .. IhirtJ ,ous' .... rchase. wIIich wiD raise the ftIue 
of .be lands 01 Encl.nd •• ,.... 100 millions, - -, .bunclaadJ 
ftlnlbu ... the nation aU the e:h1lf1'!S of the war. U Godfrey cIoea DOt hoWle'ftl" 

~h: = J: =i::. ~.:~~~~ appean aaaiDIJ 
• Bannm.. p.. 87-
• Th. ...tu.. .. .. blbbi.. the a..k becI ftC'Oiwcl the royal ...... t ... 

April the IsIII. 
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successful bank, while if ihe scheme failed if would be 
powerless from lack of funds. 

Then there were all the country gentry, whose opposi
tion was due not only to their political opinions, but also to 
the horror which merchants and financiers, such as 
were the promoters of the Bank, have always inspired in 
small landowners, condemned to lead a miserable existence 
on their estates. Moreover, these landowners hl\d been in
duced to believe that the Bank would attract all the money 
in the country and that borrowing would no longer be 
possible except at exorbitant rates.' 

The new Bank had also to meet the opposition of the gold
smiths and money-lenders who were deprived of their most 
obvious profits by the new undertaking; and of the pro
moters of rival schemes, chiefly that of Chamberlain and the 
other supporters of the Land Bank. 

Finally, these various opponents were joined by a few 
dissentient Whigs, whose opposition was not altogether 
without effect. 

This union between all the enemies of the Government 
served to rouse its partisans.' 

But nevertheless the arguments of the opponenis did not 
appear valueless to contemporaries. The principal ones 
were as follows:" 

(I) It was alleged that the Bank, which was nicknamed 
the Tonnage Bank, would absorb all the money in the king
dom and would subject commerce to usurious exactions. A 
remarkable objection this to come from the goldsmiths, "'ho 
had never enjoyed the reputation of lending their money 
for nothing; none the less they talked of the risk of honest 
merchants .. if they got into the clutches of this harpy of 
Grocers' Hall.'" 

(2) It was alleged that the Bank would attract to itself all 
the money in the country by its high rate of interest, and 

• We "'"" ..... !bat Pa ...... and Godfrey trial to allay .- forebodings. 
The ....... ..... ...... to the length 01 makjng r.............. See above. 
p. ,.., note. 

• Burnet. ~. <i". VoL IV., p. 2.f6. 
• TboroId Rogers. pp.. 9 •• 0. 

• From the name of the beadquart<n of the _y. 
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Uiat no capiial-would be available for traiie and industry. 
This Is the objection made by Davenant,' who writes: .. The 
funds ••• are so inviting and of such infinite profit that 
few now are willing to let out their money to traders at 6 per 
cent. as formerly; so that all merchants who subsist by 
credit, must in time give over." 

(3) It was alleged that the Bank would grow too powerful, 
and woulci become the keystone of the commercial world, 
and that if it failed, it would drag down with it Ihe whole of 
English trade. 

(4) It was alleged that the Bank could only favour a 
limited number of merchants, and that these, thanks to a 
very low rate of discount and to facilities \If all killds, would 
soon be able to ruin their competitors." 

(5) From a political point of view the Tories (teclared 
that a Slate Bank would be one step towards a rl'pubhc, 
because such institutions are 1I0t ,'ompatible With a mon
archy.. Indeed the facts seemed to give some plaUSibility to 
this theory, slOce the three great banks then existing were 
established in three repUblics. 

(6) Starting from a similar ~tandpoinf but arriving at 
totally different conclusions, the dissentient \Vhigs feared 
It'st the foundation of a bank should lead to absolute mono 
archy, since the King would be supplied with means of 
procuring money through this inslitullor aJl(\ might thus 
escape the financial control of Parliament. 

To meet this criticism. a clause ,,'a" introduced inio ihe 
law prohibiting the Bank from lending money to the
Government wilhollt the express authority ot Parhament. 
The full wisdom of this prohibition was not realised until it 

• Ii...., .~ II'.,. _ II ..... ( •• d odillaa, '695. P. 44). (11' ..... 
\\'hhw'Ol'\h', IiditiOll, Inl, V!)I. I., Po _ •.• 

• This objfftlOft .. , not. to be strictly attUrate, brought forward until 
,17'07. It is the onl, origlnal ob,iectioo contaiAed in a .. 'Otk opposing the 
rm~wal of the Bank., chartff: RHNIU 01liI'M .u& tJI. coatut .. ho. of 
.111. B.... I ... I., ... 10 • AI ....... 0' P.ritaMn1. Perhaps it is pa"ly due 
to considerations of this kind that tM _ 01 France is oIoIigocl bl ilS 
chafUr to allow the .me rate of distou.nt to evuyooe alike.. 

• htft'SOn, 1 •• .uH a .. lt. p. a. Ie Another ~h us that in all his 
~in.tions he nf'WI' IMt banks but onl, in Republics. And if we lei 
:::I;~ ~~n~.~ ;.e .baD conainIl be ia __ 01 • --
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was disregafilea liy William Piti, from which neglect a 
crisis resulted wliose description will occupy the whole of 
the IVth Part of this volume. 

All these criticisms, contradictory th'ough tliey appear, 
greatly excited public opinion, and aroused many fears 
among the landed proprietors who formed the House of 
Lords. The project was only passed because the Govern
ment needed money and could not obtain it oth_ise. 

Bonnet' thus describes the debate in the House of Com
mons: .. People think that this institution has its good and 
its bad points, but had it not been that time pressed, they 
110 not believe that it would have been passed by the Lower 
House, for there was strong opposition at the last moment, 
one of the chief objections being that this will be a Bank 
in the State without being under the control of the Govern
ment." The Bill however passed without a division ... No 
question," writes our author, Of bas been more vigorously 
debated in this Parliament than that of the establishment of 
a Bank in the hands of a corporation. It came before the 
Upper House yesterday, and the assistance of all the 
Lords of the Court party was needed to get it through. 
The Marquess of Halifax, and the Earls of Rochester, 
Nottingham and Monmouth, spoke several times against 
this institution, and brought forward a number of argu
ments to show that it would be injurious to the King, 
since it was not to his interest that the management of such 
large funds should be in other bands than those of the 
Government. That it would be still more injurious to the 
public, since instead of money being invested in trade, 
it would be deposited in this bank; and that it would be no 
less injurious to individuals, si.nce it was obvious that they 
would no longer be able to sell or to mortgage lands with
out great loss. The Marquess of Caermarthen and the Earl 
of Mulgrave were the chief among those who maintained 
that the Bill must be passed without alter~tion; not because 
the argumen~ against the Bank were not good pnes, but 

• 0,. al .• pp. 046 • ..,_ 
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because the difficulties whicli' would follow from a refusal, 
and the departure of the King, which would at least be de
layed ten or twelve days by a consent, seemed more real than 
those with which they were threatened. But the number of 
votes, not the number of arguments, carried the day, for in 
the division which they were forced to take there was a 
majority of twelve in favour of passing the Bill unaltered, 
and it has. been read to-<lay for the last time."> 

I Letter of April '4th 10 N., 4th, P. 148. 



CHAPTER III. 

ORGANISATION OF THE NEW BANK. 

The Tonnage Act. The Bank Supported by Govft'nment and by the com .. 
mercial worieL Enthusiastic lubtcription for ill .tock. The Bank 
Charter. . 

The Bank of Venice. Primitive Venetian Bank.: their tran.action, rHembl1'!d 
those of modem Banks. Reasons for the ~tabli!'lhment of a single Bank 
by the Senate. The Banco della Piaua del Rialto (. !iJJ4J and the Banco 
del Giro (1619). Amalgamation of theR two e9lablishmenLl. Thrir 
transactions. The Bank of Genoa. Origin and original character of the 
Bank of Saint George. The biglietti di cartulari di San..Giorgio. The 

!~n~f O~::;~~~~h ce'nr:u:;'PO~~sti~cti~: b:t7!non~e'B~~jk ot~n~l~~d 
and the three continental Banks. Bank money and the English bank 
notes.. Resemblance in thi, respect between the 8anb of England and 
Sweden. The U~ of the continentaJ bank notes forced. and the English 
ones not even legal tender. No monopoly enjoyed by the Bank of 
England when first founded. Gradual disappearance of these distinction •. 
Close resemblance between the Bank of England in the present day and 
the primitive Banks of Italy and Holland. 

Character of the new notes. Not guaranteed by any metallic reserve. The 
discounts and deposito. 

THUS notwithstanding the violent opposition, the project 
was finally passed, and the Tonnage Bill became the Ton
nage Act. \Ve shall proceed to study its provisions. Then 
we shall compare the Bank of England with the principal 
Continental banks of the period, and shall point out the 
original character of the new institution, and in what way 
it marked a definite advance. This comparison will lead us 
to examine the business which the youthful bank proposed 
to transact. 

SECTION L 

CHIEF PROVlSIOSs OF THE .. TOl'o"NACE ACT.'" 

The Act of Parliament by which the Bank ..-as established 
is called .. An Act for granting to their Majesties several 
Rates and Duties upon Tunnages of Ships and Vessels, and 

• Gtlbart. HisIbrJ. PrPui,lu a.4 P,1ICfiu til s...ki"f~ \~oI. I .• p. ]' 
(edition of 1907). giftS a good anal,._ of this Act. It is almott the onl, 
thiDl! in _ this book baa ....... ed of ...-ice. 
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upon Beer, Ale, anil other Liquors; for securing certain 
Recompenses and Advantages, in the said Act mentioned, 
to Such persons as shall voluntarily advance the Sum of 
Fifteen hundred thousand Pounds towards carrying on the 
war against F?4nce." 

After various articles referring to lhe imposition of taxes, 
the Act authorised the raising of £1,200,000 by subscrip
tion, the .subscribers forming a corporation to be called, 
II The Governor and Company of the Bank of Eng
land. III No person might subscribe more than £10,000 
before the 1st of July following, and even after this date 
no individual subscription might exceed £20,000. The 
corporation was to lend the whole of its capital to the 
Government. and in return it was to be paid interest at the 
rate of 8 per cent., and £4.000 for expenses of management, 
in all £100,000 per annum. The corporation was to have 
the pri vileges of a bank for twelve years, then the Govern
ment resen·ed the right of annulling the charter after giving 
one year's notice to the company. The corporation were 
not authorised to borrow or owe more than their capital; if 
they did so, the members became personally liable in pro
portion to the amount of their stock. The corporation were 
forbidden to trade in any merchandise whatever, but II they 
Wf.'fe allowed to deal in bills of exchange, gold or silver 
bullion, and to sell any ' .... res or merchandise upon which 
they had advanced money, and which had not been re
d .... med within three months after the time agreed upon."· 

The subscription list was opened at the Mercers' Chapel.' 
then the headquarters of the corporation, on Thursday, 
June :11, I~. According to Luttrell, £300,000 was sub
scribed on the opening day alone, the Queen having con
tributed £10,000. .. To encourage capitalists, £2 lOS. per 
rent. rebate on the amount subscribed was allowed on the 
first three days, and £2 on the subscriptions of Monday, 

I. This Is the o.fficlal title stitl in use. The want u compan," is efta 
~ in the hallan form thm fashionable-; lM Bank notes aft issued iD 
til<- n ...... 01 tho Go_ and C_,- at tho Bank at EacIand-

• Gnbart, Vol. t., po 3a. 
o Tbe Bank <OIItinuod ., rho II ....... • CbapeJ .... 1iI Soptom ....... _ 

II ""' .... 10 G.-.· Hall. wIlidl _ ..... taI. ..... lor 11 ,..,., _ -. 
it rem.aiMd for 4Q. 
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June 25; after which the advantage was reduced by five 
shillings per cent.' for each of the successive days ... ' 
This reduction was justified, since £<)00,000 had already 
been subscribed, and the £600,000 which came in during 
the first three days sufficed to make the subscribers into a 
c:orporation. 

After this great success the Charier of Incorporation was 
granted on July 27, 1694. Its main provisions were as 
follows:" • 

.. That the management and government of the corpora
tion be committed to the governor, deputy-governor, and 
twenty-four directors, who shall be elected between the 25th 
day of March and the 25th day of April each 'year, from 
among the members of the company duly qualified . 

.. That no dividend shall at any time be made by the 
said governor and company save only out of the interest, 
profit or. produce arising out of the said capital stock or 
fund . 

.. They must be naiural born subjects of England, or 
naturalised subjects; they shall have in their own name and 
for their own use, severally, viz., the governor at least 
£4.000, the deputy-governor £3,000, and each directo( 
£2,000 of the capital stock of the said corporation • 

.. That thirteen or more of the said governors or directors 
(of which the governor or deputy-governor shall be always 
one) shall constitute a court of directors for the management 
of the affairs of the company." 

It may be noted also that according to the terins of the 
Charter, each director must have at least £500 capital 
stock; .. four general courts" must be held in each year, 
conditions are specified under which additional meetings 
may be summoned, and finally, the general courts are to 
issue .. by-Jaws and ordinances for the government of the 
corporation. '" 

• "These premiums were dd,.ayed ',.om the civil list, "-POItJethwayr. 
Hislory of tile English R .......... p. 10-

Tbi!l fart, joined to that of the Queen'. subKription, showe the inun .. 
interest wbich the Orangist party had in the IUCCeH of the Bank. 

S Thorold Ragen. E i<n Ii;.u y .... of tile B .... of EngltsU. p. o. 
• s... Gilbart. Vol. I., pp. P. lJ-
• The laws and ordinances of the Bank. "nor repugnant 10 the law. of 

tbe Kingdom.," were drafled accontinC to the advice of Sa-geant i..evinz, • 
celebrated benist<r of the period. 
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The new institution was sialted on a sufficiently modest 
scale. .. The secretaries and clerks altogether numbered 
but fifty-four, while their united salaries did not exceed 
£4,350.'" Business was carried on in a single room with 
primitive simplicity. Even sixteen years later Addison" 
writes: .. I looked ini~ the great hall where the Bank is 
kept, and was not a little plellsed to see the directors, 
secretaries and clerks • • • ranged in their several stations 
according" to the parts they hold in that just and regula .. 
economy." 

SECTION IL 

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE BANK OP ENGLAND AND THE 
BANKS OP VENICE, GENOA, AMSTERDAM, AND SWEDEN. 

At the time of the foundaHon of the Bank of England, at 
least three important banks existed in Europe, those of 
Venice, Genoa, and Amsterdam. An examination of the 
constitution of these banks, and a comparison between them 
and the Bank of England. will prove both interesting and 
important.' 

A.-l'la. Banb 01 V, nice, CfllOo, and Amsterda",. 
I.-Til. Ball" 01 V.,.ic,. A persistent error dates the 

Bank of Venice from the lath century, from 1156 or 1171. 

, F .. ""I •• P. 6$. 
• 5~'.' •• No. 3 (Mardi, ~. 170'). Thl ..... y win be found In Chalmen' 

collection, TIte Brial.r" .lsnyuu, ~ .. ~"f.c., .idom.l .... "ograpJlieal. 
Vol. VI., P. 13. 1 WH aurprilfCl not to find. it in the edition of Addison's 
a ... ,. brought out by Sir John Lubbock in 11l<H. See SiP I"'"' Lotb .... • • 
....... .- Boo.". The essay in question containa an allegorJ illustrating Ihe 
dOlI union between tho Bank ami tho WhiC parl1; _ obaIl refer 10 it 
... in below, .. po. 1'9-

• For thi' t_1okI purpooo tbe following _ may be __ hod: Lo_, 
1I#ttt.,.,., .... IN B.aQ...,; Gumaumin'a edition, IcOilOMU ..... I'iItcacWn 
~. XVIII. ,,«10: and Rota (P,)' 51oftO _ B....... For tho Bank of 
VM\i~ in ~rtiaalar; Laues La UN." ull .. B .. d", • FItIftia .w ~ 
XIII. '" XI'II: and C. F. Dunbar. r .. B.u./ .. ..,; .. (QIoo.1ffi7 /_ 
./ a_i .. , April, .8<)a). For the Bank of Genoa: Carlo eu ..... 
!!G;."::t:-n:;A:=' -t~:nt:= -~-:;;;:t:",;:,=~ ~~:'::"': 
HI''''~' ~.: Huloi .. ~ Ie B __ s.au.G"'rn ~ Ie R.,.blipo 
~ GIou. Finally. too tho Bank of _: Mr. P;.n..,. I'rion~ ., 
&c",o,,"C$. English translation. po .sa, ment100s • Dutda work by Dr. W. c.. M .... _.,.~_ ... _ ... N ......... The _ 
_ 110 wbicb .. refer in tho tv.t Il101 aJso be ..... wida _ ... 
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As a mattei' of fact, this Bank was not created until four 
centuries later. Probably however, private banks existed 
in Venice from an early date, doubtless as a supplement to 
the business of the exchangers. These exchangers, the 
campsores,1 soon began to accept deposits, and in a law of 
September 24th, 1318, some security was given to the de
positors. But it should be noted that an earlier law, passed 
in 1270, which regulates the transactions of the G'Jmpsores, 
makes no mention of deposits. From this it seems likely 
that this new business developed between 1270 and 1318. 
At all events, the laws following that of 1318 frequenlly use 
the terms banche,ius and bancus. 

The new banks grew and multiplied. Thei, business was 
very similar to that of modern banks. They were banks of 
deposit and of discount. Moreover payments by means of 
transfers on the banker's book existed from the early 15th 
century. These transfers were simplified by the issue of 
certificates of deposit, the contadi di Ballco, to which re
ference is made as early as 1421, and which were used, 
according to Rota," like com; in this way these primitive 
Venetian banks resembled ollr banks of usus. 

Some of these private banks bl'("ame very powerful, but 
many of them ultimately failed. Thomas Gontarini, in a 
speech that well repays reading,'state!llhat out of 103 banks 
which had been established only 9 had succeeded. ~ 

The series of failures in 1489" and 1523, and in 1504 ihe 
failure of the Pisani and the Tiepolo, with liabilities of 

, For the Ulm;sD'fU see Rota, pp. JS and 36 . 
• p. 1Of. 
.. Contarioi'. ~ in favour of the establishment of • public: bank. and 

that of a senator opposing this policy. both cieliftt"ed during the great debate 
01 '54 ...... publisb<d by La .... in '869 at the end of his book. 

loa:s Or:: ~ :eG:.!'r!:n~':..of w~r:'~ = ·:ror~~! 
lor it was decreod that the banks might not employ in trade more than one 
and a half times the amount of tbe n»neJ lent to the GovennnenL ADoth« 
cause of these failures may have breea the great of the _nken. .-ho, 
tempted by bigb in • ..-eot, lent _ to penoDII of DO commercial ooIMIity • 

• 1be failurs were ill ... CUN due to II runL It A description of the 
...- important of -. whN:h occu...... in .<f89, io gi.... by Malpiero in 
the Aru.mo 51Driu>. s.n.. J., Val VII., P. 7'r,. 
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500,000 ducats, apparently convinced the Venetian Senate 
that the system of private banks must be abandoned,' and 
a fresh one introduced, for it did not even occur to them 
that banks might be dispensed with altogether; without a 
bank"Contarini remarked, Venice could not exist. 

After some remarkable debates, it was decided to establish 
a public bank, and the Banco della Piasza del Rialto was 
founded b,y the laws passed in 1584 and 1587. Another law 
in 1593 decreed that all bills of exchange should be paid 
only through bank transfers.' 

Unlike the private banks which it replaced, the Bank of 
Rialto was not a bank in the modern sense of the term. 
The new bank had not been created for any fiscal purpose 
but solely to ensure security in trade. Hence thtl republic 
very wisely refused to undertake the investmf'nt of the funds 
entrusted to it, and did not attempt to make any profit out of 
the credit of the bank. In theory at any rate, it restricted 
itself to keeping the depositors' money in security, and to 
paying it out or transferring it according to the wish of its 
owners,' 

The private banks had been S1Jppressed in 1587, but the 
need for a second bank soon made itself felt. and in 1619 
the famous Banco del Gi~o was founded, which is often made 
to date from the 12th century.' 

Hardly was this bank established than if inade a tem
porary loan to the republic of 500,000 ducats I" this incident 
accounts for the tradition according to which the Bank 
of Venice owed its ori~in to a national debt. In other 
respects the Banco d,1 G;~o transacted business in exactly 
the same way as the Banco d,/14 Piau« del Rialto. which it 
ultimately (in 16.37) absorbed. 

The republic was not, however, able to pay its debt to the 

, Lewi~ .~ cil •• P. 40; compare above, Po as. 
• See Lanes- pp.. 170"171. for (M rNos:on of this. 
• Dunbar, p. 311. See also bPIow. Po II, for....e remarks on the Ir'aDI

actions of Continental banks in ~. 
• Dunbar giws DUIMr'OUI instaDCel of this 1rlIstaft, he DOted it fa most 

01 the Dictionaries 01 Politi .. ~ ..... _ ia Ibo ~ _ 
Fa.-u. \'01. I,. P. 89'. 

• R_'o Viai_rio M ~ 1_ SIeriat ... -. 
P. 85· 
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Banco del Giro, and after many struggles, tbe latter was 
obliged to suspend casb payments from 1717 to 1739.' Tbis 
suspension bad tbe effect of reducing almost to notbing thl!! 
premium on bank money, wbich had sometimes amounted 
to 20 per cent., and bad existed throughout lbe 17th and 
18th centuries." 

In 1739 the Bank of Venice resumed cash payments, and 
continued them until tbe French occupation of Venice. At 
tbis time, that is in 1797, the Bank had a reserve of 
522,000 ducats against liabilities of 1,500,000 ducats. Tbe 
Banco del Giro nevertheless survived tbe French occupa
tion, and was not suppressed until 1806, after. tbe peace of 
Presbourg. 

2.-The Bank of Genoa. Perbaps tbe Middle Ages pro
duced no institution more unique tban the Compania or 
Casa di San Giorgio of Genoa; an association of State 
creditors who managed tlie tevenues of the republic, owned 
colonies and possessions, maintained armies and fleets, 
made war and concluded treaties, and combined with all 
these various functions the duties of a bank of deposit. 

Tbis institution was founded under the following cir
cumstances : 

In 1148, tbe republic, wbicli had previously Jiaa no 
public debt, was obliged to raise a loan, and its creditors 
were formed into a company to wbich was entrusted the 
administration of certain taxes, whose returns were to be 
devoted to paying the interest and capital of the loan. 
This system was extended, and gradually there came to be 
as many distinct companies as tbere had been loans. These 
companies were called compere, and this organisation of 
compere recalls thai of tbe monti of Venice, Florence, and 
Sienna. Complications resulted from the increasing number 
of compere, and they were united about 1250 into one 
institution called the Compera del Capitolo.' 

In 1407; Jean Ie Maingre, marshal of France, changed 

• Apparoatly tben: bad _ ..-..-- .......... 6]. one! '669 
during the war in Crete. Compare.hat SaY...,. trriaa iD 1679 in 14 PM/ .. ' 
l"egocUut'~ Part II .• po 12&. 

• Dunbar. p. 330. 
• Rora. p. .8;.. 
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ihis COmp8fA into the Ufficio di San Giorgio, a company 
intended to advance to the Government the money needed 
for the conversion of the numerous existing debts. In this 
respect the U/Ticio never changed its character, and from 
'44' to 1736 it supplied the Government with frequent 
loans.' 

Soon llie U/Ticio iii SAn Giorgio became a State within a 
State, anli much surpassed in importance the most power
ful of chartered companies. The East India Company 
never held in England a position one-quarter so great as 
that which the U/Ticio occupied at Genoa. 

The republic began by ceding to it in 1453 Pera and its 
Black Sea colonies. In the same year Corsica, in which the 
republic, torn by internal discussions, could not maintain 
its authority, was made over to it. Many other such con
cessions were made. .. The citizens," says Machiavelli,' 
.. preferred the authority of the company to that of the State, 
on account of the tyranny of the latter and the excellent 
administration of the former." 

It has often been stated that tlie Bank of Genoa did not 
bt'gin to carryon banking business until 1675. This view, 
a.~ has now been proved, is a mistake.· The error can be 
explained as due to a confusion. It was, in fact, at this 
date that it was decreed that bills of exc,hange should be 
paid in biglieUi di CGrlldan di San Giorgio.· Amongst the 
instruments of credit of these early banks the cartulary notes 
of St. George are those which most resemble bank-notes. 
They were certificates of deposits, deposits which the Bank 
of Saint George used in whatever way it considered ex
pedieni. 

The crisis of 1797 ruined lhe Bank of ~ni George, 
and bei\\'een 1799 and 1804 the Ligurian Senate tried vainly 
to restore it. In 1816 Genoa .,,-as annexed to Sardinia and 
the debt of the Bank of Saint George was consolidated with 
the Sardinian national debt. 

• For 1M amounts and datos of .- ....... _ Wismie_. P. ."" .r W9. 
• l.o 's_ Fi ...... _. lit. V .• Ill. Gino ..... F_ T .......... 

, ..... IV .• p. 389. of ... . 
, Rota. po '4'. TIM name Bank of Saint ~ _ ill - """'"' '67$• c-.par.. tho laws at V ...... and _ 
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3.-The Bank 01 Amsterdam. This bank was at the 
height of its glory when the Bank of England was 
founded. Established at the time when the N etnerland5 
were about to conclude their first truce with Spain, the 
Bank of Amsterdam was continuously prosperous. In 1608 
and 1609 a monopoly was granted to it by the decrees whicb 
abolished the offices of the exchangers, and a subsequent 
law still further increased its power by enforcing Jhe use of 
its receipts for all payments exceeding a certain amount, an 
arrangement which obliged every merchant of importance to 
have a deposit account at the Bank. And its credit became 
boundless after Louis XIV.'s invasion of Holland and the 
consequent run on the Bank resulted in proving that it. 
treasure was absolutely intact.' 

The prosperity of the Bank of Amsterdam was so con
tinuous and it was so generally looked upon as a model 
bank, even in the time of Steuart and of Adam Smith, that 
these economists felt it necessary to study the organisation 
of the Bank of the Netherlands in preference to that of the 
Bank of their own country." 

Unfortunately, at the time of the invasion of the revohl
tionary armies it was discovered that all the Bank's treasure 
had been lent to the East India Company. This was the 
end of the Bank 0'£ Amsterdam. 

B.-Contrast between the Bank 01 England and thll three 
Continental Banks. 

Without pausing over certain points of resemblance to 
the Bank of Genoa, such as a similar origin (both banks 
came into exjstence through the organisation of a loan, and 
found their privileges increasing in return for successive 
advances made to the State),' and without pausing either to 

t The marlts 0t1 thoR coins whidJ had been injured ill the fire at the 
Stadthauss could be easily seen . 

• A. Enquiry ;"/4 'Joe Pmui,ru of PoIiliaJI E....".,..,. Chap. J6-39. ..... 
WealtIJ 0/ NtJtiOflS. Vol IV., Chap. iii. Adam Smitb w. helped ill tu. 
otudy by his friend Hope.. 

• Other banks owed tbriJ' es.istence to • loan. e.,.~ ttx.e ntablt.bed at 
Florence iA 1336 and 1357. at Chleri (Piedmont). in '04'5. at B:uco:Jona ia 
'349- (See W. p....... P. 356). In"-" times !be N.,;ona! Bank 01 
Austria was fowwled in 18'7 ill an:Ier' 10 withdraw 'rom circu1atioa the paper 
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notice diat Hie Banli of England never possessed the political 
powers of the Italian Bank, we must bring out at once the 
ways in which the Bank of England was original and 
differed essentially from its Continental rivals. 

(0) The chief distinction was that the Continental banks 
were merely banks of deposit while the Bank of England 
was something more and something better. 

We ml.\j;t explain. The Continental banks, with the 
exception indeed of the Bank of St. George, accepted from 
merchants coins of all countries of repute and held them 
.. as the equivalents of the bills issued against them. In 
theory the notes of these earlier banks were of the nature of 
dock warrants, entitling the holder to claim not only the sum 
which they expressed, but, theoretically at least, the very 
coins which were deposited against them.'" 

The Bank of Amsterdam guaranteed that its depositors 
should always receive the same weight of money, that is 
a value equal to what they had deposited. Accounts were 
kept in terms of an ideal money, bank money.' In this way 
the paper issued by the banks was much superior to metallic 
money which was liable to all kinds of depreciation. Hence 
it was at a premium.' 

The Bank of England from the outset adopted a different 
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policy, tliaf already followed by the goldsmiths and by the 
Bank of Sweden.' .. It purported to give in its bills the 
equivalent of what it had received, but it never pretended to 
take the deposit for any other purpose than that of trading 
with it. It never professed to make its issues square exactly 
with its coin and bullion, though, of course, it made its 
liabilities square with its assets, plus the capital of its share
holders. and in time, plus its rest or reserve aleo, i.II., its 
accumulated and undivided profits. At first, these profits 
were derived from the dividends it received from Govern
ment, and from the gains it made out of the notes which it 
put into circulation in exchange for, or in addition to, the 
cash which it took. It coined, in short, its own credit into 
paper money.'" 

(b) Another importanl distinction between ihe Bank of 
England and the other Continental banks consisted in the 
fact that its notes were not legal tender, whereas in the case 
of the three banks described above, debtors were obliged to 
oller and creditors to receive the paper money issued by the 
banks! The Republic of Venice, for instance, forbade the 
use of metallic money for sums exceeding 300 ducats, and 
ordered such payments to be made by bank transfers. At 
Amsterdam payments of sums exceeding, at first 600 and 
later 300 ducats, had to be made in bank receipts. Finally, 
at Genoa, an ordinance of 1675 ordered all payments, how
ever small, of bills of exchange or other remittances, to be 
made through the Bank of St. George. 

There was nothing of this sort in the case of the Bank of 
England. The English Government did not make the 
Bank'Oj noa:s legal tender, and moreover the Bank had no 

• The BuIt of _. establiob«l Ie ,656, Iud -1 inued bon'" 
""' .. (La ... .,. <iI •• po 556). Voltaire writes _ the Bank of S.-. 
which is the oIdesI bank iA Europe, Iud to be "'...... -.. the CUlT....". .... ___ -. Ibe ~ of which _ too diflicult (Hi"';,. <Ie 
CIoGriu XII., Bit. L, p..). Ou Ibis poin ..... aloo Pa.,.. ... , N_ .... _ 
iag Po (;rut _. ~ _ H_g. p. &7. 

Ou the Bank of P_ an Am<rican -"': Hid4<"/ ", S""k;'g ;. 
oil N_. Vol. IV., pp. 393'395, _ the II_ F,-r-oU to< Pel> ....... 
1901 • ..,.be~ 

• 11I«oId Regen, .,. ea .• p. 9-
• Ou this poiot .... \\111 ... Pareto, .,. cil.. Vol. L ... 360> ., let· 
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Ihougfit of asking that they should do so, for ~he directors 
were not in favour of such a measure. One of them re
marked, I .. It's nothing makes bank bills currant, buf only 
because that all those who desire it, can go when they will, 
lind fetch their money for them." 

(c) A third important distinction is that the Continental 
banks enjoyed a monopoly while the Bank of England was 
granted n0<6uch privilege at the time of its foundation. The 
Government even threatened it with a formidable rival by 
the creation of the Land Bank. It wasonly after the 
collapse of this institution, which dearly ruined the Bank 
of England, tbat the Government (in 1697) conceded to the 
latter a partial monopoly; twelve years later a genuine one 
was granted. • 

Th, distinction between the Bank of England and the 
Banks of the late Renaissance will be better understood if 
we study the business which the new English bank under
took from the outset of its career, But before doing this, 
we must point out that the important differences which we 
have tried to describe exist no longer. 

At the present time the Bank of England enjoys • 
monopoly, which, originally limited to London, has been 
extended throughout the country; its notes are legal tender, 
and have been so since 1833; and in addition to this, it has 
shown for some time a tendency to return to the position of 
the primitive banks, whose chief function was to manage 
the e.'tChanges, to supply good money, and to take charge 
of the capital of individuals.' 

The Act of 1144 obliges the Bank 10 buy all the gold 
offered to It at a fixed price. And besides it cap be shown 
that for some tim_ore than ten years-tbe mue of the 
Bank of England notes in circulation has always been less 
than that of its metallic reserve. The character of the bank. 
notes has thus completely changed; like the old certificates 
of deposit, they are to.day approximately warrants. In fact 
the Bank of England to-day is less a credit institution th&ll • 

• ClocIfft~ •• ~ <iI.. PI'- 7-&. (Francis,. cil.. VoL II .• p. at&.) 
, Lero,.-w ... r ..... -.. 01.-... 4".t-..i. ~ VoL 

III .• po ..... 
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repository of cash. It is the guardian of the cash reserve. 
for the whole of English commerce, i.I., almost for the 
world's commerce.' 

SECTION III 

THE TRANSACTIONS OF THE BANK.' 

These transactions were various, but they wen~.not under. 
laken according to the principles which seem to regulate 
the business of modern banks. 

In the first place all the capital up to the last shilling 
had been lent to the Government: The only security the 
shareholders had was the good faith of the debtor. BUI 
only twq years had passed since the system of a national 
debt had been first introduced by the Government through 
the annuities. The lottery loan of a million was under. 
taken at the same time as the foundation of the bank. It 
was speedily successful, but this debt also was temporary, 
and was to be liquidated in sixteen years. Thus the loall 
from the Bank was the first permanent loan, if not in theory, 
since the Government reserved the right to pay it of in 1705, 
at any rate in fact, since everyone foresaw that the Govern
ment would never want to destroy aD institution IJO useful 
to itself and to the puhlic. 

The capital of the Bank was thus in the bands of th. 
GovernmenL 

In wbat way, then, could it make any profit? 
ISl~Besides the income of £100,000 paid to it yearly by 

the Government, the Bank bad the power to issue notes. 
It issued,these to an amount equal to the sum advanced 

to the Government. These notes, as we have seen, were 
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not legal tender; an interest of ad. a day was allowed on 
them, which cost the Bank £36,000 a year, but attracted to 
it the patronage of the goldsmiths. This policy made 
people use these notes less often in making payments; but 
it also deprived them of that fixity of value which is one of 
the main characteristics of a well-managed currency. 

It seems incredible that the Bank took no precaution to 
ensure the"l:onvertibility of its notes, and during the restora
tion of the coinage it was reduced to the most desperate 
expedients to maintain its credit. It would not have suc
ceeded in doing so had it not been for the sacrifices made 
by its directors and shareholders. 

and.-Nominally the Bank discounted at 41 per cent. in 
the case of foreign bills of exchange, and at 6 per cent. in the 
case of English bills and notes for debts. But considerable 
reductions were made to such of its customers as kept their 
money deposited with it. 

3rd.-This was not the only favour shown to depositors. 
In order to increase the profits which could be made on 
deposits the Bank endeavoured to attract them by paying 4 
per cent. interest to depositors.' This practice aroused great 
indignation among the Bank's opponents who declared that 
it would cause the withdrawal of capital from commerce and 
industry." 

4th.-lts first charter authorised the Bank to lend money 
on pawned articles. According to Godfrey it lent money 
on .. pawns of commodities" and .. real securities" at 5 
per cent. per annum. If the titles to land had been more 
certain, advances would have been made on mortgages at 
4 per cent., and in time of peace, at 3 per cent. The 
Bank does not seem to have made much use of its po ... -er to 
lend on pawned goods, and it never bore any resemblance to 
a pawn-dealer. 

, AnothK fNture distinguishing It from the primitift baDb. whose 
dopooiton. .., I.r lrom _Inc .n, pn>tit GIl their dopooia, .... obIigooI 
10 pay lor them. 

• O ... "n.nt. D;.c.. ..... _ IN ... Wi< R ___ r_ of 1.,-
(I¥). Put I •• p. lOS. 



CHAPTER IV. 

RESULTS OF THE FOUNDATION OF THE BANK. 

Political and economic CIOAditioa of England at the time 01 it. foundation. 
Success of the Bank. CaURS of thit aueceu. Michael Godfrey, hit 
ulutary influence Oft the commercia' world, hi. palmphJet, ,. A ShMI 
Ac<otml of the B .... of EngllJA4." Seni"", 01 tile Bank 10 tile eo. ...... men. and the public. 

THE Bank was created under gloomy auspices. The political 
outlook was bad,' the March equinoxes had been extremely 
severe' land the financial situation was deplorable; not only 
was tbe market constantly upset by the gambling fever,' 

a Marlborough had disclosed to Jame. lJ. the plan far an .... ult on Brat. 
and bad thus converted into. cti!l3ater an auaek which it had beerI believed =:.: g;e~rr."fJet':~YJSee ~T!itH~i J;!rin. )fV::~ne ;. ~::rr 

At home the Govn"nmmt was not strenglhened, an attack on the coa.u 
of Britain watI feared. and it was nnnouTed that the Pope WH pina to 
advance caosiderable .. m. &0 Jama II. 10 support Ibill especlition • 

• One of these alone trems to have done damage to the amount of 
£400.0t:J0. a ronsiderable sum when the Eng1ilh naYJ aaording to Ro«,.,..' 
estimate, hardl, eueedtct 200,000 toni burden.. In J7C8 the total tonnage 
according to Macpbenon. did not aeeed 2U,222 toM. AI pretent it .. 

(;.::;~:~ ~k! i~:"1~5:'::" ~~ ;..n:.~~ ~ F;:,:: 
for February 5. Igol). In 11198. 161 merchant ~ were COMtructed i.o 
England wboJe total tonnage amounted ro 1.367.250 toM, without eounting 
33 warships of • cotal tonnage of 120.560 (tee Viet« Shard" LI A,.,lderre 
d 1'lm,~ cOftlempora'''). In other .«ct., the annual C()f)RtUCtion 
is ...... __ _ .be tota1 tonnage 01 tile EngJioIt ...... cbao. ,..." .wo 
centuries ago • 

• We have already rd .... "" 10 this (p. 53), _ 10 the compan;'" ............ 
oftea entirety without fOUJ".dation. and whoa mar~ ftuctuat.ed inceHantly_ 
These 8uctuations were the more II1IIIleI"OW cnring to the e:ue wjth .... ich • 
panic regarding tile ollar .. 01 such-and-ouch • «>mpany could be .,..ead or 
an artffic:iaI rise ill the .tiara: of otbenl produoed. The public ... 
D~ 10 manipulations 01 this kind _ ... euily _ The 
speculat.ors used to meet at the coffee...bouses. especially at Garraway'. and 
Jonathan's, wbic::b in Loodoa bistory are the equ;'aJenu of the Rue Qui".. 
campois; they hall DO quaImo about pn>ducing ftUClUations 10 an .,. ..... 
of which • few fig~ wiD gift an idea.. The Itock of the Hud..,..'. Bay 
Company foil from £'50 10 £80 in three yean. That 01 tile EaJot India 
Compaay •• hich bad _ •• £.0j6 at tile bePlning at .69J, fol' 10 £37 
in Hay. 'Ii<n. to rise ~ain to £ .... by tile t..g;nning at • .,.,... The ItOCk 
of the EogIish East India Compan,. the Joune riqJ of the fornv:r, .,ith 
wbich it u.ltimaJ.ely c::ombifted. IUlered a like fate; 'roe £-46 ia March, 
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but Hie lacK of ~ouni:l in~ta11ic coinage' on whicli to Dase 
the credit euiTency might at any moment have forced the 
Bank to the verge of ruin. However, in spite of all, the 
Bank prospered at the outset.' This was due to the 
prudence and ability of its directors and shareholders. 
Michael Godfrey, who haa done for the Bank in all lhat 
related to the City what Montague had done for it in matters 
Concerning the Government, not only gave it the support 
of his personal inlluence, whicli was great, but also took 
pains to surround it with wealthy financiers of high reputa
tion. There was Sit John Houblon,' the first governor, 
afterwards Lord Mayor of London, Gilbert Heathcote, 
and several other merchants of excellent commercial stand
ing. The personality of the directors had more i,nlluenoe 
then than tOoday and that of Godfrey's colleagues was such 
that even bis death,'followed by Paterson's resignation, did 
not appreciably diminisb tbe credit of the new establish
ment." 

The success of the Bank had also a political side and 
political causes. Its promoters were aU active Whigs, and 
although this exposed it to attacks as we know, it also 
ensured to it the support of the Government and tbe sym
pathy of the commercial world, who tallied round the new 
institution when they saw it attacked. 

\Vhatever the exact causes, the success waS bnlliant. 

'69'10 It 10M 10 eug in Mardi. '7'>]. ADd _ ...... weJl.estaDlisbed ...... 

~I r.:!..=.tein :":".:.k~ oJ.':" ..:.,:: =:. ~~ 
...., eui1, be imagi ..... 

• The concIitioo of die caln ... will r...m die .abject of Ibo IIOZl cMpeor. 
• On .11 th_ poInto _ T1IorokI R ..... • u_t _, TIle Fmt Ii .. r-. ., ... _ • ., ~..,..... 
• n- Hou_. for SI. John bod leu. brotIIen, __ of Flemish arigiD. 

Th.ir I.ther had _ ref.,. ill EotIIoDd .... -.. of nIiCiouo ~ 
t\ons.. He mack a good. dMJ of mon~y in Londoo, but aJwaJ'S continul!'Ci • 
...... ber 01 tho Frond> colon,. 01 .... bicb be ...... lor • lone time tho ~ .. 

• GodI~1 ..... killod .t the Ii ... of Hamo. .... July '5. 1695. H. had 
tome to bring subsidi .. to ",'m"'m. who .as btsieging the to ..... and like 
• good f'OUrtl~r aC('OOlpanied his .overeign lnto the t:renche:s. when be ..... 
shot. Hi ......... ios .11otI«! that he .... turf<! inlO such OIl ezpoofd posit .... 
only out 01 ox<ocs 01 prudence. _vine that tho ..... place of sa,.., ...... 
witb Ibo Kine. 

• This .... th .... ly .. "'"" • fall of ......... L .... tbe SIOdt. 
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Godfrey lived long enough to witness it and some little 
time before his death he published his famous pamphlet, 
in which he expressed his delight with some complaisancy. 

The primary advantage which followed from the establish
ment of the Bank was, according to him,' that a loan was 
granted to the Government at an exceptional rate. This is 
quite true and it was this that enabled William to take the 
offensive in Flanders and to secure his first successes. 
Moreover, the Bank helped the Government by making the 
voting of taxes more effective, as well as by actual loans. 
It accepted the tallies at par so that they soon rose to a 
premium, whereas until 1694, even the most secure of these 
tallies which had but a short time to run, such as those on 
the land £ax, had been at a discount of from II to 2 per cent., 
while tallies which offered less security were discounted at 
a 1055 of'IS to 30 per cent. over and above the interest" 

The advantages which the Bank afforded to the public 
were no less great. The citizens now had a place where 
thei.-deposits would be in security,· and would bear interest 
although the money could be withdrawn at will. 

The Bank also had a beneficial influence on the rate of 
discount. Godfrey remarks as a thing both surprising and 
unexampled that after six years of war and after an ex
penditure of thirty millions,' there had been a great fall in 
the rate of interest instead of the rise usual in such cases. 
The author prophesied that in a few years, thanks to the 
Bank, the rate of interest would be reduced permanently to 
3 per cent., and the value of the lands of England increased 
by nearly 100 millions" 
; The Bank was undoubtedly an immense benefit to both 
Government and public; Godfrey's statements are con
firmed on all sides. And what is more, Jhe benefit was 
mutual. since the Bank lost nothing. 

'po,. 
• po s-
• Godf...,. taJr.. the opportun;ty of making yarious -uon. ogalntt 

the go!dsm;tbs. See above. pp ... and 's-
• p. 6-
• p. 7. """ _ aboYe, p. 67 few refeRDU 10 the .-..uJt ""'" anticipa ..... 
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This is evident from the price of its sfock, which soon 

rose to par and on October 25th, 1694, was at 105. After 
some fluctuations, of which Rogers gives a most detailed 
account,' it rose again to 99 on March 25th of the follow
ing year, fell slightly, then rose once more, so that in 
January, 1696, it reached the unprecedented height of 
loS.' All seemed to be going well when two dangers made 
their appearance, which proved to be among the most 
serious of those with which the new institution was threat
ened: these dangers were the reform, now become un
avoidable, of the coinage and the project for the Land 
Bank. They will form the subjects of the two next 
chapters • 

• See hll Tobie I .. livlnl tho .. Weeki, Pri ... or Bank S~." 
• These fluctvatiOM were due either to the political events, favourable 

and otherwUe. which oc.:Ufftd during chell rean. such .. the taking of 
Namur. the death of the OU~I etc.. or to events ~cularl1 afl'ttting the 
a.nk, web .. GodJre,'. death. or the announcement of • dividend. or, 
6n,lIy. 10 .he _ ... and poIi.ical Intrigues whieb .... rkod the period. 
Macaula,. (Chap. ui.) describes the wcanclal. connected. with the East India 
Compan, and with the City of London Orphans' Fund. On this occasion the 
S~.ker was accused of corruption. and had himself to put the question to 
the HOUR Ofti' which be was pnsiding. The vote ..... agaiDst him. and be 
...... ""lied from tho Hou... So,....,.... and .-. ........ implicated, 
and their accuaen were no _Iter thaD they. 

ThHo _ndall th ...... disaodi, upon ,he .todt or aD tho _, 6nancla1 
COI1lptlni .... and tbat of the Bank was further _fleeted by the manipulatioM 
ot Lord Godolphin and Charles Du.ncombe. who IOld .u their stock in on:I« 
to produce a ftc-'iliau. r.u. The eft'erts of this ludden and comhined .... 

:;.::k:mTt:!:~~~=:-oI':! !:.naMn~ ::' ~80= =ec:: ~'1:i i::t M:: jn.!!:!t of :.n~IJ:~u!.is =:: 
tion. HI" had. made hia fortune lIII all .. ,.. ~agin.ble. The accouat 01 bls 
life ....... Id form • curious c:ba ..... in the history of the ooclal bebavlour. and 
In particular. of the elmiOMterin« habits of bis time. Bribery in t:'ftI"J form 
ran rife at elKtiont without COI'K:'e&lment or ftftClIea -tina aboat the bush.. 
I, .. OM of the .hings _ , .... 10 the crodi' of ........ England tho, abe 
baa freed berwlf from these ecandalous methods" whic:b. with the c:onniva.nce 
of .he HollO_ anonardaJ. penistod flo ...... the _ or the ei&h-.... -.....,. 



CHAPTER V. 

THE RESTORATION OF THE COIN~GE. 

Scanda10us condition of the English coinage. I...... powerleH to prevent 
dipping. The Be-Com.,. Ad of 16g6. Eumiution of ttl;. Law. 
Montague'. difficulties, (a) Great "penile involved iD the aucuH'ul c0m
pletion of the operation, (h) The standard of the new coin.. ConlrOVel'lJ' 
bet_ Lowaclb and Cock.. Decision of lb. H_ of Commono. 

IN William ilL's time the coins were struck at the Tower 
by a mill worked by horses. But until the introduction of 
a machine for stamping the coins, this had been done by 
a hammer; the metal was first cut into pieces and then 
stamped. These two sorts of coins circulated together, in 
theory at least, in actual fact the bad money soon dro\'e 
out the good. Folkes,' indeed, states that during the re
coinage in 16g6 tbe coins brought to the Mine bad all been 
struck between the 6th year of Edward VI.'s reign and 1662, 
the year in which milling bad been introduced. 

At the time of which we write at all events, tbe siate of 
tbe currency bad become scandalous; coins dating from the 
Plantagenets were still in circulation, as well as debased 
coins of Henry VIII. and Edward VI., which bad escaped 
the re-coinage" in Elizabeth's reign and which were valued 
aCcurately by the dealers in money, for coins were found 
offered for sale and valued as half alloy. .. The English 
llint levied on the bullion coined a pretty heavy seignor
age to cover charges,' for the coin bad to carry, not 
only the fourteen pence per pound charged for manufacture. 
but the cost of melting and {elining. Now such a seignorage 

• Martin FoI ..... A 7ahl# of SiJHr Coiu. P. ,p. 
I Some details as to ",i. ~ '-;D be Iound ill _ rounh part. chap. 

vi.. in connectioa with Robert Peel • I!pe'l!dL It _as «hit! re-eoinage whicb 
gaft Gnsbam the _ity of _ling the Jaw called by Iris name.. 

• At the .,....... day 011 the _ of minting an met by the taus, and 
the Eagliob .....,.;go io the 001, coin wbicb nail, __ iU face .01 .... 
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cliarge must liave led to· a considerable importation of 
foreign coin, whicli in the exchanges was estimated at its 
bullion, as opposed to its Mint value."· The disadvantages 
of such a situation were continually making themselves 
felt, and had been the subject of petitions to the House of 
Commons and of· various Bills. But in lfi94 the matter 
became insupportable. The silver currency was depreciat
ing dan,., .lUId· at the end of the year, the guineas which 
were nominally equivalent to :10 shillings, rose gradually to 
30 shillings. The exchange on Holland fell 25 per cent. 
although the balance of trade was favourable to England. 

This state of things could not f!iil to attract the attention 
of Parliament. I The difficulties were so great that trade 
was af a standstill and the taxes were no longer collected. 
The silver money had been getting clipped for a long time 
and the damage was done so secretly and was so well con
cealed by all who were interested in dealing in the currency, 
that all the coins had greatly decreased in value, five pounds 
in cash being hardly worth forty shillings. There wc.re 
also in circulation a quantify of coins of iron or copper 
silvered over.' 

The committee requesied that the money should be te
roined and calculated thal this would cost a million. It 
also recommended that thll new money should be of the 
same weight and fineness as ilie old; that the crown should 
be valued at 5S. 6<1.; and that numerous penalties should be 
imposed on those who debased the coins. 

An Act was passed in 1695.· the preamble of wliicli 
states that it was notorious that the currency had been greatly 
debased by various devices, that many false coins had been 
clipped to make them like the good ones, and that tbese 

• TbOI'oId R ........ ciI .• po 3" 
a A .......,1 ___ ~tod .. early .. JQIg, .... t It ~tod no ftpOrt. 

~ef::,,=:.. ":. ~~ ~=::!.iD::~: I~B~ 
s.1yo opPut Wi!."" __ in Cibbe<'I _1. r .. FMI 01 F .. -. the 
h .... 01 whicl>. in la_ mlectinc the _ .. -hich _ prevailed ill the 
Enti!!tish drama, declares that .1 Virtue ia as much ....... as 0IIf money. and 
faith, Dt-i cralia. is as bani ID be fouDcl iA • &irl 01 mtfta U rouo4 Ibe 
lwim of an old lhiUing. II 

• r..-..r, Hm..,. VoL V •• po 9SS-
• 6 .... , W ..... M .. Co '7. 
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practices had been catried on by persons who made a trade 
of exchanging good money for bad, or other like devices. 
The law therefore forbade anyone to exchange, lend, sell, 
buy, or receive any coins, clipped or unclipped, of gold or 
silver, for more than their neminal value, under a penalty 
of lOS. for every 205. so traded in. The law added (art. 4) 
that anyone who bought, sold or knowingly possessed, any 
of the clippings of the coins, should forfeit them, alld should 
be liable to a fine of £500 and to be branded on the right 
cheek with a capital R. Moreover everyone, except those 
who were goldsmiths by profession, was forbidden, under 
penalty of imprisonment, to buy or sell bullion, and various 
penalties were imposed on those who exported coin.' In 
addition, this law, which Rogers describes as .. a striking 
illustration of that unwisdom and ignorance of monetary 
laws which pervaded the legislature," contains two even 
more characteristic sections. 

Section 8 allowed the Warden, with two assisiants of the 
Goldsmiths' Company, or two justices of the peace, 10 enter 
any house suspected of containing bullion, and if any was 
found. it rested with the owner of the house to prove that it 
was not the product of melted coin or of clippings. The law 
went even further in ordering the sheriffs of counties, on and 
after May 1st, 1695, to pay £40 to anyone who procures 
the conviction of a clipper; and the informant may sue the 
sheriff if the latter neglects to pay him his reward. 

This was sufficient to put a premium on denunciation. 
But the law went still further in this direction. Any clipper 
who could prove the gUilt of two others was pardoned and 
an apprentice who informed successfully against his master 
was at once made a freeman of the City. His denunciation 
served him instead of a .. masterpiece." 

We have thought it necessary to dwell upon these pro-
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visions, because they are not peculiar 10 the law of 1695. 
They recur in all similar legislative attempts, and it is not 
too much to say that the prohibition of keeping money 
coined or in bullion, and the encouragement of informing, 
are the necessary outcome of measures by which statesmen 
have hoped to restrain the free action of monetary laws. 
To refer only 10 France, we find similar provisions under 
the Regeacy, when sons denounced their fathers, and in the 
laws of the revolutionists with regard to assignats. The 
French laws only served to bring trouble and disorder and 
fulfilled none of the hopes with which they were passed. 
The effects of the English laws may be deduoed from the 
facts which follow. 

During the months of May, June, and July, 169s, S71 
bags of silver coin, of £106 each, were brought into the 
exchequer. They should have weighed 18,4SI-lbs.; they 
did, in fact, weigh 9,480-lbs., that is, there was a difference 
of nearly So per cent. 

A contemporary writer' says: "Upon trial I have found 
that ss. of milled money weighed 8s. of the present current 
money, and 35. of the Ss. was not clipped, only worn. 
Again, I have found lOS. in milled money to weigh 115. of -
the clipped money. Again, 2OS. of milled money to weigla 
435. of our now current money." • 

The officers of the Exchequer, according to Lowndes,' 
weighed £57,200 of hammered money. Its weight ought 
to have exceeded 2210418 ounces, it was actually 113.771 
ounces. The weight per bag was as follows: 

..................... febl '5.4B3 _ _01 wel&hl 1,095 
.ad .. 0&,64$ '40375 
~.. ~~ ~~ 
4th .. 46,45' .].4'9 
5th .. ~~ -~ 
6th 38.~ '90$118 
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The anonymous author quoted above gI~ II !llInf\sr 
calculation.' He went to several London goldsmiths and 
asked them to take out of their strong-boxes a bag of £100; 
he found that these bags weighed as follows: 

lit bag 
2nd ., 
3rd It 

.feb ., 
5th •• 
6th " 

230 OUDCel.· 
l122 .. 

191 " 
190 .. 
180 H 

174 .. 

The whole £600 weighed 17,198 ounces, which would 
have been the weight of £310 of milled money. The author 
adds that he is informed that the money paid into the Ex
chequer weighs from 13 to :zG.lbs. per £100 sterling and 
that it is worth less than two-thirds of its nominal value . 
•• But, • since it was thought that the money in the country 
is generally not one-half as bad as it is in and near Lon
don," he obtained an account from various cities as 
folJuws: 

At BriotoJ I. bag 01 /:100 weighed ..... OUIlClOl 

2nd 227 .. 
AI c.mbridge - lor ..., 

and .. 211 
AtE_ - I. 180 .. 

:mel .. 191 .. 
AI: Osf«d.. 210 " 

:lad ., '91 ,. 
_.668 ..... 

The £800 weighed no more than' £431 155. of milled 
money, so that the difference from the London figures was 
very small. 

Our author exaggerates slightly, for some parts of the 
North escaped the infection. Macaulay relates with his 
usua1wit. the tale of the Lancashire Quaker, who during a 

• E..., for B.~ po II, CUp. hr. 
• I onUt Inodions ... that !be toWs iii ....... IIigbtly Ihghor ""'" "'

of !be fig_ IICIUalJy quota!. The _ """"'" oppIieo 10 !be P'-"II 
!able. 

• po 90 
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journey to London, found to his amazement that the value 
of his money changed and increased as he drew nearer to 
the Capital. When he got there his wealth was half as great 
again as when he started.' 

What was the reason for this incessant clipping of the 
coin? It could not be explained by the negligence of the 
law. The laws were only too severe, and were actually 
enforced I instances of condemnation to death followed by 
execution occur by dozens.' Godfrey accuses the gold
smiths. Rogers considers that tbe crime was fasbionable, 
and that the morals of tbe Court after the Restoration 
afforded a bad example to the public. 

It is certain, at any rate, that these practices were extra
ordinarily profitable;" the bullion had become so much 
dearer than the coined money tbat people were irresistibly 
tempted to clip the coins,' more especially since the con
nivance of the boatmen on the south coast msde the exporta
tion of bullion extremely easy. 

Another equally certain fact is that people were so tolerant 
of these crimes that tbe clergy thought it incumbent upon 
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them to protest and to recall the faithful to a truer view of 
the matter.' 

The Re-coinage Act of January 21, 1696.' Meanwhile, 
the sermons did little to alter the situation, which grew worse 

daily, and the piice of gold and the foreign exchanges" 
were continually disturhed hy it. 

During 1694 the price of gold varied from 80s. to 815. 6d. 
That of guineas from !.lIS. lod. to 225. 6d., and (hat of the 
ounce of silver from 55. 2d. to 55. 5d. In 1695 the prices of 
the precious metals began to rise.' On January 11th, the 
price of an ounce of gold was 80s. 6d., and that of guineas 
225. gd. These prices rose steadily, and on June 14th, were 

, Two sermon. oa thia oubjec:t ... particularly remarkable. The fin. 
_ m_ otriIWJg wu preadIod by Fleetwood, ahenaranlo Bishop of Ely, 
then chaplain to the King, before the Lord Mayor and Aldermen, and ... . 
printed by onIer of the court (Ruding, p. 36, note .). Fleetwood .... .... 
of the most interesting characteJ'W among. the Eng1w. clergy, he _at ... 
ardent Whig and continual), introduced politic:l: into h~ 1Ier"IIIOrW. (We h ... 
of his • CItf'01JU:otI P"dio .... , tW .,. ""'""" III B"glull 6D14 .... 1iI_. 
JlOfftJ. publitbed aDOdJlDOUlIy ill 17fY1, and .ariou III!nDOId oa poe;'. 
obed;.au _ ia _ilion to the _ of Utrecht). In Ibis caM be ohoweo! 
oorasiderabIe knowledge of ecGIIOIDic questions. H.'- fDr hI. .... Geraeoio 
EXiii., .6, _ ia reference to the grave of Sarah found DplXWtunity (p. '9) to 
poiat out the erils of debuiDg the coinage, eopociaIIy ia regard to pay ........ 
to foreignen which could DOl he made in clipped money. II For it ia noc 
Czsar'. face _ titlea, bat weight _ ~ !bat proeure credit." 
"Now," be _.-. "if .... eaportatioa of _ weighty """"'" be • 
mischid to the Datioa, we eee it • oceaioned chiefly by the clipping." 

The other ~ _ proad>od by G. HaIIoJ .. York CueJe, befDra 
....... "cIippera" who ...... to be hanged the Gat day. 

S For Ibis Ad, ita ...-. ___ iDIeratiatI det.na, _ Shaw. n. 
H""'-7 of t.Ire C ... .-.,. pp. ..... .., • 

• Rogers g;... '"" _ which ""' of fired .. Iue fDr .... otudy of _ 
quoation. I~Tbe Weekly Pricea of 8aDk Stoek from A..,. '7, '694, to 
Sept. 17,'703- II~The Rat.. of EadaanIlO GO A-. "1~Tbe 
Diacount or pnmium 011 _ of eadaaage, Looadoa _ A_. IV ~ 
Diooouat of 8aDk Bills. V.--<:hangea ia .... _ of gold, _, .... 

guiaeao. Rogers made _able .- of • book by Alesander lanice, 
c;-.J T. __ ... JI..-,. .. ,;,,_," ('107). I haft DOl ...... able to eon_ Ibis work, fDr .... mly a>pJ I. ia .... Odonl Library. The Di_ 
of .... British M ......... to _ I awJied, promioed to proeure .... book if 
.,.,.;bIe; but _"Iy .... _ baa DOl bitberto ...... ......-taL (Ther. 
ia now a a>pJ ia .... GoIdomitha' Library.) 'The price of __ ftuctuated _, becauae ._ .... ia fact the standard 

coia of the COUIIItY. aDd during this crUia 'Ihe GoftntmeDt, 10 far _ a 
Gownnnent CUI esereiIre inftuena .. IUCb • matter, ... able 10 control 
partially .... price of thia metal through the quantity of coia iaoued. Gold 
did DOl become the English standard _"iI ... 6, _ .... oiagIe _d 
..... adapted _ fDr tbeoreticaI raooaa !baa ...... IIJ'OUIlda of ~. 
Si'- was !ben at • promiuaa. For ............ ..-ary _ ia EocJand _ ~ c_. d·u-..u Polil .... VoL 111 P. W. 
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1099. and 30S. respectively, which were the maximum prices 
for the year.' 

The rate of exchange fell in a corresponding manner. In 
June, 1695, the exchange on Amsterdam, which is important 
both on account of the prominent position held by this town 
and also because the sums necessary to support the English 
troops in Flanders were sent through it, was at 22.2 per cent. 
below pa" and in August English bills of exchange on 
Amsterdam were at a discount of 30 per cent. 

This latter fact hastened the decision arrived at by Mon
tague and Somers that the currency must be reformed at all 
costs and that this could only be done on condition that 
the debts to individual creditors and to the public remained 
unaltered in value. 

It was, in fact, out of all the numerous results of the 
deplorable state of the currency, its effect upon the rate of 
exchange which most disturbed England at that moment. 
Whatever might be the state of home trade, the sufferings of 
those who were dependent on their salaries, the disturbance 
produced in credit, the immense profits of the goldsmiths 
and exchangers, all these evils seemed small compared with 
the fact that the subsidies voted for a war upon whose result, 
IS was commonly thought, the very existence of England 
depended. were always reduced by 20 or 30 per cent. owing 
to the expenses incurred in conveying the sums voted to 
their destination. 

The new Parliament met in November, 1695, and the 
reform of the currency was its first subject of discussion. 
The law which decreed the reform of the currency was 7 
\Villiam III., c.i." The remedy came almost too late, for the 
distress continued to be extreme during the first year after 
its application. The currency reform under William III., 
like that under Elizabeth. was an undertaking of funda
mental importance and extreme delicacy, and it was unlike 

•• 1'. 

• In April •• 696. ., .... 'M ...... .,.; ... bod ...... lswo<I. ,w- .... opiIJ 
:.:-;: :'~ 'R:;:! :*',6, OIl JuI1 '0, 10 .... ; sih,.. .. tbo ....... ... 

• r .. .sa.t. ... ., '-Ie. Vol. IX.. PI'- )8o-sS6. 

B 
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Elizabeth's re-coinage in that so far from yielding a profit 
it was a great expense.' 

The re-coinage Ruding' states, was not compleied until 
1699, having occupied the greater part of this and the three 
preceding years. According to the reports of the directors 
of the Mint, the new currency amounted to £6,882,908, of 
which £5,091,121 were struck at the Tower, and £1,791,787 
at various mills established in the provinces.' Th~ expenses 
were met by a tax on houses and windows, and amounted in 
all to £2,702,164, which was far in excess of the original 
estimates.' 

C7iticisms 01 the Act 01 16<)6~Difficulties ",hich Mon
tague had to encountn.. It is well known that the Act of 
16g6 was due to Montague and a difficult enough task he 
had had. 

Montague received much help from his colleague Somers. 
and above all, from two men of genius for whom political 
economy had not been a primary object of study-I refer 
to Newton and Locke. The latter was not content merely 
to advise, he also wrote a masterly pamphlet, of which we 
shall presently give an analysis. These four men, each so 
distinguished in his own province, had many difficulties to 
solve, of which the two chief were-(I) the question of 
the expense which must necessarily be incurred by the re
coinage, (2) the question whetber, when tbe re-coinage was 
accomplished. the coins should keep their old standard or 
be issued at a lower one. 

First difficulty. The £2,703.164 required for the under
taking had to be covered; a considerable sum at any time, 
and for that period enormous. Most likely if this expense 
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had be!n clearly insfead of vaguely foreseen, Montague 
would have argued in vain. Possibly too, if the Bank 
had realised the difficulties it would have to face-the 
depreciation of its stock and notes, the suspension of pay
ments and of dividends-ils directors, in spite of their 
courage and Intelligence, would have refused to enter upon 
such a formidable adventure, more especially since they were 
already tl\reatened by the Land Bank. Godfrey estimated 
the cost of the re-coinage at from one to two millions. To 
spend three million pounds, a sum equal to more than a 
year's revenue in time of peace, was as serious a matter at 
the end of the 17th century as the loss of a hundred million 
pounds tOoday. 

Second diflicully. Toe seCohd difficuliy encountered I>y 
Montague was a more delicate matter. The harvest had 
been bad, prices had risen, and the distress was great . 
.. Would it not be betler to keep the same names fok the 
crown, the hal£-crown, the shilling, and the sixpence, but 
to coin an ounce of silver info seven shillings instead of five? 
There are people who even now believe that the Govern
ment can give an intrinsic value to a coin which it does nol 
possess in bullion.' But many more people believed in this 
theory in 1695 ... • Parliament had fixed and was to go on 
fixing for some time the prices of crowns and guineas, of 
beef and salt, of labour and of money (by deciding the rate 
of interest); why might it not evade the expense of the Ie-
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coinage by lowering the standard of fineness of the coins 
and continuing to call the coins by their former names 11 

These opinions were developed in a report by William 
Lowndes, the Secretary of the Treasury, published under 
the title: A Report containing an essay f07 the amendment 
of the sil'IJe7 coins (London, 1695). This work which con
tains much interesting historical information, called forth 
a reply from Locke." The latter took Lowndes' arguments 
in turn, and after stating' them very impartially, proceeded 
to refute them or rather to crush them to powder, in a 
masterly manner.' Locke's opinions had been stated before, 
but never with so much authority and skill." That cele
brated philosopher had written the pamphlet in question 
for the private use of Somers. Somers was delighted with it, 
and ordered it to be printed. The little treatise concludes 
as follows: 

.. The increase of denomination does or can do nothing 

• 'The King. and .It....,... 5omero. proposed that the """'OJ ohoulel be 
weighed and _ _n..... but _ aucgeociona ..... aegauYed by the 
counciL 

~,!~:"::cs c;:"=-~~e!::':~flfo!:,.~'= 't".:!iimu Th';': 
oM ,-.mot of illlnuf and .... ;.t oM __ of _. and 0.. Uut C";";.g 
of S.l~ .. M-,. have been reprin .... at the end of McCulloch', Pri""tlu of 
PoIi.K<iJ EUIOMfI'J. See IbdeocI, 5th edilioa. Vol. I., P. <f6II. 

• See DOte, pp. 322-349 of McCuIJoda', reprint. 
• We ma, mentioa among wOl'b whose autbon agree willi Low,...; 

A Duetnl'u 11/ Coila ..uJ of Coi«age. by Rice Vaughan, a book in which the 
author in opire of bis taJent, bat -. unable 10 _II"! tho idea that the 
.... mp a8'ecbI tbe real mue of the coin. The book, which it; worth rndiinR, 
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the question. WH1iam Petty IIeeIII8 ro me to be far in advaac:e of the ordinary 
thought of his time oa aU the poi_ with which be _. both in the IJoI4. 
.... and in the _ of his ........... and his ohort pamphlet-it is on.,. 
.en pages lo .. ~ to be.................. See ~ion 8 (p. 6;. S.kd 
TFad$)---II If the new sbilNng .. eft but t:Juee..quart.e of the .eight •• 
fonnerly • • • the Merchant _ oporl th<m, just .. bri ..... on.,. be wm 
lift bu. tJane.quarun .. mnch P_ .... other Indian Gondo for the ..... 
r........md shilling II be did for the old. • •• .!ad __ "" there _14 be aodifl_ but_._ ..... J> .... ", __ by its_ 
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in tlie case, for it is silver by its quantity and not denomina
tion that is the price of things and the measure of commerce; 
and it is the weight of silver in it, and not the name of the 
pieces, that men estimate commodities by and exchange 
them for . 

.. If this be not so, when the necessity of our affairs 
abroad, or ill-husbandry at home, has carried away half our 
treasure,· ••. it is but to issue a proclamation that a penny 
shan go for two pence, sixpence for a shilling, half a crown 
for a crown, etc., and immediately, without any more ado, 
we are as rich as before. And, when half the remainder is 
gone, it is but doing the same thing again, and raising the 
denomination anew. And so on, and if the denomination 
were raised IS or 16 times, everyone would find his wealth 
in silver turned into gold . 

.. If this be not so, I desire anyone to show me why the 
same way of raising the denomination, which can raise the 
value of money in respect to other commodities one-fifth, 
cannot, when you please, raise it another fifth, and so on." 
The name, Locke goes Ollf is an arbitrary matter; the shill
ing might be caned a penny, and .,ice ".,.511: similarly, the 
existing proportion between the two coins might be changed . 

.. But this, hov .. ever ordered, alters not one jot the value 
of the ounce of silver, in respect of other things, any more 
than it does its weight, this raising being but giving of 
names at pleasure to aliquot parts of any piece." No human 
power can .. raise the value of our money their double in 
respect of other commodities, and make that same piece or 
quantity of silver, under a double denomination, pur
chase double the quantity of pepper, wine, or lead, an instant 
after such proclamation, to what it would do an instant 
before." 
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Locke's conclusions seem unanswerable,' and nowaday! 
no one would seriously deny that Lowndes' suggestion 
would have given a severe blow to the credit of the Govern. 
ment, and would have involved the spoliation of creditors 
for the benefit of debtors. Many interests were opposed 
to an alteration of the standard. Creditors would have lost a 
part of their incomes, landlords a part of their rents, and 
everyone who had a contract not yet fulfilled w(Juld have 
suffered in like manner. But the notion that the name of 
shilling carried the thing with it was powerful and Lowndes' 
reasoning answered well to the prevailing frame of mind. 
The resolution to preserve the old standard of the coins, 
vigorously supported by Montague, was, however, passed 
by a majority of , II.' 

I Hi. premises wue no Ie ... importanL He Rgan ." Hatjn~ U • principle 
that th~re i. onl, one difference between the Govft'nment wh.ch deba .. the 
coins and the criminal who cli~ them, viz., Ihat the Government can oblige 
people to accept the debase:.d coin. He then points out tIuIt .uch conduce .iJ1 
cost the State dear. The debaRment of the coin in fact U will ddraud the 
King. the Church, and tile universities and hospital., and of 10 much of their 
Ruled revenue .. the monq is raised. .. It.iII weaken, jf not rotall, 
destroy the public faith. when all that have trusted the ~blic and .Hi.t~ 
our present necessitiel upon Acb of Parliament, in the mdlion lottery, Bank 
Act, and other loans, .hould be depr'iwd of twenty I!U cent. U Later on, p., 
338. Locke addl that it i, alleged that the lowering of the ltandard _III 
enable more debt. 10 be paid. which tbow. evideatl, that •• u • Ir .... 
involved wbich if would be impollible to 1&Ddioa~ 

• Macau'al, Vol. 11., P. 5P-



CHAPTER VI. 

THE .LAND BANK.-RENEWAl! OF THE 
BANK CHARTER. 

(a) Dr. Chamberlain. His economic theories and ICherne for a Land Bank. 
Bill for the Land Bank pllS~ by the House of Commonl. Collapse of 
the Land Bank. (b) Position of the Bank of England after the re-

B~~k': ;:d ~~~t!:un~~~c;n E!c~~~n~~n~~u:i:rti(!)IU~en:~:~f ~~d 
d~m.ndl 01 the Bank 01 England. Renew.t and extension of the Charter. 
Chief proyi.ionl of the Act of Ft'brulry 3, 1697. Question of • monopoly. 

THE price of Bank stock, whicli on February lsi, 1696, stood 
at £107, had fallen to £83 on the 14th of the same montb. 
It was at this time that the House of Commons sanctioned 
the scheme for a Land Bank, best known by the name of its 
promoter Dr. Chamberlain. 

Chamberlain was an accouclieur wlio had wriiien two ot 
three medical books, and who had for some time been en
deavouring to found a Land Bank, or indeed, a bank of 
any kind.' Four years after the failure of his scheme in 
England he made anoth~r attempt at Edinburgh, but willi 
no better success than on the former occasion.' 

• AI earl, as 16Q.J. Chamberlain had submittt'CI hi' Kheme 'Of' • LaDd 
Bank to the Houw 01 Commons, who COMidem:l it and. prooouncecl it to be 
UM-ful and practicable. 8Pt'on this. formal aUusion to Dr. Chamberlain" 
.. hem" occun in the pamphll!'t 10 often referred to. B ••• of C"',. The 
Cit, ~ant remarks that Mr. N...,...., and the Dodor have dra,", up • 
'1U, ing.nioua .merna for a bank of Cftdit. but since the, h .... ftreei'ftd ItO 
ltn("OUra~ment from the City. they ba ... made • proposal tor • bank of • 
ft'tOre ,.Mra' eh~. indudi~ DOt only London and its .. burbs. but tbe 

;:: ~=I.,!~l'h:-~:'t': ~~ ~~!'!. this oppositioD u .. 
• ROC"" Is unct'l'tain •• theft. Hutla Chamberlain. the autbar of the M."..,. AIM" •• it: to be idflati6f!d "dth the promoter of these sdMmres. 

~ :. \::'la~: r!'~i~f .. o:::ai1U: ~~~~a:. ~t:.~ 
&nk __ ...... mon..! hi a_ Iho ....,6 .......... 01 ou- Ya.., 01 M_ 
In ..... '<It, but ..... a. G..,,_ and arriwcl .. Iate.·~ • ...... N_ o, tIW Ii.,. ., tIW 1'"- ., a·oI<.. • 
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John Briscoe was another promoter of the new scheme.' 
He was supported by Harley, afterwards Lord Oxford, and 
by Foley, the Speaker of the House of Commons. Both 
were political opponents of the Bank of England and very 
jealous of Montague. 

Chamberlain maintained that he could raise a public loan 
double of that subscribed by the Bank, upon the security of 
landed property, could make the loan the guaranlee for the 
interest which would be paid on the notes issued, and lend 
the capital directly to the Government, and subsequently 
to landowners on mortgage security at 3i per cent. 

The projectors regarded it as axiomatic that everyone who 
owned real property ought to have in addition paper money 
equivalent in value to that property. For instance the 
owner of an estate worth £2,000 ought also to have £2,000 
in paper money. Briscoe and Chamberlain alleged that 
over-issue was impossible so long as corresponding to every 
£/0 note there waSa piece of land in the country of equi
valent value. No one, they said, will accuse a goldsmith of 
over-issue so long as there are guineas and crowns in his 
vaults equal in value to the notes in circulation which bear 
his signature. Why should not an acre of fertile land·have 
the same virtue as a bag of gold or silver? The promoters 
did not deny that the public preferred the precious metals, 
and that in consequence if the Land Bank were forced to pay 
in gold, it would soon have to suspend its payments. But 
they proposed to overcome this difficulty by making the 
notes inconvertible and legal tender. 

" The speculations of Chamberlain on the subject of the 
currency,"writes Macaulay,' .. may possibly find admirers 
even in our own time. But to his other errors he added an 

, See two pampbleu by !be '.0 proonoten. •• -A ~~oHI by D •• Hot" 
Clullnbedtl)'fV. ia Euez St#ul. 1M CI 8G,,1c of SecM"e C.rrerrl CrEdit, u be 
l<nUUkd .~ ... lAnd. Oft MtIn '" JIu g ..... al G..., uf LJ...k4 ...... '0 flu 
08" __ 01 flu Nhw uf Und. tm4 !he ... 1a .. 6efte/il uf •• .,u .... __ M,,," 
(1691.~p.~,..,. 1M 0.. "~"';'t tJoil,·JI.jmir •. __ .. ..., 
Iemu. tremttrng IJJe Pfolnw,.'Geflltry,. de .• /"MIt ltues. ",u,rgmt Iltftr 
7ellri, m41a .fIlI ntrichUtl .u 1M n.bfea. -t IIu Kiagu.. b7 • NIJIitna4J 
LtJnd fLmk. BJ John Brncoe. Woth "'" ......... : 0 IM'-un _ ..... 
ft ... -.or;.,~.gli£..... pd _lion. 16g6.. 

• Ot. cit •• p ...... ,(.,..11., 01 editioa ia .... 0 ._ 
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error which began e,nd ended with him. He was fool 
enough to take it for granted, in 11.11 his reasonings, that the 
value of an estate varied direcUy as the duration. He main
tained that, if the annual income derived from a manor were 
• thousand pounds, a grant of that manor for twenty years 
must be worth twenty thousand pounds, and a grant for 
• hundred years worth a hundred thousand pounds. If, 
therefore, .the lord of such a manor would pledge it for a 
hundred years to the Land Bank, the Land Bank might on 
that security instantly issue notes for a hundred thousand 
pounds." 

On this point Chamberlain was proof against ridicule, 
arguments and even arithmetical demonstration. " He 
was reminded that the fee simple of land would not sell for 
more than twenty years' purchase. To say, therefore, that 
a term of a hundred years was worth five times as much as 
a term of twenty years, was to say that a term of a hundred 
years was worth five times the fee simple; in other words, 
that a hundred was five times infinity. Those who reasoned 
thus were refuted by being told that they were usurers; and 
it should seem that a large numbea: of country gentlemen 
thought the refutation complete.'" 

On Monday, February 100h, tlie Commons inet in Com
mittee to find a means of procuring two millions. It was 
decided that this sum should not be raised by the Bank of 
England. Mr. Neale then proposed to "raise it upon the 
Exchequer" (i.,., by Exchequer bi\ls), but, this being also 
rejected, it was ultimately agreed that a Land Bank should 
be founded and should provide the capital required by sub
scription. Moreover anyone concerned in the Bank of 
England '1''&5 forbidden to take a part in the management 
of the new institution. 

This law received the royal assent on the 2ith of April. 
How the King and his Dutch. advisers, who were the 

It'adt'rs of financial !l::ience in Europe, could have 
risL."t'd the campaij;:n 01 j~oll such a scheme, is inexplic
able. As to the sUl~ilfth~ enterprise in Parliament, this 

, Fa< • nt>Iy to ._ 4ottri __ .. s. ... DW.,.. .. _ 0.. B. C. 
1014. C--"7 Gftd._ • '. 
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must be put down to the hatred felt by the landowners for 
the financiers and the commercial world. This hatred was so 
keen that they were ready to believe anything that appealed 
to their passions. and no scheme could have done this better 
than Dr. Chamberlain·s. promising them, as it did, loans 
at an unhoped-for rate, and the ruin of the Puritan usurers 
of Grocers' Hal!.' 

As in the case of the Bank itself the measure l'elaiing to 
the Land Bank was included in what is known in England 
as a Ways and Means Bill. The object of the law was to 
raise a loan of £2.564.000 over and above the ordinary 
revenue.' Harley. Foley and Chamberlain undertook this 
task. The interest on this loan. i.II., -£179.480,' was to be 
secured by a salt tax imposed for the purpose. 

Most of the other provisions are also copied from the 
Tonnage Act. 

The King "Was to appoint it Ceriain number of commis
sioners to receive subscriptions before August 1st, 1&)6. It 
was intended to issue letters-patent recognising the company 
under the title of the Governor and Company of the National 
Land Bank, on condition however, that half the loan were 
subscribed before August 1st, and the remainder by the New 
Year. In order to avoid speculation, each subscriber, as in 
the case of the Bank of England, must pay a quartet of his 
subscription at once. 

The bank might not negotiate bills of exchange or issue 
notes in excess of the sum paid to the Exchequer. It must 
lend at least £500,000 on land securities at an interest not 
exceeding 3l or 4 per cent., according to whether the interest 
was paid quarterly or half-yearly. The company was 
authorised to sell lands on which it had received no interest 
for two years. 

These are the chief provisions of this famous scheme, 
which was not however .. destined to come into force. Its 
collapse was absolute. . 

• I!vid<nao 01 th;. two-fold oppeaJ ... iD .. 4b.n.t iii the Doctor', pomphleto 
and in his three AJCXleBive advertisemen.. An:alogou:s l'eaGiH bad inftuenad 
the CommoruI to declare three yean earlier <bas CbaiPberlain', "'0]«' ... 
useful and pncticable. 

.II The rate ..... 7 ,..,cent. 
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The subscription li~.was to be opened at Mercers' Hall 
before May asth. The preceding weeks were not passed in 
silence by Dr. Chamberlain. But his advertisements had 
so little effect that on June II tli the promoters were reduced 
to expedients, and announced that they were ready to accept 
.. old clipped money that cannot be passed away without 
loss." On August 1st the Land Bank, in accordance with 
the Act constituting it, ceased to exist. The total subscrip
tion amounted to £a,loo, to which must be added £S,ooo 
contributed by the King. 

This collapse put the Government into a very awkward 
position and the landed interest was disappointed in its 
dearest hopes, but the country was saved from bankruptcy, 
the real victim of Dr. Chamberlain's scheme being the Bank 
of England, which was threatened in the first instance by 
the projecf itself, and was subsequently obliged to grapple 
with a mosf perilous situation.' ' .• 

Posiljolt 01 ,It, Blink 01 Englllnd IIf'er ,It, crlllljolt 01 tit" 
.. Land Blink" lind ,It, "/0"" 0/ lit, CMrrency.-Pllrtial 
svspensiolt 01 'lIyt111.u.s. The Bank suffered, in the first 
instance, from the project itself, and its stock fell from £107 
to £83.' 

Besides this, tIie currency reform went on too slowly. 
The old coins ceased to be current on May 4, but there were 
no new ones to take their place. Hence on May 6, when the 
goldsmiths organised a run on the Bank of England, the 
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latter had not enougli coin io meet. the suddenly increased 
demand. Sir John Houblon, who was at once Lord Mayor, 
Governor of the Bank, and one of the Lords of the 
Admiralty, endeavoured to reassure the claimants by offer
ing to pay a tenth of their demands in cash, and by 
promising on behalf of the Bank, to pay the remainder as 
soon as the Mint could supply the coins • 

.. On Wednesday, May 13, the directors held a general 
court of the proprietors, who agreed 10 put off their dividend 
and to offer to such persons as distrusted the notes of the 
Bank the tallies which they themselves held of the Govern
ment as security for their loans. Meanwhile the Lords of 
the Treasury pledged themselves to pay £60,000 a week 
in the new money into the Bank till their whole stock was 
re~ined.'" 

By about June II the failure of Chamberlain's scheme 
had becom.~ident to all, and the Treasury had to apply 
to the very institution which the Land Bank had expected 
to·ruin. The Bank of England did not open a subscription, 
it borrowed 20 per cent. of their capital from its subscribers 
for six months at 6 per cent. only, and paid this into the 
Treasury, while it applied to the Bank of Amsterdam for 
an additional sum of £100,000. The total amount advanced 
to the Government was £340,000. 

The issue of the new coins was meanwhile going on fairly 
rapidly bui the Treasury continually put oli .paying the 
sums promised to the Bank. The Bank was obliged to limit 
its cash payments to 3 per cent. of the amounts payable. 
It was at this point that the Lords of the Treasury at length 
determined to come to the rescue of public credit by issuing 
an order on July 13th" that no public notary should enter 
a protest upon any bill o~ the Bank of England for fourteen 
days."· This was not without effect, for three days later the 
discount on bank bills fell from 16 to,8 per cent.· 

• Thorold Roger" ..,. cd., P 6). 
• Rogen. p. 66. .. rn rho5e da,. the protesting of • cornmrt'c:iaJ bill 

could only be e8ecti ... e .. ben drawn up by one of lbete functionaries.. to 

• Roger.. 1«. Ul. The notes did nor rite to pat unli) September '7. 1697 • 
.mea a diYidend was declared to .be shareholder" who bad rec:ei.-ed GOne 
for two yean. 
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Issue of the first Exchequer Bills.' At this same time ihe 
Government opened an office at the Excheqtler for the issue 
of Exchequer bills to supply the want of currency. This 
was done at Montague's desire and as a result of a clause 
inserted into the Ways .. nd Means Act of the last session. 
Meanwhile, nearly a million of the new money had been 
coined.' The new Exchequer bills, for £10 each, bearing 
interest at.the rate of ad. a day and payable on demand, 
were issued on July :lard. 

The Bank bills were at a discount of 10 per cent. on July 
28th, and the King secured the promise of a loan of 
£500,000 from the Dutch Government, on condition that 
security was provided. Several persons of high standing 
in the City, almost all of them Tories, undertook to guar
antee the money. On August 15th, the Bank made a further 
advance to the King of £200,000 at the urgent request of 
Portland, one of its principal shareholders. ~ 

Th, Bailie's gri.flances and dBfMntts.-Thl second Ban1& 
Act.-Ren_al and .xtension of th. Clladff of th. Ban1& 
of England. The situation forced upon the Bank of Eng
land in 16g6 was scandalous. The Government had 
borrowed its last shilling, had forced it to incur liabilities in 
Holland, to forgo its dividends, and even, by not keeping 
its own promises with regard to the delivery of the new 
coins, to suspend its payments. To crown all it had sup
ported the Land Bank, and then as soon as this absurd 
scheme had collapsed, it had had recourse once more to the 
assistance of the Bank. Finally, it wanted to oblige the 
Bank to increase its capital and to accept depreciated tallies 
in payment of the new subscription; this proceeding, by 
largely diminishing the number of tallies, would have 
helped to raise their value and so to restore the credit of the 
paper currency which was then in confusion, but, of course, 
always at the Bank's expense.· 

, Hamilton, '-4f1Ii'; C~, 1M H ... OHI Dd,. p. laa. 
I AI.O!:" ...... ,6'.97s.5SO of £Old _, _ ,67.°' ..... 7 of _ ..... 

.... Md, n. amoun ...... Md-.;""" Eli_Ill's ~n.co bad ..... ,6'40669.949 
In &old and ,6IOoJSS.6$' in lSil_. 

I s.. Tile .rp .... ,. ..... _ , ....... .,.u.s, wrcp/lUol ...... 
II ••• ., &"4iI- .. .- T.IIi ..... .-., ........ _104 ., • Ie/e ---' 
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Under these circums'tances the directors, urged by ihe 
shareholders, thought it their duty to demand guarantees 
which would enable them to carryon their business success
fully and to strengthen their position. This position had 
not improved since the collapse of the Land Bank. In 1697 
the price of stock was even lower than in the midst of the 
crisis. The Bank notes too, had met with dangerous rivals 
in the new Exchequer bills, which were easily negotiated, 
and were less liable to depreciation than the old tallies, 
hence the notes did not rise to par until after the announce
ment of the peace of Ryswick and of a heavy dividend. The 
grievances and demands of the Bank are set forth in the 
two pamphlets to which we have just referred in the note. 
The three principal demands are as follows: 
I~The eoneession of 41 monopoly. This had become 

essential for the following reason. The notes, according 
to the autho.J'Pf A lette1' to 41 friend, will only circulate if the 
funds on which they are issued are safe, secured and 
sufficient. No compulsory expedient can supply the place 
of public confidence. Hence the Bank must he the only 
institution of its kind, for competition causes distrust and 
contracts credit instead of enlarging it. The Bank, to be 
useful to the State, must be the general repository of cash 
for all the inhabitants of London. This is the policy which 
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tias caused the strength and utility of the Banks of Venice, 
Amsterdam and Hamburg. 

H.-The payment through tks Bank of sums dUB to the 
Go".mment. This would be a great advantage to the Bank 
and would inconvenience no one. 

III.-A cerlain number of secondary refonns. Amongst 
others, a renewal of the Bank's privileges and a more 
efficient protection against the possible counterfeiting of 
notes. 

Parliament and the Bank were agreed upon the two main 
points, ,viz.: 1st-That the privileges of the Bank should 
be renewed and extended. and-That in return the Bank 
should make a loan to the Government. It remained to 
determine the amount of this loan. The House of Com
mons asked for al millions, guaranteed by a tax on salt.' 
On January 5th the Bank declared that, having regard to 
the scarcity of coin, it could not agree to sucll.A large loan,' 
but that it was ready to increase its capital under certain 
conditions which were ultimately accepted by the Commons, 
and which were sanctioned by the Act of 1697. 

Chi'f provisions of the Act of F.brtlary 3m (8 and 9 
William III. c. ao).-The monopoly and its ,.e~lts. 

(I) The Bank was to add £I,Olll,171 to its original 
capital. 

(a) Anyone might subscribe, and the subscriptions might 
be paid four-fifths in Exchequer tallies and one-fifth in 
Bank notes. ' 

(J) All the subscribers .. -ere to be incorporated in the com
pany. 

In return for these sacrifices, the Act conferred on the 
Bank a number of privileges with which we are already 
familiar through the claims made in the two pamphlets 
referred to. 

(I) The time when the Crown might put an end to the 
corporation by repaying the sums owing to it was pro-

• 1'110 _ ID ...... ion _. thaI ... l1!d ... _nl of tho ....... Bank. 
• 1'110 dinctors must ha", made Ibis ck<:isIon in ...... In please the ....... 

bokIors. who ob;.md -cty In "'" poIiq 01 makinc Ioofts In the Go-rem. _n'. So. A __ ..... ., • ou.-.. ---., __ (_ ..... but 
0101,,01 certainly '097). 
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longed, and was fixed at twelve months after the lsi of 
August, 1710. 

(2) During this period a genuine monopoly wa9 granted 
to the Bank of England, since no other corporation of the 
nature of a bank was to be established by Act of Parliament. 

(3) An interest of 8 per cent., guaranteed by a tax on salt, 
was allowed on the tallies accepted in payment by the Bank 
of England. 

(4) Before opening the subscription the original capital 
was to be estimated and made up to 100 per cent. for each 
proprietor. 

(5) The Bank was authorised to issue notes to the amount 
of its original capital of £1,200,000, and to the amount of 
the sums to be subscribed, on condition that they were pay
able on demand;' in case such payment was not made, these 
notes might be presented at the Exchequer, and would be 
payable out j)f the funds constituting the annuity due to 
the Bank. 

(6) All the property of the Banlll was exempt from taxa
tion. 

(7) Finally if was made a felony, without benefit of 
clergy, to forge or tamper with Bank notes. 

These privileges were important, and the consequences 
of the Act were no less so. Bank notes to the amount of 
£200,000 and tallies to the amount of £800,000 were 
drawn out of circulation, and hence the value of the re
mainder rose so that by the end of the year the notes were at 
par and the interest-bearing tallies at a premium.' Soon 
Godfrey's wish was realised, and bank-notes could circulate 
as nowadays we are accustomed to see them, i.e., without 
bearing interest. 

The Bank was the chief gainer by this Act. The benefits 
it secured were extensive. Macleod' thinks them excessive 
and attributes a large proportion of the subsequent crises to 
the monopoly granted to the Bank. There is no doubt that 

I But the debts of the corpoI"8tion might ... aceed iEl' capital. GCbenriM 
die _ ........... penooaIIy liable. 

S From SO pel" ceaL below par tbey rote 10 112 • 

• P. 479 Isth editioD). 
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this monopoly had a very bad effect on the organisation of 
provincial credit,' but possibly most of the crises which we 
shall describe below might have been avoided if the advice 
of a contemporary author" had been followed, and the Bank 
of England had established branches in every commercial 
town in the kingdom. 

Be this as it may, it must be acknowledged that the im
mediate effects of the Act were highly satisfactory. The 
Bank notes rose to par, the stock did the same, and a second 
dividend of 7 per cent. was paid on September 21st, 16g8.· 

At this time the Bank undertook a transaction of a more 
prolonged character which it was able to bring to a suc
cessful conclusion. This was the repayment of the new debt 
of £1,001,171 subscribed in January, 1697. The first in
stalment was paid on September 10, 16gB, and for the next 
ten years the Bank paid both a dividend and a bonus. 
But although the debt was finally paid off in March, 1707. 
the Bank continued to reckon it as part of its capital. 

A fortiori it seems probable that the Bank repaid to its 
shareholdl!rs the loans of £24°,000 and £200,000 of June II 
and August IS, 1696, respectively. One write~ even alleges 
that the Bank olJered to advance a million to the Government 
without interest for 21 years. on condition that its charter 
was prolonged for the same period. This statement may be 
correct, but it does not seem to be confirmed by other writers. 
and in any case. the tnmsaction referred to was not l:8I'lied 
out • 

....:... See _ •• Part IV •• Chop. I .• pp. '70'.73. dNliac with the ....... b7 

• See S- ,.....". .. ito lAc ,.-.. -t If",,.,.., 
• LaIW OIl the profi .......... tor. _ It io oaId tl>at Sir Grn...t H .. 1It

COle. one of .ho dincton of the Bank ...... _ ...... ,/;&>.- lor ..-, 
__ See Francia. P. ... 
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CHAPTER VII. 

THE BANK OF ENGLAND AND THE WAR OF 
SUCCESSION. 

(0) Eeooomr. condition of England In 1700. Problem of Ih. Spaniah SIilA"_ 

;~:~ce~o~~ ~~~~ (~) ~!~~~mofl~~ B~:&1:~~t~:'W-ar:'Ba:~t~ 
eI_ aUian .. wi'" !he ProteataDt Monarchy. Attuked by !he .. emi .. of 
the Government, but secutel the continuation and "tension of ill Charter. 
Run of '70'1- Act of 1709. Criticdm of rhi. Act: (I) Bank IC!eU'eI • 
genuine monopoly. Resulq of tm... (2) Bank undertake. to circulate 
E •• hequer BHls. Is authorised '" double ill Capital. :rho S ......... I' 
affair. Attack on the Bank. 

THE year 1/199 passed uneventfully. The 81lUatloIJ 00/10 

tinued to improve and the year 1700 opened under the mos' 
favourable auspices. The stock, whicJi bad be--o quoted at 
£1171 at tlie beginning of the previous year, rose cowards 
the middle of March to the hitherto unheard-of price of 
£148. This happy state of tbings was not confined to tbe 
Bank. Tbe prosperity was general; the harvest 01 1699 
had been very good and that of 1700 promised fa be excel
lent; industry flourished and trade bad expanded rapidly t 
having no longer anytbing to fear from the "Frencli priva:
teers. Proof of this is fa be found in the noticeable rise io 
the prices of the stock of tbe two East India Companieb and 
in the Customs returns, of which the average for 1700-1701 
exceeded that for the period 1700-171 .... although the dutie. 
were considerably increased during these later years. 

Tbe rate of inierest too, had falIen enormously. Tlie 
extent of this fall and tbe abundance of capital available 
may be estimated from a project wbicb is attribuied by 
Rogers" to the Bank's old enemy, Duncombe. This was 
nothing less than the formation of a company for the pur
pose of advancing four millions to the Government ai S per 

• 'The.-age for __ ytanI_ CI.3".~ Vol. 
III .• p. 45-

• Rogero,. P. 101, aDd I>aftaaat, Vol. ilL, p. po. 
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cenf., with the ultlmat! objeCt of paying off tlie Bank of 
England and the new East India Company, to which the 
Government had granied extensive privileges two years 
earHer in return for a loan at 7 per cent. 

This scheme, which' was never carried out, was published 
on October 5. Bank stock fell £12 at once. The fall may 
also be explained as due fa another cause, i .•. , to the news 
of an' event whicli attraded the attention of ilie whole 
civilised world, which everyonl! liad long been expecting 
and fearing, and which, whl!n iE took place, inevitably' 
destroyed all ~he good tesu\(s of Ihl! peate of Ryswick and 
involved Europe in a crisis whieli she will nevet forget: I 
refer to the death 06 Charles II., King of Spain', 

Tne news of his deatli when first announced was false, 
!lut the actual even~ was noC long delayed. 

The King of Spain died on November I, ana shortly 
afterwards the Duke of Anjou was proclaimed his heit. 

I( :William III. had had Ilbsolute power, the doubt 
wliether it ,. as noi better to liaep quiet and to acquiesce in 
the fad tliat thl! Spe.i1ie.rds liai:l acknowledged the Duke of 
'Aniou, would npv~, evl!n liave been hinted at. William 
liated I.:ouis XIV., and his great poliiical a:tnbition was 
always to Iiumiliati!! f'ran!:OO He was naturally l!ager to join 
ihe European coalition. It was however difficult fo..: him as 
.. constitutional monai'ch to tarry oue his wisli'es and enter 
,upon a war. which was likely to prove both long and costly, 
,withou~ the good wishes and the support of his people. But 
he had neither the one nor the other. The idea of a fresh 
war was as unpopular as he 'II'as himself. He was disliked as 
• foreigner. and for his cold manners, bis atrent, anil his 
advisers, .... lid were loreigners like himself. As he Iiad him
Self foreseen. the great services which he hail done for 
England were forgotten. His high intelligence, his military 
ability. and indeed all the other talents wbich made him, 
,with tbe exception of Cromwell, lbe greatest man who has 
ever ruled England, 'II-ere overlooked. and instead, his stern 
personality was contrasted with the charm and elegance of 
Charles II., and regrets _re lavished on the peaceful and 
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merry times of the Stuarts. Nine-tenths of tlie clergy and 
all the country squires were stiJI Jacobites. Even those 
who would have been most vigorously opposed to the return 
of James II. and his family only looked upon William as the 
lesser of two evils, and So long as there was no immediate 
danger of a counter-revolution, were quite ready to oppose 
and thwart their sovereign. And although in case of need 
they were prepared to support him at the risk of their lives 
and fortunes, they continued meanwhile to be gloomy and 
dissatisfied. As Somers pointed out in a remarkable letter 
to the King: .. There is a deadness and want of spirit in 
tlie nation universally." 

This state of mind is easily explained. William's reign 
had been one long series of wars and commercial crises, 
which had so disturbed the country that even after three 
years of peace, it had not entirely recovered. It had been 
necessary to raise loans at high rates, and heavy taxes had 
to be levied to pay the interest on the borrowed money. 
Besides this, and what was more important, the executi"e 
power was extremely weak, notwithstanding William's 
genius and the high ability of the men whom he had placed 
in office. At that time the parliamentary customs which 
now prevail were not yet established in England. The 
°Government did not require the support of a majority in 
Parliament; and indeed, during William's reign, it hardly 
ever had this. The Opposition could therefore reject with
out scruple the financial measures brought forward by the 
Government. since this rejection did not oblige them to 
assume the reins of government themselves and devise an 
alternative policy. Taine' most justly remarks in reference 
to an analogous situation: .. Generally in a supreme 
assembly, when one party is in the ascendant and has a 
majority, it appoints the ministry, and this is enough to 
give it or to restore to it some glimmerings of good sense. 
Its leaders, having the control of the Government. feel 
themselves responsible for it. and are forced to take account 
of the effects of such laws as they may eithet propose or 
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agree to accept. It is rare for a Minister of Finance to 
-advise expenditure which his revenue will not cover, or a 
system of collection which will hinder the payment of taxes. 
But," continues the author, I .. this source of instruction and 
good sense had been cut off from the outset. On November 
6, 17119, inlluenced by principle and by the fear of corrup
tion, the assembly had decllLred that none of its members 
might hold office as a minister. Henceforth it was deprived 
of all the lessons supplied by the direct management of 
affairs. Worse still, and what was another result of the 
same mistake, it was a victim to continual terrors. It had 
placed in lukewarm or suspected hands.the powers it would 
not take upon itself, and hence it was perpetually uneasy, 
and aU its decrees are not only marked by the voluntary 
ignorance in which it persisted. but by the exaggerated or 
illusory fears from which it suffered." Taine concludes:' 
.. For want of having the control of the driving-wheel which 
would have enabled it to guide the engine, it lII'as suspicious 
of all the machinery, both old and new." 

Taine's words are as true of th'e Englisli Parliament of 
our period as of the Constituent Assembly. The English 
Opposition, very suspicious of all new machinery, rejected 
without consideration all proposals for financial reform, and 
William's Government found itself without w~apons in face 
of a corrupt Parliament. It is not surprising under the 
circumstances, that an unpopular king, who had no pre
rogative allowing him to dispense with his subjects' con
sent, could not undertake a war against which so many 
excellent arguments, both political and finantial, were 
brought forward. 

To take the finantial point of view only: in the firsi place 
the expenses of the war would have to be met, and for this 
recourse must be had to a loan or to taxation, and in par
ticular to taxation, a method of raising money for which 
the public always feels the strongest distaste; a distaste 
which was the more natural when we remember the irksome 
character of the lUeS of that time, and that, thanks to the 

•• "0. 
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corruption of the officials who collected them, only a small 
part of the money raised ever reached the Exchequer.' 

The merchants for their part, feared that a new privaieer 
war would ruin their trade, which was beginning to revive 
since the peace, and were particularly anxious about the 
trade with India, to which the new company had given a 
great. stimulus, and which had already much difficulty in 
defending itself against piracy. 

Public opinion, also (except in Kent), was opposed to the 
war, and the House of Lords, in its reply to a warlike King's 
speech, stated that its members were prepared to .. support 
his Majesty and his Government, and take such effectual 
measures as may best conduce to the interest and safety of 
England, the preservation of ihe Protestant religion, and 
the peace of EUTope." The House of Commons, by its 
behaviour with regard to various maiters, such as the im
peachment of the four lords and the petition of Kent, showed 
an even greater dislike lor the war and a very characteristic 
suspicion of the King. 

England's neutrality dius seemed fa be certain, when an 
act, either of thoughtless sentimentalism or of malicious 
provocation, changed the whole situation, strengthened 
William on his throne, and caused the outbreak of one of 
the longest and most expensive of modem warll. James II. 
died at Saint-Geimain on September 16, and Louis XIV., 
affected as some think by the dignity of his death and by 
the grief of the excited queen, or believing, as others allege, 
that William's throne was so unstable that this prince might 
be insulted with impunity, ackn010lledged James 11.'5 IOn 
as King of England. 

The indignation of the Englisb people at this news, the 
break in diplomatic relations with France, the dissolution of 
Parliament, the crushing defeat of tbe Tories in the elections 
which followed, the beginning of the \Var of Succession, 
the European coalition and the speedy abandonment of 
Louis XIV. by his last allies, belong to the province of 

• I. 5a>tJand • ..opecially. throughout _ .... __ of .... alkb """"'Y 
the cost of collecting the .......... aaed<d &be __ 

s Feb. 15. 1701. 
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general history. We must content ourselves with examining 
the inftuence of this war on the Bank, the part played by 
this institution, and the way in which its fortunes became 
permanently bound up with those of England. 

Policy of th. Bank during the wa~.-Run of 1707.-Thll 
Bank', Cha~t''f "ne'Wed and extended_The Sache'Ve~ell 
affai,. The policy followed by the Bank at this period was 
marked by the same characteristics as its policy during the 
preceding war. 

The Bank supported the quarrels of the Protestant 
dynasty, and it supplied the Government with the means 
of carrying on the war;' on this account it had to suffer from 
the calumnies and the attacks of the enemies of the Govern
ment; but, on the other hand, it secured the renewal and 
the extension of its privileges. 

In substance the changes made were merely in name. 
William III. died at the beginning of the struggle, but his 
sister-in-law made no alteration in hftl policy, and even did 
more than he for the Bank since she avoided encouraging 
such rivals as the Land Bank •• The Bank for its part, 
supporttd to the best of its ability the Protestant succession 
with which its own interests were henceforth bound up.' 
Addison has described the position excel1ently in an al1egory 
in which he relates how: In Grocers' Hall h&-saw Public 
Credit" on a throne of gold. At the upper end of the hall 
was the Magna Charta. At the lower end of the hall was the 
Act of Settlement, which was placed full in the eye of the 
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virgin mat sat upon tlie ih'rone. • • The floor on hef right 
hand, and on her left, was covered with vast sums of gold, 
that rose up in pyramids on either side of her. But this I 
did not so much wonder at when I heard ••• that she could 
convert whatever she pleased into that precious metal." All 
at once the door opened, and the Preiender hastened in, 
carrying in one hand a sponge and in the other a sword, 
which .. he often brandished at the Act of Settlement." 
Credit, .. the beautiful virgin, fainted and "died away at the 
sight." The charm by which she changed all about her into 
gold was broken. The money bags burst like bladders 
pricked with a pin. .. The great heaps of gold • • . now 
appeared to be only heaps of paper or little piles of notched 
sticks." This allegory is to be found in the third number 
of the Spectator, in the same essay in which Addison de
scribes the simple way in which the work of the Bank was 
carried on.' 

Crisis o/1707.-Ruti on the Bank. On several occasions, 
after the first outbreak of war the Bank found itself 
involved in difficulties, ·but it was not untH 1707 that 
it ran any serious risk. At this date the agitation of the 
Jacobite party, stimulated by the announcement of a French 
invasion, spread panic through the country. The price of 
the public stocks fell 14 or IS per cent.' Tbe enemies of 
the reigning dynasty combined with those of the Bank to 
organise a run upon the latter.' The private bankers tried 
to ruin their great rival and Sir Francis Child refused to 
accept Bank notes; he explained afterwards that he was 
only applying the law of retaliation to the Bank. 

This panic served to show that although the Bank had 
enemies, it bad not lost its powedul and devoted friends. 
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Help came from all sides. The Dukes of Marlborough, 
Newcastle and Somerset, as well as other nobles and a 
number of merchants, offered to advance considerable sums. 
One individual, whose whole fortune amounted to £500, 
brought this sum to the Bank. The Queen, when she heard 
of this, sent him £100, with a bill on the Treasury for the 
repayment of the £500. The Lord Treasurer, Godolphin, 
who recognised that the credit of the country was bound up 
with that of the Bank, told the directors "that the Queen 
would allow, for six months, an interest of 6 per cent. on 
their sealed bills.'" Finally, the Bank itself made a call of 
ao per cent. on its shareholders, and the danger was over
come by the combination of all these efforts. 

Ael of 1709.-Th. Bank', Cha,'n ren_eel anel 'x
',ndeel. In 1708 the Government was once more involved 
in 6nancial difficulties. Tbe receipts from the taxes hardly 
covered half the expenditure. In this dilemma the Ministry 
applied to the Bank of England for help, offering it in return 
a continuation of its privileges.. This proposal roused 
violent opposition; the old enemies of the Bank were un
conquered, and they proceeded to set forth their opinions 
in numerous pamphlets. The author of one of these' was 
not content to propose the abolition of the Bank, which he 
regarded as beyond all doubt a harmful institution, but, in 
addition, he suggested a remedy for the 6nancial necessities 
of the moment. This remedy, cleverly set forth, was that 
adequate revenues should be collected by improving the 
Excise, and in particular by authorising the officials to 
taste the liquors and to tax them according to quality instead 
of quantity. But this writer and his companions could not 
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binder the Government from making the following agree
ment with the Bank: 

I_It was agreed (hal the interest upon the original 
capital of £1,200,000 should be reduced from 8 to 6 per 
cent., with an allowance of £4,000 a year for expenses of 
management. 

2_It was also agreed that tbe Bank should advance a 
fresb loan of £400,000 at 6 per cent. 

3-Since the Government wished to circulate Exchequer 
bills on the security of tbe house duties, the Bank under
took to put them into circulation and to pay £1,775,027 for 
these at once. The Bank was to receive 6 per cent. of thi. 
sum, 3 per ceni. as interest, and 3 per cent. as repayment of 
the capital. 

In return for these concessions the Bank secured : 
I_The continuation of its privileges for 21 years from 

August I, 1711. 
2_Permission to double ilB exisiing capital of 

£2,201,171, the new shares of £100 being issued at £115. 
Anderson states' that in spite of these somew bat severe 

conditions, the SUbscription list, which was opened on 
February 22, 1709, was entirely filled between nine o'clock 
and mid-day: .. Near one million more," be says, .. would 
have been on the same day subscn1>ed, had there been room 
for it, so great was the crowd of people coming ,..ith their 
money to tbe books." After tbese transactions the total 
capital of the Bank amounted to £6,577,370, viz.: 

ADd inc:r..-I "" tbe £400_ -""""""" - ....... 343 TowIJidJ _ ... _ .... tbe E~ sm. '.17SJn7 

TCItaI - £6.517.370 

Finally, and tbis was the most important of all, the Bank's 
monopoly was strengthened. 

Vol. III .• p. 33-
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The Act of 1697 had decreed that no other bank 
should be allowed by Act of Parliament; but it did not 
forbid the formation of other joint-stock companies, nor of 
any company which undertook banking business. One 
company, cal1ed the Company of Mine Adventurers of 
England, had constituted itself intQ a bank of issue and cir
culated notes, a power al10wed it under the Act of 1697.' 
To put a stop to this it was now enacted: II That during the 
continuance of the said corporation of the Governor and 
Company of the Bank of England, it shan not be lawful for 
any body politic or corporate whatsoever, erected or to be 
el't'Cted, ••. or for any other persons whatsoever, united 
or to be united in covenants or partnerships, exceeding the 
number of six persons, in that part of Great Britain called 
England, to borrow, owe, or take up any sum or sums of 
money on their bills or notes payable at demand, or at any 
less time than six months from the borrowing thereof." 

At this time the power to issue notes was looked upon as 
so essential a part of the business of banking that its pro
hibition was considered to prevent the formation of any 
bank whose shares were held by more than six persons, and 
thus to prevent any private company from exercising an 
influence dangerous to the Bank. This seemed so evident 
at the time that the clause did pre\"ent the formation of any 
joint-stock bank. It was not until much later that it was 
realised that the consequences of the prohibition need not 
be nearly so stringent.-

The Bank's monopoly of issue was only.limited by the 
formal order not to issue notes to an amount exceeding its 
capital. 

These provisions with tegard to note-issue haw: been 

• Sir Huml""" Noc""""" ... _t the bead 01 this _Y. and he 
ahoWf'd. an ability worth, of • better ceuee. He deceiwd lite IIharehoIcItn 
I ... fi ... ,..... b, the payment 01 tictitiowo dividends and other frouds; be 
bought the products 01 ...... mi_ and co ..... _ to be _ at the Nint 
a. producocl b, the ....... mines 01 the compan,. -. But. '" .te 01 aD 
this. "" could not ._ lor long. E..rytlling came OIIt. and the Compan, 
of thco N.ine Adventul"ffS was pr'OIlOUftC'f'C. bubble by the House of ~ 
and Sir Hum ....... ' Wo_ ... _ CUilt:r 01_ frauds. 
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severely criticised by Macleod.'· In ih'e opinion of this 
eminent economist, they amounted to this: that every loan 
made to the Government was attended by an equivalent 
increase in the paper currency. .. Now, to a certain extent, 
this plan might be attended with no evil consequences, but 
it is perfectly clear that its principle is utterly vicious. There 
is nothing so wild or absurd in John Law's Theory of Money 
as this. His scheme of basing a paper currency upon land 
is sober sense compared to it. If for every debt the Govern
ments incurs an equal amount of money is to be created, 
why, here we have the philosopher's stone at once. What 
is the long-sought Eldorado compared to this? Even there 
the gold required to be picked up and fashioned into coin • 
• • • But let us coolly consider the principle involved in this 
plan of issuing notes upon the security of the public debts. 
Stated in simple language, it is this: That tke 1Ddy to 
CREATE money is fo'1 tke Government to BORROW money. 
That is to say, A lends B money on mortgage, and, on the 
security of the mortgage, A is allowed to t:reate an equal 
amount of money to what he has already lent! I Granting 
that to a small extent this may be done without any prac
tical mischief, yet, as a general principle, what can be more 
palpably absurd? The ravings of Chamberlain himself are 
not more wild." 

In 1713, the last year of fbe war, the Bank made another 
loan to the Government, and secured the continuation of its 
charter until 1743. 

In the following year Queen Anne died. The fear of 
civil war roused by the question of the succession caused 
some anxiety in the City, but all was soon as quiet as usual. 
The Hanoverian aynasty now established on the English 
throne, could hardly be ill-disposed towards the Bank, and 
in 1716 a new agreement was made with the Bank in respect 
to the Government debt. The Act of 1716 was passed in 
return for the redemption of the previous debts and for 
further advances at 5 per cent. This Act also exempted the 
Bank from the usury laws,' which were becoming a beavy 
burden on the commercial world • 

• pp. 4.6 and 4'7 (sib odltion. pp, 481. ~ 
• Madood, VoL I .• p. 4BII (sth odltion). 
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Th, Sach''1181,l1 Affai,.' The hisiory of this period would 
be incomplete without a reference to the dangers incurred 
by the Bank of England in 1709: owing to a sermon 
preached at St. Paul's by Dr. SachevereU • 

.. A sermon at St. Paul's," says Mr. Morley,' .. was \ike 
a modern demonstration in Hyde Park. • •• Dr. Price's 
discourse at the dissenting meeting-house in the Old Jewry 
on 4th November, 1789, laid the train for Burke's Reftec
lions on Ih, F,,,.ch Re'llo/ulion. It was Dr. SachevereU's 
sermon on November 5th, 1709, that provoked the most 
violent Tory explosion of the century." 

This sermon was violent in tone and apparently directed 
against the dissenters; in particular, it declared the 
principle of passive obedience and non-resistance to Govern
ment, with aUusions to the opposite views which had in
spired the revolution of 1688. The Lord Mayor who was 
present. and who was a Tory M.P., asked the preacher to 
dinner, thanked him fOJ; his sermon, urged him to pub\isll 
it and aUowed it to be dedicated to him. 

This publication made a scandal. The sermon referred 
to the First Lord of the Treasury as Vol pone. The author 
was arrested on account of the liberties he had taken with 
the Government. The populace supported his cause which 
was that of the Church of Eniland, and the preacher was 
escorted to Westminster, where his trial was honoured by 
the presence of the Queen,' by a guard of butcher boys. 
The crowd pressed round the doctor, struggling to kiss 
his hand, and money was thrown to it by the gentry, 
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who followed the procession in hackney Coaches. The 
people could not rest contented with these peaceful demon. 
strations, they plundered the dissenting chapels and 
burnt the books and other spoils collected from them, in 
Lincoln's Inn Fields. They even pillaged accidentally one 
of the orthodox churches whose appearance was not suffi
ciently distinctive. The riot very soon acquired a purely 
political character and the Bank, always an object of attack, 
was warned that it was to be assaulted. The assembled 
directors appealed to the Secretary of State for a guard to 
defend their establishment. No troops- were available, but 
the Queen sent her own foot and horse guar"", preferring 
to be left unprotected rather than risk the capture of the 
Bank. .. Am I to preach or fight 1" Captain Horsey in
quired, when he received the royal commands. There was 
no need to do either, the mere appearance of the troops 
sufficed to put the rioters to flight. 

The Bank was thus-saved from plunder by the Queen's 
devotion. As to the Sacheverell alIair-it ended as follows: 
Sacheverell, notwithstanding the excellent defence which 
he read before the House of Lords and which was prob
ably the work of Atterbury, was condemned by 6g votes to 
52.' Bul the light penalty imposed' caused the sentence to 
be looked upon as a victory for him alld his supporters. 
Shortly afterwards Godolphin resigned and the Tories were 
conspicuously victorious in the elections .. -hich followed. 

To gain a better understanding of these continual riots 
and scandals and of the state of England during the period, 
the third chapter of Taine's Histoi1'tI tk la. l..itte1'alu1'tI 
Anglaise, Vol. III., should be read • 

.. There was nothing -to be seen," writes the great critic, 
.. but corruption in high places and brutality among the 
commOn people---a group of intriguers leading a populace 
of brutes. The human animal, drunk with political pas
sions, expressed itself is cries and violence, and swayin&, to 
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and fro under' the band of eac!i party by turn, seemed ready 
\0 destroy society by its blind outbursts. 

It Every political event was the signal for riot, for dis
order, for blows and broken heads. When Dr. Sacheverell 
was tried, butcher boys, chimney sweeps, fruit sellers, 
prostitutes and the dregs of the population, believing the 
Church to be in danger, accompanied him with howls of 
rage and enthusiasm and in the evening devoted themselves 
to the burning and pillaging of dissenting chapels." 

Taine goes on to describe the burning of Admiral Byng's 
effigy, the stoning of Lord Bute, Pitt's unpopular successor, 
who was obliged to surround his carriage with a guard of 
boxers, the judges not daring to condemn drunkards, the 
House of Commons afraid to pass Walpole's Excise Bill, 
and the Gordon Riots. He might easily have lengthened 
the list, for Royalty was no more respected than the 
Ministers, and the Duke of Bedford's house underwent 
actual sieges and assaults. 

The gulf between this state of things and the England 
of the 19th century is immense. Indeed I know of nothing 
which is more to England's credit than the transformation 
this produced in less than a hundred years. It shows 
how much can be accomplished by the persevering work and 
devotion of all ranks of citizens for the public welfare. It 
shows also, what could be done by the active and intelligent 
interference of the middle classes, who, not submitting to be 
set on one side or submerged, were able to take the lead in 
public affairs and to revolutionise the country. They afford 
an excellent example of that patriotism which refuses to be 
put off with mere words. English history is accordingly a 
splendid study for nations which, like the English nation of 
the 17th and 18th centuries, are numerically small. un
organised, and the victims of demagogues. It proves that 
lh~se evils are not such as need be suffered involuntarily, and 
offers encouragement, combined with a eood example. 

, VoL Ill •• po 5, of the odltloll oIl~ 



PART III. 
THE BANK OF ENGLAND UNDER THE HANOVERIAH 

DYNASTY. 

CHAPTER I. 

THE BANK OF ENGLAND AND THE SOUTH 
SEA COMPANY. 

The South s.. ::om ... ..,._ Off ... to talc. ".., aD tho Publi. Dobto. Propoul. 
or the Bank in this matter. Government ac:aptI the propoull of the = ~ Contie'Z;uths.s:"=;!:-Ia!,,:::~j== d! -:'emeI~ 
panies.. Results of thq .. ..wt i Ruin of !he South Sea Compan,_ Tri.1 
of tho Company·. Di......"... End of tho aioio. Port plaT"" .... risU 
run b7 tho Balik durio, tho crioio. 

WHILST France was in the throes of llie financial crisis 
which marked the period of the Regency. England was 
passing through a similar crisis. Although she had not her 
man of genius like Law. she had her Compagnie des Indes 
Occidentales in the South Sea Company. The results of this 
crisis were less severe in England thall in France. hut the 
crisis itself was no less alarming. For more than a year the 
history of England is hound up with that of the South Sea 
Company. 

The South Sea Company was formed in 1711 by Lord " 
Oxford with the object of strengthening public credit 
which had been severely shaken by the faU of the Whigs. 
Like aU such contemporary institutions, it originated in a 
State loan. The company undertook to provide the money 
due to the army and navy. as well as for other parts of the 
unfunded debt. This was to be done in return for a 6 per 
cenL interest on the security of various duties and the 
monopoly of trading in the South Seas (i.e., the Pacific 
Ocean). from which the company took its name. 

It carried on its trading business quietly until 1720 at 
which date it won its melancholy notoriety. 
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The year 1720 was, according to Anderson,' "a year 
remarkable beyond any other which can be pitched upon 
by historians for extraordinary and romantic projects." 
The public rage for speculation approached insanity. But 
the rulers too were partly responsible for the misfortunes 
which followed. The crisis originated, if Smollett is to be 
believed, from the King's recommendation to the Commons 
to consider the If proper means for lessening the national 
debt." , 

The South Sea project was then brought forward by Sir 
John Blount, who had the coolness and audacity required 
for such an enterprise. He submitted bis scheme to 
Aislabie, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and to one of the 
Secretaries of State, -both of whom were already prejudiced 
in its favour for self-interested reasons. Hence he was able 
to meet their objections without much difficulty. 

The scheme was adopted by the Government; its primary 
object was to lighten the burden of the national debt by 
reducing all the public debts into one. 

On January :la, 1720, the House of Commons met in 
committee to consider the project. The South Sea Company 
offered to take over all the debts of the State, which were 
estimated at £30,gSl,712, in return for an interest of 5 per 
cent. until 1717, and of 4 per cent. after that date. In 6-

change for this it was to pay .:;1 millions. These proposals 
were brought forward unexpectedly by the Government, 
who hoped thus to secure a favourable vote. The House 
however received them somewhat coldly, and the friends of 
the Bank of England, by pointing out the great services 
rendered by this institution to the State, and the hann which 
the passing of this scheme 1iOuid do to it, secured a delay 
of five days.' 

The Bank took advantage of this interval, and before it 

, A .. Hu'""",, _ cr-.oIe~'" lIHoo< ..... f 1M Orip. .f C_. 

~~.,;.!~i:.!'",~, ~.=. :~! =. ... ~bo ~'::=:A=~ 
~.;:=.od\'J:IJ~;"!!;;"~ 76- Up 1O.76t - - ia 100_'-;' 
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was over offered to undertake the same responsibilities as 
the South Sea Company and to pay five millions in return 
with less delay' than the rival company had required to 
raise the smaller amount tendered by it. 

The proposals of the Bank were no sooner announced than 
the directors of the South Sea Company called a general 
meeting of their shareholders and received instructions to 
secure the preference at all costs. They accordingly offered 
to increase the sum granted to the Government (rom 31 to 
71 millions. The Bank however threw all its strength into 
the desperate struggle, and began in its turn to make the 
most insane proposals. It offered to give £1,700 Bank stock 
(or every annuity o( £100 (or 96 or 99 years. "Let any
one," writes Anderson, "consider how this was possible." 
Luckily (or the Bank these proposals were rejected. At one 
time there was some idea of dividing the undertaking be
tween the two establishments. But Sir John Blount is said 
to have refused to agree to this Solomon's proposal, ex.
claiming "No, sir I we will never divide the child." 

The proposals of the South Sea Company were only 
accepted after prolonged and violent debates in Parliament . 

. In the House of Commons, where, after a discussion lasting 
two days, the scheme was passed by 112 votes to 55, Robert 
Walpole was the principal speaker (or the Opposition. In 
the House of Lords, where the debate was very short and 
where there was no division. the most notable speech was 
that of Lord North and Grey. Earl Cowper also spoke 
against the Bill. saying that. "like the Trojan horse. it was 
ushered in and received with great pomp and acclamations 
of joy; but was contrived for treachery and destruction.· .. 

The royal assent was given on the 7th of April. On 
June 11th when he dissolved Parliament, the King con-

• ~ propooaIs are to ... fOUDd ia two or Ibree _~ ........ 
ouch as TIle ..-. ", lIN s .. tIo 5 .. C_~ _ lIN B_t ", E~'-4 
.. tr"",." .. P ...... _ f'" lIN r~ ", lIN Nali<nuIJ Debt; ..... A 
~n.- "" ... _ "'" tr",.,..u ", lIN B""" _ "'" 5.5. C ..... ~,. 
W".. .... U ""'- .... lIN tr",.,..u ", lIN firn., • ...... _. """ ... "', .... _ .... ",""''''' ... . 

• See P .. lu.-.u..ry HUt""7. Vol. VII •• pp. ~. for Ihe debat<o Ia 
Ihe House 01 Ccmmoas ..... pp ¥-648 for _ Ia Ihe H.,.... 01 LonIo. 
The priocipal ~ 0I1he __ ....., Aiolabie ..... Lord Sutba1aacL 
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gratulated the two Houses on having set the liquidation of 
the national debt on a firm basis without violation of the 
public faith. 

The mere report that the South Sea Company intended 
to take over the consolidated debt made its shares rise in 
1719 to £126. When the law was passed they were at £310. 
After the success of the first ~ubscriptions, due to more or 
less correct rumours, the shares rose to £500,' then Uune 2, 

1720), to £890;' they did not even stop there for a wave of 
yeritable madness had turned everyone's heads. At the end 
of June their price had reached £2,000.' 

Recourse was had to devices and promises of all kinds in 
order to maintain this artificialleve1; promises were made of 
profits of 50 per cent., and of the acquisition of distant and 
invaluable markets; it was whispered that mines and hidden 
treasures had been disoovered. All these devices had been 
employed before, and we have already had to describe them 
at sufficient length; but this was no reason why they should 
not be successfully used once again. 

The great majority of the public was caught in the snare. 
The same thing happened in Change Alley in London as 
had happened in the Rue Quincampoix in Paris; nobles 
arid citizens, merchants and country squires, judges and 
bishops, women belonging to all classes of society,' crowded 

1,._., 1,1. 
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together there. The King himself did not escape tht infec
tion' and his mistress is accused of making considerable 
profits from the affair, which gains she hastened to send 
to Hanover. 

Fashion even was affected. South Sea carriages, coats, 
and neckties made their appearance; the ladies wore no 
jewellery except that bearing this name, and there were 
South Sea servants. 

The artificial rise in the sliares proouced an artificial 
increase of wealth, and an unprecedented luxury appeared 
in the country. Speculators and adventurers, says a con
temporary author, drunk with their imaginary riches, 
bought the rarest food and the finest wines that could be 
imported; with neither taste nor judgment they purchased 
the most gorgeous furniture and carriages; they gave way 
freely to the most shameful excesses and their speecli was 
characterised by pride, insolence. and a ridiculous ostenta
tion." 

The result of all ihis was an immense rise in general 
prices. If the level of prices reached in France was not 
attained· and if no one gave £200 for a chicken,' this was 
only because the Bank was not involved in the South Sea 
Company, so that there were no over-issues; nevertheless 
the prices were such that people with moderate inComes 

'were forced either to speculate or to live in poverty, 
The clerks of the company were among the few people 

who made genuine profits. Since the passing of a single 

II..." B __ /U .~ E,,_ge A11I<J lito".,... W. gne "'""" _ 
literary ref.......,.. _ ... diopIay • HiD eruditioD. but __ in -...I '-
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_ actually make _ tor it. The DudIooo .. 0n'*Id ........ to Swift: 
"You remember, and., do I, wbea the South Sea ..... WIG be my Lor. 
Osfonl·. bra .. and _ be .....".. at........ Now tho JUne .... adopted 
It and can. it his .......... child: tbougb .,.map. ,..,.. ma1 _Yo if be _ it 
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• eo......,.. 1men, .,. ciL. P. !OJ. 
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day might mean a' difference of £100, people often gave 
them a £20 note to hasten the transaction. The profits 
which they made in this way were so great that they used 
to wear clothes trimmed with lace, and replied to those who 
criticised them that .. if they did not put gold upon their 
clothes, they would not make away with half theit earn
ings." 

It would bave been fortunate if the ~vil had endeii here. 
Buf the success of the South Sea Scheme gave rise to all 
kinds of other projects. Some of these were serious and 
deserved to succeed,' but the absurdity of the others was 
such that according to Francis, their popularity" stamped 
the minds of those who entertained them with what may be 
huly termed a commercial lunacy."· A few examples will 
illustrate this.· One project was for the .. discovery 
~f perpetual motion," another to found a company 
• for importing a number of large jack-asses from Spain," 

a third .. for building of hospitals for bastard children," 
a fourth .. for extracting silver' from lead," and, finally. 
the most remarkable of all was a project to found a 
company" for carrying on an undertaking of great advant
age. which shall in due time be revealed." Each sub
scriber was to deposit two guineas, in return for which he 
would subsequently receive a loo-guinea share, and would 
at the same time. hear the nature of the scheme 1 It is diffi
cult to believe that in five hours the ingenious promoter had 
collected 1.000 subscriptions. i.II., £2.000, with which he 
decamped in the course of the evening. 

Any subscription was accepted for projects of this kind. 
even a shilling for £S. i .•.• I per cent." And since no one 
ever asked for the remainder of the subscription. the poor 
man with his few pence could build the same castles in the 
air as the rich man with his millions of pounds. 

• -. the odI ...... which succeocl'" __ the Royal Eschaoge .... the 
LondM\ Aaur&nce Com,p.n,. "'hidl atiU e&ist. 

• Francis, P. u7· 
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Another fraud of the period' was 'that of the "Globe 
permits," small squares of playing cards, on which were 
printed pictures of the Globe tavern with the words, "Sail 
cloth permits." These cards were merely permits to sub
scribe to a future Sail cloth company, and were sold 
currently for 60 guineas apiece. The crush and confusion 
were so great that the same shares were sometimes sold 
simultan-eously for £10 more at one place in Change Alley 
than at another" 

The new companies enjoyed the patronage of the highest 
nobility. The Prince of Wales, afterwards George II., con
sented to be governor of the Welsh Copper Company. 
According to Lord Mahon,' the Speaker and Walpole tried 
in vain to dissuade him; it was not until the company was 
threatened with an action that His Royal Highness had the 
prudence to retire with a profit of £40,000. 

The Duke of Bridgewater founded a company to build 
houses in London and Westminster and the Duke of 
Chandos was the head of the York Buildings Company. 

Practically all the other nobles followed these examples. 
The Dukes of Argyll and of Roxburgh and Lord Stanhope 
were apparently the only persons among the nobility and 
ministers who escaped the infection .• 

This state of things afforded excellent opportunities fot 
satire. Announcement was made of a company for 
"making butter from beech trees," and of various analogous 
projects. But the most brilliant satires and the most biting 

I Mackay, p~ DI!lu.ri<wu. p. 54. Thil work aJso coatai_ alii e.ay 
011 Law, and ODe on the uTulipomania" ill Hollasld_ 
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epigrams are to be found in the contemporary verse.' .. The 
print shops teemed with caricatures," says Mackay, "and 
the newspapers with epigrams and satires upon the prevalent 
folly. An ingenioul card-maker published a pack of South 
Sea playing cards, ••. each card containing, besides the 
usual figures, .•• a caricature of a bubble company, with 
appropriate verses beneath. One of the most famous 
bubbles was' Puckles' Machine Company' for diseharging 
round and square cannon-balls and bullets, and making a 
tolal revolution in the art of war. Its pretensions to public 
favour were thus summed up in the ei&ht of spades: 

(f A rare Invention to deltroy the crowd 
Of fooll at home, tnstead of fool, abroad. 
Fear not my friend., this terrible machine, 
The,'re only wounded. who bave aharee within." 

Each company of the same kind was ridiculed in turn. 
Mackay' gives most of the verses, and a reproduction of the 
very curious cards. 

Unfortunately, so long as the speculator was putting 
money into his pocket. he paid no heed to the satires, and 
laughed at those who ridiculed him. It was estimated that 
the total amount subscribed to the dilrerent projects ex
ceeded £300,000,000.' and the price of their shares' rose 
continually. Things reached such a pitch that sensible men 
could no longer hide from themselves the danitrs of the 
situation. \Valpole. the Jeremiah of this period of in
sanity," was continually prophesying the most terrible 

• Amonp tho best kno ... tho !ollowln. ma, 110 quotod 0-
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misfortunes. The King, roused to anxiety, issued a 
proclamation on June II, against .. Such mischievous and 
dangerous undertakings, especially the presuming to act as 
a corporate body, or raising stocks or .shares without legal 
authority." But this proclamation had no more effect than 
the satires and epigrams, and it remained for the South Sea 
Company itself, jealous of its rivals, to put an end to the 
follyalMi to bring about its own ruin. 

Alarmed by the success of all tliese projects, tbe South 
Sea Company obtained a writ from the Lord Justices reject
ing all petitions and dissolving all the bubble companies.' 
This writ, issued on July 12, was followed by a list of those 
companies which were considered to be of tbis kind. There 
were no fewer tban 86 and this list is still amusing to read, 
both for the number and the absurdity of tbe inventions" 

Tbe company was apparently triumphant but the burst
ing of the bubbles caused general uneasiness; everyone 
wished to realise bis gains. People quickly found out the 
difference between tbe prices in Change Alley and the real 
value of the shares of the different companies. and tbe South 
Sea Company found itself involved in the ruin it had 
caused. 

When the legal proceedings began tbe company's stock 
stood at £850. It kept up to £700 until September 2, but 
on the 13th it was only £400 and on the 29th, after a con
tinuous fall, it was selling at £175. The anxious directors 
promised a dividend of 30 per cent., and guaranteed· one of 
50 per cent. for the following years, but tbeir promises had 
no inlluence on the now incredulous public which was 
very soon in a state of absolute panic. Everything collapsed, 
thousands of families were reduced to beggary, many 
people were unable to survive the disaster and the fortunes 

Stock; be manage4 to choose • good ............ for ... li1 ...... _ eo.... = v:-.l;: tu~ .:.~ ~'Lr~ pt ..... ::~ f~:' 
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secured by a handful of individuals only served to aggravate 
the prevailing ruin. 

The directors of the company ""inly sought to delay the 
catastrophe by the help of credit. Several goldsmiths and 
private bankers who had advanced money on the shares were 
obliged to stop payment owing to the depreciation of these, 
and the Sword Blade Association which had been the com-
pany's chief cashiers, now shared its disgrace. • 

In vain they even applied to the Bank itself. Urged by 
Walpole the directors had indeed undertaken to circulate 
£3,500,000 of the company's bonds at £400, but this agree
ment, which was made on September 13, was no longel' 
tenable, and the directors took advantage of the fact that 
the contract drawings had not been legally ratified, and 
refused to execute it.' Indeed, had they been forced to 
carry it out, they would only have shared the South Sea 
Company's ruin. The Bank had difficulty enough to main
tain its own credit and it was only able to meet the run 
made upon it by devices which Macleod" thus describes: 
., It employed a number of clerks to tell out the monf'Y 
which was demanded, as well as what was brought in. 
Payments were made in light sixpences and shillings, and 
large sums were paid to particular friends, who went out 
with their bags of money at one door, to deliver them to 
people placed at another, who were let in to pay the same 
money to tellers, who took time to count it over. These 
persons were, of course, always served first. By this means 
time was gained. the friends of the Bank rallied round it, 
and made large subscriptions to support the company. The 
festival of Michaelmas, at which it was usual at that time to 
shut up the Bank, came, and, when it was opened again, 
the public alarm had passed off." 

The directors of the South Sea Company thought at one 
time of taking 1~ga1 measures to force the Bank to execute 
its contract, but th~y soon remembered that the lawsuit 
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must throw light on their own proceedings and would do 
them more harm than good. Besides, they had triumphed 
so insolently in their days of prosperity, and had so op
pressed well-meaning people by their ill-judged luxury, that 
they could not find a single supporter in the day of mis
fortune, and during the Parliamentary inquiry they suffered 
more on account of their gorgeous past than on account of 
their frauds.' 

The crisis, however, continued, and George I., who 
according to habit, was never in England, had to leave 
Hanover and return to his new kingdom at the beginning 
of November. Several remedies were suggested. The most 
important of these was that nine millions of the capital 
should be made over to the Bank of England and an equal 
amount to the East India Company; this would leave twenty 
millions to the South Sea Company. This measure which 
was ably drafted by Walpole, was passed, in spite of the 
objeciions of the Bank and of the two other companies con
cerned; but the vote of the two Houses did not result in 
the execution of the arrani'ement, which was optional in 
character and remained a dead letter. 

Meanwhile, the debates and the Parliamentary inquiry 
were revealing the most scanflalous proceedings, and the 
tone of the discussion reflected the unmeasured wrath of the 
public against the company and its promoters. I No one 
seemed to realise that the nation had been as gUilty as the 
company. The nation was composed of simple, hard-work
ing, bonest people, despoiled by a group of thieves, who 
deserved to be cast out without mercy. This was the unani-

• mous opinion in the country and Parliament was hardly 
more reasonable. The protest there was the more violent, 
since several members tried in this way to throw dust in the 
eyes of the public. 

The King, in his speech at the opening of the session, 
hoped that it would be remembered that" all your prudence, 

• Mackay. p. Ii9-
• For this celebrated aBair see the .boIe eeMioa from Deeaaber, '7%0, 

10 August, 1731. ia Plffl. Hut. (pp. 671-911). 
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your temper, and resoluiion, are necessary to find out and 
apply the proper remedies to our misfortunes." 

These words were scarcely heard. The House of Lords 
was content to urge that the property of the criminals 
should be confiscated. But in the Commons, Lord Moles
worth' demanded that extraordinary penalties should be 
inllicted on extraordinary crimes, and recalled the example 
of the ancient Romans, who, having no law against the 
unforeseen crime of parricide, yet made one as soon as it 
was committed, and threw the guilty wretch sewed up in a 
sack into the Tiber. He should, he added, be content to see 
these speculators, as the parricides of their country, treated 
in a like manner and thrown into the Thames. These views 
were shared by Parliament, and Walpole who was the only 
person who kept his head, had much difficulty in calming 
the audience; indeed, on the following day he could not do 
so, and penalties with retrospective force were passed 
against" the Infamous practice of Stock-Jobbing." 

A committee of inquiry was appointed.· The governors, 
directors and officers of the company were summoned 
before the bar of the House of Commons, and since 
Knight. the treasurer, had thought it prudent to escape, a 
proclamation was issued, forbidding any of the accused to 
\eave the kingdom. 

General Ross,· with more vigour than elegance, described 
to the House how .. The committee had discovered a train 
of the deepest villainy and fraud that had ever contrived to 
ruin a nation." Bribery had been used to pass the Act, all 
the directors who were members of the House ",-ere expelled 
and all the officers of the company who held Government 
posts were dismissed. The inquiry was hampered by' 
obstacles of every kind: the company's cashier was in 
France and the most important of the books bad been 
tampered with or entirely destroyed. It was discovered 
however, amongst other things that £S74,Soo of stock, said 

, Far Lord M_warth .......... _ Patf.. Hi"_. PI'- 680-68l-
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ihis acquittal was due to the necessny of staving off a 
political crisis and preventing the return of the Tories to 
power.' 

The rest of the accused, the directors of the South Sea 
Company, many of whom had themselves been ruined by 
the business, were all condemned. More than two millions 
were confiscated; the fines were based more on the guilt of 
the speculators than on the extent of their property" 

These proceedings,-a justice indulgent to the great and 
harsh to the poor, to quote Figaro,-were rightly con
demned by the great historian, Gibbon.· He complains 
that, " Instead of the calm solemnity of a judicial inquiry, 
the fortune and honour of thirty-three Englishmen were 
made the topics of hasty conversation." All the accused 
-not as individuals but in a body, absent or unheard, and 
often on paltry evidence-were condemned to arbitrary fines 
by a passionate and bitter assembly, some of whose mem
bers were glad to be able to satisfy their personal animosity 
by a secret vote. 

The force of these criticisms, which Gibbon sets forth with 
a remarkable eloquence, is undeniable. But, nevertheless, 
before condemning the judges, it is well to imagine one
self living at that time and ·in the circumstances under which 
they were called upon to give judgment. 

No doubt injustices were committed. The accused were 
not spared either in$Ults o'r ridicUle, and many Members 

1 Lord Mahon, pp. 31-32, is inclined to justify this acquittal; he bases 
his argument on the fact that thue was no written evidence against 
Sutherland, and that the witneuas were not to be trusted. Sutherland was 
however forted by public opinion to resign his POlt of Fiest Lord of the 

Treaiury . 
• The values of the estates and the amounts of the fines will be found in 

Parl. Hid .• Vol. VI!., ,p. 834-835. This lilt is given by Francis but accord· 
Ing to his habit he does not mention the source of his information . 

• Memoin 01 Life Gfu:l Writing, p. 12 of the 1St edition (1796) j a large 
portion of this work is in French. In writing these fine pages Gibbon, if 
not avenging his own wrongs. was at any rate performing an officium pietatis, 
for his grandfather and namesake was one of the directors of the South 
Sea Company and lost a large part of his fortune through it; he was can· 
dl!:mned to pay a fine of ;610,000; his estates had been valued at ,£106,51-3 
Gib'bon, however, was not the man to yield to personal feeling, even in a 
c:ta.pter devoted to the origins of his family, and his evidence, Yo'hkh is 
~ by tbe facts. is worthy of attention. 
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this acquittal was due to the necessny of siavmg off a 
political crisis and preventing the return of the Tories to 
power.' 

The rest of the accused, the directors of the South Sea 
Company, many of whom had themselves been ruined by 
the business, were all condemned. More than two millions 
were confiscated; the fines were based more on the gUilt of 
the speculators than on the extent of their property.' 

These proceedings,_ justice indulgent to the great and 
harsh to the poor, to quote Figaro,-were rightly con
demned by the great historian, Gibbon.' He complains 
that, .. Instead of the calm solemnity of a judicial inquiry, 
the fortune and honour of thirty-three Englishmen ,,'ere 
made the topics of hasty conversation." All the accused 
-not as individuals but in a body, absent or unheard, and 
often on paltry evidence-were condemned to arbitrary fines 
by a passionate and bitter assembly, some of whose mem
bers were glad to be able to satisfy tbeir personal animosity 
by a secret vote. 

The force of these criticisms, which: Gibbon sets forth with 
a remarkable eloquence, is undeniable. But, nevertheless, 
before condemning the judges, it is well to imagine one
self living at that time and in the circumstances under which 
tbey were called upon to give judgment. 

No doubt injustices were committed. The accused were 
,bot spared either insults or ridicule, and many Members 
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seized their opportunify of revenging themselves for ihi! 
vanity and insolence displayed by the directors of the com
pany in their days of prosperity. Evidently, too, Parlia
ment hardly attained the standard of a calm and impartial 
tribunal. It was excited by passions which were exciting 
the whole nation and by which any tribunal must have been 
affected. But it should be noticed in' its favour that, 
although we may think the sentences severe, contemporaries 
looked upon them as mild and considered the gallows the 
only fafe worthy of those whom they called the cannibals of 
Change Alley.' Similarly, the French nation showed but 
scant mercy to Law, who was yet a thoroughly honest man, 
and who, like some of the South Sea directors, had gone into 
the affair rich and emerged from it poor.' 

The sentences having been passed, it remained to deal 
with yet more serious problems. It was easier to punish the 
guilty than to comfort their victims. Something was ac
complished in this respect however, ihanks to the ability 
of Walpole, who, when his first scheme failed, was ready 
to devise a second. Tbe capital of the South Sea Company 
according to the estimate made at the end of 1720, was. in 
round numbers £37,800,000, whilst the stock allotted to 
the various shareholders amounted only to £24.500.000; so 
that there remained £J3.300,000 belonging to the company 
in its corporate capacity and representing the profit which 
it had made out of the national disaster. The State had a 
claim to £7.500,000 out of this sum, this being the payment 
promised when the company was founded. But to set a 
good example, the Government cancelled five millions of 
this debt; there was thus £8,900,000 to divide among the 
shareholders, i.e •• 331 per cent. of their stock. Many of 
these shareholders were, however, so dissatisfied, and inter
rupted the meetings of Parliament' by such constant dis
turbances, that the Government ended by cancelling the 
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rest of the company's debt to it, and the shareholders were 
paid a second dividend of 61 per cent. 

In this way the credit of the South Sea Company's stock 
was maintained. The Bank which had hitherto been power
less, now took action in its turn, and purchased annuities to 
the value of £200,000, which the company had been author
ised to sell.' To enable it to make this payment the Bank's 
capital was increased by £3,400,000 and now stood af 
£8,959,955. The stock was subscribed for at 118 per cent. 
so that the Bank made a profit of £610,169 by the operation. 

The Government payed £632,698 for long and short 
annuities, and now had its annual revenue consolidated into 
a redeemable fund for which it had only to pay 4 per cent. 
after 1727. It thus secured a yearly advantage of £339,631. 
This was, according to Coxe,' the signal for a reduction of 
the rate of interest on several loans. 

But all these must not lead us to infer that the South Sea 
crisis was beneficial to England. It had produced enormous 
IIgitation and an unjust redistribution of wealth and had 
very nearly ruined the Hanoverian monarchy." Besides 
this the crisis had a deplorable influence on public morality. 
Queen Caroline compared the South Sea scheme to the 
Triple Alliance of 1735. Those who shared in it 
knew perfectly well that it was only a fraud, but hoped 
notwithstanding to make some profit out of it. Each 
reckoned that he would be the first to withdraw after making 
his own fortune, and each thought himself clever enough to 
leave his companions in the lurch. I believe no more 
accurate analysis of the speculators' state of mind has ever 
I>een given. These speculators-and this is one of the most 
painful features of the c;risis-represented all classes of 
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society, and things were so arranged that the poorest man 
might ruin himself as easily as the millionaire. Hutcheson,' 
borrowing the language of the gambling-house, says: 
.. The South Sea stock must be allowed the honour of being 
the gold-tables, the better sort of bubbles the silver-tables, 
and the lower forms of these are the farthing-tables for the 
footmen." The evil was thus as widespread as it was 
serious, and it was the less skilful rather than the more 
guilty of the gamblers who were ruined, so that the punish
ment was as objectionable as the ofl'ence. 

The crisis of 1720 was especially serious in the effect it 
had on the Bank of England. It twice forced this institution 
to the verge of ruin. 

In the first place it led the directors to make proposals of 
so absurd a kind that, had they been accepted, they would, 
as Aislabie· very plainly showed, have much intensified the 
crisis instead of staving it off. This was partly because the 
offers of the Bank were even less practicable than those of 
the South Sea Company,· partly because the Bank would 
inevitably have tried to keep up the credit of its new stock 
by that of its notes, would have made over-issues, and, in a 
futile endeavour to fulfil its rash promises, would have c0m

promised an institution which had already done great 
services to England and was destined to do still greater 
ones. It was in this way that Law in trying to keep up the 
stock of the India Company, compromised and finally ruined 
the BanqtUl d'£scompte. which had previously been both 
useful and prosperous. 
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The Bank owed its escape from this first danger to its 
enemies, who secp!ed the rejection of its proposals. It 
escaped the second and later danger which resulted from the 
failure of the South Sea Company' only by breaking its 
word, and it only withstood the run upon it by ~sing 
methods unworthy of a great establishment. 

• Sr-e above, p. 13'_ 



CHAPTER II. 

THE BANK OF ENGLAND IN THE REIGN OF 
GEORGE II. 

Establishment of • Reserve Fund. Renew.1 of the Chatter in 174.1. Con
temporary idea of the privil~e of Brdy,jfle B4"lIi",. D~niljon giv~n 
by the Act of 1742. Importance of the Act. The Bank and the Jacobite 
rising of 1745. Black Friday. The Bank and the convenion of '750. 
Relation between the Bank and the TreaJury. 

THE last years of George I.'s reign and the first years of 
his successor's were very peaceful. Walpole was the true 
ruler of England and, despicable as he was in many 
respects, he had at least the indisputable merit of securing 
tranquillity at home and preserving peace in Europe.' 
Commerce and industry flourished under his influence and 
the history of the Bank of England became uneventful. 
One important fact deserves notice, viz., the establishment 
of a reserve fund, and the renewal of the Charter in 1742 
which confirmed and extended the Bank's pt"ivileges, must 
also be mentioned. The period of peace continued until 
1745 when the great Jacobite rising endangered the Bank's 
existence once again. 

We shall consider these three events in succession. Then 
we shall conclude the chapter by examining the relations 
between the Bank and the Treasury during this period. 
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I SECTION I. 

ESTABLISHMENT OF A RESERVE FUND. 

Until 1723 the Bank divided alt its profits amongst the 
shareholders, and provided no reserve fund. As a conse
quence, the dividends had been exceedingly variable, and 
had ranged from 18i per cent. in 1716 to 6 per cent. in 1722. 
The disadvantages of this siate of things were keenly felt 
and also the dangers due to the absence of any reserve fund 
on which to rely in case of an emergency. Urgent needs 
had indeed been met hitherto by a call upon the share
holders, but this policy became increasingly inconvenient in 
practice as business developed and the personal connection 
between traders was proportionately loosened, so that in 
1722 it was found necessary to establish a reserve fund, 
known in England as Th, R,s'. 

SECTION II. 

RENEWAL OF THE CHARTER IN 1742. 

Each lime that the question of renewing the Bank charter 
came to the front during this period there happened in 
England what still happens in many countries on like occa
sions. There were always some persons who opposed the 
renewal, and the Government took advantage of this opposi
tion to secure conditions from the Bank that were more to 
the public interest, or sometimes merely more advant
ageous to itself. It was upon such conditions, and more 
particularly in return for a loan, that the Bank secured the 
renewal of its privileges in 1742, as we11 as in 1764 and 1782. 

As the year 1742, tbe date of tbe expiration of tbe 
monopoly, drew near, the controversy was renewed even 
more fiercely tban before and the Bank's privileges were 
even more seriously endangered. But when tbe fatal date 
arrived tbe Government was as usual inwlftd in financial 
difficulties,' and tbe Bank agreed to lend it £1,600,000 witb-
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out interest.' In order to raise this sum the directors made 
as usual a call upon the shareholders, the response to wh ich 
increased the capital to £9,800,000. In return the Bank's 
privileges were continued, and it was provided that they 
·should not be cancelled without a preliminary twelve 
months' notice, which notice could not be given before 1764. 
The Bank thus obtained complete security for 22 years 
apart from the additional guarantee that the Government 
would have to payoff all the capital lent to it should the 
privileges be cancelled. 

Moreover the monopoly introduced into the charter of 
1709 was confirmed and defined. The new Act (statute 1742, 
c. 13, s. 5) conferred on the Bank the privilege of "ex
clusive banking." The clause in qUt'stion explains the 
nature of this privilege: "It is the true intent and meaning 
of the Act that no other bank shall be erected, established or 
allowed by Parliament, and that it shall not be lawful for 
any body, politic or corporate, whatsoever, ••• united or 
to be united in covenants or partnerships, exceeding the 
number of six persons, in that part of Great Britain called 
England, to bOTT01D, O'If'e, 01' take "I' any sum 01' sums 0/ 
money, 011 thei1' bills 01' Mtes payable at demafUl, 01' at any 
less time than N months 170m the bOTT01Ding th"eo/, 
during the continuance of such said privileges of the said 
Governor and Company." As Macleod" remarks, this 
clause merits "the most earnest attention," firstly, "be-

. cause it is the one which contains the sole monopoly of the 
Bank of England," and secondly, because "it is a penal 
clause, and therefore, of course, to be construed strictly." 

"The sole monopoly granted to tbe Bank • . • is tbat, 
during the continuance of its charter, no partnerships ex
ceeding six persons ••• should issue notes payable on 
demand, or at any less time than six months after issue." 

Banks of any other kind and all otber methods of carry
ing on the business of banking are left free and unaffected . 
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And in fact there was nothing to prevent a foreign com
pany from opening a London branch and carrying on all 
forms of banking. with the exception of the issue of notes 
payable in a less time than six months. • 

SECTION III. 

THS BANK OP ENGLAND AND THE JACOBITS 
RISING OP 1745. 

This was not the first occasion on which the Bank had 
suffered from the Jacobiies. In 1723. the Duke of Orleans 
had revealed to George I. the existence of a Jacobite con
spiracy.' A proclamation by the Pretender was distributed, 
and the most absurd rumours were current. All was said 
to be in readiness. money collected, officers appointed. arms 
and ammunition stocked. One of the intended victims was 
the Bank of England which was destined to be pillaged. 
These rumours were believed. The Jacobite party was still 
powerful and the Regent could hardly be suspected of 
making such statements without foundation i hence the stock 
of the Bank fell, and, as usual, the public hurried to its 
doors. But vigorous measures were taken, the royal troops 
were at once assembled, and the Jacobite peril vanished into 
smoke. 

The crisis could not be thus stilled when, in 1745. the 
Pretender landed in Scotland at the end of July, almost 
alone. without anyone's support, trusting to his lucky star 
and to the help of a few Highland chiefs.' The histort· 
of the rising is well known, for its romantic side has been 
frequently depicted on the stage and in novels, and the 
personality of Prince Charles has always had a strange 
fascination for historians.' Hence it would be superfluous 
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to describe its extraordinary success at the outset: the defeat 
of Sir John Cope, and the triumphal entry into Edinburgh. 
In a few weeks the foyal adventurer was master of Scotland, 
and on the 5th of November he invaded England. 

Fortune seemed always in his favour; he took Carlisle on 
November 15th after a shan resistance,' and marched as far 
as Derby without opposition." The alarm caused in London 
by this news may well be imagined. The Pretender was 
only 127 miles away and what was worse, had numerous 
supponers in the City." The Duke of Newcastle was un
cenain what policy to adopt and debated whether he should 
not join the enemy. The fear of a French invasion added 
to the general terror. A panic resulted, the funds fell to 
49: all the shops were closed, and the 6th of December was 
known for a long time as Black Friday." 

Finally there came the inevitable accompaniment of all 
panics-a run on the Bank, for which the directors wt'fe 
not prepared. This run was instigated not only by political 
opponents, but also, it appears, by some of the Bank'. 
rivals.' The Bank managed to resist it, thanks partly to 
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the device already described of paying in sixpences, but 
more especially-for this alone would have been insufficient 
-thanks to the support and loyalty oj the London mer
chants who agreed to accept Bank notes in payment, and 
thus bore witness to the important position the Bank had 
attained in the commercial world. 

A similar manifesto was issued with equally good results 
fifty-two years later. That of 1745 was as follows: 

"\Ve, the undersigned, merchants and others, being 
sensible how necessary the preservation of public credit is 
at this time, do hereby declare that we will not refuse to 
receive Bank notes in payment of any sum of money to be 
paid to us, and we will use our utmost endeavours to make 
our pnyments in the same manner." 

This declaration was signed in the course of II single day 
by 1,140 merchants and fundholders. 

The retreat from Derby, followed by the retirement from 
England, happened shortly afterwards, and improved the 
situation, relieving the Bank from all danger, though nOl 
from all anxiety, for in the following year the Government 
was obliged to apply again for its assistance on account of 
the difficulty of meeting the expenses of the expedition 
against the Pretender, lind also those of the struggle in
tended to safeguard the integrity of Hanover. The directors 
were empowered to cancel £986,000 of Exchequer bills in 
return for an annuity of 4 per cent. and to issue new stock 
fllr the purpose. This transaction increased the paid-up 
capital to £10,780,000. This v,'as the only increase in the 
Bank's capitol until 17Sa • 
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SECTION IV. 

THE BANK OF ENGLAND AND THE CONVERSION OF 1750. 
-RELATIONS BETWEEN THE BANK AND THE TREASURY. 

In the middle of the 18th century there occurred one of 
the most remarkable events in the financial history of 
England-the conversion of the rate of interest on the 
national debt to 3 per cent.' On this occasion the consoli
dated 3 per cent. stock was issued, which existed until the 
conversion of 1888. 

The credit of this conversion rests with Pelham and Sir 
John Barnard. The operation was carried out gradually. 
The interest was at first reduced to 31 per cent.; this rate 
was to be paid until 1757, when it was to fall automatically 
to 3 per cent. The conversion so successfully carried out 
by Mr. Goschen in 1888 resembled that of 1750 in this 
particular, for the rate of interest was at first reduced to 21 
per cent., and then after a certain date, it fell automatically 
to 2! per cent: 

The Government debt to the Bank at the lime of the con
version was composed as follows:' 

F.ook4 D.b •. C·til4l· I,der~". .. Original Capital • £ •• 600_ 
New loaD ia 1743 1,600.000 
(Interest already roduced 10 3 %) £3 __ 

£30-_ £~-.. For c:ancelliag lite remainder of 
lite Esdtequer Billo ('709) at 
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'00_ South Sea Com_y III 4 % - --.. Annuity of • .,.B at 4 % '.750,000 70_ 

5· Aruwity of ''P9' III 4 % ... - SO.ootJ 
.6. F ... CIUlC<Uiag E2dJ0q_ Bills 

('748) III i% 986,800 3'J.41· 

Total N alilIaaJ Debt £11,868_ £435041' 
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Out of this annual payment of £435,473, £96,000 repre
sented interest already reduced to 3 per cent. in 1743, which 
was not therefore affected. The rest of the annuity. 
£339,473, was reduced to £397,038 until December 35. 
1757. and to £254,604 after that date. 

We may also note before concluding this chapter, that 
from this time (1751) the Bank of England was entrusted 
with the administration of the permanent debt.' 

• See the Appc-ndlx to Vol. U. In particular the section deaUng with the 
Bank of England and the administration of the national debt. See abo 
LawlOll. lIidory 01 Banltin,. p. 171. 



CHAPTER III. 

THE BANK FROM THE DEATH OF GEORGE II. 
TO THE FRENCH REVOLUTION. 

Renew.l. of tbe Bank Charter (J764 and r,sl). Commercial eri .. of 1763, 
1773, 1783- Jte.coinage. Gordon Riot.. 

THE hisiory of England during thill first part of George 
III.'s reign includes the end of the Seven Years' \Var, the 
Rebellion and the recognition of the Independence of the 
American Colonies. It includes aJIIO an unprecedented 
commercial and industrial development with which we shall 
deal when we come to describe the economic condition 01 
England at the time of the Revolution. 

As regards the history of the Bank the period of tweilty
five years covers two renewals of the charter (in 1764 and 
1781), three economic crises, ..following somewhat closely 
on one another; another re-coinage, which need only be 
briefly touched upon, and an attack on the Bank during 
the disturbances known as the Gordon Riots. These 
various events, grouped according to their character rather 
than in chronological order, will supply material for four 
paragraphs. 

SECTION L 

RENEwALS OP ~E BANK CHARTER. 

The first of these renewals was in I i64. The charter was 
continued until the repayment of the Government debt, and 
for this six months' notice was required, which notice could 
not be given before August 1st, 1786. 

This was in fact a renewal, in the usual form for twenty
two years. As usual also this renell'a1 .. 'as paid for by a 
financial sacrifice. The Bank gave £110,000 to the nation, 
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and lent the Government a million on Exchequer bills for 
two years at .1 per cent. These advances were of great 
service to the oountry which' was just ooncluding a glorious 
and profitable war, which had however been an immense 
expense.' 

By this same Act, "it was made felony, without benefit 
of clergy, to forge powers of attorney, or other authorities, 
for receiving di~'idends, transferring or selling stock, or for 
personating the proprietors of any stock, for such pur
pose.··· 

Similarly by an Act of 1773. the forging of bank-notes 
was made punishable with death. This crime was a recent 
innovation. As we have noticed above the first instance of 
it did not occur until 1758. In order to prevent imitation of 
any kind, it was made illegal to manufacture any engraved 
bill or promissory bill bf".aring the words "Bank of Eng
land," or "Bank post bill," or even to state any sum in 
white letters on a black ground so as to resemble "Bank 
paper," under penalty of six months' imprisonment. 

ACcording to the law 01, 1764 the possibly fatal date 
when the charter might be cancelled was 1786. Five years 
before this limit was reached the second renewal of the 
Bank's privileges was granted, and in the usual formula 
thl!se were continued until 181a in return for a loan of two 
millions at J per cent. During the following year a call of 
8 per cent. was made on the Bank's shareholders, whicb 
brought in £86a,ooo and increased tbe company's capital 
to £II,t4a,400. 

This renewal of the privileges five )'l"Ilrs before they 
expired roused animated discussions; but the Ministry paid 
a well-deSl!rved tribute to the Sl!rvices rendered by the Bank 
and refused to make any modification in its charter. They 
wl!re supported by a large majority and tbe new agreement 
was passed by 10') votes to 30. 'Vhl!n it is remembered that 
thl! 3 per cent. '5 stood then at 58. the Bank's offers must be 
ronsiderffl \-ery aID"8nta~us to tbe Stare, impoverished as 

'1M "".1 .- 01 tho _ v .... • Wv is _imal«l at £8>.6>3.7)1. 
It ad"'" kS"o61.1.0a0 to tho natiooal _ • 

• F", .. ", .. ~. til •• P. '73. 
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it was by the American War which 'had cost no less than 
£97,599,496 and whose results had been very different from 
[hose of the Seven. Years' War. 

SECTION II. 

CoMMERCIAL CRISES OF 1763, 1772, 1783. 
The year 1763 was noted for the number of serious bank

ruptcies on the Continent. The Seven Years' War seems 
to have given rise to much speculation. With the peace 
came the day of settlement bringing with it the collapse of 
many of the speculators, a collapse which ruined the mer
chants who had traded with them. The most important of 
these failures was undoubtedly that of Neufvi11e Brothers at 
Amsterdam. This firm left liabilities of 330,000 guineas 
and not only ruined 18 important Dutch houses but also 
a large number of rich Hamburg merchants.' The shock 
was so great that for some time business was only trans
acted for cash. These disasters could not of course be 
confined to the two great commercial cities in question. 
There were numerous failures in Germany and the crisis 
spread to England, where, according to Smith, the Bank 
advanced nearly a mi11ion to the merchants. 

England was shortly to be the headquarters of a similar 
cri~is, which, like that just described, was not confined to 
the country where it began. 

The years 1770 and 1771 had been years of great com
mercial prosperity throughout Europe, but this was 
especially the case in England, whose export trade in par
ticular expanded to an extent previously unknown and 
which was not again reached until 1787. Macpherson' 
remarks that a number of failures often fol1ow after too 
great commercial prosperity, just as certain diseases in 
mankind are the result of an undue confidence in health . 

• The AmsunJam merdwlu bad ...... ..........t by Ihoir H"",burll 
colleague. that if they did _ IUpJ>CJrt NeuMIle iIroIhetw tho Hambur, 
merchants would -..pend payment. Vofortuaately, the .. amine came too 
bu am tho Hamburg 6rmo bad ro carry ... Ibeir Ibreat. 

• Vol IV •• p. 5"4-
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This theory was fully borne out by the facts in the par
ticular case before us. Speculative mania had broken out 
afresh, and a partner in the finn of Heale having disap
pellred with £300,000, this house failed on 1une loth, 1772, 
dragging down several others wiln it. The Bank and 
certain merchants endeavoured to maintain credit and 
for several days were apparently successful; but at length 
they oould do so no more and a general collapse followed. 
The number of failures reached the amazing figure of 525 
whereas since 1728 there had never been as many as 300.' 
It was a return to the South Sea year, and this crisis is 
memorable as the first of those great modern panics which 
played so important a part in the history of the Bank. In 
the following year the evil spread to Holland, and it soon 
affected all Europe, thanks to the general mania for specula
tions, whether commercial or in the public funds. Macleod 
estimates the total losses at £10,000,000.' 

The evil was cured in England by a series of vigorous 
measures. The Dutch merchants behaved with their cus
tomary good sense. The Bank of Stockholm lent its aid to 
all the firms of really good standing and the Empress of 
Russia, Francis' asserts, secured the English merchants at 
St. Petersburg from risk by giving them unlimited credit 
at her own bankers. Thanks to these combined efforts the 
crisis of 17711 was calmed and for eleven years the com
m~l'Cia1 world of Europe \1' .. as at peace. 

The crisis of 1783 like that of 1763, followed upon a treaty 
of peace. \Vben the independence of the United States was 
oI.cknowledged in 1782, international trade which had suf
fered greatly from the war, developed very rapidly. This 
increase of business and the opening up of new markets, 
led to e."<travagant transactions which 1I\

oere combined with 
a considerable over-issue of notes. An alarming drain of 
precious metals from the Bank produced a crisis whicb 
nearly ended in the suspension of cash payments" 

, Then hod booa 4>5 Baaltrupldeo fa 1,.6. 446 ... "Pf. and s8ll1a ..,.... 51_ ...... _ hod ...,_ ...... _ manJ .. 300 _ in 1764, __ tIaooe 

Wft9 ,..,,, For the faU ..... ....,..... '7<10 and 'm - a.a-.. ..-.. 
., .IN s~ • • , GfHI Sri_ (.8.0). ... 36-

'.v<I EdltioD, ... 433. '... '77" 
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Fortunately, the directors had noticed that if the issues 
could be restricted even for a short time, the coin, instead 
of being exported, flowed back even more quickly than it 
had been withdtawn; they had thus arrived at the following 
rule: I "That while a drain of specie is going on their 
issues should be contracted as much as possible, but that as 
soon as the tide had given signs of ceasing, and turning the 
other way, it was then safe to extend their issues freely." 
The Bank therefore determined not to apply to the Govern
ment, but merely to restrict its issues for a time until the 
exchanges were once more favourable. The anxiety was at 
its height in May, 1783. All further advances to the 
Government on the loan of that year were then refused, 
though they did not demand the repayment of the advances 
previously made which amounted to nine or ten millions. 
This policy was maintained until October when the with
drawal of precious metals finally ceased and a movement in 
the opposite direction began to show itself. As soon as 
these favourable signs were confirmed, the Bank made con
siderable advances to the Government upon the loan, 
although the coin then at its disposal was only £673,000, 
and was less than it had been at the time when the greatest 
alarm had been felt. 

SECTION UL 

RESTORATION OP THE CoINAGE. 

The year 1774 brings us back to a subject with which we 
have previously dealt at length but which can now be much 
more briefly disposed of-the subject of the restoration of 
the coinage. During the 18th century the currency had 
increasingly deteriorated. In the report of a, committee 
appointed by the House of Commons, it was estimated 
that there was a deficiency of gold in the coins of nearly 9 
per cent. An ounce of gold 'which had been worth 
£3 18s. 6d. in 1730, was £3 185. lod. in 1761, and actually 
£4 IS. 00. in 1772. Consequently, in 1774 the Government 

• nu. nde 10 due 10 Bouaquet. See .,od<ooI. :vd £<fition. P. 437. 
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iH-dered a re-coinage, wbich reduced the value of an ounce 
of gold to £3 17s. 6d. at which price it continued until 
ieptember, 1797. 

SECTION IV. 

THE GORDON' RIOTS.-THE BANK: ATTACKED. 

The anti-Catholic disturbances in 1780 involved the Bank 
In serious dangers. At first the excitement was confined to 
the neighbourhood of the Houses of Parliament where the 
rioters and their leader, Lord George Gordon, treated the 
members of the two Houses with deplorable violence, hoping 
to prevent the passing of a Bill favourable to the Catholics.' 

But, as generally happens in disputes whose pretext is 
religion, .the objectors soon became rioters, and the members 
of the Protestant Association,' as Gordon's supporters called 
themselves, began to plunder the chapels and houses of the 
Catholics, destroying the objects of veneration, and Dot for
getting to carry off the valuable pictures and the gold and 
silver plate. The police seemed powerless to prevent or 
suppress these proceedings, and the rioters. no doubt in a 
spirit of toleranct', ceased to be content with plundering the 
Catholics. but laid hands on the property of all who came 
in their way. without regard to sect or creed; they even went 
so far as to take Newgate Prison by assault and to set free 
their imprisoned comrades.· Emboldened by this success. 
the mob proceeded to the Bank of England. The Govern
ment which had been warned. sent some help. and 
fortunately this was supplemented by a band of Volunteers 
formed by the London citizens. The rioters were daunted 
by these measures: they only made a half-hearted attack 
where a more vigorous effort "''Quld probably have suc
ceeded. This attempt is of historic interest. It was...only 

• The object 01 tho Bill ... to reno ......... 01 the disabilities ....... 
~·hith Catholics su.fI'ered owinc to. a..w of \\'iUiam 111_ 

• The association had brtea in uistence for two JeUS. tNt Iaad laitberto 
contented i~f with peacefu.l -Citatiolt.. 

• An .«ount 01 _ no.. wm be Iound In all the bistaries 01 Eact ..... 
("lick ........ Ci- an -*11 ... iII _,..,.. ill _., • .,.. _ 01 
his _ ftO\'Ob. 
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after it had been made that the bank was guarded day and 
night. 

The next day an army of 20,000 men was assembled, and 
after a somewhat severe fight the rioters were defeated, 300 
men being abandoned on the field of battle. Shortly after
wards, 192 of them were condemned, and 25 were executed.' 
As for their leader, Lord George Gordon, he was acquitted 
after a lengthy sojourn in the Tower. He died in 1793, after 
being condemned to five years' imprisonment for two libels 
against Marie Antoinette, and, a curious experience for a 
champion of Protestantism, after being in all probability 
converted to the Jewish faith. Most people thought him a 
little mad, but he had warm admirers, one of whom, 
Watson, has left us a history of his life.' 

I N aU, •• Qwriu. A medium of .u,eommuni,.,iMs /M u..'drJ 1I,1t. 
~t,. Second series. Vol I., p. 518 . 

• Robert Wat.on, Life tJ/ J..,tn-4 GeMI. Go,dq,., wi'" • '''t1a.~''it'' 
Fnkw at Is;. ,oli,ictd eMIII.d. For an &ceoUnt of theM' tl'ia" tee--(J) 
CobbeU', StGte Tri4ls. u:i., pp. 4Bs-C87; .ncI (~, Tlu .hole P,oe,Hi"" .. 
,h. Tn.w of hr. 1"1_" .... • ,_ Lor" Co .. ,. C ....... , '7&7-



PART IV. 
THE BANK OF ENGLAND DURING THE FRENCH REVOLUTION 

AND THE NAPOLEONIC WARS. 

CHAPTER I. 

ECONOMIC CONDITION OF ENGLAND AT THE 
TIME OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION. 

Sketch of the 1 ndultrial Revolution in England. The Cotton and othu 
Induatriel. The ~.nftll. The Iteam engine. RHuits of the tranaformadOil 
of England from an alricultural and commercial into a .commercial and 

~~,::~r'iltl C:°u'::'~n :b: O~:i'::;onth:, ~~~~.:n::!u~ndT:'·~::; 
Bank •. 

TWENTY years before the French Revolution, England was 
still an agricultural and commercial country. Agriculture 
employed the great majority of the population and was the 
chief source of the country's wealth.' Industry was indeed 
already flourishing in the 18th century, but, as M. Bry 
writes,' it showed no signs of concentration of capital or of 
masses of workpeople in large factories. Big fortunes at this 
time were still in the hands of the trading companies. The 
masters were artisans who often worked themselves with 
their wives and children. in the villages or in the country. 
The prevailing system was a combination of agriculture and 
industrial work. 

• 
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Twenty years after the Revolution, England was in 
miniature the England of to-day. 

To give one instance only. that of the cotton induslry. 
This industry was introduced into England at the beginning 
of the 18th century owing to the infatuation of the public 
for the calicoes and other materials imported from India, but 
its importance was still so small that even in 1750 the value 
of the cotton goods exported was only £45,000, while that 
of the woollens was two millions. In 1833 the woollen ex
ports had increased to £6,539,731 and the cottons to 
£18,486,408. ' 

In the interval an industrial revolution had taken place. 
When it is remembered that during the period we are 

considering, that is, from 1793 to 1815, England was en
gaged in a struggle which cost her more than 80 millions 
a year, and in all, more than 830 millions,' and that 
during this same period she witnessed the conquest of her 
allies, the frequent defeat of her own troops, the increase of 
her national debt from 247 to 861 million pounds and of 
her yearly burden of taxation to 70 millions; when 
it is also remembered that English industry and commerce 
was faced by extraordinary difficulties, by the Bank of 
England's suspension of cash payments, by the sudden 
closing of the markets of the Continent and of South 
America to English goods,· and by the Berlin decree. 
devised by Napoleon. which was a most formidable weapon 
against British trade, it is easy to infer that there must be a 
close connection between England's final triumph and her 
economic revolution. 

Indeed England's policy during this period can hardly 
be explained and her financral history is incomprehensible 
if the economic transformaJion is neglected-a transforma
tion which can only be compared to that lI'hicb Europe 

• The __ aport ..,., esceeIs 70 mmions and the home ""'"""'Ptioa 
equals tbU: ia niue, ., that this industry IUpporb • c:ommerce 01 J~ 
millions. The aport of woollens amouau to z.t. millions. 

• The es.ad: CX)5I of the war was £831,.¥....u9-
• In addition to aU this Ihere .u the clifficuJry 01 obtaining certain raw 

matmaJs, suds .. Spaailh .. cob, ._ .er. mdi_hIe to £llcliIh 
iDdusUy. 
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underwent after the discovery of the new world, and of which 
some brief account must be given. 

Shteh of the Illdustrial RS'lJolution ill Ellgland.' We 
will begin with the cotton industry to which we have already 
referred, and in which the changes were most striking. 
Between 1697 and 1764' the importations of cotton increased 
from 1,976,359-lbs. to 3,870,392-lbs. Progress was small and 
the work was done by hand. In 1767 Hargreaves invented 
the spinning jenny, which by means of a wheel, enabled 
eight spindles to be worked at once, and afterwards a still 
greater number, so that one man could spin 100 threads of 
cotton at a time. Another important innovation was that 
of roller spinning, which was done at first by men and 
later by water power.' Arkwright perfected this macbine 
and made it for the first time an important factor in the 
manufacture of cotton.' 

These great inventions were followed by a series of others, 
such as Crompton's mule and Berthollet's use of chlorine 
for the bleaching of cotton cloth, and the process was so 
revolutionised that a single man could now work 2,200 
spindles. 

These important discoveries, which made England the 
leading industrial country in the world, were at first greeted 
with terror, for it seemed evident that to enable one man to 
do work which had hitherto employed 2,200 was to turn 
his 1,199 fellows into the streets.' But it soon appeared 
that these fears were ill-founded for whilst at the beginning 
of George III.'s reign the cotton industry only employed' 

'-lISt ....... 1 __ on "'I. q_lon the _ may _I •• Cua
.Ingham. o~. <it., Bk. III •• Part II.; H. Tralll. 50<101 II_gloM. Vol. V .• 
Chaps. nlil. and ala.; BrJ. o~ cil.. Bk. V.. Chopo I. and II.; LocItJ. •. 
cil .. Vol. VI •• Chap. 0111.; MCCulloch. A_ 0' lIN Brilis' E ... p; ... ... el s. .. , _ "' .... ,oe_ (in T_ of 11._ .... Pol;"); Do B. GibbiDo, 
IM .. tri.' Ria,.., 0' ~ (Aloo Paul MaD_, La B __ , • 
.... Iri#II#.] 

'1'01' • :t:- II .. <JI the lI __ dono durin. this perIocl - BaIneo, 

Ria:~:'fi: :':":r ':.:-::= t c::~.::-~!.p. ":7 ..... Wyatt, _.imH to .... wI. Paul. Saa for the lint opiDioa BaIneo, and for the 
-.I French .... ,. _ Ti_ of C_~_ 

'Ark.,..~b' tooIc ..... bla po..... in '769-
'LeekJ (pp. _.0) Ii- .. _. <JI the ~~ _ 117 

K.,. H........... ArkwriCb.. and ...... the ....,.u.tbor <JI ilia PriaM 
Winlate<. 
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40,000 men, in 1785 it employed 80,000, and in 1831, 
833,000.' The population of Lancashire, the headquarttrs 
of the industry, was only i66,200 at the beginning of the 
18th century; at the end of the century it was 672,000; no" 
it is over four millions. The towns of Manchester and Liver
pool have each more than half a million inhabitants." 

We have seen that between 1697 and 1764 the quantity of 
cotton imported hardly doubled, while the exportations 
increased in an even smaller proportion. During the last 
twenty years of the 18th century, the former multiplied 
seven-fold and the latter fifteen and a half-fold." 

The enormous growth of the cotton industry, though the 
most striking, is not the only sign of the progress which 
made the second part of the 18th century the most memor
able period in the history of English industry. Something 
must be said too of the manufacture of pottery and china, 
which was introduced in the first instance, like so man, 

ho;:~~~:=:b.;t ~w!:'~~:m~"Jr.S/·~~n~::J!: (:a::; 
estimates thAt during this period theJ .. ere only two-thiJodo 01 .. bat theJ _ 
...... during the pr""""ing decade. On dine """"",iona, in '195. .800. _ 
1808, it wu pt'OpORd 10 fis. a minimum wage., but lb. idea w.. rejeeced 
.. likely <ather 10 increase the nil (on this point .... the Report 01 !he Com
mi ..... 01 the H ...... 01 Commono. R.~.rl •• Vol II .• p. 97). Thin ....... 
ia fact ia the Rate 01 crisis dis,iactive 01 aD periado 01 ...... si'ioa • 

• _g 10 the __ 01 '4)01 theoe , .... town. baYe populat .... '" 
543.969 _ 686.33" ROpediYely. See ElWJeIDt- Brit., 5upp""""'. Vol. 
XXX-

I I quote fr .... Ba_' yeaely Hit for the period .".-.8]2 .,..,. , _ 
_ will gjve a more aact Idea 01 the increase ia the _I0Il impwU ;-

ColfDtJ imfHwU4. y..... I .. .,..,..,.g. Y......,..."....,-... 
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1784 u·.··· .. JI..t82.o8J .. '790 • __ .-•••• 2.582,000 " 
.;>Sg ••••••••• 3>.576 .... 3 .. .800 ......... 8.609_ H 
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Dediae for fin JeaR. followed "" __ increase Ia '198. 
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other industries, by the Huguenots,' and of the iron 
industries. 

The iron industries were old-established,' but never really 
expanded until after the inventions of Darby of Colebrook, 
and especially of Cart of Gosport, who in 1783 introduced 
the process of puddling and rolling iron. The Industry 
did not attain its full development until the 19th century,' 
but even in the previous century it had made considerable 
progress .. 

One of the reasons for the growth of the iron industry 
was that after the discovery of the Darbys, father and son,' 
coke could be used for smelting instead of the wood char
coal which had been employed before and which was very 
scarce. Tke demand for coke increased daily and 
stimulated the exploitation of coal mines,' which soon grew 
to an importance of which the list given below will give 
some idea.' 

Tit. Callais. All this industrial development would have 
been impossible if it had not coincided with increased 
facilities for attaining coal. Progress in manufactures pI"&-

• For thl. I .... u.t" ... Loclcy. ".,. ......... and Dry. p. _ I .. head
quarters are In Staffordshire, which atands fifth amonl English eountin u 
regard. population. 11> ... I .... u .. ri .. 0.,., their d...,lopment 10 Joalah Woda
wood. for wh_ lie. _ Ell .. M.~yard. I.i/o of Wldp"'" 

• McCullocb ..... , .. M .... / .... _. p. 466 of r....- ... --... 
Pol!1;.. furthet' de .. 11o u 10 tho \roD Industry. _ Falrbalm. 1_. Ito .'d....,. ~ro~N' .q .... /.chrr&. 

• In '740 tho 1O,a1 quon'i', of J>I2·I ..... manufactured In England _ 
W.IN w" Mtimated at 1'1.000 tonL· 1ft 1790 it .... 135.079. and la 1806. 
058.>06. It IIICRUOd 10 678,"7 10M In .8)0. Bimtlngham, Sheffield _ • 
Dumbe< of other towno ...... their _I". It DlIJ be __ Aid their ~ 
u1s~, to thil lndUltrJ. 

• AI ear', .. ,6 .. Lord DudIoJ I0OI< out a po .... t far a oimllor In_tt-. 
H" atart'td .arne works "'hkh came to an unrir'M't,. end and. then the matter 
.... forgo~ In the _fuskIn of tho Civil "'or. But Dud DudIoy. the 

h~ ao:n~ .. th;:. ~ '!r;!:.r,~;!.!:.,~an ~ of"=: ~ 
bf<.<>me ""'Y ............ pril .. ...t fir., ,.... _ 

• For the work .... of tho miDeo _ i .. c\ilicultloo _ TraiII, Soda! 
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supposes and encourages improvement in the public roads; 
it also stimulates great undertakings such as those which 
entirely changed the methods of internal communication 
in England. I refer to the construction of canals.' 

Canals had been used for a long time on the Continent.' 
England on the contrary, was very backward in this re
spect.' Consequently transport rates were very high. The 
carriage of a ton of goods between Manchester and Liver
pool cost 405. by land and 125. by river. It was not until 
1761 that it was determined to make a canal between 
\Vorsley and Manchester. This canal, the first made in 
England, was constructed by Brindley entirely at the ex.
pense of the Duke of Bridgewater. It halved the cost of coal 
in England and its extension supplied an easr and cheap 
means of communication between Liverpool and Man
chester: 

After this canal Brindley made another 139 miles long, 
connecting the pottery centres: He died in 1772 at the age 
of 56. For a long time his schemes had been rejected or 
laughed at, but he lived long enough to witness their suc
cess. Eighteen years after his death canals were constructed 
aocording to his plans to connect the four great ports of 
London, Bristol, Liverpool and Hull. In the same year a 
cana1 joining the Forth and Oyde, whose construction had 

'H. D. Tram. ",. At •• pp. 322-3>6, ..... PbiDipo, A ~"J Hur.., of 
1"'-4 Narig'"""'-
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may be nacicod, ..... in Prance the canal from «he Seine to the LoIre, ........ 
aDder H..,ri IV., and the canal .... MWU, fioiobed under Louio XIV. 

I As .... Iy ... 656, it io true, Pranc:io Malbew __ jobJin, the I.io 
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made important changes iD his _uy. (His Iriography wiD be .- ia 
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taken twenty-two years, was completed. During the next 
fQllr years Parliament passed no less than 81 Acts authoris
ing the construction of navigable canals.' 

Undertakings of this kind are still of much importance. 
Canals continue to be the best means of internal transport 
for heavy goods and for such as do not require rapid transit. 
Hence great nations still devote considerable sums to their 
extension and improvement. But whatever may be the 
actual importance of canals, it is as nothing compared with 
what it was a century ago, or to speak generally, before the 
invention of railways. In those days the method of trans
port they offered was the cheapest, the safest, the easiest 
and not the least rapid. In fact had it not been for them the 
greatest in4ustrial discoveries would have had but limited 
results, and English industry and commerce owes an eternal 
debt of gratitude to Brindley. 

It is estimated that before the introduction of railways 
no less than 2,600 miles of navigable canals had been con
structed, without counting those in Ireland' and Scotland, 
which owned respectively lIj'6 and lI2S miles, and that So 
million pounds had been invested in these undertakings. 

But if inventions may be judged by their consequences, 
the most important of all was James \Vau's' improvement 
in the steam engine. 

James \Vatt, who \\'85 born at Greenock in 1736, and 
details of whose life will be found in Lardner's works and 
in the biographies of Muirhead and Smiles, took out his 
first patent in 1769, but it was not until long afterwards that 
he sucxeeded in giving to the steam engine, which had 
hitherto moved only vertically, "a rotary motion and a 
parallel motion, and. by the ~Iating centrifugal force of 
the governor, in placing the machine in all its ftJious com-
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bined motions under the complete control of the mechanic. '"~ 
When once this result was secured the steam engine became 
a real influence in industry, and Watt may be said to have 
brought about an unprecedented revolution. 

These were the chief among the inventions which trans
formed England from an essentially agricultural country 
into an essentially industrial country, and in the course of 
a few years produced those vast accumulations of wealth' 
and those great agglomerations of population which are 
now her predominant characteristics. There is nothing 
more striking from this point of view than the persistent 
growth in trade and population. The following figures are 
quoted from the statistics given by Cunningham." 

P.;.u.6M. I,.., ......... 5.475.-
1760.· ••••••• 6,736._ 
1710········. 7 • .p8,ooo 
1780·· .. · .... 7.953.-
1790···· .. ••• 8.675,000 
180 .......... 8.119>.536 
ISI ••• nu ••• IO,I6.J,2s6 
~1 ••••••• _.12.000.2l6 

Trw. YI.... JLe;orl.... I..,.,.,.. 

{

.6.3 ......... -".+17.435 -'.,14','51 

1 ::=::::::::: ::~=!:!!: ,.uo,ooo i 1720......... 6",0.899 6,OCJO,o8:J 
C .7SO......... 12,699.08. ',172M9 
lIJ .,8.1......... Il,8¢,.'S 11,651,28. 
s ·796····· .... 29,'96,'98 ••• .....,s66 

... ° {.80S ••••••••• 3 •• 0640492 28"57.78' 
l! -g, .8.0 ......... 43.568.757 39.30 •• 6 •• 

~~ ::~:::::::: .~;;;!'Jrs ~~~ 
Volumes would not be long enough for a study of all the 

results of these changes from a political and from a social 
point of view. The emigration of workpeople to the manu
facturing centres, the decline of agriculture, and even of the 
agricultural industries,' the labour laws,' the abolition of 
tariffs and the adoption of free trade principles, all follow 
directly from this revolution. These however were Dot the 
only consequences, and it is safe to affirm that the effects 

• Lod<y. ~. t:iI.. VoL VII .• p. 279 (editiaa 'lI99~ 
• This oa:umulatioa ..... the axn ... pOI _ng to the nn.-..e pro6to 

made in the early yean. Pitt.. ..... be ~ the \ega<y duty. thought it 
absurd to consider the poMibiliry of any inberitanc:e esceeding • miJIioa. But 
tbingo changed ... rapjdIy tho. at .... a ....... time a year rarely ...- tri ..... 
_. such a case ocauring.-William Jobostoa. EooglMd .. it iI. Chap. lIiL 

• o~. ca. p. 69t-69s. 
• Especially .............. _ ... 00 IoageI' the priadpd driYiatr for"" 

in ...... 
• The lint of these Ia .. was ...- in dIM and ... _aad by Sir 

Robert Pod, the f_ of the Prime Minis...-.-Ja,. C_. -. Up,...,. 
l ..... rWk. 'B!n-'¥ 
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can be traced ,throughout English social life and in all the 
characteristic marks of the English temperament. 

During this period of thirty years, from 1789-1819, we 
must confine ourselves to our particular subjectl and shall 
deal only-with the elects of the change on the course of the 
French wars and on the development of provincial bank
ing. 

I.-The Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars. It may be 
confidently asserted that had it not been for the industrial 
revolution, England, even with a commercial monopoly, 
would never have been able to muster the resources needed 
to resist the Republican army and to conquer Bonaparte. 
Attempts have been made in vain to explain this extra
ordinary vitality and energy by other causes. It has even 
been a\legea that England could not have provided the 
capital expended during a struggle of a quarter of a 
century without the inconvertible currency, which enabled 
her to coin boundless wealth from every piece of money. It 
will not be difficult to show how far removed this opinion is 
from the truth, for the fact is, that England made no attempt 
during Pitt's lifetime to profit by the situation and to urge 
the Bank to excessive issues, and that later on, when this 
policy was adopted, the result was a cruel disillusionment. 
On the contrary, it is due to Arkwright, Watt, Brindley 
and their companions, that England was able to raise the 
capital for her immense loans, to impose taxes to pay the 
interest on them and to provide for the expenses of the war. 
This fact is eloquently stated by Mr. Lecky : 1 

.. The first and most obvious fact is that the triumphant 
issue of the great French war Yo-aslargely, if not mainly, due 
to the cotton mill and the steam engine. England might 
well place the statues of 'Vall and Arkwright by the side of 
those of \Vellington and Nelson, for had it not been for the 
v .. ealth which they created, she could never have supported 
an expenditure which, during the last ten years of the .,.'ar, 
averaged more than 14 millions a ~ar, and rose in 1814 to 
106 millions, nor could she have endured without bank
ruptcy • national debt which had risen in 1816 io 885 
millions .. 

' .. Ita. 
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2.·-The Countyy Banks. The second point which we 
have to consider is the effect of the industrial and 
commercial development in extending country banking. 
Necessarily this effect was immense, but for special reasons 
the extension was not of a very advantageous kind. 

Bank of England notes did not circulate outside London 
and the Bank did not establish any branches in the 
provinces. At the same time the enormous increase in 
industrial undertakings demanded a greater extension of 
credit facilities and in particular, an increao;ed supply of 
paper money; this need was supplied by the issues of 
country banks formed for this one object. 

The Bank itself assisted in the formation of these banb 
in the following manner: 

During the crisis of 1783 which we have described, the 
Bank succeeded in putting a stop to the drain on its reserve 
by an exceptional contraction of its issues. When the crisis 
was over there was a continuous stream of gold into its 
coffers, and the supply of currency was necessarily increased 
by the issue of notes in payment for the gold. Hence the 
issues which between 1783 and 1785 had not exceeded sis 
millions, rose to £11,121,800 and the bullion increased to 
£8,645,865.' This increase in the coin and in the issues of 
the Bank occurring thus in time of peace, naturally caused a 
decline in the rate of interest, whilst the Bank did not reduce 
its rate of discount. This enabled the country banks to 
increase their issues in order to discount bills, some of 
which at any rate would have been discounted at the Bank 
had the rate of interest been higher. The Bank'. discounts 
were actually reduced from £4.973.(}26 in 1785, to 
£2,035,901 in 1789, and, taking into account the general 
increase in business, it may be concluded that the discounts 
of the country banks increased by more than the difference 
between these two amounts. 

For all these reasons the development of the banks was 
very rapid, but owing to the deficient organisation of credit 
the estension was not, as we have said, very advantageous • 

• Tooke. His1M7 '" Prien. VoL •• , p. '94-
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The situation was as follows. The Act of 1743 (c. 13, 5)' 
conferred on the Bank a monopoly of issue in "that part of 
Great Britain caned England." The only banks not affected 
by the monopoly were those having less than six partners.' 
The Bank of England, playing in this matter the part of 
dog in the manger, not only did not found branches to issue 
notes, but was even unwilling to anow powerful and well
established companies to be formed for the purpose, 
although this might on occasions have helped to strengthen 
its own credit. Further, when the country notes were at 
a discount, it refused to supply issues which would have 
taken their place. The consequence was that wealthy and 
re~pectable companies were unable to issue notes, and that, 
since the cOuntry needed a circulating medium and could 
not get a good one, it was soon supplied With a bad one. 
A number of shopkeepers, chemists, tailors and bakers, 
taking advantage of the clause authorising banks formed by 
less than six persons, became bankers' and flooded the 

I, ~I!': :~~: fi..;tlA~,:I:!cl::; ~'::'=I;~':""'''':h:''/:~'!..~ 
, .. "~Ha" .11 ...... ;,. 5;0</0 at I •• Bafth .f 1f.,I1oU (,Sen). p .... of the 
etlitlran. of 1811, revised b, tho Author; and more particularl, by H. Thornton ; 
A" ."9"'" '"'0 till. Nah,,. ••• E,'.",$ 01 1M PQ~ CNdi. 01 GreoJ Brited •• 
Chap. vii., entltlf'd, Of eotl.,.., B •• .s: ~ft' ......... ta,." ...... ~ta,. .. 
pp . .IjMb' of McCulloch'. "'Print. For. IpeClal clilCUSlioa of the relatiODll 
bM\\'f'en 1M. bank, and Indultry, SIte p. 14$. 

, The prlvl ..... confen-ed by thlo Act ... ~ limbed '" fact '0 bonowing or 

::~~tm:'~'t:.bi:UO:n;o:.C:~ d.~mst~ ~ b~=-:!.~~ 
In~",...ted tho device of usin. thoq_ wilith was bono __ Hollond. 
w •• not forbidden b, the 11... Hmc:e there was nothing to prnent eompaniel 
from boln, formed and oanyin, on bankln, by this means. Thi. did happon 
b, degrfte and without occasion arising for ParU.at'If'!ItArJ intt'rfeftDC'e. 
Tho custom ...- un_ked un,lI It ..... _ ....tdospread to be forbiddeD, 
and ohortly afl ....... r<1. Mr. Joplin poin~ _I that the foundo,ian of 
dopoodt bon'" ... obsolut.1y logo! ( ... S~ 0"-'"-' .. ... ...... ""i ..... • f .. If...., .. a. •• ",&,. p. a.-,.,). I" .8,\3 ...... joinl ... _ 
companiN _..,.. established in London .ncl uadertook banking business. but 
"'i,bout ..... Ing _. 'Ibo Book of Eogl_ tried ninly to ..... them COII
dfl1,nt"d .. Uk-gal. At the ~t rime lhPnt .... numbeft of these joint .... odc 
banks in London, whiM enjoy aft n.~Ueat reputation .00 ~ 
proop..nty. For thl. whole atbjoct _ below. P. 058, ...... 

• In 177$ .n ath'mpt ... m..:Ie to remedy' malteR by aD Act forbidt:ling 
tho ...... of not ... of 10_ nlue than ...... _ two 1NI'I Ia ... tho limit _ 
1n<TN....t to kS. s... boll> .. , P. 05]. Lord Uoorpooi' spo«h in FobnIory • 
• 11>6, d.o<ribing tho pen>III wbo look up tho pro&ssioe of btaltintl. ia __ 
_ tion "'jth the crioi. of ,8>S _ tho ...... played by tho C'OUtIUJ btaks. 
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country with worthless paper. In 1750 there were not 12 
banks outside London: in 1793 there were 400. 

Some of these 400 banks were no doubt well-established, 
and of these a few still survive, but the remainder did not 
offer the same guarantee of solidity, and in their eagerness 
for profit, they made the mistake of keeping an inadequate 
reserve of coin to support their issues, so that they collapsed 
at the first unusual demand for cash.' 

The two great crises of 1793 and 1797 were due to the 
defective organisation of the provincial credit system. 

The Bank of England had not chosen to lend any sub. 
stantial aid to the organisation of credit. and it now suffered 
the punishment of its careless selfishness. The speedy 
collapse of the country banks left it to maintain credit un
assisted. As we shall see, it accomplislied the task in 1793, 
thanks to the active interference of the Government who 
issued five millions of Treasury bills. Four years later, 
however, it was thrown upon its own resources and gave 
way. 

Nor did the evil cease with the year 1797; the same thing 
happened in 1810 and 1812. Macleod" informs us that 
during the three years 1814-1816, 92 commissions in bank
ruptcy were issued against country banks, and that during 
the 28 years, 1791-1818, there were no less ·than 273 c0m

missions of this kind. 
The Act of 1826 permitted the forrnztion of joint-stock 

companies to carry on the business of banking and with 
power to issue notes, aJ a distance of not less than 65 miles 
from London. In 1844 however the law deprived both 
private banks (banks having less than six partners) and 

• According tD Sir Fronds Baring. ban,," had ...... ..u.bl_ Ihrougbout 
tbe country in the inter'Yai between the failure of the Ayr Bank in 1772. 
and 1793. This was an important dlanie and u long as credit wu .. ell 
established it .as a change bene6cia1 to the country t in that it inereued the 
currenc::y. "Unfortunately these ban" were founded upon an insecure bui •• 
and they were quite unablfo to withstand any sudden ditlul'banc:e. for theJ 
allowed interest on an deposiUl and hence could not: afford to keep ,"en _ 
small reserve of idle- and. U"PI"oduetift capital ,see 06~UmI OM ,iN E.,.. 
,.._ of 1M B .... of E .. g'-'l. p. '5-) 

• 3n1 £clition Vol. II .• po J8o. The author Roell 011 to remark that jf .,. 
allo. the usual p,.oportion of wee Of' four AI'f"!'n.ioM to one bankruptcy WI 
may readilT calculate that up.ard. of • Ihouaand banb IIIOpptd paymeGl' 
during _ period. 
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joint-stock banks of the right of issue. But those actually 
in existence, viz., 72 joint-stock banks and 207 private 
banks, retained their privilege of issuing notes though only 
up to a fixed limit. 

The number of these banks with issue rights has greatly 
dec"reased and continues to decre~se; in 1888 there were only 
19 private banks and 44 joint-stock banks.' Whe.never one 
of these banks disappears its right of issue passes over to the 
Bank of England. The note issue of private lind joint-stock 
banks was limited in 1866 to £8,648,008;" it is now only 
£2,762,323.' 

I M. Ocl ... Noel, lA B.ft, .... "1m,,'; ... ... E" •• ~. (Vol. I •• pp. 78, 8.), 
lives • wry complete lilt of the bank' of luue then In existence and 01 the 
reapectJVI Umlta of their right. of iuue. 

I £5,153,- for tho pri .... _, .nd £3,495,000 for tho joinl"'ock 
~ .. kl. 

I Tho .clull luuH .... much I .... & .. below, p. 197, rlu Iutt. dq.,j_ ... 
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FINANCIAl; POLICY OF WILLIAM PITT.' 

Pitt', financial policy before 1789. Pitt and the Revolution. ConneetJoa 
lM!tween Pitt', financial policy and the .'pension of cob payment&. 
Sketch of this policy. Mr. Gladttone'. speech. The IUbiidiei paid to the 
Allies. The rate ae which the loan. were raised. Loans fl., • ., walion. 
Criticism of Pitt'. policy. Tbe Sinking Fund. ~cJu.iOll. 

WHEN the French Revolution broke out, Pitt had been in 
power since 1784; his general policy was peaceful and his 
financial policy especially fortunate." He began to payoff 
the debt; a million a year was set aside for this object. 
This million was to be devoted to the purchasing of Govern
ment stock and was to be increased each year by the interest 

I J have thought this chapter enential .. an nplanation of thOle which 
foROlIP', but I b •• e not written it without many hesitatioM ancl _ith consider .. 
able difficulty. It ill W!rJ difficult to judge of • financial policy during IUCh • 
remarkable period. and Pitt could not reuonably be npect.e:d CO foretell aU 
the eventJ of which be was to be an eye witnea To this finl difficulty 

::e~=I"~I::r:-.!ctng=i~ft..:ceopi=i1 ~ Ci=,-:,~ 
subject. Moreover. Mr. Leek,'. work ItOpt at 1193. There ill no gmera' 
history .. ha ...... lor this periocL. Lord Stanbope·. Li/. _11M Rill>' H_ 
""Ie W. Pi" (4 .w ....... ) .. anything but • _.iIi< "OI"IL 

The followinC may be ........ It ... lor the IUbj..,. ......... of the dIapter :-A 
masterl, speech by Glacbtone, cIeliwered ., Ma, 8, .854 (see P4rl"""'I4~ 

~~aui.:d.~~oa:::' ;'t.:: ... CX):::N~u-:,,7:?6e~rJ. :' :::aa');"n!; 
!".:;!u."! :--"!""'ta.f! ~;:!..~ g:9fC :~.alf~F=~:.u.~ 
W.,., aa answer to Mr. NewmardL GreBe, TenIU t;J IIlI 'IN tablU lAfmI, 
willo ..... ~., B. W. W,""" (.812); 'fiery importaaL 

William Newman:h, in • ftJua.... pompblet .hid! COftw"" much 
documentary ericIence, 0. 1M 1.-. RaUe4 ., II •• Pill _, 1M /ir" 
P,eaclt W.". has givea • brilliant dd'eoce of Pitt', 6n.aDciaI policy. )fore 
...... dy the questioa has ...... d-......s yery obly. but unfortunate.,. too 
briefly. by Lord R.-bory. Pi". pp ........ 56. The append;a. A and B may 
aI.., be read with adYan-. m- Lon! a-bery'. Iie- .... more accurate than _ g;.... by N __ 

Fi .... ly. the p~ Deba ... may be ............... ~y. of_ 
the spe«:het of Pitt and F 01, but they canDOC be ft8d with too great caution. 
Among .. other opeaken,. Will'- Smidt and b.io -" of Fdwuaty 90 '7<]6. 
deserves mention.. 

• Rosebery • .,. m .• ChapL IV. and V. 
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on the stock already acquired. A special commission, 
independent of the House of Commons, was to carry out 
this plan and to administer the Sinking Fund. This system 
on which exaggerated hopes, were based, continued to work 
throughout the wars of the Revolution. It reduced the 
national debt by £10,250,000 between 1786 and 1793. 

At the first outbreak of the revolution Pitt apparently 
intended 'to continue the same policy. If he did not actually 
ignore the Revolution, as Lord Rosebery says,' at least he 
appeared to do so. There is ample evidence to show that he 
had no thought of interference, and he did all that he could 
to avoid the conflict.· Further than that he did not go. 

·After the loth of August, the English Government re
called Lord Gower, the ambassador at Paris, and from this 
time onwards the hostility to France felt by the King and 
the English people continuously increased. Pitt tried to 
resist the current but the French victories in the Nether
lands were calculated to weaken his resistance; the behead
ing of Louis XVI. dispelled his doubts. The English, who 
regard the e.'"ecution of a king as their special monopoly, 
received the news of this unfortunate prince·s death with 
extraordinary demonstrations. The theatres ",ere closed, 
everyone put on mourning, pulpit and platform re-echoed 
with the murder committed in France, and the King's 
chariot was surrounded by a mob demanding "war with 
France I" .. Since the massacre of St. Bartholomew," 
writes Lecky, a .. no event in a foreign country had produced 
such a thrill of horror in England." Pitt, the author con-

• P. 91>-

..,;!~ !~.~':~~~~~ ~i~t\!:!ct~ct:. : !r:: 
public:ation. H. propoeed tbe I'tIInOftI of certain toes. the inc:reue of the 

::!~~~~~n:'':= or: r:!. ::.!: .!'':.:'' u: 
0\1'11" he cleclarecl that: U U nqUMtionabl, thwe nevw was • time in the history 
of this rounh'J when 'rom 1M situation of Eu~ we might IDOI'e ....... bJy 
u.pect fifteeD ,.,.. 01 ,... tha.a at Ibe ~t moment. II 

Lord R<*,Mn, pp. 1.8 to u3. giws numerous other proofs 01 Pitt" state 
of minc!o This.lew ls conobora~ by N~,"".rch. " S. and Ledt~. pp. 2 ..... 
s.. also for Mil",," mi!lSion to England and his iDhln'iew wida Pitt ~Noy •• 
''/9». Emouf. M_a. ..... <Ie - .. 

• p. ua. 
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tinues, at once seized the opportunity of breaking with 
France, and on January 24th, Grenville, the Foreign Secre
tary, ordered Chauvelin to leave the country within eight 
days. On February 1st the Convention made the only 
response possible, and declared war against both the King 
of England and the Stadholder of Holland.' 

The war concerns us only in so far as it affected the 
Bank of England. 

Between February 1st, 1793, and March 17th, 1801, the 
Government was obliged to increase the English national 
debt by £325,211,460.' 

The Bank, on the other hand, had to suspend its cash 
payments in February, 1797. 

Was there any connection between these two facts? 
Would a wiser administration of the public finance have 
avoided this disaster? This is the question into which we 
must now inquire. 

Yearly loans had to be raised from the outbreak of the 
war until the peace of Amiens. 

These loans, which were at first small, rapidly increased 
in amount, and after 1795 became excessive, but decreased 
slightly between 1798 and 1800. After this the upward 
movement began again, so that at the end of 1801, the 
total English funded debt had increased by £z71,gSo,000 
during the nine years of Pitt's administration, the average 
yearly increase being £30,000,000 • 

• Mr. Lec:ky. with his <UItoaw'y _ and learning. tried to J .... ify the 
behaviour of England and to mark it otJ 'rom tha' of the C«.tinmtaJ 
monIIrchies. It .. ould be out of place CO diKU8 the 4U1!Stion bete. but if J 
had to exprest an opinjOlt J Mould sum up tbe matter Ih ... : that. whUe the 
behayiour of Engbnd in these wan aaainsl Loui. XVI. and Hapoleoa _. 
justifiable and did good Rl"Yic:e to Europe, her conduct durin, the .hoIe 
period Jj'8c)-J793. now before as., wu unjUlt, dea1t1uJ ..... fuJi of h",.c:rillJ. 
And. Jet I am not inspired by any euessive admit".rion few cbe Jleyolution, 
and willingly acknowledge tho. the eon-tion. by indulgin, iD inconcr
and unsuitable demonstraboM. played jnro the banes. of il8 aamaiea aod 
.. pplied them with their strongest ugumeolL 

• This IUrD did DOl indeed represent the .hoIe debt. lor bqideI dwlr 
shares. the wbKTibers received • certaiA Dumber of terminable &nnuiria .. 
part of their security. Tboee annuities, ImowJI .. If Lone Annuitia." apif'ecI 
ia 1860, and their ..toe reckoned at S ~ cmt. iDt«e.I would be £9.3;1:3.9'76. 

;;~.s~ts~.'!: ~tbe~~ :=: :Ii= /; fU~= t:C: 
the total amowtt.--&o.ebery, pp. I~J5L 
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And, since the shares in all these loans were issued con
siderably below par, the Government only actually received 
£202,375,000 out of the 271 millions' for which it was 
indebted. 

For the same reason, the interest, nominally 3 per cent., 
was actually much higher.' 

This increase was mainly due to the disinclination felt at 
the outset to impose fresh taxes. The taxes levied during 
the four years 1793-1797 amounted to £70,000,000, or 
£17,500,000 a year, whilst during the four years 1799-1803 
the taxes amounted to £134,750,000, i.e., there was an 
increase of 921 per cent.' 

And finally, a large part of the money raised by these 
loans was not used in the public service but was absorbed 
in subsidies paid to the allies. These were of two kinds: 
(I) direct subsidies, (2) Imperial loans, guaranteed by the 
English Government and raised in England. These loans 
ultimately became a charge on the English Treasury. 

Pitt's financial policy has been severely attacked on all 
these accounts. We will proceed to examine these 
criticisms. and will begm with those of Mr. Gladstone. 
rendering honour where it is due. During the debate of 

1 Newmarch, p. 39, alva the annual &alOUDtI of the loan. CODtractecI nd 
tile ....... "'va1!7 nw.! u follo_:-

Loa .. ......... tH. II.., -0, ...... 
''/93 ............... 6.ISO mlW..... ............... 4-SOO...w;..· 
'7\14 ............... '$·676 ............... "·907 
'79$ ............... 55·S37 ................... -
'796 ............... sCo'94$ .................. ·755 
'797 ............... a8."7$.. .. ............. '40500 

:~ ::::::::::::::: ~:: .. (I~.~~:: .!::: 
:f:. ::::::::::::::: i;~ ::::::::::::::: :!:E 

3
'
4·49S -0378 

But out of 1M 3'4.4<15 miln-. ..... trotted. 48.$1$ ........ _loci ltJ 1M 
Sinking Fund, so that lito ac ..... dobt iDc:1lInd bJ 1M Sta ...... '71.g80 
millions. 

• "'GIIl of the loan&.. i.t .• • :1-597 millions 01 the debt, wen issued at 
S pot _,. Th<n! ...... ho_. 55.SOl ... un-. - at 5 per _, ...... 
'.lOS millions at • per ~at. The awnce rate at which &he ........ 

ac":·~tr:.:~ ;':'/;}~'.= ~:::. pp. Sst-59" 
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May 8, 1854, this great sia"iesman, who was then Chancellor 
of the Exchequer, set himself the task of proving that all 
war expenses ought to be met by taxation,' an attempt which 
gave evidence of a rare degree of_uprightness and political 
couragl!. After a statement of the economic and moral 
grounds for his opinion, Gladstone passed on to discuss the 
lessons of history, and criticised Pitt strongly for the policy 
he adopted at the beginning of the war." He ridiculed the 
view which had gained for Pitt the title of .. Heaven-born 
minister," though at the same time he acknowledged a 
profound respect for his memory, and pointed out how he 
recognised his mistakes, changed his policy and whole
heartedly sought the aid of taxation.' 

The speaker in fact, entirely condemned the continued 
resort to loans.· Others' have criticised the rate at which 
the loans were issued, on the ground that, as only an in
adequate interest of 3 per cent. was offered, much larger 
sums had to be borrowed than were actually received, and 
above all, the possibility of future conversions was cut off. 
Finally, Pitt has been almost unanimously blamed for the 
subsidies given to the allies. 

Let us examine t1iese various points. 

• See the whole of this opeech, P.". D ... ,.. Vol. '3> (Mardl-Ma,. "54). 
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SECTION L 

SUIISIDIES PAID TO TIm ALLIES. 

These subsidies, as we have said, weYe managed in two 
ways. Either the money was paid over directly,' or security 
was given for the loans raised by the German Empire, 
security which, considering the state of the Imperial 
finances, was equivalent to a loan. The first of these loans 
was for £4,600,000,' the second, guaranteed in 1797, was 
only for £I,6ao,ooo. 

Most English writers, not even excepting Newmai'ch,~ 
condemn the payment of these subsidies. 

It is true that some of the allies deserved the name of 
.. treacherous II given them by Fox, & and that they em
ployed the money for anything rather than the support of 
England in her struggle against revolutionary France. It 
was also true that even when the allies were honest, there 
was little or no agreement between them and the English 
troops, that the combination did more harm than good to 
both parties, and that ultimately England gained little 
advantage from the IS millions and more which she spent 
between 1793 and 1801. But it cannot therefore be asserted 
as has too often been done in England, that Pitt's policy 
was nothing but a mistake and a delusion. In my opinion 
this is perhaps the 1IeJ'Y point where he is least to blame. 

In (act, these payments only formed a small part of the 
war expenses, and it cannot be said either that they were 
wholly inelJectual, 01' that England was not justified in 
hoping for still better results. It is curious that these sub
sidies have been thou&ht to play such an important part in 

• n. _ .... 6r.m, _ " ....... 7. DotoIIo 01 ... __ 
... be _ loa R~."~ A .... _ .... 51 ... "....". 
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the crisis from which England suffered after 1795. Macleod 
still holds this view. At the time they were believed to be 
the sole cause of the drain of bullion. The opposition re
peated this persistently and the commercial world was 
convinced of its truth. People apparently attributed the 
exportation of precious metals entirely to the subsidies, 
forgetting the fleets and armies which England had to 
maintain abroad. Sir Francis Baring' pointed this out 
Clearly enough: If It must be indifferent to the country, if 
bullion is exported, to what service it shall be applied; but 
it is of infinite importance whether the magnitude of the sum 
shall exceed, or fall short, of the balance of trade. Whether 
money so exported shall be applied to the payment of the 
British troops in Germany, for the foreign expenditure of 
fleets in the Mediterranean or Lisbon, or whether it shall 
be for an Imperial loan • • • is euctJy the same to the 
country." 

Here, as in other cases, th'e mistake lay in having under
taken an unjust and imprudent war. But, this mistake 
having been made, it was England'. duty to secure 
Continental allies in the first instance, and then to 
retain them at all costs. This was the only way in which 
Great Britain with her insignificant army, could threaten 
the French frontiers l it was the only way in which she could 
k~ the Republican army from her own coasts. Hence, 
although Pitt may be blamed for distributing ,"eral 
millions without adequate security for their proper use, I 
cannot in justice criticise him for trying by every mean. 
available to preserve his country from disaster. 

SECTION D. 

THE RATE AT WBICH ~ loANS WERE RAISED. 

Mr. Newmai'ch in· his apology, tries to prove that Pitt 
failed to raise loan. at 5 per cent., not from any unwilling
ness to do so, but because he could find no one to lend money 
OD such terms, since the public wanted to enjoy the 
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advantages of .: high rate and to avoid the tisk of can. 
version. Mr. Newmarch' supplies very convincing proofs 
in support of this theory. We will merely notice the most 
.triking of th'ese. 

The first loan of £4.500.000. isiue'il at 3 per cenl •• w'i! 
taised at £72. that is. at an Interest of £4 3s. 4d. per £100.' 
But according to Newmarch, Pitt, to judge by his own 
statemeni in tlie House (Marcli '7, 1793), seems to liave 
tried in vain to borrow at 4 or 5 pet cent., and to have been 
forced, without option, to borrow at 3 per cenl., although 
he realised that lhe conditions were more burdensome than 
he had expected. This fad is confirmed by J. J. Grellier, 
wlio states that Pilt did everythinlf he could to excitei:Om· 
petition, but without success. 

The same thing is true for ib~ su6sequene loans. 'In 
November, 17915, a part of the Boating debt which circulated 
in the form of Naval bills and Exchequer bills. was funded. 
The holders were offered a clioice between slock beating 
respectively 3. 4, and 5 pei: tent. interesl. The offers were 
so arranged that in actual fact al\ the stoci paid more th°an 
15 peG cent., and there was a bonus on thai at 4 and 5 pei: 
cenl. The firsl paid £5 55., the second £5 los.,.and the 
lhird jCs 1611. per £100 of capital. Bu' even ibis was not 
enough to attract the subsci'ibers, who were alarmed ., the 
possibility of conversion, and out of a total of £13.029.339 
funded, 8S per tent. were subscribed at J ~ cent. 

There remains another yet more characteristic facio In 
1796 England was in lui isolated position and was 
threafened with' an apparently inevitable invasion. The 
budget showed. deficit of 18 millions,' and as, under the 
circumstances. the yield from otdinary loans lieemed insufli • 
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cient, it was determined to raise a patriotic subscription, the 
Loyalty Loan. 

Everyone who subscribed £100 was to receive £112 in 
5 per cent. stock. This loan was inconvertible until after all 
other 5 per cent. loans had been converted, and the shar~ 
holders were always to have the option of £I(Xl in cash or 
£133 in 3 per cent. stock. In spite of all these advantages 
these shares, which were subscribed for amidst grpat 
patriotic enthusiasm,' fell 50 low that Pitt thought it 
advisable to help the shareholders by adding to the above 
conditions a long annuity of 7s. 6d. per share, hoping in this 
way to stop a fall which had already reached 14 per cent.' 

To sum up: the accusations against Pitt as regards this 
second point do not seem to us well-founded; those made by 
Mr. Gladstone with respect to the continual appeal to loan. 
are certainly more justifiable, without being wholly sound. 

SECTION III. 

LOAN VeTSUS TAX. 
Mr. Gladstone's arguments will be remembered. "'ith

out disputing their correctness in principle, 1\'e may note 
that it has been said in reply: first, that in this particular 
case Pitt could not levy fresh taxes without risk of crush
ing the new-born English industries; and second, that 
those industries were not in a position to bear the burden 
of the war until after the naval victories had assured them 
a commercial monopoly; this, however, was not until 17<)8. 
It has been pointed out, too, that the first years of the war 
were not only years of great commercial distress, as is 
proved by the number of failures, but also of agricultural 
distress due to the remarkable series of bad harvests. The 
conditions were thus very unsuited to the imposition of 
new taxes, and Pitt was well-advised not to impose any. 
This is true, but I am not convinced that Pitt gave any 
thought to the economic condition of the country and rather 

• The ..... __ ~ _bed witbin IS~ • 
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believe with Gladstone that he was chiefty concerned to 
maintain his own popularity. 

Mr. Glndstone's criticisms however only refer to the 
ptlriGd 1793-1797; he has only praise to bestow on Pitt a5 
regards the succeeding years. In 1797, he says,' Pitt made 
a first effort towards a more healthy policy "by proposing 
to raise £7,000,000 by assessed taxes.' The plan broke 
down •.. and he only got £4,000,000. In the year 1798, 
not daunted by that failure, he proposed to raise 
£10,000,000 by means of the income tax; and from that 
time onwards his career was one series of continued and 
almost oonvulsive efforts to ••• extricate the oouritry from 
the frightful consequences of former laxity, and to provide 
against a recurrence of similar evils in future." 

The revenues for the years 1799-1802 were, as we have 
said, 92 per cent. higher than those for 1793-1797. The 
peace of Amiens was of short duration. In 1803 the revenue 
was £38,600,000, in 1805 it was £50,900,000. In. 1806 a 
further attempt was made to increase it. Lord Lansdownll 
increased the income tax to 10 per cent. The ta'tes brought 
in £59,300,000, that is, an increase of IS per cent. From 
this date until 1816 the revenue never feU below 60 millions 
and sometimes e.'tceeded 70.' 

But from the brellking of the pt:ace of Amiens until 1816 
the national debt was only increased by £360,000,000; that 
is, a yenrly increase of as millions. The period 1793-ISoa, 
though the expenses were much smaller,' had witnessed 
an increase in the debt of 30 millions a year. This com
pamtively satisfactory result was only ohtained by a bold 
increase in taxation. Mr. Gladstone states that if the in
come tax had been imposed in time it would have saved the 
nation from these enormous loans, since the annual e.~n
diture e.'tcept for the interest on the debt, might have been 

: ~:r;"" .. _ aD m ..... tI .. ' study "- \be tisraI point 01. now. 
Tho, """" .............. ury. ownptUUJ' ....... c_ ...... s .......... s,._ 
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covered during the later years by the returns from taxation. 
But even if we assume that all the excuses made for Pitt 

are justified;-if we admit, as we did at the outset, that Pitt 
was not wrong to send subsidies to the allies; if we admit 
that he could not issue loans under more favourable c0n

ditions than those forced upon him by circumstances; even 
if we admit, what is very doubtful, that Pitt could not have 
relied more than he did on taxation-he yet made three 
mistakes which are inexcusable. These are, the con
tinuance of the Sinking Fund, his forecast as to the duration 
of the war, and his treatment of the Bank; and all three, 
especially the last, are unworthy of a great' statesman. 

For the present we will confine ourselves to a considera
tion of the two irst of these mistakes, the third .will occupy 
the following chapter. 

The Sinking Fund." "The sinking fund established by 
Mr. Pitt," says Gladstone, "was another form of mischief. 
By means of the sinking fund you were continually buying 
up stock at 3, 4, or 5 per cent. below the rate at wbich you 
were simultaneously creating stock in order to find the 
money to make the purchase. You were buying stock to 
.reduce it at 60, and creating it again sometimes as high as 
68. Thus what the 'heaven-born policy' did was to re
establish the patient by putting a seton into the body; for 
this process was nothing but a perpetual drain upon the 
resources of the country." 

Lord Grenville, Pitt's cousin, bas tried to exonerate bim' 
by pointing out that the nation accepted the sinking fund 
almost wi~hout consideration and with unlimited belief in 
what ,.-as regarded as an all-powerful remedy. This being 
so be concludes that " It can be no reproach to any indi
vidual to have partaken largely in these feelings, and least 
of all to that able and excellent statesman who carried 
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through the Act of 1786." To which it may be replied that 
Pitt's mistake was not excused by the fact, if it be one, 
that he only believed in the sinking fund because the public 
looked upon it as a universal remedy. 

Hamilton's criticisms' in 1813, and Ricardo's seven 
years' later, showed plainly the fallacies involved in this 
invention, and the sinking fund as a special institution was 
abandoned in 1829.' 

Falsll iudgments CIS to thll duration of the war and thll 
strength of th' en'my. Pitt was confronted by a vigorous 
though small Opposition, led by men who may indeed have 
made mistakes, and who, in my opinion, were too ready to 
remember that the government of their country was in the 
hands of their political opponents, but who exercised a real 
influence over the House by. their eloquence and remarkable 
controversial skill. The Opposition speakers, whose names 
are preserved in history, pointed out untiringly that the war 
was unjust, that it would be long and unprofitable and that 
it would bring about the ruin of the country. The uninter
rupted victories of the Republican armies and the disloyal 
behaviour of some of the allies provided them daily with 
fresh arguments. Pitt endeavoured not to disgust the 
country by increased taxation and to pacify the House by 
describing the war as necessarily of short duration, because 
France had exhausted her resources and was .. on the verge, 
nay, in the gulf of bankruptcy ... • This was one of his 
favourite arguments; he Vo'&5 always referring to the 
assignats and to the condition of the Republican finances. 
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Ii may be acknowledged that Pitt was sincere in what he 
saiq: and it is comprehensible that at first he may easily 
have flattered himself into the idea that the war would be 
short and that the chaotic state of the French Government 
would prevent its carrying on a vigorous campaign. But 
how long could he have kept up this illusion 1 How could a 
statesman such as he have cherished these ideas after the 
battle of Fleurus l' and when he could no longer reasonably 
believe them, was it loyal, in Fox's' picturesque phrase, to 
.. amuse" the country .. with his ideas on the finances of 
France," with calculations as to the assignats and the 
French bankruptcy, when he was himself leading the way 
to an inconvertible currency and to the verge of a similar 
bankruptcy.' 

I Even in October, 1795, he wrote to Addington that peace would be made 
before Easter . 
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CHAPTER III. 

THE CRISES OF 1793 AND 1797.-THE BANK 
RESTR]CT]ON ACT.-THE SUSPENSION OF 
CASH PAYMENTS BY THE BANK. 

Crill. or 1793. Crl.l, of 1797. Pitt'. unwise treatment of the Bank. 
Advancel to Government forbidden by the Bank Charter. Modification of 
thi.. Inee .. ,.nt 1000ni from 1793 to 1797. Exportation and drain of specie. 

~~~!r.~'r:fFr!~~n,~PI~opo\~ 8:,n!h'~ :::~c d~~:..~e S:~i~s'o:f o~ 
nih payments. Decision of the },rivy Council. MHSa&e from rhe King 
10 Parliament. PosltioD of the Bank and parUamentary debatet. Tbe 
Bank R_triction Act. 

A.-CRISIS OF 1793. 
THE war began under gloomy auspices. The harvest in 
1792 was very bad, as were most of the harvests between 
1789 and ISo2, the price of corn had risen 13S., and 
in addition to the agricultural distress, a serious economic 
crisis occurred just before the declaration of war.' This 
declaration, however much it may have been expected, gave 
the last blow to the tottering public credit. "]n the month 
of November this year," says Macpherson,· "there were 
no fewer than 0". """dred G"d five hG"/cnlt1Gies. There 
were very few months in all the years preceding 1792 
wherein the gazette ••• has exhibited above the half of that 
numher." But this was only the beginning. On February 
19, the Bank refused the paper of Lane, Son & Fraser, who 
suspended payment the next day, leaving a deficit of a 
million. Tbis failure was followed by several others and 
the numbers continued to increase during the succeeding 
months.· 

Failures among the country banks occurred almost 
simultaneously. The crisis began at Newcast1e, where the 
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banks stopped payment after an unexpected run although 
the shareholders had adequate resources to meet aU 
Clemands. 

The evil spread throughout the provinces, where credit 
facilities, as we have said, were very badly organised. The 
country banks mis-managed their issues, and allhough 
they were not all ruined, their credit was severely shaken. 
Distrust prevailed both in the capital and in the provinces; 
no money could be borrowed on the shares of industrial 
undertakings or canals and still less could loans be raised 
without security. The Bank itself gave way to alarms 
which Sir Francis Baring' condemns as ill-founded, con· 
tracted its issues, raised its tate of discount and looked on 
unmoved at the rapidly increasing number of failures going 
on around it.· 

Matters became urgent, the more so because Hie evil liaa 
spread to Scotland and one of the directors of the Royal 
Bank of Scotland had come to London to request assistance, 
declaring that unless the Government gave immediate help 
there would be a general bankruptcy. 

At the suggestion of Sir John Sinclair and after a meet
ing of the City merchants to consider the situation, Pitt 
agreed to advance £5,000,000 in Exchequer bills to the 
merchants upon the security 01 commodities of all kinds. 
The House passed the scheme, in spite of fhe somewhat 
short-sighted opposition of Fox' and Grey. The remedy 
was so effective that, as soon as the vote was known, "7°,000 
were sent to Manchester and Glasgow. This bad excellent 
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esults in a crisis caused partly by lack of sufficient currency 
md partly by the general want of confidence. The feeling 
hat credit could be obtained was enough to calm people's 
'ears and to prevent many from actually asking for it. As 
Macpherson says: .. The very first intimation of the inten
,ion of the legislature to support the merchants, opera~ed all 
)ver the country like a charm, and in a degree superseded 
:he necessity of the relief, by an almost instantaneous 
'estoration of mercantile confidence." 
It was not found actually necessary to advance the whole 

)f the five millions voted by Parliament. There were 338 
requests for £3,855,624; 238 of these were granted, the total 
Imount advanced being £2,202,200. Of the other demands, 
.9 were refused and the rest were withdrawn by the appli
:ants themselves. Far from losing by this transaction, the 
State made a net profit of £4,348; only two of the borrowers 
went bankrupt and some of the others repaid their debts 
oefore they fell due. 

B.-CRlsls OF 1797. 
Sir Francis Baring' and Mr. Tooke' are agreed that 

nothing could be more satisfactory than the economic con
dition of the country during 1794 and part of 1795. Both 
also recognise that the difficulties which ended in the 
~tastrophe of 1797 began during the second half of 1795. 

The quiet, the confidence and the general prosperity 
were, Baring states, so extraordinary during this period, 
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that it was difficult to get 4 per cent. for money. The 
country was about to pass suddenly from abundance to 
scarcity, from scarcity to famine, and from famine to bank
ruptcy. 

On February 27, 1797, the Bank stopped its cash pay
ments. What were the causes of this suspension? 

According to Baring' they were as follows :
I.-Disorders among the country banks and in the paper 

circulation in the provinces, which produced a crisis similar 
to that of 1793. 

2.-The general alarm due to a French invasion. 
3~The excessive exportation of bullion or coin to the 

Continent. 
4~The unwise influence of the Government. 
Changing the order adopted by Baring, we will begin by 

studying together causes 3 and 4, which are closely con
nected. We shall then examine causes I and :iI in the same 
way. 

SF.cnON I.' 

THE UNWISE INFLUENCE OF THE GOVERNKENT~ 
PITT'S DISLOYAL BEHAVIOua ..... THE EXPORTATION 

AND DRAIN OP SPECIE • 

.. The enormous abuses," says Macleod,' .. which might 
be perpetraied by an unscrupulous Government, and the 
dangerous power which so potent an engine as the Bank of 
England would confer upon them, had been clearly fore
seen by its antagonists at the time of its foundation. We 
have seen that stringent precautions were taken in the first 
Act of 1694 to prevent the Bank making any advances to 
Government without the express permission of Parliament." 
It had been the custom, however, time out of mind, to 
advance for the amount of such Treasury bills of exchange 
as were made payable at the Bank." These advances 
amounted to twenty or thiny thousand pounds; complaints 
Jl'ere made if they reached fifty thousand. This limit was 

'p.6s-
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ireatly exceeded during the American war, and sometimes 
£150,000 was advanced. The legality of these proceedings 
seemed doubtful to Bosanquet, the governor of the Bank, 
who discussed the matter with the directors; it was agreed 
to apply to the Government for a bill of indemnity for the 
past and for authority to continue these transactions in the 
future, but only on condition that they were kept within a 
fixed limit. This limit was to be £so,OOO-£I(X),ooo. 
Bosanquet went out of office at this time and could not 
continue the negotiations, but Pitt was too clever not to see 
at once what immense powers would be given to the Govern
ment by an Act of this kind. He therefore hurried the Bill 
through Parliament, but was careful to omit the limiting 
clause.' 

No government had ever had such a formidable weapon 
placed in its hands. The Act allowed the Bank to be drawn 
upon without any restriction, for the directors dared not 
dishonour the Government drafts. Henceforward the Bank 
was completely at Pitt's mercy and he made large demands 
on the resources thus placed at his disposal.· 

• Statute 1793. Co ,I. 
I S ... n .nal,.11 01 the eumo .4vanced ID the Go_I _Inl ID 

!}'i~::;cii~~:;,:r';:i~:~ 1':,l!:::-p.oI,~mo;:.:t :-j;::;C~ 0: 
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At about this time the English Government began to 
send subsidies to the Continental powers. And as we have 
explained, these were not the only sums remitted abroad. 
For various purposes £2,715,232 was exported in 1793; 
£8,335,592 in 1794; £11,040,236 in 1795. To which must 
be added £4,702,818 sent abroad for naval expenses.' 
These enormous payments had the effect of making the 
exchange adverse and caused great anxiety at the Bank. At 
the very time when this withdrawal of bullion was going on 
the Treasury bills were increased to an unheard-of extent, 
and the demands made by the commercial world were 
equally pressing. 

On December II, 1794, the directors, seeing that things 
were getting worse and worse, remonstrated with Pitt. In 
January, 1795, when they heard that a foreign loan and a 
home loan were about to be raised, they declared that the 
Treasury could not expect further assistance from them, and 
that in particular, they could not allow the advances on the 
Treasury bills to exceed £500,000. Pitt promised all they 
asked, then pretended that he had forgotten his promise in 
the stress of business, and finally, instead of keeping it, 
he asked in August for a fresh advance of 2 millions. He 
even began by demanding 21 millions. 

The exchange began to fall rapidly at the end of 1794, 
and in May, 1795, it was so unfavourable that specie point 
was reached! The only way to counteract this adverse 
tendency would have been to reduce the issue of Bank notes. 
Instead of tbis, tbe Bank, wor.ried by Pitt's demands, fell 
into the mistake of increasing tbe issue by issuing notes for 
£5, £10 baving hitherto been tbe lowest value issued . 

• Tooke. p. 2<18. la '796 tho nportatioM • .,.. ,c.o.649-9.6; .-
figuns are qUOl<d by Tooke from die Appeaclica Noo. 23 and 27 of tho Jleport 
10 tho H ..... of Lords. 

• Sir F. Baring (p. 49) ........ _ tho pn>6t on _ing "*' from London 
10 Hamburg __ 7i per cmL ;" January. '796. 6i per ...... ;" FeIJnJary. and 
Sf per ceaL ;" M2Ub. After that, than... 10 good harY..... tho _baa .. 
wu once IDOre faYOUl"abIe until February. 18oD. Oa this ___ Sir Joba Siaclair. lAin, __ '" 1M Gn..-
.... mle",", of ,Ioe B_" of •• g'-4 ito Squ.bn. .796. 1be _ 
_ four ranodies:-

•. -" _ ;" die c:apiIaI of die Baal<. A remedy ........ --
occasions. 

2~1be -.. of ,c. or '£3 _ 
3.-Tbe -.e, with Ihe authoJiNtioa of Govft'lJmm1, of a millioll BalIk 
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In August, 1794, the total circulation did not exceed 10 

millions; in February, 1795, it rose to 14 millions. The 
drain of coin began to take full effect in the autumn of 
1795; the reserve declined more and more. The Bank 
directors saw that all their measures were unavailing and 
that they must choose between their own bankruptcy and 
that of the Government. Consequently in a resolution of 
December 31, 1795, it was announced that the sum to be 
employed in discounts should be fixed for each day in 
advance. Any excess in the demands was to be dealt with 
by returning .. a pro rata proportion of such bills in each 
parcel as are not otherwise objectionable .•. without regard 
to the respectability of the party sending in the bills or the 
solidity of the bills themselves. H, 
count. In consequ~nce of an. agreement with the different merdlaotll wbose 
bHlt the Bank disc:ounted. 

These thRO measures would tend to increate the circulating medium. 
4.-An alteration in the c:oinace: aince "while we continue to make our 

IOld eoin 10 much finer than that of other nations, and almost give • bonus 
to lhe 1I1lf'lter by demanding nothing for the espenee of the manufacture. it 
i. Impossible that OW' coin ihoulcl not either be upcnUd abroad or lIIleited 
clown at bome. n 

Sir John Sinclair propaaecl ID fact to alter the coinage U by mi&iag a 

~t .. { r:'~le~:.nalloJt:b~b:-;'::::!~ ~.:,bjcct matter of the 
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This resolution ought to have restrained the demands of 
the Government, but it proved insufficient to curb the Prime 
Minister's rapacity. Pitt had never carried out his repeated 
promises to reduce the advances on Treasury bills to 
£500,000; on June 14, 1796, the total of the advances was 
£1,232,649. He demanded £800,000 at the end of July 
and a like sum in August. The directors were induced to 
grant the first, but refused the second. Pitt said that the 
one was useless to him without the other and invited them 
to revoke their decision. This they did after indulging in 
some platonic remonstrances. 

In November Pitt proffered a new request for )C2,750,ooo 
on the security of certain taxes. This was granted on con
dition that the advances on the Treasury bills, which now 
amounted to £1,513,345, should be repaid. Pitt secured the 
money, but was careful not to redeem the bills. Then he 
returned to the attack and asked for fresh advances. intended 
for San Domingo and Ireland. The sum needed for Ireland 
was at first to be only £200,000, but :0 the end it amounted 
to £1,750,000. 

SEC.'TION IL 

THE DISORDERS AMONG THE CoUNTRY BA."IKS AND THE 
SCARE OF A FRESCH INVASION WHICH LED TO 

AN ACTUAL PANIC 

Henry Thornton calculates that after the crisis of 1793, 
the issues of the provincial banks had been decreased by 
one-half, and he adds that the requirements of trade had 
attracted an enormous quantity of money to counteract this 
decrease. At the same time although the exchange was 
DOW favourable, the Bank of England continued to restrict 
its issues. During the three last months of 17<;1) they did 
DOt exceed those of 1782, although the total of commercial 
payments made was several times greater than the total in 
that year. The payments had to be made whatever hap
pened and for want of paper money they were made in 
coin, so that calls were constantly made on the reserve, 
which fell from £2,972,000 in March, 17<;1), to £2,502,008 
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in Dec!mbei' of the same year, when a serious witlidfiWaIi 
of bullion began. 

At the beginning of 1797 the political situation was worse 
than ever. The country banks, scenting the storm, took 
precautions and tried to withdraw as much coin as possible 
from London. This helped still further to diminish the 
reserve.' 

An occurrence of but small importance strategically pro
duced a definite crisis. The landing of a handful of French 
troops, says Baring,· caused a general alarm, which showed 
itself chieRy in a demand for coined money, even bullion 
being refused. All ranks of society were seized with panic: 
traders, artisans and especially women and farmers, all 
wanted guineas merely in order to conceal them. 

C.-THE BANK DIRKCTORS' SHARa 01> RESPONSIBILITY IN 
THE SUSPENSION 0.. CASH PAy)IENTS. 

Th"ese, then, ale the four causes enumllraied by Baring liS 
having led to the suspension of cash payments. Baring 
refrained from criticising the behaviour of the directors. 
\Vhat must be thought of this? The directors denied all 
share in the suspension and threw the whole responsibility 
on the Government, which had reduced them to this ex
tremity by its excessive demands. They declared that if the 
Government had repaid them they would have had no 
hl'sitation in assisting the commercial world, and of this 
there seems to be no doubt. But many contemporary 
writers' allege that even the advances made to the Govern
ment should not ha\'e prevented the Bank from continuing 
its issues and helping commerce. Ultimately. then, it is 
upon this point that the maller turns, and good arguments 
are not wanting to those who adopt this adverse view. They 
point out that the undue restriction of issues caused an 

& A ftI'y 'th'", .,rripttOIli of lb.e uisis o' 1m. and ill partkular of its wid .. 
• itudM in ScotlaDd. ia livrea by Sir Wmiam Forbel in hia AI ... triPS 01 • 
B ........ ' II.,... Thew ~"".n were not pu.blidaed anfll ISbo by Robftt 
Chambers • • 1t~ Sir WIlliam bad d,", fift~ J"" bft,(ore and *-ned &be 
title Ri_ bim .., Stopbooo. po 93. 01 the ..... Iye 01 tile BaAk. 

• Baring. PI'- 45-54· 
• s.. npedalIJ ~. Chap. .... PI'- .,....0 oIl1cCu_ .. ..,.u.t. 
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unusual demand for guineas, that in consequence, the pro
vincial notes were discredited, and that the Bank took no 
sieps to supply the gap left by the disappearance of the 
notes.' 

Moreover this contraction had caused the forced sale and 
the consequent depreciation of the public stock, which would 
have been avoided if only the Bank had kept up its issues 
to the level of 1795. Finally, it was stated that when the 
exchange was most unfavourable and it was profitable to 
export gold, the directors had issued notes to the value of 
£14,000,000, and that, on the contrary, they had reduced 
their issues to £8,640,225 when the exchange had been 
favourable for several months. To put the matter briefly, 
the contraction of the issues had largely contributed to 
empty the coffers of the Bank during the autumn of 17g6, 
when an extension of issue would have helped to replenish 
them.' 

The Bullion Report adopted this opinion, whicli was 
in fact the development of the Expansive theory set forth 
by Bosanquet in 1783, and together with most of the con
temporary authors, it condemned the Restrictive theory puf 
into practice by the directors. 

It thus seems evident that the Bank had a large sliarl! of 
responsibility in the crisis of 1797 and this was acknow
ledged by the directors themselves before the Committee of 
1810. But, as Macleod' very clearly points out, it may be 
asked whether any administration, however· wise aDd 
prudent, could have avoided the suspension of cash pay
ments-a measure which Robert Peel in 1844 described as 
.. fatal." Macleod is driven to believe that it was fortunale 
that the suspension occurred at this time, since later on tbe 
situation became still worse. The Irish rebellion and the 
naval mutiny joined with the permanent risk of an invasion 
to produce sucll an alarming combination, that a convertible 
paper currency would have had small chance of surviving. 
Finally, .. the constant power of producing public em-

, See """"e. Chap. i.. Part III .• pp. ,,.. .... '71. __ ........... 
the bad orcaa;sation of pnwiDciaJ uodiL 

• Macl<Od. ]nI Editioa, VaL I ••• ot6I (sill ..-. p. 533). 
..... -PI-¢.!. 
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barrassment by iiemands for gold II would have been a 
powerful weapon in the hands of enemies who would have 
been supported in England by political sympathies. 

The measure thus removed a perpetual source of alarm, 
and the extreme depreciation of the notes which took place 
some years later was in no sense a necessary result of 
the suspension, but was entirely due to a surprising want 
of foresight on the part of the Government and of the Bank 
directors. The suspension of payments was inevitable, 
and it was better for the country that it occurred before the 
great disasters. 

D.-SVSPENSION OF CASH PAYMENTS.-THE ACT 01' 
RESTRICTION. . 

The crisis began witli the failure of the Newcastle banks 
on February 20th, 1797. The news quickly reached London 
and from this moment the events followed one another 
in rapid succession. The reserve of the Bank was reduced 
on February 25th to £1,272,000. The Bank had also con
siderably decreased its issues; they were reduced from 
£10,550,830 aanuary 21) to £8,(40,000 (February 25). 
This only gives an inadequate idea of the decrease in the 
paper currency, for it must be remembered that the private 
banks were forced to imitate the Bank of England's ex
ample. Several of them were obliged to make enormous 
sacrifices to meet the demands on them, and to sell securities 
at a considerable loss. The 3 per cents. were at SI and the 
other funds fell in a similar manner. 

The fatal hour had come: the suspension of cash pay
ments was not to be averted. The directors of the Bank 
applied to Pitt for advice and assistance. Pitt induced the 
King .to preside at the council meeting summoned to COD':. 

sider the situation. The council unanimously agreed' that 
the Bank should be forbidden to make any payment in cash 
until Parliament should have decided on the policy to be 
adopted • 

• See thl> order 01 Fob 06 ill Perl. Hid .• Vol XXXII-, p. 15'& 
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The Bank, when it stopped cash payments on February 
27, '797, published' a statement that the satisfactory and 
prosperous condition of its affairs was such as might remove 

. all doubts as to its solvency. At the same time, what was 
more important, a large meeting of well-known financier. 
and bankers passed a resolution undertaking to accept Bank 
notes in payment of sums due to them. This resolution ,..as 
supported by four thousand signatures, including all the 
names of any importance in the City. 

The King thought fit to announce the unprecedented 
event to the Commons in a Royal Message.' Pitt communi
cated this message to the House' and proposed that a 
committee should be appointed to inquire into the position 
of the Bank, although as he added, he felt no doubt of the 
solidity of the establishment. Fox replied in a rather dull 
speech" and Sheridan' in a violent oration, but neither 
opposed the nomination of the committee. 

The discussion was resumed on the question of the reply 
to be given to the message and this gave Fox an oppor
tunity to make a magnificent speech,' which, however, 
suggested no remedy except the speedy conclusion of peace. 

In the House of Lords the speeches of Lord Grenviffe, 
Lord Bedford and Lord Lansdowne,' are worthy of men
tion. The latter remarked that his colleagues would do him 
the justice to remember that he had .. foretold the present 

, 1b;s not;". is g;..., i. His...., of I1u s .... of .'flDM r'm), p. 43-
• See Til. Kia,', Jll!uage ru~&""6 1Iu........, *'-"4/tIr I,ed6. 
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exigency" since 1793. He compared public credit to the 
. soul of England: everything had been done to ruin credit, 
in the first instance by .. the inordinate increase of ex
pense," then by the war and the subsidies sent abroad; 
now the death-blow was to be struck by decreeing an incon
vertible currency. .. Mark my proph'ecy, my lords," he 
exclaimed in conclusion,' .. and do not disdain the counsel 
while yet in time. If you attempt to make bank notes a legal 
tender, their credit will perish. They may go on for a time, 
but the consequence is certain ••• We do not speak upon 
conjecture, the thing is matter of experience. A fever is as 
much a fever in London as in Paris or Amsterdam; and the 
consequences of a stoppage of payment must be the same 
in whatever country it shall happen." 

On March Jrd, the Committee of the House of Commons 
presented its report. It stated that .. the total amount of 
outstanding demands on the Bank on the 25th of February 
last •.• was £13,770,390; and that the total amount of the 
funds for discharging those demands (not including tbe per
manent debt due from Government of £11,686,800, which 
bears an interest of 3 per cent.) was ••• £17,597,280; and 
that the result is that there was • • • a surplus • • • of 
£3,826,8g8 .... 

The situation thus seemed all that could be desired, but 
the committee omitted to mention that out of the £17,597,280 
of funds, more than ten millions had been lent to the 
Governmetlt, which reduced the sum immediately available 
to seven millions. This fact was brought out very clearly by 
Sheridan.' The speaker began by remarking that the 
£11.686,800 of Government debt could not be regarded as 
capital, since the Bank could not demand its repayment. 
All that should be counted was the annuity of £IJO,OOO. 
Moreover, he continued. it appeared that besides th~ 
eleven millions. the Bank had advanced nearly ten million's 
for the public expenses. 'Vhat ",'as, then, its position? 

1 Vol. XXXII •• P. 'SI'7. 
• See Ibi .......... in P .... iii., .. \'01. XXXIII •• pp. 05->6. and ............. 
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IEs debts amounted to only 13 millions, 10 millions of which 
stood to the account of a single debtor, and the debtor was 
most generously offering support. Suppose a merchant, 
owing in all £13,000, and with a sum of £10,000 due to 
him from one man, .. would not that merchant think it very 
extraordinary conduct in that man if he should say, • Sir, 
I understand that your affairs are in a ticklish way, let me 
make an inquiry into them, and if ••• I discover that you 
have wherewithal in due time to ••• discharge your debts, 
I will not say that I may not guarantee them for you.' ••• 
The gentleman would say, • Why do you not pay me the 
money you owe me, ••• and then I may be able to satisfy 
every demand without your interference.' " 

With regard to bankers, Sheridan inquired, .. What are 
the bankers? The stewards and guardians pf their con
stituents. What consolation will it be to those creditors to 
hear that those stewards lent this money to the minister, and 
that the minister lent a considerable portion of it to the 
emperor, and that the emperor gave it to his soldiers, and 
that these soldiers are killed off ?", 

.Warnings, Sheridan repeated, had not been wanting, but 
II Mr. Pitt, indeed, was so busy in the calculation and 
depreciation of French assignats and 1II4ndats, that he had 
not time, it is presumed, to attend to-our own imnuu:u14te 
paper credit, as Lord Grenville, that luminous statesman, 
called it, about two years ago.''' 

These Parliamentary criticisms' were followed by a series 
of epigrams' and puns similar to those aimed at Law and the 

, See Huu.., of 0.. S-. of Eng'-4. de •• ('197). p •• 06 . 
• fA<. <it •• p. 'DS-
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4Ssigfl4ls, ana such as are die usual accompaniment of 
linancial disasters. 

But neither speeches nor epigrams prevented the passing 
on May 3 of the Bank Restriction Act, as it is generally 
ca11ea. Its chief provisions were as follows' :-

I.-A clause of indemnity was granted to the Bank and 
all persons connected with it, for anything done in pur
suance of the Order in Council. 

2.-The Bank was forbidden to make any payments in 
cash to any creditors, or to use cash for any payments except 
to the Army and Navy, or in pursuance of an ordJr from 
the Privy Council. 

3.-The Bank might make no advance above £600,000 
for the public service, in cash or notes, during the restric-
tion. • 

4.-If anyone deposited a sum not Ie.o;s than £500 in gold 
at the Bank, he might be repaid three-fourths of this 
amount. 

5.-The payment of debts in Bank notes was to be 
det'med as payment in cash, if offered and accepted as such. 

6.-No debtor could be held to special bail unless the 
affidavit stated that payment in bank notes had not been 
offered. 

7.-Bank notes were to be received at par by all ptJblic 
offices in payment of taxes. 

S.-The Act "'as to remain in force until the 24th of June 
following. 

Finally, an Act dated May lSI and intended to rem!dy 
the scarcity of currency, suspended the Statute 1775, c. 51., 
which restricted the circulation of Bank notes of low Yalues. 

In a few days the Bank had arranged for the preparation 
and issue of £1 and £2 notes. To meet the demand for 

.. OIl opiCnuD ""kit bad ~ ____ ill • SocioIJ jMnlaL 
TbeIe ...... ret:aU tboa writtea ill F ........ three CII' .... ran ....... :
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small money, the directors announced that they had obtained 
a large quantity of Spanish dollars valued at 45. 6d.· 

In short, it may be said that the Act of 1797 allowed the 
Bank not to cash its notes and gave these notes a highly 
privileged position, but did not make them legal tender 
and left people free to refuse payments not made in cash . 

. By a curious coincidence, at the very moment when the 
Bank Restriction Act was passed in England, the system of 
assignats collapsed in France, and the mandat, which suc
ceeded them were destined shortly to disappear also. 

I It .. as discoverecl later that thl!J' were really worth 2d. more, and thefr 
current price was increased by Jd. Thi.left. profit of ,d. per dollar. and the 
goldsmiths began to manufacture them; they iHUed dolla,. 10 like thote of 
the Bank that the latter could not distingui.h them and W8I oblia:td to ac:«pt 
both kinds. 

In order to natutalise these coin •• a Jjttle head of George In. wu stamJW!d 
over the image of Ferdinand. King of Spain. Thi. in.,nred the followio, 
severe but just lampoon :-

"The Bank to make their Spanish dollar. current ,...., 
Stamped the bead of • fool on the bead of an .... " 

-&e LaWlOn, H .. ,'"7 of B",II,;.,. p. '''4-



CHAPTER TV. 

RESULTS OF THE BANK RESTRICTION 
ACT. 

R",ult. at the Act betw~t!n 1797 and 1808. Pitt's caution. Prevailing errors 

R"e!:~:u!i~~'e ~nc~i~ser~(e!~~de"':oea E:n~n!~e :~:~~ tOP~r~:~ner::::r~ 
debate.. Th~r, 'I'~ by Addington. S~he. of Foz and Lord King. 
The economist. and the Influence of exce.sive issues on the foreign 
exchange. and the price of gold. Crisis of 1800. State of I.'ublic opinion. 
Theorie. of Walter Boyd. Thornton, Lord King and Ricardo on the 
depreciation of • paper curreocy. Mont'tary crisis in Ireland. Parli ... 
R:;!~?O~n:b~rtom~iit~~~ held by the DirectOR of the Bank of Ireland. 

SUCH was the Bank Restriction Act. It has been crediteil 
with producing important and even extraordinary results. 

It has been stated that England owed to it those immense 
resources which enabled it to carry on and to conclude suc
cessfully the greatest of modern wars; that it was owing to 
the paper currency that Pitt and his colleagues were able to 
raise Ihose loans which amazed the world; that to the 
paper money. also. various other advantages must be 
attributed; that in short, by passing the RE'.slriction Act the 
English Government had discovered Ihe philosopher's Slone 
for which the alchemists of the Middle Ages had searched 
in ,·ain. 

These opinions spread rapidly. The debates on the 
Bullion Report of 1810 will enable us to show that the 
majority in Parliament believed them firmly. Since then 
the doctrine has been continually revived. and even as late 
as 1861. afler the Act of 1819, after the publications of 
Tooke and Macleod, an author of Lord Stanhope's repula
tion, in a book which is regarded in England as the standard 
life of Pitt.' could write as follows:' 

.. It must be observed. hO"'ever, that so long as the war 

,~ ~~It:~~~~s 1\I!~::l'to·~:~U~i«~i~nd ,:,:~~~i-:f 
historic-at slud,. in En~'.nd.. It is mueh to be r"e'gretted dial Lon:t Rosrbtr'y .. 
wora. diet not eac:eed the narrow limits of _ .. ,. 

a Ot. al •• Vol. III ..... 'J. 
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continued, the syStem of inconvertible paper money did 
good service in England. Expanding precisely in propor
tion to the exigencies of the public service, and supported 
by an undeviating reliance on the national good faith, it 
enabled us, as certainly no other system could, to raise year 
by year loans of unparalleled amount; to transmit repeated 
subsidies to Foreign Powers in alliance with us; and to 
bear, without sinking beneath it, the burthen of accumulated 
taxes. It was, in short, a gigantic system of paper credit, 
giving us power to cope with no less gigantic foes." 

In our sketch of the condition of England at the end of the 
18th century we stated, basing our opinion upon undisput
able authorities, that England's success in withstanding the 
onslaught of the revolutionary armies, and the final defeat 
of Napoleon were less due to the genius of her sailors, of 
Wellington and of Pitt, than to that of Brindley, Watt 
and Arkwright. It was owing to the remarkable stimulus 
given by these great men to her industry and commerce that 
Great Britain was able to raise such immense loans, to keep 
Europe in. her pay, to maintain her armies and /leets and 
to endure steadfastly until it pleased fortune to favour her 
arms. We shall proceed to show that Pitt, who supported 
the Restriction Act from necessity alone, I did not make such 
use of it as his clumsy admirers have alleged; and that as 
soon as his successors began to follow this policy, and the 
Bank directors, with extraordinary blindness, took advant
age of their exemption from cash payments to make over
issues, England, instead of reaping any benefit from their 
action, found herself involved in endless difficulties--diffi
culties which, had it not been for the Russian campaign, 
must have brought disaster on the United Kingdom, and 
from whose effects the public suffered long after the con
clusion of peace. 

Our study of the effects of the Restriction Act will be 
divided into two parts: the first including the last years of 
Pitt's ministry and extending, strictly speaking, up to 

• Lon! Gudville said during the _ oa the Stanhope Bin (1'"). 
that the da,. .hen Pitt .... '«ad to propoe the ratrictioa .... ODe 01 Ih8 
most paiafuJ ill iUs life. See below. p. 2J6. note J. 
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I~;' the second dealing with the period from ISog to 1819. 
louring the first period the privilege conceded by the Act 
)f 1797 'was used by both the Government and the Bank 
with Ihe utmost prudence. The inconveniences of the sus
~nsion of cash payments were not at first great, but they 
.. ere beginning to make themselves felt and to attract the 
attention of able men, .... ho from this time onwards tried 
10 define the rules and conditions of a healthy paper 
I:urrency. 

The second period will show the effects of those over
issues to .... hich some have attrihuted England's salvation. 
The disastrous reSUlts, of .... hich .... arning signs could be 
detected as early as ISoI, definitely drew public attention to 
the probl .. m of the circulation. They gave rise to a discus
sion .... ·hich was the first, and is still perhaps the most famous 
of the great monetary controversies in the 19th century. 
The study of this celebrated controversy, which centred 
round the Bullion Report, will form the suhject of the next 
Cha~er. For the present we shall deal with the first period 
onlv 

\' hen the Restriction Act was passed, the exchanges 
were so favourable that gold .... as being imported in consider
able quantities. On May :;oth, Mr. Manning informed the 
House of Commons that very large quantities of gold had 
come in to the Bank both from at home and a1noad. The 
Government and the directors were however agreed that 
it would be unwise to resume cash payments just at the 
time "'hen the Restriction Act expired, and the Act was 
accordingly continued until a month after the beginning of 
the next session:\ 

Parliament met on November 2IId. On the ISth the 
House of Commons appointed a committee to consider the 

'w. 0Day _ ...... _ F_ ....... whida --' __ .... 
'1_ ODd __ I MIiooe, doe _ F __ doeIiaC wido doe _ 

.. Eac ....... • •. -J. H. N ... ~ "l1li,), ..... _ Ie _ ___ T1Ie ...... _ .... _ .. ~_ .. Encl_ . 
•• -C _ _ "1*i/dI "._. IWio _ '-- qooIo.'

.~('''''),by''''''--' ,.-J. H. t.-.... 0.. ~ " ... .- 'II1II)). A __ d ....... 
tho_ ...... R_A<t. 0IIII. __ *_ .. ""'_: 
doe _ ;. NIl .. poIitital d-. 
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question, and the ;eport of this committee, presented on the 
17th, stated that on the 11th the total liabilities of the Bank 
amounted to £17,578,910, and the assets to £21,418,460, 
leaving a favourable balance of £3,839,550 without count
ing the Government debt of £ 11,686,800; that the advances 
made to the Government had been reduced to £4,258,140; 
whilst the stock of coin and bullion was five times greater 
than it had been on February 25th and much larger than it 
had been since September, 1795; and that the exchange on 
Hamburg was remarkably favourable and was to all ap
pearances likely to continue so; that finally, and above all, 
the London bankers and merchants experienced no incon
venience from the Act, since, although the law allowed them 
to withdraw three-quarters of their deposits, ihey had 
actually withdrawn only one-sixteenth. 
, Notwithstanding all these statements and in spite of the 

directors' assertion that the Bank could resume cash pay. 
ments without danger, the Government chose to keep things 
as they were, and a law was passed prolonging the Act until 
one month after a peace should be concluded. , 
\The note issue was managed with great care:, the issue 

in 1797 hardly exceeded by half a million that for 1796, 
which had been £11,030,110, and this in spite of the lack of 
coin for ordinary transactions.' In August, 1798,' the note 
circulation had increased to £10,649,550 in notes of £5 and 
upwards, and to £1,531,060 in notes of under £5, the total 
being £12,180,610. 

Two years after the suspension (on February 25th, 1799), 
the issues amounted to £12,959,800. The metallic reserve 
had risen to £7,563,900; it exceeded one·third of the Bank'. 
liabilities, which were only 21 millions, including 8 millions 
of deposits. This favourable state of things was maintained 
throughout the remainder of the year 1799. 

The Charter was to expire in 1812. In 1800 the Bank 
secured a renewal for 21 years, reckoned from this date, 

• The tDtaI of __ bad been £'3.539 •• 60 in 'm-
:I Tooke. p. 'MY1. At tbil dale the cieposiu aJnOuAIeII to £8.300.,20, .. 

lIj/ainR £4J!9'.5JO in Febnwy. '7'T1. 
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i .•.• until 1833, making in return a loa~ of 3 millions for 
three years without interest.' This sacrifice of 3 millions, 
drawn from the reserve, 'was a heavy one, in spite of the 
considerable profit which the Bank made from its right to a 
commission on the public loans subscribed at its offices. 
The Bank agreed to it nevertheless, because it was just then 
the object of vigorous attacks-made especially by Pulteney, 
who proposed the foundation of a national bank-and it was 
hence of particular importance to secure the renewal of itS 
monopoly. 

But to return to the question of the issues. On December 
~5th, 1799, there were £13,335,920 of notes over :£s in: i:ic
eulation. This total was not greatly superior to the total 
issues on the day of the suspension of cash payments.' At 
any rate an increase of two million pounds could have !ieen 
very little use to Pitt for his European payments, and for 
meeting the expenses of a terrible war. Tlie fact is that 
Pitt was fully conscious of the mistake he had made in mis
using the Bank's credit; his was not Ii nature to be obsttnato 
when once he had realised a mistake, nor to profit by the 
Restriction Act to obtain artificial resources. He knew too 
much of the disadvantages of paper money to indulge in 
excessive issues and thus convert the Bank of England 
notes into rommon assignals. 'Vhatever his past mistakes 
may have been, from 1797 onwards his policy deserves 
nothing but praise; he made vigorous use of taxation, was 
not afraid of injuring his popularity by the introduction of 
the income tax, consolidated by successive loans a doaung 
debt which had attained formidable proportions, and 
finally, arranged that the advances made by the Bank, 
so far from increasing after the Restriction Act, should on 
the contrary, be reduced.\ 

He thus set an excellent example to his sucCessors, and 
the wise policy of his later years ,.'as maintained cwn after 

l At the Md of tbit time lhe loan was c:ontinued. for six years" but at .. 
intfonst of 1 per cen.t.; linalt1 tbe repayment was cle.ferre4 until the ~ 
:I~sion of .... .,.. 

• It _ artualtl tea dian .... mbIlor ';")3. 
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his death. This was shown by Tooke in a work which has 
made a study of this period possible. 

Tooke first of all' showed that after an almost negligible 
rise during 1802 and 1803,· the total issues declined again. 
The average for the five succeeding years was only 
£12,957,404, whilst from 1802 to 1803 it had been 
£13,450,727. The study of averages being somewhat 
deceptive, it is better to say that" the total of issues in 1808 
was less than that in 1802, .. • and Tooke could justly remark 
that the position of the Bank in February, 1808, was prob
ably the same as if it had been paying in gold.-

But, what is better still, Tooke" showed the surprising 
moderation in the advances made by the Bank to the 
Treasury. 

He proved, from some documents laid before Parliamenl 
a·t the repeated request of Mr. Grenfell, that the average of 
the Government deposits was £12,197.303. in 1806, and 
that this average varied between II and 12 millions for 
several years. But, during these same years. the average 
of the advances made by the Bank to the Government was 
rather less than 141 millions. Hence the actual advances in 
cash. and likewise the actual sums employed by the Govern
ment in excess of its deposits did not much exceed 3 million 
pounds during the period lBo.t-I808. 

so,. cit .• p. 281. 

• The yean 1800 and J80t tritneaed • aiu _ilb whicb we IhaJJ deal 
praently. 

• Tbe totaB for the le'Yeil 1ead are ;-
18M. £13.917.tY11. 
1803, £12,983.477-
.8of, .6 ... 62J.J48. 
•805 • .6".8«.'70-

• I ............. .635.>39.550. of .micb .c1.8550470 ..... meta"", '-..w; 
its liabilities were £30.I5O,8ao. of wbich £u.g6I.960 were ctepo.iu rrooke. 
p. zSl). Thus the totals of its metallic raef"ft and of iu deposiu ~ 
those of '799. although Jhilo wall lID aaptionally .... _ .... 1<ar· The 
metallic ftSeI'Ye feU to 5 millions in 1800, to 4 and It millionl 'rom 18m: 10 
'80]. then. it increased again afMI wu 6 millions in ISot •• nd £7.6+4.SOO i. 
'80s-- It will be remembered that .fter' the aim in 1793 the r~e i.,.. 
creased in 1794 to £6,T/O,ooo, but aflaWarcis fell to ",1,.86,170 in f'cbnaary, 

'm· 
• pp. .u..!I7. 
• In 1800 the a'l'el"age of~ ...... £6.2sr..f88: in .W . .£'12.197.303; 

aDd during the tea ,ean .807.1817 it Yal'icd beI.em II and u miJliona. 
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Th'e advances to the Government, reckoned in yearly 
averages, exceeded the d~posits of the Treasury: 

From 

" 
" 
" 
" 

1780-1784 by £4,841,000. 
1785-1789 .. £3,335,000. 
1790-1796 " £5,664.000. 
1799-1803 " £5,364,009. 
1804-1810 " £4,146,000. 

.. This comparative smallness of the advances to Govern
ment," says Tooke,' .. completely negatives the supposition, 
so commonly entertained and reasoned upon as a point be
yond doubt, that the Bank was rendered, by the restriction, 
a mere engine in the hands of Government. . .• And 
whether this moderation in the amount of advances resulted 
exclusively from the forbearance of Government in not re
quiring, or from the firmness of the directors in refusing, 
such accommodation, it equally tends (especially when com
bined with the consideration of the large amount of treasure 
in possession of the Bank during the greater part of the 
restriction') to strengthen the presumption that the Govern
ment and the directors of that period 1I .. ere sincere in the 
declaration that there constantly existed, on the part of both, 
a reference to the eventual resumption of cash payments." "It is evident how little foundation remains for the state
ments of those historians and economists who have tried to 
make out that Pitt was a more fortunate Law. 

\Ve shall soon see the ~of the over-issues into which 
the Bank allowed itself to.be drawn after ibiS period. But 
first we must consider the economic theories which 
sprang from the Restriction Act. For notwithstanding the 
moderate use which the Government had made of this Act. 
it had had its influence u(lOn the economic life of the 
country. The troubles due to it aroused the interest of the 

• Vol, IV,. P. 96- In <hi> ..,. ..... Tool • .-. rocoasidon tho! qu<Stioaa .. Iller 
II\ON in .... ,L 

• The amount of this """'" shows that the Bank in'"*'d to resume its 
rash ... ,...... ... for what Otherwise cauIcI haft .......... Gbj<a of "'JU>c ..... 
bl.l.U" at ~4 the 0\lI\Ce. as ... doae "urine lioS? 
. P 
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intelligent public, and resulted in the discovery of truths 
whose existence had hitherto been only suspected. 

" EDects of the Rest7iction Act on economic the07ies. 
The theoretical side of the question came to be discussed 
in Parliament through an accidental circumstance which 
deserves notice. The Restriction Act should have expired 
in September, 1802; six months before that date the Peace 
of Amiens had been concluded, but although the Bank 
declared its readiness to resume cash payments, the Act was 
prolonged by the advice of Addington, the Chancellor of 
the Exchequer, until March, 1803. The arguments brought 
forward in support of this policy showed complete ignorance 
of the subject. Addington, in proposing the delay, ba~d 
his view on the fact that the exchanges were unfavourable. 
He said': "It cannot be necessary for me to inform the 
House that the rate of exchange between this country and 
foreign parts is disadvantageous to ourselves-that the 
export trade has been for some months at a stand, that "'hile 
the rate of exchange is disadvantageous to us, an augmenta
tion of the circulating cash would create a trade highly 
injurious to the commerce of this country. For several 
months past there has been a trade carried on for purchase 
of guineas with a view to exportation." These were the very 
reasons for which cash payments should have been resumed 
without delay. Guineas were being bought up on account 
of the excess of paper; the paper was declining in value 
compared with guineas and as a necessary result the 
guineas were being exported. ' 

In spite of this the Act of Restriction was prolonged until 
March 1st, lSoJ. Naturally the exchanges did not improve 
in the interval, and arguing from the same principle, 
Addington proposed a further continuation. This he 
secured, and as the war broke out again shortly after, there 
was no further question of repealing the Act of 1797, which 
remained in force until 1819. 

This time however the prolongation was not agreed to 
without discussion. Fox points oue that arguments of this 

'PMI. Hm •• \'01. XXXVI .• 6. 5-10 • 
• See lhi. ~ ia P.rI. Hu, .• Vol XXXVI. (the last), pp. "50'''53. 
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kind would logically establish it as an axiom that cash pay
ments ought to be suspended whenever the exchanges were 
"so unfavourable as to leave no room to expect the importa
tion of bullion." "Perhaps even," he went on, "it might 
happen that the unfavourable turn of the exchange against 
this country might be owing to the very restriction on the 
Bank ..•• In 1772, or 1773, when there was a great quantity 
of bad monl'Y in the country,. the course of exchange was 
then also much against us; but when, in the room of this 
adulterated money good gold was substituted, the conse
quence was that the exchanges turned almost immediately 
in our favour. As long as our currency continued bad, the 
exchange was against us; so is it now, because paper is not 
much beth,r than bad gold; or, it is attended with the same 
inconveniences. May it not therefore be expected, that as, 
in the former case, when our currency was ameliorated, the 
course of exchange turned in our favour, so also if the Bank 
now resumed its cash payments the same favourable cir
cumstances might attend the change ?'" 

The theory thus suggested by Fox was expounded with 
much skill and cIearnf's,'1 in the House of Lords by Lord 
King, who, a few months later,' gave an admirable eloo-posi
tion of the principles upon which a paper currency ought 
to be based. In his opinion,' "The natural and only true 
limit of every paper currency was the power' of compelling 
payment in specit", •.. paper currency not convertible into 
specie had no rule or standard except the discretion of the 
persons by whom it was issued. To determine the quantity 
of currency necessary for circulation was in all cases a diffi
cult and delicate problem. A very strict attention to the 
price of bullion, and the state of the foreign exchanges, 

• p.. 1153. Thl. " .•• the first rim. that the eaUSN of unfaYOUrable 
'nchall1fl" " ...... 1M forth in the H~ af Commons. Foz _ ber. mQCb 
praiSf'd. for his ~rHft\C'e to the subject, and. bis biographers aho make a 
point of the fad that It wu he 111'00 first quoted Ad.ml Smith in a Partia
mf'n,.ry tk-bate. It Is unfortunate that in the fi~ ca. his statement of the 
truth ..,'as &.I.f'f'«Iingly btositating. and that in the Ie'C'Oftd. ~ ft-lened. to • 
book .. 'hk-h. b~ aftlH""Oo-'rds ('OI'I~ M'ftt" to b .... rNd. For the secoa4 
point "'" .... Pir ..... .., of Ii ....... ' Biogr-o"" under ",'dam Smlth," 

: ~ ~~!~.'~: I., ~ ,8l'-
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was alone capable of affording a just criterion by which the 
quantity could be truly ascertained." In the present case 
it was evident from the derangement in the price of bullion 
and in the foreign exchanges thai the director, had 
exceeded the proper limit. 

The question discussed before Parliament had already 
attracted the notice of the public in the following way. 

We know that the exchanges were favourable up to the 
end of 1799. The price of gold was maintained at 
£3 17s. 6d. an ounce. A bad harvest and soll)e serious 
failures at Hamburg led to a great exportation of coin and 
entirely changed the situation. The price of bullion' rose 
to £4 55. an ounce, and the exchange on Hamburg fell 14 
per cent. below par, whilst the cost of transporting gold 
was not more than 7 per cent. 

These phenomena were only to be explained by the 
depreciation of tbe currency; but at the time their cause 
entirely escaped the notice of the stupefied public. Macleod 
gives the following excellent analysis of the prevailing state 
of mind: Of We have already seen that, in the great mane. 
tary crisis of 1696-97, it was universally acknowledged by 
Parliament and the most eminent merchants, that it was 
tbe bad state of the coinage which produced the great rise 
in the market price of buIlion and the heavy fall in the 
foreign exchanges. • • • At that time Bank notes were not a 
legal tender, and the language invariably applied to them, 
when their current value differed from their nominal value, 
was that they were at a discount. • •• There is no trace of 
anyone having thought of saying that it was the notes that 
denoted the pound sterling, and that bullion had risen •••• 
Adam Smith laid it down as a principle that any permanent 
difference between the market and the Mint price of bullioD 
must be necessarily caused by the condition of the coinage 
itself; and Hume had observed that the exchange never 
could vary but little beyond the cost of the transportation 
of specie. • •• Such ,.-ere the truths established, when a 
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metallic currency was the only one thought of, in estimating 
value. But at this time a new principle was introduced
there was what was substantially an inconvertible paper 
currency." What rules were to be applied to this new form 
of money? 

The question did not at first arise, for II the general 
resolution of bankers and merchants to support the credit 
of the Bank, the determination of the Government to receive 
Bank notes in payment of taxes at their par value, and the 
grf'at caution exercised by the directors during the first 
few years after the restriction," removed the apprehension 
which had been generally felt that as soon as the suspension 
took place the Bank notes would be depreciated, and fo~ 
some time the notes circulated at par. 

It was not until after the crisis of 1800 that Hie 
grf'at truth was suspected, II that if a deterioration of the 
coinage produced a rise of the market price of bultion above 
the Mint price, and a fall in the foreign exchanies unde~ a 
metallic currency, then that the opposite proposition was 
also necessarily true. That under a paper currency, which 
""as only the representative of a metallic currency, if the 
market price of bullion ••• exceeded the Mint price, and 
the foreign exchanges fell beyond the cost of the trans
mission of specie. that excess coula only arise from the 
depreciation of the representative of the metallic currency, 
and. therefore, when these circumstances occurred, they 
infallibly indicated that the papet currency was depre
ciated.'ll 

It is not clear who ought io be credited witli the illscovel')L 
of this important truth. \Valter Boyd, in his letter to Pitt,' 
",'as cenainly the first to state it. Boyd guessed. from the 
effects of Pitt's policy, although the amount of the issues 
was kept secret, that the number of notes must have been 
increased; and, in actual fact, in 1801. when his pamphlet 

• Noel""', 3'" Edition, Vol. II •• pp. ..... 
• A lelm .. Iloo fli, .. H_.o&Io .. , Piu - Iloo ;'fI-o ., Iloo ""ttaco 

0/ tl ........... S#«, •• ttc.. •• wwIr. to whic:b. .. ha ... ..eland abo .... 
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appeared, this increase exceeded three millions.' Boyd', 
pamphlet served to call attention to the matter, and it was 
followed by the more complete works of Thornton and Lord 
King." 

A financial c-risis in Ireland very soon afforded oppor
tunity for defining and completing this theory. 

Financial crisis in Ireland." In spite of the fact that the 
exchanges were favourable to Ireland and that gold was 
plentiful there, the Bank of Ireland was ordered to suspend 
its cash payments by an Act passed by the Irish Parliament, 
which followed on the Act of 1797 and was prompted solely 
by a mania for uniformity. 

The exchange at Dublin on London had always been 
favourable to Ireland, and this state of things continued 
untiL 1797. Then the situation suddenly changed, and a 
steady fall began, which was staled by Lord Archibald 
Hamilton'to coincide with an increase in the issues of the 
Bank of Ireland: these had been £600,000 in 1797, and 
"-ere now £2,700,000." Moreover there was a difference of 
10 per cent. in the exchanges at Dublin and Belfast, ,.·hich 
,.·ere only 100 miles apart, and the exchange on London 
.... as 20 per cent. against Dublin. At the same time, the 
price of gold rose, and guineas could only be bought at a 
premium of 2S. 6d. 

A committee was appointed to inquire into the slate of 
the Irish currency. It included the leading statesmen of the 
day and was the first committee appointed by the British 
Parliament to make an inquiry into the paper currency. 

• The increase was not large.. buI the organisatioll 01 the CUrl'eaq ... 10 
cIclicate that the slightest shock _at enough to disturb ir-

• We haft frequeotly referred to Thornton-. A. Erupiry .. ,. tIu ... 1., • 
..d .ft.a. of ,,,. ".,.. <rUU. Lon! Kine', pampbJet onl, appeared ;,. '1!oJ, 
alter his spe«bes: •• 1haJl cIiscuso it presentl,. 

• Mr. Bastable kindly called my ~tion to a work by John Le.tie FOffer, 
.... , 0fI Uae Pri&ci~le of COftilmneial E%t""gu~ '"Me' ",,'u.uar17 eM 1M 
7C'UJtUnu be ... u. Englad '""' l,daU (dlo4-). t.:nfortunatdy the Brilitb 

!,,-:"tiu.. ~ =:tit ",!,:.= tho art~:::'::;:f 7.t.::k!:...r;: 
Vol. II .• p. I2J. Dillon's book (HistDrJ t1f B""-6 .. lrd.fuul) CODtaUai 
aothing of inlerest about this crisis. 

• See P.rt.. DeHUI for February 13, '804. 011 the lriIIJ Bnfricli<M B,a. 
JIlL 1_.ogS. 

• P- 1083-
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'Opinions 0/ tl,e directors 01 the Bank 0/ Ireland. 
'Amongst die witnesses who gave evidence were Mr. Col
ville and Mr. D'Olier, directors of the Bank of Ireland. 
The former explained the increase in the issues by the 
adverse state of the exchange l the coin of the country was 
exported to pay the balances of the remittances and hence 
it was necessary to supplement the scarcity of gold by paper. 
He did not believe that the increase in the issues was a 
cause of the adverse exchange; on the contrary, the paper 
replaced the gold and allowed it to be exported, hence it 
was" a clear and decided cause" preventing the exchange 
from falling still lower. 

His companion entirely agreed with him. As regards 
the depreciation of the notes, they were of opinion that" the 
circulation said to be depreciated must first be proved to 
have become burdensome to the holders, and bargains to 
have been made by unnecessary purchasers to get rid of that 
which they have found inconvenient, or were apprehensive 
to hold. The mere buying of gold at an advanced price 
beyond that of the Mint, is the effect, and not the cause, 
of the exchange, and, therefore, no proof of the depreciation 
of the paper itself." Both the directors considered that the 
sole cause of lIuctuation in the exchange was an unfavour
able balance of trade, in other words, the fact that Ireland 
owed more money than she could pay. 

In reality the basis of their reasoning was entirely false. 
The inquiry held by the committee showed that the balance 
of trade, instead of being unfavourable to Ireland, "'as the 
opposite, and that in the only district in the country (Belfast) 
where paper money was tabooed, the exchange was un
favourable to Great Britain. 

In short, a theory was beginning 10 be current in Ireland 
which was SOO~ to prevail in England; it may be summed 
up thus :-It is inaccurate to speak of depreciated paper 
money; the paper is not depreciated but the price 01 gol:J 
has increased.' 
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With regard to the regulation of the issues, the directors 
of the Bank of Ireland suggested the following theory, 
which was afterwards adopted by the directors of the Bank 
of England: .. that the issues of a bank should be governed 
on totally different principles under a convertible and an 
inconvertible paper currency.'" That in the first case the 
issues ought to be regulated according to the price of 
guineas and the rate of exchange on London, and that, 
supposing there .to be an unusual demand for guineas, or 
an adverse exchange, the issues should be decreased in 
order to stop the withdrawal of coin. 

But in the case of an inconvertible currency a different 
policy would be adopted. A bank, under prudent manage
ment, might issue notes in proportion to the demands made 
on it, and without taking into account the rate of exchange 
and the price of guineas; always provided that the notes 
were issued in exchange for real and convertible assets, 
such as commercial bills of undoubted solidity, payable 
at fixed dates, and based on actual commercial transactions. 

After prolonged consideration the committee decided 
that the paper was depreciated and that the theory that 
gold had increased in value was absurd. The report added 
that normal lluctuations in the rate of exchange could not 
exceed those in the cost of transporting specie from one 
country to another, and hence that any increase in excess 
of this cost must be due to other causes. In reference to 
this the report pointed out the enormous increase in the 
Irish issues, which, since the Restriction Act, had not been 
restrained by the convertibility of the notes. 

The committee after suggesting some minor remedies, 
in particular the assimilation of the English and Irish 
currencies,' advised the directors to regulate their 

in gold or Bank of England aoIes. whilst it coot £116 in IrWl paper ........,.. 
and that this dilerence aistal whatever the nature of the gooct. purchued. 
If this fall of 10 or 12 pet cent. in prieel were due to _ increued .ah.e 01 
gokl the elect would neceHarily be to attract goid. {rom England, for the 
precious metal could not raD1ia in • country where it. .aJue continued 
&tationary. MoreoYet' the Bank notes. wbich w«e iMued at par with the 
coin. abouicI have rUera ~ri ,..., with it, ., that one could be es.changed fOf' 
th. other. Since the cootr.." had boppeaed, there had ....... /aU in the 
origiaaJ oaIue and thus dep<eciatioa. 

• Madeod, JnI Editioa. V.,.. n .. p. 11 . 
• Also Irish Bank DOtes were to be payable in Baak of England notel and 
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issues in future upon the price of guineas and the foreign 
exchanges. 

The presentation of the report on the Irish currency does 
not appear to have aroused much interest, and it had little 
effect. The issue of notes of a value below £1 was indeed 
forbidden in Ireland in 1805, but a proposal, made in 180<), 
by Mr. Parnell, to assimilate the English and Irish cur
rencies, was rejected without discussion. Moreover the 
report itself was not printed until 1826. It must however 
have been communicated to the Bank of Ireland, and appar
ently had some influence upon it, since the directors reduced 
their issues from 3 to 2i millions during the months of May, 
June, and July, 1804, and the exchanges were affected 
thereby; but the improvement was short-lived for in the 
succeeding months the directors relapsed into their fonner 
errors. 

Some time afterwards, Fox took advantage of Adding
ton's statement that the over-issue of notes led to their 
depreciation, to congratulate him' and to assert triumphantly 
that the I-louse would never hear again the fantastical 
opinion that the paper was not depreciated but the value 
of gold increased.' 

\Ve shall see later bow far this prophecy was fulfilled. 



CHAPTER V. 

THE BULLION COMMITTEE AND THE 
BULLION REPORT. 

Appointment of the Bullion Committee. The Berlin Decr~ and the SfMni"h 
Wars. Speculation due to thue events. Imprudent policy of the Bank. 
Crisis of.&o,. Appointment of 8 Committee of Inquiry. The Bullion 
Report. Comparison with the Irish Crisis in 1804. The problem put 
before the Bullion Committee. Discussion on the deprt'ciation of the 
notes. Discuuion on the effects of increasing the naU ifl.ue. Discus.ion 
on the effects of decreasing the note iuue. Discus.ion on the policy to 
be adopted with regard to the Issues. Conclusion. of the Bullion Report. 
Discussion of the Bullion Report in Parliament. Speechetl of Horner. 
Roe, Thornton. VansiUart and Canning. Horner', raolutionl thrown 
out, those of Vansittart paned. 

A.-ApPOINTMENT OF THE" BULLION COMMITTEE." 

WE have seen that the Bank of England avoided the folly 
of over-issue during the first years of the Restriction Act. 
The prudence of the directors, the moderation of the 
Government demands, the wisdom and patriotism of the 
commercial world, all combined to save the English notes 
from the fate of the Irish issues. The inconvertible Bank 
notes circulated at par, and the most celebrated of the 
French economists has justly remarked that this was one of 
the best experiments in political economy ever made. This 
admirable state of things continued even after Pitt's death, 
but did not long survive him; a succession of political 
events combined with a change in the policy of the Bank 
sufficed to transform everything. 

The transformation began with the Berlin and Milan 
decrees. These had the effect of closing all European ports 
to England, with the exception of the Swedish. England 
responded by a series of similar measures, which served to 
prohibit the importation of a number of French products 
and of products of countries under the direct influence of 
France, such as Spanish wools and Italian silks, and hence 
encouraged specUlation in all such goods. lIIoreover the 
blow given by these measures to the .rights of neutrals nearly 
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led to a war with America, and the possibiliiy of this new 
war cauSed an artificial rise in the prices of American 
p~ducts, especially tobacco and cotton. 
l~peculation, favoured by the scarcity of commodities, was 

stili further stimulated by the following facts: The invasion 
of Portugal, and later of Spain, by the Frencb, gave prac
tical independence to the colonies of these two countries 
and hence opened the South American ports to English 
products, which had hitherto been entirely excluded from 
them. This offered a wide field to speculation and the oppor
runity was seized without delaY.1 Very soon there was a 
repetition of the evenfs of 1710. Joint-stock companies of 
all kinds were formed to construct canals and bridges, to 
found breweries and insurance companies and to carry out 
undertakings of every kind imaginable. The Bank of 
England, instead of applying the curb, encouraged the 
prevailing fever to the full. Sir F. Baring stated in his 
e\'idence before the Bullion Committee, that he knew several 
clerks not worth £100, who, since tbe restriction, bad set 
up 85 merchants, and to whom the Bank had granted credit 
accounts of 5 to 10lhousand pounds; these accounts had no 
connection with the real requirements of trade, and would 
never bave been opened if it bad not been for tbe suspension 
of cash payments.' 

Tbe value of the paper discounted by the Bank, w'hich 
was l!1.946,500 in 1795, was £15.475,700 in 1809. and 
£ao,070,ooo in 1810. Nor W'85 this all. The speculative 
mania coincided witb an increase of country banks, which, 
as in 1793, flooded the provinces with their notes. The 
number of these banks. w'hich in 1797 had been reduced 
to 270, was 600 in 1808, and soon rose to 72r. II srood at 
the latter figure two years later when the Bullion Committee 
was appointed., During this same year (1810) tbe Bank of 
England had issued notes to the value of £21,000,000, and 
the issues of the country banks appear. according to the 
besr esrimates, to hne exceeded this figure and reached 
30 millions. 
, T~his increa~ of paper currency, w'hich had no legitimate 

, • s..r,w><l<od. slit ..tit ..... \'01. II,. p. 's-
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basis, was accompanied by two phenomena already observed 
in Ireland in '1804-a rise in the price of gold, and a fall 
in the exchange. These two phenomena assumed disquiet
ing proportions; the price of guineas rose to 26s. or 27s. 
On February 1st, 1810, Mr. Horner demanded explanations 
from the Government. 'At the conclusion of his speech, 
the House decided to make an inquiry into the causes of the 
rise in the price of bullion and the famous Bullion Com
mittee was charged with this task., 

The Bullion Committee included some of the most com
petent among the Members of Parliament, such as Messrs. 
Baring, Huskisson, Horner, and Foster, but it contained 
fewer political celebrities than the committee of 1804, with 
whom it had only two members in common, Mr. Sheridan 
and Mr. Foster. t 

B.-THE BULLION REPORT. 

The report of this committee, drawn up by Horner, 
Huskisson and Thornton, has become celebrated under the 
name of the" Bullion Report.'" 

Macleod' rightly points out thai although the Bullion 
Report made a great stir,_ and threw into the shade the 
report of 1804. yet both deal with similar facts, state the 
same theories, and draw the same conclusions. 

The greater success of the second of these two reports is 
probably due to the fact that it referred to matters of more 
general interest, and that it was drawn up more scientifically 
and in a more literary form. In addition to the points of 
likeness already noticed it may be remarked that a strong 
analogy existed between the evidence collected on the t\1'O 
occasions. In both cases the witnesses examined "-ere 
drawn from four classes: (I) Bank directors, (2) privale 
bankers, (J) merchants, (4) independent witnesses. Further, 
the evidences given by the English Bank directors and mer-

I For the R~ and the Minutel of E ... ~ lee P.rl. Ddtlk •. Vol. 
XVII .• t'<Vt VIII .• p. ec;; ...... g • 

• See me masterl, aaaJ!w of die B .. llUnI R etm peo by thiJ author. 
~. ,;t.. UsB-Bo-
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chants' agreed with that of their Irish colleagues in 1804: 
they, too, maintained that the price of gold had risen and 
that the paper was not depreciated, and held the same 
theories as to the regulation of the issues and the various 
other points in the controversy. 

TIIs problem submitted to tile Bullion Committee. What 
was the exact point of dispute which the committee had to 
decide? .". 

It was as follows:" Three facts were agreed upon: (I) that 
whilst the Mint price of gold bullion ought to be £3J.7s. 6d. 
an ounce, the market price had risen to £4 lOS; (3) that the 
foreign exchanges had fallen below par, 14 per cent. in the 
case of Paris, 9 per cent. in th~f Hamburg, and 7 per 
cent. in that of Amsterdam; (3) that whilst the note-issue 
was increasing, specie had disappeared from circulation. 
There was however no agreement as to the causes of these 
facts, and the controversy centred chiefly round four points 
which we shall consider in order: 

I'J.-Whether the notes were depreciated, or whether, on 
the contrary, the price of gold had actually risen. 
, a.-Whether the increase in the issue had any influence 
upon the rate of the e.'<Changes. 
,. 3.-What effect a restriction" the issues would have on 
the price of gold and the rate of the exchanges. 
~ 4.-What policy ought to be followed with regard to the 
~gulation of the issues. 

These are the four points which formed the object of the 
Bullion Committee's investigations and were dealt with in 
the conclusions of the Bullion Report. 

§I.-TII. depr,ciatioll of tile flOW. The condition of 
England in 1810 was exactly like that of Ireland in 11104, 
with one ~ptioo. In Ireland the bank-notes were 
obviously depreciated: there were t ..... o prices in trade, the 
one in notes, the other in coio, and there existed shops in 
which guineas were sold for bank-notes at a higher nominal 

• Tho m.m.anto bad ....... hing 10 gain rn.m the 1ri<Io<y of the dindon' 
thf<wy. for it .... natural that the,. should wWl to SIte wir IN.lls aisI:ountei 
in the largM numben possible. aod then wen fewer facilitits far this wbm 
&he no_ W'eft canWf'1.ible.. . u_. Sth tolitioo. Vol. II., po Ig, .t .... 
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value. This was hOt the case in England,' partly because 
Bank notes were accepted at their face value, but mainly 
owing to the fact that it was a criminal offence to sell 
guineas at more than 21S. and the law in this matter was 
not a mere dead letter. About this time a man named 
Young' narrowly escaped the penalty imposed. Had it not 
been for this there would have been two prices for every
thing as there had been in Ireland. As it was no one paid 
lor bullion in guineas, but only in paper. 

Apart from this the problem was the same and the 
doctrine that the notes were not depreciated found numerous 
and determined supporters. One of these, Mr. Chambers, 
a well-known merchant, defended it with remarkable 
ability." 

Mr. Chambers was willing to recognise that forced 
currency affected the exchanges, but he did not conceive 
it possible that a currency which was not forced could be 
excessive: there was no forced currency so long as the 
paper was accepted willingly, which was only the case when 
the said paper was not depreciated. In the same way, 
although Mr. Chambers believed that an excessive increase 
in the metallic currency, such as might result, for instance, 
from the discovery of new mines, would raise the price of 
all commodities, he denied that a similar effect would follow 
an excessive increase of paper money. The latter would 
maintain its full value because paper' money could not 
be increased beyond the needs of the public, who would 
otherwise refuse to exchange any article of value for a piece 
of paper. 

Mr. Chambers, under pressure of questions, afterwards 

• At least in general, but many instanc:es to the contrary were lUpplied by 
M"",beno 01 Parliament during tbc _... on tbc Bullion Report. See 
lIdo_. PI'- '32 and '33-

• Some lime afterwards the Court 01 Commoa PJeao annulI..! tbc _ 
prooounced 011 Voung and decided that it .. as not criminal to IIdI guinea. 
at • prmUWIL Morecwer the onl1 eBec:t of reriYiog an ~ Ia. ... .. 
to cause the guineoH to be melted into buJlioo. Th.... illegal. but 
die profit .. as 125. an ounce. and people prefnTed to incur a penalty rather 
than esdlange rbeir guineas fOf' paper.. ThUll the guinoeq diuppeaRd~ and 
there _as eomparatiYf:'ly little opportuaity 10 rransgre. die law by establisIJ.. 
iag two priees for commoditi5. 

• Pari. Dell .• Vol XVJL, p. cccsc.. 
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bad to acknowledge that, according to the Mint standard, 
the price of a one-guinea note was 5-dwts. 3-grs., whilst 
on the market it was only 4-dwts. B-grs., and hence that 
the Bank note was not exchangeable for the amount of 
gold it represented. But the witness, who was not to be 
embarrassed by so small a difficulty, added: .. I do not 
conceive gold to be a fairer standard for Bank of England 
notes than indigo or broadcloth." 

The reply might have been that a Bank note was a 
promise to pay a definite weight of gold of a certain stan
dard, but that it could not be said to represent any given 
quantity of indigo; hence, as soon as it was not worth the 
5-dwts. 3-grs. of standard gold, it was depreciated. 
Chambers' mistake, and that of all who agreed with him, 
was that he had come to believe that the paper money was 
the real measure of all commodities and that gold was 
only one of those commodities whose value is determined 
by reference to this invariable and universal standard. 

This is the theory which Canning ridiculed with so much 
eloquence and whose untenability was sufficiently exposed 
in the Bullion Report. According to the report the notion 
that the market price of gold could exceed the Mint price 
was due to a misconception. Gold was the measure of value 
in this country. Commodities were thought to be cheap 
or dear according to the greater or lesser amount of gold 
for which they 1\'ere exchangeable. .. Bid • gi,,~ qunlily 
of gold .,ill """n be excluallg"d lor. cr"aIn fir • '"ss q_n
tily 01 gold 01 till sam" standard fin~"ss ." except there be 
a slight difference depending on special causes." An ounce 

• P. ttis; . 
• Tbe dUI_ might lor Instan«! ari. f.-. tile _____ of 
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of standard gold c;~ld never fetell more than £3 17s. rold. 
on the market unless £3 '7s. Iold. in our currency contained 
less than an ounce of gold. 

Since the suspension of cash paymenis however, gold 
had partially ceased to be the measure of value, and the 
only standard was the circulating medium, issued partly by 
the Bank of England and partly by the country banks
a circulating medium whose value varied only in proportion 
to its quantity. It was most desirable that its value should 
correspond to that of the real and legal standard, gold. 

Finally, the Bullion Report compared the state of things 
under a depreciated metallic coinage with that under an 
inconvertible and excessive credit currency and showed 
that the two produced the same effects, i.e., a general rise 
in prices, including that of gold, and a fall in the exchanges 
on all countries except those which bad an equally depre
ciated currency. 
§II~The possible effects of an increase 0/ the issues 

fipon the rate of exchange.' In order to discuss this 
the ceport began by stating, as an indisputable principle, 
that the difference of the exchange between two places can
not exceed tbe expenses of transport, that is, the charge 
for freight and insurance. Dangers in wac time might, 
of course, increase these expenses. But the evidence 
collected showed that the total cost of sending bullion to 
Holland did not exceed 7 per cent., and that of sending 
it to P8I'is was still less. The depression of the exchange 
had, however, been 20 per cent., and the problem was to 
account for this fall of 13 per cent., which was independent 
of tbe cost of transport. It could only be explained by 
the depreciation of the currency. 

It was said, indeed, that the difference was due to a 
demand for gold on the Continent. But if this were so, 
the price of the metal must have risen to a like degree on 
the Continental markets, and it was c1ea1' that no such rise 
had taken pbce. 

One. witness, who gave evidence on two occasions under 
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the name of" a Continental merchant,'" displayed a know
ledg-e on this question of the effect of fhe issues on the 
f'xchanges which might well have been envied by his 
English colleagues. He considered that as the balance of 
trade was considerably in favour of England,' tbe fall in 
the exchange could only be accounted for by excessive 
issues. This effect of excessive issues, he remarks, is of 
constant occurrence; to we have seen a strong instance of 
it last summer" (i.II., the summer of I Sag), in Austria, 
when .. a considerable additional issue became necessary, 
in consequence of which the exchange on that country fell 
an additional so per cent., and gold coin fetched from three 
to four times its nominal value there." 

5 II I.-The influence which 4 deC1',ase in Ih' issu,s may 
Mile 0" Ih' ~ric. of gold and the rale of the 'XCM"gll. It 
is easy to see after what has been said, that in the opinion 
of the Bank directors such a decrease could have no influence 
whatever. Obviousl)" if an increase of issues is thought 
to have no effect, a decrease must be equally fruitless. 

At the same time it is clear that the decrease in the paper 
monf'Y would raise its value compared with all other com
modities, including gold. And, since the market price of 
gold was determined entirely with reference to the price as 
paid in Bank notes, and not in guineas, evidently a reduc
tion in the quantity of paper would have reduced the price 
of gold expressed in paper, and would have tended to make 
the real value of the notf'S correspond more closely to their 
nominal vRlue. To raise in this way the value of the 
currency must, if the decrease was sufficiently large, raise 
the exchange to par, and bring back gold into circulation. 
In addition to these theoretical considerations, the Bullion 
Report, working out the analogy ben.-een a metallic cur
rency and a paper currency when both are alike depreciated. 
instanCfOd, amongst others, the historical eu.mple of the 

• For his ovid..- _ I'..t D.k, ••• Vol. X\"II .• Part \"111 .• pp. cccun . 
.... _HII. 
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crisis of 16g6-1697. when the restoration of the coinage had 
the effect of lowering the price of bullion and of restoring 
the rate of exchange to par. 

§IV.-The policy 10 be adopted in f'egu/aling the 
issues. In particular the question 'Whether this policy 
ought to vary according to the convertibility or incon
vertibility of the notes.' According to the directors, 
there was no need after the restriction to regulate the issues 
by reference to the price of bullion and the foreign ex
changes; the only criterion was the demand for discount. 
The directors· and some of the merchants were eager to 
establish a theory of whose truth they felt assured, i.e •• that 
an over-issue was impossible so long as the advances took 
the form of discounts of .. paper of undoubted solidity 
arising out of actual commercial transactions, and payable 
at short and fixed periods." 

The Bullion Committee set itself to refute this doctrine, 
which had already been supported by the directors of the 
Bank of Ireland. According to the report: .. The fallacy 
upon which it is founded, lies in not distinguishing between 
advance of capital to merchants and an additional supply 
of currency to the general mass of circulating medium. If 
the advance of capital only is considered as made to those 
who are ready to employ it in judicious and productive 
undertakings, it is evident that there need be no other limit 
to the total amount of advances than '" hat the means of the 
lender and his prudence in the selection of borrowers may 
impose. But, in the present situation ••• every advance 
••. becomes an addition, also, to the mass of circulating 
medium. In die first instance, when the advance is made 
by Dotes paid in discount of a bill, it is undoubtedly 50 

much capital, so mucb power of making purchases, placed 
in the hands of a mercbant who receives the noles; and, 
if these hands are safe, the operation is so far, and in tbis, 
its first step, useful and productive to tbe public. But ••• 
as soon as the notes are exchanged by him for some olher 
article whicb is capital, tbey fall into tbe channel of circula-

I Bullion Report. p. tcCU9'iii .• eI uq . 
• See itt particular the "id~nee of )fr. l\AitmoR .• former Governor of 
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" 
tion, as so much circulating medium, and form an addition 
to the mass of currency. The necessary effect of every such 
addition to the mass is to diminish tbe relative value of any 
given portion of tbat mass in exchange for commodities.'" 
And, since the notes are inconvertible, they cannot he 
returned to the Bank by the free working of economic laws, 
and the increase continues in existence until the Bank is 
repaid the principal of the bills originallt discounted. But 
before the notes are thus paid in, fresh issues will have 
already neutralised the good results which might have fol. 
lowed from their return, .. Each successive advance repeats 
the same process. If the amount of discounts is pro
gressively increasing, the amount of paper which remains 
out in circulation over and above what is wanted for the 
occasions of the public, will progressively increase also; 
and the money prices of commodities will progressively 
rise ... • 

The report then gives various statistics as to the quantity 
of notes in circulation at different periods. But it denies 
that the quantity of notes can he a test of over·issue or the 
reverse, Different commercial conditions require different 
quantities of notes. Tbe state of public credit must also he 
taken into account, and various methods of economising 
the use of money may_alter the quantity required appreci
ably. TIa, Oldy t',al led is to b. fo.nd ill tM stale of tla. 
fot'ftp ,""cMng,s.and t/ae tric. of bMllion. 

Conc/llSions of tla, BIIllio. R~ort. MacleQ.d sums up. the 
general conclusions thus:" .. Tbat at tbat time there was an 
excessive paper currency, of 1\'hicb the most unequivoca1 
symptom was the very bigh price of gold bullion, and next 
to that the very depressed state of the foreign exchanges. 
That the excess was to be attributed to the removal of all 
control on the issues of the Bank of England by the sus
pension of cash payment. It 1\_ greatly to be regretted, 
therefore, that this Act, 1\'bicb at best was only intended to 
be temporary, had beeQ continued as a permanent war 

• So. u • .-. Vol. II .• sth edilioa .... a6g, .,... 
• .. ..-. .... <iI • 
• See .. _ .... ooI;lion. \'01. II., ... 4So f6. 
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measure." That Hie fatal results of the existing siiuation 
were too well known to need description, and it was more 
than likely that. things would get worse; the integrity and 
honour of Parliament demanded, therefore, that an immedi
ate remedy should be found • 

.. That the continuance of this state of maiters held out 
a temptation to Parliament to have recourse to a depreciation 
of the gold coin by an alteration of the standard, which had 
been done by many governments under similar circum
stances, and which might be the easiest remedy to the evil. 
But it would be a great breach of public faith and of the 
primary duty of the Government, to prefer the reduction of 
the coin down to the paper, rather than the restoration of 
the paper to the legal standard of the coin." Some had 
proposed to remedy the evil by a legal restriction of the 
Bank's issues, but such a measure would be fruitless, be
cause the required proportion could never be determined, 
.. and even if it were so, might very much aggravate the 
inconveniences of a temporary pressure"; in any case, 
such an interference would be incompatible with the rights 
of commercial property • 

.. The only true and proper remedy ••• was •• 7 • 

resumption of cash payments. That, howeveT, was an 
opeTation of the greatest delicacy! and it must be left entirely 
to the discretion of the Bank. •• Parliament should meTely 
fix the time, and leave it to them to carry out the details." 
In any case, the committee judged that an interval of two 
years would be necessary and sufficient fa conclude the 
matteT satisfactorily. 

This, then, is the Bullion Report; it stimulated die publi
cation of a complete economic literature,' and caused long 

S This literature it most abundant. and it wou1d be • considerable under .. 
taking to study it in detail It would be almost impoMibie CO attempe here 
.... at .... tried to do with regard to .... Ii ........... ado_ina .... _ 
of the Bank.. Neilbel' is there anything new CO be learnt from the pamphku 
published about 18.0; they only reproduce the .elJ..knowa areumentL Tbe 
most .bIe criticism of the theoris contained in the Bullion Report '- dw of 
Mr. Bosanqu~. who has given an ncdlent .ummary 01 me docrri_ which 
we have already deKribed. in bis P,.GdiuJ ObunHlUow CHI IIJe Helm t1/ 1M 
BwllUnt: Cotmttittu. This pamphlet it tamou. leg for iQ cnm mer.ts than Oft 

aaount of .... crushing reply made to it by Ricardo. S<e Retl, .. M •• 
B(1U1JUl"d~$ P,.4CI4cGJ Oburwalioru. • 
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discussions in Parliament. These debates must be briefty 
considered. But we shan not attempt any detailed analysis 
of the speeches, and we shall only refer to those which raise 
points not already dealt with. 

C.-DISCUSSION OP THE BULLION REPORT IN TilE 
HOUSE OP COMMONS. 

The report was presented by Horner on June 9, 1810. It 
was not formally considered until the 6th of May, 181 I. The 
discussion was opened by Mr. Horner, who spoke at great 
length.' His speech may still be read with interest and 
pleasure; in it he stated the arguments which we have 
already sufficiently discussed. and concluded by moving a 
series of resolutions, of which we give the substance in a 
'note," and which embody in the main the conclusions of the 
Bullion Report • 
. Mr. Rose answered Mr. Horner in another long speech,' 

stating arguments on the opposite side which are also 
familiar to us. 

The debate became more interesting when it was taken 
up by Mr. Henry Thornton, in the most original of the 
speeches' heard by the House on the subject. In his 
opinion the main point at issue was whether it was 
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expedient that the Bank should regulate its issues witll 
reference to the price of bullion and the slate of the fOX

changes, and whether these were inflUf>nced by the quantity 
of paper. He set himself to prove the affirmative, firstly 
by stating in his turn the principles contained in the Bullion 
Report, and then by the help of a number of historica! 
examples. In particular, he referred to the case of the Bank 
of France as remarkably to the point.' This bank was for
bidden by its statutes to lend money to the Government, 
and the latter was obliged in 1805 when the war again 
broke out, to borrow from various "merchants and 
capitalists, who then contrived to fabricate among them
selves, and proceeded to discount at the Bank as many 
securities as were sufficient •.• so that the Bank was the 
true lender." The consequences of this transaction was a 
great increase in the paper of the Bank of France. "A 
drain of their cash followed; the diligences were found to 
be carrying off silver into the departments, which the bank 
•.. had continually to bring back, with much expense." 
It was obliged at length· to stop payment, and its nOIN 
were at a discount of 10 per cent. Almost immediately there 
was a corresponding fall in the exchanges. The bank now, 
acting on the ~vice of Dupont de Nemours,' the secretary 
of a special commission, restricted its issues. In three 
months' time payments were resumed as usual and the 
exchanges became normal. 

Another useful example of conditions analogous to those 
in England was supplied by the Bank of Sweden. 
Thornton' briefly described the Scandinavian banking 

I See p. 907- For the C3lMiN of the crisis at .805 11ft aho the report of 
Dupont de N~ esprcially pp . ..s-ss" l"",.ndon edilion9 .8... The mot. 
reeenr work of M. V. de Swa.ne mould also be consulkd: leI ,"Jlgi tr~ •• 
GIIrtLes de 16 BIJft.qfM! M FrdrtU. p .• 8, et leq. (author's note), 

:I ~ 1leCf'rta.I'y'. word. ..ere aI folio ..... : ··The Bank mould always 
draw in it. discounts as tIOOII as it perceiYm _he niamae of • more ,haJI 
ordinary disposilioa to eschange Bank paper for money. For what fN'3n 
Ih'!'$le applications for money? 1lJey imply that lhen are more Bank POt ... 
Od the spot tt.an the cirrumstanc.n of the lime "manet And bow are you 10 
prori.!e ~ainSi Ibis f."9iJ? B, dimini.shing tlHoir quanliry through a ftduction 
.,-hic:b RlaII escet:d tM new emiHions. t. 

The: ex.act title of the Jkpon ... SUI' ,. S."qw • F rflllL~ eI lu u •• " fie 
LI crise ",'elk .. ~tw(n¢e~. 

:I pp. 910. 91f. 
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system and remarked that although the paper money was 
at a discount of nearly 70 per cent. after the suspension.of 
cash payments, .. the public in Sweden •.. were not fully 
persuaded of the depreciation of their paper; for many of 
their commodities, their iron in particular, had not risen in 
any proportion to the fall of their currency." 

In Russia, too, although the rouble had fallen from its 
original value of 48 pence to that of 13'01' 14 pence, and 
although it was known that the quantity of paper money 
had been largely increased, yet the Russian merchants and 
business men, amongst whom the speaker had lived for a 
long time, persisted in ascribing the fall to an unfavourable 
balance of trade, or to political events which were quite 
incapable of producing such a result. The same mistake 
was made by the American public with regard to the crisis 
(If 1720, which was entirely due to die excessive issues of 
the American banks.' 

Mr. Thornton compared the public to a man in a boat, 
.. who seems to see the shore departing from him. . •. In 
consequence of a similar prejudice, we assume that the 
currency, which is in all our hands, and with which we our
selves are, as it were, identified, is filled, and that the price 
of bullion moves." Then with regard to the balance of 
trade, which Mr. Rose believed unfavourable, Mr. Thornton 
refuted this opinion by a previous statement made by Mr. 
Rose himself, in which he declared how uncommonly 
favourable the balance of trade had been. And, in Jact, 
accurding to the annual report of the Custom House, the 
balance in favour of England amounted to £16,000,000. 

The second part of Mr. Thornton's speech dealt with the 
standard of the currency. He showed that a permanent 
currency of papE'r money was most dangerous in that it 
tended to swell the numbers of those who ad\'0C8ted a return 
to a metallic currency combined with a lowering of the 
standard. .. The very argument of justice, after a certain 
time, passes over to the side of deterioration • . . if eight, 
ten, or even fifteen or twenty years. have passed since the 
paper fell, then it may be deemed unfair to restore the 

, See Marshall. H .. ..., _, ....... , .... 
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ancient value of the circulating medium; for bargains will 
have been made, and loans supplied, under an expectation 
of the continuance of the existing depreciation.'" 

Mr. Vansittart, afterwards Lord Bexley, in moving the 
counter-resolution to Mr. Horner's, denied the principles set 
forth in the Bullion Report. In particular he appeared to 
believe, like most of bis colleagues, tbat tbe Restriction 
Act had supplied the country with the enormous resources 
needed for the war. We have already discussed this theory, 
but it is well to recall it here since it was in the course of 
these debates that it was first stated as an indisputable fact. 

Mr. Vansittart based his argument on the fact that there 
had never been any difference between prices in coin and 
those in paper and hence declared tbat the theories which 
had held as regards Ireland in 1804, were not appliCable 
to the case in point. The two situations were not analogous; 
whilst in Ireland coin was openly sold at a premium, owing 
to the depreciation of Bank notes,' and two distinct prices 
... ere in force according to tbe form of payment, in England 
on tbe contrary, none of these things had occurred. Hence 
there was no depreciation. This was a cheap victory since 
the non~ppearance of such phenomena in England was due 
to the severity of the laws which suppressed them. At this 
very time three men were committed for trial under an old 
statute of Edward VI., revived for the occasion. And 
besides, was it really true that prices did not vary accord
ing to the form of payment? This was strongly denied by 
several Members. 

Mr. Sharpe. who was on the committee, showed' diat 
the Government itself. though responsible for the laws, 
was obliged to break them. and to acknowledge the very 
depreciation which it claimed to prevent. For instance, 
.. it had been usual to send over specie to Guernsey to pay 
:lur troops there. Each guinea had recently been paid to 

I See P. 9 17. 
a Mr. V .... ittart aplains this depreciatioa. 1IIOROI'ft", _ due not to ~« .. 

'""'" but ID ~ poI;tic:aJ ~ 
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the soldiers at the rate of twenty-three shillings. • Again, 
a perSon who inherited from a ~istant relation the sum of 
a thousand guineas, was lately paid in specie. He went 
to invest the money in the funds, and on asking the price 
of the 3 per cents., was told 641. On inquiring, however, 
at what rate he could obtain the stock if he paid real money 
for it, he was told, after some consideration, that he might 
have it for cash at 60.'" 

Several other speeches were made before the close of the 
debate, and I cannot resist the temptation to give some 
extracts from that of one of the best and most able men 
ever born in England. 

Lord Castlereagh had spoken of .. a sense of value in 
reference to currency as compared with commodities." 
Canning seized the opportunity to crush utterly the theory 
opposed to that of the Bullion Report. This theory con
sisted simply in the doctrine that the pound sterling was 
nothing tangible; it was a creature of the imagination, 
which had no real existence, and might vary with the 
weather. It was a sense of value communicated mysteri
ously from one person to another. .. A sense of value," 
exclaimed Canning, .. but whose sense? with whom is it to 
originate? and how is it to be communicated to others: 
who is to promulgate, who is to acknowledge, or who is to 
enforce it? • •• What ingenuity shall calculate, or what 
authority control its fluctuations? ••• this wild and dan
gerous principle ••• would throw loose ••• all contracts 
and pecuniary bargains, by leaving them to be measured 
from day to day, and from hour to hour, by no other rule 
than that of the fancies and interests of each individual 
confticting with the fancies and interests of his neighbour." 

Notwithstanding the excellence of these speeches the 
HouSe remained unconvinced of the truth of the principles 
maintained in the Bullion Report. Not only did it reject 

, Sir Fr. Bu. ... " alsa statftd that in spilt' of the ,..u.ibilions he had biftt.. 
stU bft.ft asked. U fa .. 4:biftftnl prices It according as be paid in tpecito 01' ill 
8ank paper. 
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Mr. Horner's resolutions,' it also passed, in spite of 
Canning's' protests, a series of counter-resolutions moved 
by Mr. Vansittart at the end of a second speech.' These 
resolutions, contained in sixteen articles, included such 
statements as that Bank notes .. have hitherto been, and 
are at this time, held in public estimation to be equivalent 
to the legal coin of the realm.''' 

J The first resolution wu thro",-n out by I~ Yote. 10 75. and the rC",Ri"~ 
ing ones by increasing majorities, with .. hich RoMrl Peel .aced. See P.rI. 
Debate.1 p. Jll»9 . 

.I At the end of hi, tpeeCh (see PIJ,I. Ddotll. Vol. XX., pp. 94"'123) C •• -
ning proposed an amendment, which was rej(>Cted by h votes to..s. Canning's 
two speeches have been published under the title o( S.b.toftU 0/ , •• St •• ,IH. 
delivnetl '"' 1M 8'" .nd n'. of Ma" .8 ... 

• See Mr. Vansiuarl'. second tpeec:h, Vol. XX., pp. 1-74 . 
• See abe 2nd an. 3rd rnoluliOM. The .. ternan. are con .... ..". 10 all dw 

evid~nce. 



CHAPTER VI. 

REPEAL OF THE RESTRICTION ACT. 

RC'IUIII of the rej~(llon of the Bullion Report. Lord King's circular to hi, 
lenant.. Th Stanhope Ar-t. The Act of 1819. Grt'at drain of specie in 
18,8 and 1819. Appointment of Commilteel to consider the advisability 

r!r;~~\;!n=f CL:,.ri::d:;dal!epo~b:!e!hin Cp~~~i~~':t ~f :~~~r~Pe~~~; 
S~ch on the alteration of the standard. The Act of 181g. it. chief 
provisions. Re-Iumption of ta.h payment •. 

SECTION I. 

RESULTS OF THE REJECTION OF THE BULLION 
REPORT.-ACTION OF LORD KING.-THE STANHOPE 

ACT. 

ONE inevitable result followed from the vote in Parliament, 
to wit, that the Bank was encouraged to issue as many notes 
as it wished; in this way it could make prices fluctuate 
continually, and the value of land and of everyone's income 
depended on its good pleasure. 

As Ihe depreciation of notes continued to increase, 
dl"btors had f'verything to gain by prolonging the existing 
state of things, but creditors were being ruined. Things 
reached such a pitch that Lord King, as much to protect 
his own interests as to decide a theoretical question, sent 
a circular to his farmers and tenants requesting to be paid 
for the future either in gold or .. in guineas, in Portugal 
gold coin," or .. in Bank notes of a sum sufficient to pur
chase at the present market price the weight of standard 
gold requisite to discharge the rent.'" The reason for Ihis 
action, which Lord King also Slated in the circular, was 
Ihat in 1807, when the farmers had agreed to pay" in good 
and lawful money of Great Britain," gold was worth £4 
an ounce, but that its present value was £4 145., which 
meant a difference of £17 lOS. per £100. 

, So. 1M complfl' lUI 01 this drculu Ii .... in Lon! Itiac'. spoodI ia the 
H_ 01 LonIs.--I'.rt. D ....... r.1. XX .• PI'- i')O-7'lJ. 
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This claim was perfectly legal, since the Act of 1797 
while authorising the Bank to suspend cash payments, had 
not decreed a forced currency. It was moreover just, for 
besides the reasons given by Lord King, there is another 
very obvious one: the price of the farmers' crops wa~ 
rising whilst they were continuing to pay the same rents 
in depreciated notes. 

But however legal and however just the request might 
be, it nevertheless completely upset the theory which the 
House had just taken such pains to establish. Lord Stan
hope' brought in a Bill forbidding all differences between 
payments in paper and in coin; he justified this by the 
assertion that 27S. had been asked for a guinea,' a state
ment which was confirmed by Lord Holland, who opposed 
the Bill, and which is an additional proof of the inaccuracy 
of Vansittart's assertions. 

The Bill was opposed by Lord Grenville, - a member of 
the Cabinet which had brought in the Act of Restriction, 
and by the Marquess of Lansdowne, Lord Grey and Lord 
King, who spoke in explanation of his action in the matter 
of the circular.& It was easy enough for these speakers to 
show that since the inconvertibility of the notes had been 
authorised, such a measure as the present would inevitably 
lead the way to a forced currency. 

As a matter of fact, the Restriction Act led on naturally 
to the passing of the new law and ultimately to a forced 
currency. This was ably demonstrated by Lord Eldon, 
who supported the Bill. He took as an illustration t~e case 

• ScaadaI-moagen alleged thai Lon! Stan"- _eel £.""_ ..... thai = .... ~h:...~ ':.'.= ::..~ . .::; =!:!.~!~ t:. 
"" .... po 760· 

• Lon! Stanhope !bought thai "...... .... DO sudt tbi.., ill this <ountry 
.. a ........... 01 nJue founded on a quantity 01 .... llion 01 OIaIIdud fi_. 
The legal coiIJ __ the IIJOIIe1 .. itb the Itamp upoa it. . .. If Bank IIIOCa 
and gold bore • _ proportional ratio 10 the pound ....-Ii.., by law IhoJ 
were equaJ 10 one _. and 10 ..."... this ......... CO no funher than the 
fir .. book o' Euclid, wilen it __ laid -.. __ .w- thai IbinCI equaJ 
to the aame thing are equal 10 one another.·· 

• It was 011 th.U: ocxasioa that GreoYiBe .... dud" the .,. oa which IIr. 
P;tt and be bad '-" fO<ad 10 pc_ the Itatrict .... Aa ....... 01 the 
_ paialuJ ill ...... poIiti<a1 life. 

• See this opeecb. pp. 79041'" 
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of Ii. young professional man who has to make his way in 
the world. Suppose that he has a private fortune of £3,000 
on deposit at the Bank, which ought to yield him an annual 
income of £90. His landlord demands his rent in gold, 
while the Bank refuses to pay his interest in specie. He 
may reasonably ask whether it is just that the same Jaw 
which forces him to accept the notes also forces him to pay 
his rent in gold, when he cannot obtain any and is hence 
reduced, if not to prison, at any rate to the sale of his 
property. 

Whatever may be thought of these speeches, the Act was 
passed,' and though originally its effects were to cease on 
lIIarch 25. 181l1. it was afterwards continued as long as the 
Act of Restriction was in force. 

It is hardly necessary to add that things continued as 
before in spite of this Act, and the price of an ounce of 
gold rose to £5 lOS. But the law had a bad effect on busi
ness. Creditors of long standing lost 30 or 40 per cent. 
of their outstanding debts, and in particular. those who had 
granted long leases received only two-thirds of their rent. 
The Bank did not restrict its issues, and country banks con
tinued to be established. hence general prices went on 
rising: the price of com indeed, reached a level hitherto 
unknown. 

SECTION II. 

TIll! Acr OF 1819. 

The conclusion of the war, plentiful harvests and a great 
reduction in country bank issues" so improved the situa
tion that the Bank began to consider the possibility of a 
rf>turn to cash payments. By November. 1816. the 
directors had collected so much /fOld that they announced 
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their readiness to redeem at once all notes issued before 
1812, and in April, 1817, all those issued before January, 
1816. People had however grown so accustomed to the 
notes that they did not present them at the Bank, and in
deed in many cases they preferred them to gold. The partial 
resumption of cash payments was nevertheless quite success
ful and preparations were being made for a general resump
tion, when a steady demand for gold made its appearance. 
This withdrawal was mainly due to the big loans at high 
rates raised in England by the Continental States in order 
to replace their depreciated paper currencies; and also in 
part to a reduction in the interest paid on Exchequer bills, 
which caused these bills to lose some of their popularity. 

The price of gold began to rise,' the Ban k directors, far 
from reducing their issues, made an advance of 28 millions 
instead of 20 millions to the Government, and the country 
banks displayed even less intelligence. Matters became 50 

serious that on February 3, 1819, the two Houses each 
appointed a committee to inquire into the position of the 
Bank. 

The two committees examined a certain number of 
witnesses on the subject and the inquiry had a surprising 
result. \Vhereas in 1804 and 1810 the majority of the com
mercial world denied that the issues had any effect on the 
foreign exchanges or on the price of gold, in 1819 it was in 
entire agreement with the theories of the Bullion Committee. 
This may be seen from the evidence of most of the 
"'itnesses, even that of the gO"ernor, the deputy-governor 
and several other directors of the Bank. The general court 
of the Bank directors was alone in maintaining the opposite 
opinion in spite of everything, and on March 25th it passed 
an official resolution to give firm expression to its belief.' 

The committees of both Houses agreed in recommending 
that after February the 1st, 1820, the Bank should be 
required to deliver gold of standard fineness in quantities 

I It .'as £4 ]5 . .u ounce ill Jaadary. 1819-
• 'The Bank maiatained this opinioa for ridtt Jean. h wu not Wltil 

'lb7 !hal this neooIution .. '" ooIomaly ospwoged from i<o ......... 
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not less thllR 60 ounces, at £4 IS. an ounce; that after 
October the 1st, 1820, the rate should be reduced to 
£3 19s. 6d., and after May the 1st, 1821, to the Mint price of 
gold, viz., £3 175. lold. This obligation to pay in bullion 
was to continue for not less than two and not more than 
three years after May 1st, 1821, when cash payments should 
be resumed. 

The report was presented to the House of Lords on May 
21st, 1819. Lord Harrowby very shortly afterwards brought 
forward, on behalf of the ministry, some proposals which 
embodied those of the report. These were discussed, but 
the debate was somewhat strangely diverted by a resolution 
moved by Lord Lauderdale to alter the Mint price of gold to 
correspond with the market price. R06ert Peel, in a 
masterly speech, demonstrated (I) that it was essential to 
resume cash payments, (2) that the standard of the coin 
ought not to be lowered.' 

With regard to the first point Peel freely acknowledged 
that his opinions had undergone a material change since 
1811. Every sound writer agreed that the true standard of 
value consisted of a definite quantity of metal of an equally 
definite fineness, with an inscription stating the weight and 
fineness. No doubt the Bank was perfectly solvent, but 
it did not therefore follow that an over-issue of paper was 
an impossibility. If solvency alone was sufficient proof 
that there. was no excess, Law's theory was just, and the 
land as well as the funds might be converted into a circulat
ing medium. 

Peel strenuously opposed any lowering of the standard. 
His arguments were as follo\\"5 :-" There could be no in
ron''enience in compelling the Bank to pay in specie at the 
Mint Price. It had done so from 1776 to 1797,' and 
the price of gold had never risen above £3 17s. 6<1. The 
fact that this pnce had since risen to.£S 25. did not there
fore pro''e that the standard \\'as variable. \\ 'bat had 
happened was that a substitute for gold had been inlro-

• See P.rI. Doh~ •• PI'- 676-1"5, lor this spo<d&. also Nodood. Jtd ..tilion. 
\'01. II ..... 114 • ., '"'I' 

• Tben had ...... a nscoratioa of tho coinaCo ia 1T.'4- See abaft., ... ISS. 
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duced, and its price was considered in relation to that 
substitute. Let not the House be led away by any calcula.
tion to mistake the price Tor the value. When people talked 
of gold rising in price, wt\"e they prepared to show that it 
had risen in intrinsic value? So far from gold having risen 
in value during the last fifty years, it had actually fallen, 
partly from the greater abundance of the metal itself, partly 
from the substitutes that were used for it.' 

A very prevalent theory was, that instead of regulaii n g 
paper by the value of gold-gold should be regulated by , 
the value of paper. This was nothing less than a fraud 
upon the pubJtc creditor. It was vain to think that foreign 
nations could be imposed upon by such a deception. The 
only result would be that after the public creditor had been 
cheated, the coin would be debased. 

\Ve ought to follow the example of our wisest and mo.<i 
distinguished ancestors, and return to the ancient standard 
of the coins. Three great reforms of the coinage had already 
been undertaken on these lines-in the reigns of Edward 
111., Elizabeth and William 111." In all three cases the 
difficulties were much greater than on the present occasion. 

The idea that the country owed its glory and military 
honours to an inconvertible paper currency .. as ridiculous : 
there had been great military victories even before 1797. 
Peel believed that the true difference between England and 

• Tbis .... 0150 pointed our by Lon! LiY<rpOOl ia 0 -" III the IfwM 
of Lords ..... ich deservs to be mmtional ia connection with P~J ' .. 

• With rocard to the fi .... 01 _ ref ...... _ Rudin,. Vol. I •• pp. I~ 
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other States was that she always kept her faith inviolate. 
It was' this' feeling that enabled the country to resist 
adversity and to secure a final triymph. Now t~t they had 
reached the other shore in safety, let them not abandon the 
great principle which had supported them through the 
dismal voyage. • 

The rest of the discussion in the Commons threw no fresh 
light on the subject. Amongst the other speakers we may 
mention Canning, whose speech at the end of the next 

.sitting seems to have had a brilliant reception,' and 
Ricardo,' who polnted out with considerable effect that the 
evidence given by the directors as individuals contradicted 
their resolution as a court; he concluded that in view of 
their past conduct, the only course open to the House was to 
deprive them of their extraordinary powers. 

The Act (statute 1819, c. 49)' was passed unanimously 
after amendment by the House of Lords." 

Its chief provisions were as follows:-
I.-The Acts restraining cash payments were continued 

until May 1st, 1823, at which date they were to cease. 
Temporary provisions adopted from the reports: 
I.-Between February 1st and October 1st, 1820, the 

Bank was bound to pay all notes presented to them at the 
rate of £4 IS. an ounce.' 

a.-Between October 1st and May 1St, 18:n, the rate was 
to be £3 ~. 6d. 

3.-Between May 1St, 1821, and May 1st, 1823, the rate 
of gold bullion was to be £3 17s. laid. 

11.-The trade in bullion and coin was declared free. 
III.-Moreover, a law of July 6th. 1819 (statute 18t9, c. 

76), forbade the Bank to make any advance to Government 
without the authority of Parliament. Supposing a request 
of this kind tt,) be thought necessary. it was tt,) be made in 

h" \:;; ~ =tJ~ :::tt'dA=i:!gt!u,t!~~;:.~ .:':it~ 
hear." 

• St-e Rit'ardo'J SJW'«h. pp. 74.1-74S. 
• St.'.'''! fJl r •• RHI ... Vol. L1X., P. 1,s6. 
• SM f.n'. D"kln. p. 1137. 
• TtM bra"", thus su~ • 10$$ 01 35. 6cI. an ounce. 
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writing and laid before both Houses of Parliament together 
with the answer made to it by the court of directors. 

It was hoped that this ,,-:ould put a stop to a liberty which 
had rapidly degenerated into licence and which had 
.resulted in this terrible crisis lasting 22 years. 

Re~umption of cash payments. The Act fixed May 1st, 
1823, as the latest date for the resumption of cash pay
ments. But this final date was anticipated, and on May 
1st, 1821, the paper currency, established since 1797, was 
replaced by a currency on a metallic basis, of which the
country had been deprived for 24 years and 2 months. 

During this period the crisis had at times been very 
intense, and the scarcity of coin had caused a depreciation in 
the notes issued by the Bank. This depreciation, from 
being £8 7s. per £100 in ISoI, had varied in the following 
manner:-

,(;7 51. in dr.... 
,(;. 3'" from '80:1 to .809-

£13 91- in .81G. 
£7 1M. in J811. 

£30 J4S. ill ,8.2. 
,(; ... 80. in .8'3' 

'(;'5 3". in .81+ 
£19 .... in .SrSo ".6 ..... ia .8.6. 
£2 IJJI. from 18'7 to .8 ••. 
,(;4 90· in •819. 
£3 "I. In 1820. 

The depreciation continued until 1821, at which date the 
notes once more circulated at par. 

END VOL. J 
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Difference between Volume II. and Volume I. in respect to their -lUbject 
matter. The postlbility 0' omitting references to general hlltory in 
Volume II. Necessity for dt-aling In one part of the present Volume with 
the working of the Bank under the Hisling .,stern. The Act of .aa6 
f't"tlardPd ., one of the causa of the Act of 1844. Method adopted in 
e&amining the Intention of Peel'. Act. 

THE first volume of this book dealt with the early history 
of the Bank of England,-Ihe causes leading to its founda
tion, the foundation itself, and subsequent developmenis. 
In this volume we propose to examine the later history,-the 
system under which the Bank has carried on its business 
since 1844,-and a few introductory remarks on this subject 
may not be out of place. 

The materials made use of in the present volume will be 
found to differ slightly from those studied in the preceding 
one. 

In the first place, it has been possible to ignore the general 
history of England. The Government and the English 
public have learnt to understand better their own interests 
and the part that should be played by the Baok; hence this 
general hi~tory has become less and less cloSely connected 
with that of the Bank, or rather the connection has ceased 
except when absolutely unavoidable. 

The ignorant hostility of one section of the nation, and 
the .. runs," or worse still, the actual assaults to which it 
gave rise, have vanished. The Government, too, grown 
wiser by experience and helped by the remarkable increase 
of facilities for public Credit, no longer applies to the Bank 
whenever it bas need of money and hence does oot now 
invoh-e that institution in all its financial embarrassments.' 
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In the second place, a study of the actual working of the 
Act of 1844 has not seemed to us out of place in the history 
of the Bank, though we have reduced this study to com
paratively modest proportions. A mere analysis of the Act 
followed by a description of the crises which the Bank has 
since experienced would not constitute a history; just as an 
analysis of the constitution of a country, accompanied by a 
description of the wars in which it has taken part, do not by 
themselves make up its history. The history of a country 
must include some study, however short, of its internal life ; 
at the least it must point out the general lines of i" develop
ment. Similarly in the case before us the section dealing 
with the working activities of th~ Bank is in all essentials 
an historical study. After an analysis of Robert Peel's Act 
as it appeared in 1844, "'e shall study the Bank as we find it 
after an existence of sixty years. During this jnterval we 
shall find that the Bank of England has undergone con
siderable change in several important particulars. For 
instance, the Act of IB44 contemplated that silver "'ould 
playa considerable part in the reserve, but for a long time 
past the reserve has consisted entirely of gold. Again, in 
IB44 people were very far from anticipating what has 
actually been the case since 1893, viz., that the metallic 
reserve would exceed the paper currency. Nor was it 
realised that the Bank would cease to be a bank of discount 
and would become the guardian of the cash reserve for &he 
commercial world, etc. 

In this part of our work we shall have occasion. also, to 
discuss various questions of a more or less historical char
acter, which it would have been difficult to deal with 
elsewhere; such matters, for example, as the increasing 
importance of cheques. of current accounts and of the 
bankers' reserve, and Mr. ~e's scheme for reform in 1873. 
ete. 

To pass to another point---it may seem strange that we 
have included in Part I., amongst the causes of the Act of 
IB44, the crisis of 1825 and the Act of 1826, .·hich enforced 
those very regUlations in opposition to .·hich Peel's Act 
was passed. But a moment's thought will show that just 
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because Peel's Act involved 'lI reaction against the Act of 
1826, we are justified in describing it as a consequence {)f this 
Act. In fact, especially in the mid 19th century, the con
ception of a monopoly could hardly have been arrived at 
without making preliminary trial of a system of freedom. 
The crisis of 1825 was generally attributed to the bad 
organisation of provincial credit; the remedy had been 
sought in the removal of those restrictions placed on the 
issue of notes in the provinces by the Act of 1742. Then, 
when this policy was found to be inadequate and was even 
regarded by some as the cause of the crisis of 1836-1839, 
it was judged necessary to centralise the control of the note 
issues and to take the management of them out of the hands 
of the Bank.' But the debates in Parliament and the con
temporary pamphlets show clearly enough that such a policy 
would never have been adopted if people had not first ex
perienced the effect of the opposite system.' 

Finally, to gain a better understanding of the Act of 1844, 
we have traced the origin and development of its main 
provisions, first in the works of its chief promoters, Lord 
OV!'rstone, Torrens and Norman, and then in the SJle!lCbes 
and M,morandu", or Sir Robert Peel, who presented it to 
Parliament and by whose name it is known. This plan 
seemed more satisfactorv and more suited to an historical 
study like the present: than the alternative of giving a 
detailed criticism of each provision of the law. 

, Tho RPpOI't of the Commit .... of 1831 brings out \he thoorieto _inc to 

~.h~c;~t!.he A~:"!i ~~~t:h: a:!:' ::1 ':~f t:ur ftIU'!::. I:; . ., 
makina Bank notH lqfaI t",d~r, b, msistin. ad lOme ftgree of publici1J for 
the- Rank'. balRnc. ahft'ts. though te., it b tr'\M', man I. imposed to-daJ. Uld 
by granting official ftCUgnhion to 1M joint.atodt banks and to .. employment 
of their ('~u", Ita\ .. to the "sistine nstftn of English bankin. three of ita 
mOlt ... Umt fMtum. ConseqUf'fttly, tht. Act ma), be regarded .. ODe of the 
C'aUSH 01 that of .8.t4. not_oath.tandina thf. Cl'M1 dUfere.ncee between the two. 



PART I. 
CAUSES AND ANALYSIS OF ROBERT PEEL'S ACT. 

CHAPTER I. 

THE CRISIS OF 1825 AND THE ACT OF 1826. 

The Crisis of 1825. Effects of the resumption of cub payment.. Renewal 
of spetLlJative mania. Its causes. Speculation. in South Amtrican and 
Foreign Loans. The crisis. Policy of the Bank during the crilis. The 
Responsibility of the Banks and the eBect of oyer~jHue. on the erg;. 

~eu!~I~e:~~~ ~:k~~jnt:f A~:'!!f"::!~: ~~w':,ofJ 
object. Reorganisation of the provincial credit ty.um. Supprenion of 
the Bank of England's privileges in the Provinces. Abolition of small 
notes. SmaU notes continued in Scotland. Action of Sir WaJter Scott. 

A.-THE CRISIS OF 1825. 
THE resumption of cash payments and the ease with which 
the Bank had anticipated the date fixed by the law of 1819' 
quickly restored public confidence. The harvests, which 
had been scanty during the last three years of what had 
been practically a forced currency, were plentiful for three 
seasons after 1821. According to Tooke the trade and 
industry of the country had never been in a more satis
factory condition than they ... ·ere between 1821 and 1824. 
Indeed. at the end of the session of 1823, the King con
gratulated Parliament on the general prosperity, and he 
repeated his congratulations at the end of the following 
year and even at the beginning of the year 1825. 

The Bank of England shared in the general prosperity 
and its bullion reserve rose to £14.200,ooo-an immense 
sum at that date. 

At the same time an Act passed in April, 1822, empowered 
I the Bank of England and the country banks to increase their 

I The Jalat date fixed for the resumption of cash payments .u Ma, Jilt, 
1~3. but the ~ had. actuall, resumed them two Jean earli«. 
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issues. The result of this was a rise in prices, which enabled 
the Government to reduce the rate of interest on the National 
Debt from 5 to 4 and from 4 to 31 per cent., with the help 
of an advance of '£5,000,000 made to it by the Bank. 

The conversion of the 5 per cent5. affected stock to the 
value of 135 millions, while that of the 4 per cents. applied 
to 80 millions. 

Such an important reduction' of the rate of interest on 
cap!tnl caused many of the holders of public securities, who 
could not be satisfied with a small income, to sell out as 
quickly as possible. There was, in fnct, a proverb current 
in the financial world that "John Bull can stand many 
things but he cannot stand 2 per cent." \Vhen the price 
of money remains at a low level for any considerable 
period, people will turn to risky investments if no good 
ones offer themselves, and a crisis is lhe necessary result 
01 such experiments. 

This fact has been frequently noticed;' the period of 
which we wrile affords an illustration of it. Speculation of 
all kinds reappeared, but especially in the form of trans
actions with South America. which' had already been a 
notable feature in ISoc) and 1810. The South American 
Revolution had excited intense interest in England. As 
soon as the independence of the Republics had been recog
nised. their appeal was responded to with unreasoning 
eagerness by in\'t'stors Dnd traders. who subscribed indis
criminately to all the loans raised by these States. which 
generally proved quite incapable of meeting their liabilities, 
At the same time increased support was given to a number 
of olher public Io.~ns.· The commercial world allowed itself 
to be deceh-ed into a false estimate of the ,'alue of the new 

l Ttl" ftduttion tn the intH"t'St 01\ t~ public- funds .... as IIttOIIlpanied by 
• nodlK'lion 10 tho balf-Y"'arty diyidmd of thfo Bank from 5 to 4 Pft' ceat~ 
ThIll cau'M'd s numbu of ukos and. the Rank stock ft'li 16 points. 

I This fact's toO obvious ,hat aftf'f tM aid. of ,866 \Villiam Sn.,...,m 
s ... ~""t"'" tha.l a n11nimuRl limit Iihould be bed. brio ... ,-hk-h dw Bank might 
ftQI 10\\"« its rate of diSl(OUnl. This lintil .... AS 10 bt- 4 per CftII • 

• 1"beo publiC' lo. .. n, raisrd brt .. "t"t'ft 1~.2 "nd ISlS a~ «h'ftl ift ... d 
docummtt'd ~1 by Mr. H)-Ur Clarke in 1M JOIInt" of r_ Sr.ns~" S«Wry. 
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markets thus opened up, and especially in regard to the 
Colonial food stuffs. 

Macleod' estimates that '50 millions were invested in 
various ways in Mexico and South America. Transactions 
of this kind. essentially specUlative in nature. multiplied 
continually and the Lord Chancellor thought it necessary 
even at the beginning of 1825 to call the attention of Parlia
ment to the prevailing mania. while seven weeks later Lord 
Lauderdale stated that £200.000.000 had been subscribed to 
companies of all kinds. 

Very soon the situation recalled memories not only of 
,810, but of '720 and the time of the South Sea Bubble. 
Companies were formed with the most absurd objects,' and 
as the first SUbscriptions paid up did not often exceed 5 per 
cent of the nominal value of the shares. persons of very 
modest fortunes were able to take part in the transactions. 
The number of companies formed rose to 624. involving a 
nominal capital of £372.173.100. This enormous sum re
presented £150 per head for the 13 million persons who 

VoL XLI •• p. 3'3. The folJowing list .howo the amoun. of the Joan. railed 
ia Loodon and the prices at which they were ..... :-

AfJIIOfUd Priu A"'CNMI Price Y.... of r-•. t1f 1,."". Y.OF. t1f lAaB. t1f I" .... 
dl.. Chili ... /;.,ooo,ooo,.,% .1b4 Gr...., /;800_ 5?% 

Columbia _,ooo,ooo a.% Mexico 3oZOO,ooo sI'% 
0..._ _,000,000 17j% Nap"'" -.sao,ooo 9't% 
P..... _,ooo 88% P.,.. 750_ Ib% 
R...u. 3.sao,ooo 8.% JIbS - 4,000,000 85% 

Jib] Austria '.sao,- Ib% Denmark 3osoo,ooo 75% 
PonugaJ ',soo,ooo &7% Gr....,... -,ooo,ooo s6i% 

.1b4 Brazil .,-,ooo 75% Guamnala '67_ 73% 
Buenoo Ayr ... ,ooo,ooo 85% M .. ico ... 3'-_ &»% 
CoIum ....... 40750_ 88i% P..... 6.6_ 78% 

AI reganls .- Joan_, the pri«o .. whidl "'"" ..... _ should be 
noticed, and it ...., aJoo be ........- tha.. .. ...,. ,au ito the cue 
of the Gn!ek Joans. only a omaIJ part of the ...... paid in reoched Ihdr 
~tended destinatioa in the haocIs of the Greek Go.emmeat. The t't'mainder 
.·as frittered a ... ay iD the form of orden imiJled oa by the banking firmIJ 
which undertook the isoue. Tbuo the Gn!eko were forad to buy anain 
frig.ne. whicb were newr able to reach G'lwaltar9 and IOIIW fip..-armt whieh 
ezploded as ........ "'"" ..... __ Probably _ the ....... hUlg bappa><d 
in the caoe of the ""- loans, and _ likely a good cIeaJ of the _ sub
scribed newr went Old of Englancl.. 

• TMory and bu.k. t1f BOBIe"',. :JnI edition. Vol. II., p. '09-
• One company. wrbich was able to RCUI"e 1lUbKribeft.. __ promoted in 

order to drain the Red Sea with • ..iew to rwowring the tnasu:n! abaft. 
_ by the Egypliaas _ the _. of .he J"'". JugJar, Lu <nu, 
I<~. p.JJ4. 
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then constituted the population of England, and was equi
valent to a third of the total wealth of ihe country.' 

The price of the shares in several of the new companies 
rose very quickly. Those of The Anglo-Merican Mining 
Com.pany. for instance, which were issued at £10, rose 
within a month from £43 to £150; and the shares of the 
Real del Monle, issued at £70, rose from £550 to £1,350.' 
A still more significant feature was that the prices of com
modities were doubled and sometimes tripled in a few 
months. The inevitable reaction came. Prices began to 
fall at the beginning of the summer, and this was followed 
by a collapse in securities upon which no further payments 
~ould be obtained. At the end of November the failure of 
several large firms which speculated in cotton produced a 
general panic. The Bank of England thought fit to 
abandon the policy of 1797 and to increase its issues freely. 
Its reserve sank from £13.500,000 in January,: 1824, to 
£11,400,000 in October, 1824. It persevered in this con
duct in spite of an unfavourable exchange, and in April, 
1825. its reserve WIIS only £6,650,000, while its issues ex
ceeded the total in circulation in January, 1824. The Bank 
only realised its mistake at the very height of the crisis, 
but on December 31st it raised its discount rate to 5 per 
cent. This did not prevent a further decline in the reserve 

Ifrom over 3 millions in November to £1,260,890 (December 
31St), which threw the circulation into unheard-of confusion.' 

, COGanl,A Hu'", 0' 11M ... B ..... 0' 1 .... P. +16-
• The fhxtualion. in. the Ihare v.lus of tM diffeftllt mining cam,.na 

will be found In Pa.,... ... Diclio>o.., 0' PoIilK" lic_, (Vol. I •• P. ~8). 

con:l.!:::t f~~i.!n.f.. .. ~~~~~ (po 337) will,;ve ... - .... .... 

,BI.. 'BlS-
L; L; 

t~~~ .. :::::::::::::::::::::::: ~tE= :::::::::::::::::: t~= 
~I ... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :!:::::: :::::::::::::::::: ~=::: 
i~; :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::=:= :::::::::::::::::: !:::: 
=tw····::::::::::::::::::::: :::=::: :::::::::::::::::: ~:=:= 
<Xtober ..... ............ ....... 11,,.00.000 .................. 3,IGO.OOO 

=~ ~~~:: .. ~:~:::::::::: .. ~ !~-=:= :::::::::::::::::: ~::.:: 
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The scarcity of coin increased, notwithstanding the action 
of the Government which ordered the Mint to be kept work. 
ing day and night; and this scarcity became a veritable 
famine after the failure of the London Bank, one of the 
leading banking firms, which dragged down with it sixty 
other financial companies. 

The drain on the coin was so great that the Bank was 
obliged to put into circulation 600,000 one pound notes, 

. which, although they had been created when the Restric
tion Act was passed, had lain for a long time forgotten 
in its safes. This measure was effective in saving the Bank 
of Norwich, but could not materially alter the unprecedented 
state of affairs. No one was willing to part with such 
money as he possessed, and according to Huskisson's 
statement in the House of Commons,' it was impossible 
during the greater part of December to realise even the 
best securities, such as Government stock and the shares 
of the Bank of England and the East India Company. 

The general distress was increased by the failure of thirty. 
six country banks which the Bank could not assist in time; 
and several of the important London commercial firms were 
threatened with a like fate. The Bank, under pressure from 
the Government, decided finally to increase its issues; it 
granted new loans to the value of £400,000. This afforded 
substantial assistance to those firms which were solid enough 
to offer resistance to misfortune, and at length, when the 
weaker ones had all collapsed, things gradually improved 
and two years later money was being lent at 4 per cent. 

These are- the broad outlines of the crisis of 18025. The 
attempt has been made, and indeed is still made, to throw 
the whole responsibility for it upon the over.issues of the 
Bank of England and of the country banks. 

On this point Macleod' very fairly remarks that r 

• P •• Ii4_11wJ D.baIn. Vol. XIV .• p .• 3"- See tho ",bole 01 HlUkiMod·. 
5p«cb. pp. '29-244-

• yd Edition. Vol. 11 .• pp. 117. ilL 
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"ihough it is indisputable that the Bank acted on the most 
unsound principles in not contracting its issues when the 
great drain of bullion for exportation was going on, it is a 
mere delusion for men to attribute the consequences of their 
own wild and extravagant mania to the Bank of England, or 
to any bank. The errors of all the banks put together were 
trivial compared to the outbreaks of speculative insanity 
which seized upon all classes .••• Was it the issue of Bank 
notes that led a respectable book-selling firm to risk 
£100,000 on a speculation in hops? The Bank had com
mitted many errors before, as serious as those of 1825, with
out leading to any such disaster." 

B.-THB ACT OF 1826. 

\Vhen once the crisis had subsided, the time came to 
search for its causes and to find a remedy for them; this 
task devolved on Parliament when it assemble4 on February 

~r~he King's Speech' specially drew the-attention of.Par
Iiament to the question and neither House showed any 
disposition to neglect it. 

The Prime Minister, Lord Liverpool, in a speech' of 
which we made use in studying the condition of provincial 
credit on the eve of the French Revolution, criticised 
severely both the system on which this credit was organised 
and also the Act of 1709, which limited the number of 
partners in a bank of issue to six, so that any small pro
vincial tradesman, a fruiterer, a grocer or a butcher, might 
open a bank whilst the right of issue was refused to genuine 
companies. well desening of confidence.' 

Prel supported these views in the House of Commons' 
and contrasted the monopoly which existed in England with 
the free Scotch system. He pointed out that in England 
100 banks had failed in 1,93. 157 between 1810 and ISli, 

• fl.rI. D .... ' .... \·uI. XIV., pp. ~J. 
• "'ot this spMCb see P.rl. Dt."d"s. pp. 454-.63-
• p.. .. fl.!, 

• Seot the 5itling 01 FclN-uary Il. pp. ~"\o..~ 
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and 76 during the recent crisis, and that, moreover, the 
numbers recorded would have been much greater had it not 
been for the different ways of making composition, and 10 

on; whilst in Scotland, on the contrary, there was only a 
single bank failure on record, and even in that case the 
creditors had ultimately been paid in full. 

Peel then described the terrible condition of country 
banking, and declared his conviction that a system of well. 
established joint-stock companies would supply a more 
secure basis for the circulation. 

\Vith reference to the small notes, which had just formed 
the subject of a strong speech by Huskisson,' Peel agreed 
with the latter in thinking that the £1 notes only served to 
drive out the sovereigns; that the over.issue of paper money 
was one of the worst evils from which the country suffered 
and that the present was an excellent opportunity of getting 
rid of it. 

The Act of 1826 was passed by a very large majority. 
This Act had a two-fold object, corresponding to the two

fold. criticism brought against the previous legislation; it 
attempted (a) to, reorganise country credit by abolishing 
the monopoly established by the laws of 1708 and 1742; (b) 
to suppress the small notes. 

A.-The Reorganisation of Country Credit. We are 
already familiar with the organisation of country credit 
previous to 1826. We have seen its absurdity.' The situa
tion was made still worse because the Bank, while insisting 
on its monopoly in the provinces and preventing the forma
tion of banks of issue with more than six partners, yet made 
no attempt to secure the right of establishing branches. In 
other words, the Bank hindered the provision by others of 
any satisfactory form of paper currency, and at the SBl1Ie 
time refused to take the matter into its own hands. It 
played the part of the proverbial dog in the manger. 
The effect of this mistaken policy was the introduction of 
an absurd and dangerous system of provinciaJ. credit facil • 

• The smaJI -.. ...... __ with equal .. igour fa the -.no 01 the 
debate by Lord King. Baring ...... an.- _ opeak<n. 

• See akn'e. p. 170. d set-
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ities, which allowed every small grocer to set up a bank and 
to issue notes which he was unable to honour. 

The Statute 1826 (c. 46), in order to remedy this evil, 
authorised the establishment of banks 65 miles or more from 
London, having any number of partners and with power to 
issue notes. Ill- this way encouragement was given to the 
creation of joint-stock banks of issue. The Bank of England 
was at the same time empowered to establish branches in any 
part of England. 

B.-Th, Suppression 0/ th, Small Notes. The small 
notes were said to be of no use except to raise prices and 
encourage speculation. The Statute 1826 (c. 6) abolished 
Bank notes of values less than £5; the primary result of 
this was to force the Bank to redeem between 7 and 8 
millions of notes. 

This latter Act was to have been extended to Scotland. 
But the measure was strongly opposed in that country, 
where £1 notes were established by long custom, and it 
found a celebrated opponent in the person of Sir Walter 
Scott. Sir \Valter, under the pseudonym of Malachi Mala
growther. published three letters containing a most amusing 
satire bn the mania for uniformity.' These letters made a 
great stir and the Scotch were ultimately victorious. By 
an Act of 1828 (c. 65), however, the circulation of Scotch 
notes in England was forbidden. 



CHAPTER II. 

THE COMMITTEE OF 1832 AND THE ACT OF 
1833. 

rbe Inquiry of 1832, Chief problem, brought fo ..... rd: la) Tilt. rtgulation of 
the currency. Theory slated for the first time by Honl..,. Palmf"r, that a 
reserve equivalent to one--third of the liabilitiM "uarant~ a Bank from 
all risk. Application of this ltu!ory by Il!gislalion in various caY.'ll. '11 
worth. (b) Establishment of Joint-Stock Banks in London. lji!!otn,., of 
this matter. Mr. Joplin'. book. Legal ."P'"ct of 'hI! qu"tion. (e, Bank 

~~~ a~;ef!!.dte~1:~~~dv;~~.~~~~!i.ng ~:.:o;.,e:d~"I:~:;n,~ 
(d) The limitation of the rate of inter~'t. Nted lor .u~pcnding the- u,u,.,. 
laws especially with reference 10 the Bank. (,-) The publi<"ation of 
accounts. The Act of 18JJ. III chief prOYision.. Fate of the Joint-Stock 
Banks. 

THE period succeeding 1830 was a time of much political 
agitation in England; the country was on the eve of the 
Reform Bill of 1832. Disturbances were frequent in Lon
don, where the distress was as great as in the rest 'Of the 
country. There was a run on the Bank, but as it was of • 

• purely political character and was confined to London, it is 
of no importance as far as our subject is ('..(Incerned; it i. 
enough to mention it in passing. 

. The Bank's' Charter was to expire in 1833. At the 
beginning of 1832 a Committee of Inquiry was appointed 
to consider the question of its renewal, but owing to the 
excitement aroused by the Reform Bill, its report was nOI 
presented until Ihe end of the year. 

The inquiry dealt with several important points: J (I) The 
regulation of the issues; (2) The possibility of establishing 

• We have chan~ the order of the ~tion. and ha'\"e ornit~ toIIIe of 
them. For further detail. see an CSt'~Jlf!llt Summary of the InqulI'Yof ,83J. 
called. A digest 01 ,he "~itU,." 0. 1M B",,1c cUrler "'''eft 'tfMe 1M C~ 
.. i~ 0/ dlJa (Londoo. IIS3l. edited by Ridpay). lhe auads from 1M ~ 
evidence are pnc:eded by 121 pages dealing with • .be BanJc of England and 
with p«Yious criseL The work contains abo somt: very Dldul ta.bIa on Ii.., 
co1oae:e. on the nole cirwlation of counlrJ b.ulk!o. elL 
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joint-stock banks in London; (3) The Bank notes as legal·· 
tender; (4) The Usury laws; (5) The publication of~the'
accounts of the Bank. 

I.-REGULATION 0' THE ISSUES. 

As regards this question the inquiry of 1833 is of much 
interest. I n the first place the directors of the Bank of 
England were unanimous in supporting the theories con
tained in the Bullion Report and recognised that a paper 
currency ought to be regulated according to the foreign 
exchanges and the price of bullion.' 

Besides this, one of the directors, Mr. Horsley Palmer, 
stated for the first time a theory with regard to the note cir
culation, which has since been frequently repeated and has 
even formed a basis for legislation on various occasions.' 
lIe said that in principle only two-thirds of the assets ought 
to be invested in interest-bearing securities and one.lhi?4 
ougl" 10 b. k~' liS ?es~",' ill bul/ioll. This proportion 
would, in his opinion, prevent all risk. a Palmer's theory 
was supported by another director, Mr. G. W. Norman;' 
it served at the time to guide the issues of the Bank of 
England and it still finds some partisans. .. It is," re
marks ·M. cauw~' II an empirical formula which may 

I The "rectors of lh. Bank had hithuto been misled by obsenin. thAt ia 
prutite the foreign eachances did not lollow exactly the variations in the 

:-: uC:~I~~ ':! .. -:. S;:~h.;h~ d;i::-I!r: ':':i:::i:"' .!k..lhhc:.e=:' 
~kon~~:rt~·.~.! ~~ju:~ ~~e:4j-t':-~!llw:c ~;'3t: 
"h~e country, .. 'hkb wou,l indude billa of ada.nee, commercial ucuritiee. 
!lrahs. warrants, m • 

• Compa ... he ..... nl ... 1cft 01 .he Imperial Bank of Genn.nr and .... t 
of the Bank of Algui. before ISllo. We- may note .. c:on.oruunc to tllia 
thftOry: tt.. systftll u~.. .,h1ch the Bank 0' Bt-ICiunl works., a«:OMiin« 10 
whi('h. 1M ~rw *"ld amount to ~lbird of the ftOteI and chposita com-
b'nt'd. but m.y t.n to ane--fourth. witb Ihe authorisation of the Goftf'1\lDeftt; 
th" HU"(arian law of 1873; the wn nwnph,,·.IN S~Ush taw of 1874: the 
Swiss If't,:'!olalion .... ·hieh fius tM .nlou~ of the I'f"Sif'I"ft at 40 per cent. of the 
an'otlnt of the note issue, ,-n4 .... hich ia. iMM, Gall ....... tioa 01 the .... 
principle.. •. ' 

, • A flit .. " ., '"~~.,. p. ,. "'See tb~ ~ .. h. aI Palmer's c ,~. pp. ..... 
• P't-' .... P, 11. 
• CCNlrs • t'~·_ ... w P"'.i'i.p~. Vol. JI .• p. )16. 
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ba.ve some value as the result of experience; but it would 
be a mistake to suppose that the proportion one-third can 
.have any absolute value as a safeguard. It has sometimes 
been found in a crisis that a reserve of more than one-third 
of the issues was insufficient." 

M. Gide 1 also observes that if .. the proportion is fixed 
at one-third, not only discounting but also the conversion of 
the notes may become impossible I Suppose that there is 
a reserve of 100 millions and notes to the value of 300 
millions; the Bank has preserved the required proportion. 
But it has done this so exactly that at the moment it can
not casb a single note without breaking the rule and causing 
the reserve to fall below one-third of the value of the notes, 
lOT 99· is not 4 thiTd 01 299. Thus the precaution leads to the 
very danger it was intended to avoid. 

I1 ...... esTABLISHMENT OF JOINT-STOCK BANKS IN LoNDON. 

This point requires some explanation; we have already 
briefly referred to it." The Statute 1742 (c. 13-15), an Act 
often referred to in tbis work, gave to the Bank the 
mondp.oly of issue in .. that part of Great Britain called 
England"; only banks formed by fewer than six persons 
were exempt from this monopoly. But the privileges ron
lerred by this Act were limited to borrowing or owing 
money on notes payable at sight. The business of banking 
~as really limited to this at that time .... The clause was 
interpreted strictly and hence the use of cheques, which was 
borrowed frOID the Dutch, was not forbidden by the law. 
Thus there .... as no obstacle to prevent banking being 
carried on by the help of the cheque system. This custom 
spread little by little without giving Parrl3ment any excuse 
for -interference and by the time its exist~nce was realised 
it had extended too .... idely for prohibition to be possible; 

.. ' Pmodtu •• '-Ie Politi,,,,,. P. 3740 -. See abo Wdt ...... P ........ 
c"" ... ·&--ue..Poliliqw trt>fuu • j·U..ne<.iU k z....._. p. J86. 
II No rule c:aa be laid do ..... to thr amount of the reoler'Ve.. The rnene it 
needed .ole), to Uuute the convertibility of the nota into gold. and f« thM 
purpote it has 80IJIetimeI to be • large ftxtioo an6-tometimes • ..u ftac:tioe 
of Ibe ........ cinulatiaa • 

• See above. pp. 171. '72-
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moreover a short time afterwards, Mr. Joplin pointed put' 
for the lirst time that the establishment of these banks o( 
deposit' and their transactions were absolutely legal. 

This was the state of affairs when the Act of 1826 was' 
passed authorising the foundation of joint-stock banks of 
issue outside the 65 mile limit. 

This Act however said nothing as to the legality of 
similar institutions in London (of course, without the right 
of issue). The question thus remained unsolved. It was 
difficult to deny that from a legal point of view the right to 
form companies carrying on all kinds of banking trans
Gctions except that of note issue was absolutely established. 
Joplin's reasoning was irrefutable. The Bank of England 
tried in vain to dispute it, and applied unsuccessfully to the 
Government for a modilication of the law. The question 
was, however, brought before the Committee of 1832;' even 
those who supported the new banks realised thnt to' avoid 
uncertainty it would be better to settle the matter bY.1egisla
tion. 

1lI.-BANK f\OTES AS LEGAL TENDER. 

The Bank of England notes had never bee~ legal tender. 
Even under t,he regime of the Restriction Act, the notes, 
though incon\~rtible, were not Il"gal money and it was this 
fact which enablPd I"ord King to write his famous circulat 
to his tenants. 'tire problem now was whether it was advis
able to give them this legal character. This question wllS 
raisPd before the Committee of 1833 as wen as before Par-
liament. --

, )opIlII, S.~~"''' 0_ eo aM 1lUt4 ~"'hooo _I ..... ., .. 
8_ • ...,. p. a. (,81l). 

• It I. Int..-una to note that me. qurKt,ion was rai_ ... maner of 
lhtorJ, not of pra«iC'tt. In ~ ftOl",,;d,auftd.ing Joplin" dist"Oftf'J, DO joiat .. 
ocoel!: hanl!: _ .......... bIishecI III London. though !he ~. had 
ob •• lned .d«i.ion '""" .... Cool" 01 Kin,', Bench ia ~ _ • dilIicuIt 
problem "...... ... Itsalf. . • -

• Our""",," .. ·ID ............... 'til •• !he tow.d ... 01 tho Bank and III ...... 
tkular Gudf"". ao far &om ... «ing tbat tM DOtS thou'-i be ",«:_1 leAder, 
~ tha' tM only thing ... ·btdl ft\abled ftOIH to rirnslate WUi that .dIe ............... __ ..... "'to ..... ...-....... doIind. s.. -.. po IJ. 
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- -~ord Althorp' spoke in favour of the measure in th~ 
House of Commons. He explained very ably the advant· 
ages which would result if the notes were made legal tender. 
In ordinary times it was true the change would have little 
effect, for, now that the smal1 notes were suppressed, gold 
and £s notes would be able to circulate together; the 
directors would take care of that. But on the other hand, 
the proposed alteration would protect the Bank from any 
drain which was not due to the state of the exchanges. 
Under existing conditions, when a provincial bank feared 
a run on its reserve, it was forced to send for bullion from 
the B~nk of England, not only for the amount immediately 
neededt but for that much larger sum which would be re
quired if it had to meet al\ its liabilities. The Bank ,,·as 
thus liable to unexpected withdrawals for home use and 
suffered from the effects of every run on the provincial 
bank.'!, ..,. 

The proposal to make the notes legal tender was opposed 
by Sir RDbert Peel during the sitting of July 1st,' as being 
conuary to the true principles of a paper currency. J n 
Peet's opinion the matter resolved itself into a question of 

'confidence and confidence could not be had to order. No 
dmlbt anything that tended to increase. cqnfidence· and 
~urity in a country was a good thing, but this result 
<:pufd not be obtained by Act of Parliament. 

, . 
.. r' ~ .. 

IV ~LEGAL LI1fITATJON OF THE RATE OF ISTEREST. 

This was another important question ,,·hich came up for 
discussi~n.in 1832. There were many general arguments 

-. to be giveP in favour of the repeal of the usury law!!. J n 
the case of the Bank there was a special rea.9"m, which was 
that these" laws hindered the rate of discount from working 
freely enough to withstand an 3ctuaJ or impending crisis. 

1'his particular disadvantage of limiting the rate of interest 

• P"FlUJfflnlftuJ Dekks. Vol XVIII .• p. 179- See the wMae. of me. 
speech made by Lord A1thorp in introducing the Act "f .8JJ.l>P. '<>9-'87-

~ Pan. Dd",1t!6, pp. 1J69-1J70-
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" was felt in France also. There a special law had to 1te: 
passed in 1857 authorising the Bank of France to raise ns" 
discount rate above 6 per cent.' 

V.-PUBLICATION OP THE ACCOUNTS <X" THE BANK OP 
ENGLAND. 

The necessity for a publication of the accounts was fully 
recognised at this time." There were no differences ot 
opinion on the subject in Parliament; though there was 
some opposition before the Committee of Inquiry on the 
part of the directors of the Bank." There was, however, no 
suggestion as yet of a weekly statement, it was me~ly a 
question of deciding between monthly and quarterly 'publi
cations. 

THE ACT OP 1833. 
The Ad of 1833 (Statute 1833, c. 98) embodies the. $Dlu

tions generally al'Cepted of the problems we havQ just 
considered. It made the Bank three concessions of.appreci
able value:' 

I.-The Bank notes were made legal tender, which't~y 
had never been hitberto.· • 

a.-The Bani was exempted from the action of the usary 
law~ so far as the discount of bills not having three months 
to run was concerned. It was thus enabled to raise its rale . 
above 5 per cent ... /J. . .' 

3.-The Government repaid to the Bank one-fourth of 
its capital, which was thus reduced from £14,520,000 to 

l Cauwt-s. P. 3'" It will be- ftltM'mbencl that 6 per cent. ;"U then the 
ma.imUQl rate for commercial businHS. . 

• s.. Lon! Almo.,.·. tpe«h. pp. 1;6-'78- - -
• Palmer dtoC'lal't'd himRlf ~ to any publicity. SPe A&.st.u,. p. .M\., 

Nonnan, on the oth.., hand. ••.•• _'illin~ to ~f'C'e to • qu.rtforl~. 5laternent-
... PO .. ' Cam ..... th • ..., di~ .,._ 01 Ridlanls, • t.,.",.. 
G~vemOf. .. 

• rho ~ _ tho Chaoffilor 01 .he Ezc:heq.- and tho 
Rank of Engtand at the time of this rfftewal 01 the- marttr was pubJlsttt'Il 1»)" 

~r .::n:::.~ ;,: :"C;r:.:/ .rEc..:=r-.:.:::. ~ ::,!,,-:'It':::, 
(.'IrII ...... a .SJj. 

• Thi$ ~I. ~J'aich. as .. bawot SHO • .-as ~ by ...... 1 •• -as ........ 
by II" VOtes to l..~ 
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£10,890,000. But in return the Treasury reduced by 
£120,000 the yearly sum paid to the Bank for the manage. 
ment of the public debt; this sum was now only £131,000. 

On the other hand the Bank had to furnish the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer with exact accounts of the amount of its 
bullion, of the number of notes in circulation and of the 
total of its deposits. The London Gazette was to publish 
monthly the balance sheet Cor the previous quarter. 

The Act of 1833 also affirmed the legality oC joint-stock 
banks which issued cheques-a legality which the Bank 
had leng contested in vain. And it was not long before the 
first- jl>iGt-stock bank, the London & Westminster, was 
establjshed in London. It was followed by many others. 
Amongst the most famous of these were the London Joint
Stock Bank in 1836, and the Union Bank and the London 
& County Bank in 1839.' 

FInally, the Baok's charter v.-as renewed until 1855, but 
the Government reserved the right to suspend it, under cer. 
tain conditions, at the end of Iv.-elve years. It will be seen 
how the English Government was induced to make use of 
this~ower. 

". ~ J TJfe Bank of England wu not to be detl!1"ftd from i.. oppotition 
and it took advantage of the wording of some of 'the Jaw, co. wage a 

~:hl~:,u ::~~:~he a:n~~ bp:t:'rd,~ la~ ~ -:, th:: :: 
mgmious devices and legal interll.'T'enu was again needUlry in 18.H. The 

'- struggle by whicb the joint-stock banJu MCUred. Ihejr incle-pendence would 
a8'OS'd a mod amUliog subject of Aud,o . 



CHAPTER III. 

THE CRISIS OF 18J6-18J9. 

Condllion of public opinion from 1833 to 1836. Extensive Ip«ulatlons at 

~i"~~ ~~r~~:n:;oa':~rveT~: ~:;:'" t:ic~.~~~g~~:iJ:::odja~:~~~~ 
monetary reform in Amf'rica: the crisis in JrelRnd. Refusal of Bank to 
re--discount paper already dlllCOunted by • jointa'lock bank.. O.tbreak of 
the cri,is in Lancashire. It IIpreads throughout England. Firm policy of 
the Bank. the crl,i. apparently over. Re-tur., of the crisis tn 18J8 00 the 
Continent and in the United. State,. The Bank of Belgium 8\ls~nds 

~~vR~llennJ: ~:~:.:'Ieth!,"'::i~~e~~ t~~ l:d~M:ket~f -}~~ ::~: :~ 
the Yf'rt:e of ruin. AssillOtance of the Sank of France. Painful and prg.. 
Ion8~ liquidation of the crisi •. 

THE three years' which followed the Act of 18J,j· ~ere a 
time of great proSperity. The harvests were remarkably 
abundant. Moreo''er the foundation of a number bf joint
stock banks' in the provinces increased the facilities of credit 
and considerably lowered the rate of interest. Fin~l1y the 
sucress. as gFeat as it was unexpected. of the first rail.way, 
lines. encouraged the formation of numerous railway com-
panies." . 

All these things eombined to make the English pubJio 
forget the crisis of t6aS and plunge anew into a spec:ulative~ 
mania which was only distinguished from those we b8\'e 
already described by the fact that tbis time the s{leculation . . . 

• lI<.-.n '8~ncI .8j6. ,. joi ...... d' baab ...... IouncIod In England and 

~O:,l:';!:'-:!","dI.T'::.,=.;-:..c.~ 'if':- D7E.:;':"'-~ 
.,t Qc-Iubn •• 8~ .. 17II1II D~~r. ,8,36. by J. H. hhner, po 10. PIIlkper'. 
work: is 'nlft'Nt~na ,"-ding; h. staiN dt"«lrl, anou~h the C'aWll!S of the crisis 
of .S..\6. but he tri~ ul\S\K'C'eSSfully I'Q at.ol" .. ,he Bank of England, 01 _bieb 
he ..... directcw. from an rn:ponsibitiry. Palmer criticises most Sleftftly tbe 
joinNtodc b.anb. .. -horse- cont1nuC'Cl oi$tmce be thinks incompatible with that 

~:n!-:t:~s.~~~$~ =ph~t~;::':- 1~ ~~~~' 
Ir'Stablisiunmt of br.s.nclM!s in thfo JM'O,,;nnos. The work is btst kDo.,. throucb 
.1Ie .."I¥ mado to iI by S. J. ~. If_ ~ 0-

• "or 'M R"ilwa, .... ni. see Lero,...Beaulie~u.. L .z, .. _NC-nN d ok .. 
I_di ..... P. lib. DOte. 
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was mainly in home enterprises.' This did not prevent an 
Additional dabbling in certain foreign speculations nor sub. 
scriptions to the numerous foreign loans which were issued 
on the London market.' 
. How did the Bank of England act when confronted by 
such a situation? 

,. The rule according to which it was supposed to conduct 
its business was as follows: the reserve kept, composed of 
bullion and securities, was to be equal to its liabilities; 
while the regulation of the note circulation was left to the 
publi« through the natural movement of the foreign ex. 
chang'u, ,.nd meanwhile, whether the demands on the 
Ban~came from at home or abroad, it was to maintain a 
metallic reserve equ!ll to one-third of it!,.l~abiJities. This 

I These tpeCUlations led to the formation of • greal many tom".n'". of 
which. some few were u.erul but the majority entirely futile. The folio_in, 
list .f.them .. giveo by Levi, The Hulq'7 0/ Bri't.b Ctnnnu,c~" p. 120, ~. ; 

-'7 Ctmaltmies. NtnnituJl 2tJt'Itd. 

Railway. .................................. .......... 69.666,000 
Mining Companies .............................. 7.035,300 
Packet and Nnigation Companin ..•••.... 3.533,000 
Banking Companies .......................... " 23.750,000 
Con¥e1ance Cornpanie. ........................ 500,000 
Insurance Companies •••••.•.•••.•••••...••..••• 1,600,000 

~ Investment Companies ......................... J .1JO~ 

~::ai~~:.~~.::::::::::::::::::::::::: l.tfs::: 
Gas Companies .•••• 0#............................ 890.000 
Cemetery Companies ••••.·· •• ···.··.·.·.··4·.. 435.000 
MiscellanteOUl Companies .••••••• r •.••... ~.~6.J04.SOO' 

13 ...... 7<>0 
• Hyde Clarke. wi:. eit .• gi.,.e. the following lift of ,hese loan. and! the 

prices at wbich they .ere iuuaI:_ 
5tDte. _ Amount. - .... : Priu ff 111 .... 

ISp ·Greece .••.••••••••••• H.· ..•..•.•••••• £z,J.44.ot::IO •••.• u ••• •• 100 p.e. 
.... (~g~te-ed by the three Powers pro!ming Grett~).,..' 

5f4k. Arnot ... ,. .me of "ftU . 
• 833 Portugal •..•......•..•.•........••.•.. £ •• 000.000 •••••••••••• .. p.e. 

Russia .••••••••.•.. : ...•. ...;:........... 3.000.000 .•. ~ ....... . 
Portugal .................... _ ..... "" '.000.- ......... :.. 94 p.t: . 

• 834. Spaia (Cuba) .... ,.................. 450-""" •..•....... ,. 60 p.e; 

.8ls ~=g·.;t:;:::::; .. ::::~ .... : .. ~:::::::::: .::::::: ::::::::::::. 10 p.c • 
• 836 ~Igium .••...•.•• .................. 1.200.000 ............ 92 p..c. 

FIorlda ................................ 200,000 •• _.n .... . 
PortUgal ••••••.• _.................... _...... ............. 80 p.e. 



supposed rule was not easy to keep inviolate and betw~en .. 
1833 and 1835 it was often broken.' 

At the beginning of 1836 the reserve of the Bank was 
sufficiently large; it was over 8 millions. Towards the end, 
of March it began to decline and fell to 6 millions in J urie, 
to 5 millions in October and to £3,640,000 at the end of : 
November. The Bank's liabilities at this last date" 
amounted to more than 30 millions.' A vain attempt had 
been made to stop this withdrawal of gold by raising the 
rate of discount, at first to 41 per cent. and then to 5 per 
cent. 

The drain was the result both of foreign, an!!" home 
demands. " 

As regards the former, President Jackson had dete'rmined 
not to renew.thkharter of the United States Bank and to 
give what he considered to be a more secure basis to 
the currency.' A large number of securities of all kinds 
were sold in England to obtain the gold needed for th'rs re
form; this transaction was made easier by ~he 10"" rate of 
discount and by the multiplication of country banks. , 

In the autumn of 1836 there was lI,JIother exportation· of 
gold, this time to Ireland, where the failure of the AJiri-' 
cultural and. Commercial Bank' made tire other banks 
afraid of a rUII upon their reserves. 'they were onli·able 'ta 
prevent this by importing a millions of gold, borrowed f!'Om • 
the Bank of England.' . 

• On ~bt:r 9t .~J". foe Instance. the reserve ... k7.0l0,fJOO, as 
., .. inst li.blU!'"' of .c).,oss,ooo. and. in ", .. :t. 1833' it w., £5.951,000, .. 
agninst liabilities of ,l;aQ.4'7.000. For detail. IN Levi, po au, note. and 
N.,cJ<Od, r,...., _, C ...... P. ,Oil. ' 

I EutllJ £JO.9fI.ooo. . 
• For an _«ount of Preside-nt Jack.an .. n:'orm and of hi. famous Specie 

Circular of June 11. a836.. lIN Conant. A Hid • .., 01 B_b of Is... p. 41., 

"!l~~:.oI:~W:C ~:' :::m~ t::r~I~":: ':~:taF':"~;:'~':; ~= 
(I.,J.). V."H'IiI.,., 1'1 ..... PI'- _6, and in particular, A 8......, oJ ...... 
'''6 ... .,J N .... ..,. Vol. I •• pp. .ql~33S. 

TM Uni!Od S ..... Bank.. .hid! Ja- --', otlII ... isla, but It DOW 
onl}' th.e Bank tit Phil.dftph.ia. .. 

I For .he hislOrJ "I this Nftll and its tho ....... J)illon (!I(alcolrn~ r .. · 
!!.:~o:, -:~~;~::! % ::~;:.~ ~Is'~~~~-is ~ 1Iow-

I This .-.nov. importa'ion of COkl _,.- Lon! A11horp's ~. 
whk'h was that to loot as 1M notes of tM Bank of EnelaM Wft"e not lee

-tMctet. the Bank. would suft'ef' roc ""'l' nan orr • country bank. But it 
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The inevitable settlement after a period of speculation 
. which had already lasted three years, began in Great Britain 
!limultaneously with the crises in Ireland and America. 
. One of the most prevalent forms of speculation had been 
tile re-discount of bills, which had been largely practised 
by the joint.stock banks In August however, the Bank of 
England was not content with merely raising its discount 
rate te 5 per cent. but also refused flatly to discount any 
bill which had been already endorsed by a joint-stock bank. 
Thh was a fatal blow to most of the American securities, 
which had been bought by the joint-stock banks and put 
into cir~ulation again after endorsement. 

Thelldual crisis began in Lancashire, a cour.:y which had 
become 'deeply involved in American and Irish investments. 
As earl) as November the Northern and Central Bank of 
Manchester applied to the Bank of England for help. At 
first this was refused, but the failure of this establishment 
which had 3<} branches in industrial districts, would have 
been 50 di!;aStrol\S that the Bank was forced to consent to 
make ad3'li.ncesl at first of £500,000 and ultimately of 
.£ J ,370,000.' ., 
- Iii Ianuary, .837, similar difficulties "'ere experienced in 

London: the American houses were in urgent need of 
llssistance. It was found upon examination that thde 
pouSes were actually solvent, although unable to meet the 
demands made upon them aI the monv:iat. Besides this, it 

· was evident'dlal to allow them to fail wOWd produce a corn-
· 'plete upset Of credit. Under these circulltstances the Bank 
determined on a bold step and advanced them 6 millions • 

. It had no cause to regret its courage: not only "'as a terrible 
· crasb avoided, but the advances made were repaid almost in . 
full'alld, <iilJC4loiothe previous liquidation bad .. ithdrawn a 
'large- quantity of paper from circulation, gold'now flowed 
back into i~ safes. . - . ' 

." This jnflux of gold coniinued throughpu!.iS37'; in De-
.... a' dispuUd poise wb<1i..i the Bank of £~ ............. ""oj ._ 
ill lceJand. Owing...&D this -uncenainty, abe Bank of Irtiaad bad &0 Itnpwr 

~~larrEn~"Zlt~l~tr~ ofitt~r! =-= ::~~ ~I= : .::U~ the erisia me Bank 01 En~ eoteII were ckprtecia~ 2j ~ ttttL ia 
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cembe'l' the metallic reserve was £10,500,800. In March, 
1838, the desired proportion was again attained, the assets 
being £10,527,000 in coin and bullion and £21,046,00(7, 
while the liabilities were £31,573,000. .- . , 

The crisis seemed to be over. In reality it was only just, 
beginning. ., 

The harvests, which had been excellent from 1833 to 1837,', 
were very bad in 1838. Such scarcity had not been known 
since 1816; corn to the value of £10,000,000 had to be im
ported. The natural result was a great exportation of gold. 

Othl:r causes combined with this primary one to increase 
ihe drain of gold. During the preceding years there had 
been a great misuse of credit and of papt;r' money in 
America, Fra,nce and Belgium. This in itself,..by attract
ing large quantities of gold to En!:land, had helped the 
Bank to replenish its coffers more rapidly. But this exten
sion of credit stopped suddenly, as was indeed to be 
expected, and towards the end of 1838 a general cQllapse 
came, the Bank of Belgium giving the signllt·fot tM crisis 
by suspending its payments. The Bank of France was 
obliged almost immediately to send to Lonllon four Gloney 
in order to withstand a run upon it, whilst America, "'here 
the crisis Yo'as complicated by a currency rewrm. also hflpecl 
:0 increase the drain on English !:old. • .. _ 

Duting this time the Bank of England had been acting 
in a maur er '''ry far from prudent~ Seeing that guld tame 
in plentifully. it ~ced its rate of discount from. 5 to 4 per 
cent., and in Nt\vember. 1838. even to :;i p.er cellt. Con
sequently. at this-'latter date, at the. very moment when tire 
collapse of the Bimk of Belgium gave clar wamingyf the' 
immili(nce of a serious drain. the Bank rate Yo'as lower dian 
the nlarket rate. By way of meeting the danger,-end not' 
content·with.increasing its discounts ",he-,\ it was evident 
Ihat every~e was exporting gold to America, tl¥.Bank 
thou~ht fil-in the face of an unfavourable exchailge-to 
send a million to America on its own account I .. Of all ' 
arts of misman~ement in Ihe thole history of tIle,Bank.:' 
says Macl~.·.!' this is probably the moSt astounding." 
, .Whell the draill.began ~he ~ank did not at first :wange 

l 0.. al .... 1016. -. 
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its policy and it was not until May 14th that it decided to 
raise its discount rate to 5 per cent. Its metallic reserve, 
which, according to the statements of the directors, ought 

,'always to equal one-third of its liabilities, was then 
'£4:117,000, whilst the liabilities amounted to £25,711,000 • 

.:. After this matters got worse, and on July 16 the reserve had 
fallen to £z,c)87,000 and the Bank of England was face to 
face with bankruptcy. 

Some expedient had to be devised to avoid the suspen
sion of payments. At lirst an attempt was made to sell 
.. dead weight" annuities, but no purchaser could be found 
at the price demanded: it was then decided to sell public 
securities tothe value of '£700,000 and Iater,.)n May, bills 

. were drawn upon Paris for £600,000 •• But ""hen these 
, 'expired the Bank was quite unable to meet them and the 

foreign bankers, understanding the situation, hastened to 
realise their securities in London. 

Thing's 'seemed desperate, and would actually have been 
so if the Bank of France had not come to the rescue of the 
B;mk 'of England, as indeed it had to do on a second occa
sion, Ii£.ty years 'later. But since the Bank of England 
,was not in the bbit of drawing on foreign codntries and 
the .Ba!)k of France was unaicustomed to make loans except 
by discounting bills of exchange or on public securities, it 
was arranged that Baring Brothers should draw bills 01 
'exchang~ .on twelve Parisian bankers ~.the amount of 
.£2,QOO,Q()(), whilst the Bank of France .• lIndertook to dis
;count these bill-$.. A similar transaction with Hamburg 
brought ia £t;p)jOOO~ , 

,These m~ures were gradually successful in stopping the 
drain of bullion The reserve was at its lo1II,est on SepleJP
ber 2nd; 1839, .... ~en it, amounted to £2.406,000 rafter ,this It 
siowly rose. ,Bankruptcy had been avoided, put' at wbat 
cost t The liquidation ""!!nJ on until 1843 and during the 
crisis sixty-three country banks. of which fwenty,nine -
issuo;d notes, had had tQ l;u~pend payments.. .' ' 

• Compare- I..e-ri. p. 2~'" 
• See Robert Peel, Stu<Aa, \'01" IV" pp, 351'351, 



CHAPTER IV.·· ..... 

THE BANKING PRINCIPLE AND THE 
CURRENCY PRINCIPLE. 

ActIve movement for reform arouRd by the crisis of J836-1839. Numerou. 
IChcmra proposed. Two main tendencies: (0) The Banking Principle: It. 
chipf exponents. Tooke, Fullnrton and Wilson. The essence of the Bank
ing Principle, Current error. on this subject. Criticism alld 4angen of 
the theory. (b) The Currency Principle: Statement of the Currenc)" 
Principle. The theortlical and practical erron involved. SUCCf'SI of the 
Currency Principle. Nred to examine the ~r.ctical form 'un_ whicb 
.hi •• heory pre.en\tl! 1 ... 11 In England. : . 

THE experience of these three years was not ·Iost upon' 
England.', The most competent financiers and men of ausi
ness were convinced that the intensity of the c:tisis was dull' 
to the fluctuations in the currency and that unl1l\lile!i fret
dom of issue was a danger for a cOul}tlJC exposed. Pt." its 
exCt'ptional position as commercial centrenf the world. to 
the effect!! of the crises occurring on all the ether mitkets'ef' 
production and consumption. 

It was pointed out on all sides that mosI of the ballkS: of 
Issue that had failed had not beer! on a satisfactm basisi 
that they had .ps"ually been founded in th~_:hope of. ~ 
finding. througfiJ,he issue of ' paper money. the m.eans to 
negotiate big enter'prises and hence to lI¥ke large profits. 
and that of the twenty-nine institutions. .whic1i, hade s1is. : 
appeared. bew~n 18J9 and 1843. seventeen had never"paid 
any divjdend .•. An epigram much in vogue .. f the lime 
asserted th,t ... Free trade in bankinll)S sy1llil~ymou,s with 
free trade in swindling." • W, ' •. 

This being the prevailing state of mind~ 1\ .... as not JiUr ... 
prising to find a nuinber of tiluDphlets' appearing and a 
thousand systems being proposed. ~ach of which. according 
~o its author. ""Quid prove a so~i&" remedy. 

, KOf'l. lA, B ....... "" i'rJlriul'OII ,. E"';"' . ..... 
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-. It would be impossible here to discuss all the plans sug
• gested.' Moreover the various schemes quickly grouped 
"the,mselves round two opposing theories-the Banking Prin
"'ciple and the Currency Principle. We propose to examine 

these two theories and seek'to find out the partial truth con
'tained in each, while brielly noticing the chief of the works 
in which they were originally stated." Then we shall con
sider the practical form assumed by that one of the systems 
which ultimately won the day. 

I~THE BANKING PRINCIPLE. 

A.-StaJement of fhe Banking Principle. The advocntes 
of the Banking Principle were believers, nQt, as has often 
been wrongly asserted, in unlimited C9mpetition in the 
matter of issues, but in the absence of a definite limit im
pos~d on the issues, which is guite a different thing.' They 

.. The: ehief of .these haft been very dearly Hated in Onbart'. C""r,tc1 
IMd"BGftlrifJl (18SI). See the works of th. author;o .is. 9OIuma, Vol. IV., 
pp. 2&r356., .' 0"',.' 

. _ • Apart from ~ writings.'" the eYicfence. whicb i. wen wortb 
stud" given before the various Committeel of Jnquiry between 18.fO and 
,858, statements of Che controverlJ between the B.nkin: and the Curt'HCY 
Principles are given by J~ T. Daneon, Oa the AUDUnS! 01 'he BtatllJ ., Eng
ltuul·tmdn au o/lention DI the Act? aM 8 Viet •• ",_ 32-(in the jOllrruJi ", 

. tile St41istiul Socid1. Vol. X.), ." Roscher. Nati.(nMUlkcmomile des H4ft&1.I 
8tI4" 'GdDnb{leisus; pp. 31 .... 3Jz, and ia ..,«aJ other woe_ Ott Poliriul 
~r-"" Banking. . ' 

More rece.otJ, "the question buo·beea summarised in • most able mann~ 
by ,Dr_ N: G: Pienon, the _.II-kno .... Duttb _"",""",-see PriIt"tk. Df 
u...-.ia.,EngIUh tranoIation. by A. A. Woud, PP: 454-46', 

• This ill apeciaIIy P"!'. of Toeke. who ill the dlid ' .......... ta .... of the 
Banking. PriacipJe.r-5ee Hislory ", Priul. VoL '11., pp. 20.408. Tooke,. 

... ~far. from desiring cunpetition in the iaue of aoce:.. Ia,. dowo mott .. ,.on~Y. 
as a printiple. the right of the Staee to make regulations irr MJCb.a mattd. 
II t am here .... ming, .. he ta,.. (p. ao6). II as an uncloabted right-on thee part 
of the State. lhe principle _ banko of ........ proper'" subjeeu for 'egula-

· lion. A. to free banking. iO the teOSe in which it • IQInldftnt:l con~ fOf'. 
l agn,. with ... ,Amorican'1tri .... who..-..s_ free _1II bank;ng ill', 

",,'5ynoaylllOU witb·free trade in swindling.." On the following ,..ge Tooke 
adds that m.!r'. can be DO cpestioa GI free competition.. since the il,iUe of ~ 
as a substitute for coiR q DOt. branch of ,..-od.aive induRty. is u a thmg 

, wb_ ougbt to be'rep"""" II)' !hi Slate _ be indud<d "' the cIopo,'''''''. 
of administrat:ion;-'CCXllpare ~ similar Sl.ate:menr" TCKIk.ef 

.. orber book.. A" •. 
I~, p. 105- )# .!.. 

The full .. posi_ '" Tooke'. _ ... ".",..iog wiD be ......... JUo 
Histmy of Pf'iu6, particularly io -the :v.t Yolu.ae. cbaplen iii.. and y •• i.a hi. 

· ewicIeace befc:we tile c.amittees of Inquiry, of which a critical ~ • 
ei9'eD br POOl', 01'. at ... pp. 3'3""317. ~nd in • ~ja& '-(!Irk. h Ifkill'? ... to -.. 
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had no objection whatever to legal measures taken with •. 
the object of guaranteeing the quality of the notes, but they" 
were opposed to any which tended to restrict the quantity' 
of the paper money issued. In fact, they maintained that:aii:· 
over-issue could involve no danger either for the issuing' 
bank or for the public so long as the flatos remainea con'" 
'IIertible. If the conversion of the notes into gold was not 
assured, the danj:'er. from an excessive issue was evident 
enough. But otherwise there was no risk whatever to be 
lea red, because it was impossible that an o~e should 
occur.' 

For now could such an over-issue take place? In. ~he first 
place the notes are only issued in the course pf'" panking 
transactions, that iSI in discounting« making advances on 
securities. The amount of the issue therefore depends, 
not on the wishes of the Bank, but on the needs of the 
public.· The number of notes issued by the Bank.,·-will 
depend on the amount of the bills presented. for' diseount 
and this in Its turn will depend on the activity of b~siaess.' ... , .... <. . .;,,' . 
Ih. eN .. ''''" Prittn~I •• • th, COft"HftOll 0' ,,.. "It""", '*'«Ji #;iCII. ...... "* 
.-'"~{::~;~ ~!: :::~OA t~n:3~~ =ij~Fun.rtDnl 0.. lIN Rep.-.. 
',(1" 01 C .. ,,.,,,ciu- aMei If:: .or."'" 01 'h .... Ba,,' Ad (1144). and '.ms . 
wnSQn l Cul'i,.,. C .. "'~"C, eNd BG"~"g • • collection of articles re-publis,hed 

~~.!~=-~cNI;::~i=~t~il~~;.. ;~ :=. hV';,.~i. translated ~ k 

"'11 th_ writ .... h .... been .ns"'" at gnat Ionllth. II _.wb·g"' • 
• t.Uity. by Torrens. See Til. Pn.n~$ .n" P,.€tUai O~"Oft" Sir Robe-p,: -

p .. r. A" ., 'i144 ... ~i ..... ...., """'~, l'I'- '89-aQ9. The 3ni..edilion, .8,8, 
of thi. work also contains a rdvta\ioft of J. S. Mill" theocies 00 CUrntlC,I: 
and of the article by Danson to _bich .... -have just "ernQ." J • '~ • 

For the sake of complt'tfoness we may ftOtiee .Iso a -work br-Charl.fS 
1"""00.' <.lIed rh4 B .... r, £"8"'"_" IN .'I0.u.. ..... • ,.e..-, r.. £".(0 , 

!~:'~~':ti~ ;,ta:; t'd:,~'~.~';f~ tt!' :::.:~:P The ~J 
... ftditiou, 1~;" COO'-'l1\1 a translatioll of the evicRnce 01 the brotb.en Puein: 

~'-: ~~~~eebel'.!::~'!':n:~ == ..... Bank - f.
raa,'-1r-

• So. Hpfci411y Ch ...... V. ill FIIIlutoa" _. a dtopter ... tided. "001 • 
: ./t~. i"'~'l'hil;" of 0-"...... - -' . 

• •• k hi not." says Tooke. "in the- "wet" of "SanL.-s of Issue, iftdudlng 
the Bank t\f ~I.nd. to make an, direct addition 10 the amount.of ftOtes 
cln.'Ulating in their respf'(t"~ districts. howner disposrd thfoy .., be- to do 
10. n-SH l~. p. uJ. Coo\pare His'OI'J ., Prius. VoL 111., pti. r. .. ::...l...,. ... '" 
~ N. Gide. o~. cU.. po. 3iJ. MnaI'b that chill is 0111, b"\te in dteon. slMe 

an. unsenapw.lous ban ..... whose IOIe objfd is. to attNCt customerS. aMl.I4 
at .. ·.y. by 19~_ing his l'OI" 01 cliaouat enoucaa. unclul, uteocl Ilia ~ 

, -- hon<e ~t-:o .... - 1 
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, In 'ih'e second place, Bank notes only remain in circulation 
for a very limited time, 1 they return to the Bank a few weeks 

-efter issue. Hence, even if the Bank managed to issue notes, 
iT( very large quantities, it could not keep them in circula
tion, for if too many notes are issued they necessarily 
'become depreciated and the least depreciation will be 
enough to bring them all back to the Bank in a body • 

./:. To sum up, it is evident, say the advocates of the Banking 
Principle, that a bank can only circulate a certain quantity 
of notes, which quantity is determined by force of circum
stances, and that any over-issue will return to the bank as if 
contracted by an iron law. 

B.-Cri#h:ism of the Banking Principle. This is the 
theory known as the Banking Principle; it b,ls often been 
refuted and lIlr. Pierson has quite rl'cently once again 
demonstrated its weakness. This able Dutch economist, 
while admitting that excessive issues are returned to the 
Bank~ expresses surprise that this should be considered a 
safeguard, whereas it is precisely in this fact that the danger 
·l~ .. "·" The amoilnt of the circulation continues the same, it 
is true, btit its:romponents are no longer the same; • un
'ah,ered' is supstituted for • covered' circulation ana the 
relation between metallic reserve and note circulatiollbe-
COme! less favourable." ': . 
. ' Mr •• Pierson" gives the following illustration in support 

afbis reasoning: Suppose that a bank has a note circula
,tio'J"amotinJing to i;)8,oo6,0c?0_ and a.~llic reserve of 
'£'I!,ooo,ooo., .. It grants loans for a further £::,000,000, but 
the.public'does nlIt require more thlin £18,000,000 iB notes; 
the ~litra £*,000,000 put into circulation wiu therefore ~use' 
a. redupdallCy of money. It now becomes advantageous to 
. eJqlOJ1 coin or bullion and that coin or bulli~-is obtainable 
at the bank iii ~xchange for notes." The 'Qtra.2 millions 
will now return to the bank and the circulation ... ill be again 

, , 
• this is true.. As ... eo maD let belo .. ·.~Part II .• P. 7')8). it bas ken 

r:alcuialed that the aVerage lime 4Dring which 4!ac.h nok remainJ in eirculalioft 
is 10 days for :65 ,.,.. and from 51 to 9 clay. for nou. of bi£,ht'r ftlU#A; 

iDdeed, the £'1,000 ncKa only circulate" ora tbc a .. ~a-ie. for • line:le .eek . 
• ~ D,. cit .• pp. -4~~' • c 
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reduced to 18 millions. But against these 18 millions the 
bank's reserve will now be only 6 millions. "The bank ma.y' 
pursue this course for a long time. It may increase i\S' 
loans up to £18,000,000, the amount of its note circulatiol;l 
remaining all the while at the old figure." But the whole 
reserve, that is, the guarantee of the convertibility of the' 
notes, will have been exhausetd. 

H.-THE CURRENCY PRINCIPLE. 

A.-SI«tem,nt of th.· C"rr,ncy Principle. According to 
the Banking PritlCiple the business of the Bank was to 
extend its transactions as much as possible, prl;lvided of 
course, that these were sound in cparacter, without any 
feeling that it had a, special function to perform of greater 
importance than all its other functions and to which these 
must of necessity be SIIcrificed.' The Currency Principle 
embodied a totally different view of the position of the Bank, 
of England. The primary function of the Bank. was n~ 
the transaction of business, but the maintenance of a suffi- . 
cient reserve on behalf of the nation to enable the latter to 
mt'et its liabilities with other countries. 

The supporters' of the Currency Principt~ took up .the 
following 'positioD as their starting point. There was, I.,ord 
Overstone repeatedly asserted, a certain quantity of -gold in' 
the world; ench country naturally possesses that share~f 
it to which it has. "right. . A ~untry might ~rtainly be 

., .... ""'I 

: ~~{~::~t':~dc=am~~ei.n:!';.tV~~!;~~:-~ Principle-
S. undoub.edl, .he London banker. S, J. Loyd, who ... ar .. ...,_ ralaod to 
'he peer ..... LaN OnnIaoe. Be._ .837 _ .11-18 Loyd ....,.. a _ 

~"=~~~':'ed~t.or"! ~: 10 1J:"T:::" .... ~"'".:; .::~s:. 
Oft ,he I'a" of tht'~ ~ and. bit evideDce hf.fore the Committees of -s... 
and .a.a. """" ooIl ... ed and published in a '""u .... b, MtCullodt in .1IslJ, 
un ...... he tI.1<! 01 T_ .......... ,....rrran- _ JI • ..wc ' ..... ,. .... 
(' ....... .,. . , 

LaN Oovst_ ..... Y~ ... ...,...ed by CoIaooI T ......... _ " 
1.1, ... ,. dI. R~'" II .... I'u-, JI_ .. _ ........ of .. __ 
__ , ./ ,lie /11-., JI ..... 1.837). ..... Tile ~ ..... __ 
o,. ... i<I<o of oSu R. I'wI', Ad ~ ..... 4.,.... l.vd editioD •• 8;8), _ 
b, ~ W_ N ....... a. R ....... - - ~-....... - ra,.a .. 
.... """'1' .. ~ ...... ""'8 1'1138), - " ........ C. y . ...,. Eot .. - II.., ..... 
,,.. AI ...... 0/ I' .... ~ .. I'a..\. . 
T~ .. has li_ a ...... ___ -., '" Ibe C_ PriadpIe 

, in .... , ... <1>..,. .. '" bio I.....". 
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poor, but its 'capital would always include such a propor. 
tion of coined money as might be needful.' 

In fact, in the case of a country without any paper cur· 
tency, there could be no scarcity of metallic money. An 
unfavourable balance of trade could not cause the perma. 
nent exportation of the coin and bullion; for a scarcity of 
money increases its value, this produces a fall in prices 
and hence a decrease in imports and an increase in exports, 
which will continue until the cou\ltry has once more an 
adequate supply of coin. 

Things are different in the case of a country which has 
mixed currency, that is, paper money combined with coined 
money. Here, if the balance of trade is unfavourable and 
gold is exported, the're is no ground for hoping that its 
absence will be short; in actual fact the banks will increase 
their paper circulation and since the circulating medium h 
nO scarcer, prices will not fall. It may even be feared thaI 
th~ situation, instead of improving, will become increas
ingly serious. The metallic money may even be entirely 
driven out wi~out price!> being at all reduced. 
, • What is the remedy for such a state of things? 
, The,su,pporters of }he Currency Principl\l maintained that 

it was as follows:" I A decrease in the circulation, of .,.hat· 
ever kind, must never .pe replaced by paper. It ought to 

• Be illegal for banks to substitute paper for the gold esported, 
or I:!etter.still, the banks ought to be obliged to reduce "'eir 
issv.ps in pro/lllrlion to the gold exportetk 

, . 
~ Co~pare N~, A ~ to c# Woo4~~ £., .. p. '7. ' 

:~ • See TOI'I'I!hs. A Let ... '" lAt-4 JI.Ib ........ P,29; S. J. Ldyd. , .. -
Reflutimu 011 Ihe C"rfl!flC7. p. 3+ • . 
.. ' Sorman also. who it at timeI; t.e.itating in h~ CODClufloni. ~ to be 
. qUite decided UP'"' Ibis poioL lief...., !he Conun;,1ee ",-, Inqu;ry 12.-""'
-1749) be stated. dI8t ~ are preferable to coin becau.e they ~J'. cheaper 
and ....... COD7O'I;ent, but _ !hey ought _ 10 be prof........ ...._ 0..,. 
also posseIIIIi the other qualities of • metallic currency ... in partieuW. 
unle!s they iDcrease eM" diminish in the same wa1 u • metallic eurreaq 
woUld do. In his ReMMb. Norman alLegei tb:aa the aiRing pa,. circulation 
sullered from the following diad ____ dole '" the 1_ lI>at ;t 
_. BOt regulated upoa the metallic ruc:alatioo -~. , 

/.1 J.-A tendeaq 10 YarJ ia amowit bod1 _ to ace. 01' ~ ill aB 
.....-ry dog ..... aDd at UllSUilabie peoiods. , ", , 

u ~.-A liability to ~l ••• ia • ..,. ,..oportioa. if noc. Ihe .-hoL! 
~~ ' .. 

.. j.-:-","",- .... !he port ~ ...... , 01 !he ........... 
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B.-De/Bcts in the CUl'Tency Principle. The defects in 
the .currency Principle have been set forth very clearly.by 
}'Ir. Pierson.' • 

The first mistake made by the advocates of the Currency 
Principle was that of supposing .. that a bank invariably 
does wrong when it supplies a deficiency in the monetary 
circulation by issuing notes." This view would oblige us . 
to forego" one Of the greatest advantages of a well-regulated 
banking system." Io.fact, in the case of a demand due to 
a panic or to a great exportation of bullion resulting from a 
bad harvest, it is the bank's duty to assist the public, lest, 
in order to obtain precious metal for which paper money 
might quite well be temporarily substituted, 'PeOple are 
forced at an unfavourable moment to sell either ~ecurities, 
which may be excellent in themselves, or, in the case of 
farmers, machinery-br cattle. It will be time enough for the 
bank gradually to restrict its issues and to refill its, coffers 
when the crisis is past and the public have been hlilped. ' 

The Currency Principle involves a second Iio less serioUllJ 
mistake ... It is not true that, in a counti"Ywhere no bank' 
notes are in circulation, exportation of specie results in illl 
immediate fall.in prices and consequently in an alteration ia 
the balance of payments. It would be so if bank fIOUS were 
the only 'possible substitutes for specie; but bank depos~ts 
also serve as substitutes for specie." But" bank ROtes. and 
bank deposits differ only inlorm, since both takeolh'e place 
of .specie when they are not cov1!red by a metollic re5e1'ft." 

.. Let the needful stock of media of paYIDtnt," says IIIr. ' 
Pierso~ in illustration,' .. be represented by the 6gure lao; 
anel suppose it 110 be made up of specie and bank deposits' 

. each to the eitent of SO. If specie be now, expOrted to the 
value of 10, but the banks at the same lime grant credits to 

. their depositors to the same amount; bow-is,the fall 'iii 
prices to, take place? ,.;~ r • A bank of circulati0l! issues notes 

... - ... 
• ~ n .... pp.' ~~8. 'I.~'" 01 tIio ... , .... he points ...... Mr. Piorooa _aid .... dIa. tbe Principle" io '- da__ _ tho IIankio!! 

PriftCipl~ and ..... with an ~ ~iocft naIes ~ 

::,.!;".r~ :=~!.S!: :.-~ ......... - ..toido thor miCbt ..... . ... .,: 
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. • • with which people pay each otber. A deposit bank 
credits its depositors' accounts, and tbe balances produced 
in tbis way also constitute a medium of payment." 

Tbe exponents of tbe Currency Principle refused 10 
recognise tbis fact, 1 bence their tbeory bas never been 
accepted by economists. As the Dietional'Y of Political 
Econom,. puts it: .. It marks tbe difference between th~ 
wh5» regard ~. as • money,' and those who con
sider them, in the words· of Huskisson, as • circulating 
credit,' and a • subslitJJ~.ney.· • • • While insisting, 
and properly, on adequate security being given for the 
bank note, the Currency doctrine leaves out of sigbt tbe 
operation of all otber instruments of credit, equally effective 
in tbeir way, as bank notes, on price and tbe movemenls 
of commodities." 

In excuse for Lord Overstone it bas been pointed out that 
notes tlren formed the principal part of bankers' liabilities, 
deposits played only a secondary part. For instance, in 
February, - 1820; tbe circulation of the Bank amounted 10 

. £23,000,000, wbile the deposits were £4,000,000; in 
February, 1f!90, they were respectively £23,500,000 and 
£35,000,000. But a1tbough Ihe deposits were small in 
amount in 1820, their character, tbeir advantages and the 
future before them were clearly understood by 1844. And 
.Tooke, after pointing out that the deposits, tbanks to the 
use of cheques, served the purpose of mC!ney as well or even 
betler" than Bank notes, a distinctly foretells the extension 
which this method of payment would undergo. 
. It is difficult to decide in favour of eith~ one of tbese two 

'"-",,,dy T....- - .. ~ -C ~ ;" the 
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is c1istin<t &om _. _ it ____ a ...-- 01 ,...cbue but _ of 
IMfuMiating-. __ ifit io_~-""""' __ 
... arouac. • 
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opposing principles. Apart from defects of theory, they 
bot~ have their practical disadvantages, and in general it 
may be said, that as regards the regulation of issues, all 
systems risk one or other of two dangers: either the paper 
currency is unduly restricted or it is left so free as to en- .
danger its security. 

For the rest, the discussion of the merits and demerits of 
these two systems is not only, speaking generally, some
what futile and very duIl, but is also rather out of place in 
an historical work. 

Whatever may in reality be the advantages of the Bank
ing Principle (and it may be noted that as aPRlied in a 
prudent manner in France its results are far from bad), it 
was very soon rejected in Englana. Hence it is more 
important to examine the practical form given by the ex
ponents of the Currency Principle to their theory, and the 
mf'thods by which they wished to enforce it. I 

For this purpose we judge it advisable t~ begin.by analys
ing Lord Overstone's numerous pamphle~, and in So doing 
to compare his proposals with those of Torrens and Normal'. 
This study will have the double advantage of giving· a 
closer knowledge of the Currency Principle and of explain
ing beforehand thf' Ideas which inspired the legislation of 
1144· 



CHAPTER V. 

THE CURRENCY PRINCIPLE AND THE 
PROMOTERS OF THE LAW OF 1844 

(LORD OVERSTONE, COLONEL TORRENS, G. W. NORMAN). 

Lord <>ventone, the chief promoter of the Act of .S4 ... hi' pamphlf!'tJ and 
hi. theories. Analy.is of the "R"~t'iotu Sugge6utl ", M~. PGlfMr', 
PtJm~hld •• , Lord Overstone and the Bank of England: Critici.m of the 
organisation of the Bank. Suggests two reforrm: (d) Full publication of 
accountl. C.) Division of Bank jnto two d.epartmentJ. Colonel TOJ"rena' 
plan. Bank obliged to purdtue bullion at • fixed price. Lord Overdone 
and the country bank. of i..ue: N umet'0lR disadvantagel in the mu!t;.. 
plicity of bank. of issue. N .... for .... eogthening the central monopol, of 
i,sue-Summa..,. of the propolal. of the advocatee of the Currency 
Principle. 

THE Currency Prirlciple was expounded for the first time in 
a pamphlet by S. J. Loyd, published in 1837 and entitled, 
~eflections suggested by II perusal 0/ Mr. I. Horsley 
.Palmer's pamphlet on the causes lind consequences 0/ tM 
,Jressuf" on the Money Maf'ket, which is a reply to a work 
.of Palmer's already referred to, on the crisis of 1836. . 

i This pamphlet, the first which Loyd wrote, "merits careful 
, study for it contains in germ the Act of 1844. It recom
. mends; indeed, as much the reform of the Bank of England 
as the "reform of English banks. The author begins by an 
examination of the rul~ 1"hich govern the Bank of Eng-

• He wrote many otben .'taw.ret.; J,fcCuJloch', editioa, 10 which an ow 
refereoces are made, contai_ -the follo_ing :-

I.-RItlll4t'1u eM lIN JllM4gnfUfl' -.4 'he ewc.'"-_ .u ",. 1M ~ 
Ii ..... ...... .-._ PI 1M B_ of ... ,Uat4 _ of 1M <_.., Iu .... • "M, 
'104 y_ 1839 (.s.e~ _ 11.-" r...nn ... J. B. Swoido. £ .... r.ui4nll of 1M 1I_11ufH CIuamb", 
oJC~c •• 

11I.-EIf<cU .f "'" .. , .......... - ., 1M s-Jo of £"1'-4.-" ,.<-
......... J. B. S ... iIJJ. bq. (.a.o~ 

IV . ...:n_' ...... lIN sq., •• ;..., 1M ktG- of 1M s-Jo of 
r;.gl4wl ('804). , 

V.-TM ~ti'i'" of the IIffcJa4JW. Btuahn .114 It'tUIen ., ~ 
.g4fiasl JIu Baa" Clult'fn Ad ... ". COfltIlU'tlU _ NdI c __ . fa coIlabor ... 
boo with Torrens. lSt7. 

<~ 
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land and after pointing out their absurdity, 'suggests two 
remedies: (a) the publication of the accounts in full, (b) the 
separation of the Banlc into two departments. Loyd then 
passes on to consider the system of country banking, finds 
numerous defects in it, criticises the system of joint-stock 
banks and the confusion between banks of issue and banks 
of deposit and finally suggests as a remedy the extension 
of the monopoly of central issue. 

\Ve shall proceed to discuss these various points. 

I.-LORD OVERSTONE AND mE BANK 01' ENGLAND. 

According to Lord Overstone the Bank II acis in two 
capacities II :_ 

I.-" Asa manager of the circulation." 
2.-" As a body performing the ordinary functions of a 

banking concern." 
These 1wo functions are in themselves entirely distinct. 

Unfortunately this distinction has not been sufficiently 
regarded in the principles laid down' by the Bank for its 
own guidance. _ • 

Lord Overstone' proceeds to describe this principle as : 
formulated by Mr. Palmer as follows: that "against' 
the amount of notes out it shall hold at its disposal securities', 
and s~ie, that the amount of securities shall be invariable, 
and that consequently aUllllfluations in the amount of,!lotes 
out shall be met by a corresponding Iluctuation iO the 
amount of specie in deposit i thus the public, and' not the 
Bank, will be made the regulators of the amount of the cir-

• eulation, and that amount will by this principle be made to , 
8uctuate precisely as it would have ftuctuated hadJhe cur
rency been purely metallic." 

Lord Overstone goes on to point out mal this rule is 
•• only accurate in reference to the Bank 'as a manager of the 

circulation i it is quite unworkable in regard to the Bank of 
England considered as an ordinary banking concern. For 
.. it is il) the nature of banking business that the amount of 
its deposits should vary with a ,,-ariett 'of circumstances i 

.. pp.. "s .. : ia Mc<"ullodl '. ~it~ 
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and as its amount of deposits varies, the amount of that in 
which those deposits are invested (viz., the securities) must 
vary also." Hence it is absurd to expect the Bank of 
England, as a banking concern, to keep the amount of its 

, securities invariable, any more than this is done by any 
other banking establishment. 

The rule as stated by the Bank's directors is therefore 
false. What method should be adopted to secure a circula
tion which will lIuctuate as thougb it were metallic? 

The methods are two: (J) The publication of Simple, full 
and intelligible accounts. (2) The separation of the Bank 
into two departments. 

1.-" The rule ought to be, That the variations in the 
amount of circulation shall correspond to the variations in 
the amount of bullion, and the adherence of the Bank to this 
rule ougbt to be obvious upon the face of the published 
accounts. By this means, and by this means only, can we 
obtain a paper circulation varying in amount exactly as the 
circu~ion would have varied had it been metallic; and, in 
addition to the establishment of this only sound principle 
.of. currency, we shall obtain a simple and intelligible 
account, requiring no further explanation, nor the produc
tion 1)f any information not at the command of the public.''' 

- -2~Were the management of the - currency, Lord 
Overstone continues, .. entrusted to a body established es
elusively for that purpose, this is the rule by ,,-bich such 
body must govern its operations ••• _ The importance of a 
rigid adherence to this rule cannot be over-estimated; and 
if it be incompatible, as is alleged by some, with the mixed 
functions of tbe Bank of England, it seems to become a very 
serious question ,,-hether it is not better to separaie alto
gether the business of banking from. that of regulating the 
curreDi:y,- rather· ~han suller ~ essential a rule to be in any 
degree Cl\}mpromts'ed. • . . • 

Moreover it is difficult to see any insurmountable 
obstacles to this separation .... In proportion as these two 
functions are kept_ distinct will each be rendered more 

• pp. 10. II. 
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effectual for its purpose. The two branches of the busineSs 
of the Bank thus divided" suggest "those animals de
scribed by naturalists, whose peculiar property it is that, 
when cut into two parts, they move 011 in opposite directions, 
each half equally full of life and energy." 

Torrens, in !tis letter to Lord Melbourne, had suggested a 
scheme for the division of the Bank into two departments. 
This scheme, which was much more detailed than that just 
described by Loyd, was imitated in the Act of 1844 j it must 
therefore be briefly noticed.' 

The issue department, or the department of circulation 
as Torrens called it, was to confine itself to exchanging gold 
for notes, and notes for gold. It was also to be subject to 
the following regulations-

I.-It was to be free to buy or sell silver to the value of 
2 or 3 million pounds. 2.-lt was to be obliged to buy 
foreign gold in bullion at a fixed price of :£3 17s. 6d. the 
ounce, with permission to sell it at :£3 17s. 9d. "3.-1t was 
to be authorised to lend notes on coin or bullioll-'at a very 
low rate, say I per cent., so as to give fatilities to trade with-. 
out disturbing the circulation. " 

The accounts were to be published in full. 

I1.-LoRb OVERSTONR AND nIE COUNTtly BANES OF 
"ISSUE. 

After criticising the rules according to which the Bank 
of England was managed and pointing out the changes 
which he thought were needed, Lord Overstone goes 
on to criticise the organisation of provincial facilities for 
credit., 

The existing systt'm, he says,' combinl's II:n.d.conru~ two 

'TOI'T'enI' etheme 'Was abl, summart.ed by G. W. Norman. who .... in 
th(" II\Ain al_ an ad\"OCa .. of the III:!'pU'ation Into· two ~tI., See 
RftNa.Jr.s. pp. g8 and. lOS- . ' 

• Po '1· 'In dw author", eplnioa thNe- ttitkisms applied. as mudt. Ie the 
Bank of Etlgland .. to the ..,....try banks. H....,. be __ od • little 
further Oftt P. 38. tNt the issu. ~ftW'ftt shou.ht be C'OfttI"olJrd by • cor. 
mintoe on ntm • ~t.lift of the Goftf'tllDfttt should sir. For. similar 
p....-oI .. T_ p. ht: be od ............. oppoin_t of • -..oi .... 
c::host-n by the GoYftnnW'ftt and Parliamftlt. 
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absolutely distinct functions. Moreover the persons who 
exercise the right of issue are" not a body of individuals 
qualified (by their total separation from all such interests) 
to exercise a dispassionate and disinterested judgment; but, 
on the contrary, men the most largely engaged in mercan
tile and monied operations, and, therefore, more than any 
other class exposed in their private interests to the immediate 
effects of any action upon the currency. 

"Again, with respect to joint-stock banks, we create by 
law large and powerful establishments, to which is given the 
right to issue paper money without any absolute restriction; 
and even that knowledge of the action of the Bank which is 
essential to enable them to take a just view of the condition 
of the currency and of their corresponding duty, is afforded 
to them only through ••• imperfect and delusive accounts.'" 

Besides this, Loyd continues a little further on,' banks 
of issue are confused witb banks of discount, whereas tbe 
objects of tbe twO are entirely different. .. The sole duty 
of tbe former ••• is to take efficient means for issuing its 
pper money upon good security and regulating the 
amount of it by one fixed rule. The principal object and 
business of the latter • • • is to obtain the command of as 
large a proportion as possible Vf the existing circulating 
medium and to distribute it in such a manner as shall com
bine secUrity for repayment with the highest rate of profit." 

Loyd concluded that it WIIS necessary to strengthen the 
central monopoly of issue.8 

He explains" that .. when prices are rising, profits in
creasing, and every merchant .•• is desirous of extending 

. his operations," and demands credit for this purpose, the 
banker's position is difficult. His relations witb trade are 
intimate and it is unpleasant for him to refuse the credit, 
however muchlt ~y be his duty to do so. .. If under these 

• P. 1.). • P. 31. . 
• Horntail. who ...- at'the ....... ' __ ion. pointo out. pp. 3]-34. !he 
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circumstances the banker, in addition to 'what may be pro... 
perly caIled his ordinary and legitimate resources, is also 
entrusted with the power of issuing paper money ad libitum; 
is it not inevitable that he should abuse that power? Can 
we expect that under such circumstances, whilst all his other 
resourcl's are st.rained to the utmost for the accommodation 
of his customers, he will still keep a firm and unyielding 
restraint over the amount of hili issues? Will he under such 
temptation in no respect confound or compromise his re
spective duties as a Banker of Issue and a Banker of 
Deposit and Discount?" 

A knowledge of human nature and experience, combined 
with a study of the Bank returns, prove that he will not 
resist, and that the result will be a confusion of and a com
promise between the two functions. "The effect ••• of 
such an application by the Banker of his power to issue will 
be to give a further stimulus to the existing tendencies of 
the trading world, and ultimately to aggravate the convul-
sion to which they must lead." -

This is the outline of the practical application of the. 
Currency Principle put forward by the chief exponents of 
the theory. The plan may be summarised, as far as con
cerns the Bank of England, under three heads:-

I.-The regulation of the paper circulation according to 
the ftuctuations it would have undergone had it been coined 
money. 

a.-The separation of the Bank into two departments, 
and the regular publication of cleat and full balance sheets. 

3.-The obligation imposed on tbe Bank to buy gold at 
• fixed price. 

As regards country banks, the multiplication of banks 
of issue was opposed and the extension .of the central 
monopol y of issue was demanded. so that the indirect control 
exercised over the provincial issues might be more powerful 
and more efficient. 



CHAPTER VI. 

SIR ROBERT PEEL AND THE ACT OF 1844. 

(a)-INTERVENTION OF SIR ROBERT PEEL; (b)-THE ACT 
OF 1844; (C)-THE ACT OF 1844 AND RICARDO'S PLAN 
FOR A NATIONAL BANK. 

Action of Sir Robert P.... Pee.', __ on .... king. His two S.,..."... In 
the HOUR of Commona. Hia Jit''''Of'IIfUl .. ", 10 the Cabinet. Peel'. rejec-

!.":..:!.!~f=~::rec:;~ iHUL pla:!f~::':; =: 
Necessity for • central bank of iPue: :::0::. why this .hould be the 
Bank of England. The Act of '8« .,.- without oppooi.ion. Chief 
provisions of the Act. $ regaret. the Bank of England. AI regard. the 
country banb of iNue. Limitation and gradual Jon 01 the right of i.ue. 
Ricardo', plan for • NalioaaJ Bank. Poinb of )jane. 'to Rober1 Peel'. 
Act. I .. ........,... 

I THE dispute between the advocates of the Currency and of 
.' the Banking Principles might have gone on for a long 
. time. The Committees of Inquiry bad been sitting for five 
, years, and bad asked more than 14,000 questions' without 

reaching any definite conc1usitln; indeed, without even 
presenting a report. Fortunately there was then at the head 
of affairs a man whose intelligence was equal to bis bigh 
charactet', and who, with Canning and Gladstone," ranks 
among 'the most eminent English statesmen in the 19th 
century. 

Robe·rt Peel, for it is to him that we refer, bad been a 
Conservative all his life, hut a Conservative of that English 
type which. does not confuse conservatism with reaction and 
never shrinks from a necessary reform. He considered that 

I. That is, 3.000 questioM in 1836; 4!510 in .837; 1.700 in «8:JI; 3,.859 in 
18.40; and nearly .,000 ill 'S.I. See ·reel', tpeeCb OlD Der.embu 3. .8.t7. 
P.ri. Ddatu, Vol. XCV .• po 655--' 

• Were it not for my oationaJ f~ing I mould rank Peel eYen abcwe 
CURing and GIadstooe; be _as placed in more dillic:ult eircumstanc:n than 
the former and _wed himRlf equaI.y <OUr.,..,... but ... ___ !han 
the latter. It must also be noud that GI.ad.tone 0_«1 tome of hit. erealat 
6naJ1Cia1 .ucceeseI to the apprent.ic:abip which be .,..«1 unckI' Pee-I 
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it was time to have done with theoretical discussions and to 
come to the actual reform for which everyone wished, but as' 
to whose exact form no one could agree. Peel took advant
age of a clause in the law of 1833 which empowered the 
Government to suspend the Bank's charter in 1845, and. 
after careful reBection he brought in the Bi11 which was to 
become the Bank Charter Act of 1844. 

This 8i11 is obviously inspired by the writings of the 
exponents of the Currency Principle. We shall examine 
presently the rettsons which decided Peel in their favour, 
but it may be notired at the outset that Peel did not come to 
the study of bankiog problems with an absolutely open 
miod. He had been so stroogly impressed by the evils of 
over-issue, the most dangerous of the abuses to which bank
ing is liable, which had displayed themselves with extra
ordinary violence between 1836' and 1839, that he became 
almost blind to any other consideration.' 

(a}-SIR ROBERT PEEL'S OPINIONS ON BANKING. 
Although the banking question finds no place in the·. 

MI1Itoi,s' of the great English statesman, Sir Robert Peel's 
views on the matter are full~stated in a MI1IlOralldliM which 
he laid before the Cabinet' and in two speeches, remarka.ble 

, It Ie inulftatlna 1.0 notke that the mi .... of paper mone, atwa,. prod .. 
• dfo-ml\nd fur l't"IMdiN of t'S.traordinary .. V't'ritJ and an entire f...getfutne. 
of .IIto poalble ..... of this p.p.... N .. _ (Vol. I .• p. 067). q_ • Chme. 
aUlhw. who., writinc in I~ at • time "beG the Chi .... currency bad ... 
throwo Into e-.&tn-rn.e dillOrdt"f' by oftr-iSlun. ftCftttM fanner days in the foI
Iowinl wont,: "Thea it wu ordend that at th& of6ees of the ridllDfrChanta =.. mr:"S. ':n:~ =:, -=t~ Iii!! :!; ~::=: 
.he _. w ... he _. 1he .... _ the moth ....... nci...-JIJ eac:Iw>&od 
for N('h otht'f'"" . 

"1'1010 _hi ...... adds N ............... forth In the ,.. IJOII'b, • Chme. 
writer. I. tho C-'""'l' "' ... ..,.... IT...., _ "",.u. .f .......,. Snl 
Nitlori). . 

• S .. M_oi ... publish ... b, Lan! S •• ~ .... LarcI CudwoII. ~ 
memoirs on divided Into _ ....... < (Il Tbo R ...... C.tboIic: Quostioa; 
(.j 1". Now t;o .............. 1634-5: (3) R.".... of the Com Laws, .&ts-6-

'Thio M_ b_ ...... .-...IJ publishod in • -" by CharIM 
S ...... Por~..,r • .s .. R_ "'"I ,... /ria _. Pq.n. Vol. III .• P. 1340 .. 
..... Lord R.-bory .... blishod an .... .,... of Parbr .. _ ill the ... ~ 
s..... R ....... : this analysis. '-hkh is ill fact • killi .... eaaJ .... ... 
i~ ia • .-olume eatltW $. R-,", hft. 
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. alike for high purpose and closeness of reasoning, made on 
May 6 and May 20 in the House of Commons, and which 
supplied the explanation and justification of the law of 
1844.' 

After inquiring, .. What is the signification of that word 
• a pound,' .. and answering that it is .. a quantity of the 
precious metals of certain weight and certain fineness," Peel 
proceeded to deduce from this definition the various conse
quences implied in it.' He then pointed out the distinction 
between bank notes and other forms of paper credit and 
tried to show that the convertibility of the note did not 
afford sufficient guarantee against the dangers of excessive 
issue. He rejected the doctrine of free competition in the 
matter of issue from grounds both of reason and experience. 

(a)-Argument from Reason. 

"We should infer, certainly, from reasoning," says Peel,' 
.. that free competition in the supply of any given article 

. will probably ensure us the most abundant supply of that 
article at the-cheapest rate. But we do not want an abundant 
supply of cheap promissory pa~r. We want only ••• just 
stich a quantity of paper .•• a: shall be equivalent in point 
oevalue to the coin which it represents •••• That system, 
therefore, whicb provides a constant supply of paper equal 
in value to coin, and so varying in amount as to ensure at 
all times immediate convertibility into coin. together wilh 
perf~ confidence in tbe solvency of the issuers of paper, ' 
is the system which ought to be preferred." Qualit:. not 

• For Peel', two·speec:hea ... TIN S~ucllu of "'" RighI H"". s;. R. Ped. 
_04;' "'" H __ of c-_. Vol. IV •• pp. 349-]66 and 374-JB5 rOo 

spo<tinIy and,.A c-. ;. GoI4. lI~is. p. "3- II tranalahon 01 ..,.." 
bas been published in !be 1_ tlu &-..... Vol. 111 .• pp. '5' .... 

• 357. WiDiam Taylor gi_ • .......".,., 01 ..,.." ill LAI. _ T ...... of 5w 
R. Pea. VoL III •• pp. aS9-'Z76- Taylor'. work, in three woJlIJIIeS. • UD
fini5bed; • /DDrth YOIume bas been added by Cb. M..:kay. and _taiAO OIl 
aoxount 01 P ... •• 6/. _ bio __ until bio cIeaIh. The whole _10 
is 01 little waJue.. . S~_. Vol. IV •• po 35" 

a .p.l57. _ .. 
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cheapness, is required, and this quality cannot be regulated 
by an unlimited competition. .. Unless the issuers of paper 
conform to certain principles, unless tbey vigilantly observe 
,the causes which influence the influx or elRux of coin, and 
regulate their issues of paper accordingly, there Is danger 
that the value of the paper wi1\ not correspond with the 
Inlue of the coin." That is, there wi1\ be an excessive issue. 

(b)-A,g"men~ from Experience. 

Peel' goes on to discuss the arguments which he deduces 
from the history of the country banks of issue. Competition 
among the country banks is determined by the feeling which 
makes each issuer say, " naturally enough, • It is vain for 
me individually to contract my issues when others will not 
do the same. I shall s!lffer by doing so. l\Iy efforts will 
produce no effect on the aggregate, while some competitor 
will take that share of the circulation which I may with
dra~.' And thus, ~~ch refus:~g to make the individual 
sacnfice, • • • the crISIS comes. 

The principle of free competition had exposed the Bank of 
England to great danger feel thought, on four occasio"ns, 
owing to the unwillingness or inability of the country banks , 
to contract their issues. The history of the country" banks, 
in spite of the value of their services, was not in their favour. 
B ... tween 1839 and 1143. 8a banks, of which 29 were banks 
of issue.' failed; 240 suspended payment between ISI4 and 
1816 and similar disasters occurred from 18as to Is..o. The 
great losses resulting from these failures ought to be con
sidt'red and it must be remembered that the ",.-orst suffering 
fell upon those lI'ho were least able to resi~ it. the situation 
of the victims, artisans, small farmers and so on, deserved 
"Ie more pity because they could not choose between se~" 

• Far"'" 10li0 .. _ \~ ..... lS7'"JSi. 
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• banks, but were forced to make use of the one in their O'l\'n 
neie-hbourhood. 

Peel concluded his. criticism of the existing system by 
citing in addition to the example of the English country 
banks, that of the American banks, an illustration which 
appears somewhat iII-chosen; then he passed on 10 explain 
the system whose adoption he recommended. 

In brief the new system consisted in this: that a central 
bank of issue should possess the right 10 control the pro
vincial banks. 

With respect 10 the central bank, Peel remarks that this 
single bank could no doubt be specially established, but 
.. the true policy in this country is 10 work, so far as it be 
possible, with the instruments you have ready to your hand 
-to avail yourselves of that advantage which they possess 
from having beea in use, from being familiar from constitut
ing a part of the habits and usages of society. They will 
probably work more smoothly than perfectly novel instru
ments of greater theoretical perfection.' ••• We think it 
the wisest course to select the Bank of England as that 
controlling and central body." 

So much for the theories which inspired the legislation of 
18+4;' it remains to examine Peel's Act in detail. 

(b)-THE ACT OF 18+4. 
The Act of 18+4 was passed by the House of Commons 

with hardly any opposition by 185 votes 10 30. In the House 
of Lords things went even more smoothly and after a 
single protest from Lord Radnor, it was passed without a 
division. . 

••. p. 360. Ie hio 11_ ... ...- P ... Rjecb tho MI<a of. op<daIbou. 
of iome, independent of "the Gowem ....... bu. __ ib!e 10 Parliammt (_ 
PI'- '35-'37). AmadgII _ ddadYaa_ be minks _ ;, ..... 14 be i ........ 
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Chicf Provisions of the Act of 1844. 

The chief provisions of the new law can be grouped under 
two heads: those which concern the-Bank of England--and 
those which concern the country banks. We shall discuss 
each in turn. 

I.-Provisions Conceming the Bank of England. 

I.-After August 31st, 1844, the Bank of England was to 
be divided into two departments, the issue department and 
the banking department. 

On the same day the Governor and Company of the Bank 
'of England must transfer to the issue department securities 
to the value of £t4,000,000, of which the Government debt 
to the bank (say £11,000,000) was to form a part, and also 
all the gold coin and gold and silver bullion not needed in 
the banking department. 

The silver in the Issue Dl'partment, it should be noted, 
r was never to exceed one-fourth of the gold.' 

In return the issue department was to hand over to the 
banking department an amount of notes equal to the 
securities, coin and bu1lion. so transferred to it. 

I" olh~r tl'ords Ih. Bank mighl issue notes againsl 
s,",rili~s 10 Ill. amou,,1 of 14 millioRS, bul beyond Ihis sum 
it coul,lnol issue II singl. nole exupt againsl coin or bul/io". 

2.-1£ any banker Yo'ho had retained the right of issue 
ceased to exercise this privilege, the Bank of England might 
increase the amount of the securities in the issue department 
by a sum not exceeding two-tllirds of the notes withdrawn 
from circulation. 

In this way the Bank gradually inherited the rights of 

'Thls proportion has M'V'f'f' Htuan, bNn rNdwd. but the Bank has at 
lin\ft ~kt • l'Onsidl"nble quantity of ailwr bullion.. 1be muimum. ..... 
ftu .. 'fh"d on Octobt-.. IN, 1"'6.. ... 'bM 1M Bank had • ftSf'rft of £:a.';2?tOOO 
In .1 ...... and '£:".&3>.000 In..,w. S~ August 00lb, 18s. •• !he ~ "
of lho &nk has ~ to q""'" tho .. _ of 51 ...... u<OpI durintI !he way 
&hor1: inl('r\'al lwt .. "t"f'ft NOY'm\bH "h. 1860. and July 3nl. 186., ..-bee thr 
Bank hf'kI some sil\,", bunton. though no g:rut amouaI. For the stOC'k of 
.1 .... bullion hdd by tho Bank 01 EotIIand .... hJcnfto T .. &air R_ .. 4 
... IJ .. ", 1I •• k.-•• Table I., p.. 80.. 
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• issue of those country banks which resigned their privilege 
- or which ceased to exist. \Ve shall see that, thanks to this 

clause in the law, the Bank of England has extended its 
(Tight of issue considerably, i.e., from £14,000,000 to 
1£18,450,000.' 

J.-The Bank was exempted from all stamp duty on its 
I notes, but in return for the privileges granted to it the 
annual sum paid to the Government was increased from 

I £120,000 to £180,000. 
4~Anyone was entitled to demand notes from the Bank 

f in exchange for standard gold at the rate of £3 17s. 9'1. per 
lounce. 
, In o/ket 'lDO'Tds, the Bank is forced to buy at a fiud price 
I all tke gold offeted to it. 
t 5·-W eekly accounts in a specified form were to be sent 

to the Government and published in the London Gazette. 
The importance of this last reform will be understood 

from a comparison of the balance sheets of the Bank before 
and after the law of 1844. 

\Veekly Return of the Bank of England, week ending 
September 7th, 1844 (Ne1II form) :-

Notes issued. • . 

proprietors' Capital 
Rest 
Public deposits • . 
Otbe<.s.poo;.. . . 
5eYaHIaJ .... other 

I ..... D.~rl ...... , . 

. £zS.3S"29S I Govern ....... o.bt .• £".0.,.'00 
Other "HCUri~ •• 3.?84~ 
Gold coin &ad bullion lJ.b570201 
sa.... IIullioa ••• • .694...,. 

£ zS.35' .'95 £zS.3,' o29S 

BIMki", De""'fIIefI', 
. £ .... "3.000 eo..m .............. ;, .... 

3.564.729 (indud;ng the cIoad-

iZ::: o:.,.;gh~;:,,':'ty~:: £';1;:;:: 
NOles . . . .. 8 .• 75.025 

bj1JJ '00]0.354 Gold .... oil .... coia 857.76> 

I For fu:ttber cIet.aiII see below, p. Z99-

£3',4'3,240 
I(. Kaoouu.. (C/rief C.wn). 

• The dead-.mgtrt annuity .... a y....-11 poJIII<ftt at £s88.740 """'" by the 
Goftommeat in return f« an ad .. ana 01 £13,ooo.aoo. ,ranled ill 183) for 
!be W_ --. etc. Th;' annuity e><pired ;,. '167 . ... 
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The same Return, before the law of 1844, would have" 
appeared in the following form :-

London 
Countr, 

Cir",IaUon, 
. "'14,801,000 

6,40 5,000 

"'31,107,000 

D.,orib. P .. "lic:, oil.: 
Exchequer Accou ... t • £I,Ig8,ooo 
For Payment of 

Dividend. 1!S,ooo 

~~h:'I'p~:"~'A=~nh l~;::: 
-~-:-3-.63";'-"_-

D.p""'b. Pri ..... wi •• : 
R.llw.y. .. ~Jo.ooo 
London Bankera 9b3,ooo 

~:~~Iln:~. I~~~d "and 6Jb,OOO 
Scotland. etc. •. 175,000 

Other dC!poslts . •. $.631,000 
Oepoaitl at Branch. . 1,109.000 

£8.644.-

Public SlCuritill, 
Advances on Exchequer 

Bille-
Deficiency Bill, • • 

E~e:~e~1t~il1~er p~~l' 
ch •• ed . . . . . 

Stock and Annultl ... 
311 ,000 

11,8a1,000 

~J4'002,OOO 

PrivaU S,,,,",;,,, 
Bills dlscounted-

London '£113.000 
CoUDtry •• 003.000 

BOlidr. 
East India Bonds 
CII}' Bonds 
MortIIOC" 

£1,116,000 

~1g8.
,3.357.-

6aO,OOD 

A-". 
Bill, 01 Exth ..... 
Extheq_ Bills , 

Tota' 
Bullion 

~S.71g.-

• £21,837.000 
IS,I90.ooo 

The difference between the liabilities and the assets is 
explained by the omission of the Rest. which was 
£3.5(4.000 and which when added to the liabilities made 
the IOtal £37.046,000. 

It will be noti~ that the Proprietors' Capital of 
~'4.5SJ.000 and the public securities corresponding to it 
are omitted in the old form of Return.. 

It wi1\ also be remembered that before 18.44 the balance 
sheets \\'ere not published \\-eekly. but that according to the 
Act of 1833. the LOlldoll Ga~11e had to publish every month 
the balance sheet for the previous quarter.' 

• s.. ......... P. .01, 
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n.-The Act of 1844 and the Count,y Banks. 

The Act provides that the right of issuing note. shall be I confined to those bankers who possessed this privilege be. 
fore 1844. Even in their case the right of issue was regulated 
as follows:-

The right of issue of each country bank was not to exceed 
~ the average issue of the twelve weeks preceding April 27th, 

1844. 
Any banker who ·became bankrupt was to forfeit hi. right 

I of issue. If two or more banks afterwards became united 
they might not issue notes should the number of partners 
exceed si1. 

The notes issued by country banks were not to be legal 
I tender.' 

It is evident that the whole tendency of the Act of 1844 

[
was to eliminate by degrees all notes except those of the 
Bank of England. 

Such are the leading provisions of the Act of 1844. 
Its complicated nature is obvious, as are also the 

numerous precautions with which it hedged in the right 
of issue. Wagner" might well speak of Peel's Act as a 

~
strait waistcoat." 
But laws, like men, cannot be judged by appearances, and 

in order to judge of the value of legislation, its practical 
results and the degree to which it has attained its object' 

• must be examined. 
A banking system must moreo,'er be studied both in 

ordinary times and in periods of crisis if a just appreciation 
i. of its influence is to be formed. \Ve propose to do this wilh 

regard to the system of the Bank of England. But first 
we must say a word or two concerning a scheme ,..hich re-

• For rho practical .esuIts of thi> cia ........ bolo_. p. _ 
II I .. his article Oft Kr~ .. 114 &mklt1l in SchOn~g (H_n4InuIJ .. Pol

O."",.). See the Italian tl'afHwion. B.bliol"- tUU' £coru:mw14, yd leJ"a. 
VoL XII •• p. 95J. 

• We may remark at 00ft that jf the framen of the laW' 01 Is.... ;,.tended 
through it to .cure a Itrict appIicatioo of me Currency Principle. i.e .• 10 
r~ic:a: the bome cin:uJ..,ion in oact pl'oportioa (0 1M Gporutioa of buJIM:Jn. 
they were the orictims of iJlUIion. See below. the di..::msion. p. 333. on the 
crisis r '807 ..... rho Bank of England. 
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tains a certain interest (rom tKe name o( its author and 
which undoubtedly attracted Peel's notice. The scheme in 
question is Ricardo's plan (or a National Bank.' 

(C)-COMPARISON BETWEEN PEEL'S Acr AND RICARDO'S 
PLAN FOR A NATIONAL BANK. 

R.icardo had previously recognised that the Bank at 
England had two distinct (unctions, (I) the issue o( notes, 
(~) the business of banking properly so called. He wished 
to create a special body, a State bank, to which he would 
have entrusted the duties imposed by the Act o( 1844 on the 
issue department, but not those of the banking department. 

In short, Ricardo's National Bank was a State Treasury 
which issued notes. The notes were all to be issued against 
gold, with the exception of a quantity, not to exceed liS 
millions in value, which the Bank might issue uncovered. 
O( these liS millions, IS millions would have sufficed to 
repay to the Bank of England the capital lent to the Govern
ment, and the 10 millions remaining' would have served on 
the one hand to buy bullion, and on the other to redeem the 
Government debt to the Bank, which took the form of Ex
che>quer bills.· 

.. At first sight," says Courcelle-Seneuil,· .. Ricardo's 
plan of a bank appears very different from the system eStab
lished in England by Sir Robert Peel's Act. Ricardo, in 
fact, wished to have only a single bank of issue for 
the United Kingdom, whereas several such banks still 
continue to exist in Great Britain. He suggested a State 
bank, "'hile in actual fact the Bank of England has 
been maintained. But these two points are only secondary 
details in the plan of the great economist. The originality 
of his scheme lies in the definite restriction of the paper 
circulation, the prohibition of the issue of notes payable to 
bearer in e.'tCess of a certain amount, except when secured 

• See Ric ..... pGS.humous -'t. ,,'- too • NoIi_ s...Jr (.a..). 
• See .rtl< ... I .nd 3 01 the~. A FrondJ Inonsla.ioo 01 dIa ,,'-

i. ct, ...... the .... 01 M, Cou=lte S-Uil', book. &ppOftCIis No. I. 
I LOC'. cit. 
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by gold. This feature is also the distinctive characieristic 
of the system established by Robert Peel." 

Ricardo's plan was answered as early as 1831 by McCul
loch,' and quite recently it has been again condemned by 
M. Leroy-Beaulieu.' According to the latter,' the onl1 
profit which the State could derive from Ricardo's bank 
would be that resulting from the issue of notes in excess of 
the reserve. If it happened, as is the case to-day, that the 
metallic reserve exceeded the issues, the State would actually 
lose . 

• See Chap. III. of hi. Hi"orieal Shfeh of Ihe B .... of Enl""'''. hud'" 
The B"n' of Engulf"J m umMeI'OfI VIi'" 'IN GO'III'tnlmeft' cm4 1M Pub'". 
This little work was published anonymousl" but McCulloch acknowledged 
lbe authorship of it by placing it under hia name in h" Lite,.'"" 01 Po"'.," _""OfIIy . 

• See the anal,..is and refuution of Ricardo', pl.n, II'. c;", Vol. 'V., 
pp. 6J9"64S: P.e .lso above. p. zBlI, and DOle 5i, Roben Peel', Cl'iticimw. 
wpeciaUy Me,...."an4tlm, pp. '3.i .. 137. 

'p. ~. 



PART II. 
THE BANK 011 ENGLAND IN ORDINARY TIMES. 

INTRODUCTION. 

THE BALANCE SHEET OF THE BANK OF 
ENGLAND. 

The WH'kl, Bank Return. The work. of Clare and Raffalovlch. Outward 
form of the Return. Comparison with • French balance .heet. The 
.-parellon of the Sank Into two departments i the issue department and 
Ihe bonklna dopartmonl. The plan both dangerous and artificial. 

The r:;:u:! :~!\~i~s;!~i::~t!~~':~t.pl·lte:u!l.:t~:u:;. th'!";.~~':.'1 ~!: 
¥~: c:!s:~ :f:r:t~::' .tol:;~ ~~~~Po~~r·l~t~rcg~=~n~f :: i:!':; 
EJ:~pt for • fizM. amount. the issue to be against gold. Righhl of issue 
ht'ld by certain country banb. Present position of the question. 
Authorised. iaue much recluC'ed since l&w, the actual issue much less than 
the authorlliPd IlSue. Statistica. The" Issue and circulatioo. Quantit, 
of note. in circulation less during the I... ten yean than the metallic 

T:~e:~i~~O 3::!:;,. l~xl:d:!O:ndf J.h.e :::!in~ ~"nC!~~oc.!':r:e 
~:!~-::c:r.~-::d~i~te-A.~';.C-:=I !~~~;~,::U!Sn;t~~~~ 
bflwe.n the Act of 1&t4 and the German La .. of 1875 aDd 1Sgg. 

Th. Banklnll Departmen, 01 the Bank of England Is Ii .... an, oIh": bank 
eXCt'pt that it mUlt publish a Wftkl, balance sheet. This balance sheet, 
lib aU othen. statea the liabHitifti and the assets. The liabilities of the 
Hnkinl dPpartment. PropriNon' Capita' and the Rest. Amount of the 
Capital; ComparitlOft with that of the Banka of France and of Gennan,. 
The R_t and its amo\mt. Publie Deposita. Amount and luetuatioDs of I...... 0_ Dopooi... Tho cu ...... , accounl 01 the bank..... Advan_ 
of pubUshing • ~rate statftftent of this attOUnt. cIi8rontinued in 1817'
s. .... Dar and ",her Bills. Tha ...... 01 the BanltiOC 0.,--" Tha 

~~r~~(fi ~= ;!'!~ti!"(:)';"....:.i4)diG:tt ::: ~i::!. ~ 
two fint eont.titute tht in¥llbDellta 01 the Ba.aJr, and the two last its ......... 

THERE is no beiter guide to a study of the working of the 
Bank or England than one of the Returns which the Bank. 
issues v .. eekly. 

Since 18.H the Bank's balance sheet has been remarkably 
clear and an e:'tamination of it, besides being of interest for . . 
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,its own sake, will help us greatly in our study of the ques
, tions now before us. J 

By way of mustration we give the Bank Return for the 
week ending September 16th, 1903:-

lllw D'IIJ,'mett', 
Notes iSluecI • • • '.£50,654.$00 I Government Debt • ,CU,OIS.IOO 

Other I«urities . . • 7.434.900 
Gold coin and bullion. 32,304.500 

£50 •6"".500 £5°.6"".500 

Proprietor.' Capital. .£ ••. 553.000 
Res' 3.753.869 
Public deposits • • • 7.117,3')8 
Other deposits . . • 37,.84.730 
Seven-da, and other billl 118.503 

£fn.7·7.399 

Government Reuritiet .£,16.950,84. 
Other teCUrities •• 31,655 ,S,S 
Notes ....• 3.,011,110 

Gold and .ilver coin. :1,109.573 

The same balance sheet in the (orm which', according to 
1\1, Noel,' is generally used in France. would appear thus:-

A.stu. 
Spec:ie (gold and silver 

coin and bullion), ,£34.3'4.073 
Securities 2.,655.875 
C.overnment securities, 

advancet. and: other 
marketable oocuriti<o 16.950"'1 

iiovennnent debt and 
_~Ie 

a:uritieI: 18"'50,000 

LUJlnUl .... 

If_ ,..,.oble lit Iicbt 
in Circulation . • .£a8.6.tl.J90 

Warrants and In'eft
day bills, , , , , 

Current account with 
118.502 

T ....... ry •••• 7.1J7~gIJ 
Current accountll and 

deposit ac:countJ • 
Dividends unpaid • 
Sltuebo ...... • capital 

37,''''.730 

3.753.81>9 
·4.553,.000 

The study o( the Bank of England's balance sheet natur
ally falls into two sections: 

Section I. The Issue Department. 
Section II. The Banking Department • 

.But we may remark at the OUI.Set that this division of the 
Bank into two absolutely separate departments,-into two 
watertight companments which are entirely disconnected,-

I For this aaminatioa eoMUlt CIaR (George). A Jltm#!J JlMIut. P"'''''F 
• ..4 K~ to Ute ErcluUlgu. The 6 .... part of lh~ na-1I~t work &!o31 • .,jlh 
the RdUmJ of the Bank of England.. A eomplde anal,. ... of it hu been 
given by )I. RaffaJ.wicb. su... tic ,. B ...... ~. A.,~In,.e~ q, .he jMlmIJI 
des Eccm.omistn for ) uae. 189J.. 

• 0,. ci. __ p. 4+ 
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is not only very artificial and also unnecessary, but .nay 
sometimes be actually harmful. 

M. Wolowski, one of the advocates of the Act of 1844, 
criticises it as follows :-' 

"The expedient of separating the Bank into two depart
ments does not seem to us to possess that high degree of 
importance which has been attributed to it; a good system of 
accounts, like that of the Bank of France, is enough to 
enable people to judge of the various factors in the balance 
sheets periodically issued. It would be easy, were it thought 
necessary, to impose a definite limit to the issue of notes, 
without having recourse to the public parade of a division 
of functions between two branches of the same establish
ment." 

From another point of view, Mr. Pal grave, in a recent 
and most valuable book to which we have already referred: 
expressly condemns the division of the Bank into two 
d~partments and attributes "to it a considerable share in 
producing those variations in the discount rate which are so 
frequent in England. 

In fact, the division of the Bank into two departments 
involves the separation of its resources into two very un
flIual parts, upon the smaller of which all the demands fall, 
-demands " .. hich in England are naturally very large and 
may be unexpected. The Bank has thus to guard against 
a continual dangl'r which would be far less formidable if 
a less artificial plan had ~n adopted. 

SECTION I. 

THE ISSl'E DEP.~RTMENT. 
(:a)-Til' oMonl of '", tsS1lf'S .It.d lla. po,' t1o.y,d by 

c/a'q"'s, 
The Rt'turn of the issue d,'partment shows the following 

figures for St'ptem~r .6th, '9"3:-

('oO,wmnmt f\r.b& . .klt.OIS.IOG 
Otlwor t«"urhiH. .. i."_~""qoo 
GOO! Nin and bullion. .31 .. .104.500 

£so,b5~.s<'" £so.6S4,P 
• LA Qws, .... ~t"s &...,..,,s. p. ~ 
• Th B ... R"'f ... rIM ltl.." ll ••• d. P. 11)8. 
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Thus the notes issued amount to £50,654o<XlO and the 
total issued not" covered" by gold is £18,450,000. The 
issue of notes is subject to certain interesting administrative 
regulations and also to certain legislative provisions, which 
latter it is essential to understand. 

F,om tke administ,ati'De point of 'Die.", tke issue of notes is 
subjected to tke follofDing f'egulations:-

Every note issued' is entered in the registers of the issue 
department with its proper number and date, and these 
registers are duly made up at the end of each day, when the 
notes remaining over are returned to the cashier, whose 
accounts must thus show the number of notes issued in the 
course of the year. 

At the Bank of England the notes cashed by the issue 
department are never returned into circulatioll--4l practice 
contrary to that adopted by most European banks. Such 
notes are first cancelled and then. after they have been 
submitted to the test of a special system of book-keeping, 
they are put away in the strong boxes, where they remain 
for seven years before being destroyed.' 

The number of notes cashed each day varies roughly from 
25,000 to 60,000. It has been calculated that the average 
time during which each note stays in circulation is 70 days 
for £5 notes, SS days for £10 notes, 27 days for £20, £50. 
and £100 notes, 9 days for £200, £300, and £500 notes, 
and 7 days only for £1,000 notes. 

From the legislati'De point of 'IIierrI: 
The notes aYe bound to be isslled agai1tst gold, except thai 

notes to a certain fixed amount are issued against securities 
of which the greater part represent the Government debt to 
the Bank. 

According to the Act of l&u the .. uncovered" issue 
amounted to 14 millions, of which 1 I millions represented 
the Government debt. How has this amount come to be 

• Willi nganI to tbe JIftPIII'8lioa of tbe Bank -.. _ Hanby (,III 
edition). p. 106. and • _ ia....-inc I«ture by M,. HMry Bradbury 0-
1M Suvnly"" "-1'"- '" _ Notu: _ aIoo ... curiooi". 
Barlow. 0. • _ '" ...,_ Nok. of whklI • -..a>arJ io em.. by 
1.0 ...... H"'-7 '" BaaJ.",£ pp. loW-ISO-

• NoB. p. -t6-
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increased Io £18,450,000? This increase is due to the 
loss of rights of issue possessed by country banks, of which 
rights, it will be remembered, the Bank of England inherits 
two-thirds. 

The Act of 1844 recognised I 

107 Private Banko with. rlChl of IIOUI amounting to 15,153.4'7 
7' Joinl Stock Banko ••• ." ••• ••• ••• 3.478.'30 

18.6]1,647 

In January, 19o1, the position was as follows I_" 

3S Private Banko ••• 
"7 Joint Stock Banb ••• 

~..a_I..... Ad ... 1_ 
l •. lIo.s88 1344.760 

1,54'0735 SaS,oop 

Tlie reduction in the rights of issue possessed by tlie 
Country banks was one of the objects of the law of 1844 and 
this object has evidently been attained most successfully.' 
Moreover, the notes of the country banks are not legal 
tender and hence the bankers shrink from the risks involved 
in the issue of notes payable to bearer at sight and keep 
well within the legal limit. It is on this account that their 
actual issues are so much below their authorised issues. 

, .wc,c . • riI.. auppl.nteAt, VoL I., po Ill-
• Tho IoIIo::!"Cble '""" tho 0-.... ., 1_ .,I'<-u. (Vol. XIV., 

'8.ns:':..nE::'I~·' ~:':~.!.. a::: ~~ .:,;~~:: 
_Ii .. me-.. , If_.. A·_of I ........ 

,855 ................................................ 47f. .... 
IRba .. un.nnu.unuun ......................... 175.000 
.1106 _ .............................................. 3so.-
1881 ............. ~ .................... n ........... 7SOo0a0 
'1187 ................................................ 4so.-
18Qo ......... _ ....................................... • 50.000 
..................................................... 3SOo-
19ao .................................................. '75.-
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\Ve must now consider the amount of the issues from 
another and a very important point of view. 

The note issue in England is smaller than in the other 
great European countries, but notwithstanding this it 
,would be quite wrong to suppose that the whole of this issue 
passes into circulation; the greater part of it is kept at the 
Bank as "reserve." For the last ten years the value of the 
notes in circulation has been less than the value of the gold 
in the issue department. 

Thus on September 16, 1903, out of £50.654.500 of notes 
issued, £22,011,1/0 were in the banking department, which 
reduces the total of notes in circulation to £28.643 •. 390. 
against which a gold reserve of £32.204.500 was held. Thus 
we get a curious application of Vico's theory on spiral 
progression and are carried back to the banking systems 
at the end of the Renaissance; bank notes, in fact. have once 
more become certificates of deposit. but resting on better 
security than did the original ones. 

And more even than this. a considerable portion of the 
28 millions, i.e •• more than 4 millions: is not actually in cir
culation. but locked up in safes. and forms the reserve of 
banks and bankers. 

I Before .8q] the yalue of the circulation eueeded that of the metallic 
reserve; since then it may be Rft] from the foIloW'ing figur~, taRn from a 
.....,t paper by Mr. Jack500 (fable I.), tbaa the _ite .......... the.,..... 

YIt41'.. Jlrl4lli& Resene. C;rctd4li(nt. 
£ £ 

.8q3 ...................... 6·425 ..................... 's-8s8 
1894 ..... :-............... 3-4.414 ..................... .3S.m 
r8qs ..................... .]8.951 ..................... 2S·S. S 
.&rP ..................... 44-3'9 ..................... 2'6·4i4 
.8qj ..................... 35·55' .................. ,.. :J7.I4}8 
.8q8 ..................... 33·56-; ..................... .., . ..,s 
'1199 ..................... J2." ...................... ..,.11;-8 
._ ..................... 33·J2' ..................... 29·391> 
'901 ..............••••.•• 35-8JI ..................... zq·5sq 
'902 ..................... 3S·6H ..................... 29·404 

Thus fDr rhe lasI ted yean the proportiort of lhe metallic re~e to the
cireulatioa hu beHI 128 per U'O,~ : it ... as only 9' per ernt. for cht- tM pre«d
ing yean. during "iricb the- avtTage mdal1ic reset'Te "'aIi £u.59j..OOO. M 

COlopand .-ith a Circulation 01 £24.88f.ouJ. 
I Attording to \\"i1fndo Parl!tO. 
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fhe question then arises, how, with a paper circulation of 
28 millions' (of which, we repeat, at most 24 millions are 
actually in the hands of the public), and a metallic currency 
much scantier than that of France, I England is able to carry 
on more transactions than the latter country? The explana
tion of this must be sought in the fact that in England 
n()t~s and coin are merely a subsidiary means of making 
payml'nts. The latter are made through bills and, above 
all, through cheques, thanks to that admirable institution 
known as the Clearing House. 

The Clearing Hou~e system is familiar to all who have 
an interest, however slight, in banking transactions, and a 
study of this institution would be misplaced here. We may 
('ontent ourselves with saying that it developed rapidly in 
London' and that payments made there in paper and coined 
money have very quickly been reduced to a mere fraction of 
the whole. 

Thus in 1864 and 1881 payments were made in London in 
the following proportions :-' 

,16,. 681,. 
Col" .6 ·708 
1'1- a.6 a·OJ9 
Ch"lu.·;."nd Biii. ,r... 97·'" .- , .... 

anil sinc-e t1i~n the change of method has been still more 
noticeable. 

, About 'fOD million francs; the a'ftt'age paper dh:ulalion in F ranee 
dW'lnc th. last m. yean h .. bem 1.~MO.OOO r...-s, and. in Grennan, 
'-l&toloCMIOO francs (illft JM'klOD, Table I.). 

• Accordi •• to N. Loro,..lIeeuli .... Vol. III .• p. 609. tile English ..- of 
..... 01 it ha"lIj, ""uoI to 40 per ...... 01 tile FRftCb: I. Is £'3" __ 
4.aqo.~ooo rann.). of which 110 miliioM .... in lOki a ... .c .. ,600.000 in 
aUvw, .1 compal"C'd to • ... ~ ItOck of about £310.000,000 (8.000 miUioa 
of fT&l\cs).. of which 180 m.illions ..... in cold. and. 140 lIlilliions in silvw. 

• AI .... , U IISS. accordi.., .. eo.lftI\e-Soneuil ~ 336), _ 01 a 
miUioa pounds. the n~ of payment wen in the foUo_U'C proportioas ;-

8m, ••..••••....••••.•.....••.••.•........•..•••.•••• £4U.1j48 
Choq ... at sieht •...••..•.......••....••.•....••• 5.0. ..... 
Ban.. -... •...•...........••.....•.•...•.•..•.••••• 45."," 
CGio and footol o..krs ..................... _. _,.., 

£1,000._ 
• ......... 11. T •• -ftiriow., ., -. toNll .. _ .... 0' ____ • 

., .014. ill tile ~f"_ I-I. Vol. 11 .• p. SJS. 
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In the country the development has been slower, bui still 
sufficiently marked; thus in the case of Manchester, Mr. 
Pownall' gives the following figures for the cash payments 
(coin and notes). They formed: 

la .859 about 53 per ...... cllbo 1IOtaI_. 
"J8b." 4J ,. 
•• 1871 ,. 3:1 " 
.1881" 20 " 

The transactions of the Manchester Clearing House have 
increased from a total of 72 millions in 1873 to a total of 163 
millions in 18<)1. 

The movement may be more vividly realised from the 
following' de.taiJ: the number of impressed stamps, which 
are principally used for cheques, was 13 millions in 1857, ill 
.8<)1 it was more than 152 millions. <. 

And since 18<)1 the employment of cheques in the country 
has increased more and more. In the ten years from .8<)2-
'902, the deposits at country banks have risen from 184 
millions to 3341 millions, that is an increase of 8'1 per cent., 
and this increase is due to the increase in the branches 
established by the country banks. These were 1,271 in 18<)2, 
as compared with 2,578 in 1902.· 

(b)-Merits Gnd Demnits of ,he English System of Note 
Issue." 

Leaving on one side the question whether the tendency of 
the country banks of issue to disappear should Dot be 
resisted,' and, G fortio-ri, also the question whether it would 
not be better to return to freedom of issue and the system 
existing before 1!44. it may be asked, to refer only to the 
Bank of England, ."ha, jfUlgmen' mvn be t~01W1<nced on 
'he 07ganisatiors of ,he issue depanment? 

I Loe.. m. 
• See J-' p. ,. 
• "'"e give only aD outline of the IDdta' lien. It wiD 1M! ~ ;. ... 

detail ill tbe ... dtapt..- 01 dUo ....-. 
• This io tbe opin;"" 01 JL '--Saul;"" (VoL ilL. pp. 59S ud 606). 

_01_---
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From a theoretical point of view it can only be con
demned. The amount of the "uncovered" issue was fixed 
~.at 14 millions in 1844 because the Government debt and the 
public securities held by the Bank amounted to that sum I 
A curious method of determining the amount of the paper 
currency I If the Government debt had been twice this 
amount, would the uncovered circulation have been 
doubled? or, forsooth, if the debt had not existed, would 
there have been no issues except those covered by gold? 

Moreover, a Government debt and particularly a perma
nent debt, cannot afford a guarantee or a basis for the issue 
lof notes. If every Government debt could be used to create 
an equivlllent sum of money, the conclusion would inevit
lably follow "that the way to create money is for a govern
ment to borrow it," and we should have far outdistanced 
all the Laws and Chamberlains in creation. 

To this it may be replied, from a practical standpoint, that 
however unfortunate these mistakes may be, they are not 
dangerous on a small scale and that in the present instance 
the total uncovered issue was not fixed at 14 millions solely 
because this was the amount of the Government debt, but 
also because the requirements. of the English public had 
been estimated at this figure. 

This answer, however, only suggests another and more 
serious criticism of the existing system. If we grant that the 
needs of society were limited to 14 millions in 1844, we are 
led to inquire why this limit has bcen preserved intact when 
the needs of society and, abo\"e aU, the actual population, 
have increased so greatly? 

It is difficult to find an answer to this criticism, all the 
more because the principle of a fixed issue is in itself open 
to attack, for as has already been pointed out,' at certain 
times a larger issue is justified, whilst at others the limit l bed ,,·ould itself be too high.' 

, Seo _1al1J C .. ..-. .~ _ Ioc. at .• pp. 317-3'8. 
, In Holland .an "_ baa ............ to • ...w die d __ of • 

Iud ...... bJ IMYin,dIe amount oflhe ....-.a ............ to lao .... _ 
__ to Ii .... bJ"'''' _.-~ po 4911-
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For all these reasons the attempt has been made to dis
~ cover a sy~tem which combines the currency principle with 
I a greater degree of elasticity. Such a system has been 

adopted by the German Empire and we must therefore con
sider how the German plnn differs from the English. 

Comparison between the Note Issue in England and 
in Germany. The law of 1875, which created the Imperial 
Bank, and the more recent law of 1899, subjected the issue 
of ba,lk notes in Germany to the following rules: 

The amount of the uncovered circulation, as in the case 
of England, is fixed beforehand-it is at present 
£22,500,000.' Out of this total only £4,438,550 is contri
buted by banks of issue other than the Imperial Bank. 

Moreover the law of 1875, like the English law of 1844, 
tends towards centralisation, and both aim at the suppres
sion of the plural system of issue. 

The banks of issue in Germany, apart from the Imperial 
Bank, originally numbered 33, but are now reduced to 6,' 
and their position has been made so much worse by the Inw 
of 1899' that it is a question whether these banks and in 
particular the Bank of Frankfurt, will not choose to give up 
their rights of issue. 

So far the two systems, the English and the German, 
only show points of resemblance; the great distinction from 
the point of view of the note issue' is that the Imperial Bank 
may e>oceed the limit fixed for uncovered issues by paying 
a "'-" of 5 per cent. Since this tax is added to the rate of 

I Bef()f"le '899 the amount bad been lint £1%.500,000 and .hm 
£'4,8 ..... 50· 

~ The Banb: of Frankfurt, of Sas.onY. of SaYaria. of \\'urtemburg. uf 
Baden and of Southern Germany • 

• In order to protect the rearve of the Jlrichsbank. the taw of .899 fOf'~ 
bids Olher hanks of issue- (., to diswunt below the rate of the Rt'idtsbank 
,-hen this rate is 4 per CHIt. or higher. b) to discount more than 1 per' ceftI, 
below the rate of the Rcichsbank io other caleS . 

• There are man,. od~ ditJ{~ be1:wem 1M two banb; for iJutance. 
the metallie reRTVe of lhe Bank of Germany mud equal at It.... ~bird 
of me. amount of DOlt'S in circulation ... bile the remaining two-fbii'd. m...c: 
consist of biJls of eadr.mge ftOt baYing rDOft' than ~ moot'" to run: 
again, the G.nnan aysJ.... has a b;gbly..teYdoped fiocaJ ,;de, which would 
probably be objrttioaable 10 Englisb ;deaf and .. hich bu boom mad< ... 0 
IDOI"e prominent by the Ia .. of .8tJ9. But we are nor eoncrmoed with all 
rbis. for a rompardon bdwem lhe Bank of Englaod and the Giber EUI'opraa 
banks does not fall .·ilhia (JIW" proviDer. 
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discount, which would be already high in times of crisis, 
there is no danger that the Bank will use its power rashly 
and thus indirectly encourage speculation.' 

SECTION II. 

THE: BANKING DEPARTMENT. 

The banking department is a bank like other banks with 
this difference, that it is obliged to publish a weekly return, 
of its transactions. .. 

This balance sheet, like that of other banks, shows 
liabilities and assets. The examination of these in turn 
will occupy the two parts of our second section. 

The liabilities faU under five heads: (I) Proprietors' 
Capital; (2) Rest; (3) Public Deposits; (4) Other Deposits; 
(5) Seven-day and other bills. 

The assets fllll under four heads only: (I) Government 
Se<'urities; (2) Other Securities; (3) Notes; (4) Gold and 
Silver Coin. 

PART I. 

THE: LIABILITIES OF THE BANKING DEPARTMENT. 

Nos. I and •. -p.,~rielMs· Capital .Ild Res'. 
The capital of the Bank of England is £14,553,000; it 

is larger than that of the Bank of France or that of the Bank 
of Germany, although the latter has lately (1899) been in
creased by one-half and raised from 6 to 9 millions. But 
-and this distinguishes it from other systems.-the capital 
of the Bank is all sunk in Government debt and bence 
constitutes a guara~tee capital. 

Tbe rest or reserve -fGlld was only formed, as we bave' 
~n, in 17u. The directors have agreed never to let this 
fund fnll ~Io" 3 millions and on September 16, 1903, it 
was £3,753,86g. 

The principal object of tbe capital is to afford security to 

• Tho &nit 01 GonauIy hu __ ft<ftttI) ...... __ 01 ....... 
I .. __ .. ., ....... whlda _ ....... 01 ~eao.- ia leg,. See 
&aQC.. BrU •• &ec~ cU ..... 117. 

w 
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thOe deposiiors and t1ieSe enjoy complete safety at the Banle 
of England. The capital, combined with the fest, repre. 
sents nearly 40 percent. of the total deposits and more than 
4S per cent. of the private deposits.' But the magnitude of 
the capital has its disadvantages, since, according to Clare,' 
its earnings, in spite of the fact that the total profits are It 
millions, only amount _to 10 per cent., i.e., a dividend of 
£2 18s. on shares at £342. The other important English 
and Scotch banks pay dividends varying from 3t to 41 per 
cent. • 

No. J.-Public Deposits." 

These form the largest account in the Bank's books and 
.. the largest probably that any bank has ever possessed ... • 
The daily receipts from the Customs and Excise are paid in 
at the branches of the Bank of England, and, moreover, 
the payments made by the Treasury for the Army, Navy 
and Civil Service, are effected by. cheques on the Bank; the 
latter also undertakes the administration of the Public Debt, 
but for this it receives a special payment.' 

The balance Iiept by the Treasury at the Bank amounts 
on an average to about J mi11ions. In addition to this sum, 
the Public Deposits include the balances credited to the 
Secretary of State for India and to the National Debt Com
missioners. At the beginning of the year the Public 
Deposits shrink on account of the dividends paid on the 
National Debt, but from the middle of January until the 
end of March the sums paid in exceed by 6 or 7 millions 
those paid out. This is due to the facrthat the greater part 
of the direct taxes (income tax, house- duty and land tax) 
are collected during the first quarter, At the same time the 

• • • TIle -. of !he total dq>ooiu for !be last tea yean ito £.s.6.o,DOO. 
and !be -. of !be priYaIe depooi .. £J9.4Ib,DOO.-See Jac ........ T.bIe I. 

• See Clare. P. '5. and Kall ..... idt. P. J64. For..-..ytbing maw., 10 
die liaMities of !be bankiIIg departmeal, we ban _ Clare and bio ....... 
mmtatol' invaluable.. 

• CI.aft. pp. 2S4. 
• The .- ....... of drio _nt baa _ from £5"3',DOO ia 'Il« 

10 £9.385,DOO ia .goo.-P.Igra .... P. 'J. 
• See beIo ... Appeadis, !be _ opeciaIly ...- 10 "'ito ~. 
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payments made by the Government are deferred till the end 
of March, which marks the close of the financial year. 
During the first days of April the Public Deposits fall again 
by about 4 millions and the balance returns to what it was 
in January.' -The result of this payment of taxes is an 
appreciable decrease in the circulation of notes and coin, 
amounting to 3 millions for gold and It millions for notes. 
The reserve of the Bank reaches its maximum at the end of 
March. 

The transfer to the Bank of'\. considerable sum, drawn 
mainly from the resources of the joint-stock and private 
banks, narrows the margin between the official rate of dis
('ount and the market rate. The difference between the two 
is sometimes reduced from £1 3S. per cent. to lOS. 
per cent. This is the time when the Bank discounts least. 
After some unimportant fluctuations, the Public Deposits 
rl'ach their minimum about November. Preparation then 
has to be made for the payments falling due in January 
and if the Exchequer has but a small balance, advances are 
made to it on bills' which it repays out of the January 
revenues. 

No. 4.-O'laer Deposits.' 
The BlUlk's liabilities to private individuals, which fall 

under this head. correspond closely enough to the current 
at'COunts of other banks. 

The balance oi the sums standing to the credit of the 
Bank's customers senoes as a kind of measure of the supply 
of available capital.·- If the total rises aboVe the average 
thl're is an I'xcess elf such capital and vice versa. 

The Bank of England is in fact the banL.-ers' bank, the 
central reservoir ·,.,hich .antains not only the balances of,. 

• For the ftuctuatiaa. ill the pubic 4q>osita a .... a... .. of EacIaad .. 
Cl.,... Table III . 

• 1... bills u&d to be known as dfo.fk.ieDcJ buts. but: haw: sift('t! berea 
ropla«d by dd\c~ ~ s... in the Appondiz ... the R.b.ions 
bot ....... the Bank of I>nCland and lite Trouury. lite -=t .... cIoaIiDC .. ;th the 

ftOO:iC':'Pr. 08-l" The total of _ pri ...... ~4q>osita hao __ 
£8._ .... in '8« to .6 .... 6aa ..... ia ,_ (Paten-ft. P. u), ... ~ _ ma-
01 SOl per .... .. 
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the great merchants and the big limited companies, but also 
those of numerous country banks and of all the London 
bankers belonging to the Clearing House. Each of the 18 
clearing banks has an account at the Bank and differences 
are paid by means of transfers in its books. These transfers 
sometimes amount on Settlement days to a total of SO 
millions. 

Besides this, the London bankers keep at the Bank the 
reserves which they hold in case of emergency. "The 
Bank has there/ore the res,onsibility 0/ looking afur 'lllha' 

, is f'eally the ultimau banking reseT'Ue of the 'IIIhol. 
! country,'" and should difficulties arise it is to it that appeal 
will be made. This state of things necessarily carries with it 
serious dangers: 

Up to 1877 the Bank specified in its Returns what propor
tion of the deposits belonged to bankers. At this date 
there was a balance of 13 millions credited to customers who 
were not bankers, and one of £9,500,000 to bankers.' One 
of the most desirable reforms in the Bank's administration 
is the resumption of this statement: 

In normal times the total of the private deposits fluctuates 
regularly enough,' but during a crisis it has been frequently 
observed that this total increases appreciably. This is partly 
because the banks feel it necessary to strengthen their 
reserves and partly because the public are eager to be rid of 
all doubtful investments and to entrust their money to the 
institution which they believe, and not without reason, to 
be the safest in the world, i.e .. to the Bank of England. 

One other ~int remains to be considered witb reference 
to the current account of the bankers: 

'Vhen there is a drain of gold, which"D'!rmaJly occurs in 
,.the autumn, the only defem:e whidl the Bank can make is " 
to raise the discount rate so as to attract tapital to England. 
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Foreign bankers are thus induced to buy bills on London, 
a proceeding which reacts on the exchanges. 

The success of this policy depends on the support given 
to the Bank of England by the outside market. If the latter 
is well supplied, it will not follow the Bank's lead; hence it 
is possible to judge from the state of the current accounts 
whether this policy will be successful or not. 

The Bank has also an indirect method of clearing the 
market of its surplus capital: it&sells Consols for" money," 
and buys them back for the " account." The purchasers 
pay in cheques on their bankers and the balance to the credit 
of the latter is decreased. 

It has been suggested, says M. Rafralovicb, tbat the Bank 
sbould secure command of the situation by paying interest 
on deposits. Since a large proportion of the money 
deposited witb private banks is placed tbere for security, 
there is no doubt that in view of the prestige of the Bank 
of En/otland, a very low rate of Interest would serve to attract 
considerable sums and when once it had adopted this 
policy, a slight increase in the rate paid would be sufficient 
to deplete the market. There are, however, very serious 
objections to this course; for one thing it would be contrary 
to the Bank's traditional policy, which is to sacrifice profit 
to absolute security; and besides, by entering into competi
tion with other bankers, the central institution would 
certainly incur enmity and it would lose the profit wbich it 
makes from the balanoes of the current accounts on which 
no interest is paid_ Finally by increasing. the total of its 
deposits, the Bank would find it difficult to maintain the 
proportion bet~D..its reserve and its liabilities, which is 
now So per cent.' _ 

The liabiliti;s cf the~nking department conclude will 
the heading No. S, Sttvn-4GY n4 otAn bills, as regards 
which no comtnent is needed • 

• TIle .-.,. lor .... _ toll ,..,.: from .880 .... 1IoJ> .... __ _ 
.... If 40 ......... t. ne muItn_ ..... -- In '1194. - .... ~ _ 63 ......... t.; ___ .... -, ..... _ ... _. dedi-. Soo J-. Table •• 
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PART II. 

THE ASSETS OF THE BANKING DEPARnlENT. 

We have said that the assets of the banking department 
fall under four heads: 

(I) Government Securities; (2) Other Securities; (J) 
Notes; (4) Gold and Silver Coin. 

In actual fact, however, the first two groups, Government 
securities and other securities, represent the Bank's invest
ments, while the two last gJlOUPS, notes and gold and silver 
coin, fonn the stock of money best known as the ,ese,'Ve. 
Hence instead of discussing each group separately, it will 
be convenient to combine them under two heads, which will 
supply matter for the following chapters. 

Ckapte,l. The investments of the Bank. The Bank of 
England and the rate of discount. 

Ckapte,l1. The reserve. 



CHAPTER I. 

THE INVESTMENTS OF THE BANK. 

THE BANK OF ENGLAND AND THE DISCOUNT 
RATE • 

• a) GOVf!'rnment Securities. 1heir natute; (b) Other Securities. Hankey's 
thoory •• 10 the proper nature of these. Uncertainty as to their actual 
character. ... 

fbe average Bank Rate. Its ftuctuation.. AVPI'age sinet' 1844 and variations. 
Pll'riodic fluctuations. The Autumna' OrlliA. Thp. Bank Rate and the 
Ptt.rkll't Rate. The Sanlc Rate before 1844- Competition between the 
Bank and the market bet~n t8.t4 and 1878. Since 1878 the Bank Rate 
in London ha. alwa)'s been nbove the Market Rate. Position different 
in the Province-I. Fnoquent ftuctuations in the Bank Rate. Comparison 
with the chief Europrlln Banks. Bad efl'~t of the fluctuations in the 
di~count rate upon trade. Explanation of the fluctuations of the English 
Btlnk Rate. Spf'C'ial characler of the London Market. Artifici.l char
acter 01 the Al" of 18+f. Lack of fluiclilJ in the securiliN held by the 
Bank Df England 

(a)-GovERIOIENT SECURITIES. 

THE Government securities are those securities which yield 
an income guaranteed by the State (Consols, Treasury bills, 
etc.). Little importance is attached to variations in the 
amount of the Government securities. At the end of the 
quarter the total increases because the Government borrows 
on the St"Curity of bills, which it redeems in the course of a 
few weeks. 

'Vhen the Bank does not renew the Treasurv bills whim 
il holds the result is a tightness on the money market. 

(b)-OTRER SECURITIES. 

Thomas Hankey. at one time Governor of the Bank of 
England, in ~is book,on Tile Priltcipills of Bartking,' dis
cusses the nature of th~ secunties which ought to be heM 
by a bank. He distinguishes short loans and bills of ex
change, whi<;/l are based on commercial transactions, and 

• p. .6, of.... Hank<1 .... dlrector of "'" Bank of EagIaftd lor ...... 
than 6ft}' !"an; "'" lull ritle of bis book is. TIW I'riari~ ., _,. do 
(,hi • .., _~ It .... .., .... ,~ B .... lU .. ... "-, .... ,,-_ of ... 
JI ... 01 1t..,1a1JL .ot editioa, .1lc>7; .dI ediliGa: ....- by c. Wigram •• 887. 
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are readily and naturally converted into money, from other 
securities, such as mortgages, and business securities of a 
similar character, which, although they offer suitable open
ings for an investor, are not the kind of securities which a 
bank should hold, because they cannot be easily realised. 

The Bink of England follows Hankey's advice closely 
enough. Its securities consist of Indian stock, railway 
debenture stock, discounted commercial bills, and advances 
on security. 

We can only speak on supposition, however, for since 
1875 the details of the Bank's investments have not been 
published. Before this date a return was supplied to Parlia
ment, which distinguished the discounts, the loans, and the 
other assets. The discontinuance of this return is much to 
be regretted. 

Moreover, tlie disCounts have deCreased considerably 
owing to the competition of the outside market. Paper is 
only brought to the Bank under exceptional circumstances, 
when the market is ilI-supplied with money and it is feared 
that the official rate may be raised. 

Even before 1875, however, the cotal of (he bills dis
counted was exceedingly variable;1 it was very high when 
the market was stringent, as in 1836, 1847, 1857, and from 
1864-1867, it sank very low when the pressure was removed." 

Since this very difficult question of the Bank of England 
and the discount rate has been touched upon, it will be advis
able to study it fully once for all, and, indeed, the matter is 
as much and perhaps more in place here than elsewhere. 

THE BANK OF ElfGLA!oID AND THE DISCOUNT RATE. 

This important question- can be besc discussed undeJ 
three heads, viz. :-1., The average rate of the Bank of 
England and its periodical 8uctuations: II., A comparison .. . ... 

• Compue PaIgra .... po ... 
• Thus _ bills ........ up ....... thaD ball (s6 per __ ) aI .... 

_ties beld by .... _ ia .141 ..... ...." .... 46 per -- ia '8$1 ..... 
... ..... ceaL frum .86t to .866. ..... ...." 0I1Iy ....... up >II ..... ceaL aI .... 
...... _ties ill ........... aa1,. "3 ,... _L ia .&75-

• The ~ dH6cllit ~ of .... EngIi. _ rate ....- be euminaI 
_ • p-dimin2ry _,. of Mr. Patgraoe· ........ book, S'" R.u -
.... IIfMq II .. ".,. ('903). Mr. Palgraoe ball __ DO ... _ tint 
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between the Bank rate and the market rate. III., A com
parison between the discount rates of the Bank of England 
and those of the Banks of France and Germany. The great 
lIuctuations in the Bank of England rate; the results and 
the explanation of this phenomenon. 

I.-TA. AtlI1l1ge DiscoKnt Rate 0/ tli. Banll'of Englanii.
Its Pmodical FIKctKGtions.-TA, AKtKmnal Drain. 

The average rate of the Bank is telatively low in com
parison with the usual rates of the Continental banks; it 
exceeds that of the Bank of France only.' 

It has been pointed out that the rate, after displaying a 
tendency to increase between 1854 and I866L has shown a 
constant tendency to fall since this period. 

The period 1844-1900, if divided into six groups, ~O[l'e
sponds to the following average rates :_" 

It'I4S'S4 
"Ss-04 
·IoS'74 
1875'" 
11115"94 
'ilts",.. 

£ .. I. 
I • S 
• I. , 
3 16 I 
3 3 II 
S 3 • 
S • .. 

., TA, CltI"Clf' tor aA, .,Iaol. tenotl 1845-1900 is ~3 I2S," 
The rate of discount is subject to periodical Ructuations 

In the course of each year; it is generally bigber in the 
winter balf as compared with the summer balf. In autumn 
and early winter money is needed to meet tbe expenses of 
tbe borne barvest, the cost of bolidays and travelling. and, 
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above all, for the imports of corn and cotton. These causes 
combined with others' produce a phenomenon also observed 
in several other countries and known in England as the 
Autumnal Dyain." This withdrawal of money is important. 
Clare' calculates that the average rate of discount is 1 l. 
per cent: higher from October to March than from April to 
September. 

II~The Bank Rate and the Mayket Rate. 

The Bank's policy as regards its discount rate has varied 
considerably. For a long time, indeed almost up to 1844, 
the Bank kept its rate fixed at (rom 4 to 5 per cent. \\Then 
the market rate was high the Bank discounted, but when it 
was low-and it was sometimes from It to 2 per cent. lower 
than the Bank rate-the Bank of necessity ceased to dis
count, since no one wa"l stupid enough to apply to it. 

After 1844 the Bank began to compete with the other 
banks of discount, sometimes leading and sometimes follow
ing the market. Then by degrees its discounl~, which had 
been very considerable: declined, and in 1878 it even made 
an official statement to the effect that it did not feel bound 
to keep to the published minimum rate. 

As a matter of fact, from 1872 until the present time, the 
market rate has always been less than the Bank rate. 
Between 1845 and 1872, on the contrary, there were ten years 
during which it was higher." It should be observed that in 
the provinces the current rate is sometimes higher than the 

,.,Bank rate and, strange to say, this causes discontent 

, In particular the periodic: inaease in the paper rutJ'axy in Scotland,. 
whim caWW!1J an immediate demand for gold from the Bank 01 £nglaod. For 
further detaill 00 this point tee.. Palgrave, pp.. J07~' 10. 

S For the AtdlmlllGl Dr ... tee Stanley Jevonty lrt:1uligtJtUml ifJ C",,~,.c., 
tuuI Fift4llu. pp. JCJo..I9]. Thil chapter iJJ Jevon.' poWwu~ work had 
appeand ia June, .866. in lbe J-mGl of lhe 514'"'",,, So, .. ". The 
pbmomenon had .,...iousIy ...... pam .... out .nd deocribed ..,. Mr. William 
Langtua brfore the Manchester Statistical Society. ·O,.a, .. p~ 

• See the ... hoIe of the Inquiry 01.8,.& Mr. J- Morris ... i ...... red !hat 
the discounte of the Bank at this date were oae half of the IOlaI cI.icounb . 

• For detai .. ..., lbe table gi .... ..,. P.ler .... p. 33· 
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among the local bankers who have their deposits at the 
Bank and who complain that the latter is using their own 
capital as a means of competing with thelll> 

III.-Frequent Fluctuations in the English Bank Rate; 
Comparison with other European Banks in this respect. 
Effects and Explanation of this Phenomenon. 

(a) The most noticeable feature about the Bank of England 
rate is its lack of stability and this is yet more remarkable 
when we compare it in this respect with the rates of the 
Banks of France and of Germany. 

To take the period from 1875-19001 alone i during this 
interval the English Bank rate was altered 167 times, whilst 
only !4 changes are recorded in the German rate and only 
25 in that of the Bank of France.' 

Thus the average duration of the same rate is 365 days 
for the Bank of France, 108 days for the Bank of Germany 
and S4 days for the Bank of England. 

If instead of taking averages the movements of the rate 
are examined year by year, it is found that between 1/44 
and 19oo, i.B., during 57 years, there are only two years 
(1851 and 1897) during which the English Bank rate was 
unaltered, as compared with nine in the case of Germany 
and twenty in the case of France.' ' 

\\"hat is still more serious is that the fluctuations in the 
English Bank rate are not only very frequent, but are also 
very great. The Bank of England is the only bank at which 

• Pall. Lou .... ~ia E-
o The di_t "'''' .t"the Banlt of F", ... _ only a1teftd ... timeo 

d.urlng the whele of the '9th ~tury • ., that ill .s ,an the Englisb nte 

~:"::~uft!:~.~G4~n~:.!n~i:n4 r;:' thefour Bank~ E.:".!t 
made ~oo than«" in lts n.." the Bank of Gfomy.ny 101. the Bani&: of ~Igium 
("tabhshf'd in ISSI) 17~'. the BlInk of Holland '43 and. the Bank of France 

b~IMr~ ~':~it!·::":rl7~3~':'~~~~ . .r! di~~~s:a .Ji: 
c:otdingly compl~ and haU l llw, braia iD -&t .. and relate to die 'we bub 
of .n just uwntioMd . 

• , Pal,...~. P. "1. Table 43. ,",it. Table is '~t ia ... points 
with Tab. 39. ct\"ltll by the same author. 
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the range of fluctuation during the same year has on three 
occasions amounted to 51, 6 and 61 per cent.' 

Nowhere else, IIXcept on one occasion in Germany, have 
the f1Jctuations during a single year reached .. and S per 
cent., as a rule they have not been more than 1 or a per 
cent. • 

(b) What are the ,esults of this fact? These constant and 
large fluctuations have very injurious effects on trade.' 
This may be better understood by considering the great 
advantages of a moderate and a relatively stable rate. 

With respect to the moderation of the rate in the first 
place, anyone who discounts paper at a bank, that is in 
fact, every trader, naturally wishes to borrow at as low 
a rate as possible, since otherwise he cannot as a rule 
find such a use for the capital lent him as will repay him 
for the expenses of the transaction and one of the main 
objects of the banking system will have disappeared. 

With respect to the stability of the rate, it may be said 
that a certain fixity is an essential. This enables the trader 
to reckon beforeband, at 1east approximately, the amounts 
that he will have to pay his banker; the stability is thus a 
guarantee of the safety of his transactions. 

The English commercial world does not enjoy these 
advantages and guarantees4 to the extent which it has a right 
to expect. It remains to discover the explanation of this 
fact. 

(c) E"l'lllfuJtion of tke Fluctwions i. the Bad Rate 01 
Disco .. rat. These fluctuations are due to several causes. 
\Ve shall deal first with those about which everyone is 

. agreed and then pass on to those which are only partially 
accepted. 
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I.-Th. PeculiaT ChaTacteT of the London MarTeet. 

The London market is distinguished from the other 
European markets by its importance. N&rly al\ th, trade
of the world is connected with London, and it has justly 
been said that London is the II clearing house for the 
international exchanges.'" Unfortunately, this privileged 
position has its disadvantages i it subjects the London 
market to the risks of sudden and large demands. 

The London market is also distinguished from the other 
European markets by the fact, to which, indeed, much 
of its importance is due: that Londo" is til. only 
f?" marTe.t for gold in the .,orld. In France the Bank 
charges a premium, varying from 21 to 6 per mille, on 
gold for export purposes; in Germany, according to the 
witty remark of Mr. F. H. Jackson,' there exists the equally 
formidable deterrent of the Im~nial dis~I'asu". In Eng
land there is nothing of this kind, the trade in gold is 
absolutely free; pet'haps it is this which makes London the 
financial capital of the world, but in return, it leaves only 
one means of resisting a demand for gold,-tltat is an in
crease in the value of the capital lent, or in other words, a 
rise in the rate of discount. England thus subjects herself 
to ftuetuations in the discount rates, but she does it only 
because she finds that the advantages of possessing a. free 
market for gold fully counter-balance the disad'lllntages, 
and at any rate she acts with her eyes open,' 

a.-TM Artificial Nat •• of 1M A" of IB44. 
lIas the system,established by the legislation of 18.t4 any" 

inftut'nce on the discount rate 1 Some have answered this 
in the affirmative. 

~ ~"':"~'R~~ ~~! r.. ... ..:;:..ahI".:.t..lII• Loadaa .... 

• J-•• ~ dI.. po 6-
• _ Foz..uIIlSt"",-.dUo _II •. "'....0 .. __ 

.. rioa, u o.r ....., .. ,.., II .............. we dI .... tAM it ....... 

... H ..... aa.. po ISS-
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Mr. Palgrave,' for instance, observes in the first place 
that the division of the Bank of England into two parts also 
.. divides the r~urces of the Bank artificially into two 
parts" and causes the demand to fall on the smaller of 
them." In England the demands are naturally very large 
and may be sudden. The division into two departments, 
which has the advantage of .. directing immediate attention 
to the amount of free resources which the Bank has at its 
disposal, nevertheless tends to render the amount actually 
available to meet any sudden demand smaller than it would 
be if this artificial arrangement were not followed." 

Moreover, the Bank is obliged by the Act of IS44 to buy 
standard gold to any amount at a fixed price, whether it 
needs it or not, and hence it is forced to replenish its reserves 
at the will of the importers and not at the wish of its 
directors. Hence there is at times a useless accumulation 
of gold, which sometimes leads to a low Bank rate, and 
sometimes, when the accumulations produce a tightness on 
the market, to the opposite result, neither of these move
ments in the rate having any connectWn with the ne<>ds of 
trade." 

3.-Lzck of Fluidity in the Composition of the Securitiel 
• held by the Bank of England. 

Ii has been remarked that the exact nature of the securities 
field by the Bank is not known, but all the evidence goes to 
make it probable that short loans only acquire importance 
under exceptional conditions and that the number of dis-

.• counted bills is very limited. In an ordinary way, indeed. 
the Bank of England does not compete with the other banks 
of discount. It does not discount at the market rate except 
for its own customers and-as this is generally lower than the 
Bank rate (the average difference during the last twenty 
years has been t per cent. per annum), evidently it can bold 
only a very small number of commercial bil1s • 

• Palgraft. pp .• gII. '99-
• PaIgraft. p. 19). 
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On tbe otber band, as Mr. Jackson' points out, apparently 
witb regret tbat things are not tbe same in England, the 
Banks of France and of Germany usuaUy hold a large 
number of bills of exchange. These Banks also are batHtual 
purchasers of commercial securities-tbe Bank of France 
because it is obliged to be so by its constitution; the Bank 
of Germany because it must hold bills to the value of two
thirds of its issues. 

If we examine, as Mr. Palgrave" does, some recent 
balance sheets, we find that the Bank of France held 
securities at Paris and the branches to the value of 
£54,000,000 (1,375,000,000 francs), of which £31,000,000 
was in bills for short periods and £24,000,000 in short loans. 
At the Bank of Germany, out of securities worth 
£64,000,000, nearly £50,000,000 was in bills, £2,100,000 
of these being English paper, while £8,000,000 was in the 
form of short loans. a 

The large quantity of specie held in reserve, combined 
"dth the readily available and fluid character of the 
securities, enables the Continental banks to control the 
market and always to have an easy command of ready 
money. 

The Bank of England cannot secure this control of the 
market except when circumstances force the lalter to apply 
to it for discount, hence if in ordinary times the Bank wishes 
to obtain mOlley quickly, it can only do so by selling Con
sols. • and it does not hold any considerable quantity of 
securities which by maturing rapidly will provide it with 
cash without forcing it to disturb the home market. Con
sequf'ntly the Bank has to determine its discount rate very 
carefully and .must often vary it in order to protect its 
reserve. . 

• .. 6. 
• PI'- ao6 ....t 007· 
• '1"M .~ of bins di«ounteci durin« the last tea J'MI'I was .,. millioas 

(67$ millKlns 01 'ranco) lor F ........ and l5 millKlns lor "'" Bank of Germany. 
"or I .... 'her doll;" 011 tho toea. d_,. of tho Banks 01 F""", _ Ger-
.. ..., .... _ 11lII) _ ''J!OI ..... _ Jackson. T ..... I. 

• And Ihis hu obrious disadvan_ 
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It may be added, and the remark is worth making at ihe 
risk of its appearing irrelevant, that this characteristic 
feature of the Bank of England securities is analogous to 
a chdTacteristic ~hich may be observed in English finance 
as a whole. 

Whilst other countries hold numerous bills of exchange 
on England, and an appreciable number of English 
Treasury bills, the English public, whicb pOSl!esse5 an 
enormous quantity of Continental securities, State loans, 
railway shares. industrial securities, etc.-the English 
public, I repeat, bolds very little foreign commercial paper 
and seems to consider it of small importance. 

No doubt tbe possession of foreign sbares is a good thing, 
it serves at need to pay a debt abroad and thus to avoid a 
drain of Englisb bullion. But it is no leSl! true, on the other 
hand, that supposing a rise in the value of money on the 
European market or some danger of political trouble, a very 
considerable drain of Englisb bullion may be produced 
through the bills of exchange and the Treasury bills wbicb 
are held abroad. Some writers, in particular Mr. Palgrave,' 
think that the situation is made more serious by tbe fact 
tbat the imports increase more rapidly tban the exports and 
that the amount of .. international securities" held in 
England tends to decrease, suggesting that .. the country 
may have been living above its income.'" 

., lis,. 



CHAPTER II. 

THE RESERVE. 

~.ture 0' the ruwYe. What I. meant by the term. The reserve .1 the 
key.tone of Engliah credit. The bank reserve and the reserve of the 
banken. Amount of the reserve. JlJ normal ftuctuatlona. The reserve 
In time of (:ri.ll. Que-.tion whether the suspension of the limit of issue 
WI' foreseen by Peel In 1844. Obtcurity of the debetel in Parliament. 
A letter of Peel. Nr. Lowe', Icheme for reform (1873). 

THE Reserve, as we have said, tonsists almost entirely of 
not~s, which are retained in the banking department, and 
only to a very small extent of gold and silver coin. 

The Reserve forms the essential point, the II vital II point, 
IS Clare calls it, of the Bank Return. II On the mainten
ance of a sufficienf store of actual cash to satisfy the claims 
of depositors depends the very existence of the Bank, for 
the whole of the Deposits ani practically dehts payable in 
gold on demand and the Bank must either fulfil its obliga
tion to repay when called upon, or close its doors. III 

We shall study this delicate subject under five heads:. 
I.-Tho nature of the Reserve • 
•. -In what way is tho Reserve the keystone of all Englisla 

credit? 
3.-The Reserve of thi! Bank and the bankers" feserte. 
4.-The amount of tho Reserve; its 8uctuations. 
5.-The Reserve during a crisis.-Did the author of the 

Act of 18.44 foresee the suspension, at such times, of the 
limit fixed for the uncovered issue? Mr. Lowe's scheme for 
reform. 

1.-1'8. NATt'1UI OP TH1l RESEItVII. 

Mr. Clate's remarks on this subject are exceedingly _n 
iudged and should be read carefully by everyone .... ho 
wishes to obtain a clear understanding of the matter • 

• aa....~ ..... p.*. 
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It is sometimes thought, he observes, 1 .. that the Reserve 
secures the note-holder as wen as the depositor and that an 
export of gold is bad for the country, because it must impair 
the ability of the Bank to cash its notes on presentation." 
This is a misconception. The convertibility of the note has 
nothing to do with the banking department. The Reserve 
is solely a banking reserve. 

This misconception is due to a confusion between .. the 
banking department's cash reserve against deposits," and 
.. the issue department's stock of gold appropriated to the 
service of the note." It may tie connected with the fact that 
the Reserve is commonly spoken of as gold, while in reality 
the principal stock of gold is deposited in the Issue Depart
ment as security for the notes . 

.. It is obvious, too, on examining the Return, that a 
withdrawal of bullion must diminish the stock in the issue 
department." Why should it also affect the cash at the 
banking department? 

This is readily understood if we consider the method used 
to withdraw gold from the Bank • 

.. The usual course is to obtain credit with a London 
banker by discounting bills or selling securities, etc., to 
make use of this credit by asking for Bank of England 
Notes, and to convert the notes into gold at the Issue Depart
ment. The gold, it is true, is actually paid out by the 
Issue Department, but the notes,' which give power to de
mand thaI gold, are bound to come out of the Reserve of the 
Banking Department." This explains why a withdrawal of 
gold may weaken both the stock in the issue department and 
also the Reserve properly so called. 

II...-WHY MAy IT BE SAID THAT .. IF THE RESERVE WERE 
LoST. THE WHOLE ENGLISH NATION WOULD GO 

BANKRUPT?" 
Tlie issue department works automatically in giving out 

gold in exchange for notes. The result of a drain is to . 
weaken the Reserve and hence the position of the Bank. 
The importance of variations in the Reserve depends on the 

• p. 450 d "f-
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'act that in England gold is the only metal which is 
mlimited legal tender; silver is only legal tender for sums 
lot exceeding forty shillings. 

Under ordinary circumstances payments are made by 
:heque, but the very basis of credit is "the principle that 
iebts are payable in gold ... • Yet the liabilities of bankers 
:0 their depositors exceed by hundreds of millions the stock 
)f gold actually in the country and this involves an obvious 
fanger. " 

The total of the deposits, which Mr. Newmarch estimated 
,n 1851 at 250 millions, amounted in 1901 to £888,100.000; 
,t is thus seven or eight times larger than the whole stock 
)f gold in the country.' Besides this, the Bank of England 
Reserve in 1901 was only £24.046.000, i.e •• 2.71 per cent. of 
:he total liabilities of the banks.' This 2.71 per cent. is thus 
kll that the bank~ have to depend upon to meet possible 
femands. 

The terrible responsibility which rests on the Bank of 
England is evident, as is also the manner in which the Bank 
is the keystone of the whole system of English credit. In 
ract, as Mr. Clare remarks, "if the Reserve were lost, This 
'nation of shopkeepers' would have to put its shutters up." 

11l.-TuB RESERVB 0' THE BANK AND THB BANKEks' 
RESERVE. 

In the United States a deposit ba~k is obliged to keep 
15 per cent. of its deposits in cash. In England, on the 
pontrary. the banker is under no restriction whatever, 
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although, as we have seen, the total liabilities of the banks 
exceed the total metallic stock of the country. It is true that 
people sometimes speak of the bankers' reserve. But the 
word is not here used in its exact sense; there is no reference 
here to a special fund set aside for use in emergencies, but 
merely to the till-money, the cash required by the bankets 
for their ordinary business. "The reserve, properly so 
called, of a Provincial Banker consists of readily convertible 
securities, such as Consols, etc., of money payable 'at call' 
,.ith the London brokers, of a credit balance in the books of 
his London Agent, and in some cases of a balance at the 
Bank of England as well. The same is true of the London 
banker. His actual reserve consists, not of a store of cash 
locked up in his strong-room, but of money at call, a balance 
at the Bank, and a bundle of securities.''' 

These reserves are sufficient in ordinary times, but they 
are not coin and the banks have undertaken to pay in coin' 
very large sums. Thus they all depend, directly or 
indirectly, on the Bank of England, and not one of them i. 
prepared to meet an unusual demand oul of his 01M ~,.. 

sOfl.~ces. This state of things is, it cannot be too often 
repeated, very serious, and may some day cause an un
pleasant surprise. 

It may be well to refer at this point, when opportunity 
olIers, to a question "'hich has aroused endless discussion: 
The question of lhe ban1<e~s' deposits at Ike Bank of 
England. 

\Vhat is the value of these deposits? Since 1876 no 
special information on this point has been given in the Bank 
Retums-a most regrettable fact-but we know that in 1786 
they amounted to 1 Ii millions out of a total of 23 millions. 

Mr. Foxwell' notes that between 1844 and 1877 there were 
61 occasions when the Bank Reserve was "Dot sufficient 10 
meet the London bankers' balances." Even in 1876, when 
the Reserve was 40 per cent. above the awrage, the 
bankers' deposits amounted to 7S per cent. of this reserve. 

: ~.!t ~ Ifr. Pownall. • an'" dearly ru&oocI ia ti_ 01 cr •• 

(p. }3t!;.. m .• p. '5"- Few Iurtbor ddailo __ PaJgra .... 1'1'. ']. '7· 
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fIence it has several times been suggested' Hiat ilie Bank of 
England should keep unemployed the whole or a part of the 
lankers' deposits. The Bank itself' has always protested 
,igorously against such a theory and it has been pointed out 
:hat since these banks themselves only exist by using their 
;ustomers' deposits, they cannot expect to impose a different 
~olicy upon the Bank of England. 

Moreover the Bank has never hitherto acknowledged tbat 
it felt bound to keep a metallic reserve for the whole 
wuntry; it contents itself with a consideration of its own 
liabilities. But this latent responsibility is shown in the 
extreme care and promptitude with whicb it defends itself 
against the dangers of a foreign drain. The position in
volves a conllict 01 interests. On the one hand, the share
holders would like to see the unemployed capital, upon 
which they make no profit, reduced to a minimum; on the 
!)ther hand, the public, remembering that the Bank pays 
no interest on its deposits, is of opinion that it miglit well 
keep a larger reserve. 

Private bankers who belong to the Clearing House have 
Dften been advised to form an association and to keep their 
Dwn reserve. 

Peel himself considered' that the joint-stock banks ought 
to he obliged to share in the expenses necessary to keep up 
It gold reserve and this opinion has in more recent times 
received the support of Mr. Goschen' and Mr. Lidderdale.' 

• Thll I......, ....... pul lor ..... ta tIM 1'_' .... N_ .... '11h, 
,a71. 

• s.. H.nke, ..... fa .. to Ih' ... and edhloa III blo hUori~ ., B .. _iJoI. 
u"1 JadtlOn, pp.. II and II. 
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But the bankers have always refused to do anything of the 
kind, being convinced that in Casll of need tnll Governmen' 
"lIIould always inte",ene to save tne Bank of England.' 
Indeed, apart from considerations of general interest, whicb' 
would necessarily have immense weight since the Bank il 
the keystone of the national credit, it is thought with reason 
that the Government would be forced to interfere, for the 
Treasury ·is the Bank's greatest customer and any misfor
tune which affected the Bank would completely upset the 
business of the State. • 

IV ~ THE AMOUNT OP THE RESERVE. 

Between 1895 and 1900 the average amount of the Resenoe 
was £25,791,000; during this same period the Reserve 
varied from 23 to 28 millions. This is a great improvement, 
mainly due to the lesson learnt from the crisis of ISgo. 
Between 1880 and ISgo the average Reserve was only 13 
millions and the actual amount varied from 19 to 9 millions. 

If we compare the amount of the Reserve with that of the 
liabilities, we find here also a satisfactory increase: the 
Reserve, which was formerly only 46 per cent. on the 
average, of the total liabilities, is now equal to more than 
50 per cent. of the liabilities. 

NomuU. FluctuatiofU in the ReslI1"Dll. 

The Reserve increases during the first quarter and reaches 
ill maximum at the end of March; it then falls, but 
increases again at the end of June." 

The influences which affect the Reserve are both home 
and foreign. 

• CJare, p. 53- 10.1166 the diuctoR of the Bank ~ YigorouoIy 
~ the idea, .midi .... a/terwardo oupporud by Bagehol (p, '7"1. tha. 
the private banb bad • righl to count on .. ist.ance 'rom the Bank of . 

!':i~W: =nld c:-., Ta:::.~~Ia~ ~ t: .;!:.".:: 
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An increase Cif trade, the payment of wages, the fear of a 
crisis, cause a withdrawal of gold or notes from the Bank. 
There is also a home drain in May'and in the autumn' for 
the half-yearly payments in Scotland and an influx of 3 
millions of sovereigns in March after the collection of the 
income tax. 

The normal and expected lIuctuations in the Reserve do 
not affect the discount rate when they merely involve a with
drawal of gold for home uses; but the case is quite different 
when it becomes a q.estion of abnormal movements or of a 
foreign drain. 

V.-THB RESEIWB DURING A CRISIS. 

When credit is good experience shows that money will 
only be used for current needs; the gold and notes drawn 
from the Bank will be returned to it as soon as they have 
fulfilled their purpose, but "when credit is bad . . . there 
is no knowing how mucb additional currency the country. 
may suddenly ask for, nor how long it may keep it. If it 
asks for too much there will be a panic. no The chief defect 
in the constitution of the Bank is that it is unfitted to meet 
a sudden and excessive demand. .. The Reserve may melt 
away before the measures taken to relieve it bave bad time 
to act." 

In fact, die importation of gold from abroad, whicb is the 
only way to increase the currency, is still a tardy remedy, 
notwithstanding tbe improvements in metbods of com
munication. 

On the otliei' hand, a rise in the discount rate under such 
circumstances d~s not produce a decrease in the demands, 
since the people wbo have immediate liabilities to meet will 
pay whatever they are asked. 
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Hence in such a case the Reserve is in danger of dis
appearing and it is usual-the thing has happened three 
times, in 1847, in 1857 and in l866-for the Government to 
take the responsibility of authorising the Bank to break the 
law. 

·We shall presently see, when we study the crises through 
which the Bank of England has passed, the way in which 
these permissions have been given and what their effects 
have been. 

For the present, to conclude this c!tapter, I wi~h briefly 
to discuss a question which has never been definitely cleared 
up. I wish to consider whether these authorisations to 
exceed the legal limit were foreseen by Peel in framing the 
Act of 1844. 

The question is worth discussing, since, if these repeated 
transgressions of the legal limit for the uncovered issues 
were foreseen by Peel, he did actually provide a kind of 
second reserve for times of crisis--that second reserve about 
which 50 much was said in 11191. 

Besides this, the question possesses historical interest 
and hence deserves examination in a work like the present. 
Unfortunately the answer is not easy to find. 

First as regards the text of the law. The Act of 1844. 
after fixing the amount up to which the Bank might issue 
notes against securities at 14 millions, adds that an authori
sation from the Government will be required for any 
additional issue. 

Unfortunately. this clause refers to the succession to the 
rights of issue of a provincial bank. The law itself. then, 
throws no light on our question. S. J. Loyd, Torrens and 
the other promoters of tbe Act are also silent on tbis point; 
it may be that they did not realise the possibility of any 
such event. 

Peel, who in bis speeches in 1844 was purposely vague, 
said in his answer to Baring,'" The Bank would supply the 
void, with the consent of the Privy Council. by an issue 
beyond the £14,000,000." But the context shows that these 
words also refer to the possible inheritance of the rights of 
issue of provincial ban ks • 

• During the oilting of May 2Olh.-V 01. tv., p. J3t, 01 the S,..d •••. 
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On the otlier hand, in his speech on December 3rd, 1147, 
Peel congratulated the Government on their action in 
authorising the suspension of the-Act of 1144' and Parker' 
quotes a letter from Peel to Cotton which shows that as early 
as June 4th, 1144, Peel acknowledged the poSsibility of 
suspending the Act in question. 

The wording of this letter, written by Peel to the Governor
of the Bank, and in particular the concluding sentence, 
leaves no room for doubt in the matter." 

But whatever Peer may have thought in the first instance, 
it is clear that at the present day the possibility of suspend
ing the Act in case of a crisis is a recognised part of the 
English legal regulation of the issue of Bank notes, and Mr. 
(afterwards Lord) Goschen made it clear that the commercial 
world relied absolutely on a measure of this kind. 

As a rule the mere suspension of the Act has proved 
sufficient to calm the severity of the crisis. This has been 
laid to the credit of English legislation; but in reality it is 
the best proof of a weakness in the system that the uneasi
ness caused by the Act of 1144 should be allayed by the 
mere announcement that the restriction imposed by the said 
Act can be ignored. 

MR. LOWE'S SCHEXB FOR REFORM IN 1873. 
Only one olJicial' proposal for reform in tbe matter before 

us has been brought forward. Tbis was tbe scheme sug>
gested in 1873 by Mr. Lowe, tbat Liberal Cbancellor of the 
Exchequer whose cutting freedom of speech often did more 

, r.oI. D ....... Vol. :rcv .• p. e6L 
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harm to his own party than to his opponents, and who, under 
the title of Lord Sherhrooke, .. was extinguished in the 
House of Lords like a rdM<et in a fish-pond.'" 

Mr. Robert Lowe" proposed that the Bank of England 
should be allowed to exceed the authorised limit of its issues 
under three conditions: (I) That the rate of discount was 
not less than 12 per cent.; (2) That the foreign exchanges 
were favourable to England; (3) That the situation was one 
of internal panic. . 

The Bill was not well received and soon passed into 
oblivion. Its failure was deserved. It is, indeed, difficult 
to imagine a case in which Mr. Lowe's three conditions 
would be satisfied and if they were satisfied, it would mean 
that the country was already sulfering from those disadvant
ages which it is the object of a good system of banking to 
prevent • 

• Augustin Filon, P~Dfa. A"~ItJi6 
• The rest of th;' Bill ia CiYaI by Paler_ft, p. 93· 
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(a)-CAusES OF THB CRISIS. 

, "fHB crisis of 1847 was due to bad harvests and in pafticular 
j to the failure of the potato crops in Ireland.' which made it 

necessary to purchase foreign grain in large quantities. 
The importations of grain increased as follows :_" 
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Since the price of corn had risen to a corresponding 
extent, it is not surprising that these importations produced 
a great demand for gold i&d were the immediate cause of 
the crisis of I B4 7.' 

Combined with this immediate cause were others more 
deeply rooted and dating further back-to wit, j2ecula.-
1i2!!.. and in particular, speculation in railways. t must 
be admitted too, that the effects of the export of gold were 
intensified by the over-rigid provisions of the Act of 1144 
and by the imprudent conduct of the Bank of England.' 

The Railway Mania. Some brief remarks must be made 
with respect to the "railway mania" which spread per
sistently throughout Great Britain. The sums annually 
invested in railway enterprises increased in the following 
proportions :-' 

Yearly average 'rom db6 to 1829 
.8]0 to 1833 
,834 10 '8J7 
18J8 to 1841 
'114> 10 .8U 

Total for the _ .8+4 
" .545 
" '547 

,,8'7,000 
:1,'57,000 

10,880.000 
3,6 • .ftOOO 
.. SS6,ooo 

"'7.870.000 
6o,&._ 

'32 .. '_ 

The other European countries followed England', 
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lasted in England thrOllghout the first part of 1847. and then 
suddenly stopped after a special\l' intense outburst. There 
were thus two equal\y objectionable features about the rail
way mania: (I) JIt involved a sudden absorption of the 
savings of the nation in enterprises of a single kind. ~It 
ended in a still more sudden stoppage in the development 
of the undertakings in which this capital was invested. 
These characteristics were rendered still more objectionable 
by a burst of specUlation in railway shares. 

At the same time it must be acknowledged that the railway 
mania was the least harmful of the causes of the crisis of 
'1847. since the evil was in some degree only a temporary 
one and the extension of the railway system laid a founda
tion for future prosperity.' 

(b)-THE CRISIS OF 1847 AND THB BANK: OF ENGLAND. 

The Act of 1844 was intended by its authors to restrict 
the interior note circulation in exact proportion to the e.'{port 
of bumon. If this end had been attained the results would 
have been even more disastrous than they actually were f all 
that the Act did produ~ was a useless pressure on the money 
market and a sudden contraction in the discounts at a time 

'when it was too late to arrest speculation. The policY' of the 
Bank of England was, on the whole, most unwise.' 

The harvests in 18+3. 1843 and 1844 had been very 
plentiful and the improvement in means of communication 
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now made superfluous an accumulation of commodities 
such as had formerly bee~ necessary, hence money flowed 
into the Bank of England and the discount rate was lowere~ 
to litper cent. and after some fluctuations, remained at ;r 
per cent. from August, 1846, till January, 1847. 

The failure of the potato crop in 1845, followed by the 
Istill more disastrous crop of 1846, made it necessary, as 
we have seen, to export large quantities of bumon for the 
purchase of foreign corn. Notwithstanding the continuous 
drain the Bank maintained the same rate of discount from 
the middle of September, 1846, until the following January; 
it was not until its stock of bumon, already reduced 
to £15,163,000 in December, 1846, had fallen to 
£13.940,000, that it raised the rate to4Jl per cent. on 
January 16th. This proved absurdly inadequate, for the 
bulIion continued to disappear, and it was decided to raise 
the rate gradually until on April loth it reached #per cent. 
At this date the bullion in the Bank was reduced to 
£9,367,000, whilst the Reserve had fallen from £8,869,000 
to £2,558,000 during the period we have just described. 

In face of such a situation the market was seized with 
)panic and severe measures bad to be taken to stop the 
demand for notes. The directors decided to keep the dis
count rate at 5 per cent., but only to discount short paper, 
and to limit the number of bills discounted, however good 
they might be. This policy caused the discount rate of the 
private banks to rise to 10 or 12 per cent., which rise natur
ally stopped the drain of bulIion, and a sum of £100,000, 
which bad been shipped to go to America, was hastily re
landed. 

The crisis was appeased for the time; the bullion at the 
Bank increased to £10,526,000 and the Reserve to 
£5,625,000. Unfortunately the improvement was only 
temporary. 

The high prices of grain bad induced many merchants to 
speculate on its importation. But the large quantities of 
goods imported. joined to the prospects of a good harvest 
both for com and potatoes, led to an enormous fall in 
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cereals,' which fall was disastrous to the speculators. A 
lleries of failures occurred between August and October, 
involving total liabilities of '£15;000,000,' and upset the 
market once again. 

The firm of Saunderson & Co., one of the principal bill
broking establishments, which was in close connection with 
the most important corn dealers, stopped payment in the 
middl~ of September. Nearly all the firms engaged in trade 
with the Mauritius followed suit. These disasters were com
bined with other important failures in connection with 
East India trade, in which credit was generally allowed for 
very long periods on account of the distance. Finally, 
the collapse was made absolute by the results of the insane 

• speculation in railways to which we have referred above. 
The directors of the Bank of England recognised that the 

time had come for heroic measures; in fact, the bullion had 
declined to .£8,365,000 and the banking reserve had fallen 
once more to '£3,409,000. On October lmd, 1847, it was 
therefore announced that the discount rate would be raised 
to sfper cent. and that for the time, no advance would be 
made on public stock or on Exchequer bills. This last 
measure caused a panic on the Stock Exchange,' and 
led to II fall in Consols' and to the a!'Cumulation of notes 
and coin in private strong boxes.' Moreover the banks, 
which had hitherto held their own' in the midst of so 'many 
other failures, now began to give way. On October 13th 
Knapp & Co. of Abingdon, stopped payment. On October 
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18tb tbe Royal Bank of Liverpool failed, and before tbe 
23rd of October large numbers of banks in Liverpool, Man
cbester, Newcastle and.J21e \Vest of England had followed 
its example. 

Tbe Bank of England had to cboose between the utter 
ruin of Englisb trade by an absolute refusal to di'!Count, 
and the violation of the Act of 1844.' 

(C)--SVSPENSION OF THE ACT OF 1B44'l 
The Government persisted in hoping that the crisis would 

pass like that in April and waited until things were 
desperate' before they suspended the Act.' It was not 
until October 23rd, when the banking reserve was 
£1,176,000, that the Government decided to inform the 
Bank unofficially that tbey would propose a Bill of In
demnity to Parliament should notes be issued in excess of 
the limit fixed by the Act of IB44, provided that the discount 
charged .·as not less than 8 per cent. The official letter was 
actually sent to the Governor of tbe Bank two days later; 
it authorised an increase in the discounts and loans at a 
minimum rate of 8 per cent. According to the terms of the 
letter these transactions were to be kept within reasonable 

,limits and a Bill of Indemnity was promised should this 
( policy lead to an infringement of the law. In order that 

the Bank might not gain by the situation and so be 
tempted to prolong it, the letter added that all profits result
ing from the additional issues were to go to the Treasury. 

The publication of the Chancellor of the Excbequer's 
letter had a magical effect. The certainty that money could 
be got took away all desire to have it.' The Bank prepared 
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£400,000 of additional notes, but there was no need to use 
them. Notes which had been boarded under the impression 
that the limit fixed by the Act ot'i844 would shortly be 
reached and that the Bank would be unable to assist the 
commercial world, were brought out in a mass from their 
biding-places;' the same thing happened with regard to . 
gold, so that botb the bullion and the reserve of the Bank 
rapidly increased to adequate amounts. 

Aid Gi'llen by ,Il. Bank of England during tile Crisis. 
The mistakes made in the management of the Bank must 

not make us forget the immense services which it rendered. 
Between September 15th and November 15th the Bank 
assisted different important financial and trading establish
ments and through them tbe whole of English commerce, 
in tbe following ways :-' 

.. I.-It advanced £150,000 to a large finn in London 
• • • on security of debentures of the Governor and Company 
of the Copper Miners of England," and prevented a failure 
with Iiabilitips of several millions . 

.. a.-It advanced £50,000 to a country hanker on the 
security of real property." 

.. 3.-It advanced £lao,OOO to the Governor and Com
pany of the Copper Miners, \\'hich prevented them stopping 
payment." 

.. 4.-It advanced £300,000 to the Royal Bank of Liver
Pool." Unfortunately, this sum, large though it was, 
proved insufficient to save the Royal Bank • 

.. 5.-It advanced £100,000 to another joint-stock hank 
in the country." 

.. 6.-1t advanced £IJO,OOO on real property to • large 
mercantile house in London." 

.. 7.-lt advanced £50,000 to another mercantile bouse." 
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"8.-It advanced £50,000 on bills of exchange to a joint
stock bank of issue, wh!«;It soon after stopped payment." 

9·-It saved a bank"'fn Liverpool from failing by not 
insisting on the immediate payment of £100,000 which was 
due to it. 
"1O~It assisted another very large joint-stock bank in 

the country by an advance of £800,000 beyond its usual 
discount limit." 

1 I.-It advanced £300,000 to two Scotch banks. 
Besides these advances it made many others in addition, 

both in London and in the provinces, but it would be tedious 
to specify them. We must, however, note the well-deserved 
tribute paid to the Bank by the Chancellor of the Exchequer 
during the debate in the Commons on November 30th. 
"The Bank of England," said Sir Charles Wood,' "was 

, pressed directly for assistance from all parts of the country, 
and indirectly through the London bankers, who were called 
upon to support their country correspondents .••• Two 
billbrokers had stopped, and the operations of two others 
were nearly paralysed. The whole demand for discount was 
thrown upon the hands of the Bank of England. Notwith-

I
standing this ..• the Bank never refused a bill which it 
would have discounted at another time, but still, the large 
mass of bills which, under ordinary circumstances, are dis
counted by bill-brokers, could not be negotiated." 

(d)-RESULTS OF THE CltlSIS OF 1147. 
There was a General Election in the autumn of 1847, and 

when Parliament met" the first proceeding of the Ministry 
was to propose the appointment of a Committee of Inquiry 
"into the causes of the recent commercial distress, and how 
far it has been affected by the Laws for regulating the Issue 
of Bank Notes payable on Demand." 

The Parliamentary debate on this motion 1asted three 
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days. Thl! principal spealiers were Messrs. Wilson, MoleS
worth, Ellice, Newdegate,~Barinl:>.the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer and Si~ Robert Peel •. We have already referred 
io the speeches of Baring and Sir Charles Wood, and now 
propose to give a rather more detailed analysis of that of 
Sir Robert Peel, partly because the speaker was mainly , 
responsible for the Act of 1844, which had claimed to be a 
preventive against crises, but also because his speech is 
in itself worth recording.' 

Peel. after denying the statement thai tlie Aci of 1844 had 
been passed without sufficient preliminary inquiry.' pro
ceeded to consider the lriple object of the law in question .. 

.. Its first object was ••• to prevent, by early lind gradual, 
severe and sudden contraction, and the panic and confusion 
inseparable from it." In this object Peel admitted that the 
I Act had failed, for the Bank had not been forced to take 
I early precautions to prevent the withdrawal of its treasure. 
He remarked, however, that: .. If the Bank had possessed 
the resolution to meet the coming danger by a contraction of 
its issues, by raising the rate of discount, • , • if they bad 
been firm and determined in the adoption of tbose precau
tion •• the necessity for extrinsic interference might bave been 
prevented. it might not then bave been necessary for the 
Government to authorise a violation of the Act of 1844,"· 

But. besides this first object wbicb bad not been attained. 
the Bill bad" two otlier objects of equal importance: (1) 
• to maintain and guarantee the convertibility of the paper 
currency' ; (3) • io prevent tbe difficulties wbich arise at all 
times from undue specUlation being aggravated by tbe abuse 
of paper credit in the form of promissory notes.' .. 

In these two objects Peel believed that tbe Bill liad i:om
pletely succeeded. There bad been no shadow of doubt cast 
on the convertibility of the paper currency and the power of 
making unlimited issues had been wisely checked with 
respect botb to the Bank of England and to the country 
banks • 
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After this discussion of the objects of the Act of 1844, Sir 
Robert Peel described ,the history of the crisis of 1847, 
beginning by an enq~iry into its causes.' He explicitly 
approved the policy of the Government both in sending the 
letter and in their choice of the moment for sending it. He 
approved the policy in principle, because "when there 
occurs a state of panic-a state which cannot be foreseen or 
provided against by law-which cannot be reasoned with, 
the Government must assume a power to prevent the con
sequences which may occur,'" 

Finally, in ,reference to the advisability of making some 
modification in the Act of 1844, Peel declared himself "in 
favour of the maintenance of the great principles of that 
measure." He believed' that the joint-flock banb O1lg1d 10 
be t'eqvit'etl "10 beat' some skat'e 0/ t1u e:tpense 0/ keeping 
in t'eseroe IIslock 0/ gold." As to the Bank of England, if 
the identical restrictions now imposed were removed, others 
would have to take their place. "Some restrictions you 
must impose, for after the experience of 1826, 1836 and 
1839, I, for one, am not content to leave the regulation of 
the monetary concerns of this country to the uncontrolled 
discretion of the Bank. In 1844 the general conviction wu 
that it ought not to be so left; and I, for one, know no better 
mode of imposing restriction than that which was devised 
by the Act of 1_844." 

After Sir Robert Peel'. speech the proposal to appoint a 
Committee of Inquiry was agreed to. 

THE INQUIRY OP 1848. 

This inquiry is of interest from many points of view and 
supplies valuable information, without wlrich the causes 
and the history of the crisis of 18.t7 could not be under
stood: One of its most interesting features is perbaps that 
it shows plainly that the supporters of Peel's Act were in 
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no way discouraged by the crisis which was just over,
they upheld the law more zealously than·the author of it 
himself. •• 

Consider, in the first place, the evidence of the Governor 
and the Deputy-Governor of the Bank of England, Mr. 
Morris and Mr. Prescott.' They declared their ful\ approval 
of the Act of 1/144. The Act bad attained its main object, 
which was to ensure the convertibility of the notes; further 
than this, It had made the crisis less severe, although it had 

[

perhaps hastened its arrival. It must be recognised, they 
said, that the commercial distress was inevitable and that it 
was independent of the Act of 1/144. But the great merit 
of the Act in their opinion was that owing to it the Bank I possessed a stock of bullion amounting to £8,000,000, when 
the pressure came, whereas if the Bank had been free it 
would have adopted the policy of dangerous liberality whicb 
had done so much harm on previous occasions. 

Hence the Governors of the Bank naturally ileprecated 
. any modification of the Act of 1/144 and the same con
clusion was reached by Mr. G. W. Norman" and Mr. S. J. 
Loyd.' The brief and strongly worded Report of the Com
mittee of the House of Commons came to the same decision.· 

The Report of the House of Lords, however, embodied 
dilJerent conclusions. Its purport can be judged by the 
fol\owing quotation from M. Courcelle-Seneuil :-' 

II Those who had believed that the Act of 1/144 would 
prevent the periodical recurrence of over-exciiemeDt followed 
by a commercial crisis must have been sadly disappointed 
by the events of 1/146 and 1847.' Those who hoped that the 

• Sot • .....,.. .... a.-... ... ~. pp. ''&'' _ ............ c_ ...... c_ pp. S.& •• 
·p.Il ............. ~. 
• For .... ..- of _ t __ ........... IMIo. pp. 119'195. 

• A .... eIl ....... of tbIo ~ 10 ct-ta .... .-.. r .......... 
.. 0.-...... C_ pp. ..... 

• 1'_ aw.ripo of ~ ... ~ ......... Po,... 
• It 10 ~ fair to poi'" GUt that .... au-.. of ........ of '144 _ =":: _ 1M ~ :;";; ~ olin": z::f':':= 
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Act would discourage rash speculation could hardly han 
been less disappointed, for, according to the evidence of the 
Governor of the Bank·"f England, speculation had never 
been so rife as from 1846 to 1847. Those who thought that 
the Act would secure the market from violent fluctuations in 
the value of money, were undeceived when they found that 
the difference between the maximum and minimum rates 
of discount, which had varied from 21 to 21 per cent. during 
the disastrous years of 1837 and 1839, rose to 61 per cent. 
in 1847. Those who thought that in future the bank
ruptcies would be less frequent and less serious were con
clusively answered when the Governor of the Bank described 
how in London alone thirty-three important finns had failed, 
with a total liability of £8,129,000, etc." 

I 
Two suggestions "had been made before the Committee 

of the House of Lords; the one advised the absolute repeal 
of the Act of 184+. the other proposed that the Act should be 
maintained, but accompanied by a wider relaxing power." 
The Report decided in favour of the latter suggestion.' 

tbat the reform wiD DOt pre9'ent cr~ from occurring, but he adM, "We 
ean P""enl an additional stimulus being given to a riH' of pric:a and undue 
..,..,.,!atiODll by the in8"..,.,. of ... ilI-ngulaUd c:urreocy." It m ... be 
acknowledged aft« an inunaJ of .0..,. J<anI that eo... !hill limited ""i«< 
hu DOt ...... &:GIPp1etely auained • 

• Compano abo the Jut chap!« of ohio .oIu ..... 



CHAPTER II. 

THE CRISIS OF 1857. 

Sudden outbreak of the crill, of 1857: a eontrut to the preceding one. 
Cautioul policy of the Bank durine the Crimeao War. Condition of the 
market durin, 1856 and more than h.elf 1857. The erisis of 1857 in 
America. The three Causes of the American crisis. Their inftuence felt 

:~:w!~~~)the J:!..Toi:n~~!f t-:i:~ie:ndf J:l:bu~ J~:;:~~ri~i:!~ 
Ealraordinllry number of f.Uu... in Amerk-a. The Nin of American 

~~:~~:;CS.:,:!·~,o~~::'t'in 0!a:1j!ii~~baKiW:dO~e ~~~cti!:~I~~: 
Bank Reserve on November II, to £384,It4- Assistance liftn by the 
Bank to commerce in anticipation of the auspension of the Act. The 
sUlpension of the Act. Letter of the Chancellor of the Ezcbequer: text: 
of thl, letter. Sank Issues .c,.ooo,ooo notes in ucea of the ltatutOry 

::~:~:c:.~!:~'r lk~; ~nnr; t~~rc~::~f o;'~7 ::8 .. :,:' wi~= 
10 !d. aufuii:u~ ~. ~~~ ~fn:'::~ :"!Ilof°fth~n=:~f ~:S7c.: ~ 
t"npreeedented ... tenftion of Intemational Trade. (a) Ezceaive importation 
01 p_io .. mOlal&, W Remorkabla 4eftlopment 01 bankl 01 c:ndi •• 

THE crisis of 18S7 differs hi several respects from tliat of 
1147. It was not the result of a bad harvest, but was in the 
main the alter etrect of a crisis produced in America by 
unbounded speculation. The distinctive feature of' this 
crisis in 18S7 was that, although the panic accompanying it 
was less intense than that of ten years earlier, the pressure 
on the money market was more severe and more prolonged; t 

I it was also the only crisis in which the Bank of England was ./ 
~obliged to violate the Act of 1844 by exceeding the statutory, 
Ilimit. 

The crisis began with great suddenness. Ttiere were, no 
doubt. signs of stringency on the money market even before 
1857. Bad harvests and a decline in foreign investments 
had caused pressure on the European markets as early as 
1853. But the Crimean War had increased people's timidity 
and had thus made the business world more prudent and ""t • .....I lhe crisis. On this occasion mol"eOYeJ'. the conduct1 
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~of the Bank of England deserved alI praise;' its policy was 
analogous to that followed quite recently during the South 
African War. Jt:raised its rate of discoul!~ unhesitatin,g!y 

;in spite of the violence and bitterness of the protests raised. 
The rate was very high throughout 1855 and even reached 

f!"7 per cent." and when the war came to an end without pro
ducing the anticipated disaster, people were forced to 

l'acknowledge that the Bank of England deserved well of the 
country. 

In spite of everything the market continued very uneasy 
during 1856; the discount rate was high and the situation 
continued somewhat strained until September, 1857, with
out, however, arousing any suspicion of what was to follow. 
According to the evidence of the Governor of the Bank, S. 
Neave,' "things were then pretty stationary," but the 
barvests promised well and except for "certain more far
seeing persons, , .. the public were well content with the con
dition of affairs. 

The Bank felt so confident that on August: 17th, when the 
stock of bullion amounted to £10,000,000 and the Reserve 
of notes was £6,2g6,000, negotiations were opened with 
the East India Company to export a million in specie to 
the East! A week later the crisis bad burst out in America. 

THE CRISIS OP 1857 IN AMEaICA. 

The American crisis was the result of a series of events 
which. indeed, bad also alIected Europe. These were: (I) 
The great discoveries of gold; (2) The estension of rail
ways; (3) The development of banking and of speculation. 

• See WogaeIiD'. eo ___ .,.,._ .. ~, dIs7, p. uri. 
• It r.iI ___ Jl .. _L ...., for • ..." obort Iiaw dwiaC die 

1UI11IDeI'. 

• See p. P. of !be R<port. • ~ far.-.., .,....... had -..I _ !be .- .imaI .. ,.
to __ by !be ..... ...,....uture _...., k ~ - - -
IbeIeoo, _ .ae ~ IbeiI' .....-- iD MticipIUoa of • --
tiauaDce of !be bigh prices. 

• Jugbr, p. :J&1. 
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I.-Th. Great Discov,ries of Gold. 
Towards the middle of the 19th century the discovery of a 

large number of gold mines caused an economic revolution, 
which recalled that due to the discovery of the treasures of 
Peru and Mexico four centuries earlier. The average 
annual production between 1493 and 1850 had been esti
mated at £1,800,000; between 1851 and 1860 it increased to 
a yearly average of £26,600,000.1 President Buchanan' 
calculated that the production of the United States alone 
during the eight years 185001857, was £80,000,000. 

Prices did not increase proportionate! y to the increase in 
metallic money, but .. enterprises of all kinds received a 
stimulus unheard of in the history of the world ... • 

a.-The Eld6llsiotl 01 Rail.,ayf. 
In 1856, 3,642 miles of railway were constructed in Uie 

United States, and the construction from 1849 to 1857 had 
been 11,000 miles. This total, which amounted to seven
ninths of the railway system in the whole country, had 
absorbed capital to the amounf of £1400000,000, mainly' 
foreign. The steady increase of immigration, added to the 
normal growth of the population and the immense progress 
made in districts which bad hitherto been undeveloped, 
intoxicated the nation. As Von Holst" remarks: II It was 
more and more lost sight of, that even in the age of steam, 
time must remain an essential factor in every process of 
development, tt and the American people were led II to 
mould the reality in their minds in accordance with what 
imagination pictured to them." 
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England and the Continent had witnessed a similar 
extension in their railway systems. In England alone more 
than 4.000 miles had been constructed since ~850. the exist
ing lines being thus doubled.' 

And in Europe. as in America. speCulation in railway. 
had been encouraged by the payment of dividends out of 
capital. 

3.-The Developmen' of Banking aM the :Abuse of 
Credit. 

Toe number of banks in America increaSe(f very rapidly; 
in 1847 there were 715. in 1857 there were 1.416. And what 
was worse. the discounts increased in like proportion and 

. rose from 310.382.945 dollars to 684.456,887-more than 
double the previous amount. The circulation increased in an 
analogous manner from 105.519.766 dollars to 214.778,822 
dollars. M. Juglar" remarks that this was not actually due 
to over-issue. since owing to the strictness of the regula.
tions. the issues did not often exceed the metallic reserve; 
but the bankers got over this difficulty bl attracting 
deposits by high interest and lending them on similar terms 
to reckless speculators. 

M. Juglar' enumerates the evils of the position as follows: 
the increase of banks having an insufficient capital; too 
many deposits; an excess of currency doubled by an exag
gerated extension of discounting. 

Nevertheless foreign capital steadily /lowed into the 
United States. .. Conditions were ripe botb in Europe and 
America for a crasb when the impulse came on August 24th. 
1857. from the failure of the Ohio Life Insurance and Trust 
Co •• of Cincinnati and New York. witb reported liabilities 
of 7.000,000 dollars. A panic followed on the New York 
Stock Exchange. stocks fell, money was hoardeCI to be 

• For _ cIetaiIs _ Jameo FonJ RbocIeo, HUtMy " IIw U0Jiu4 s_ 
Ir- IIw C-t--"" ", .&so. Vol. III •• P. 5J. The au_ em- • fall 
anal";' 01 dUo _ ia _ .. ...u .. _ cIetaiIs ,"III ' ........ 

Europe. 

• Po 06&. • p. 4 
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loaned only at extravagant rates, deposits began to dis
appear from the banks, and late in September a run began 
on the banks of Philadelphia. They were compelled to 
suspend specie payments on September 26th .... 

During the beginning of October the Illinois Central 
Railway, the New York and Erie and the Michigan Central 
all failed, as well as ISO banks in Pennsylvania, Virginia 
and Maryland. At the same time the New York banks 
shared the fate of those at Philadelphia. They had con
tracted their discounts very suddenly, reducing them from 
132,000,000 dollars to 97,200,000 between August 8th and 
October 17th. But this contraction, says D. Morier Evans,' 
"by causing much damage to the country banks and the 
commercial interest, had awakened a feeling of jealousy in 
addition to the general alarm, and on the 13th (of October) 
a preconcerted run took place. The stoppage of eighteen 
banks was the immediate consequence of the pressure. The 
remaining establishments put themselves under the pro
tection of the law.'" 

Out of the sixty-three banks in New York only one man
aged to avoid suspending its payments and the importance 
of this crisis of 1857 in America may be realised from the 
fact that there were S,133 failures in the United States and 
Canftda, with liabilities amounting to 291,801,000 dollars." 

THE CRISIS OF 1857 IN ENGLAND. 

Money was already dear in England and complaints 
were being raised against the Bank, when the news of the 
failure of the Ohio Life Insurance Co. caused intense alann 
on account of the £80,000,000 which were reported to be 
invested in American stock. The operations of a syndicate 

'("'on.nt, p.. ~ 
• TIN HiI'.., 01 lAo C ••• _01 Cririr •• 8s8-s9. P. 34-
• Su_ •• HiI'.., 01 ._ C~. p. .1It. .. yo that .... __ 

.. iJulien of .... State of N •• VcwIt _ tho .....,....;... of operie parn-ta 
di ..... I' or Indi ..... ., ...... OIl thio Ott ....... tho judgK of tho S .......... c...... 
..... and ...-J eot 10 cran .... , Inj""";'" ue_ tho Bank ......- ... lie 
..... ., ........... or pil" of Inud. 
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of bears, i.II., speculators for a fall, increased the anxiety,' 
although the high rate of interest in New York attracted 
considerable sums. The Bank of France lost 25,000,000 
francs in one week and the bullion in the Bank of England 
fell to £8,991,000 on October 19th. 

On November 7th tlie firm of Dennistoun stopped pay
ment, witb liabilities of nearly 2 millions. The Western 
Bank closed its doors on the 9th of November, the City of 
Glasgow Bank soon did likewise and a number of failures 
occurred. The Bank of England had to send more than a 
million to Scotland, besides meeting important demands for 
gold in Ireland. It was the only source of discount during 
a crisis whicb paralysed everyone's courage; in a single 
day its discounts amounted to £2,373,000. The conse
quence was that on Wednesday, November 11th, its entire 
reserve, including what was held at the branch establish
ments, only amounted to £1,462,153, of which £957,710 
waS in notes and the next evening the reserve in the bank
ing department bad fallen to £384,9140 consisting of 
£68,035 in notes, £274,953 in gold. and £42,106 in silver.; 

1 
Tbe Bank could not have gone on for another day undeC 

the regime of the Act of 1844' and its stoppage would have 
meant the entire collapse of tbe London market. 

Nevertheless, as we have seen, it bad continued its dis-
counts when everyone else bad contracted theirs. This 
policy evidently implied a feeling of certainty that die Act 
would be suspended; this was actually done at the last 
moment, by a letter from the Chancellor of the Exchequer ..., 
to the Governors of the Ban~ letter modelled on the 

• Gil ....... Vol II .• P. 302. I .. Stock l!sdwIge ....- -. .... ___ 
laton for • faD. _ ","""",kin for • rioe. 

, Madood, 1"1IHf7 ttl c:. .... p. '''56-
, See the __ made by the _ of the _Ie .... ore the 

Committee of Inquiry. g.-tion')2' Suppooing that the ....... from .... 
CbancdIor bad _ ....... _ .... that day. -W the Bank GIl the -..1.., 
of the '3th (N_ ..... ) ha .... -. in. condition to conti ..... Ito _ .... 1 
.. N.., <orWDIy __ " See E __ 4a E"9f'IIa A.,__ ~ • 
.ass. p. .8. CGmpare P. 3D-
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analogous one of October :lstli. 1847. wli'ose contents we 
have described.' 

As in 1847. the public ala"rm was at once abated. liul this 
time the demands for discount continued to be very 
numerous for more than a fortnight. The Bank issued 

l L :1,000,000 of notes in excess of the statutory limit; the 
rmaximum of additional notes actually in circulation did 
I ~~t however exceed £928.000 (on November aoth). the 
V"mainder were added to the reserve.· 

• Tho tnt 01 tho 1.ltv 01 Novombor n. ,857. II U '0110 ... :-
.. Gentlemen, Downing Street, I~ November, 18S7. 

II Her MaJettJ" Government have obeerYed with great concern the 
ICriOUI connquenc:ea which have ensued from the recent failure of certaia 
Joint~tock banb In England and Scotland, as well as of certain large 
men::antile firm., chieRy connectecl with the Americarr trade. The discredit 
and diltruat which have resulted from these events. and the withdrawal of • 
large amount of the paper circulation authorised by the existing Bank Acta, 
appear to Her Majlltyl1 Govemment to render it necessary for them to inform 
tho dl .... tol'l of tho Bank of England that If they mould be unablo In tho 
pruent emergency to meet the demand. for discounts and .d •• nc:. upon 
approved ltC:uritiu without exceeding the limiw of their drew.tiOft pre.. 
..,ribed b, tho Act of '1144. tho Go .... nmont will be prepared to propoao 10 
Parliament, upon lm meetinl •• Bill of Indenu\ir, for an,. u.cess 10 iauecL 

II In order to prevent tru. temporarJ nlazation of the law being utended 
beyond the actual nec:ealti .. of the oc:cuiOll, Her Majesty" Goftl1Ullent are 
of opinion that tho Bank tonn. of cIiooouIIt oboul4 oot be n:duc:e4 below tboir 
~nt rate. 

.. Her NalMl1" GoftnllftOnt ......... for future _sid .... tlon tho appro-
priation 01 ""l profita which m., ___ ia _ of tile alatu.....,. 
amount • 
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COMPARISON BETWEEN THE CRISIS OF 1857 AND THOSE OF 
1847 AND 1866 WITH REGARD TO THE SUSPENSION OF 
THE Acr OF 1844. 

~Itliough ilie amount liy wliicli ilie siatuiory limil wu 
exceeded in 1857, was comparatively small, the mere fact 
I that the limit was exceeded was unprecedented and has 

.Jofemained unique in the history of the Bank down to the 
~tpresent day. It is true that the Bank had been authorised in 

1847 to exceed the limit fixed by the Act of 1844 and, as 

I 
we shall see, it recei.ed a like authorisation in 1866, bui 
neither in 1847 nor in 1866 did it make use of the permission 

,given; hence there was no need either in 1847 or in 1866 
for Parliament to ratify the authorisation granted by th~ 
Government. In 1857 the case was different. The inter
vention of PaJ1jament was a necessity on this occasion. It 
will he remembered, indeed, that tlie Chancellor of the 
Exchequer does not actually authorise the Bank to violate 
the Act of 1844, this would be beyond his powers; all that 
he can do is to inform the airectors that if they find them
selves obliged, in the interests oj commerce, to exceed the 
statutory limit', ilie Government is prepared to propose a' 
Bill of Indemnity to Parliament. In 1847 and 1866 the 
Chancellor's letter proved sufficieni to allay anxiety, the 
statutory limit was not exceeded, and there was no need for 

\

a Bill of Indemnity. In 1857, when Parliament met, the 
Government brought in and passed an Act sanctioning the 
additional issues which had been made, and temporarily 
suspending, (until February 1st, 18s8), the Ad of 1844, on 
condition that the directors did not reduce the rate of dis
Count below 10 per cent.. On December 24th however the 

1 
Bank lowered its rate to 8 per cent. This proceeding auto
matically set die Act of 1844 in force again. It had actually 
heen suspended for foriy-three days, from November 13th 
to December 24th, but in tlieory and legally the suspension 

,had only lasted twelve days, since the Act of Indemnity (21 
.viet.,. c. i.) was not passed until December 12th.' 

• The _ 01 dUo Aet iI &I- ..,. PaJcran, PI'- 91"93-
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COMPARISON Bl::TWEEN THE CRISES OF 1847 AND 1857 
WITH REGARD TO THEIR SEVERITY. 

, As regards this point it is probable that the panic was 
less violent in 1857 than in 1847, but that, on the other hand, 
the real suffering was more widespread. This view is borne 
out by the fact that the total of loans, discounts and 
advances upon stock made by the Bank of England was 
£12,645,000 between November nth and December 1st.' 
It is noticeable, too, that great care was taken not to reduce 
the rate of discount too quickly; it was maintained at 5 per 
cent. until the stock of bullion had risen to £15,000,000. 

THE INQUIRY OF 1858 AND THE CAUSES OF THE CRISIS 
OF 1857. 

According to the wise English custom, the crisis of 1857 
was followed by an inquiry. It is impossible to give an 
analysis of it here,' but we may, at any rate, summarise its 
conclusions as to the causes of the crisis. 

As classified by the Select Committee,' the chief causes of 
the crisis of 1857 were three : ~n unprecedented extension 
of foreign trade. ~n excessive importation of gold and 
silver. (3) A remarkable development of banks and of 
credit. ...... 

(I) \Vith regard to the first cause, it was shown that, 
owing especially to the reform of the tariff, the imports had 
increased from 71 to 124 millions and that the exports, 
which until 1148 had never exceeded £60,110,000, had 
reached £112,155,000 in 1857. 

(3) 'Vith regard to the increase of bullion, it was Slated 
that £107,500,000 of gold was added to the European stock. 
whilst £116,800,000 was exported. leaving a total increase of 
£80.700.000. There was naturally a corresponding increase 
in the circulating medium, the paper currency not repre
sented by bullion being £31,600,000 and the gold coins 
amounting to so millions. 

'u.\, Po ... • 
• For dlil lubj<oct _ bINi .. 1ft ......... bJ CouDet and Juctar • 
• Botort. II. Y. (,"" ....... ~IJ Po all.); _ ..... D. iii. En-. ., ...... 
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(3) The increased facilities for credit were a natural result 
of the extension of trade and of the increase in currency. 
The deposits at the joint-stock banks in London alone, 
which had amounted to £8,800,000 in 1847, were 
£43,100,724 in 1857, and there was a proportional increase 
in the other deposits, both at the private and the country 
banks. The result was a great extension of credit facilities. 
Mr. F;owler makes some apt remarks on this point:" 

lilt is not," he says, livery easy to define how far credit 

t 
may extend safely, but it is very clear that during the years 
1855 and 18sti the extension of credit was enormous and 
dangerous. It has been sometimes asserted, though there 
is no way of testing the truth of the assertion, that during 
the years in question there were as many bills offered for 
disc.:>unt in Lombard Street as there are now (1890), though 
the real volume of trade bas vastly increased since 1857, 
the total of imports and of exports being unitedly 
£311,764,000 in 1856, and £748,944,000 in 1890. In those 
times it was a common thing for banks in manufacturing 
districts to send great masses of bills to London for re-dis
count •••• The amount of this business in 1856 and 1857 
was enormous, and even after the panic of that year, when 
many bills came to an end by failures of traders and of 
bankers, the amount of re-discount by banks continued to 
be very large., But, at this moment, that business bas 
almost come to aD end." 



CHAPTER III. 

THE CRISIS OF 1866. 

Economic result' of the Civil War in the U.S.A. Inftu .. of gold into Europe. 
Disturbance of the cotton trade. Immediate caUIe. of the crisis of 1866. 

!~I~' r:::p~ I~~i~t:=:~~~~:~ Thea~a::~r::.an~:~, cWsi~~ 
1866. The crl,ls of lM4 and the ensls r:f 1866. A retarded liquidation. 
The f.ilure of Overend and Gurney. Black Frida,. Remarks on the 
firm of Overend and Gurney and the caUftl of its collapse. Unpreo
tedentecl panic resulting from the failure of this finn. Advances amount-

~:S:n~: :;11~en·A~·:; ~~~e ;~k o~ ':e ai~f!~ u),!~t:~:;e:~ JJ!~ 
Bank. The Ad suspended on the evening of Frida,. M.J .,. AnnouftC'eoo 

:red~:!sr~s:n~~n ~:k~ :~~di:r::1 °i:~':~~i~ dcrre!~t~= 
rendered b, the Sank, Advancee .mountin~ to '€U,a:lS.ODO mad. in five 
da,.. R~ltI of the crisil of 1866. EXCitement arouSf'd. by the crisis 
outtidt England. Lord Clarendon" circular. HeR." Ioaes at home. 
Some COOd elect. of the ai •• 

(a)-ECONOMIC EfFECTS OF THE \VAR OF SECESSION. 

THE years which followed the outbreak of the Civil War in 
America ",-ere years of financial difficulty in Europe as well 
as in America. These difficulties .-ere in part due to the 
war and in part to causes distinct from but Ibtensified by 
it. The inftux of gold into Europe and the disturbance of 
the cotton trade must be ranked among the most important 
of the direct consequences of the war. 

'''flu of gold ;"/0 E_o~.. The system of inconvertible 
paper currency established in the United States in 1861 
caused gold to flow into Europe in considerable quantities. 
An American author to whom frequent reference bas been 
made in the course of this work, Mr. Conant,' estimates the 
gold exported from America at 1I,S3I,!lg1 dollars in I~; 
s6,642.2OO dollars in 1863; 8g,4B4.86S dollars in 11164; and 
SI.88~.80S dollars in I86S. -

• 
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This influx of currency only raised prices slightly, hardly 
10 per cent., but it stimulated business considerably.' 

Disturbance 0/ the Cotton Trade. The blockade of the 
ports in the Southern States forced England to seek her 
cotton supply elsewhere. The quantity imported in 1855 
was collected with some difficulty from all parts of the 
world, but the price of cotton was tripled. Moreover, though 
successful in obtaining supplies from India, Egypt, China 
and Brazil, England could not at once pay in merchandise 
for these unexpected imports; payment had to be made 
in cash, and as regards India in particular, in silver.· Hence 
the cotton crisis upset both the industrial centres and the 
money market. 

(b}-CAvsEs OP THE CRISIS OP 1866. 
The disorganisation of the cotton trade; the confusion due 

to the export of gold, the fall in the rate of interest and the 
accumulation of capital resulting from the extension in the 
use of machinery, very soon gave a feverish and specUlative 
character to the English money market, recalling the con
ditions prevailing in 1825 and 1847. 

The speculative tendency showed itself especially in a 
craze for limited liability companies and in the practice 
of financing. 

I.-The Mania lor Limited Liability Companies. 
Companies of this kind were originally only created under 

special charters; their promotion did not become easy until 
after the amendment of the Company Law in 1862.' 

At the outset the hope of unlimited profit combined with 
limited risk aroused much enthusiasm. In a short time three 

• StaDIeJ J-: 1"""';,,,,,- .. C __ , an4 " .. au, p. sII· 
• Betweea J86J and 1866 the lid import. of .ilver' into I~ were 

54.-.337 ..... of rupeeo (the .... of rupeeo ... .-. ..,uallO £,), whiht the 
bills on locfia IOId by lb. EngIisb Gcw<mment __ onl, _.¢9 ..... of 
_ (Canant, p. SO', -.). 

France felt die indinct e8'f!ds of tbit disturbanu •• ace ir. .ilY« pieta 
wbicb Weft at • premium. Yanished .. if by magic.. 

• For this Act. 2S and 36 VieL, c:. 1390 see Lyon-Caea and. R.eaauJt, 
rrlliU us S_ C __ u.Ju. P. of78. ., Uf· 
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hundred limited companies were founded with a nominal 
capital of £504,000,000. In 1863 alone the shares issued, 
which in France amounted to £32,000,000, had reached the 
sum of £145,000,000 in England, and during the first four 
months of 1864 securities to the value of £75,400,000 were 
placed upon the English market.' It has been estimated 
that 90 per cent. of these limited companies founded between 
1862 and 1865 ultimately failed. The abuses committed 
even made people forget for the time the advantages of the 
limited company system, and one distinguished writer' goes 
so far as to speak of the .. pestilential principle II of limited 
liability. 

II.-Tlu Pyactic. of Fift4"ci"K. 
Owing to the excessive number issued, the shares became 

unsnleable. Since credit was lacking, people resorted to 
financing and to finance bills. These terms demand some 
explanation.' 

Suppose that a railway contractor wanted £50,000; he 
applied to a company, offering as security shares in the line 
he was constructing. The company agreed to lend him the 
amount, not in cash, but by an acceptance made out in his 
favour; this acceptance the contractor could then discount, 
and thus obtain the money required. In this way profit 
was made by the loan of a signature only. The transaction 
was not analogous to the discount of a bill of-exchange, for 
there were no goods delivered and sold and requiring only 
an interval before being consumed; hence the distaste which 
bankers felt to a~pting and circulating such paper. 

It must, however, be ackn01.-Jedged that the new method 
.. was legitimate within the limits of the strength of the 
I:uaranteeing companies and the prospects of the new enter
prises." By its means enterprises which might pro~-e of 
great value could be set going without delay. Uofor-

• Juctar. p. 3J'1. 
• Nr. J- StorIint· 
• On ....... bj<ct of , .. ncint _ Juglar. po 3s... .... LHI. po 4'&0. T1Io 
~ ... i~ DOt uaknown ill F ... nce; ill fact. dies country was atw.f 
of Enela .... millis ~ _ eII.SJ'" lila ~ • c_ If-' 
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tunately the system was employed .. without wisdom and 
sometimes without honesty,'" and it soon brought about a 
terrible crash. 

Amongst the firms which turned their attention to financ
ing one of the best known was that of Messrs. Overend, 
Gurney & Co., of which we shall have more to say later. 

Combined with the limited companies and the practice of 
financing, bad habits in relation to deposits began to make 
their appearance. Hitherto respectable banks had only 
paid interest on their deposit accounts, which the depositors 
could only withdraw after due notice and in a lump sum, 
but had not allowed interest on current or drawing accounts, 
on which English depositors draw cheques and which can 
thus be withdrawn at will. The new banks, especially the 
Colonial banks, neglected these wise practices and began to 
pay interest even on drawing accounts, at first at low rates, 
but afterwards at fairly high rates. 

This policy bad the effect of attracting large supplies of 
capital; the deposits at joint-stock bank5 increased from 
£43,000,000 in 1860 to £91,000,000 in 1864, and the deposits 
at private and country banks increased by 20 millions' 
during the same period. But the system ended in the ruin 
both of the depositors and of the bankers • 

• (c)-THE OuSIS OF 1866. 

I~The Crisis of 1864 au the Crisis of 1866. 
There were two crises in 1864: the first ending in the. 

liquidation of the smaller tradesmen. the second affecting 
the large capitalist. I n both cases the liquidation on the 
Continent was completed in 1864; its effects were felt even 
in Brazil and Australia. 

In England evenlS tnok a somewhat different course. 
This country, like the rest of Europe, suffered great un
easiness. The foreign exchanges turned against it towards 
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the end of 1863 and during 1864 the Bank of England 
was twice obliged to raise its rate of discount to 9 per cent. 
For the time the collapse was successfully averted. Un
fortunately it was only delayed a couple of years and 
England gained nothing by waiting. The crisis of 1866 
was, in fact, the most serious that has been experienced in 
modern times. 

The proof, as M. Juglar' observes, that die crisis of 1866 
was not independent, but was the violent and inevitable 
completion of that of 1864, though somewhat delayed, is that 
uthercountries had no share in it. Their crash had occurred 
in 1864. 

H.-Th, Failure 0/Oue,en4 &> GurneJl.-Blac1c FridaJl. 
The year 1866 opened with gloomy prospects. Abroad 

everything pointed to a European war; at home a commer
C'ial crisis soon appeared imminent. The first warning of 
it was given in Fehruary by the failure of the Joint-Stock 
Discount Company, and this was followed by the stoppage 
of Barned's Bank at Liverpool, with liabilities of 
£3.500.000.· 

The situation obviously grew worse from day to day; 
the rate of discount at the Bank of England, which bad 
fallen to 6 per cent., was raised early in May to 7, 8, 9. and 
finally. on May 11th, to 10 per cent. Towards evening of 
May loth the news spread of the greatest failure which had 
hitherto occurred in England, that of Overend, Gurney and 
Co. The firm of Overend & Gurney was one of the most 
respected in the City. It enjoyed a European reputation; 
one of the partners, S. Gurney, had played an important 
part in the crisis of 1847 and the subsequent inquiry, and in 
addition it held deposits to the amount of 8 millions. Un
fortunately, after 1860 this firm had become involved in a 
series of risky speculations and was actually insolvent with
out anyone suspecting it. An opportunity .. -as taken iQ 
~ugust, 1865, to reconstruct it as a limited liability c0m-

o " 387 . 
• Gillla .... ~ cil •• Vol. II •• p. ]08. 
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pany, with a capital of 5 millions in 100,000 £50 shares, of 
which £15 were paid up. £500,000 was paid for the 
goodwill of the old firm, whose position we have seen. 
The shares of the new company were at first sold at a 
premium of £10. Some months later Overend, Gurney and 
Company failed under the following circumstances: 

An action was pending before the law courts against ihoe 
Mid-Wales Railway to recover the value of securities 
amounting to £60,000 which had been accepted by the com
pany, and which were held by Overend & Gurney and two 
other firms. Judgment was delivered on May 9th to the 
effect that the railway company had no authority to accept 
the securities. This decision, combined with rumours about 
Overend & Gurney which had been current for some lilll. 
time, caused a run upon the firm. The directors tried to 
avert disaster by asking for help from the Bank of England 
to tbe amount of £400,000; but the security offered was 
insufficient, the loan was refused,' and the firm of Overend, 
Gurney & Company stopped payment with liabilities of 
£18,72 7,917." 

The next day (Friday, May IlIh) will long be known in 
the annals of the City as .. Black Friday"" The prevailing 
excitement is indescribable; Lombard Street was impass
able, it seemed that demands for accommodaton must in
crease to an extraordinary extent, and doubt was thrown 
upon the position of the most respected houses • 

.. It might have been thought," exclaims Wolowski: 
.. that the ships carrying England and ber fortune had sud
denly sprung a terrible leak and that the wrecked person. 

• Not wi-'t r..vet. for the Bank __ the cia.,.... 
" lbe liquidation of the firm of Ooerend II Gumoy ....... .., y ......... .- ..c .88.953. lbe ina! rqoort of the liquidaton .............. oa N_bor 

.J,.1I9J. For""- cIetaiIo _ ..... s-Jur .. 1I.g_ for D«emher. afI93. 
• Tbe __ oome had ...... g;.... ID Friday. Deoomber 6. '7450 __ tile 

__ of ..... p __ .... or inw ..... Loodoo _daJ .."1,, 

See-'p.'S<J-
• See the bocimIinC of 8ft _ by W __ appared ;" the 

R _ _ D .... 11_ (~ '$ •• 8(6). a ........... title of r... 11 ... 
"........ Thio...- .... ~ wi!b odIen by the ..... __ io • 
~.I!:._~titlefllLa ~ tI·~ ... _ 
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were clutching madly at the spars and fragments in search 
of a means of safety." 

On this one day alone the Bank of England made 
advances to the value of nearly 4 millions; and its reserve, 
which had been £5.737.000 in the morning, was reduced to 
about 3 millions.' 

III.-Suspollsion ollhe Act of 1844.-End of the Crisis.
Part Played by the Ban" 01 England. 

On the evening of this same Friday the Chancellor of 
the Exchequer described the situation to the House of 
Commons and stated that the Government had written to 
the Bank promising to introduce a Bill of Indemnity in
case it was obliged to exceed the statutory limit of its issues.' 

The news of the suspension of the Act of 1844 was received 
with applause from both sides of the House and was 
enthusiastically welcomed by the commercial world. The 
anxiety of the latter was so intense' that, as the authorisa. 
tion for the additional issues was not announced before 
midnight, a deputation of bankers waited on the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer at the House itself. It is said that one of 
the representatives of the joint-stock banks remarked to the 
representative of the Bank of England, .. I can draw a 
couple of cheques to-morrow morning which will shuf you 
upat once ... • 

The suspension of the Act of 1844 had such an effect that 
the next day the crisis seemed to be at an end. The pressure 
on the banks ceased temporarily, and. as in 1847, the Bank 
of England was not obliged to exceed the legal limits of its 
issues. The demand for discounts continued to be con· 
siderable. but it was met by the deposits which flowed into 

H~I'~ ~~::. ~..':"'~ ~ "'!.~~!:. Bank. L 
• Tbe Iotter of the Chancellor of die Ezcboquor _ -.u.d ... the 

limllar ........... t ID 'S.7 _.8$7- Tbe _ of _ letter ia Ci- .., 
\liolo_i, pta. ...... 03 • 

...: ~ftS:: :=t=LJ:-:"':':?"~ ~ ~ ~,:...~ . 
• Gilbort. -t. ciI.. Vol. n .• p. 3'" 
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the Bank' as soon as it was known that a sufficiency of notes 
would be issued. Unfortunately during the following week 
a number of failures took place; these alarmed the depositors 
of the other banks and produced fresh disasters. The 
London Bank was obliged to stop payment with liabilities 
of £4,333,877, after paying 50 per cent. of its deposits. 
The Consolidated Bank tried to assist it but collapsed in its 
turn. The Agra and Masterman's Bank, which then occu
pied a most important position in the East, failed also, with 
liabilities of £15,582,002. These banks all possessed suffi
cient assets, but they had not time to convert them into 
cash. 

The important part played by the Bank of England at this 
time is evident from a statement made by Mr. Gladstone in 
the House of Commons on May 17th." 

According to this statement, the advances made by the 
Bank of England on Government securities on Friday, the 
day of the panic, amounted to £929,000, on the following 
day to £747,000, and during the three succeeding days they 
made up the total of £2,874,000. With regard to com
merce in general, .. the best measure that can be given of 
the manner in which the Bank has exercised its functions is 
shown in this: that it has made advances upon bills and has 
discounted bills to the extent of £9,350,000, making a total 
of advances and discounts in five days of £12,225,000." 

(d)-RESULTS OP THE CRISIS OP 1866. 

The crisis was not appeased in a single day. The dis
count rate of 10 per cent. was maintained by the Bank from 
May Iltb until August 6th, for the distrust of English in
vestments was so great that even tbis high rate failed to 
attract capital from countries where, as in F rance, th~ rate 
cOntinued to be less than 4 per cent. 

This distrust on the part of the foreigner, which at one 
time it was feared ... ould persist. made people imagine that 

• The deposi .. at !be Bonk. _ ...... III mil..".. ... 111.,- 10m. bad 
ia<:Rued ... 16 millioaa by !be 17Jh. 

• fa ............ questioa by Copcaia GriDdley. 
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London was going to lose its predominance in the world's 
money market. Sir Stafford Northcote is supposed to have 
remarked that there was " a run upon England.'" 

The circular issued at this timll by the Earl of Clarendon,' 
in which it was stated that "Her Majesty's Government 
have no reason to apprehend that there is any general want 
of soundness in the ordinary trade of this country which can 
give reasonable ground for anxiety or alarm either in this 
country or abroad," only served to increase the distrust felt 
by foreigners. I 

At home there was no lack of confidence so far as ttie 
Bank of England was concerned j its metallic reserve, which 
had never fallen below £11,800,000, rose to £19,200,000 in 
December, 1866. But the losses in commerce and of savings 
were enormous. It was estimated that the various failures 
involved liabilities amounting to 50 millions,' and it may 
be supposed that the losses which were not published and 
which therefore cannot be calculated exactly, must have 
been very great.' Railway shares were "much depreciated 
and Con sols fell to 85. 

The crisis of 1866 had, howe'Ver, some good results. 
The weaker banks and the doubtful companies dis

appeared in the struggle, but the well-established banks 
emerged from it yet further strengthened and extended their 
good influence over a wider area. The practices of financing 
and of giving accommodation bills were replaced by sounder 
commercial methods, and finally, as a result of all this, 
there was no fresh crisis for twenty-three years. 

l WoloWlki. po IlJ~ 

• Levi, P. 471. 
• Sidn~J Buxton, ,. ..... ~ .... P.tia. VoL II., p.. .,. 
• Macleod. r,...., of C ....... P. 1063. 
• Certain banks doing business with the East publisbecl the utent of 

their 'oases. -rhe Bank of Hindustan. China and Japan, for instance. stated 
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flolrther upect~ loa of £70-000: The A.siatic Bank lost £I~.ooo. whiLst ita 
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CHAPTER IV. 

THE CRISIS OF 1890, OR THE BARING CRISIS. 

The Bank between 1866 and 1890. Causes of the ai,i,. Formation of 
numerous limited companies. El.tensive tpeCUlation, npeciaUv in the 
Argentine Republic. The Argentiaf! Land Banb and the cedui8l. The 
Bank rate of di.scount. Reprehensible policy of the joint-stock bank •. 
Incidents of the crisiL Failure of the Baring.. Intervention of the 8anll:. 
Th'! guarantee fund. Firm and ~uJ policy of the GoYemor. Lidder ... 
dale. Importation of 'onign gc.oJd. AnIS •• nee given by the Bank of 
Franc:e. Fate of the firm of Baring. ComparOOo betWeat the crisis of 
1Sgo and the precedinte: critet:. Important difference.. The Sank RHft'Ye 
during the various cnsa. The cri,i.a of 1190 stopped in time, the other. 
were not. The public knew nothing of the ai.i. of J8g0 until it ... 0ftI'. 

THE crisis of 1866 was followed by a long interval of quiet 
prosperity. The theory which held that crises recurred every 
ten years received a striking refutation. Even the failure in 
1878 of two important banks, the City of Glasgow and the 
West of England, which, considering the circumstances, 
might well have caused a panic, only raised a slight alarm. 
Twenty-four years passed before another crisis occurred, 
that of 11190. better known as the Baring crisis.' 

In 11190 there was, indeed, an economic crisis whicb might 
have proved very serious, and which involved the failure 
of the house of Baring Brothers. The unexpected collapse 
of this celebrated firm made such an impression on the public 
mind that at first the cause was mistaken for the effect and 
it was thought that the crisis only occurred because Baring 
Brothers had got into difficulties. whereas in actual fact 
their difficulties were due to the general situation, which was 
such that a crisis was bound to come sooner or later. More--
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over many other firms besides Baring Brothers had 
incurred liabilities which to a greater or less degree ex
ceeded the limits of prudence. 

It is, besides, easy to show that this crisis, like all 
the preceding ones, was the result of a series of earlier 
mistakes. 

(a)-THB CAUSES OF THB CRISIS. 

Both 1888 and 1889 had been years of extensive specula
tion. This was probably due to the recent conversion of 
Consols, which made the public look out for investments 
with higher profits than 2t per cent. At any rate a great 
many companies of a more or less specUlative character were 
formed, such as American mining companies and brewery 
companies, whilst many commercial and banking firms 
were reconstructed as joint-stock companies. .. The Returns 
of the Registrar of Joint-Stock Companies show that 
the total amount of capiial registered during 1888 was 
£353,781,594, and in 18Sg, £241,277,460.'" 

Many of the newly-registered companies were founded 
for enterprises abroad, especially in the Argentine 
Republic, .. country which was particularly attractive to 
English savings. The money lent to the South American 
Republic during 1888 and ISSg was £36,102,766 and 
£29,223,341, according to a table given in the Stalis'.· 

The Stock Exchange was deeply interested in certain 
institutions for the mortgage of land in South America, 
whicb recall in a surprising manner the projects of Dr. 
Hugh Chamberlain two centuries before. .. The British 
public also became interested to a very serious extent in the 
land mortgage bonds of certain Argentine banks known as 
cMulas, in connection with whiro it has since been ascer
tained tbat grave irregularities ••• bave occurred. Tbese 
cMulas were introduced in Europe by one or two respect
able London houses witbout any regular p~us, and 

'1_. 1M • ., a-Jr .... Ioc. cia.. po I. 

• 1_. , .. I. ., a-Jr .... Ioc. cia. 
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were brought by investors who trusted the firms in 
question.''' 

Towards the end of 1889 prudent people began to feel that 
the financial situation in Argentina, combined with the 
enormous amount of English capital involved in specula. 
tions of all kinds and the rash conduct of some of the most 
importAnt firms, would prove a source of danger to 
England.' There was a fall in the best securities. 

The Bank of England shared these anxieties and the 
directors, seeing that Consols were falling and that the 
reserve of the Bank declined also, wisely determined to 
raise their rate of discount to 6 per cent. 

They maintained this comparatively high rate for seven 
weeks with a praiseworthy resolution, considering the strong 
opposition of the City bankers whose proceedings were 
thereby hindered. Unfortunately the joint-stock banks did 
nol support the Bank of England in its prudent policy and 
the market rate of discount never arose above 4! per cent.; in 
addition, the well-known arguments on the futility of amass
ing a reserve to meet a crisis which would most probably 
never occur, were heard and read on every side. Hence 
towards the end of February the Bank had to reduce its rate 
to 5 per cent., although it had not succeeded in attracting 
an effective stock of gold. 

The Economic Journal' criticises very severely the be-. 
haviour of the joint-stock banks on this occasion. "It is 
a great pity," it remarks, "that the joint-stock banks did 
not take a wiser view of the situation, for if they had, and 
if the Bank had been allowed to strengthen itself in the early 
p3rt of 1890, it would probably have been unnecessary to 

, TIle liCDOO. 1""""". Vol. I., p. '92 • 
• 1 may mOl" bore to • perwmaJ recoIIectioo. A GrM 'naoori<r from 

Loodoo, now dead. M. K-, ~t the winter 1889-18c:Jo in my nat;'e COUD''''' of Ccrla. He _ d;..-d rho _ ........... of rho Srod< Eschange 
";th ODe of my _.. aDd oompIaiDed that rho EngIiob public were ... 
volving theo:aRJyes ia absurd Ipt.CU1atioD. "1be eYif,," be rernarbd. 6' .. 
....... tb.m _Ie think. many imponant Engliob firms are en .... gIed, and 
..... rho Barings baYe ......... _ of rho .... aigb. path." 
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apply to foreign countries ... when the crisis occurred in 
the aulu·'ln. The banks have got thoroughly into the habit 
of regaraing the amount of the reserve of the Bank of 
England as of no importance, although it is the sole fund 
in existence to enable them to meet their liabilities if called 
upon. They fully believe that, if the worst comes to the 
worst, the Bank will not be allowed to fail, as an ordinary 
bank would fail if the whole of its cash were gone,' and the 

experience of more than one commercial crisis has shown 
that this cakulation is a safe one, and has consequently 
encouraged the banks to adhere to their present dangerous 
practice." 

(b)-INCIDENTS OF THE CRISIS IN NOVEMBER, ISgo. 

The autumn of ISgo began badly. The usual incon
veniences of the autumnal drain were intensified by various 
issues of new shares and by a revolution in the country so 
closely connected with English trade and finance, the 
Argentine Rf'public. 

The Bank rate fell in a short time to 4 per cent., then 
quickly rose to S per cent., and on November 7th, alteT 
an unexpected demand for gold for Spain," it was raised 
to 6 per cent. The next day the firm of Baring Brothers 
collapsed. 

The causes of the failure of this famous and much 
respected house, .... hich .... as at one time called the sixth 
European Power, date back some .... ay to the loss due to the 
attempt to issue the shares of the Buenos Ayres 'Vater 
\Vorks Company, .... hich it had undertaken; Messrs. Baring 
had been obliged to keep the shares whtch they had "under
written." Other misfortunes ... ·ere soon added to this; the 
firm had several undertakings on its hands at once, and it 
has been justly observed:' "The chief of the firm appears 

• Compare tho po,... oft ... quoted &om Lcri Gc>ocboD'a opoech. 

• c..,,- of I(OId -'" upomd, makint port of • much Jarcor -
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• E_. 1......-1. p. 19". 
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to have thought that their command of money was so great 
that there was no need for the ordinary calculations and 
precautions ... 

Although people began to suspect danger from so many 
uncertain undertakings, yet the firm of Baring appeared so 
firmly established, its branches were so extensive, and the 
services it had rendered to trade and to the State were so 
great, I that these first suspicions did not develop into 
alarm." 

It was not until Saturday, November 8th, that two or 
three prominent persons were told the true state of the case, 
and on the following Monday an eminent banker and a 
member of the Treasury Committee of the Bank of England 
were instructed to inquire into the affairs of Messrs. Baring. 

Nothing definite was known by the general public, but 
a feeling of anxiety-increased by the numerous sales of 
Consols, the price of which had already fallen to 9Jt
began to prevail in the City; and the next day, when it was 
heard on the one hand that £3,500.000 of gold was to be 
imported,' and on the other that the sale of Consols was 
continuing, everyone felt that they were confronted by a 
danger of the first magnitude. This feeling of yague alarm 
grew more intense in the course of \Vednesday, on whicb 
day £750,000 of Consols were sold at once, and it became a 
panic on Friday,' when the position of Barings at length 
became known and people heard that there was a meeting 
at the Bank of England of the representatives of the leading 
banks and commeri!ia1 firms. 

That same evening, in view of the public interests a1 
stake, and of the fact that it was impossible for the Barings 
to meet their liabilities--although they were actually solvent 
-the meeting decided to come to their help, and conse-

a It IDay be remlleeted that it _as a Sir Fraocil Baring who .... ore ia 17fJ1 _ of abe bestlllUdMs __ .-OD abe Bank of EoglaDd. 
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quently it was agreed that the Bank of England should 
provide for their obligations, and should be secured from 
risk of ultimate loss by a guarantee fund which was to be 
maintained for three years.' . 

This fund, which at first amounted to 5 or 6 millions, rose 
to 10 millions the next day-when the announcement of 
what had happened calmed the public and arrested the 
panic.-

The fact that the settlement of Messrs. Barings' diffi
culties was known almost as soon as the existence of these 
difficulties, caused great satisfaction in the City. Con
gratulations were heard on all sides and everyone sung the 
praises of the Bank of England and of its Governor, Mr. 
Lidderdale, who had displayed so much resolution and 
courage.' 

These praises were indeed fully deserved; the firm atti
tude of the Governor of the Bank in ISgo offers a curious 
contrast to the shifting policy of his predecessors in similar 
circumstances. Mr. Lidderdale's plan may be summarised 
as follows: 

(I) Creation of a guarantee fund to last for three years. 
(2) Importation of gold from abroad and maintenance of 

the Bank rate at the high but not exaggerated level of 6 per 
cent." 

Gold was imported chieOy from France. This was the 
second occasion during the 19th century on which the assist
ance of the Bank of France enabled the Bank of England 
to escape from a difficult position; and it must be acknow
ledged to the credit of the Bank of France that in JSgo, as 

, The text of iho lI" ..... tee is Ii .... In the J- of .". , ... ,;- ., 
B .... .-r ... po. s. 

• The fund I'OIIte as hit?' _ 18 million.; many people. when oac:e aD 
dan,. was O\'t'f, thought It good form to Ihan ill • &neILMII'e talala lor tbe 
publiC iDtwelt .. 

• On Deul1\ber 30 • chopuhtian '1"Om the Stock Eschange ofIiciaIIy pre
_toe! OIl .dd ... of .hank> to the Baa'" of England. For.... text of this 
.dd .... and the ropIJ ..... by the Go __ ~. _ .... J-. ,_ ., 
B ... hr.r. pp.. 9"'10. 

• I. spi.. of .his the .......... ..... I..........t _ /;.5 ...... - ID 
/;l"-- ia • single -----. po 473. 
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in 1839, it gave evidence of a friendly feeling towards the 
Bank of England which cannot be too much praised.' 

(3) No suspension of the Act of 1844. The situation was 
such that a letter from the Treasury would have intensified 
rather than allayed the panic. 

However praiseworthy Mr. Lidderdale's policy, as thus 
described, may be, we must nevertheless point out that the 
creation of a guarantee fund is a quite exceptional proceed
ing, which could not, whatever may be said of it, pass into 
general use, since there is theoretically no reason why it 
should not be applied to every case, for all securities and all 
investments may be regarded as virtually good and hence 
ultimately may be sold for a satisfactory price. 

What was the fate of the firm of Baring Brothns? 
The liabilities of the house amounted to £21,000,000. 

Those who had been charged with the investigation of its 
affairs estimated that, taking the value of the private pro
perty of the partners as £1,000,000, the assets of the firm. 
calculated at the very low prices of Friday, November 7th, 
exceeded the liabilities by 3 millions. After the events which 
we have just described, Baring Brothers was reconstructed 
as a joint-stock company under the name of Baring Brothers 
& Co., Limited, with a capital of one million. Mr. T. C. 
Baring, who had retired from business in 1883, disinter
estedly placed his entire fortune at the disposal of the new 
company, of which he consented to become a director. In 
I B94 the guarantors were relieved from all further responsi
bility and all subsequent payments devolved upon the 
company of Baring Brothers & Co., which has quickly 
restored the name of Baring to its former eminen~. 

(C}-CoJIPARISON JIE'nII,'EE!I THE CRISIS OF 1890 AND THE 

PRECEDI!'G CRISES. 

The comparison is all in favour of the crisis of 1890, 
which differs greatly from its predecessors. '~In former 
times aIarm was diffused over the whole kingdom, London 

I For the IBilIIIIer ill wb.idI the ftIIlin..aDc:e of the gold ... ~ we 
1"'-' Po/ilWd 5~ g...u.ly. Man:h. t894. p •• ). Thio ...... io ediw 
.., the Faculty of PoIitieaJ Sdea<e of CoIwnbia College, --. 
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was drained of its reserves to fill up the wants of the 
country,' and the imprudencies of banks, having caused or 
aggravated alarms, there was a general uneasiness in the 
banking world and a consequent ..• indisposition to grant 
assistance to the trading world. But on this last occasion 
there was no general alarm in the country. Banks outside 
London were hardly sensible of the crisis, and even in 
London there was no panic except in Capel Court. No 
bank failed in town or country, and no suspicion of danger 
to banks seems to have existed amongst their customers. 
Some great issuing houses lost their position and narrowly 
escaped suspension. Enormous losses fell on the public, but 
not on banks except indirectly. It was not a panic 
causing general alarm amongst the public, but a crisis 
of a special kind, which might easily have been extended 
so as to have caused such a panic as never yet has occurred 
in any country. The danger was prodigious, but it was 
averted. . 

.. In former crises the danger was not averted and things 
were allowed to drift, so that great houses and banks failed, 
and general alarm ensued," In ISgo on tbe contrary, .. it 
may fairly be said that, for all practical purposes, nothing 
was known of the crisis in the country at large until all was 
over.··· 

1 Thll will be bett<, .... nsod from a compari_ 01 the _ ....... In 
ISgo and d.urin. the earlier crise&. 
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PART IV. 
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS WITH REGARD TO THE ACT 

OF IIi4+-PRESENT POSITION OF THE QUESTION.
SCHEMES FOR REFORM. 

CHAPTER I. 

SCHEMES FOR REFORM AND MR. GOSCHEN'S 
PROPOSAL. 

Opposition to Act of '11« ....... kenecl by the ni ... of '890. N __ 
""hem .. 10: reform. Proposal 01 Mr C;_............ Chancellor of !he 
Exchequer. Analysis of Mr. Goschen'. tpeec:h6. Criticism of ni.ri:tg 
oystem. (.) Insuftici....,. 01 centraJ _ 01 gold. (0) Aboenu of 01 ... ;.:;., 
in time of crisis. Plan for reform. Dra_baen to and advantage. of )f,.. 
Goschon's plan. (.) Tho plan _ c:omplica ..... V, No <midi ....... spe<:ifi...t 
subject to which the second reserve to be a.ailable. Advantaget of .he 
sdJ...... I ........ 01 the contraJ _ 01 gold through tho inu_ibn 

:: ~neb,=.=~ea~e:~'= Tate cu:~~~ ;i~t~.~ 
echeme. Doubtful wek:ome given to his propoulL Little ju.e:ification for 
opposition to £r notes. The .ituatioft in .tbS and at prnent. Mr. 
Goscben '. proposals rMm!I' drafted in the form of a BiU, bul had abe good 
.fleet 01 incr ... inC the oentraJ _ 01 ",14 

THE crisis of 1890 re-awakened die opposition to the Ad of 
1144· 

During die year 1891 numerous pamphlets drew the 
attention of the public to tbe need for a reform of the charter, 
and advocated the most varied remedies.' 

• Amoagst the _ important '" the _ """ articles _ -"" 

about Ibis time """ at the bogi .... '" 01 '119>. the following may be 00I0d :-
Stan~ lIMb' c .... B ......... especial., Chapo. .;. .... oiL ; .... Jl_ _ ... Jlutill,., P .. _. 

Gardiner (Charles). P"'- of the I_hlte '" IItanbn Ia Scotland. 
Jl •. GOIeMa" ~ I« BeJ_ ., ... B_ A.... \ 

Ib_ a ...... ). Tle c..u for c ... tIIICJ B<I _ _ Jl •. G_·. B ... . ,..... 
~ (8. TJDdaJ). Ow _ ... , 51-
If_ (T. B.). Ow s-ru.,51 _ _ ;u eIf-" .,.. C_u. 
GiIJett (W.). A lett« ,. ... a...ullor ., ... 6zclo_. 
10 __ 01 the _____ the ~ 0I1bo Act 01 .s.. 

;. ............ .nth _ 0I1bo _iot --.y, .... idI ... .- roc ..... 
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We th'oughl at one time of giving an analysis here of the 
chief proposals made at tbis time and had even prepared 
such a study, but this preparation determined us to abandon 
the idea. In the first place, the great majority of these 
IChemes are now, after ten years' interval, completely for
gotten, and some have been abandoned even by their 
authors. In the second place, In the critical portion of their 
work, which is generally the only one of any value, most 
of the reforms emphasise certain disadvantages in the 
English banking system, such as the insufficiency of the 
metallic reserve, the great 8 uctuations in the rate of dis
count, the necessity for suspending the Act of 1844 in time 
of crisis and other points with which we have already suffi
ciently dealt. Finally, and above all. among the chorus of 
reformers one voice was heard more clearly and elJectively 
than the others. that of Mr. Goschen. who was then Chan
cellor of the EltChequer and the general attention and all 
the discussions soon centred round his proposals. 

Hence the best method of studying the reform movement 
in 1891 is to examine the speeches delivered and the letters 
written by Mr. (afterwards Lord) Goschen.' This statesman 
has indeed summarised with moderation and ability all the 
serious criticisms which can be brought against the Act of 
1844. and. in addition. has put forward practical suggestions 
for a reform, which alford a solid basis for discussion.' . 

Mr. Goschen began his speecb on December and before 
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the London Chamber of Commerce by repeating what lie 
had already said at the commencement of his speech at 
Leeds, viz., that no form of regulation could prevent panics 
and failures resulting from imprudence and over-specula
tion, but that legislation might perhaps do something to 
prevent the spread of these panics. 

He then proceeded to criticise the system existing in 
England and attacked it mainly on two grounds: (I) The 
insufficiency of the central stock of gold and (2) The want 
of elasticity in times of crisis which characterised the system 
imposed upon the Bank. 

I~INSUFFICIENCY OF THE CENTRAL STOCK OF GOLD. 

At the time of Mr. Goschen's speech the average amount 
of the metallic reserve in England was from 21 to 22 

millions, as compared with 95 millions (gold and silver) in 
France, and 40 millions (gold and silver) in Germany. The 
United States held in the Treasury and in the National 
Banks, a metallic reserve (gold and silver) of 142 millions. 

The inferiority of England in this respect was dangerous 
owing to the difficulty of 1'apidly att1'acting gold. Gold 
could always be obtained, but time was necessary. This 
fact had not been sufficiently foreseen and was what made 
the situation dangerous, especially .. in these days wheo 
combinations are so easy, ••• when syndicates are so corn
moo II that an attack on the English stock of bullion would 
be a most simple matter. 

II_WANT OF ELASTICITY IN TIME OF CRISIS. 

The method used for the suspension of the charter was 
inadequate. In actual fact. the situation had to be very 
serious and maoy disasters must already have occurred, 
before the Chancellor of the Exchequer could decide to 
write his letter. .. There are certain authorities who hold 
that the very uncertainty as to whether the Chancellor of the 
.Exchequer's letter will or will not be given is in itself a 
preventive to over-speculatioo." But experience bas, un
fortunately, proved the contrary. and it may be sail! that 
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"in the City, gentlemen calculate with pretty considerable 
certainty that the Chancellor of the Exchequer's letter will 
be forthcoming if the alarm is great enough and the panic 
is great enough." 

After these remarks, Mr. Goschen declared that it was 
not his intention to criticise the Act of 1844,' that he only 
desired to modify as little as possible a law which had, "on 
the whole," worked "t".xtremely well." But after a lapse of 
fifty years circumstances had changed enormously i "the 
Bank of England has not that command over the money 
market which it used to have," and for changed conditions 
fresh legislation was necessary. 

WHAT AIlE THE LEGISI.ATIVE PROVISIONS SUGGESTED BY 
MR. GOSCHEN? 

We have seen that Mr. Goschen had two objects-to 
increase the central stock of gold, and to give greater 
elasticity to the issues in time of crisis. These two reforms 
bad already been indicated by others, but the originality 
of Mr. Goschen's plan consisted in his combining them, 
thanks chielly to the issue of £1 notes. 

The details of this scheme are very clearly summarised in 
the letter written by the proposer himself to the Governor 
of the Bank of England. 

"The Bank of England," wrote Mr. Goschen, "is at 
present authorised to issue £16,450,000 on securities. 
Beyond that all notes must be represented by gold. The 
average amount of gold in the Issue department for the 
years 1881-90 may be taken as •.• £21,SSo,O<lOo which, if 
added to the £16,4So,ooo-the authorised amount of the 
fiduciary issue-would give a total of £38.000,000, repre. 
senting the average total issue under the provisions of the 
Act of 1!44. I would disturb nothing up to this point 
beyond authorising the issue of £1 notes under precisely 

I "I lla ......... and .... a Bank a.- Act maD." See po • 01 !he 
SpeodI 011 _!>or and. Mr. ~'s respott for R ...... 1'<01'1 Act .. oil""" by all !he refonnen: time h ... bI fact • ..- !he empirical ........... 
....- In 18« Into an blstitutlon. "bich ...... ia !he _OIl .. ..,.. by 
• ..., national blotilUtiOll In £ncl""". 
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the same eonditions as those under which notes of higher 
denominations are issued at present. But beyond this limit 
of £38,000,000, I would authorise the issue of notes under 
the conditions which I have sketched-namely, £4 on gold 
to £1 on securities." 

These proposals may be explained more vividly by means 
of an example. Suppose that the stock of gold in the issue 
department stands at £21,550,000. Suppose that" an addi. 
tional sum of £25,000,1}OO were issued in the proportion of 
£4 on gold to £1 on securities, the addition to the stock of 
gold would be £20,000,000, bringing the total up 10 
£41,550,000, and the position would be as follows:-

TtIUIN __ 

Old_age 
Addilioaal ... 

... £,s,......
.s---

.. This total would be issued against gold and securities 
respectively, in the following proportions:-

ToMl_·f p/il-
Vndortheold,.....w-... . .• £.,,5_ Add __ aI £._ 

....... the_ prorioicIM _-__ -'-"-__ 

N_ ...... opiDot gold £41,5$0_ 

N ___ 1IpiruI_rilieo-

I'ftrioao............. ... ._ £16.4_ 
Add_alb_ _5;".-_-___ _ 

TOIaI_ ......... __ 
TOIaI __ _ 

.. The contrast between the new and the old situation 
would be this : 

"We should have £41,550,000 of gold at the Bank instead 
of £2 1 ,5so.000, and the increase in the fiduciary issue would 
be only £5,000,000; and that increase would be due to the 
introduction of £1 DOleS, whicb if once acclimatized. would 
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be far less Ijkely to be presented for payment than £5 
notes.'u 

Mr. Goschen completes"his scheme as follows: "If the 
addition to the ~ock of gold through the issue of £1 notes 
should bring the total stock up to £30,000,000, a point 
which would be reached by the issue of £10,000,000 under 
the new conditions, I should be prepared to give certain 
additional powers of issue in times of emergency. . . • I 
would authorise the Bank to strengthen the reserve in the 
banking department by the issue of additional notes against 
s~urities, on paying to the Government a high rate of 
interest, to be fixed by law ••.• The rate of interest must 
be neither so high as to make the permission inoperative, 
nor so low as to encourage people to speculate up to it. 

"This additional authority to the Bank is intended to take 
the place of and prevent the necessity for the Treasury 
letter, by which the Bank Charter Act has been several times 
suspended." : .,. 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 0' MR. GOSCHEN'S 
PLAN. 

Mr. Goschen's plan, like all human proposals, has its 
advantages and its disadvantages. We will first consider 
the latter, which will enable us the better to explain the 
former. 

Disad'IIGfI'4ges of 'lie Sc1lertae. 

The scheme bas two main disadvantages: on the one 
hand, it is unnecessarily complicated and on the other hand 
it leaves undetermint'd a point of fundamental importance
it does not specify the conditions under which the second 
reserve is to be availahle • 

• Nr, GoK.Iwn add. that Uif C'OIItr"ar) to m, papedatlnlll. the additicDal 
luuoundorthenew ............. IdI'Ollda.!€so. __ I-...sllepropond .. 
..quint aay furthor _ ~ thel sum .. lie __ Ia IuD by IIOId
Suell • provi ..... would __ the objoc1_ II .... aD iacIe6II!" _ 01 .... 
miahl lie '- .. the COUIl"7 - my pia." ' 
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These disadvantages were pointed out arut clearly ex. 
pounded by Mr. Foxwell.' 

I.-The scheme is too compliCated. 
" Why, for instance, should he stipulate that ilieri! musi 

be no fiduciary issue of £1 notes until £38 million note! 
are issued upon the old footing 1" Especially as this 
limitation might lead to confusion in the working of the 
issue. 

" Again, why are the new powers of relief issue not io 
be available until the stock of gold in the Issue Department 
amounts to £30 \lIillions 1 This again seems an unnecessary 
precaution, and • . • might prevent the operation of the 
new powers exactly when it was most required. It would, 
for instance, have made the scheme inoperative in 1857, 
even if 2S millions of £1 Dotes had then been in circula
tion." 

\Vhy, in fact, noi allow the issue of £1 notcs, as the 
Economist' suggests, on the preSent basis? And why 
make any distinction between the issue of the two kinds of 
notes? 

" It would seem," observes Mr. Foxwell,' .. that Mr. 
Goschen has been led to complicate his proposals by an un
necessary tenderness for Peel's Act and a desire to represent 
his scheme as an addition to that Act rather than a modifi
cation of it. But surely the Act of 1844 is from its very 
nature one which no statesman need hesitate to amend. Its 
empirical basis shows that it was drafted to meet the special 
requirements of its own day, and cannot consequently be 
perfectly adapted 10 the greatly altered conditions of the 
present time," 
2~ The conditions under which the second reserve is 

available are not sufficiently specified. 
By not specifying these conditions, Mr. Goschen has 

omitted to specify the exact nature of the second reserve. 
"Is it to be strictly a panic reserve, only available al 

times of absolute crisis," at times such as formerly have 
made it necessary to suspend the Act of 1844? .. Or is it to 

• p. 151- .N .... 3oJ_. JIkp. .,. IS). 
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be generally#vailable to prevent injurious monetary strains? 
I n other words, is the rat~ fixed for access to the reserve 
to be a comparatively low'rate, fixed by the point at which 
the difficulty of obtaining accommodation becomes a serious 
obstacle to the ordinary business of the country; or is it 
to be a higli rate, and are we aiming merely at relieving 
strains which threaten the entire collapse of the credit 
system ?" 

Mr. Goschen said that the discount rate must neither be 
so high as to prevent the use of the second reserve nor so 
low as to encourage speculation. But what is this rate? 
.. Are we to follow the lines of Mr. Lowe's proposal in 1873,' 
fixing the minImum rate at 10 per cent. or even higher; or 
shall we follow the example of Germany, where relief begins 
at a 5 per cent. rate ?" 

This question is unsettled, and this want of definiteness 
makes it impossible to understand and consequently im
possible to judge, the exact bearing of the scheme in this 
respect. 

Advolllar'" of M,. Go"c""',, Pia". 
'Apart from these disadvantages, wbich could be easify 

remedied, it must be acknowledged that Mr. Goscben's 
scbeme has obvious merits. .. It would undoubtedly increase 
the central stock of gold, whill at the same time providing 
us witb a new and convenient form of currency, and this 
by a costless operation whicb would not make any fresh 
demands on tbe international gold market, or in any way 
un favourably affect prices."· Tbis latter combination. it 
should be noted, is one deserving of bigb praise, and one 
whicb is not a feature of the other projects. It is true that, 
in so far as the issue was fiduciary, gold would doubtless 
leave the country, but the quantity thus lost would not be 
large and would be fully compensated for by the increased 
power given to the Bank from the centralisation of a sum 
four times as great as that exported. As Mr. Goschen 
~marked, "£40,000,000 at the centre" was to be preferred 
to "£50,000,000 in the pod-et of tbe people." 

• For Lo .. ', ..- Oft aboft, ;. pt. . • F"-........ 
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As regards the issue of notes the new PIISition 0; the 
Bank would obviously be much stronger than the old one • 
.. The £1 notes would be much less likely to be presented 
for conversion than the larger ones, and therefore the cir
culation as a whole would require a smaller proportionate 
reserve; but the actual percentage of bullion held against it 
would be increased. With the issue department thus 
strengthened, it becomes safe to make its reserve available 
in certain emergencies for the purposes of the banking 
department. " 

THE FATE AND THE CONSEQUENCES OF MR. GOSCHEN'S 

PROPOSALS. ~ 

It must be confessed that Mr. Goschen'lI plan was not 
very favourably received by the public. The theorists, 
probably owing to the complicated and rather vague nature 
of the proposed reform, expressed very doubtful opinions, 
and the judgment of the commercial world was almost 
hostile.' 

In· particular, the introduction of £1 notes aroused much 
opposition. This opposition was ill-judged: these small 
notes, which have worked excellently in Scotland and in 

. America, are convenient and very cheap, and are presented 
for payment much less oft;n than notes of higher value. 
Their one disadvantage, as was pointed out by G. W. 
Norman more than sixty years ago,- is the risk of forgery, 
but Mr. Goschen showed conclusively' that this could be 
avoided. Hence the only argument that can be broughl 
against £1 notes (an argument very frequently used), is 
based on the memory of the crisis of 1825; but it really 
shows a complete ignorance of the causes of this crisis to 
try to compare the new notes as suggested with those then 
existing. There can be no analogy between £1 notes issued 

• Soe!he ........... 01. _iJtg _ at Salton' Roll .. J~:n, ..,... 
10 _ !he opiniaa 01 .... City. ~ .... ~. "'" dJ •• ..... 
Stanley Cobb, JI • ...uu R.-. 

..;~;.,"!:.! ~ . .:-.= .=.e-::e ";""~~:1 .. ~~ 
P0/ibqw6 ... --ung .. July 90 ,a,. . • Speeda .. D<cemIoa- _, pp. D4)-
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by ille Banli! of England and those issued by any chance 
grocer or cheese-monger. ,., 

The example of the crisis of 1825 is, in fact. the one and 
constant objection brought forward by those who reject all 
idea of modifying the Act of 1844; I was more than a little 
surprised to find it used even by a director of the Bank of 
England.' But it cannot be too often in$isted upon that the 
crisis of 1825 was not due to the absence of a limit to the 
fiduciary issue of the Bank of England, but to the absurd 
system of country banking and in particular, to the fact 
that the Bank of England had not yet learnt that the papet 
circulation 0Ulht to be regulated by' the foreign exchanges 
and the price of bullion. 

Whatever may be thought of tlie merits of ihe discussion 
and in spite of the many advantages of Mr. Goschen's 
proposals. they were never embodied in a Bill. 

It is. however, some~nsolation to know thai the efforts 
of this statesman were not entirely wasted and that to make 
up (or the elasticity which was still lacking in the ~ct of 
1844. the centrtJ stock of gold was much increased. 

From £21,820,000 in 11190. it rose to £24,377,000 in ,1891, 
£25,514,000 in 1892, £34.414.000 in 1894, £38,951,000 in 
1895, and reached a maximum of £44,319,000 in 18g6. 
Since then the stock has slight!) decreased, but has always 
been maintained at a sufficiently respectable level" and in 
1902 was still £35,644,000. 

At this same date the stock of gold at the Bank of France 
was £101,932,000, and that at the Bank of Germany 
£36,273,000. But it must be remembered that these two 
Banks have a much larger quantity of notes in circulation 
than the Bank of England and if we consider the situation 
during the last decade. 11'11 find that the proportion of gold 
to ..... tes in England was ra8 per cent., in France 54 per 

I Nr. J'-' .... al., .. '$-
I £35 ... \5',- .. '197: £».$67.- loa .1gB; .&Jo,a6l,- loa • .,,; 

£33,)0'.-" '900; .ws.~ •. - ia ."". 
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cent. and in Germany 56 per cent.' If the silyer reserve is 
also taken into account, though from an international point 
of view this is not comparable in importance to the gold 
reserve, the metallic stock at the Bank of France amounted 
to 86 per cent. of the notes in circulation and that at the 
Bank of Germany to 81 per cent. only. 

In this respect clearly, the position of the Bank of 
England, though inferior in some other ways, remains 
superior to that of either the Bank of France or the Bank 
of Germany • 

• From 1892 to 19M the average of nota in circulation waa-in England, 
£'7,249,000; in France, £150,278,000; and in Genna"" £SSrJ72.OOO, .. 
c::ompared with 8tocb of gold of £35,0]0,000, ~8Irl87,ooo. and £30,80),000, 
respect;yel,. See Jac""", Table I. 



CHAPTER II. 

GENERAL REMARKS ON THE PRESENT 
POSITION OF THE BANK OF 

ENGLAND. 

THE Act has for a long time been the object of violent 
attack. 

Courcelle-Seneuil has given a forcible summary of most 
of the criticisms of it. " 

.. The Bank of England," he says,' .. cannot regulate tbe 
circulation; it could only do so if it had a monopoly of tbe 
business of discounting and could stop any tendency to 
speculation in trade by the refusal of credit. But it is pre
cisely at these times that trade bas no need of tbe Bank of 
England; it can obtain credit more cheaply elsewhere. 
People only apply to the Banl wben the ordinary sources 
of credit begin to be exhausted; is this a suitable moment 
to refuse discount? When the reactionary movement has 
actually begun, ougbt the Bank to 611 the cup to overftow
ing and basten the disaster, as in ISas? 

.. The Bill of 18.K Y,as based on several errors of fact. 
It supposed that banks could increase their circulation at 
will, ,-hicb is inexact; that commerce always requires the 
same quantity of money, whicb is inexact; and, 6nally, 
tbat a metallic currency is safer and less wriable than a 
paper currency, wbicb is equally inexact. Tbus the Bill 
was framed in opposition to tbe natural laws whicb guide 

c...:!t :";.: ~3-Jill44~~:.':.. -= ~:~~....!: ~ a_ .. ,_«_ ....... i' .... ,.88.). " 
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the real movements of commerce, and as soon as it was pul 
to the test of experience the inadequacy and danger of it! 
effects became evident." 

Although these criticisms are .apparently unanswerable, 
nothing further has been heard in England, since 18g2, of 
modifying the Act of 1144. 

I even noticed, at a meeting of the Political Economy 
Club on the 12th of June last, at which the question was 
discussed, a marked disinclination to make changes which 
seemed useless and might be dangerous. As far as I could 
judge, the quieta non mo'Uere was apparently the motto of 
English economists as far as the Bank of England was con
cerned, a slate of mind which would be of merely relative 
importance were it confined to England. For the English 
public, naturatly conservative, only demands changes when 
disturbed by a violent crisis, and the Old Lady of Thread
needle Street, who is the Panglosse of the English 
commercial world, has adopied by turns with equal con
viction, the most contradictory opinions. 

This superstitious adherence, this Juooi_, is the more 
childish when applied to Robert Peel's Act, considering 
the fundamentally empirical character of this measure and 
the fact that its authors themselves looked upon it as 
temporary. A 

But, what is more important, a tendency to respect the 
old charier of 1844 is observable even outside England. 
Whether it be that its success, at first partial, but since 1867 
practically complete, has disarmed some of its critics; 
whether it be that theoretical discussions are somewhat out 
of fashion, and that nowaday. people are inclined to admit 
the possible existence of several equally good systems as 
regards banks of issue; or whether it be for some other 
reason, the fact remains that the writers who have discussed 
the subject during the last ten years have concerned them
selves less to criticise the Act of 1144 than to explain it. 
It might be supposed that alter careful consideration it has 
been found less bad in reality than in appearance. 

This is, in the main, the conclusion reached by M. 
Wilfreda-Pareto and by Mr. Pierson. The Jatter agrees 
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with Bagehot that the indifferent rules whicli ilie Act of 
1844 imposed upon the directors of the Bank were at any 
rate preferable to those which the directors might have 
framed for themselves.' 

Even the Societe d'scoflomie lIolitique in Paris, which 
has always been fascinated by the idea of freedom, 
was apparently not much affected by the numerous dis
advantages which M. Sayous, following Mr. Pownall, 
pointed out in the working of the London money market 
during a crisis, disadvantages which in the main he attri
buted to the organisation of the Bank of England. 

And finally .. M. Leroy Beaulieu, an economist who com
bines immense learning with a sound, practical sense, and 
(what is nowadays growing more and more rano) a wide 
business experience, defends the Act with ability and 
moderation as follows :_" 

.. From 1870 to the present day England and the Bank 
of England-which have become the centre of the trade and 
finance of the world, which have in a measure to l'egulate 
all the exchanges and all the business affairs of the universe, 
and which act almost as the ultimate repository of the 
world's reserve-have succeeded in playing th~ir pan with
out a suspension of the Act of 11144. and this during a 
quaner of a century characteriwd by the activity of business 
and by financial and commercial crises. The Bank has 
always been able, in fact, to supply gold to those who 
demanded it, not only to settle extraordinary purchases of 
cereals and commodities, but for foreign loans and invest
ments. All that it has done has been to cbarge more highly 
for this gold at cenain times. . 

.. Under the influence of general conditions and also of 
the Act of lB44. the position of the Bank of England has 
become much more definite. Strictly speaking, it does Dot 
supply credit facilities. Its function is to be the general 
repository for the cash reserve of British trade aDd finance 
and even ultimately of the trade and finance of the world. 

• ot. ciL. .... 61. 
• VoL III ..... ""_ of .. r_ ~tc. poliJOteo. 
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In particular it is the Bank's business to procure gold for 
international settlements, and yet it only keeps a limited 
supply •.•. 

"Thus the 'Banking Principle' is entirely abandoned. 
The Bank of England, carrying out Ricardo's wish, if not 
his actual scheme, is the keeper of the gold reserve of 
Great Britain, while at the same time it provides the gold 
needed for international payments •••• " 

M. Leroy BI'.aulieu remarks that the loans on securities 
made by the Bank of England are even more limited than 
those of the Bank of France-which latter also is tending to 
become the repository of commercial cash--4nd observes 
that the Bank of England is thus returning to the system of 
banking which prevailed in ancient times and in the Middle 
Ages. 

"Credit," he goes on,' "is actually obtained in England 
from the private bankers, from the joint-stock banks, which 
are hardly ever banks of issue, and also from the bil~ 
brokers, who may be called the 'beaters' or purveyors of 
the large companies.... These large joinWlOck com
panies only keep as much reserve in notes and coin as is 
required for the current needs; they deposit the rest at 
the Bank of England, which thus holds the reserve for all 
the banks in the country. • 

"Delicate tho1lgh this system Gppea~s, it Iuu gi",ef/. rise 
to flO dGflgn since ,87" 

"Methods of attracting gold have multiplied during the 
last twenty-five years. I nternational securities, negotiable 
on a large number of different markets, the use of the tele
graph for assignments and transfers of money and of 
railways and steam-boats for its actual transport, have 
produced a new state of things, in which a comparatively 
small reserve can be increased with much greater ease, and 
consequently tends to be exhausted much less rapidly than 
formerly .•.• 

"New habits are tending to reduce not only the quantity 
of gold but also the quantity of notes available . 

• p. Iiot· 
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" The Bank of England is not fle~fection, but tlie tool 
does its wo~k well on the 'W'hole • 

.. The English banking system, artificial though it be, is 
less so than the French system. Since the privileged Bank 
practicaUy undertakes none of the business connected with 
credit, there is more equality betwen the other banks • 

.. Should the Act of 1844 b. ~eflealed?' It would be 
better to modify it in respect to the regulation of note issue; 
the tendency for, the notes not to exceed the cash reserve 
increases daily and may be looked upon as permanent. • •• 
To repeal the portion of the Act dealing with this matter 
would be attended by no inconvenience, but also by no 
particular gain, and any legislative change in a matter of 
this sort which is not obviously useful, may have moral dis
advantages ... 

The matter could nol be better expressed, and we have 
thought it of interest to give these fuU extracts from M. 
Leroy-Beaulieu's work, not only as supplying an apprecia
tion of the Act of 1844, but as giving an exceUent summary 
of the working of the English banking system. At the 
same time, while 'recognising that much current criticism is 
unduly violent, we must avoid falling into the exaggerated 
optimism of thinking that, in reference to the Bank of 
England, all is for the best in the best possible world, and 
that there remains nothing fOE the future to fear o. to 
improve. 

In the first place, the fact that important financial 
institutions, and even important foreign countries, have 
considerable gold deposits at London, has given rise to 
the fear of a possible sudden withdrawal of a quantity of 
gold. It is difficult to say whether any such danger actually 
exists. Mr. Jackson had tried to prove that a "'ithdrawal 
of this kind is neither possible nor prooable:' in any case, 

• P. 606-
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he considers that the attempt would be criminal and would 
hardly prove successful. But Mr. Palgrave' shows much 
anxiety as regards this matter, and various other people 
whose opinion I have asked, have seemed to be afraid that, 
in this age of trusts and gigantic combines, the danger il 
more serious than ever. They believe that it is of the utmosl 
importance to strengthen the reserve and to give greater 
elasticity to the note issue in order to meet the difficulty 
should it arise. 

Leaving on one side a problem ",·hich experience alone 
can solve-and hitherto no such attempt has ever been made 
-we must pass on to consider whether the present organi
sation of the Bank of England does not possess other 
drawbacks. 

Some such drawbaclis are already familiar to the reader, 
since we have dealt at length with the artificial nature of 
the Act of 1844. By separating the Bank into two depart
ments it tends to increase the /luctuations in the discount 
rate. The same result follows from the clause obliging the 
Bank to buy all the gold offered to it. This latter provision 
indeed, leads to unforeseen accumulations of bullion and to 
abnormal reductions in the Bank rate. We have also 
pointed out how much it is to be regretted that a separate 
statement of the bankers'. current accounts is no longer 
published, and have referred to the justice of the arguments 
in favour of making these bankers responsible for the 
expense of maintaining some portion of the reserve. 
Finally, in the course of our study we have made no secret 
of our lack of sympathy with the" strait jacket" imposed 
upon the note issue by Peel's Act.' No doubt, so far as the 
metallic reserve tends to exceed the nOles in circulation, a 
reform such as we demand would have merely a speculative 
interest, .but, after all, it is not certain, but only probable, 
that the present policy will be persisted in, and there is no 

• ot. <iI.. P. 215-
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guarantee that a crisis analogous to that of 1866 will never 
oocur again. In 1890 this was only averted by the prudence 
and courage of Mr. Lidderdale. 

In addition to these drawbacks which have already been 
examined, others have been pointed out from an administra
tive point of view. The 'administration of the Bank is, it is 
alleged, somewhat costly, and its management might with 
advantage be more permanent.' 

The management of the Bank of England is entrusted to 
a body of directors chosen from amongst the principal 
bankers and financiers of the City. This body, whose com
position varies but slightly from year to year, has at its 
head a Governor who is appointed for two years only. This 
system has been criticised, as we have said, for its lack of 
continuity' and it has sometimes been suggested that a 
permanent Governor would be in a better position to man
age the affairs of the Bank. 

This idea has been frequently put forward, and even 
Bagehot thought that the appointment of a permanent 
Deputy-Governor" would give the decisions of the Bank 
that foresight, that quickness and that consistency in which 
those decisions are undeniably now deficient.'" It is more 
curious to find the same view expressed in the Report of 
the Committee of Inquiry of the House of Lords in 1848.' 
" The objections," so the Report runs, "which have been 
often urged against the Bank, .. are a Want of Permanence 
and of Consistency derived from its system of periodical 
Elections of Governors and Deputy-Governors--the evil 
Consequences of filling these high and important Offices .. 
by a mere Rotation of Seniority_nd the intimate Con
nection subsisting between the Directors and the Commer
cial World of London, which may cast on them a Degree 
of Pressure difficult at Times to be resisted. It appears 
further to be apparent from the Evidence that the immediate 

1 For the latter point see Palgrave, pp. 57-60. 
• Thus it is risky if one governor authorises adyancea upon Consoli in 

dmel! of difficulty, while another governor adopts a different policy. 
• Bagehot, Lombaf'd Street, p. :l39 (edition 1906). 
• See Palgrave, p. 60. 
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pecuniary Interest of the Proprietors •. , , may at Times 
supersede or control larger and higher Considerations. This 
ought not to be •••. " 

We have felt obliged as impartial historians, to state 
tnese criticisms, which condemn somewhat severely the 
lack of continuity in the management of the Bank resulting 
from the system of appointment by election. It is difficult 
for a foreigner to decide what exact degree of truth there is 
in these accllHtions. But it is evident that the mere fact 
that they are thus reproduced after an interval of nearly sixty 
years by tampeteni persons and well-known writers give. ' 
them a cej1ain weight. 



APPENDIX. -
HISTORY OP THE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE BANK OP 

ENGLAND AND THE TREASURY. 

THE RELATIONS OF CHARTERED BANKS OF 
ISSUE TO NATIONAL FINANCE. 

R.latlonl 0' chartered. banb of issue and the Public Fln.ncet. Varloul ways 

~n;~~~ ~u:!n':::: f~~ ':he ~::~it::!I~~:~~·::gS:nt~inS!!~::; 
of these aclvantagee: Bu.lness connec~ with the TreasuI'J and the 
public money, the admlniltratlon of the national debt. Management of 
the revenues: (a) The management of the revenues before the Act of 
.834. (b) The Act of .834. (e) Modification. mode In the Act 01 1834. 
Present position. Management of the upenditun. The Act of 1B4~ 
The Paymaster General. Simple and practical management of the 
accounts. The administration of the national debt. The Sank and the 
administration of the ptrmaneont debt. The Act of 1751. The Act of 
.834. Deficioncy bill. and defidency advances. The Bank undertak .. 

:::io:\' d'!':t. "fheen~~~ i:~~ ::ni:Otra~:n .:;~:tr:!O:n: d~~: 
(iaue, drculatlon. redemption of uehequer biUs and bonds ancI of 
treasury bills). Th. Ad of 1709 anet those of 1834 and 1866. The 
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'A CHARTERED bank of issue as a general rule must pay th& 
State for the privilege accorded to it. This payment 
assumes various forms: a loan, a tax, a share in the profits, 
the undertaking of certain duties connected with the cash 
lccount of the Treasury, most generally the administration 
~f the ftoating or permanent debt.' 

'Ve have already observed that a loan,' often. loan 
without interest, is the usual return made for the privilege 
[)f issuing notes and that the negotiation of a loan .. 'as the 
primary cause explaining tbe establishment of the principal 
Euro~n banks of issue, and in particular of the Bank of 
England. 

, Lero,..s..uliou. sa.... .. r-.. pp. 106-'07 • 
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A tax on the circulation is another form of payment: it 
corresponds in theory to a stamp duty on commercial bills, 
the application of which to bank notes has certain draw
backs and from which the bank is usually exempted, either 
entirely, as in France, or in return for a definitely fixed 
yearly payment, as in England. Sometimes a compound 
system is adopted, the note circulation is exempt from 
taxation up to a fixed total issue, but if this tota1 is exceeded 
a tax, and frequently a very heavy tax, has to be paid. This 
is the system in Gennany and Belgium. 

A share in the profits may take two forms: it may be 
either a share in the normal profits, or a share in extra
ordinary profits resulting, for instance, from an abnormal 
increase in the discount rate. 

Finally, the State may secure an indirect return by 
entrusting the bank of issue with certain duties connected 
with financial administration or the Treasury. 

THE PROFIT WHICH THE ENGLISH GOVERNllENT DERIV';, 

FROM THE PRIVILF-GES OF ISSUE GRANTED TO 

THE BAI"" OF ENGlAND. 

These profits are relatively smaIl when compared with 
those which some other European States obtain in return 
for the concession of similar privileges,' and this is a matter 
on which English legislation is deserving of the highest 
praise. If a monopoly of issue is granted, it should be 
because the Government considers this system to be for the 
public welfare. and especially because it involves least risk. 
The public interest is the only justification nowadays for 
a monopoly of this kind; hence the State ought to 
endeavour to lessen the draw~ks which inevitably attend 
any monopoly, instead of increasing them by approprlating 

• In F ........ .- profits ...,.,.,...... to 8.~ lranco loa ,_ and to 
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profits which must ultimately be paid by the public, for 
whose benefit the monopoly was established. 

In actual fact the advantages which the Treasury derives 
from the Bank of England are the following :-

(a) It is exempt from paying interest on its debt to the 
Bank so long as the charter of the latter is continued. 

(b) It receives an·annual payment of £180,000. 
(c) Should the Bank be authorised to exceed the statutory 

limit of its issues, it is usually stipulated that its discount 
rate should be raised and that the profits resulting from the 
additional issue, deducting the amount required to cover 
expenses and risks, should go to the Treasury. 

(d) Certain duties connected with public finance are 
entrusted to the Bank, such as the administration of the 
national debt, for which however payment is made. 

Enough has already been said with regard to the first 
three points; it is only necessary to recollect that the 
annuity of £180,000 is partly paid in return for exemption 
from the stamp t8.'I:, and that the arrangement by which the 
State shares in any profits made from supplementary issues 
was not inspired by a desire for gain, but was made lest 
the Bank, tempted by high profits, should acquiesce in use
less and dangerous issues. 

Thus the only profit made by the State from the conces
sion of the Bank charter is, so far, the non-payment of 
interest on a capital of about £II,ooo,ooo.' This, at the 
existing rate of 21 per cent., is equivalent to an annual sum 
of £2iS,ooo, and it may be remarked, by the way, that this 
portion of the law of 1144 has been severely criticised by 
many English writers. 

\Ve now come to the last point, which is the only one that 
is really interesting arid characteristic. It relates to the con
nection between the Bank and the Treasury and the way in 
which the Bank assists and even replaces the latter. 

VIe are here faced by one of those gradual processes of 
evolution which are so characteristic of English nature, 
as in fact, they are characteristic of Nature in general. 
"'e can see an organism-the ancient Exchequer-gradu-

• CCJn'i&'oodwn. Tho s .... actua1IJ poJO ot per ...... em this ....... 
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ally and witli'oui any sudden 6realC, eliminated and replaced 
almost entirely by another-the Bank. This somewhat 
peculiar process has played as important a part in the history 
of the Bank of England as the Act of 1844 itself l the two 
together have completely modified the character of the 
institution. ConSidering the importance of this process and 
the difficulty of describing it piecemeal each time in the 
course of the years that a stage in its evolution has been 
reached, we have decided to deal with it separately by 
making it the subject of this Appendix. We hope in this 
way, if we cannot avoid the risk of confusing the question of 
the issues of the Bank with that of its duties in regard to the 
Treasury, at any rate to escape the introduction of further 
complications into a book to which it has already proved 
difficult enough to give some degree of unity. 

The question of the relations between the Bank and llie 
Treasury when, thus limited and defined, divides itself 
naturally into two parts : 

(a) The duties connected with die Treasury and the 
public money. 

(b) The duties connected with tile national debt. 
We propose to describe these duties in succession and 10 

complete our study by a few short comments.' 
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(a)-lJUTII!S CONNECTED WITH THB TREASURY AND THE 
PUBLIC MONEY.' 

I.-THB MANAGEMENT OF THE REVENUE. 

It is customary in England to entrust the administration 
of the various receipts to special commissioners, who under
take all the business of assessing the different taxes; when 
this is done the taxes are paid to local receivers, who hand 
them over to the Receivers-General, by whom they are paid 
Into the Bank of England; whereas fonnerly they used to 
be paid into the Exchequer, which was until 1834 the State 
Treasury. 

(a)-Th. Manag.men' 0/ ,II. RBtI.IlUf be/o~. 'h. Act 0/ 
1834· 

,\Vhen, owing to the Act of Restriction,' Bank notes were 
accepted at par in payment of taxes, the Bank had to send 
a representative to the Exchequer to examine and take away 
the notes which were paid in there. 

Shortly afterwards, by a series of Acts passed in George 
III. 's reign,' it was enacted that the Bank's representatives 
must take the notes direct from the various receivers, of the 
Customs, of the Excise. of the Stamp Duties, etc •• and enter 
them to the credit of those receivers as though the payments 
had been made straight to the Bank in coin. In addition. 
it gradually grew into a custom for the Bank to take charge 
through its representatives at the Exchequer, not only of the 
revenues fixed by special laws. but of all the sums paid to 
the Government from whaiever source. Tbe general use of 
paper money had made this plan necessary; the lIotes 
presented at the Exchequer had to be verified in order that 
the latter might safely take the responsibility' of acceptillg 
them in payment of the taxes. 

I For _t _WI _ abo ... lIoIacuoI and Ja.. ~ ... so.- • 
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The payments were actually made at the Exchequer, but 
the Bank took an increaaingly important share in the man
agement of tliese payments. 

Besides this, since 1725 the Bank had held on deposit and 
been answerable for certain funds which, although belong
ing to private individuals, are yet under the control of the 
Court of Chancery, such as the securities belonging to the 
suitors of this Court. In 1786, as soon as the Commission 
for the reduction of the national debt, or in other words the 
Sinking Fund, was constituted, the Bank had to take charge 
of the sums resulting from the annuity which was granted 
with a view to the redemption. In 1802 the money produced 
by the redemption or purchase of the land taxes was 
entrusted to the Bank, and in 1828 it likewise took charge 
of the funds belonging to the Savings Bank, and subse
quently of many other funds of a similar kind. 

To all this was added the business connected with the 
national debt, which the Bank had long carried on, and 
the extra work due to tbe Act of 1827 (7 and 8 George IV., 
c. 53), in consequence of which the Receiver-General had 
to pay the receipts from the Excise into the Bank, where 
they were entered as a special account called" The account 
of the public money of the Receiver-General of the Excise. '" 

The gradual transfer of all this business 10 the Bank 
suggested to the Government the advisability of reorganis
ing the old Court of the Exchequer and prepared the way 
for the Act of 1834. 

(b)-The Act of 1834 (4 William IV., e. 15). 
This Act reorganised Ihe Exchequer and established the 

office of the Comptroller-General of the receipt and issue of 
bis Majesty's Exchequer, to whicb were transferred the 

• The Act of .B4' (4 and s Vid_. c.. 20) concerning the Em. made 
practicall,. no alteration iD the method of dealine "itb the receipb or ia the 
administration of the taL 
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poW'liI\ belonging lei Uie different offices abolished.' The 
Commissioners of the Treasury were to .. establish and 
tlirect" what books, etc., should be used in the Exchequer, 
and" the forms tbereof, as wel1 as the forms of al1 warrants 
••• and other documents" in use. 

'An important change was made by this Act of May 22nd, 
11834, in providing that, after the 11th of June following, al1 
Exchequer biIIs, notes, security for money, etc, which had 
hitherto been entrusted to the four tellers, should be paid 
in to the Bank of England, where they were credited to the 
II account of his Majesty's Exchequer." At the same time, 
and this was stiII more important, al1 public moneys which 
had hitherto been payable at the Exchequer were in future 
to be paid to the Bank and entered by it to the credit of the 
Exchequer. Ar the end of each day the Bank was to send 
to the Comptrol1er.General a summary of al1 the amounts 
'Paid in and entered to the Government account. 

Al1 sums thus entered to the account of the Excliequer 
were to be regarded as constituting a fund for the payment 
of the various expenses arising out of the public service. 
The Comptroller.General was empowered by the Commis
sioners of the Treasury to authorise the Bank to open 
accounts with the officials. 

A circular issued by the Commissioners of the Treasury, 
'dated September 26th, 1834, formed the supplement to this 
law. This document repeated what we have just said, viz., 
that al1 public receipts, from whatever source, must be sent 
as soon as received to the respective Receivers-General in 
London, who must pay the money each day to the Bank of 
England. The Bank must at once enter these sums to the 
.credit of the accounts. of the receivers and also of the 
'account of the Exchequer. In this way the latter account 
\ultimately Includes the whole of the revenue of the United 
Kingdom • 
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Such is the outline of the Act of 1834. This Act was 
the outcome of a series of events, such as the granting of 
the status of legal tender to Bank of England notes in 1833, 
the persistent increase in the taxes, which rendered necessary 
a more complicated system of control, and so on. 

It must be noted in particular, that when the Act was 
passed many of its provisions were already in force and that 
in the main It only co-ordinated and united into a single 
Act various earlier measures. 

(c)-Modifications made in the Act of 1834~P,esent 
Position of the M alte,. 

The Act of 1834 was modified by that of 1866 (29-30 Vict., 
c. 39), which in the first place established the office of the 
Comptroller and Auditor-General of his Majesty'. Ex
chequer, which official took the place of the old Comptroller
General and of the Commissioners (or auditing the public 
accounts. It alSo provided that the Commissioners of the 
Customs' and of the Inland Revenue and the Postmaster
General should pay in to the Bank their respective receipts, 
and that the Bank should enter them to the account of the 
Exchequer. These payments were to be notified daily to the 
Comptroller-General. 

All the money thus credited to the Exchequer must be 
regarded as a general fund out of which the Comptroller 
and Auditor-General can order transfers to enable accounts 
to be opened with the various officials, whose business it is 
to make payments in connection with the public offices. 

Four times a year the Treasury draws up a scheme of the 
receipts forming the "consolidated fund'" for the following 

, For Ihe c-.... _ abo Sta1UIe '8;06. C. J6. 
• What is the ...... e:splaaatioa of the ...", "C<>oooIMIated F....t"? 

Since .786 the EaglUh Budget b.u beea dioided inlO two _ Ihe .,.. coo
_ing of what may be called Ihe ponnanmt gran... the due I"'Y""'" of 
which is autboriRd by Parliament from time to time. baI whidt ~ entirely 
in Ihe baoda of the Cbaacdlor of the Euhoquer _ regardo aD ...... i .... ,0-
aad _ of _; dUo lint ..n.a of doe Budget fonno Ihe' "C-
0DtidaIed FIIIId." The ocher part _ ..... doe c:ontnty, .. ...,......... -.d 
..........uy aad .- .....ainiag UDder doe din<t periodical _tnJI .. Parliamea. ; 
dUo .... K>a ;. __ .. doe Annual Supply. See AIpbzuo Todd, p..u.-
_'-1 Gownt .... , '" Esg"""'. VoL I~ PP.733-737· 
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quatter and the expenses to be paiil oui of these funils during 
the same period. If the receipts are insufficient to cover the 
expenses. the Comptroller and Auditor-General notifies the 
amount of the deficit to the Bank. which is authorised to 
make advances up to the sum indicated at the request of 
the Treasury. The principal and interest of these advanFe5 
are paid out of the receipts forming the consolidated funds 
for the next quarter. 

n.-THE MANAGEMENT OF THE EXPENDITURE. 

The administration of the expenditure was definitely 
organised In 1148. but as early as 1817 certain payments 
were undertaken by the Bank of England. 

The Act of 1848' (II and 13 Viet .• c. 55) a60lished the 
various officials hitherto entrusted with the paying out of 
money, and substituted a single official. his Majesty's Pay
master-General. 

As regards the Bank, it was decided that the different 
sums entered to the accounts of the officials thus suppressed 
should be transferred to the recently opened account of the 
Paymaster-General. In order to ensure complete control. it 
is provided that the person making a payment to the Bank 
must first be authorised to do so by the Paymaster-General. 

All the accounts held by the Bank in the name of the 
Paymaster-General must be regarded. as has been already 
stated with regard to the Exchequer account, as a general 
fund to be used in the payment of current expenses. 

The Paymaster-General has also to send to the Com
missioners of the Treasury a weekly statement of the con
dition of his account with the Bank, and each month be 
must submit detailed accounts to them. 

In order that its dealings with the Paymaster-General 
may be as clear as possible, the Bank keeps two supply 
accounts, in whieb it enters all sums wbich bave to be placed 
to the credit of the Paymaster. 
T~ first of these is called tbe Ezcbequer credir account. 

• This la .... aupphmeatal by • draaIar .... ., ... CCcmm_Di'_"a, ... nrl 
.. 1M T-...rJ, elated n.c-ber oa, .¥ 
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and represents all the credits granted to tile Paymaster
General out of the account of the Comptroller-General of 
the Exchequer. The second is called the Paymaster
General's cash account and in this are entered all other 
sums credited to the Paymaster-General by the Bank. 
~o cheque or order for payment can be drawn on these 

accounts; such payments are managed by daily transfers 
of sums to two so-ca1led .. working accounts," viz., the 
.. drawing account," or the current account for cheques, 
and the .. bills account," or the curreni account for bills. 
-This transfer of sums to the" working accounts" is made 
through orders from the Paymaster-General. The amount 
of such transfers must not exceed that of the payments for 
the day. 

The control of expenditure is as important as that of the 
receipts. The Comptroller-General exercises a checking 
control: by comparing the accounts of the Paymaster
General stating the various translers that he orders, with 
the daily returns made by the Bank of its own transfers, 
the progress of the expenditure can be continually super
vised. Subsequent control is carried on by verification of 
the warrants, cheques and bills which have run out and by 
the examination of the various returns. In addition, it 
should be noted that a clear distinction is made between the 
supplying of the funds to be used in the payment of the 
various public expenses and the actual employment of these 
funds. 

(b)--THE MANAGEMENT OP THE NATIONAL DEBT. 

'A national debt consists of two portions, the permanent 
and the floating debt. We will consider these in turn. 

I~The Bank of England and the Administration of the 
Permanent Debt. 

Before the English debt was consolidated in 1751, the 
interest was paid by the Exchequer; at that date the JJank 
first undertook the administration of the national debt.1 

. See.-. P. 15J. 
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After the reorganisation of the Exchequer' the payment 
of the expenses connected with the debt were managed by 
the Commissioners for the reduction of the national debt. 
The interest is paid out of the consolidated fund. When it 
happened that this account was not large enough for the 
purpose, the difference was met by the issue of speqjal 
Exchequer bills called deficiency bills. In 1866 an 
analogous but simpler plan was adopted and deficiency 
advances were substituted for these bills, which advances 
must be refunded in the following quarter. • 

The Bank is not only entrusted with the payment of the 
interest on the debt, it also acts as intermediary between the 
Treasury and the public with respect to the business of 
actual administration of the national debt. Thus it receives 
payments direct from the subscribers and enters their names 
in the "Journal" and opens special accounts to their credit 
in the "Grand Livre" of the national debt. Subsequently 
it manages the various formalities of transfer which may be . 
~uired through stock-brokers and bill-brokers. To these 
different transactions, M. Noel' remarks, it devotes an 
enormous area containing about 1,700,000 registers, which 
are kept up to date by more than 400 clerks. 

\Vbat is paid for all these services? Since 189a' the Bank 
has received from the Government as indemnity for the 
expenses of administering the national debt: (I) £325 a 
year on every million pounds up to £500,000,000; (a) £100 
a year only for every million in excess of this sum. Thus 
the total indemnity amounts to about £160,000. Formerly 

, For furth .. detail' .. to tho .dmlnlatratloD of tho debt before t8l4 _ 
Lawson. p. 184. and Nartinu.a1, p. 130. 
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it came to not less than £200,000, and even, in still earlier 
times, £250,000. 

In France the "English system was formerly imitated. 
The Bank of France was entrusted with the payment of the 
interest on the national debt and with the management of 
thf: business connected with its redemption; for this it 
recelved a commission of II per cent. It was considered 
with reason that this commission was too high, and, after 
largely reducing it and converting it into a fixed rent, the 
management o£ the national debt was finally restored to 
the Government.' 

II~Tke Bank of England And tke AdministrAtion 0/ tke 
FloAting Debt (Issue, Circulation And Redemption 0/ 
Ezckequer Bills And Bonds And 0/ Treasury Bills). 

One of tbe most important of the services rendered by 
the Bank of England to the Government has been the cir
culation of Exchequer bills.-

An account of the manner in which this used to be done 
is given in the evidence of Abraham Newland, the chief 
cashier of the Bank of England, before the Committee of 
Secrecy on March 28th, 1797: 

\Vhen the Exchequer was re<Onstituted in 1834, a Comp
troller-General was appointed, as we have seen, and the duty 
of preparing, issuing and numbering the Exchequer bills 
devolved on him. But the Act of 1866, which consolidated 

• Daniguenave. pp. '57" sIl. la.lI91 M" Guillemot propooed to hand ..... 
tin. ~ to the Baak once maft., but dQ tidle without paymmL It ... 
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wi'- iademaity ..... that if. aD tho """" _. it "' .. .......ary to "'" 
au iDdemaity, il would be better to leaYe rhe marter in the ha:nc:h of !he 
GoRnuaont, _ had organioed it eeoaomi<ally enough. W. moy """' • 
............ that is _ of ... Act of 'lI91 (art. 8 ..... 9). tho Baalr of 
F.......,. ..... to casb gratui ..... .,. for tbe bendit of tbe T reaoury. both ia I'2rio 
aad ia tbe .,.".ux... tho ...... coupons of !he F rend> Rmla ..... !he biIlo of 
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and amended all the earlier laws'on this matter, provided 
that in future all Exchequer bills and bonds should be 
prepared and paid at the Bank. 

The Act of 1866 distinguishes exchequer bilfs and 
exchequer bonds. The difference between the two is the 
following: the Exchequer bonds, which were first int. 
duced by Gladstone in 1853, are issued for a definite period 
of time, generally for three years, and bear interest at a 
fixed rate, whilst the interest on the Exchequer bills, which 
is determined and published every quarter bf the Treasury, 
varies according to the rate of interest prevailing on the 
market at the time. 

In addition to Exchequer bills and Exchequer bonds, 
there are also Treasury bills, issued for the first time in 
1877. These new bills only differ from Exchequer bills
which they are gradually tending to replace entirely-in 
that they are issued for a maximum period of twelve months, 
and generally for a much shorter time. . 

The business of the Bank is the same witli regard to all 
these different securities. Consequently it receives a 
uniform payment: for the issue, circulation and redemption 
of the various bills and bonds it is paid at the rate of £200' 
for every million pounds in bills or bonds in existence on the 
first of December in each year. on which day the payment 
in question is calculated • 

• Thl. _ .. a. I ...... ...s fnom £.011 to £.00 by the Act of .119> ... hidt 
ftduced the indemnit)' received. by the Bank for the administratioD of the 
.. ational debt~ 
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CONCLUSION. 

" THE history of t'1.e Bank of England, the relation of which 
has occupied these two volumes, has been admirably 
summarised in a few lines, which we ask leave to quote 
here.' , 

.. The Bank of England, which is now the most celebrated 
bank in the world, did not make its first appearance, like 
a s.econd Minerva, invincible and completely armed. Its 
birth was heralded by long-continued misfortunes and its 
history is marked by romantic incidents and dramatic 
adventures, intimately connected with the political history 
of England. In this respect the development of the Bank 
is in no way different from the evolution and completion of 
all other social and political institutions in England. Their 
foundations have been laid piece by piece at the dictates of 
practical needs, instead of being planned as a whole accord
ing to abstract principles. And on these foundations the 
buildings themselves have been practically raised, curious 
in form, no doubt, and irregular, but remarkable in their 
solidity, imposing in their appearance and excellent in their 
practical working." 

The accuracy and insight of these observations are easily 
demonstrated by the account of the circumstances under 
which the Bank was founded and a recollection of the slight 
degree of resemblance which, from the outset, existed 
between it and other modern national banks. 

In the first place, the Bank of England, founded by a 
Scotchman, Paterson, under the patronage of a foreign 
prince, \VilIiam III., bad no monopoly of issue. Its 

a These lme... whole fon:e and ftvidness is much .. ~ .". trantbtion. 
lin! quoud from ... artide publ;.bod in tho Gr ..... po ...... Nt. H .... h. (So. 
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original 'charter merely allowed it to circulate notes up to 
the value of its capital, which capital was lent in a lump 
sum to the Government. Not only then had the Bank no 
monopoly, but the holders of its notes had none of thl!' 
modern guarantees of conversion, such, in particular, as 
the existence of a metallic reserve representing a fis:ed 
proportion of the issue. .. 

The first notes Issued were much more analogous t9 
treasury bills than to the present bank not!". They were 
not legal tender, but, on the other hand, they bore interest 
which made them circulate more easily, though it led to 
ftuctuations in their value. 

Gradually the Bnnk secured a monopoly of issue, at first 
limited to London and its neighbourhood, then extended in 
1844 to the whole of England; by degrees, too, its notes 
acquil'f'd their modern form; they were not made legal 
tender until 1833. 

Compared with that of the Bank of France, the existence 
of the Bank of England has been remarkably agitated. 
Hated by some, passionately supported by others, develop
ing in a country still hardly ripe for public freedom, whose 
inhabitants were thrown by the thirst for gain into the 
maddest of speculations, the "Old Lady of Threadneedle 
Street" passed a stonny youth, literally crammed' with 
romantic adventures and dramatic experiences. Her 
maturity was hardly more peaceful and it is only in recent 
years that she has known tranquillity. 

From 1694 to 1870 twenty-five years have never passed 
without some serious danger threatening the Bank of Eng
land. Twice over (in 16)6 and 1797) the Bank was forced 
to suspend cash payments---()n the first occasion owing to 
the confusion in the metallic currency, on the second owing 
to that in the paper currency. At other times there were 
"runs," often produced by political troubles or commercial 
crises resulting from insane speculation, which shook the 
instituaion to its very foundations. It will be remembered 
that it was at the conclusion of one of these crises, a crisis 
which lasted for three years, and during whkh the Bank 
of England had to seek assistance from the Bank of France, 
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that the Act of 1844 wall passed-that Act which largel, 
modified the character of the Bank, deprived it of its dis
cretionary powers in the matter of issue and reduced it, b, 

-the formation of an issue department working autr,matically, 
to the position of a great banking house, with the Govern· 
ment for its principal customer and the other banks for 
practically its onl~ other customers. 

What explanation can be given, considering that their 
Positions are,p_ very similar, of the widely differing 
histories of the Banks of France and of England? 

In the first place it will be said that the contrast is owing 
to the dates of their respective foundations. The Bank 01 
France bad the benefit of the experience gained in the past. 
At the beginning of the last century the principles 01 
political economy were beginning to be recognised, Govern
ments were better instructed and hence less likely to be 
attracted by the deceptive dreams of a Hugh Chamberlain 
orofaLaw.' 

No doubt; but, unfortunately, this explanation, however 
true it may be with regard to the periods when the Banks 
were founded, will not serve to account for the events 01 
the 19th century, during which the Bank of France was 
able to withstand the most serious revolutions and the most 
cruel national disasters, whilst from 1819 to 1870 the Bank 
of England came to the verge of bankruptcy every ten 
years. Another explanation must be sought, and I believe 
that it will be found rather in the different characteristia 
of the two nations than in the different organisations of the 
two Banks. 

The French nation is prudent and economical, the English 
nation is enterprising and specUlative; the one grows rich 
through saving, the other through business. \Vhat is true 
of the individuals is true also of the commercial com
munities. \Vben interest goes down the English commercial 
world, unable to reduce its mode of life, deserts its usual 
business in favour of more profitable, but, on t~t very 

• I!osid8 thio. it ..- _ be fergoct<lt thai .... c.uu i'E...",.".. 
founded ia .7J6. coIIapoed during .... IinaDciaI uoabJo. of .... lInolu.Jc.. 
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account, more risky undertakings.' If the decline in the rate 
of interest is great and seems likely tll continue, John Bull, 
who according to that old saying which we have already 
quoted, "can stand many things, but he cannot stand a pe~ 
cent., II rushes into speculation. But in England, as else
where, speculation leads to disaster and ultimately to crises, 
the brunt of which must in the end be borne by the central 
bank. This has been the history of all thl"great crises which 
have occurred during the century that is jll5t,..completed. • 

These crises might, it would seem, have been averted by 
the accumulation of a very large stock of specie. Fo!, as 
Lord Goschen has remarked, the thing needed above every
thing in a crisis is cash. But to amass money and to forego 
its use in ordinary times involve a heavy expense; and the 
occasional risks of a crisis have been. found preferable. 
Even nowadays the tendency to prefer the pursuit of a gain 
which, while involving some risks, is yet immediate, to a 
troublesome prudence, has not altogether disappeared. It 
is true that such a teodency is no longer to be traced in the 
administration of the Bank of England, but when it was 
proposed with entire justice, that the joint-stock banks 
should share in the formation of a metallic reserve, the 
prompt reply was, that however wise such a policy might 
be, it must mean a decrease in the shareholders' dividends, 
and this answer was sufficient to put a stop to further 
discussion. 

Another characteristic feature is that in England no 
altt'mpt is made to prevent or even to regulate the export of 
gold. This exposes the country to obvious danger.;. but, 
on the other hand, it has made London, the only free market 
for gold, into the financial capital of the world. The 
English consider that this advantage fully makes up for the 
risks to ""hich they are exposed, whilst the other European 
nations envy without daring to imitate them. 

I n conclusion, it may be said that to write the history of 
the BIlIlk of England is, in some degree, to attempt to write 
the commerci.\l and financial history of the English nation. 
For a foreigner this is not the least of the difficult it'S involved 
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in the undertaking; as owe observed at the outset,' thi. 
necessity of followin~ the history of England, besides 
demanding studies of a sufficiently complicated kind, adds 

.many confusions to the narrative of the events which con
cern the Bank of England. Under these circumstances, to 
give to our account that quality of unity so essentially 
desirable, demanded historical qualifications which we do 
not possess, whilsfthe second volume has needed a practical 

'knowledge of b,!siness which also we do not possess. For 
want of this if has been difficult to arrive at definite con
clusions and we have been obliged to give somewhat 
besitating answers to the questions which we felt bound to 
raise.-

This is a fad which we did nor realise at the outset, but 
only later on, when we had already thrown ourselves into 
the task with an eagerness which so often goes with inex
perience, and when the work was already far advanced. 
The kindly reader will think more of the trouble taken than 
of the result obtained, and will perhaps consider that, in 
spite of its defects, this work has at least the merit of having 
prepared the ground and made the way easy for studies 
which shall be really worthy of the great institution whose 
history it bas been our honour to write • 

• See aboge, PI'- I~U • 
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MEMORANDUM ON BANKING SUBMITTED TO THE 
CABINET BY SIR ROBERT PEEL. 

Reprinted ........ Sit R_ PwI ...... hi. private ~pon," b, Chltl .. Stuart 
Porlor. 3 _, • .,.'99< By permiuiOll 01 tIuI ,..blish .. , Mr. Jolul 
Murrq. • t,'. 

THII chief legislative measure of 1844 was the well-known Act 
which after more than balf a century still governs our currency 
and banking. 

10 ISI9 Sir Robert Peel had passed a Bill establishing the 
principle that all bank notes should be payable on demand in 
gold. But 6ve-and-twenty years' experience had proved that in 
commercial crises legal obligation to pal. did not ensure actual 
payment in gold. County banks had fa.led to cash their notes, 
and even the Bank of England .. had been exposed to great 
danger" in ISas, and again in IS39. On this account the 
House of Commons bad appointed in 1/40, and in 1/41, 
Cnmmittee. which had taken unportant evidence, but as yet with 
no result. Sir Robert Peel now took the wnrk in band. In a 
paper submitted to the Cabinet he shows that there are .. three 
courses open (or consideration," and presents ... general out
line of the arguments for and against each of them." 

CAarNIIT MIIMORANDUM (EXTRACT). 

I.-Maintenance of the leading principle. of the present 
system. 

For this course it ma, be contended that we may safely 
calculate upon the success of a proposal to that effect. Many 
interests and many prejudices would be in favour of it; sufficient 
probably to command a large Parliamentary majority ..... 

Against the course it would be argued that the s),stem is • 
dangerous OM; that the Bank of England bas very imperfect 
control over the issues of paper: that the nominal convertibility 
of paper into gold, where there is unlimited competition as to 
issue, does not ensure the value and practical convertibility of the 
paper; that the Bank bas more than once been e"posed to great 
danger in respect to the exhaustion of its trusures, ... d for 
the Ilurpose of averting it has been compelled to make suddea 
and violeot contractions of the currenc)'; that the eJ(ect evell 
of such contractions has not immediately told IIpoIl other issuers 
of paper; that they have occasionally ,increased their circ:uJation 
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at the time when the Bank ,was taking measure. for the reduc
tion of its own. and by such counteraction of the view. and 
measures of the Bank "ave aggravated the ultimate pre.sure 
upon the country. 

• It will be strongly contended in argument that it i. discredit. 
able for the Executive Government. with the experience of the 
past before it. to rely upon mere numerical majorities. upon the 
prejudices and interests of their supporters. and sanction and 
advise for another ten years the continuance of a system which 
they cannot in argument defend. 

n.-The next course i. the opposite extreme. the prohibition 
for the future of an issues of paper payable to bearer on demand. 
by the Bank of England and every other bank whatever. 

That course proceeds upon the assumption that the iuue of 
money is a prerogative of Sovereignty; that paper convertible 
into gold at the standard price at the wiU of the holder partakes 
of aU the properties of coin. is equaUy the measure of value. and 
the common instrument of exchange; that it is the dut, of the 
Sovereign to protect the holders of such paper from the Injurious 
consequences of its discredit; and that any profit which may be 
derived from the issue of such paper justly belongs to the State. 

The effect of the adoption of this course would be to make a 
complete separation between the various department. of bank· 
ing and the department for the issue of mooey. By money I 
mean coin. and notes payable to bearer. convertible 00 demand 
into coin. 

A Board would be constituted independent of the Government 
but responsible to Parliament, charged with tbe i.sue of paper. 
convertible into gold. to be a legal tender. There would be no 
necessary interference with banks. excepting 10 far ao regard. 
the power of issue. Government paper would be supplied by the 
public department of issue to the Bank of England and to other 
banks. and they would use this paper in purely banking trans
actions. in the same way in wbich they use their own paper. 

In favour of this plan it would be contended that it is in 
conformity with strict principle; that it deals impartiaJly with 
aU int.....sts. and is capable of application to aU parts of the 
United Kingdom; that it shows DO favour to anyone powerful 
corporation like the Bank of England; that. if it interferes ",ith 
private interests. it interferes with aU in an equal degree. and 
on the broad inteUigible principle of interference for the public 
good. If compensation to such private interests be due, it may 
be made more equitably and more easily under this plan than 
noder any other. by giving to the existing iSJuers of paper an 
advantage over others in respect to the terms 00 whi9a an 
amount of Government paper equal to the average amount of 
their past issues should be supplied to them. 

If we were about to establish in a n_ state of society a _ 
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• ystem of currency, it would be. very difficult to contest 
theoretically the principles on which this plan is founded or the 
equity of the practical application of them. 

The chief arguments against the plan are the risk of applying 
at once to threo constituent parts of a great Empire, in each of • 
which there is a different system of currency, any unbending 
uniform rule; the impnlicy of disregarding altogether the feel
ings and habits that lon~ prescription has interwoven with the 
modes of transacting bUSiness, and of rejecting the use of every 
instrument which is ready made to your band; the presumption 
of concluding in a matter of so much uncertainty as this that 
you can infallibly command the public confidence for a perfectly 
novel and exclusive paper currency, and the tremendous hazard 
you incur in the event of failure. It will be contended, and not 
without reason, that however safe for commercial purposes such 
a system of currency may be, yet that a paper circulation restiog 
altogether on Government security-a purely Government paper 
-is much more likely in times of political danger to be dis
trusted and discredited than that paper for which it would be the 
substitute. 

Of this second method of solving the difficulties of the 
question it may, I think, be justly observed that many persons 
who, if they were respnnsible for the conduct of public affairs, 
would shrink from the PI'O~ of it as a practical measure, 
will make abundant use of It in argument, iD contrast with any 
other measure, for the purpose of showing its superior merit, 
on account of its conformity .. ith strict principle, and the 
impartiality of its application to all interests which it may affect. 

UI.-The third and remaining course is an intermediate one 
between complete acquiescence iD the present system and radical 
subversion of it. It would consist in enactments of which the 
following is an outline:-

Prohibit for the future the establishment iD any part of the 
United Kingdom of any new bank of issue. 

Separate the department of issue of the Bank of England from 
every other department. 

Keep a separate account of the pro6ts of issue. Let b be 
understood that the whole of these pr06ts shall be accounted 
for to the Government; that they shall be applied iD the 6rst 
instance to the substitution generally of Bank of England paper, 
by holding out inducements to existing banks of issue to 
transact their banking business with this paper in preference 
to their owo. 

Require constant publicity of all accounts connected .... th the 
department of issue; the quantity of bullion, the amouot of DOtes, 
the am&uot of securities. 

Permit the continuance of existing banks, either permanently 
01' for a detinite period of ,ears; but daim the right, if they ara 
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banks of issue, of subjecting them equally with the Bank of 
England to strict regulations as to the exercise of their privile&,e 
of issuc:. .-

Insist upon publicity of their transactions in such a form as 
• shall enable the pub\ie to judge of the confidence which may be 
placed in them. 

Deal in the first instance with England only, excepting in 10 
far as relates to prohibiting new ban ks of issue. 

Assume that the probable effect of regulations of this kind 
will be to encourage existing banks of issue in England to make 
voluntary arrangements for the substitution of Bank of England 
paper for their own; and that the ultimate effect will be luch a 
degree of control by the Bank over the general issues of the 
country as to enable it to regulate the currency by gradual 
contraction and gradual expansion according to the state of the 
exchange. 

The argument in favour of this plan is that it violates no exist
ing right; that it takes precautions against future abuse.; 
that it ensures by gradual means the establishment of a safe 
system of currency. 

It is impossible not to foresee that it will be encountered by a 
formidable combination- It will be resisted b, those who are for 
the rigid application of sound principle WIthout reference to 
times or circumstances, and who think that all paper issues 
should proceed directly and exclusively from the Government; 
by those of the opposite opinion, who think there ought to be 
uulimited competition as to issue, provided there be the security 
of the immediate convertibility into gold; by those who charge 
the Bank of England with being the chief cause of the past 
derangements of the currency and consider that on that account 
it is entitled to no favour; by the country bankers and those 
wbom the country banks can influence. 

The Cabinet must weigh deliberately the several considera
tions which present themselves. My advice is that they should 
determine to propose the course which they may conscientioullly 
believe to reconcile in the greatest dt-~ee the qualities of being 
consistent with sound principle and suited to the present c0n
dition of society, and should encounter the risk which it i. 
impossible not to foresee must attend any proposal for 
guarding against eventual dangers at the expense of personal 
interests and in disregard of private feelings. 

The Cabinet adopted, as Peel intended, the third course, in 
1&t4 for England and Wales, and in 1845 for Scotland and 
Ireland. There was no serious opposition. His own sJkech in 
introducing his BiD has been weD called "the Parliamentary 
foundation of all sound thinking upon the subject. and the III06t 
authoritative exposition of the true principles of the national 
curreocy~ " 
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THE BANK CHARTER ACT, 184. 
7 &: 8 VICTORIA, CAP. XXXII. 

An Act to "'II"IoM tho lnu. 01 Bank N-. and lor gMnl to th. Go-.. .. 
• nd COIIIpaDJ 01 tbt Bonk 01 England .... 1OIn PriYiI'!II"" lor • Iimiled 
Pwlod. 1'9th JulJ .'+t.) 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • I.-That from and uter 
the Thirty-firet Day of August One thousand eight hundred and 
forty-four the Issue of Promissory Notes of the Governor and 
Company of the Bank of England, payable on Demand, shall be 
leparated and thenceforth kept wholly distinct from the General 
Banking Business of the said Governor and Company; and the 
Business of and relating to such Issue shall be thenceforth con
ducted and carried on by the said Governor and Company in a 
separate Department to be called .. Tbe Issue Department of the 
Bank of England." subject to the Rules and Regulations herein
after contained; and it shall be lawful for the Court of Directors 
of the said Governor and Company, if they shall think 6t, till. 
appoint a Committee or Committees of Directors for the Conduct 
and Management of such Issue Department of the Bank of 
England. and from Time to Time to remove the Membere, and 
define, alter, and regulate the Constitution and Powers of such 
Committee, as they shall think 6t, aubject to any Byelaws, 
Rules, or Regulations which may be made for that Purpose: 
Provided nevertheless, that the said Issue Department shall 
always be kept separate and distinct from the Banking Depart-
ment of the said Governor and Company. , 

11.-There shall be transferred, appropriated, and set apart 
by the said Governor and Company to the Issue Department of 
the Bank of England Securities to the Value of Fourteen million 
Pounds, wbereof the Debt due by the Public to the said GoYemor 
and Company shall be and be deemed a Part; and there shall 
also at the same Time be transferred, appropriated, and set apart 
by the said Governor and Company to the said Issue Depart
ment SO much of the Gold Coin and Gold and Silver Bullion then 
held by the Bank of England as shall not be required by the 
Banki~g Department thereof; and thereupon there shall be 
deli\'e~ out of the said Issue Department into the said Bank
ing Department of the Bank of England such an Amount of 
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Bank of England Notes as, together with the Bank of England 
Notes then in circulation, shall be equal to the aggregate Amount 
of the Securities, Coin, and Bullion SO transferred to the said 
Issue Department of the Bank of England; and the whole 
Amount of Bank of England Notes then in circulation, incIudinr 
those delivered to the Banking Department of the Bank of 
England as aforesaid, shall be deemed to be issued on the Credit 
of such Securities, Coin, and Bullion so appropriated and set 
apart to the said Issue Department; and from thenceforth it 
shall not be lawful for the said Governor and Company to 
increase the Amount of Securities for the Time being in the said 
Issue Department, save as herein-after is mentioned, but it shall 
be lawful for the said Governor and Company to diminish the 
Amount of such Securities, and again to increase the same to 
any Sum not exceeding in the whole the Sum of Fourteen million 
Pounds, and so from Time to Time as they shall see Occasion; 
and from and after such Transfer and Appropriation to thc said 
Issue Department as aforesaid it shall not be Iawl ul for the said 
Governor and Company to issue Bank of England Note., either 
into the Banking Department of the Bank of England, or to any 
Persons nr Person whatsoever, save in nchange for other Bank 
of England Notes, or for Gold Coin or for Gold or Silver Bullion 
received or purchased for the said Issue Department under the 
Provisions of this Act, or in nchange for S","urities acquired 
and taken in the said Issue Department under the Provision. 
\lerein contained: Provided always, that it shall be lawlul lor the 
said Governor and Company in their Banking Department to 
issue all such Bank of England Notes as they shall at any Time 
receive from the said Issue Department or otherwise, in the 
same Manner in all respects as such "sue would be Iawlul to any 
other Person or Persons. 

Ill.-It shaH not be lawful lor the Bank of England to retain 
in the Issue Department of the said Bank at any One Time an 
Amount of Silver Bullion nceeding One Fourth Part of the Gold 
Coin and Bullion at such Time held by the Bank of ED2land in 
the Issue DepartmenL 

IV.-AII Persons shaH be entitled to demand from the Issue 
Department of the Bank of England Bank of England Notes in 
exchange for Gold Bullinn, at the Rate of Three Pounds Seven
teen Shillings and Ninepence per Ou""" of Standard Gold: 
Provided always, that the said Governor and Company shall in 
all Cases be entitled to require such Gold BuHino to be melted 
and assayed by Persons approved by the said Governor and 
Company, at the Expense of the Parties tendering such Gold 
BuUioD4 t'-

V.-Provided always, That if any Banker who OD the Sixth 
Day of May One thousand eight hundred and forty-four was 
issuine' his own Bank Notes ,ball cease to issue his own Bank 
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, Notes, it shall be lawful for Her Majesty in Council, at any Time 
aftrr the Cessation of such Issue, upon' the Application of the 
said Governor and Company, to authorize and empower the said 
Governor and Company to increase the Amount of Securities in 
the said Issue Department beyond the total Sum or Value of 
Fourteen million Pounds, and thereupon to issue additional Bank 
of England Notes to an Amount not exceeding such increased 
Amount of Securities specified in such Order in Council, and so 
from Time to Time: Provided always, that such increased 
Amount of Securities specified in such Order in Council shall in 
no Case exceed the Proportion of Two Thirds the Amount of 
Bank Notes which the Banker so ceasing to issue may have been 
authorized to issue under the Provision of this Act; and every 
such Order in Council shall be published in the next succeeding 
London Gazette. 

VI.-An Account of the Amount of Bank of England Notes 
issued by the Issue Department of the Bank of England, and of 
Gold Coin Rnd of Gold and Silver Bullion respectively, and of 
Securities in the said Issue Department, and also 'an Account of 
the Capital Stock, and, the Deposits, and of the Money and 
Securities belonging to the said Governor and Company in the 
Banking Department of..the Bank of England. on some Day in 
every Week to be fixed by the Commissioners of Stamps and 
Taxes. shall be transmitted by the said Governor and Company 
weekly to the said Commissioners in the Form prescribed. • ''': 
and shall be published by the said Commissioners in the ne'" 
succeedinlf London Gazette in which the same may be con
veni~ntly mserted. 

VII.-The Bank of England shall be released and discharged 
from the Payment of any Stamp Duty, or C-omposition in respect 
of Stamp Duty, upon or in respect of their Promissory Notes 
payable to Bearer on Demand, and all such Notes shall thence
forth be and continue free and wholly exempt from all Liability 
to any Stamp Duty whatsoever. 

VIII.-Requiring the Bank to allow to the public ,6180.000 
per annum. repealed by 37 and 38 Victoria. cap. g6. 

IX.-In case, under the Provisions herein-before contained. 
the Securities ~d in the said Issue Department of the Bank 
of England shall at any ,Time be increased beyond the total 
Amount of Fourteen million Pounds. then and in each and every 
Year in which the same shall happen, and so long as such 
Increase shall continue. the said Governor and Company shall. 
in addition to the said annual Sum of One hundred and eighty 
thousmd Pounds, make a further Payment or Allowance to the 
Public. equal in Amount to the net Profit derived in the said 
Issue Department during the cuneot Year &om such additiooai 
Securities. after deducting the Amount of the Expenses occa
sinned by the additiooai Issue during the sune Period. which 
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Expenses shall include the Amount of any and every Compoli. 
tion or Payment to be "made by the laid Governor and Company 
to any Banker in consideration of the Discontinuance at any 
Time hereafter of the Issue of Bank Notes by luch Banker; 

X.-No Person other than a Banker who on the Sixth Day 
of May One thousand eight hundred and forty-four was lawfully 
issuing his own Bank Notes shall make or iSlue Bank Note. in 
any Part of the United Kingdom. 

XI.-It shall not be lawful for any Banker to draw, accept, 
_make, or issue in England or Wales, any Bill of Exchange or 

Promissory Note or Engagement for the Payment of Money 
payable to Bearer on Demand, or to borrow, owe, or take up, in 
England or Wales, any Sums or Sum of Money on the Bill. or 
Notes of such Banker payable to Bearer on Demand, lave and 
except that it shall be lawful for any Banker who W81 on the 
Sixth Day of May One thousand eight hundred and forty-four 
carrying on the Business of a Banker in England or Wale., and 
was then lawfully issuing, in England or Wales, his own Bank 
Notes, under the Authority of a Liceoce to that Effect, to con
tinue to issue such Notes to the Extent and under the Condition. 
herein-after mentioned, but not further or otherwise; and the 
Right of any Company or Partnership to continue to i.sue such 
Notes shall not be in any Manner prejudiced or a1fected by any 
~ange which may hereafter take place in the personal C0m
position of such Company or Partnership, either by the Transfer 
of any Shares or Share therein, or by the Admission of any new 
Partner or Member thereto, or by the Retirement of any present 
Partner or Member therefrom: Provided always, that it shall 
not be lawful for any Company or Partnersbip now consisting of 
only Six or less than Six Persons to issue Bank Notes at any 
Time after the Number of Partners therein shall exceed Six in 
the whole. 

XII.-If any Banker in any Part of the United Kingdom who 
after the passing of this Act shall be entitled to issue Bank Notes 
shall become bankrupt, or shall cease to carry on the Business of 
a Banker, or shall discontinue tbe Issue of Bank Notes, either 
by Agreemen~ with the Governor and Company of the Bank of 
England or otherwise. it shaD not be JawfuI for such Banker at 
any Time thereafter to issue any such Notes. 

XIII.-Every Banker claiming under this Act to continue to 
issue Bank Notes in England or Wales shall, • • " • giYe 
Notice in Writing to the Commissioners of Stamps and Taxes 
at their Head Office in London of such Claim, • • • ~ then 
the said Commissioners shall proceed to ascertain the average 
Amount of the Bank Notes of such Banker which were in circula
tion during the said Period of Twelve Weeks preceding the 
TwentyoSeYellth Day of April last; • • • . and it shall be 
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lawful for every such Banker to continue to issue his own Bank 
Kotes after the passing of this Act: Prmlided nevertheless, that 
such Banker shall not at any Time after the Tenth Day of 
October One thousand - eight hundred and forty-four have in 
circulation-upon the Average of a Period of Four Weeks, to be 
ascertained as herein-after mentioned, a greater Amount of 
Notes than the Amount 10 certi6ed. 

XIV.-Provided always, and be it enacted, that if it shall be 
made to appear to the Commissioners of Stamps and Taxes that 
any Two or more Banks have, by written Contract or Agree
ment . • . • become united within the Twelve Weeks next 
preceding such Twenty-seventh Day of April as aforesaid, it 
shall be lawful for the said Commissioners to ascertain the 
average Amount of the Note~ of each such Bank in the Manner 
herein-before directed, and to certify the average Amount of the 
Notes of the Two or more Banks so united as the Amount which 
the united Bank shall thereafter be authorized to issue, subject 
to the Regulations of this Act. 

XV.-The Commissioners of Stamps and Taxes shall, at the 
Time of certifying to anl Banker such Particulars as they are 
herein-before required tn.eertify, also publish a Duplicate of 
their Certi6cate thereof in the next succeeding London Gazette. 

XVi . ...:.In case it shan be made to appear to the Commis
sioners of Stamps and Taxes, at any Time hereafter, that any 
two or more Banks • • • • have, by written Contract 0" 
Agreement • • • . become united subsequently to the 
passing of this Act, it shall be lawful to the said Commissioners. 
upon the Application of such united Bank. to certify, in manner 
herein-before mentioned. th" aggregate of the Amounts of Bank 
Notes which such separate Banks were previously authorized to 
issue, and so from Time to Time; and evrry such Certificate 
shall be published in manner herein-before directed; and from 
and after such Publication the Amount therein stated shall be 
and be deemed to be the Limit of the Amount nf Bank Notea 
which such united Bank may have in circulation: Provided 
always, that it shan not be lawful for any such united Bank to 
issue Bank Notes at any Time after the Number of Partnera 
therein shall exceed Six in the whole. 

Sections '7. 18, 19. 20. 2', 2a state the administrative con
ditions which must be ful611ed by all private banks continuing 
to issue notes. Sections "3, "4, IS. a6 state the conditions under 
whkh the right to issue notes may be taken over by the Bank. 

XXVII.-The Bank of England shall have and enjoy such 
nclusive Privilege of Banking as is given by this Act, upon such 
Terms' and Conditions. and subject to tbe Termination thereof 
at such Time and in such ManDer, as is by this Act provided and 
specified; • • • • subject neverthe~ess to Redemption upon 
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the Terms and Conditinns fnllowing; (that i. to say,) at any 
Time upon Twelve Months Notice to be given after the Fir.t 
Day of August One thousand eight hundred and fifty-five, and 
upon Repayment by Parliament to the said Governor and C0m
pany or their Successors of the Sum of Eleven million fifteen 
thousand and one hundred Pounds, being the Debt now due 
from the Public to the said Governor and Company, without any 
Deduction, Discount, or Abatement whatsoever, . 
then and in such Case, and not till then, the .aid «elusive 
Privileges of Banking ll'rBnted by this Act .hall cease and 
determine at the Ellpirat.on of such Notice of Twelve Months; 
and any Vote nr Resolution of the House of Commons, .ignified 
under the Hand of the Speaker of the said House in Writing, 
and delivered at the public Office of the said Governor and 
Company. shall be deemed and ad judged to be • .ufficieot 
Notice. 
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PLAN FOR 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A NATIONAL BANK. 

By DAVID RICARDO, M.P. 18°4 • . 
THE Bank of England performs two operations of banking which 
are quite distinct and have no necessary connection with each 
other: it issues a paper currency as a substitute for a metallic 
one, and it advances money in the way of loan to merchants and 
others. 

That these two operations of banking have no necessary 
connection will appear olwious from this-that they might be 
carried on bl two separate bodies without the slightest loss of 
advantage, eIther to the country or to the merchants who receive 
accommodation from such loans. 

Suppose the privilege of issuing paper money were taken away 
from the Bank and were in future to be exercised by the Statt 
only, subject to the same regulation to which the Bank is no .... 
liable of paying its notes on demand in specie, in what way 
would the national wealth be in the least impaired? We should 
then, as now, carry on all the trallic and commerce of the country 
with the cheap medium, paper money, instead of the dear 
medium, metallic money; and aU the advantages which now 
O .. w from making this part of the national capital productive in 
the fonn of raw material, food, clothin~. machinery and imple
ments, instead of retaining it useless ID the form of metallic 
money, would be equaUy secured. 

The puhlic. or the Government on behalf of the public, is 
indebted to the Bank in a sum of money larger than the wbole 
amount of Bank notes in ci",ulation; for the Go ....... ment not 
only owes the Bank fifteen millions. its original capital. wbich is 
lent at 3 per cent. interest. but also many more millions wbich 
are advanced on Exchequer bills, on balf-pay and pensioa 
annuities. and on other se<:Urities. It is evident, therefore. that 
if the Government itself _re to be the sole issuer of paper 
money instead of borrowing it of the Bank. the only di/l'erencc 
would be with respect to the interest: the Bank would no longts 
receive interest and the Go\'erIlment would DO longer pay it; 
but aU other classes in the community "'QU1d be exactly in the 

-a 
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same position in which they DOW stand. It is evident too that 
there would be just ail much money in circulation, for it could 
make no dilference in that respect whether the s;"teen millions 
of paper money now circulating in London were issued by 
Government or by a banking corporation. The merchants could 
suffer no inconvenience from any want of facility in getting the 
usual advances made to them in the way of discount or in any 
other manner; for, 6rst, the amount of these advances must 
essentially depend upon the amount of money in circulation, and 
that would be just the same as before; and secondly, of the 
amount in circulation the Bank would have precisely the aame 
proportion, neither less nor more, to lend to the merchants. 

If it be true, as I think I have clearly proved, that the 
advances made by the Bank to the Government exceed the whole 
amount of the notes of the Bank in circulation, it is evident that 
part of its advances to Government, as well as the whole of its 
loans to other persons, must be made from other fund. possessed 
or at the disposal of the Bank, and which it would continue to 
possess after Government had discharged its debt to it, and after 
all its notes were withdrawn from circulation. Let it not then 
be said that the Bank charter, as f ....... as regards the issuing of 
paper money, ought to be renewed for this reason, that if it be 
not the merchants will suffer inconvenieoce from being deprived 
of the usual facilities of borrowing, as I trust I have shown that 
their means of borrowing would be just as ample as before. 
, It may however be said that, if the Bank were deprived of that 
part of its business which consists in issuing paper money, it 
would have DO motive to continue a joint-stock company and 
would agree on a dissolution of its partnership. I believe DO 

such thing; it would still have profitable means of employing 
its own funds. But suppose 1 am wrong and that the company 
.. ere dissolved, what iocoovenience would commerce sustain 
from it? If the joint stock of tbe company be managed by a few 
directors chosen by the general body of propri<c-tors, or if it be 
divided amongst the proprietors themselves and each share be 
managed by the individual to wborn it belongs, .. ill that make 
any difference in its real amount or in the efficacy with which it 
may be employed for commercial purposes? It is probable that 
in DO case would it be managed by the individual proprietors, 
but that it would be collected in a mass or masses and managed 
with much more economy and skill than it is DOW managed by 
the Bank. A great deal too much stress has always been laid on 
the benefits which commerce derives from the accommodation 
afforded to merchants by the Bank. I believe it to be quite 
insigoi6caot compared with that which is afforded by the 'private 
funds of individuals. We know that at the present monIent the 
advances by the Bank to merchants 00 di<COUllt are of a very 
trilling amount, and we have abuDdant evideoce to prOYe that 
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at no time have they been great. The wh9le fund at the disposal 
of the Bank for the last thirty years is wen known. It consisted 
of its own capital and savings, of the amount of deposits left 
with it by Government and by individuals who employed it as a 
banker. From this aggregate fund must be deducted the 
amount of cash and bullion in the coffers of .the Bank, the 
amount of advances to the holders of receipts for the loans 
contracted for during each year, and the amount of advances to 
Gover nment in every way. After making these deductions, the 
remainder only could have been devoted to commercial objects, 
and if it were ascertained, would, I am sure, be comparatively of 
a small amount. 

From papers laid before Parliament in 1797, in which the 
Bank gave a number as unit and a scale of its discounts for 
different years, it was calculated by some ingenious individual, 
after comparing this scale with other documents also laid before 
Parliament, that the amount of money advanced in the way of 
discount to the merchants for a period of three years and a half 
previous to 1797, varied from two millions to £3,700,000. 
Thesl' are tri8ing amount'i in such a country as this, and must 
bear a small proportion to the sum lent by individual. for similar 
purposes. In 1797 the advances to Government alone by the 
Bank, exclusive of its capital which was alse lent to Govern
ment, were more than three times the amount of the advances 
to the whole body of merchants. •. 

A Committee of the House of Commons was appointed last 
session of Parliament to inquire into the law of pledges and into 
the relation of consigne", of goods from abroad to consignees. 
This Committee called before it Mr. Richardson, of the house 
of Richardson, Overend lit Co., eminent discount broke", in the 
City. This gentleman was asked :-

"Q.-Are you not in the habit occasionally of discounting to 
a large extent bills of broker.. and other persons given upon the 
security of goods deposited in their hands? 

"A.-Very large. 
"Q.-HaYe you not carrie4 on the business of a biD broker 

and money agent to a very large extent, much beyond that of 
anr. other individual in this town? 

'A.-t should think very much beyond. 
"Q.-To the extent of some millions annually? 

. "A.-A ~t many; about twenty millions annually, s0me
times more. 

The evidence of Mr. Richardson satisfactorily pro~ I think. 
the e"t.!ttt of transactions of this kind in which the Bank has DO 

kind of concern. Can anYOne douht that if the Bank were to 
brenk up its establishmmt and divide its funds among the 
individu:.1 proprietors, the business of Mr. Richardson and of 
others who are in the same line would considerably increa.se? 
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On the one hand they would have more applications made to 
them for money on discount, on the other many who would have 
money to dispose of would apply to them to obtain employment 
for it. The same amount of money and no more would be 
employed in this branch of business, and if DOt employed by the 
Bank or by the individual proprietors if they had the manage
ment of their own funds, it would inevitably find its way, either 
by a direct or circuitous channel, to Mr. Richardson or to 
some other money agent, to be employed by him in promoting 
the commerce aod upholding the trade of the country, for in DO 
other way could these funds be made so productive to the parties 
to whom they would belong. 

If the view which I have taken of this slIbject be a correct 
one, it appears that the commerce of the country would not be 
in the least impeded by depriving the Bank of England of the 
power of issuing paper money, provided an amount of sucb 
money equal to the Baok circulatinn was issued by Government, 
aod that the sole effect of depriving the Bank of this privilege 
would be to transfer the profit which accrues from the interest 
of the money so issued from the Bank to Government. 
_ There remains, however, one other objection to which the 
reader's attentioo js requested~ 

It is said that Government could not be safely entrusted with 
the power of issuiDg paper money: that it would most certainly 
abuse it: aod that on aoy occasion when it was pressed for money 
fa carry on a war it would cease to pay coiD on demand for its 
notes, aod from that moment the currency would become a 
forced Government paper. Tbere would, J confess, be great 
danger of this if Government-that is to say, the Ministers-were 
themselves to be entrusted with the power of issuing paper 
money. But I propose to place this trust in the hands of C0m
missioners not remDvable from their official situation bat by a 
vote Df one or both Houses of Parliameat. I propose also to 
prevent all iDtercourse between these Commissioners aDd 
Ministers by forbidding every species of money traosactioo 
between them. The Commissioners should never, on any pre
tence, lend money to Government, DDr be in the slightest degree 
under its control or inBuence. Over Commissioners 10 entirely 
independent of them the MiDisters would have much Ie .. power 
than they now possess over the Bank director.. Experience 
"'ows how little this latter bady bave been able 10 ",ithstand the 
ca;olings of Ministers, aDd how frequently they bave been 
indUCJed to increase their advances on Exchequer bill. and 
Treasury hills at the very moment they were themselves declar
ing tbat it would be attended with tbe greatest risk to the 
stability of their estahlishment and to the public interesi. From 
• perusal of the c:orrespondeace between the GoYer:nment ~d tbe 
Bank previous to the stoppage of Bank payments In 17m, II will 
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be seen that the Bank attributes the necessity of that measure 
(erroneously in this instance, I think) to the frequent and urgent 
demand. for an increase of advances on the part of Government. 
I ask then whether the country would not possess a greater 
security against all such influence over the minds of the issuers 
of paper as would induce them to swerve from the strict line of 
their duty, if the paper money of the country were issued by, 
Commissioners on the plan I have proposed, rather than by the. 
Bank of England as at present constituted If Government. 
wanted money it should be obliged to raise it in the legitimate 
way, by taxing the people, by the issue and sale of Exchequer 
bills, by funded loans, or by borrowing from any of the numernus 
banks which might exist in the country; but in no case should it 
be allowed to borrow from those who have the pnwer of creavag 
money. 

If the funds of the Commissioners became so ample as to 
leave them a surplus which might be advantageously disposed 
nf, let them go into the market and purchase publicly Govern
ment securities with it. If on the contrary it should become 
necessary for them to contract their issues without diminishing 
their stock of gold, let them sell their securities in the same way 
in the open market. By this regulation a tri8ing sacri6ce would 
be made, amounting to the tum of the market which may be 
supposed to be gained by those whose business it is to employ 
their capital and skill in dealing in these securities, but in a 
question of this importance such a sacrifice is not worth consid_ 
info It must be recollected that from the great competition in 
th.s particular business, the tum of the market is reduced to a 
very small fraction, and that the amount of such transactions 
could never be great, as the circulation would be kept at its just 
level by aUowing for a small contraction or extension of the 
treasure in coin and bullion in the coffers of the Commissioners. 
It would be only when, from the increasing wealth and prosperity 
of the country, the country required a permanently increased 
amount of circulation that it would be expedient to invest money 
in the purchase of securities paying interest, and only in a con
trary case that- a part of such securities would be required to be 
sold. Thus then we see that 'the most complete security could 
be obtained against the influence which, on a 6rst and superficial 
view, it might be supposed Go,..,mment would bave over the 
issues of a National Bank, and that by organising such an 
establishment, aU the interest which is DOW annually paid by 
Government to the Bank would become a part of the uationaJ 
resources.. 

I -..quid propose, then, some such plan as the following for 
the establishment of a National Bank,-

I. Five Commissioners shan be appointed in whom the fun 
power of issuing all the paper mone), 1Jl the country shall be 
exclusively vested. 
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2. On the expiration- of the charter of the Bank of England 
in 1833 the Commissioners shall issue fifteen millions of paper 
money, the amount of the capital of the Bank lent to Govern
ment, with which that debt shall be discharged. From that 
time the annual interest of 3 per cent. shall cease and determine. 

3. On the same day ten millions of paper money .hall be 
employed by the Commissioners in the following manner:
With such parts of that 8um as they may think expedient they 
shall purchase gold bullion of the bank or of other per90n., and 
with the remainder, within six months of the day above
mentioned, they shall redeem a part of the Government debt to 
the Bank on Exchequer bills. The Exchequer bills 90 redeemed 
shall thereafter remain at the disposal of the Commissioner •• 

"" The Bank shall be obliged with as little delay as convenient 
after the expiration of its charter, to redeem all it. note. in 
circulation by the payment of them in the new notes issued by 
Government. It shall not pay them in gold, but shall be obliged 
to keep always a reserve of the new notes equal in amount to its 
own notes which may remain in circulation. 

5. The notes of the Bank of England shall be current for .i .. 
months after the expiration of the Bank charter, after which 
they shall no longer be received by Government in payment of 
the revenue. 

7. Within six months after the expiration of the Bank charter 
the notes of the country banks shall cease to circulate, and the 
different banks which shall toBve issued them shall be under the 
same obligation as the Bank of England to pay them in Govern
ment notes. They shall have the privilege of paying their notes 
in gold coin if they prefer 90 to do. 

8. For the greater security of the holders of Government note. 
residing in the country there shall be agents in the different 
towns, who shall be obliged on demand Ie> verify the genui,....., .. 
of the notes by affixing their signatures to them, after ,.,hit:h 
such notes shall be exchangeable only in the district where they 
are so signed. 

9- Notes issued in one district, or bearing the signature of an 
agent in one district, shall not be payable in any other: hot on 
the deposit of any number of notes in the office of the district 
where they were originally issued or where they were signed, 
agreeably to the last regulation, a bill may be obtained on any 
other district payable in the notes of that district. 

10. Notes issued in the country shall DOt be payable in min in 
the country: but for such notes a bill may be obtained on London 
which will be paid in min or in London notes at the opti"" of the 
party presenting the bill in London. 

II. Anyone depositing 1;010 or London notes in the Lon,k,n 
office may obtain a bill payable in the notes of any other di~~kt, • 
to be named at the time of obtaining the bill. And any,,,,e 
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depositing coin in the London office may obtain London notes to 
an equal amount. 

12. The Commissioners in London shall be obliged to buy any 
quantity of gold of standard fineness and exceeding one hundred 
ounces in weight that may be offered them. at a price not less 
than £3 '78. 6d. per ounce. 

'3, From the moment of the establishment of the National 
Bank the Commissionera shall be obliged to pay their notes and 
bills On demand in gold coin. 

14. Notes of one pound shall be issued at the &rst establish
ment of the National Bank. and shall be given to anyone 
requiring them in exchange for notes of a larger amount if the 
person presenting them prefers such notes to coin. This regula
tion to continue in force only for one year as far as reg/lrds 
London. but to be a permanent one in all the country districts. 

'5, It must be well understood that in country districts the 
agents will neither be liable to give notes for coin nor coin for 
Dotes. 

lb. The Commissionera shall act as the general banker to all 
the public departments in the same manner as the Bank of 
England nOW acts, but they shall be precluded from &lling the 
same oHkll either to any corporation or to any individual what
ever. 

On the subject of the first regulation J have already spoken. 
The Commisslonera should be, I think. &ve in number. They 
should have an adequate salary for the business which the, 
would have to perform and superintend. They should be 
Ilppointed by Government but not removable by Government. 

The second regulation refera to the mode in which the new 
paper circulation should be substituted for the old. By the 
provision here made twenty-five millions of paper money will be 
issued. That sum will not be too large for the circulation of the 
whole country. but if it should be, the excess may be exchanged 
for gold coin, or the Commissioners may sell a portion of their 
Exchequer bills and thus diminish the amount of the paper cir
culation. There are other modes by which the substitution of 
the new notes for the old might be made if the Bank of Englaod 
co-operated with the Commissioners. but the one here proposed 
would be effectual. It lI1ijrht be desirable that Government 
""ould purchase from the Bank at a fair valuation the whole of 
its buildings if the Bank"were willing to part with them. and 
also take all its clerks and servants into pay. It would be but 
just to the clerks and servants of th~ Bank to provHle employ
ment and support for them. and would be useful to the public: 
to halt the services of so many tried and experienced officers to 
conduct their affairs. It is a part of my plan. too, that the 
payment to the Bank for the management of tbe National Ddot 
should wholly «:ftse at the expiration of the Bank charter. and 
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that this department of the public business should be put under 
the superintendence and control of the Commissioner .. 

The third regulation provides for a proper deposit of gold coin 
and bullioo, without whicb the new establishment could not act. 
In fact, there would be fourteea millioo. instead of ten at the 
disposal of the Commissioners. It has been seen by one of the 
subsequent regulations that the Commissioners would act as 
banker to the public departments, and as it is found !>y experi
ence that on the average these departments ha..., four millioos 
in their hanker's hands, the Commissioners would have these 
four millions in addition to the ten millions. If five millions were 
devoted to the purchase of coin and bullioo, nine million. would 
be invested in floating securities. If eight millioo. were invested 
in geld, six millions would remain for the purchase of Excbequer 
bills. Whatever debt remained due to the Bank after this second 
payment made by the Commissioners must be provided for by 
loan, or made the subject of a special agreement between the 
Government and the Bank of England. 

The fourth and fifth regulatioos provide for the substitution 
of the new paper money for the old, and protect the bank from 
the payment in specie of the notes which it may have outstand
ing. This eannot be attended with any inconvenience to the 
holders of those notes, because the Bank is bound to giye them 
Government notes which are exchangeable 00 demand for gold 
coin. 

Th.., seventh regulation provides for the substitutioo of the 
new notes for the old rountry bank notes. The country banks 
could have DO difficulty io providing tbem!!elves with the new 
notes for that purpose. All their tr.msaction. finally settle in 
London, and their cireulatioo is raised upoo seeuritie5 deposited 
there. By disposing of these securities they would furnish 
tbem.'Idves with the requisite quantity of money to provide for 
the payment of their notes, ronsequeotly the country would at 
DO time be in want of an adequate circulation. The eireulation 
of the country banks is estimated at about ten millions. 

The eighth regulation provides against fraud and forgery. 
In the first instance paper money eannot be issued from eacb 
district but must all be sent from Londoo. It is just, therefore, 
that some public agent should, in as many places as cooyenient., 
be prepared to Yerify the genuineness of the notes. After a 
time the cireulation of eacb district would be carried 00 by notes 
issued in that district in forms sent for that ptlI"POSe from 
London.. 

The ninth regulation provides every pDOSJole facili{y for 
making remittances and payments to any district in the country. 
If a man at York wishes to make a payment of £1,000 to a 
person at Canterbury, by the payment of £1,000 in note!l issued 
at Y nrk to tbe agent in that town be may receive a biD for 
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£ 1,000 payable at Canterbury in the notes of that district. 
The tenth regulation provides for the payment of the notes' 

of every district in coin in London. If a man in York wants 
£,,000 in coin Government should not be at the expense of 
sending it to him, he ought to be at that expense himself. This 
i. a sacrifice which must be made for the use of paper money, 
and if the inhabitants of tbe country lire not contented to submit 
to it, they maY' use gold instead of paper; they must, neverthe
les., be at the expense of procuring it. 

The eleventh regulation as weII as the ninth provides for 
making remittances and payments to alI parts of the country. 

The twelfth regulation provides against the amount of the 
paper currency being too much limited in quantity by obliging 
the Commissioners to is.ue it at alI times in exchange for gold 
at the price of £3 '75. 6d. per ounce. Regulating their issues 
by the price of gold the Commissioners could never err. It 
might be expedient to oblige them to sell gold bullion at 
£3 '75. gd., in which case the coin would probably never be 
exported, because that can never be obtained under £3 '75. 'old. 
per ounce. Under such a system the only variations that could 
take place in the price of gold would be between the prices of 
£3 '75. 6d. and £3 '75. gd., and by watching the market price 
.. nd increasing their issues of paper when the price inclined to 
£3 '75. 6d. or under, and limiting them or withdrawing a smao 
portion when the price inclined to £3 '75. gd. or more, there 
would not probably be a dollCll transactions in the year by the 
Commissioners in the purchase and sale of gold, and if there 
were they would al_ys be advantageous and leave a smaU 
profit to th~ estahlishment. As it is, however, I!esirable to be on 
the sat.: side in mallllging the important business of a paper 
money in a gt'eBt country, it would be proper to make • liberal 
provision of ~d, as ,uggested io a former regulation, in case 
it should be thought expedient occasionally to COITeCt the ex
changes with foreign countries by the exportation of gold as well 
as by the reduction of the amount of pape". 

The thirteenth regulation obliges the Commissioners to pay 
th.-i. notes on demand in gold coin. 

The fourteenth rqulation provid ... for a supply of one pound 
no~s for the country circulation. On the first establishment of 
the National Bank, hut not aftenrards, these are to be issued in 
London, to be subsequently countersigned in the country. As 
a ch~:k on the country agents every description of note migbt 
be sent to them from L<-r.don, numbered and sigMd. After 
receifing them, the agent should countersign them before they 
were issued to the public. ,and be shouJd be held strictly 
responsible for tbe whole amount sent to him in the same manDeI" 

AS the disln1>utnrs of stamps are rHponsible for the whole 
amount of stamps ...... to them. It is hsnlly necessary to 
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observe that the country agents ougbt to be in constant corre
spondence with the London district for the purpose of giving 
information of all their proceeding.. Suppose 8 country agent 
bas given 100 notes of £1 for a note of £100, be must give 
information of that fact, sending at the same time tbe larger 
note for wbich be bas given tbem. Hi. account in London would 
be credited and debited accordingly. If be receive £100 in 
notes and give a bill on another district be must give advice, 
botb to the London district and to tbe district on wbich the bill 
is given, sending up the note a5 in the former instance. Hi. 
account will be credited for this £ 100, and the agent of tbe other 
district will be charged witb it. It i. not requisite to go farther 
into details; I may already bave said too mucb, but my object 
bas been to show that the security for the detection of fraud 
is nearly perfect, as vouchers for every transaction would all be 
originally issued in London, and must be returned to London, 
or be in the possession of the country agent. 

The fifteenth regulation is only explanatory of some of the 
former regulations. 

The sixteentb regulation directs that the Commiosionert sball 
act as banker to the public departments and to the public depart
ments only. 

If the plan now proposed should be adopted the country would 
probably, on the most moderate computation, save £750,000 
per annum. Suppose the circulation of paper money to amount 
to twenty-five millions and the Government deposits to four 
millions, these together make twenty-nine millions. On all thi. 
sum interest would be saved with the exception of oix millions 
perhaps, which it might be thought necessary to retain as 
deposits in gold coin and bullion and wbicb would consequently 
be unproductive. Reckoning interest then at ;J per cent. only on 
twenty-three millions, the public would be gamers of £6tJo,ooo. 
To this must be added £2413,000 which is now paid for the 
management of the public debt, making together £938,000. 
Now supposing the expenses to amount to £188,000, there 
would remain for the public an annual saving or gain of 
£750 ,000. 

It will be remarked that the plan provides against an, part, 
but the Commissioners in London making an original issue of 
notes. Agents in other districts in the country, connected with 
the Commissioners, may give one description of DOtes for 
another; they may give bills for DOtes or DOtes for bills drawn 
on them, but in the first in .. .ance, every one of these notes must 
be issued b, the Commissioners in London, and coosequently 
the whole is strictly under their cogniunce. If from ans cir
cumstances the circuJation in any particular district ohould 
become redundant, provision is made for the transfer of ouch 
redundancy to Loodon, and if it ""auld be deficient a f re!lb oupply 
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is obtained from London. If the circulation of London should 
be redundant it will show itself by the increased price of bullion 
and the fall in the foreign exchanges, precisely as a redundancy 
is now shown, and the remedy is also the same as that now in 
opera lIOn, viz.: a reduction of circulation, which is brought 
about by a reduction of the paper circulation. That reduction 
may take place in two ways--.oither by the sale of Exchequer 
bills in the market and the cancelling of the paper money which 
is obtained for them, or by giving gold in exchange fo,' the 
paper, canceUing the paper as before and exporting the gold. 
The exporting the gold will not be done by the Commissioners; 
that will be effected by the commercial operation of the 
merr.hants, who never fail tn find gold the most profitable 
remittance when the paper money is redundant and excessive. 
If, on the contrary, the circulation of London were too low, 
there would be two ways of increasing it-by the purchase of 
Government securities in the market and the creation of new 
paper money for the purpose, or by the importation and pur
chase by the Commissioners of gold bullion, for the purchase of 
which new paper money would be created. Tbe importation 
would take place through cnmmercial operations, as gold never 
fails to be a profitable article of import when the amount of 
currency i. deficient. 
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